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АНОТАЦІЯ
Іванова О. В. Фізичні та динамічні властивості активних малих тіл Сонячної
системи. – Кваліфікаційна наукова праця у формі наукової доповіді.
Дисертація на здобуття наукового ступеня доктора фізико-математичних наук за
спеціальністю 01.03.03 – Геліофізика і фізика Сонячної системи (104 – Фізика та
астрономія). – Головна астрономічна обсерваторія Національної академії наук
України, Київ; Головна астрономічна обсерваторія Національної академії наук
України, Київ, 2021.
Робота присвячена комплексним дослідженням фізичних, хімічних і динамічних
властивостей комет різних динамічних класів, активних астероїдів та кентаврів за
даними фотометричних, поляриметричних і спектральних спостережень та
чисельного моделювання.
Відповідно до сучасних уявлень припускається існування декількох резервуарів
малих тіл у Сонячній системі (МТСС), серед яких Пояс Еджворта-Койпера, Розсіяний
диск, Хмара Оорта і Головний пояс астероїдів. Динамічні дослідження малих тіл
вказують на те, що Хмара Оорта є основним джерелом «майже ізотропних комет»,
включно з довгоперіодичними кометами і кометами типу комети Галлея. Натомість
екліптичні комети і комети типу комети Енке формувалися в основному в Поясі
Еджворта-Койпера. Розсіяний диск є джерелом комет сімейства Юпітера і кентаврів,
а пояс астероїдів містить, окрім звичайних, рідкісні астероїди, які проявляють
кометну активність.
На сьогодні розглядаються різні сценарії походження малих тіл при формуванні
Сонячної системи. Найбільш сучасною для динамічного моделювання Сонячної
системи, в тому числі і для пояснення формування Хмари Оорта, Пояса
Еджворта-Койпера, Розсіяного диска та малих тіл вважається так звана «Nice model»,
яка передбачає перехід планет-гігантів з початкової компактної конфігурації в їх
сучасне

положення,

після

того,

як

відбулося

розсіювання

початкового

протопланетного газового диска. За цією моделлю резервуари ядер коротко- і
довгоперіодичних комет не є місцем безпосереднього їхнього утворення. Якби
комети утворилися в різних місцях Сонячної системи, можна було б очікувати, що
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вони покажуть різні хімічні і фізичні властивості. З іншого боку, тривале перебування
цих тіл в різних динамічних групах (на різних відстанях від Сонця) може внести
еволюційні зміни в їхні фізичні властивості. Таким чином, схожість і відмінність
хімічних і фізичних властивостей малих тіл може пролити світло як на їхнє
походження та/або еволюцію, так і Сонячної системи загалом.
Порівняння фізичних характеристик МТСС різних динамічних сімейств та груп
допоможе встановити, які їхні властивості є первинними, а які є наслідком еволюції.
Дослідження оптичних, фізичних і хімічних властивостей пилу в різних МТСС
допоможе зрозуміти основні процеси його утворення та еволюції в протосонячній
туманності. Крім того поляриметричні та фотометричні спостереження МТСС
(безатмосферних тіл, ядер комет, різних фрагментів комет, ядра яких розпалися)
дають можливість виявити та дослідити відмінності у розсіюючих властивостях і
речовинному складі пилової компоненти різного походження.
Метою даного дослідження є визначення фізичних властивостей і хімічного
складу комет різних динамічних класів, активних астероїдів і кентаврів за даними
фотометрії, поляриметрії та спектроскопії; проведення діагностики фізичних та
оптичних властивостей пилу в об’єктах різних популяцій шляхом чисельного
моделювання; пошук зв’язку між фізичними і динамічними характеристиками
МТСС для виявлення особливостей, пов’язаних з різними областями їхнього
утворення в Сонячній системі чи різною еволюцією.
Для отримання спостережного матеріалу використано комплексний підхід, який
полягає, зокрема, у поєднанні методів спостережень (квазіодночасні фотометричні,
поляриметричні,

спектрополяриметричні

та

спектральні

спостереження),

використанні великих телескопів і проведенні моніторингових спостережень для
отримання довгих рядів даних. Спостереження проводилися на 18 телескопах різних
розмірів, як закордонних (зокрема й з Південної півкулі Землі), так і вітчизняних.
Основні спостереження МТСС проведено на 6-м телескопі БТА (САО РАН).
Більшість

моніторингових

фотометричних

та

спектральних

спостережень

проводилися на телескопах діаметром: 4.1-м (SOAR, Чилі), 2-м (FTS, Австралія), 2-м
(МЦ АМЕД, Україна), 1.6-м (NLA, Бразилія), 1.3-м (SPO, Словаччина), 1-м (SOIA,
Таджикистан), 0.7-м (АО КНУ, Лісники, Україна), 0.127-м (T9, Австралія) та ін. Для
отримання якісного спостережного матеріалу в широкому діапазоні геліоцентричних
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відстаней, фазових кутів і довжин хвиль, з високими часовою, просторовою та
спектральною роздільними здатностями використовувалися сучасні прилади на
основі

ПЗЗ

матриць.

Для

обробки

отриманих

оригінальних

зображень

застосовувалися сучасні програми та цифрові робастні методи, які були адаптовані
під особливості спостережень активних МТСС, що забезпечило високоякісний
матеріал для подальшого аналізу.
Протягом

2006 – 2020

рр.

отримано

великий

обсяг

квазіодночасних

фотометричних, поляриметричних, спектрополяриметричних та спектральних даних
для 24 комет з різних динамічних груп, 3 активних астероїдів і 1 активного кентавра.
Поляриметричні спостереження далеких комет проведено вперше в кометних
дослідженнях. Отримані спостережні результати дали можливість уточнити старі
або встановити нові закономірності у фізичних та динамічних характеристиках тіл,
що належать до різних популяцій, відкрити та вивчити раніше невідомі ефекти,
індивідуальні особливості й унікальні властивості низки об’єктів, які суттєво
доповнюють і розширюють знання про МТСС.
Вперше запропоновано і виконано програму комплексних досліджень далеких (у
яких перигелійна відстань q > 4 а.о.) комет, основними результатами якої є наступні:
(і) вперше побудовано детальні карти просторового розподілу параметрів поляризації
розсіяного світла далеких комет та виявлено, що їхній ступінь лінійної поляризації
вищий, ніж у близьких до Сонця комет на однакових фазових кутах; (іі) за
результатами моделювання фотометричних, поляриметричних та спектральних
даних визначено склад частинок у комах далеких комет, який є відмінним від складу
пилу в короткоперіодичних кометах; (ііі) висунуто ідею, згідно з якою кристалізація
аморфного льоду в кометах, враховуючи не лише водяний лід, а й більш летючі льоди
CO і СО2 та еволюцію ерозії поверхні, може мати немонотонний характер; (iv) за
результатами динамічного моделювання вперше показано, що спалахова активність
комет може бути спричинена бомбардуванням метеороїдами поверхонь їхніх ядер.
На основі комплексних спостережень комети-кентавра 29P/Schwassmann–
Wachmann 1 упродовж 2007 – 2009 рр. на геліоцентричних відстанях 5.7 – 6.0 а.о.
вперше: (i) знайдено швидкість продукування іонів CO+ та пилу протягом періоду
спостережень; (ii) побудовано карти просторового розподілу пилу та іона CO + і
показано, що ударна іонізація частинками сонячного вітру найбільш ймовірна для
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іонізації СО в кометі 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 і може бути основним
механізмом іонізації в кометах на великих відстанях від Сонця; (iii) вперше в
кометі-кентаврі виміряно кругову поляризацію розсіяного випромінювання пилу та
лінійну поляризацію в джетоподібній структурі; (iv) за результатами моделювання та
аналізу динамічної історії комети-кентавра показано, що поверхня її ядра зазнала
суттєвих змін і не може більше розглядатися як первісна.
Комплексні дослідження далеких комет виявили низку важливих результатів для
фізики комет, серед яких найголовнішими є: (i) у спектрах більшості досліджених
комет,

окрім

комети

C/2011

KP36

(Spacewatch),

емісії

відсутні;

(ii)

пилопродуктивність комет значно вища до перигелію, ніж у короткоперіодичних
комет; (iii) у комі комети C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) домінують субмікронні частинки, що
складаються з великої кількості льоду та толіно-подібних органічних речовин; (iv)
кома комети C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch) формується частинками різних розмірів, що
складаються з водяного льоду, льоду СО2 та тугоплавкого матеріалу.
З великою просторовою роздільною здатністю отримано розподіли яскравості,
кольору та поляризації в комах комет різних динамічних груп. Виявлені
взаємопов’язані варіації поляризації і кольору по комах комет 2Р/Encke і
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko,

з

урахуванням

деполяризуючих

факторів

молекулярних емісій і ядра, свідчать про еволюцію фізичних властивостей частинок з
віддаленням від ядра і можуть бути діагностикою швидкості фрагментації частинок,
їхнього розміру та складу.
Вперше в кометних дослідженнях, на прикладі двох комет – 2Р/Encke і C/2011
KP36 (Spacewatch), визначено поляризацію відбитого ядром світла і її вплив на
поляризацію пилової коми. Кількісно показано, що внесок молекулярних емісій в
континуумні кометні фільтри досить значний і його потрібно враховувати для
точного визначення ступеня лінійної поляризації комет в континуумі та фізичних
властивостей пилових частинок.
Вперше

отримано

просторовий

розподіл

кругової

поляризації

в

комі

довгоперіодичної комети С/2009 Р1 (Garradd) та виявлено її змінність з часом і з
відстанню від ядра.
Встановлено, що виявлені

за допомогою методів цифрової

фільтрації

морфологічні структури (хвости, джети, фени, оболонки, арки та ін.) у внутрішніх
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комах спостережених малих тіл Сонячної системи пов’язані з конкретними
активними ділянками на їхніх ядрах і мають різні радіальні профілі поляризації і
кольору, що може свідчити про неоднорідність ядра.
Вперше виявлено короткочасні зміни кольору пилу в комі довгоперіодичної
комети C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina). За допомогою моделі пилових частинок у вигляді
агломератів показано, що причиною зміни кольору є поповнення коми пилом різного
хімічного складу з різних активних ділянок внаслідок обертання ядра комети.
На основі комплексних спостережень комети C/2011 J2 (LINEAR), ядро якої
розпалося, показано, що нестаціонарні процеси і фрагментація ядер комет є
індикатором неоднорідності їх композиційного складу і структури. Виявлені зміни
показників кольору пилу пов'язані з неоднаковим вкладом пилової складової різних
фрагментів в загальний потік випромінювання. Під час покриття зорі кометою,
визначено оптичну товщину її пилової атмосфери та отримано відносну швидкість
руху компонента В.
Результати спостережень активних астероїдів та їхнього чисельного моделювання
вперше дали можливість: (i) визначити метеорний потік, відповідальний за
кометоподібну активність астероїдів (596) Scheila та (6478) Gault, що підтверджує
обґрунтованість використання ударного механізму для пояснення короткочасної
активності астероїдів; (ii) побудувати детальні карти кольору та дослідити його
варіації вздовж хвоста астероїда (6478) Gault; (iii) дослідити морфологію активних
утворень та зміну кольору коми в астероїді (596) Scheila і (6478) Gault під час та після
їхнього спалаху; (iv) визначити геометричне альбедо потенційно небезпечного для
Землі активного астероїда (3200) Phaeton на великих фазових кутах, яке відповідає
типовим значенням для темних астероїдів F-типу.
Результати дисертаційної роботи вже застосовуються і можуть бути застосовані
в подальшому в наукових установах України — ГАО НАН України, АО КНУ,
Інституті астрономії ХНУ, АО ОНУ; в астрономічних установах і обсерваторіях
близького і далекого зарубіжжя, а також у навчальному процесі.
Ключові слова: комети, астероїди, кентаври, пил, газ, поляризація, фотометрія,
спектроскопія, морфологія, активність.
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ANNOTATION
Ivanova O. V. Physical and dynamical properties of active small bodies of the Solar
System. – Qualification scientific work on the form of a scientific report.
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Heliophysics and physics of Solar System (10 – Natural Sciences; 104 – Physics and
Astronomy). – Main Astronomical Observatory of the NAS of Ukraine, Kyiv; Main
Astronomical Observatory of the NAS of Ukraine, Kyiv, 2021.
The present work is devoted to a comprehensive study of the physical, chemical, and
dynamical properties of comets of different dynamic classes, active asteroids and centaurs,
using the results of photometric, polarimetric, and spectral observations and numerical
modeling to reveal features related to different regions of their formation in the Solar system
or different evolution.
The present work is devoted to a comprehensive study of the physical, chemical, and
dynamical properties of comets of different dynamic classes, active asteroids and centaurs,
using the results of photometric, polarimetric, and spectral observations and numerical
modeling to reveal features related to different regions of their formation in the Solar system
or different evolution.
According to modern conceptions, there are several reservoirs of small bodies in the
Solar system (SBSS) including the Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt, the Scattered Disk, the Oort
Cloud, and the Main Asteroid Belt. Dynamic studies of the Solar system indicate that the
Oort Cloud is the main source of «almost isotropic comets» including long-period comets
and Halley-type comets. In contrast, ecliptic comets and Enke-type comets were formed
mainly in the Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt. The Scattered Disk is the source of the Jupiter family
comets and centaurs. The Main Asteroid Belt contains, in addition to the usual, rare
asteroids which exhibit cometary activity.
Currently, there are different scenarios of the origin of small bodies during the formation
of the Solar system. The most modern model for the dynamic modeling of the Solar system,
including the formation of the Oort Cloud, Edgeworth-Kuiper Belt, Scattered Disk, and
SBSS, is considered to be the «Nice model» which includes the transfer of giant planets
from the initial compact configuration to their current state after scattering the initial
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protoplanetary gaseous disk. According to this model, the reservoirs of the nuclei of
short-period and long-period comets are not the place of their original formation. If comets
were formed in different places of the Solar system, they must have different physical and
chemical properties. On the other hand, a long-term stay of these bodies in different
dynamic groups (at different distances from the Sun) can lead to evolutionary changes in
their physical properties. Thus, similarity and diversity in the physical and chemical
properties of SBSS can shed light on both their origin and/or evolution of the Solar system
on the whole.
The purposes of this study are to determine the physical characteristics and chemical
composition of comets of different dynamic types, active asteroids, and centaurs on the basis
of quasi-simultaneous photometric, polarimetric, and spectroscopic observations; to
conduct the diagnostics of physical and optical properties of the dust in objects of different
populations by numerical modeling; to search for a connection between the physical and
dynamic characteristics of SBSS to reveal features related to different regions of their
formation in the Solar system or different evolution.
To obtain the observational material, a complex approach was used. It consists, in
particular, in the combination of the observation methods (quasi-simultaneous photometric,
polarimetric, spectropolarimetric, and spectroscopic observations), the use of large
telescopes, and monitoring observations to obtain long series of data. Observations were
carried out with 18 telescopes of various sizes, both foreign (including those in the Southern
Hemisphere) and domestic. The main observations of SBSS were conducted at the 6-m BTA
telescope (SAO RAS). The monitoring photometric and spectroscopic observations were
performed at the following telescopes: 4.1-m (SOAR, Chile), 2-m (FTS, Australia), 2-m (IC
AMER, Ukraine), 1.6-m (NLA, Brazil), 1.3-m (SPO, Slovakia), 1-m (SOIA, Tajikistan),
0.7-m (KNU, Lisnyky, Ukraine), 0.127-m (T9, Australia), and others. To obtain
high-quality observation material in a wide range of heliocentric distances, phase angles,
and wavelengths, with high temporal, spatial, and spectral resolutions, modern devices
based on CCD arrays were used. The modern programs and digital robust methods adapted
to the features of observations of active SBSS were used for reducing the obtained original
images providing high-quality material for further analysis.
In
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photometric,

polarimetric,

and
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spectroscopic data were obtained for 24 comets from different dynamical groups, 3 active
asteroids, and 1 centaur. Polarimetric observations of distant comets were conducted for the
first time in cometary research. The obtained observation results allowed us to clarify the old
and establish the new regularities in the physical and dynamic characteristics of bodies
belonging to different populations, to discover and study previously unknown effects,
individual features, and unique properties of some objects which significantly supplement
and expand the knowledge about SBSS.
For the first time, a program of complex studies of distant (the perihelion distance in
which is q > 4 au) comets was proposed and performed. The main results of this program are
the following: (i) the detailed maps of the spatial distribution of the polarization parameters
of distant comets were constructed and it was revealed that the degree of linear polarization
is higher than that for comets close to the Sun at the same phase angles; (ii) according to the
results of computer modeling the photometric, polarimetric, and spectroscopic data, the
composition of particles in distant comets is different from the composition of dust in
short-period comets; (iii) the crystallization of the amorphous ice in comets may be
non-monotonic, taking into account not only water ice but also more volatile CO and CO2
ice and the evolution of surface erosion; (iv) the dynamic simulation showed that the flare
activity in comets may be caused by meteoroids bombarding the surfaces of their nuclei.
On the basis of complex observations of the comet-centaur 29P/Schwassmann –
Wachmann 1 at heliocentric distances of 5.7–6.0 au during 2007–2009, for the first time: (i)
the production rates of the CO+ ions and dust were determined during the observation
period; (ii) the spatial distribution maps of the dust and CO+ ions were constructed which
showed that the impact of ionization by the solar wind particles is most likely for CO
ionization in comet 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 and is the main mechanism of
ionization in comets at large distances from the Sun; (iii) the circular polarization of the
scattered light from the dust particles and linear polarization in a jet-like structure were
measured in the comet-centaur; (iv) the modeling and analysis of the dynamic history of the
comet-centaur showed that the surface of its nucleus has undergone significant changes and
can no longer be considered as the original.
The comprehensive research of distant comets has revealed a number of important
results for the physics of comets, the most important of which are: (i) there are no emissions
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in the spectra of the most studied comets, except for comet C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch); (ii)
the production of the dust in distant comets is significantly higher before the perihelion than
that in short-period comets; (iii) the coma of comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) is dominated by
submicron particles consisting of large amounts of ice and the tholin-like organic matter;
(iv) the coma of comet C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch) is formed by particles of different sizes
consisting of water ice, CO2 ice, and refractory material.
For the first time, distributions of brightness, color, and polarization over the comas of
comets from different dynamic groups were obtained with high spatial resolution. It is
shown that the interrelated variations of polarization and color in the comas of comets
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko and 2P/Encke, taking into account the depolarizing factors
of molecular emissions and the nucleus, indicate the evolution of particle properties away
from the nucleus and can diagnose the fragmentation rate of particles, their original sizes,
and composition. It has been established that the morphological structures detected by
digital filtering methods in the comas of active small bodies are associated with certain
active areas on their nuclei and have a specific distribution of polarization and color.
Short-term variations in the dust color in the coma of the long-period comet C/2013 UQ4
(Catalina) were detected. Using a model of dust particles in the form of agglomerates, it is
shown that the reason for the color variations is the replenishment of the coma by the dust of
different chemical compositions ejected from different active areas due to the rotation of the
cometary nucleus. The spatial distribution of the circular polarization over the coma of the
long-period comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) was obtained and its variability with distance from
the nucleus and time was revealed. On the basis of complex observations of comet C/2011
J2 (LINEAR), the nucleus of which disintegrated, it is shown that nonstationary processes
and fragmentation of the cometary nuclei are an indicator of the heterogeneity of their
composition and structure. The detected changes in the dust color are related to the
inhomogeneous contribution of the dust fluxes of different fragments to the total radiation
flux.
The results of observations of active asteroids and their numerical simulations allowed
us: (i) to determine the meteor shower responsible for the comet-like activity of the asteroids
(596) Scheila and (6478) Gault that confirms the validity of the impact mechanism to
explain the short-term asteroid activity; (ii) to create the detailed color maps and investigate
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the color variations along the tail of the asteroid (6478) Gault; (iii) to investigate the
morphology of active formations and color variations over the coma of the asteroids (596)
Scheila and (6478) Gault during and after their outbursts; (iv) to determine the geometric
albedo of the potentially Earth-hazardous active asteroid (3200) Phaeton at large phase
angles which correspond to the typical values for dark F-type asteroids.
The results of the present work are already used and can be used in the future in
scientific institutions of Ukraine: MAO NAS of Ukraine, AO KNU, Institute of Astronomy
KhNU, AO ONU; in astronomical institutions and observatories around the world, as well
as in the educational process.
Key words: comets, asteroids, centaurs, dust, gas, polarization, photometry,
spectroscopy, morphology, activity.
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ВСТУП
Актуальність теми. Наша Сонячна система (СС) є найближчою планетною
системою, що, природньо, викликає першочерговий інтерес до вивчення її
утворення та еволюції. Планетна космогонія розглядає малі тіла Сонячної системи
(МТСС) в єдиному процесі утворення, формування та еволюції планет, супутників,
астероїдів та комет. Донедавна, згідно гіпотези О.Ю. Шмідта, вважалося, що всі тіла
СС утворилися з так званих планетезималей, а хімічний склад та фізичні
характеристики тіл визначалися гарячою центральною областю протопланетної
хмари. Так, летючі речовини були «викинуті» на периферію і, відповідно, стали
джерелом кометних ядер, а більш тверда фракція залишилася у внутрішній частині,
слугуючи матеріалом для кам’янистих планет. Однак прогрес засобів спостережень,
включаючи використання орбітальних телескопів, призвів до відкриття тисяч
об’єктів як на навколоземній орбіті чи орбіті Юпітера, так і в транснептуновій
області. Це, в свою чергу, дало нову загальну картину розподілу МТСС в СС,
визначаючи, таким чином, актуальність вивчення питань, пов’язаних з місцем
їхнього утворення, формуванням, динамічною та хімічною еволюцією. Відповіді на
ці питання тісно пов’язані, або навіть визначаються, дослідженнями проявів їхньої
активності залежно від відстані до Сонця, вивченням фізичних і динамічних
характеристик МТСС, включно з питанням взаємозв’язку між ними, в тому числі і
генетичного.
Загалом генетичний зв’язок між кометами, астероїдами та супутниками планет
наразі має надзвичайно важливе значення. Адже іноді важко визначити, до якого
класу МТСС належить той чи інший об’єкт. Наприклад, досить багато супутників
планет, які мають ретроградні орбіти, більш схожі на захоплені астероїди, ніж на
інші планетні супутники, які обертаються в площині екватора круговими орбітами.
Також відкрито об’єкти, що одночасно належать як до класу астероїдів, так і до
комет. Характерною особливістю об’єктів цієї групи є те, що вони мають динамічні
характеристики астероїдів (їхні орбіти є зазвичай астероїдними) і водночас
проявляють кометну активність, яка виражається в появі у них пилової коми та
хвостів. Кометна активність таких астероїдів має як періодичний, так і одноразовий
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характер. Кілька механізмів втрати маси для 11 таких об’єктів розглянуто в роботі
[62, 65], де вони названі «активними астероїдами» (АА).
Слід також згадати і об’єкти, як зараз вважається, перехідного класу з динамічної
точки зору – Кентаври. Вони є проміжним класом між транснептуновими об’єктами
і короткоперіодичними кометами. Серед цих об’єктів спостерігаються і активні, що
дозволяє вивчати механізми їхньої активності та фізико-хімічні зміни для того, щоб
краще розуміти їхній генетичний зв'язок із кометами. Тільки 13 відсотків серед
відомих кентаврів проявляють кометну активність [63, 64].
Разом з тим, зараз склалася ситуація, коли активне дослідження МТСС призвело
до накопичення великої кількості даних як про короткоперіодичні комети, так і
довгоперіодичні комети на близьких (менш ніж 2 а.о.) до Сонця відстанях.
Спостереження комет із перигелієм більш ніж 4 а.о. проводилися рідко, що
спричинило значний дефіцит інформації саме про комети, що проявляють
активність на великих відстанях від Сонця. Така незбалансованість інформації щодо
комет призвела до того, що відкритим залишається питання їхньої таксономії.
Дотепер не вдалося виділити групи комет на основі їхніх фізичних та хімічних
характеристик, окрім групи комет з дефіцитом вуглецю. Хоча, можливо, саме
таксономія комет може бути пов’язана з місцем їхнього формування в Сонячній
системі, а не, наприклад, з еволюцією їхніх фізичних чи хімічних характеристик.
За останні 20 років 5 космічних апаратів досліджували 5 кометних ядер із
близької відстані. Така увага до комет зумовлена двома основними причинами: (і)
комети, очевидно, зберігають речовину в незмінному вигляді з моменту утворення
СС; (іі) комети містять значні обсяги водяного льоду і органічних сполук і, можливо,
є джерелом цих речовин на Землі. Хоча отримано значний обсяг нової інформації
щодо фізичних характеристик та умов у кометних атмосферах, що дозволило
прояснити низку питань, однак постало ще більше нових запитань та загадок.
Наприклад, дані космічної місії Rosetta показали відмінний від земного ізотопний
склад молекул води в кометі 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko [61], тоді як у кометі
103P/Hartley 2 склад води повністю відповідає земному. Проте космічні місії не
можуть бути дуже частими, а коло досліджуваних об’єктів обмежується
екліптичними кометами (окрім єдиної комети 1P/Halley, яка належить до групи
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майже ізотропних комет). Одиничними також залишаються поляриметричні
дослідження активних МТСС з борту космічних апаратів. Тільки в 2019 р.
Європейське космічне агентство вперше підтримало нову місію Comet Interceptor до
довгоперіодичної комети в рамках програми Cosmic Vision1, яка буде включати й
поляриметричні дослідження.
Таким чином, дослідження, виконані в межах дисертаційної роботи, а саме:
комплексний аналіз нестаціонарних процесів та механізмів, які їх викликають у
активних МТСС (комети різних динамічних типів, активні кентаври і астероїди),
варіацій швидкості продукування газу і пилу, розподілу кольору і поляризації по
комі, хімічного складу окремих фрагментів під час дезінтеграції ядра і пилового
компонента атмосфер активних МТСС та пошук взаємозв’язків між цими об’єктами
СС, у повній мірі визначають її актуальність.
Зв'язок роботи з науковими програмами, планами, темами. Представлені в
дисертації дослідження виконувалися згідно з планами наступних наукових тем
лабораторії фізики малих тіл Сонячної системи Головної астрономічної обсерваторії
НАН України: (1) «Активність комет та оптичні властивості безатмосферних малих
тіл Сонячної системи», шифр 1.4.9.2/7-224В, номер держреєстрації 0106U004541,
2006 – 2008 рр., виконавець; (2) «Фізичні властивості комет та поверхонь вибраних
безатмосферних тіл Сонячної системи за даними спектрофотометрії, фотометрії та
поляриметрії», шифр 1.4.9.2/7-262В, номер держреєстрації 0108U011183, 2009 – 2013
рр., виконавець; (3) «Модельний аналіз пилових хвостів вибраних довгоперіодичних
комет» (тема №330Кт), 3 кв. 2013 р. – 4 кв. 2014 р., керівник; (4) «Дослідження
кометної активності тіл Сонячної системи на великих геліоцентричних відстанях»
(тема №325КТ), 2 кв. – 4 кв. 2013 р., виконавець; (5) «Фундаментальні властивості
обраних об’єктів Всесвіту: теоретичні та спостережні аспекти» (тема ІІІ-31-12 (299
Ц), номер держреєстрації 0112U001007), 1 кв. 2012 р. – 4 кв. 2016 р., виконавець; (6)
«Визначення фізичних параметрів тіл Сонячної системи, планетних систем і зірок з
дисковими

структурами»

(тема

ІІІ-35-14

(332

B),

номер

держреєстрації

0113U008322), 01.2014 – 12.2018 рр., виконавець; (7) «Фізичні характеристики малих
тіл Сонячної системи за дослідженнями в оптичній ділянці спектра» (тема ІІІ-37-14
1

http://esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/ESA_s_new_mission_to_intercept_a_comet
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(334 B), номер держреєстрації 0113U006608), 01.2014 – 12.2018 рр., виконавець; (8)
«Активність малих тіл Сонячної системи за результатами спостережень у широкому
діапазоні геліоцентричних відстаней та чисельного моделювання», тема ІІІ-54-19
(410 В), номер держреєстрації 0119U000156, 2019 – 2022 рр, виконавець. Частина
досліджень виконана згідно з планами науково-дослідних робіт Астрономічної
обсерваторії Київського національного університету імені Тараса Шевченка: (1)
«Космічні чинники земних катаклізмів. Спостереження, аналіз, інформатизація»,
номер держреєстрації 0116U002526, 2018 р., виконавець; (2) «Фізичні та динамічні
властивості малих тіл Сонячної системи як індикатори їхніх місць походження та
еволюції», номер держреєстрації 0119U100332, 2019 – 2021 рр, виконавець. Низка
результатів

отримана

у

рамках

двох

міжнародних

програм:

«The

67P/Churyumov– Gerasimenko observation campaign in support of the Rosetta mission»
та «4*P Coma Morphology Campaign».
Мета дослідження: визначити фізичні характеристики і хімічний склад комет
різних динамічних класів, активних астероїдів і кентаврів за даними фотометрії,
спектроскопії та поляриметрії; провести діагностику фізичних та оптичних
властивостей пилу в об’єктах різних популяцій шляхом чисельного моделювання;
виконати пошук зв’язку між фізичними і динамічними характеристиками МТСС для
виявлення особливостей, пов’язаних з різними областями їхнього утворення в CC чи
різною еволюцією.
Завдання дослідження сформовані, виходячи з актуальності досліджень МТСС,
яка визначається їх роллю в космогонії та еволюції СС.
1. Визначити фізичні та оптичні характеристики спостережених об’єктів, зокрема
альбедо, колір, лінійну і кругову поляризацію, період осьового обертання, розмір
ядра, масу пилу, викинутого під час спалахів, оптичну товщину кометних
атмосфер та ін., і хімічний склад пилового компонента.
2. Виявити і дослідити морфологічні особливості атмосфер спостережених МТСС
задля виявлення низькоконтрастних структур (фен, джети, оболонки, арки та ін.)
за допомогою методів цифрової фільтрації.
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3. Ототожнити молекулярні емісії у спектрах далеких комет і обчислити пило- та
газопродуктивності, а в разі їх відсутності оцінити верхню межу для цих
характеристик.
4. Виявити і дослідити часові варіації кольору і спектральної залежності відбивної
здатності пилу в активних об’єктах різних динамічних класів.
5. Вивчити

просторовий

розподіл

інтенсивності

випромінювання

основних

кометних молекул, іонів та пилу, а також кольору і поляризації (лінійної та
кругової) в комах та виявити закономірності у кометах різних сімейств.
6. Вивчити особливості нестаціонарних процесів в активних МТСС: визначити
швидкості продукування основних кометних молекул і пилових частинок та
дослідити їх варіації з часом і геліоцентричною відстанню; провести пошук
фотометричних та спектральних відмінностей між фрагментами ядер комет, які
розвалилися,

для

виявлення

неоднорідностей

внутрішньої

будови

ядер;

механізми активності МТСС.
7. Використовуючи різні модельні підходи до задачі розсіяння сонячного світла на
реголітових та кометних частинках, встановити фізичні та оптичні властивості
пилу в об’єктах різних популяцій.
8. Виявити подібність і відмінність у фізичних і динамічних характеристиках
активних малих тіл різних популяцій, які залежать від генетичних факторів чи
еволюційних процесів.
9. Провести

квазіодночасні

фотометричні,

поляриметричні

та

спектральні

спостереження комет, насамперед далеких комет, активних астероїдів і кентаврів,
та моніторингові спостереження для отримання довгих рядів для дослідження
еволюції оптичних та фізичних характеристик об’єктів у широкому діапазоні
геліоцентричних відстаней, фазових кутів і довжин хвиль з використанням
доступних світових телескопів у межах спільних проектів.
Об’єкти дослідження: комети різних динамічних класів, активні астероїди,
кентаври.
Предмет дослідження: фізичні та динамічні характеристики МТСС у широких
просторових та часових діапазонах; діагностика пилу та хімічного складу
досліджуваних

об’єктів

на

основі

моделювання

результатів

спостережень;
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нестаціонарні процеси в МТСС; процеси розсіювання світла пиловими частинками в
атмосферах комет.
Методи досліджень

передбачають комплексний

підхід

до

проведення

спостережень методами ПЗЗ-фотометрії, спектроскопії в режимі довгої щілини,
просторової лінійної та кругової поляриметрії, спектрополяриметрії, узагальнення,
порівняльний аналіз та моделювання результатів спостережень.
Наукова новизна одержаних результатів: Під час виконання роботи отримано
наступні нові результати:
1. Вперше запропоновано і виконано програму комплексних досліджень далеких (у
яких перигелійна відстань q > 4 а.о.) комет, основними результатами якої є
наступні: (і) вперше побудовано детальні карти просторового розподілу
параметрів поляризації розсіяного світла далеких комет та виявлено, що їхній
ступінь лінійної поляризації вищий, ніж у близьких до Сонця комет на
однакових фазових кутах; (іі) за результатами моделювання фотометричних,
поляриметричних та спектральних даних визначено склад частинок у комах
далеких комет, який є відмінним від складу пилу в короткоперіодичних кометах;
(ііі) висунуто ідею, згідно з якою кристалізація аморфного льоду в кометах,
враховуючи не лише водяний лід, а й більш летючі льоди CO і СО2 та еволюцію
ерозії поверхні, може мати немонотонний характер; (iv) за результатами
динамічного моделювання вперше показано, що спалахова активність комет
може бути спричинена бомбардуванням метеороїдами поверхонь їхніх ядер.
2. На основі комплексних спостережень комети-кентавра 29P/Schwassmann–
Wachmann 1 упродовж 2007 – 2009 рр. на геліоцентричних відстанях 5.7 – 6.0 а.о.
вперше: (i) знайдено швидкість продукування іонів CO+, яка змінювалася
протягом періоду спостережень від 7.0 × 1024 до 1.2 × 1026 іонів с–1, та пилу (у
сенсі Af параметра) – від 3393 ± 93 см до 8561 ± 240 см; (ii) побудовано карти
просторового розподілу пилу та іона CO+ і показано, що ударна іонізація
частинками сонячного вітру найбільш ймовірна для іонізації СО в кометі
29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 і є основним механізмом іонізації в кометах на
великих відстанях від Сонця; (iii) вперше в далекій кометі виміряно кругову
поляризацію розсіяного випромінювання пилу та лінійну поляризацію в
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джетоподібній структурі, яка становить – (6 ± 0.1) %, тоді як в комі – в
середньому – (2 ± 0.1) % на фазовому куті 6.2; (iv) за результатами моделювання
та аналізу динамічної історії комети-кентавра показано, що поверхня її ядра
зазнала суттєвих змін і не може більше розглядатися як первісна.
3. Комплексні дослідження далеких комет виявили низку важливих результатів для
фізики комет, серед яких найголовнішими є: (i) у спектрах більшості
досліджених комет, окрім комети C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch), емісії відсутні; (ii)
пилопродуктивність комет значно вища до перигелію, ніж у короткоперіодичних
комет; (iii) у комі комети C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) домінують субмікронні частинки,
що складаються з великої кількості льоду та толіно-подібних органічних
речовин; (iv) кома комети C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch) формується частинками
різних розмірів, що складаються з водяного льоду, льоду СО2 та тугоплавкого
матеріалу.
4. Вперше отримано з великою роздільною здатністю просторові розподіли
яскравості, кольору та поляризації по комі комети 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko
на основі поляриметричних, фотометричних і спектральних спостережень
комети в рамках міжнародної програми підтримки космічної місії Rosetta.
Виявлені взаємопов’язані варіації поляризації й кольору по комі (характерні
також для комети 2Р/Encke) свідчать про еволюцію фізичних властивостей
частинок з віддаленням від ядра комети і можуть бути діагностикою для таких
характеристик пилу, як швидкість фрагментації пилинок, їхній початковий
розмір та склад.
5. Вперше проведено квазіодночасні поляриметричні, фотометричні та спектральні
спостереження комети 2Р/Encke, на основі яких визначено швидкості
продукування молекул CN, C2, C3, NH2 і пилу та побудовано карти розподілу
поляризації й кольору в комі. Вперше в кометних дослідженнях, на прикладі
двох комет – 2Р/Encke і C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch), визначено поляризацію
відбитого ядром світла і її вплив на поляризацію пилової коми. Кількісно
показано, що внесок молекулярних емісій в континуумні кометні фільтри досить
значний і його потрібно враховувати для точного визначення ступеня лінійної
поляризації комет в континуумі та фізичних властивостей пилових частинок.
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6. Вперше встановлено, що виявлені за допомогою методів цифрової фільтрації
низькоконтрастні морфологічні структури (хвости, джети, фени, оболонки, арки
та ін.) у внутрішніх комах спостережених активних МТСС, спричинені потоками
пилу і газу з активних ділянок на ядрі, мають різні радіальні профілі поляризації
і кольору, що може свідчити про неоднорідність ядра.
7. Вперше виявлено короткочасні зміни кольору пилу в комі довгоперіодичної
комети C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina). За допомогою моделі пилових частинок у вигляді
агломератів показано, що причиною зміни кольору є поповнення коми пилом
різного хімічного складу з різних активних областей внаслідок обертання ядра
комети.
8. Вперше

отримано

просторовий

розподіл

кругової

поляризації

в

комі

довгоперіодичної комети С/2009 Р1 (Garradd) та виявлено її змінність з часом.
Лівостороння (від’ємна) кругова поляризація зі ступенем від – 0.06  0.02 % до
– 0.5

 0.02 % зареєстрована на відстанях до 3 × 104 км від кометного ядра.

Вперше проведена спектрополяриметрія комети показала збільшення величини
лінійної

поляризації

з

довжиною

хвилі

зі

спектральним

градієнтом

+ 5.1  1.1 %/100 нм.
9. Вперше на основі комплексних спостережень комети C/2011 J2 (LINEAR), ядро
якої розпалося, показано, що нестаціонарні процеси і фрагментація ядер комет є
індикатором неоднорідності їх композиційного складу і структури. Виявлені
зміни показників кольору пилу пов'язані з неоднаковим вкладом пилової
складової різних фрагментів в загальний потік випромінювання. Під час
покриття зорі кометою, визначено оптичну товщину її пилової атмосфери та
отримано відносну швидкість руху компонента В.
10. Результати

спостережень

активних

астероїдів

та

їхнього

чисельного

моделювання вперше дали можливість: (i) визначити метеорний потік,
відповідальний за кометоподібну активність астероїдів (596) Scheila та (6478)
Gault, що підтверджує обґрунтованість використання ударного механізму для
пояснення короткочасної активності астероїдів; (ii) побудувати карти кольору та
дослідити його варіації вздовж хвоста астероїда (6478) Gault; (iii) дослідити
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морфологію активних утворень та зміну кольору коми в астероїді (596) Scheila і
(6478) Gault під час та після їхнього спалаху; (iv) визначити геометричне альбедо
потенційно небезпечного для Землі активного астероїда (3200) Phaeton на
великих фазових кутах, яке відповідає типовим значенням для темних астероїдів
F-типу.
11. Вперше

отримано

великий

обсяг

квазіодночасних

фотометричних,

поляриметричних, спектрополяриметричних та спектральних даних для 24 комет
з різних динамічних груп, 3 активних астероїдів і 1 кентавра. Поляриметричні
спостереження далеких комет проведено вперше в кометних дослідженнях. На
основі

спостережних

даних

визначено

фізичні,

оптичні

та

хімічні

характеристики пилового, газового та плазмового компонентів атмосфер комет,
ком і хвостів активних астероїдів та кентавра, які істотно доповнюють і
уточнюють сучасні знання про фізику та хімію активних МТСС. Результати
досліджень представлено в 36 реферованих публікаціях та на 24 міжнародних
конференціях.
Практичне значення отриманих результатів. Найбільшу наукову й практичну
цінність

становить

масив

квазіодночасних

фотометричних,

спектральних

і

поляриметричних спостережень 24 комет з різних динамічних сімейств, 3 (з
приблизно 20 відкритих) активних астероїдів та 1 активного кентавра, на основі
якого отримано нові дані та знання про фізичні та хімічні властивості досліджуваних
об’єктів.
Практична цінність роботи визначається: (i) великою кількістю отриманих
фізичних, хімічних і динамічних характеристик досліджуваних об’єктів та
інтерпретацією виявлених ефектів і закономірностей; (ii) використанням отриманих
даних при підготовці й здійсненні наукових програм наземних і космічних проектів,
як це було у випадку космічної місії Rosetta до комети 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko;
(iii) отримані результати щодо хімічного складу далеких комет можуть бути
використані для переосмислення теорій місця та умов формування комет у СС та
космогонії СС загалом. Результати дисертаційної роботи уже застосовуються і
можуть бути застосовані в подальшому в наукових установах України — ГАО НАН
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України, АО КНУ, Інституті астрономії ХНУ, АО ОНУ; в астрономічних установах і
обсерваторіях близького і далекого зарубіжжя, а також у навчальному процесі.
Достовірність та обґрунтованість отриманих результатів підтверджуються
використанням

нових

методик

підготовки

і

проведення

спостережень

та

застосуванням сучасних методів їх обробки і визначення похибок вимірювань.
Моделі, які використовувалися для аналізу результатів спостережень, ґрунтуються
на сучасних знаннях про кометний пил і процеси формування пилових, нейтральних
та плазмових атмосфер активних МТСС. Основні наукові результати досліджень
апробовано у фахових міжнародних журналах, на міжнародних наукових
конференціях і семінарах.
Особистий внесок здобувача. Основні результати дисертації викладено в 36
роботах [1–36]. Робота [30] написана автором одноосібно. У роботах [1–5, 7, 8, 10,
11, 15–17, 22, 23, 26, 27, 31] дисертантка є першим автором і їй належить постановка
задачі, відбір об’єктів для спостережень, проведення більшості спостережень,
частково їхня обробка, участь в аналізі отриманих результатів, підготовці та
написанні статей. У роботах [24, 33] автор брала участь у спостереженнях та в
аналізі

отриманих

результатів,

виконала

цифрову

обробку

зображень

та

інтерпретацію виявлених активних структур у комах активного астероїда та
комети-кентавра. У роботах [9, 14, 28] автор брала участь в постановці задачі, їй
належить відбір об’єктів, участь в обговоренні та аналізі результатів, написанні
текстів статей. У роботі [12] автор брала участь у спостереженнях комети, виконала
обробку фотометричних зображень, провела їхній аналіз та інтерпретацію, брала
участь у написанні тексту статті. У роботі [13] автор брала участь у спостереженнях
комети на 6-м телескопі, виконала обробку фотометричних зображень з
вузькосмуговими фільтрами, провела їхній аналіз та інтерпретацію, брала участь в
написанні тексту статті. У роботі [18] автору належить відбір об’єкта, участь в
обговоренні результатів та написанні тексту статті. У роботі [20] автор брала участь
у спостереженнях комети 67Р/Churyumov–Gerasimenko в рамках Міжнародної
програми наземної підтримки місії Rosetta і виконала обробку фотометричних,
поляриметричних та спектральних зображень, отриманих на 6-м телескопі, брала
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участь в аналізі результатів. У роботах [19, 32, 34] автор брала участь у
спостереженнях, виконала обробку поляриметричних і фотометричних зображень,
брала участь в обробці спектрів, побудувала карти розподілу кольору та поляризації
по комах комет, виконала цифрову обробку зображень і провела аналіз морфології
структур у комі, брала участь в інтерпретації отриманих результатів та обговоренні
й написанні статей. У роботах [6, 21] автору належить відбір та спостереження
об’єктів, обробка поляриметричних і фотометричних зображень, автор приймала
участь в аналізі отриманих результатів, обговоренні та написанні текстів статей. У
роботах [25, 29, 35, 36] брала участь в обробці спостережень, обговоренні
результатів та написанні текстів статей.
Апробація

результатів

дисертації.

Основні

результати

досліджень

оприлюднювалися й обговорювалися на таких конференціях: JENAM 2009 (Велика
Британія, Гартфордшир, 2009); European Planetary Science Congress 2010 (Італія, Рим,
2010); IAU XXVIII General Assеmbly (Китай, Пекін, 2012); VII International
Conference «Astronomy and Space Physics in Kyiv University» (Україна, Київ, 2014);
ACM2014 (Фінляндія, Гельсінкі, 2014); The 15th Electromagnetic and Light Scattering
Conference

(Німеччина,

Лейпциг,

2015);

COSPAR

Symposium

(Бразилія,

Фос-ду-Ігуасу, 2015); Europlanet NA1 Workshop (Австрія, Ґрац, 2016); COSPAR
Scientific Assembly (Туреччина, Стамбул, 2016); Workshop «A new vision after
Rosetta/Philae» (Франція, Тулуза 2016); AGU Fall Meeting (США, Сан-Франциско,
2016); Astronomy and Space Physics in Kyiv University (Україна, Київ, 2017); The 16th
Electromagnetic and Light Scattering Conference (США, Вашингтон, 2017); АСМ2017
(Уругвай, Монтевідео, 2017); European Planetary Science Congress 2017 (Латвія, Рига,
2017); AS/Division for Planetary Sciences Meeting (США, Прово, 2017); Workshop
«Physics of comets after the Rosetta mission: Unresolved problems» (Словаччина, Стара
Лесна, 2018); European Planetary Science Congress 2018 (Німеччина, Берлін, 2018);
New Cometary Insights from the Close Approach of 46P/Wirtanen: A Symposium in
Celebration of Mike A'Hearn (США, Вашингтон, 2019); Astronomy and Space Physics
in Kyiv University (Україна, Київ, 2020). Результати роботи також обговорювалися на
семінарах відділу фізики субзоряних та планетних систем ГАО НАН України,
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сектору астрометрії та малих тіл Сонячної системи АО КНУ і відділу фізики
астероїдів і комет НДІ ІА ХНУ; загальних семінарах АІ САН (Словаччина, Стара
Лесна) та Інститута геофізики і позаземної фізики Технічного університету
Брауншвейга (Німеччина, Брауншвейг) та інших.
Публікації. Результати дисертаційної роботи викладено у 60 публікаціях, з яких
36 статей [1–36] опубліковано у виданнях, віднесених до першого, другого та
третього квартилів (Q1, Q2 та Q3), відповідно до класифікації SCImago Journal and
Country Rank або Journal Citation Reports: «Astronomy and Astrophysics» – 3 (Q1),
«Icarus» – 12 (Q1), «Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society» – 6 (Q1),
«Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A: Mathematical, Physical and
Engineering Sciences» – 1 (Q1), «Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy & Radiative
Transfer» – 1 (Q1), «Planetary and Space Science» – 5 (Q2), «Solar System Research» – 5
(Q3), «Astrophysical Bulletin» – 2 (Q3) та «Contributions of the Astronomical
Observatory Skalnate Pleso» – 1 (Q3), а 24 публікації [37–60] представлено в тезах
міжнародних та вітчизняних конференцій.
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РОЗДІЛ 1
РЕЗУЛЬТАТИ ПОЛЯРИМЕТРИЧНИХ, ФОТОМЕТРИЧНИХ ТА
СПЕКТРАЛЬНИХ ДОСЛІДЖЕНЬ КОМЕТ
1.1 Результати комплексних досліджень короткоперіодичних комет
У цьому підрозділі представлено результати комплексних досліджень 4
короткоперіодичних

комет

сімейства

Юпітера

–

21P/Giacobini–Zinner

[29],

46P/Wirtanen [35], 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko [16, 19, 20] і 2P/Encke [32, 34].
Спостереження цих комет проведено в період з 2013 по 2019 роки.
На основі комплексних спостережень отримано з великою роздільною здатністю
просторові розподіли яскравості, кольору та поляризації по комах комет 2P/Encke
[32, 34, 58] і 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko [16, 19, 20]. Виявлені взаємопов’язані
варіації поляризації і кольору пилу по комах цих комет свідчать про еволюцію
фізичних властивостей частинок з віддаленням від ядра комети і можуть бути
діагностикою для таких характеристик пилу, як швидкість фрагментації частинок,
їхній початковий розмір та склад пилу. Вперше в кометних дослідженнях кількісно
визначено вплив ядра комети 2P/Encke на колір і поляризацію навколоядерної
пилової коми.
В кометі 46P/Wirtanen [35, 58] виявлено зменшення продукування пилу за період
з 1991 по 2018 рік, що свідчить про вікові зміни ядра і згасання комети.
Моделювання результатів комплексних спостережень показало, що навколо ядра
комети пил може складатися принаймні з двох типів частинок: багатих на Mg слабо
поглинаючих силікатних частинок та вуглецевих частинок [35].
За результатами фотометричних та поляриметричних спостережень комети
21P/Giacobini–Zinner [29] виявлено просторові та часові зміни поляризації.
Результати моделювання показали двокомпонентний склад пилу: кома переважно
складається

з

багатих

на

Mg

силікатних

частинок

(Re (m) = 1.6 – 1.7

та

Im (m) = 0.01 – 0.02) та аморфно-вуглецевих частинок (m = 2.43 + 0.59i). Зміна
відносного вмісту компонентів викликає варіації поляризації по комі комети.
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We present the results of imaging photometric and long-slit spectroscopic observations of comet 2P/Encke
performed at the heliocentric distance r ¼ 0.56 au, geocentric distance Δ ¼ 0.65 au, and phase angle α ¼ 109.2�
on November 4, 2013 and at r ¼ 1.05 au, Δ ¼ 1.34 au, and α ¼ 46.8� on January 23, 2017. Observations were
carried out at the 6-m BTA telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory (Russia) with the multimode focal
reducer SCORPIO-2. In 2013, the direct images of comet Encke were obtained with the broad-band V filters,
whereas in 2017 the narrow-band cometary BC, RC, and NH2 filters as well as the medium-band SED500 and
broad-band r-sdss filters were used for observations. About 60 emissions belonging to the CN, C2, C3, NH2, CH,
and COþ molecules were identified within the range λ3750–7100 Å. The ratios of the production rates C2/CN and
C3/CN correspond to the typical comets, not depleted in the carbon-chain. A complex structure of the coma was
detected in both observational periods. In January 2017, the dust was in general concentrated near the nucleus,
the dust/gas ratio was 2.9 in the r-sdss filter, however, this ratio was larger than 1 at distances 3000–40,000 km
from the nucleus. We found that about 75% of the flux of the reflected light in the central pixel was due to the
nucleus, whereas the nucleus’s flux contributed 48% in the total intensity of the 2000 km area of the coma. We
found that after correction for the dust coma contamination the nucleus magnitude is 18.8m � 0.2m. Corrected
for emissions penetrating into the BC and RC filters and nucleus contribution, color index BC–RC decreased
sharply from about 1.43m in the innermost near-nucleus coma to ~0.4m at the distance ~2500 km. Color BC–RC
of the cometary nucleus was about 1.39m. We performed a dynamical simulation of dust particles to characterize
the morphology and found that visible jets in both observational periods were formed by a single active source
located in the north hemisphere at the cometocentric latitude þ55� . The behavior of the dust coma near the
nucleus indicates a strong dust transformation at the distances below ~2000 km.

1. Introduction
Based on the Tisserand parameter (T ¼ 3.03) and a surprisingly small
aphelion distance (4.1 au, i.e. less than that of Jupiter), Levison (1996),
and later Levison and Duncan (1997), separated comet 2P/Encke
(hereafter Encke) from the Jupiter-family comets to a specified class
comets called the Encke-type. This comet has the shortest orbital period
of all known comets, equal to 3.28 years, and in 2017 was observed at its
70th apparition and this is the highest number of any comet. Due to its

unique orbital properties, Encke is one of the best-studied short-period
comets in photometric and spectral sense. Photometric and spectral
observations of the comet in the visible and infrared domains were
repeatedly obtained at different distances from the Sun, including the
aphelion region of its orbit that is favorable for studies of the nucleus
with very little coma contamination. These observations indicate that
Encke is a gas-rich comet, i.e. its continuum is extremely weak with
respect to the molecular emissions with dust-to-gas mass ratio <0.1 in
the visible (Newburn and Spinrad, 1985). Gehrz et al. (1989) found that

* Correspondence to: V. Rosenbush, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv, Astronomical Observatory, 3 Observatorna Str., 04053 Kyiv, Ukraine.
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of its dynamical life; however its activity resumed as its perihelion dis
tance decreased. Approaching the perihelion, the comet shows an ac
tivity that is manifested by the appearance of a fan-shaped coma.
Sarugaku et al. (2015) have proposed that Encke’s nucleus surface is
thermally evolved and formation of the dust mantle has progressed.
According to the hypothesis of Newburn and Spinrad (1985), the
amount of gas diffusing through the mantle increases as the comet ap
proaches the Sun, while the ratio of the dust and gas, which flow from a
major active area, is roughly constant, resulting in the rise of the gas-todust production rate. Despite a low brightness, Encke is rather active
comet: at perihelion, it releases >103 kg s 1 of dust and is considered as
one of the main sources of zodiacal particles and the Taurid meteoroid
complex (Epifani et al., 2001).
In this paper, we present results of our observations of comet Encke
in the 2013 and 2017 apparitions. In Section 2, we describe our
photometric and spectral observations of the comet and data reduction.
The results of spectral observations are analyzed in Section 3. A
description of morphological features of the coma is given in Sections 4
and 5. The gas and dust production rates obtained from the photometric
and spectral observations along with the comparison with earlier works
are given in Section 6. The surface brightness profiles across the dust
coma are analyzed in Section 7, and contribution of the nucleus to the
total brightness is determined in Section 8. Color map and normalized
reflectivity are derived in Section 9. In Section 10, the spatial distribu
tion of the dust/gas ratio over the coma is analyzed. A dynamical
simulation of morphological features of the coma is described in Section
11. We discuss our results in Section 12 and give our conclusions in
Section 13.

Fig. 1. Normalized transmission curves of the used filters ВС, RC, NH2,
SED500, r-sdss, and V superimposed on the observed spectrum of comet 2P/
Encke on January 23, 2017.

in the thermal infrared Encke showed very little continuum superheat
and a weak silicate emission feature. On the other hand, from the ISO
CAM observations in the thermal infrared domain, Reach et al. (2000)
concluded that the dust-to-gas mass ratio of comet Encke was 10–30,
much higher than found from the visible light observations. They
concluded that the coma of Encke contained particles with radii as large
as 5–10 μm. Using the mid- and far-infrared data, Lisse et al. (2004)
confirmed that comet Encke emits a much higher fraction of large
grains, with the sizes 20 μm and higher. A dust trail extending along the
orbit was detected in Encke from infrared observations (Sykes and
Walker, 1992). The existence of the dust trail indicates that the comet
also releases a large number of millimeter and centimeter sized particles
(Reach et al., 2000). Thus, comet Encke looks as the dust-poor comet in
the visible because the fraction of particles with size comparable to the
wavelength (submicron and micron-sized) is depleted in comparison to
other comets (A’Hearn et al., 1995).
The dust coma of comet Encke is concentrated in a small nearnucleus region whereas molecular emissions are extended to large dis
tances from the nucleus (Jockers et al., 2005). The abundance of CN, C2,
and C3 molecules is typical while NH is depleted by a factor of 2–3 (Osip
et al., 1992). Color of the comet is “reddish” in the domain from λ4000
to 6900 Å (Newburn and Spinrad, 1985).
Comet Encke shows a fan directed toward the Sun which was
observed near the perihelion in almost all its appearances. This type of
coma structure assumes that gas and dust outflow from the nucleus
surface only on the illuminated side (Festou and Barale, 2000). Some
times there were one or two jets in the comet indicating the presence of
small dust particles.
�ndez et al. (2000, 2014) obtained the following physical, op
Ferna
tical, and rotational characteristics of the nucleus of Encke: an effective
radius is of 2.4 � 0.3 km with one axial ratio at least 2.6, a geometric
albedo in the R band is of 0.047 � 0.023, a linear slope of photometric
phase function is 0.06 mag/deg. Colors were found to be V R ¼ 0.39 �
0.06 and B
V ¼ 0.73 � 0.06 (Lowry and Weissman, 2007) that is
consistent with the spectral slope S found by Jewitt (2002) to be 8.9 �
1.6%/1000 Å. The rotation period of the comet nucleus was measured
by different methods and was found to be on average of 11.1 h (Belton
et al., 2005; Fern�
andez et al., 2005; Harmon and Nolan, 2005; Lowry
and Weissman, 2007; Jockers et al., 2011). According to Sekanina
(1979) and Reach et al. (2000), the spin axis of the nucleus of Encke lies
nearly in its orbital plane and an active source close to the pole produces
the Encke’s sunward fan that results in strong seasonal variations of the
particle emission.
Levison et al. (2006) suggests that Encke had been dormant for most

2. Observations and data reduction
2.1. Instrument and general features
Observations of comet Encke were carried out at the 6-m BTA tele
scope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory (Russia) on November 4,
2013 (17 days before the perihelion passage of the comet on November
21, 2013) and January 23, 2017 (46 days before the perihelion of the
comet on March 10, 2017), when the comet was located at heliocentric
distance of 0.56 and 1.05 au, geocentric distance of 0.65 and 1.34 au,
and phase angle was about 109.2� and 46.8� , respectively. A focal
reducer SCORPIO-2 (Spectral Camera with Optical Reducer for Photo
metrical and Interferometrical Observations) installed at the primary
focus of the telescope was used in the photometric and spectroscopic
modes (Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2011; Afanasiev and Amirkhanyan,
2012). The back-illuminated CCD detector EEV 42–90 consisting of
2048 � 2048 pixels with a pixel size of 13.5 � 13.5 μm was used. The full
field of view was 6.10 � 6.10 with a pixel scale of 0.18 arcsec/px.
The telescope tracked the motion of the comet to compensate its
proper velocity during the exposures. As a result, we received direct
images (hereafter Ima) and long-slit spectra (Sp). Binning 2 � 2 was
applied to the photometric images and 2 � 1 was applied to the spec
troscopic frames to improve the signal/noise (S/N) ratio.
Unfortunately, the poor weather conditions (cloudy) limited us to
only one night in every set of observations, preventing the imple
mentation of the planned observing program of comet Encke during
both periods. Only a few observations were used for the analysis of
comet morphology in November of 2013 due to non-photometric con
ditions. In January 23, 2017, the observations were obtained during
excellent sky conditions. It was a single truly clear night for our
observing period at the telescope. The seeing (FWHM) was 2.500 (1186
km in November 2013) and 1.100 –1.200 (1114 km in January 2017).
Primary reduction of the data was performed using the IDL codes
developed at the SAO RAS, detailed description of the image processing,
reduction, errors estimation are similar to those described by Afanasiev
and Moiseev (2011), Afanasiev and Amirkhanyan (2012), Ivanova et al.
(2015, 2017a, 2017b) where also more details on the instrument can be
2
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Table 1
Log of the observations of comet 2P/Encke.
r
(au)

Δ
(au)

α

(deg)

D
(km/px)

Filter/grism

2013 November 4
02:50:40–02:56:07

0.561

0.654

109.2

85.4

V

2017 January 23
15:08:50–15:14:57
15:17:25–15:36:42
15:22:26–15:34:06
15:23:52–15:35:23
15:26:25–15:38:00
16:31:24–16:35:33
16:40:54–17:00:47

1.051
1.051
1.051
1.051
1.051
1.050
1.049

1.336
1.336
1.336
1.336
1.336
1.335
1.335

46.8
46.8
46.8
46.8
46.8
46.8
46.8

174.4
174.4
174.4
174.4
174.4
174.4
–

r-sdss
SED500
RC
NH2
BC
V
VPHG1200@540

Date, UT

Texp
(sec)

N

Mode

70

7

Ima

40
270
180
180
180
30
940

2
5
3
3
3
3
6

Ima
Ima
Ima
Ima
Ima
Ima
Sp

Fig. 3. Emission spectrum of comet 2P/Encke with the main identified species.
The insert shows a zoom-in of a comparison of the observed spectrum (solid
line) and the modeled spectrum (dash line) of the C2(Δν ¼ 0) Swan band.

standard star HD 52266 (Farnham et al., 2000) was observed. The
spectral behavior of the atmospheric transparency was taken from
Kartasheva and Chunakova (1978).
The reduction process of the raw data included bias subtraction, flatfielding, and removing traces of cosmic rays. The bias was removed by
subtracting an averaged frame with zero exposure time. The morning
sky was exposed to provide flat-field corrections for the non-uniform
sensitivity of the CCD matrix. Removal of the traces of cosmic rays
was done at the final stage of the reduction via a robust parameter es
timates for reducing a bias caused by outliers (Fujisawa, 2013). We used
the sky background level in the regions of the image, which were not
covered by the cometary coma and free of faint stars, based on estima
tions from histogram of counts in the image. To increase the S/N ratio,
we added together all images of the comet taken during night and
summed using a robust averaging method (Rousseeuw and Bassett,
1990). To avoid artifacts, the images of the comet were centered with a
precision of 0.1 px using the central contour of relative intensity (iso
photes) which was closest to the maximum brightness of the comet.
In order to segregate low-contrast structures in the images, we used
various digital processing techniques: a rotational gradient method
(Larson and Sekanina, 1984), Gauss blurring, division by azimuthal
average and median filtering (Samarasinha and Larson, 2014). To
exclude spurious features when interpreting the obtained images, each
of the digital filters was applied with the same processing parameters to
all individual exposures of the comet as well as to the composite frames,
as this was done by Manzini et al. (2007). This technique was already
used to pick out structures in several comets with good results (Ivanova
et al., 2009, 2017b; Rosenbush et al., 2017).

Fig. 2. Spectrum of comet 2P/Encke with the scaled solar spectrum (Neckel
and Labs, 1984) obtained on January 23.82, 2017: (a) – the spectrograph slit
extracted from the coma the projected area of 355,000 km � 969 km; (b) – the
spectrum of coma area between 5000 km and 10,000 km from the optocenter,
excluding the near-nucleus region.

found.
2.2. Photometric observations
On November 4, 2013, direct images of comet Encke were only ob
tained with the broad-band Johnson-Cousins V filter (we represent the
central wavelength λ0 and FWHM as λ5580/880 Å). The narrow-band
cometary filters BC (λ4429/36 Å), RC (λ6835/83 Å), and NH2 (λ6615/
34 Å) from the ESA filter set as well as medium-band filter SED500
(λ5019/246 Å) and broad-band V (λ5580/880 Å) and r-sdss (λ6200/
1200 Å) filters were used for observations obtained on January 23,
2017. The transmission curves of the used filters ВС, RC, SED500, r-sdss,
and V superimposed on the observed spectrum of comet Encke are
shown in Fig. 1.
The night was photometric allowing absolute calibration of the
photometric data. For the photometric calibration of the images,
3
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2.3. Spectral observations

Table 2
Emissions in the spectrum of comet 2P/Encke.

The long-slit spectroscopy of comet Encke was performed on January
23, 2017 with the transparent grism VPHG1200@540 which operated in
the wavelength range of 3600–7000 Å. The spectrograph slit with 6.10 �
1.000 dimensions (354,654 km � 969 km at the comet) was centered on
the photometric nucleus (i.e., the brightest point of the coma) and ori
ented across the cometary coma in the direction of the velocity vector of
the comet at position angle of 74.6� .The obtained spectrum has the
spectral resolution of about 5 Å across the whole wavelength range. The
raw spectrum of comet Encke is shown in Fig. 1, in which the strongest
emissions are indicated. The data have been treated using a standard
reduction procedure, as bias subtraction, flat field correction, removal of
cosmic ray traces, spectral line curvature compensation, wavelength
calibration, and flux calibration, followed by removal of the sky spec
trum and the solar continuum. For determination of the flat-field
correction, we used the spectrum of a built-in lamp with a continuous
spectrum. The wavelength calibration of the spectrum was performed
using the line spectrum emitted by a He-Ne-Ar lamp. All spectra were
stacked and combined with the robust averaging algorithm, in order to
remove cosmic ray traces and improve the S/N ratio. Observations of
standard star BD33� 2642 from Oke (1990) were recorded at the same
night for absolute flux calibration of the cometary spectrum. Since the
comet moved during the observations with a speed of 27.98 km/s, the
Doppler shift was taken into account: the appropriate coefficient was
1.00009.
The viewing geometry and log of observations of comet Encke for the
two periods are presented in Table 1. There we list the date of obser
vation and the range of UT for each type of observation, the heliocentric
(r) and geocentric (Δ) distances, the phase angle (Sun-Comet-Earth
angle) (α), the pixel size at the distance of the comet (D), the filter or
grism, the total exposure time during the night (Texp), number of cycles
of exposures obtained in one night (N), and the mode of the observation.
As we wrote above, our observations of comet Encke in November of
2013 were extremely limited. Weather conditions were very poor over
the night of our observations, resulting in images useful only for
studying coma morphology in the V filter.
3. Analysis of observed spectra
In Fig. 2a, we show a composite spectrum of coma area of 355,000
km � 969 km in comet Encke, demonstrating its strong emission ac
tivity. For comparison of the relative brightness of the emission bands
and underlying continuum, the spectrum of the area between 5000 and
10,000 km from the optocenter is represented in Fig. 2b. To isolate the
emission spectrum, we subtracted fitted continuum from the observed
spectrum. For this, the spectrum of the Sun (Neckel and Labs, 1984) was
reduced to the cometary spectrum resolution by the Gaussian convolu
tion having the corresponding halfwidth of the profile. The solar spec
trum was shifted in such a way that its level was as close as possible to
the lower boundary of the cometary spectrum in the spectral windows
where the continuum dominated. The emission spectrum and contin
uum are presented in Fig. 2a, in which the main identified emissions are
labeled. To obtain the pure emission spectrum of the comet (Fig. 3), the
continuum was removed from the total cometary spectrum. Most known
emissions in optical domain were detected in the spectrum. We detected
60 features belonging to CN, C3, C2, CH, NH2, and COþ molecules. Re
sults of identification are listed in Table 2, where the following columns
are presented: the wavelengths λobs and λref, emission intensity, mole
cule, electron and vibrational transitions. λref is a wavelength from the
reference molecular spectrum that forms an emission feature in the
observed cometary spectrum. In the case of several lines of the same
molecule, we used the symbol “{”.
For identification of the emissions in the cometary spectrum, theo
retical and laboratory spectra of the molecules, observed in comets,
were used. To compare the observed and calculated spectra, the latter
4
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Fig. 4. Image of comet 2P/Encke taken through the V filter on November 4.08, 2013: (a) shows the composite image of the comet; (b) shows the relative isophotes;
(c), (d), and (e) are intensity images processed by the digital filters, respectively, division by azimuthal average, azimuthal renormalization, and rotational gradient
method (Larson and Sekanina, 1984; Samarasinha and Larson, 2014). The isophotes are superimposed on the processed images c and d. Arrows point the direction to
the Sun (�), North (N), East (E), and the heliocentric velocity vector of the comet as projected onto the plane of the sky (V). Negative distance means the direction to
the Sun, and positive distance is in the antisolar direction.

were reduced to the spectral resolution of the observations by the
Gaussian convolution having the corresponding halfwidth. Phillips and
Davis (1968), Luque and Crosley (1999), Gausset et al. (1965), Dressler
and Ramsay (1959), Dobrovolsky (1966), and Kim (1994) were used as
reference sources for CN, C2, C3, NH2, CH, and COþ molecules,
respectively.
Initially, asymmetry in the spatial profile of molecular emissions in
the head of the comet Encke was observed by Swings and Haser (1956)
in the 1937 and 1947 apparitions. Our observations of comet Encke in
2017 and 2003 (Shubina et al., 2018) showed similar asymmetry in
emissions. Intensity of C3 emission detected in the spectrum of the comet
(see Fig. 3) is higher than that of CN (0–1) emission. The ratio of C3
(λ4313 Å) to CN (0–1) is larger than 1 that is typical for the comets
observed at heliocentric distances larger than 1 au (Dobrovolsky, 1966).

with the distance from the nucleus.
To reveal the low-contrast structures in the cometary coma, we
applied some available image enhancement techniques: division by
azimuthal average (panel (c)); azimuthal renormalization (d) (Samar
asinha and Larson, 2014); and rotational gradient method (e) (Larson
and Sekanina, 1984). Two first techniques allow removing the bright
background from the cometary coma and highlighting the low-contrast
features. The division by azimuthal average is very good to separate
brighter broad jets. There is a number of evidences that coma
morphology does not contain artifacts and it is not modulated by rota
tion. Images were obtained at very short time intervals (see Table 1) as
compared with the rotation period of the nucleus that is about 11.1 h.
Processing images by digital filters was performed by two different
software: one from the Samarasinha’s website (http://www.psi.edu/
research/cometimen) and our own MATLAB codes for all these filters.
As we indicated above, intensity maps were constructed by stacking
together all the photometric images taken with the same filter. We have
applied a combination of numerical techniques and visual inspection.
Since the different enhancement techniques affect the image in different
ways and to exclude spurious features after the images have been
enhanced, we applied each of the digital filters to each individual frame
as well as to the same composite image (see e.g., Manzini et al., 2007) to
evaluate whether revealed features were real or not. This technique
allowed us to avoid appearance of false features when processing the
images by digital filters. We also studied the change in the jet structure
due to the shift of comet’s optocenter. Even in the case of significant
displacement of the optocenter by 6 px, the jet structure was preserved.
The processing images revealed complex coma morphology. As one
can see in Fig. 4, images (c) and (d), the most prominent large-scale
features are large twisted structures. The bright complex structures
observed in the coma could be considered as a result of outflow of matter

4. Photometry: observations on November 4, 2013
Fig. 4 shows a V-band image of comet Encke obtained on November
4, 2013, i.e. 17 days before the perihelion passage of the comet on
November 21, 2013. Here, we depict the averaged composite image of
the comet (a) and relative isophotes differing by a factor √2 (b). The
image is the robust average of seven original exposures of 10 s. As it is
seen in the figure, the comet is fairly well condensed; the bright and
nearly symmetric coma is ~20,000 km across, although a weak elon
gation of the coma is visible in the sunward direction. Note that the
optocenter of the comet (marked by a white cross), defined by the
central isophote, does not coincide with the center of symmetry of the
bright coma and is shifted in the antisolar direction. The comet exhibits
a faint straight-line structure, which can be seen across the image in the
direction away from the Sun, PA ¼ 312.7� (the direction to the Sun is
128.9� ). As it is visible from the isophotes (panel b), this feature expands

Fig. 5. Images of comet 2P/Encke obtained through the narrow-band blue continuum BC (a) and red continuum RC (b) filters and the filter centered on the band
system of NH2 (c) on January 23.75, 2017. Dust intensity map obtained after subtraction of the NH2 intensity image from the RC image is denoted as RC0 and shown
on plot (d). The optocenter is marked with a white cross. Positive distance is in the antisolar direction, and negative distance is in the solar direction. North, East,
sunward, and velocity vector directions are indicated. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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Filter SED500

Filter V

Filter r-sdss

slit

Fig. 6. Images of comet 2P/Encke in the SED500 (upper row), V (middle row), and r-sdss (bottom row) filters obtained on January 23, 2017. (a) shows the direct
images of the comet; (b) is the relative isophotes differing by a factor √2; (c) and (d) represent intensity images to which we applied division by azimuthal average
and division by azimuthal median, respectively (Samarasinha and Larson, 2014); (e) is intensity image processed by a rotational gradient method (Larson and
Sekanina, 1984; Samarasinha and Larson, 2014). The red rectangle shows the location of the spectrograph slit which extracted from the coma the projected area of
355,000 km � 969 km. North, East, sunward, and velocity vector are indicated in each frame. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

from some active region located near the subsolar point of the rotating
nucleus. To enhance possible anisotropies in the coma structures, the
image was processed by rotational gradient method. As one can see in
panel (e), the applied enhancement procedures resulted in detection of a
highly structured coma with a plasma tail and two “wing-like” structures
(jets?) which are strongly curved due to a rotation of the comet nucleus
and separation of particles by mass. Our conclusion that the linear
feature is the plasma tail primarily based on visual inspection. The
observed tail is straight and located nearly in the antisunward direction.
A slight deviation from this direction is caused by the geometry of ob
servations and nucleus spin axis orientation. The position angles of the
jet-like features are difficult to determine precisely, given their large
apparent curvature. Therefore, we used the directions the jets have near
the nucleus: PA ¼ 42.8� for the strong jet extending to the right (jet 1)
and PA ¼ 173.5� for the small jet (jet 2) pointing to the left. However, as
it will be shown in Section 11, in fact there is only one jet.

5. Photometry: observations on January 23, 2017
5.1. Observations with narrow-band filters
In January of 2017, i.e. 46 days before the perihelion passage of the
comet on March 10, 2017, comet Encke exhibited a very different
appearance compared with the observations of 2013. Fig. 5 shows three
narrow-band images of comet Encke taken with the cometary contin
uum BC (λ4429/36 Å) and RC (λ6835/83 Å) filters designed to avoid a
great contribution of gas emissions and in the filter (λ6615/34 Å)
~ 2A1–eX2B1 electronic band
centered on the (0,7,0) transition of the A
system of the NH2 molecule. The comet in the BC filter displays a sharp,
round central condensation, perhaps surrounded by a very weak small
coma, i.e. almost the entire observed coma is within the seeing disc. This
indicates that the dust in comet Encke is mainly concentrated near the
nucleus. The RC image also exhibits a central condensation, however
much larger in diameter than that in the BC filter (>2000 km) and
slightly elongated at the position angle 298� . There is also a dust coma
elongated to the distances 7000–10,000 km. This elongation does not
6
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exactly coincide with the direction to the Sun. It seems that this feature
is a fan usually observed in comet Encke in the solar hemisphere.
The NH2 image of comet Encke is slightly asymmetric with respect to
the optocenter and slightly elongated into the fan. Since the NH2
emission can penetrate the RC band, we subtracted the coadded NH2
images of the comet from the coadded RC image. For correct subtracting,
we took into account the different light transmission of the filters and
the different continuum levels from our spectral data. We also took into
account the reddening gradient k ¼ 1.308 determined from the spec
trum. The images of the comet in two filters were centered using the
central isophote, which was closest to the maximum brightness of the
comet. Fig. 5(d) shows the intensity map of pure continuum after we
subtracted the NH2 intensity from the observed intensity in the RC band.
In this image, denoted as RC0 , we clearly detect sunlight scattered from
dust particles distributed in the sunward direction to at least 10,000 km.
Comparing plots (c) and (d), we can conclude that the dust contributes
significantly to the surface brightness of the fan.

latitude 75� . If the activity of the nucleus was restricted to one small
active region, one would expect not only a change in the absolute level
of the nucleus output due to changing insolation conditions coupled to
nucleus rotation, but also a change in the orientation of the fan (Festou
and Barale, 2000). This may indicate the presence of several small active
regions on a rotating nucleus.
The axis of rotation in our case lies almost in the picture plane.
Therefore, we see the substance emission almost from the side. The
rotation of the nucleus leads to the formation of a cone of ejected sub
stance. As a result, we see the fan on the line of sight. Festou and Barale
found that for all viewing geometries, the mean orientation of the pro
jected fan axis is 15� from the sunward direction and for most of the time
the fan width is close to 80� . However, according to our measurements,
the angle between the sunward direction (PA ¼ 239.1� ) and the pro
jected fan axis (PA ¼ 289.6� ) is about 50� , and the fan width is within the
range from ~60� to ~80� depending on the filter.
In their article, Festou and Barale (2000) noted that H. Spinrad and S.
Djorgovski observed a wide fan in comet Encke on October 10, 1980,
whose axis deviated from the direction to the Sun by 10� –20� . Using our
model (see Section 11 in detail), we calculated possible configurations of
jets for observations of 1980 and 2017. For this, two sets of parameters
were considered and analyzed: i) the coordinates of the north pole of the
comet spin axis RA ¼ 200� and Dec ¼ þ5� and the cometocentric latitude
of the active region φ ¼ þ55� for our observations; ii) the parameters
which were used by Festou and Barale (2000) for observations of 1980,
RA ¼ 200� and Dec ¼ þ1.7� , φ ¼ þ50� . We found that the deviation of
the fan axis by ~15� from the direction to the Sun on October 10, 1980
and ~50� on January 23, 2017 may be explained by the difference in the
positions of the Earth and the comet with respect to the Sun.

5.2. Coma morphology with broadband filters
Fig. 6 illustrates the direct images of comet Encke acquired in the
broadband filters, relative isophotes, and the images processed by
different digital techniques. The upper row shows the image of the
comet in the middle-band filter SED500 taken on January 23, 2017. The
middle and bottom rows display the comet in the V and r-sdss filters,
respectively, obtained on the same night. Panels (c) and (d) represent
the processed intensity images to which we applied division by
azimuthal average and division by azimuthal median, respectively
(Samarasinha and Larson, 2014). The panel (e) is the intensity image
processed by a rotational gradient method (Larson and Sekanina, 1984;
Samarasinha and Larson, 2014). The comet in the V and r-sdss filters is
rather faint and therefore this method gives poor results. Comparison of
Figs. 5 and 6 shows that the morphology of the comet is similar in the
broadband and dust continuum images, but in the latter, the coma
produced by the dust, looks very faint. Since our other results show
concentration of the dust in the near-nucleus coma, we presume that the
central isophotes are associated with the sunlight reflected by solid
particles.
As it can be seen in Fig. 6, all images show the same morphology of
the coma: a prominent fan is observed in the sunward sector, but not
directly centered on the sunward vector, in all photometrical bands. This
type of coma structure assumes that gas and dust were released from the
sunward side of the nucleus. According to Sekanina (1979), cometary
sunward fans are cones of emission produced when a high-latitude
source on the Sun-facing hemisphere is carried around the rotational
pole.
A rotational gradient enhancement technique applied to the SED500
images was required to reveal the presence of a fan-like structure and the
“short jet” coming from the near-nucleus region (panel e). An extension
of this feature in the coma is about 7000 km of projected nucleus dis
tance, the position angle is 289.6� , and it coincides with an axis of
symmetry of the projected fan. Such structure is also seen in the images
obtained through the V and r-sdss filters (see c and d panels in the middle
and bottom rows). The “short jet” is the brightest part of the nearsunward fan, located near its axis of symmetry. It is likely that this
narrow “short jet” indicates a localized coma feature of enhanced dust
reflectivity produced by some initial ejection of the matter from the
nucleus.
Prominent sunward-facing fan of comet Encke was visible on nearly
every recorded apparition since 1896 (Sekanina, 1988a, 1988b). Ac
cording to this author, the fan-shaped coma of comet Encke, observed
along the inbound part of the comet’s orbit, is associated with outgas
sing from an active region located in the north hemisphere at the lati
tude 55� . At the same time, the fan-like feature observed after
perihelion, i.e. along outbound part of the orbit, is a product of emission
from a second active region located in the south hemisphere at the

6. Gas and dust production rates
6.1. Dust production rate: Afρ parameter
To characterize the dust abundance in the coma, the dust production
proxy Afρ is widely used (A’Hearn et al., 1984), where A is albedo of
grains, f is filling factor of grains within the field of view, and ρ is the
radius of the aperture at the comet. The Afρ parameter (in cm) is a
measure of dust production, which is independent of unknown param
eters, such as albedo and grain size. We calculated Afρ according to the
equation (A’Hearn et al., 1984):
�2
�
2rΔ Fcom ðλÞ
:
(1)
AðλÞf ¼
ρ
FSun ðλÞ
Here, FSun(λ) is the flux of the Sun at 1 au convolved with the filter
transmission curve, Fcom(λ) is the flux of the comet in continuum. The
value of Afρ is inferred from the RC0 images within the circular aperture
of 4000 km, where there is the highest concentration of dust. The con
tinuum flux was also determined from the long-slit spectrum at wave
length λ6835 Å which corresponds to the central wavelength of the
continuum filter RC of the ESA filter set. The emission contamination
was subtracted prior computing Afρ. Calculating the aperture correc
tion, we took into account the ratio between the slit areas and the cir
cular aperture as well as the observed brightness distribution along the
Table 3
The model parameters used to determine the gas production rates.
Molecule

g-factor
(watts/mol)

lp
(104 km)

ld ,
(104 km)

Power-law
index r–n

Lifetime
(sec)

CN(0–0)
C2(Δν ¼ 0)
C3
NH2 (0,7,0)

4.4 � 10 20
4.5 � 10 20
1.0 � 10 19
1.85 � 10 21

2.19a
1.60a
0.10a
0.41b

30.00a
11.00a
6.00a
6.20b

2
2
2
1.55

339,940.0
124,645.0
67,988.1
70,254.4

a
b

7

From Schleicher et al. (1987).
From Cochran et al. (1992).
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Table 4
Gas and dust production rates in comet 2P/Encke from spectral and photometric data on January 23, 2017.
log Q ratio

Q
(1025 mol/s)
From spectroscopy
From photometry

Afρ
(cm)

CN

C2

C3

NH2

C2/CN

C3/CN

3.19
–

2.66
3.87

0.17
–

0.61
1.04

0.08

1.00

slit. The same aperture size was used for calculation of Afρ from the
spectral observations. The errors in the Afρ parameter were calculated
taking into account uncertainty of the comet flux introduced above. For
this, spatial profile within the range free from emissions was used for
estimation. Then it was recalculated to the standard wavelength, for
which the Afρ value was determined in accordance with Eq. (1). The
errors in Afρ were estimated from the spectrum using the expression:
sffi�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�ffiffiffiffi
2
2
ΔðAf ρÞ
ΔFðρÞ
Δf ðλÞ
;
(2)
¼
þ2
Af ρ
FðρÞ
f ðλÞ

–

–

NH2/CN
0.72
–

RC
92 � 26
57 � 12

distance (r–n). The values of the parameters were taken from LanglandShula and Smith (2011), except the parent and daughter length scales
for NH2 molecules which were taken from Cochran et al. (1992). The
fluorescence efficiency g for the CN(0–0) band depends on the helio
centric distance as well as the heliocentric velocity of the comet. Tatum
(1984) provided the g-factor values for the CN molecule, taking into
account the Swings resonance-fluorescence effect. More recently,
Schleicher (2010) tabulated the g-factor values for various heliocentric
distances and velocities which we used in our calculations. For the gas
outflow velocity, we adopted the value 1 km/s used in most of such
calculations (e.g., Langland-Shula and Smith, 2011). Since the Haser
formula is valid for the circular aperture (1500 aperture size or 1.45 �
104 km at the distance of the comet), and the spectrograph slit is not a
circular one, for the correct application of the formula we included into
the measured data a factor equal to the ratio of areas of the aperture used
and the spectrograph slit within that aperture. Considering all these
parameters, we calculated the molecular production rates of CN, C2, C3,
and NH2 in comet Encke. The results are presented in Table 4. There are
also the ratios of the production rates of C2, C3, and NH2 with respect to
Q(CN). The log[C2/CN] and log[C3/CN] ratios are in a very good
agreement with the data by A’Hearn et al. (1995) at r ¼ 0.84 au and Fink
(2009) at r ¼ 0.55 au.

where ΔF(ρ) is the error in the total flux F(ρ) along the slit height of
5000 km, Δf(λ) is the error in the spectral distribution of the flux for the
continuum f(λ). The obtained results are presented in Table 4.
6.2. Gas production rates
In order to compute the production rate of gas molecules, we used
the Haser model (Haser, 1957). The values of gas production rates are
strongly dependent on the model parameters. We used the model pa
rameters given in Table 3. There are the fluorescence efficiency (g-fac
tor), parent and daughter scale lengths (lp and ld, respectively), molecule
lifetime, and the power-low index n in the dependency on heliocentric

Fig. 7. Log of production rates of CN, C2, and C3
molecules and Afρ (as a measure of dust production),
are plotted as a function of the log of heliocentric
distance. All available data (Newburn and Johnson,
1978; A’Hearn et al., 1979; A’Hearn et al., 1983;
A’Hearn et al., 1985; Osip et al., 1992; A’Hearn et al.,
1995; Lowry et al., 2003; Reach et al., 2013) for the
1958, 1974, 1977, 1980, 1984, 1990, 1999, 2003,
2009, and 2017 (this work) apparitions of comet 2P/
Encke are included for analysis. Open symbols indi
cate pre-perihelion observations, and filled symbols
are observations taken after perihelion. Oblique
crosses indicate data obtained in the present paper.
Dashed and solid lines show a linear fit separately by
least squares to the pre- and post-perihelion data,
respectively. All species, except C3, for which there
are few observations, are well fitted by straight lines.
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of NH3 in comets. Kawakita and Watanabe (1998) showed that Q(NH3)
¼ 1.05 � Q(NH2), according to Magee-Sauer et al. (1989). Based on this
ratio, we found Q(NH3) for comet Encke equal to 1.09 � 1025 mol/s from
photometric and 0.64 � 1025 mol/s from spectroscopic observations.
Hatchell et al. (2005) derived the following upper limits of the NH3
production rate for 5 comets from dynamically different groups: <1.9 �
1026 mol/s for C/2001 A2 (LINEAR); 2.7 � 1026 mol/s for C/2001 Q4
(NEAT), <2.3 � 1027 mol/s for C/2002 T7 (LINEAR), and �6.3 � 1026
mol/s for comet 153P/Ikeya-Zhang. Thus, the production rate of mol
ecules NH3 in short-period comet Encke is significantly smaller than that
in the long-period comets.

Table 5
Average values of the exponent n in the gas (CN, C2) and dust (Afρ) production
rates in comet 2P/Encke.
r
(au)

Parameter n in Q∝r–n and Afρ∝r–n
CN

C2

Afρ

Pre-perihelion
0.53–2.93
Post-perihelion
0.54–1.13

3.52 � 0.29
(27)a
3.86 � 0.31
(21)

2.28 � 0.12
(9)
2.98 � 0.64
(13)

2.03 � 0.27
(38)
1.92 � 0.33
(45)

a

Figures in brackets are the amount of data points.

6.3. NH2 production rate

6.4. Variations of gas and dust production rates with heliocentric distance

Comet Encke was also observed through the narrow-band filter NH2
(λ6615/34 Å) and mid-band filter SED500 (λ5019/246 Å) that allowed
us to calculate the production rate Q of molecules NH2 and C2 using the
Haser model. We used the same parameters (see Table 3) for both
spectral and photometric data. The aperture size was 1.45 � 104 km.
From photometric observations Q(NH2) ¼ 1.04 � 1025 mol/s and from
spectral observations Q(NH2) ¼ 0.61 � 1025 mol/s at the heliocentric
distance of 1.05 au. These results are presented in Table 4. Estimation of
the gas production derived from the spectrum may differ from that ob
tained in the circular aperture due to the fact that spectrograph slit
captures part of the fan. Somewhat larger value of Q(NH2), equal to 2.0
� 1025 mol/s, was obtained by Fink and Hicks (1996) for comet Encke at
the distance r ¼ 0.57 au. For comparison, the value Q(NH2) for 9P/
Tempel 1 was on average (7.2�9.6) � 1024 mol/s (Weiler et al., 2007) at
r ¼ 1.5 au, for 81P/Wild 2, it was (3.2�4.24) � 1025 mol/s at r ¼
(1.8�1.6) au (Fink et al., 1999), and for 67P/Churuymov-Gerasimenko
(hereafter 67P/C-G), it was 3.54 � 1025 mol/s at r ¼ 1.6 au (Ivanova
et al., 2017b).
The NH2 production rate was used to estimate NH3 abundance in
comet Encke (Tegler and Wyckoff, 1989). According to the photolytic
reaction for ammonia, i.e. NH3 þ hν ¼ NH2 þ H, the primary product of
photodissociation of NH3 is NH2. Currently, there are no known “alter
native” NH2 parents with large production volumes. Therefore, the
abundance of NH2 is essentially a direct measurement of the abundance

Although there is a very large volume of observational data for comet
Encke, larger than for almost any other comet, it turns out that there is
not much data on the gas and dust production rates that allow studying
their dependences on the heliocentric distance. Comet Encke exhibits a
brightness asymmetry about perihelion (e.g., Kres�
ak, 1965); it is typi
cally two magnitudes brighter before the perihelion than at the corre
sponding time after the perihelion. Having new data, together with the
available data obtained from 1958 to 2010 apparitions, we investigated
the variations of the production rates of CN, C2, C3, and Afρ in comet
Encke with the heliocentric distance. In Fig. 7, the open symbols
represent the pre-perihelion data and the filled symbols represent the
post-perihelion data. Different symbols represent different apparitions
but we have not distinguished the data by different authors. We made
power-law fits to the pre- and post-perihelion production rates (see
Fig. 7). The heliocentric distance dependence of Q(CN), Q(C2), and Afρ is
well represented in the log–log plot by a straight line. Averaged values of
the exponent n in the relation Q∝r–n for gas and dust (Afρ) production
rates are presented in Table 5. The slopes of the production rates of the
C3 and NH2 molecules in the Encke coma cannot be determined due to
lack of suitable data.
In Fig. 7, we collected all available data on the production rates of
CN, C2, and C3 molecules and Afρ for dust production in comet Encke
and plotted as a function of the heliocentric distance. The Afρ values, as

Fig. 8. Normalized surface brightness profiles of comet 2P/Encke and a field star. Profiles are taken across the central region of the comet along the fan (solid line),
perpendicular to the fan direction (dashed line), and a field star (dotted line) taken from a single frame RC0 . The negative values of distances display the direction
toward the elongated fan in the solar hemisphere of the coma; the positive values are for the opposite direction.
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well as the CN value, resulted from our observations, are slightly higher
than the data obtained earlier for this comet. Three points in the figure,
derived from the IR observations by Reach et al. (2013) and in the R
filter by Lowry et al. (2003), exhibit an anomalously large Afρ for the
specified heliocentric distances and therefore we excluded them from
further analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 7, comet Encke showed its typical
asymmetry in the gas and dust production rates about perihelion, being
less productive after perihelion, i.e. gas (and dust) release rates are
higher pre-perihelion in comparison with post-perihelion at a given r.
This difference in the production rates can be due to seasonal effects on
nucleus.
We have found (Table 5) that CN shows steeper slopes than C2, while
Afρ varies with the distance from the Sun less steeply than the gaseous
species. Such trends are similar to those detected for comet Encke by
A’Hearn et al. (1995). According to A’Hearn et al., there are significant
variations in the production of gas and dust, and respectively in the slope
of logQ (gas) and logAfρ with logr, from one comet to another, but on
average, the variation of the production of gas is Q∝r–2.7 and of dust is
Afρ∝r–2.3. Given the large uncertainties in the determination of the
power-law slopes, our results for comet Encke are insignificantly
different from the results obtained by A’Hearn et al.

Table 6
Model parameters for different power exponent a.
Exponent
a

Coma
kс

Nucleus
kn

Error
(obs – model)

Nucleus
f0

Nucleus
f2000

0.76
0.63
0.45
0.33
0.17

0.47
0.40
0.31
0.24
0.13

Surface brightness profiles perpendicular to the fan direction
0.7
92
1062
13.7
0.74
0.9
122
840
13.8
0.59
1.0
138
685
13.9
0.48
1.1
156
487
14.0
0.34
1.2
175
227
14.2
0.16

0.49
0.41
0.35
0.27
0.14

Surface brightness profiles along the fan
0.5
85
1115
11.8
0.7
115
937
12.0
0.9
150
667
12.6
1.0
169
482
13.0
1.1
191
244
13.5

the near-nucleus region is a sum of the flux from the coma and cometary
nucleus. The contribution of each of these two components was deter
mined using seeing-convolved image of a model comet. We created
images of model comets which possess the same image scale and PSF as
the observed data, so that model profiles and real profiles can be directly
compared. For representation of the real coma, we adopted a simplified
approach, based on the isotropic model of the coma, in which its surface
brightness Ic varies according to a power law:

7. Surface brightness profiles of dust
The surface brightness profiles of the isolated dust coma were ob
tained from the RC0 image (see Section 5.1), which is not contaminated
by the gas. Fig. 8 demonstrates the radial cuts in the intensity images
through the central region of the comet along the fan-antifan direction
(solid line) and in the perpendicular direction (dashed line). The indi
vidual curves display the average coma flux in the 3 � 3 px size aperture
with increasing projected cometocentric distance. The central region
may be affected by the seeing corresponding to 1114 km. Therefore, we
made the profile of a field star (dotted line) taken from a single frame
RC0 . The fluxes of the comet and star have been normalized to unity to
compare how the profiles change with the distance from the nucleus and
to search for any differences between the two profiles. The coma and fan
are only slightly more extended than the instrumental point spread
function, with little of the extension along the solar direction that would
be expected for large slow-moving particles. The brightness drops in the
circum-nucleus region is very steep, especially in the antisolar side.
Comparison of the radial profiles shows that the coma is asymmetric and
there is an excess in both “wings” of the comet profiles.
The surface brightness profiles of comet Encke presented in Fig. 8
show that the brightness distributions on the solar and antisolar sides are
slightly different. The index a in the dependence I∝ρa is on average
0.86 in the solar direction of the fan, whereas in the antisolar side a ¼
1.03. In the direction perpendicular to the fan, a is equal 0.95 and
1.01 in the solar and antisolar directions, respectively. Thus, the coma
on the solar side was not in a steady state, while the close to a steadystate flow with a constant velocity was observed on the antisolar side.

Ic ¼

kc

ρa

;

(3)

where a is the power exponent of the brightness variation from the
projected distance ρ from the optocenter (see Section 7), kc is a scaling
factor. Since the nucleus is not resolved, we will represent it as the Dirac
delta function and its brightness in the adopted model can be written as:
In ¼ kn δ ðρÞ;

(4)

where In is the contribution of the nucleus, i.e., the PSF scaled by the
factor kn. To take into account the real resolution (seeing) during the
observations, we used the averaged star profile which corresponds to the
point spread function of the telescope PSF. In this case, the model
brightness distribution of the comet can be represented by a twodimensional convolution:
I ¼ ðIc þ In Þ � PSF;

(5)

where � is the convolution operator.
Since the nucleus center can be displaced relatively to the central
pixel, i.e. the pixel having the largest signal, the model fitting was per
formed at sub-pixel resolution. The optocenter position of the comet was
determined as an additional parameter of the convolution operator from
comparison of the model calculations and observational profile. Since
we have one-dimensional cuts, the displacement relative to the sub-pixel
location of the nucleus was found with the help of the parameter dr. This
parameter is the difference between the positions of the pixel center and
brightness center of the comet in the pixel. The model profile depends on
the position of the cometary nucleus in the central pixel. The value dr ¼
0 corresponds to the position of the nucleus strictly in the pixel center
and provides symmetric model profile of the brightness distribution
relative to the nucleus. For other values of dr, the symmetry of profile is
broken.
The coefficients kc and kn were determined by the least squares
method, minimizing the residuals between the model and the observed
profiles. All coma profiles were fitted with power exponents ranging
from a ¼ 0.5 to a ¼ 1.3. Larger values of a lead to non-physical so
lutions. Table 6 represents the model results of determining the nucleus
contribution for two profiles: along the fan-antifan direction and
perpendicular to it. Here, the following designations are used: a is the
exponent in the model coma; kс and kn are coefficients of proportionality

8. Contribution of the nucleus to the total brightness
It is possible that some, if not most, of the inner coma continuum
observed in comet Encke is produced by the light reflected from the
nucleus rather than from the grains. The comet was observed relatively
close to the Sun and had an extended coma. Insufficient spatial resolu
tion did not allow us to separate unambiguously the nucleus and coma
signals, so we investigated possible contribution of the Encke’s nucleus
by convolving the images with the seeing profile to estimate the con
tinuum that might be from a point source nucleus. For this, we compared
the surface brightness profile of the comet with the profile of a field star,
which is a proxy for the PSF (Fig. 8). To determine the contribution of
the nucleus brightness to the total coma brightness, we used the method
of fitting the model surface brightness to the observed images developed
by Lamy et al. (2011). The observed surface brightness distribution in
10
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the model and observed profiles for different power exponents a. The continuum surface brightness profiles across the peak pixel of the comet
2P/Encke nucleus: top row are the profiles along the fan-antifan direction and bottom row are the profiles along perpendicular to the fan-antifan direction.

Fig. 10. Left panel (a) is the (BC–RC0 ) color map of comet 2P/Encke for January 23.75, 2017 with labels indicating the projected directions toward the Sun, North,
East, jet (J), and the comet velocity vector V. The optocenter is marked with the white cross. Right panel (b) shows individual scans taken through the photometric
center along the fan and perpendicular to it and along the direction of the spectrograph slit which coincides with the velocity vector.

for coma and nucleus in the model; error (obs – model) is the root-meansquare error of the difference between the observed and model bright
ness distribution, f0 is the contribution of nucleus radiation to central
pixel intensity; f2000 is the nucleus contribution to the integral intensity
of the coma with radius 2000 km. The table shows that the nucleus
contribution to the coma brightness strongly depends on the exponent a,
because the shape of the central peak mainly depends on parameter dr
and is very similar to the response from a point source. The main

difference between models with different parameters, but with the same
dr, expected to be in the wings of the central peak. Since the central peak
has large amplitude, its contribution to the total error of this model set of
parameters should be quite large. Therefore, the total error changes
weakly with a change of the model parameters. However, the set of
model parameters, which provides a minimum error, is determined
quite confidently. The best agreement between the model and observed
profiles occurs at a ¼ 0.5 for the fan direction and a ¼ 0.7 for the
11
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perpendicular direction. In these cases, the nucleus contribution to the
total coma brightness is 0.76 for the central pixel for the fan profile and
0.74 for the profile perpendicular to the fan direction. The contribution
of the nucleus’ flux to the integral intensity of the near-nucleus coma
with radius 2000 km is on average 0.48. Thus, for the central pixel, the
nucleus magnitude is 2.5log(0.75) ¼ 0.3m fainter than the total
magnitude, whereas for the 2000 km near-nucleus area this is about
0.8m. In addition, independent determination of the dust coma contri
bution to the central pixel of two brightness profiles (along the fan and
perpendicular to it) gives a fairly close estimates for different values of
the power exponent a.
The results of our modeling are also demonstrated in Fig. 9, where
the brightness profiles across the central pixel along the fan-antifan di
rection and perpendicular to this direction are displayed. The model
profiles along the fan and in the perpendicular direction give a fairly
close value of the nucleus contribution with the mean value of 0.75. A
choice in favor of model parameters a ¼ 0.5 and a ¼ 0.7 is also
confirmed by the following. After taking into account the PSF function,
the magnitude of the cometary nucleus is 18.8m � 0.2m. This value was
obtained from the RC-NH2 image, in which the continuum contribution
in the NH2 image was taken into account. This contribution was equal to
0.59m. Thus, our result is in a very good agreement with the nucleus
magnitude in the Cousins R filter 18.8m � 0.5m. This value is obtained
for our observations geometry (r ¼ 1.05 au, Δ ¼ 1.34 au, α ¼ 46.8� ),
taking into account the phase coefficient of β ¼ 0.061 mag/deg. and
absolute magnitude of the nucleus mR(1,1,0) ¼ 15.2m � 0.5m obtained
�ndez et al. (2000).
by Ferna

isophotes with the accuracy 0.05 px, the flux calibrated images of the
comet in both bands, BC and RC0 , were carefully centered on the same
position. Based on the derived images, we created a color map and
analyzed color variations in the coma. We converted each pixel for
summed images into the apparent magnitude and created the final
(BC–RC0 ) color map by subtracting the two sets of images from each
other. An average error in the magnitude measurements is 0.06m.
Fig. 10a shows a color map (BC–RC0 ) of comet Encke, while the right plot
(b) displays the cuts across the color map of the comet along the jet and
the direction perpendicular to the jet and along the direction of the
spectrograph slit. As the distance from the nucleus increases, the color
profiles show a strong color gradient: the color of the coma decreases
sharply from about 1.1m, but almost symmetrically around the nucleus,
to a value of about 0.1m at the distance of ~3000 km along the fan di
rection. At distances approximately from 3000 km to 4000 km, a rather
bright part of the shell (or cloud) is visible.
Based on the spectrum of comet Encke (see Section 3), we corrected
the derived BC–RC0 profiles (Fig. 10b) for the contribution of the emis
sion component to the BC passband, using the method for estimation of
the dust/gas ratio described in Section 10 (Eqs. (10)–(20)). After taking
into account this correction, the color-index for the total profiles of the
dust coma and nucleus (denoted as BC0 –RC0 ) increased in comparison
with the profiles in Fig. 10b.
After that, we determined the color change of dust in the immediate
vicinity of the cometary nucleus. For this, we used model calculations of
intensity of the reflected light from the nucleus In and dust coma Id as
well as BC0 –RC0 color profiles corrected for the emissions falling into the
BC and RC passbands. To obtain the total color profiles for the dust and
cometary nucleus, we used the following expression:

9. Color and normalized reflectivity
For calculations of the dust color in comet Encke, the images in the
narrow-band cometary continuum filters BC and RC obtained on
January 23, 2017 were used. In Section 5.1, we subtract the NH2 image
of the comet from the RC image and, thus, derive the RC0 image cor
rected for NH2 contamination. The BC filter is relatively clean of gas
emissions, although C2 emission partially penetrates the BC passband.
According to the spectrum of comet Encke (see Fig. 3), the emission/
continuum ratio in the BC filter is more than twice smaller than in the RC
band. Since we do not have C2 emission image in the coma of comet
Encke, we first plotted the (BC–RC0 ) color map of the comet (Fig. 10a),
and after that considered the effect of gas contamination on the color
profiles (Fig. 10b).
Using the central brightness peak in the coma defined from the

CI

CIn ¼

I BC þ InBC
I BC
2:5log dRC
þ 2:5log nRC ;
RC
Id þ In
In

(6)

where the BC and RC indices designate intensities of dust and nucleus in
appropriate filters, and CI is total color-index for the dust and cometary
nucleus, while CId and CIn are color-indexes of the dust and nucleus,
respectively. The ratio of dust intensity to nucleus intensity can be
estimated for the BC filter from Eq. (6):
� RC
�
IdBC
I
¼ 10 0:4ðCI CInÞ dRC þ 1
1:
(7)
BC
In
In
The final expression for calculation of the dust color without the
nucleus contribution is as follows:
CId ¼

I BC
2:5log dRC ¼
Id

I BC I RC
2:5log dBC nRC þ CIn :
In Id

(8)

RC
BC BC
The ratio IRC
d /In is calculated from the model data (Table 6), Id /In
from Eq. (7), and then we computed the color-index for the dust not
affected by the nucleus contribution.
To evaluate the BC–RC color of the nucleus, we used the following
data: the B–R color of the nucleus is 1.12m � 0.08m (Lowry and Weiss
man, 2007), the B–R color of the Sun is 1.005m � 0.012m (Ramirez et al.,
2012), the color BC–RC of the solar analog is 1.276m (Farnham et al.,
2000). As a result of calculations, the BC–RC color of the nucleus of
comet Encke is 1.39m. The radial profiles of the dust color without the
nucleus contribution along the fan and perpendicularly to the fan di
rection are presented in Fig. 11. It can be seen that the maximum colorindex of dust 1.43m � 0.25m is observed in the immediate vicinity of the
nucleus and within the error limit nearly coincides with the color of the
nucleus itself. At a distance of about 2500 km, the color-index sharply
drops to 0.4m.
The normalized reflectivity gradient was calculated with the
following expression (Jewitt, 2002):
�
20 100:4Δm 1
0
�;
(9)
S ¼
Δλ 100:4Δm þ 1

Fig. 11. The radial profiles of the dust color of comet Encke corrected for the
emissions falling into the BC and RC passbands and for the nucleus contribution
along the fan and perpendicularly to the fan direction.
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emission and continuum:

where Δm is the comet color minus the Sun color, ∆λ ¼ λ1–λ2 is the
difference in effective wavelengths. For comet Encke, we found
reddening of the continuum with a gradient (9.4 � 3.1) %/1000 Å and
(8.5 � 2.7) %/1000 Å from spectroscopy and photometry, respectively.
Within the error margins, these values are consistent with the previous
determinations of the reflectivity gradient of the Encke coma: (11 � 2)
%/1000 Å (Luu and Jewitt, 1990), (8.9 � 1.6) %/1000 Å (Jewitt, 2004),
(13 � 7) %/1000 Å (Ishiguro et al., 2007), (11 � 8) %/1000 Å
(Boehnhardt et al., 2008). Note that the redness of the dust particles in
the coma is larger than that for the nucleus of comet Encke, which was
found to be (2.0 � 4.5) %/1000 Å (on August 16, 1996) and (6.5 � 3.5)
%/1000 Å (on September 12, 1999) (Jewitt, 2002) and (2.5 � 4.5)
%/1000 Å (Meech et al., 2004), although Tubiana et al. (2015) found a
higher reddening slope, (7.3 � 0.2) %/1000 Å, in the wavelength range
λ4200–7500 Å and (5.0 � 0.2) %/1000 Å in the wavelength range
λ4200–9000 Å for the bare nucleus of this comet at r ¼ 3.65 au. This may
suggest that the nucleus surface is depleted in organics in comparison
with the dust particles, which contain some subsurface materials.

0

ic ðρÞ ¼ ic ðρÞ

ic ðλ ¼ λe Þ
:
ic ðλ ¼ λc Þ

(11)

These spatial profiles can have a constant component due to the
background signal. To take it into account, the mean value of the signal
at the edge of the profile was subtracted from the observed spatial
profiles:
0

i00e ðρÞ ¼ ie ðρÞ

ie ðρ � ρmax Þ; i00c ðρÞ ¼ ic ðρÞ

i0c ðρ � ρmax Þ:

(12)

To obtain a pure emission profile, ie (ρ), the continuum profile ic00 (ρ)
was subtracted from the emission profile:
000

000

ie ðρÞ ¼ i00e ðρÞ

(13)

i00c ðρÞ

To determine profiles in a broadband filter, in which a single emis
sion band predominates, the spatial profiles of emission Ie(ρ) and con
tinuum Ic(ρ) components in this filter can be calculated according to the
following expressions:
000

10. Spatial distribution of dust/gas ratio over the coma

Ie ðρÞ ¼ I0e

Our aim is to investigate how gas and dust are distributed in the
coma. In 2013, we observed a collimated outflow of substance in comet
Encke that reached almost 50,000 km. Considering that radicals are
formed from parent molecules and do not have a directed outflow and
that the velocities of release of gas and dust are significantly different,
such narrow gas jets (as can be seen in Fig. 4e) cannot be formed at a
great distance from the nucleus. During the 2017 observations, we used
narrowband continuum filters to avoid a contribution of gas emissions
and could obtain distribution of pure dust over the coma; image is
denoted as RC0 in Fig. 5d. In this image, the sunward fan-like coma is
visible, which extends to at least ten thousand kilometers toward the
Sun. Analyzing images taken with narrowband filters (Figs. 5 and 8), we
have concluded (Sections 5 and 7) that dust is mainly concentrated in
the near-nucleus region of comet Encke, but this does not mean that it is
completely absent at larger distances, i.e. the dust may extend beyond a
few thousand kilometers from the nucleus. The study of the composition
(gas or dust) of structural features (fan/jets) in a coma is difficult
because of the effects of projection. Therefore, we used the long-slit
spectra to determine the dust-to-gas ratio as a function of distance and
thus define the expansion of the dust coma. And below we present
observational evidences for the presence of dust coma up to a few tens of
thousands of kilometers.
As it is well known, spectra of comets consist of emissions caused by
reemitting of solar photons by molecules (resonance fluorescence) and
continuum caused by the scattering of sunlight by cometary dust par
ticles. To separate these components, we used long-slit spectrum of
comet Encke acquired almost simultaneously with imaging on January
23, 2017. As a result of processing the two-dimensional cometary
spectrum, we derived the spectral flux density from the cometary coma
for the emission component ie(λ) and the continuum ic(λ). Knowing the
bandwidth of the used filter p(λ), normalized to maximum transmission,
we can estimate the contribution of emissions I0e and continuum I0c to
the total radiation flux which is obtained from the central part of the
cometary coma:
Z
Z
(10)
I0e ¼ pðλÞ ie ðλÞ dλ; I0c ¼ pðλÞ ic ðλÞ dλ:

ie ðρÞ
i00 ðρÞ
; Ic ðρÞ ¼ I0c 00 c
:
ie ðρ ¼ 0Þ
ic ðρ ¼ 0Þ
000

(14)

If several (j) emission bands penetrate in the filter, then the spatial
profiles of the emission component are calculated taking into account
these bands:
Ie ðρÞ ¼ I0e

Xk

000

iej ðρÞwj

j¼1 i000 ð
ej

(15)

;

ρ ¼ 0Þ

where wj is the contribution of the j emission band to the total spatial
profile.
000

iej ðρ ¼ 0Þ
wj ¼ Pk 000
:
n¼1 ien ðρ ¼ 0Þ

(16)

We calculated the dust/gas ratio in the broadband filters SED500, rsdss, and V. The spatial profiles of the continuum Fc(ρ) for these filters
were calculated from the profiles fc(ρ, λc), which were determined from
the spectrum for a selected wavelength λc free from the emission influ
ence. For this, the previously obtained continuum spectrum Fc(λ) and
the known passbands p(λ) of the filters were used:
R
fc ðρλc Þ pðλÞFc ðλÞdλ
Fc ðρÞ ¼
:
(17)
Fc ðλc Þ
To obtain the total spatial emission profile, we used the spatial
profile fe þ fc(ρ, λc) for a given emission. The index e þ c indicates that
the profile contains the emission component and continuum. The
emission profiles without continuum were calculated as follows:
fe ðρ; λe Þ ¼ feþc ðρ; λe Þ

fc ðρ; λc Þ

Fc ðλe Þ
:
Fc ðλc Þ

(18)

In the case when a single emission falls into the filter passband, the
spatial emission profile for this filter was determined as follows:
R
fe ðρλe Þ pðλÞFe ðλÞdλ
Fe ðρÞ ¼
:
(19)
Fe ðλe Þ
For the case of several emission bands, the spatial emission profile
was calculated using the following formula:
R
�
�
�
pðλÞFe ðλÞdλ X
Fe ðρÞ ¼ P
Fe λie p λie fei ρλie
(20)
�2
�
Fe λie p λie i

To determine the spatial distribution of the selected emissions and
continuum, we extracted from the original spectra the intensity ie(ρ) of
emission at the wavelength λe with a maximum band intensity (to reduce
the errors) and the continuum nearest to this emission ic(ρ) at the
wavelength λc. Here, ρ is the projected distance from the comet nucleus.
The spatial profile of the continuum was corrected for the reddening
effect due to the difference in wavelengths for the spatial profiles of

i

And finally, the spatial profile of the relation k(ρ) of the continuum to
the emission component for the selected filter is k (ρ) ¼ Fc(ρ)/Fe(ρ).
An examination of the transmission curves of the filters and the
spectrum of comet Encke (see Fig. 1) shows that the main contributors to
the SED500 and V spectral bands are the light scattered by dust particles
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Fig. 12. Nucleus-centered spatial profiles of the C2 (a, c) and (C2 þ NH2) (e) emissions and corresponding continuum along the spectrograph slit. Sunward (negative
distance) and antisunward (positive distance) spatial profiles are plotted as a function of the distance from the nucleus. On the right, the continuum-to-emission ratio
is displayed (b, d, f). The error bars are shown through a certain number of data point.

of the total radiation from (C2 þ NH2) were defined for the r-sdss filter
(Fig. 12e). The continuum spatial profiles were also generated for each
filter with the emissions subtracted out. To do the subtraction correctly,
we took into account the different light transmission of the filters and
the different continuum levels. The sky levels for the emission and the
continuum profiles were estimated and subtracted. As a result, we
separated the clean spatial profiles of the C2 and (C2 þ NH2) emissions
without contribution from the dust component and continuum without
emissions (Fig. 12, left). After that we obtained the spatial distribution of
the continuum/emission ratio (Fig. 12, right). To avoid cluttering, we
show the error bars only through a certain number of data point. As one
can see, our procedure yields a clean emission profile and the dust/gas
ratio with reasonable accuracy, when the C2 emission is well isolated. In

Table 7
Power exponent a for different cometocentric distances.
Solar direction

Antisolar direction

log ρ

a

log ρ

a

3.38–3.72
3.72–4.33

0.52 � 0.08
1.08 � 0.02

3.38–3.86
4.13–4.44

0.31 � 0.01
1.18 � 0.02

and the resonance fluorescence by C2(0,0) molecules, whereas the r-sdss
filter transmits continuum and C2 plus NH2 emission radiation. Spatial
profiles of the C2(0,0) emission were produced along the slit by summing
over the spectral extent of the C2(0,0) band (Fig. 12a, c), while profiles
14
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The spatial profiles of the gas emission C2 and of the continuum show
that Encke’s coma is asymmetric (Fig. 12). They also show that the dust
is mainly concentrated in the near-nucleus coma, although it extends
almost throughout the entire coma. The continuum profiles drop pre
cipitously to approximately 2500 km and then very slowly expand to the
distances exceeding 104 km. Since FWHM of seeing is 1114 km, we
believe that there is no influence of the seeing on strong drop of con
tinuum at a distance of 2500 km from the nucleus. In Table 7, we give
the power exponent a for spatial profiles of the C2 emission for different
cometocentric distances ρ. One can see that for the C2 spatial profile, the
exponent a is significantly smaller than 1 at small distances from the
nucleus, and at large distances >1 for both directions. The characteristic
feature is that the antisunward profiles are much steeper than those on
the sunward side at distances from the nucleus larger than 10,000 km.
Such behave of C2 profiles may suggest that the gas production was not
steady and indicate production of this radical from parent molecules
and/or grains near the nucleus resulted from their destruction by
photodissociation or photoionization at larger distances from the nu
cleus (Combi et al., 1997).
In addition to obtained spatial profiles, we calculated the averaged
dust/gas ratio for each filter which we used during the observations. For
this, we determined the fluxes from emission and continuum compo
nents in a given filter using the central part of the spectrum of comet
Encke. As a result, the following values of the continuum/emission ratio
are obtained: 3.14 in the BC filter; 1.56 in RC; 1.48 in SED500; 1.79 in V;
2.91 in r_sdss. These values are close to those obtained from spatial
profiles in the near-nucleus areas (Fig. 12, right).

Fig. 13. Schematic view of the orbit of comet 2P/Encke along with the Earth’s
orbit during the observations in the 2013 and 2017 apparitions. The positions of
Encke at the time of observations and the moment of the perihelion passage are
marked by the comet symbols, and the Earth at the moments of observations is
indicated by the Earth symbol.

the case of the r-sdss filter, the dust/gas ratio is obtained with much
lower accuracy due to inaccurate accounting emission radiation of С2
and NH2.

Fig. 14. Schematic representation of the nucleus of
comet 2P/Encke together with the rotational axis as
viewed from the Earth (a, d, g, j) and from the Sun (b,
e, h, k) and the model jets obtained during various
phases of the nucleus rotation (c, f, i, l) at the time of
November 4.08, 2013. A yellow dot shows the active
region located at the north hemisphere at the com
etocentric latitude þ55� (Source 1), whereas the
active region at the south hemisphere at latitude
75� (Source 2) is depicted as a blue dot. Bright spots
are the areas illuminated by the Sun at the considered
moment. Panels (a, b, c) correspond to zero rotational
phase; (d, e, f) correspond to the orientation after
0.25 of the rotation period; (g, h, i) are for 0.50 of the
rotation period; and (j, k, l) are for 0.75 of the rota
tion period. The arrows indicate the direction to the
Sun (�), North (N), East (E), and velocity vector of
the comet in projection on the sky (V). (For inter
pretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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Fig. 15. Schematic representation of the nucleus of comet 2P/Encke together with the rotational axis as viewed from the Earth (a, d, g, j) and from the Sun (b, e, h, k)
and the model jets obtained during various phases of the nucleus rotation (c, f, i, l) at the time of January 23.81, 2017. The active region Source 2 at the comet
ocentric latitude 75� cannot be observed form the Earth and do not appear on the hemisphere illuminated by the Sun. The other notations are the same as in Fig. 14.

11. Modeling of dust emission geometry

years, the comet surface was almost at the same geometric conditions
with respect to the Sun (Epifani et al., 2001).
Our observations of comet Encke were obtained 17 days before the
perihelion in 2013 and 45 days before the perihelion passage in 2017.
Fig. 13 shows the schematic view of the orbit of comet Encke and the
Earth’s orbit during our observations in the 2013 and 2017 apparitions.
According to Sekanina (1991), the south pole of the nucleus is seen from

According to the Sekanina’s model (Sekanina, 1988a), a change of
the Encke surface exposed to the Sun (seasonal change) occurs around
the perihelion due to the comet nucleus spin axis orientation. This lasts
only a few weeks, due to the small heliocentric distance and the large
orbit eccentricity. During the rest of the orbital period, lasting some

Fig. 16. Comparison of the jets observed on November 4.08, 2013 (a) and on January 23.78, 2017 (b) with the model jets (blue dots) from a discrete emission source
on the nucleus. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the Sun from 8 days before perihelion to 60 days after, whereas the Sun
passes in the nucleus equatorial plane ~10 days before perihelion and
~60 days after perihelion (Festou and Barale, 2000). Thus, our obser
vations in 2013 were obtained with an illuminated equatorial region,
whereas the 2017 data were taken when the nucleus north pole was
illuminated by the Sun.
To better understand how active areas release matter from the nu
cleus and how the fan and jets can be formed, we need to model ge
ometry of the viewing conditions and the rotation state of the nucleus.
According to Sekanina (1987), asymmetric outgassing is observed in
comets due to collimated ejection from discrete active areas on the sunlit
side of rotating cometary nuclei. These asymmetric structures can be
spiral jets, semicircular halos, straight plumes, sharp spikes, snail-shelllike features, and fans with or without jets. Analyzing the apparitions of
Encke from 1924 to 1984, Sekanina, 1988b determined the orientation
of Encke’s sunward-facing fan, which is seen at almost every apparition,
by identifying two discrete emission sources in the north and south
hemispheres with the cometocentric latitudes of þ55� and 75� ,
respectively, and by coordinates of the north pole of the comet spin axis,
right ascension RA�200� , declination Dec�þ20� (apparitions in
1957–1984) and RA�205� , Dec�þ10� (apparitions in 1924–1951).
These results were confirmed by Festou and Barale (2000). However,
later (2003 apparition) Woodney et al. (2007) and Ihalawela et al.
(2011) did not confirm the presence of two active areas on the surface of
the comet’s nucleus and instead suggested the possibility of a single
active area which forms single-cone jet with an opening angle of 90� .
For analysis of the jet structure of comet Encke, we propose a simple
geometrical model, which accounts for a rotation period of the cometary
nucleus, the orientation of the comet spin axis, the cometocentric lati
tude of the source, and the relative position of the Sun, Earth, and the
comet. We assumed that the nucleus is spherical, isolated active region
releases gas and dust only under the solar irradiation, and the outflow of
matter occurs radially from the nucleus with a constant velocity;
dispersion of the velocities of particles ejected from the active region
and their acceleration under the solar radiation were not considered.
Such an approach is valid at small distances from the cometary nucleus.
During the simulations, model jets, which reproduce the middle of the
visible jet, are projected onto the plane of the sky. Sequence of images
obtained with this procedure shows the motion of the ejected matter on
the sky plane and jet evolution in time (Figs. 14 and 15).
We modeled the continuous ejection of dust particles from two
discrete active regions, Source 1 and Source 2, to search for conditions
that can reproduce the observed jets and fan and to explain their
emerging. The model jets were compared with the structures observed
close to the cometary nucleus at digitally processed images (Fig. 16). For
the observations on November 4.08, 2013, the best fit between the
observed coma morphology and model image was achieved under the
following parameters: the rotational period of the nucleus was 11.1 h,
the coordinates of the north rotation pole were RA ¼ 200� � 5� and Dec
¼ þ5� � 3� , escaping velocity of the dust particles from discrete region
on the nucleus was 0.37 � 0.05 km/s, and the emission source was
located at the cometocentric latitude þ55� , i.e., it was Source 1 (Fig. 14).
The active Source 2 did not affect the jets because all the time it was in
the shade whereas the active Source 1 was located on the illuminated
hemisphere (see Fig. 14). However, in fact Source 1 was balancing on
the edge between shadow and light during a significant part of the
rotational period. This led to a small intensity of the ejections in the
antisolar direction. Furthermore, it is possible that the sunlight was not
reaching the area located on the terminator due to the topography of the
nucleus.
As a result of the simulations, we revealed an interesting structural
feature of the coma in the observations of the 2013 apparition. It turned
out that two visible jets were formed by a single active region, Source 1
(Fig. 16a). The brightest jet was formed by two ejections at two
sequential rotations when the active region was oriented toward the
solar direction. In this case, the ejection from the heated region was

stronger. The less bright jet was formed when the Source 1 entered the
hemisphere illuminated by the Sun. This region just started to warm up
and the release of gas and dust was at a lower level, therefore, the second
jet had a lower brightness and was less extended.
The trajectory of a dust particle depends on the particle ejection
velocity and β, which is the ratio of the solar radiation pressure Fr to the
solar gravity Fg. To estimate the effect of the solar radiation pressure on
the velocity, the acceleration of the ejected particles by the solar radi
ation pressure, a, was computed following a relation a ¼ (β gau)/r2,
where gau is the acceleration by the solar gravity at 1 au, r is heliocentric
distance. The particle velocity depends on the direction of the ejection
and time after the ejection. The maximum decrease in velocity by solar
radiation pressure is expected to be in the sunward direction. Sekanina
and Larson (1984) gave an estimation β � 0.6 for cometary particles.
Assuming β ¼ 0.3 for our estimates, for a given heliocentric distance of
the comet and jets geometry, the maximum decrease in the velocity
should be 0.08 km/s for the outer parts of the jets. Since the particle
velocity in the jet is estimated according to the shape of the whole jet,
the actual decrease in particle ejection velocity is smaller. Thus, the
value 0.37 � 0.05 km/s is the lower estimate of the real velocity of the
substance outflow from the cometary nucleus. This value is close to the
values derived by other authors for comet Encke. According to Sarugaku
et al. (2015), when comet Encke was at the heliocentric distance r ¼
2.29–2.53 au (apparition of 2004), the ejection velocity of the dust
particles was typically 0.4 km/s. Lisse et al. (2004) estimated a typical
velocity at r ¼ 1.04–1.12 au equal to 0.5 � 0.1 km/s. In both papers, a
strong dependence of ejection rate on particle size was noted: for large
particles, the ejection rate was lower. In our case, the brightest structure
had a rather long formation time, about 3 nucleus rotations (~30 h).
During this time, the fine dust fraction significantly changed its velocity
relative to the nucleus due to the acceleration by solar radiation. The
courser dust fraction kept the direction and velocity practically un
changed. Therefore, we should expect a slightly lower velocity of the
dust particles than it is obtained from our model.
The best correspondence between the model jets and the coma
structure observed on January 23, 2017 was obtained for the co
ordinates of north rotation pole RA ¼ 200� � 6� and Dec ¼ þ25� � 5� . It
was found that the velocity of the ejected material from the active region
for a given position of the comet does not affect the coma appearance. As
in the apparition of 2013, only the Source 1 was active (see Figs. 14 and
15). However, in contrast to the November 4, 2013 observation, when
the axis of rotation was directed almost along the line of sight, on
January 23.78, 2017, the rotation axis was located close to the sky
plane. Therefore the outflow of the dust from the Source 1 was within a
jet which was seen as a cone in the projection onto the plane of the sky.
Axis of this cone was significantly deviated from the sunward direction
and shifted toward the projection of the rotation axis on the sky plane
(Fig. 16b). This effect was responsible for the unusual shape of the
cometary coma in January of 2017. In his paper, Farnham (2009) dis
played the CN image of comet Encke (see Fig. 13 in that paper) obtained
by Woodney et al. (2007) during the close approach of the comet in
2003. The spatial scale was sufficient to reveal a corkscrew morphology
in the sunward fan and to show that the fan was indeed a cone of ma
terial centered on the spin axis.
12. Discussion
Comet 2P/Encke has a number of features that attract attention of
researchers. First, comet Encke is a highly evolved comet. Second, ac
cording to the observations in the visible wavelengths, it has an
extremely low content of dust, which is concentrated in the near-nucleus
region of the coma, making Encke one of the gassiest comets. And third,
it has a sunward-oriented fan which has been observed near perihelion
in almost all apparitions. Our observations aimed a better understanding
of the features and processes in the coma of comet Encke.
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12.1. Morphology

contribution must be taken into account interpreting observations of
even “gas comets” such as comet Encke. This especially concerns the
nature of the jets (gas or dust?) which were detected in the apparitions of
2013 and 2017. An argument in favor of the dust jets is our model cal
culations, which showed that the coordinates of the active region were
the same for both apparitions and coincided with the Sekanina, 1988b
data. The found coordinates of the north pole of the nucleus are also
consistent with the data by Festou and Barale (2000).
Estimate of the relative contribution of light scattered from the nu
cleus to the total brightness of the near-nucleus coma show that about
75% of the flux of the scattered light in the central pixel was due to the
nucleus, and the nucleus flux contributed 48% to the total intensity of
the coma of radius 2000 km. This means that the nucleus was 0.3m
fainter than integral magnitude of the central pixel and 0.8m fainter than
the 2000 km area of the coma. We determined that the nucleus
magnitude of comet Encke was equal to 18.8m � 0.2m that is close to
�ndez et al., 2000). According to
estimation from the HST data (Ferna
Belton et al. (2005), the nucleus contributed only a fraction to the total
light, usually >28% but rarely over 87% at heliocentric distances 3–4
au. Thus, though the nucleus region includes contamination from the
coma, the low activity of the comet at the time of observation suggests
that the nucleus itself could make a noticeable contribution to the coma
profile within the central seeing disc. This effect is well seen in Fig. 12a,
which shows a strong central spike, caused by the unresolved nucleus,
rising above a fainter profile of C2. A similar effect was observed in
comet 49P/Arend-Rigaux by Jewitt and Meech (1985).

As can be seen from our observations on November 4, 2013, comet
Encke had extended rounded coma with a plasma tail (PA ¼ 128.9� ) and
two jet-like structures (PA ¼ 42.8� and 173.5� ) which were highly
curved. The rotation axis of the nucleus was directed almost along the
line of sight. Due to the solar wind, the gas tail should be straight and
directed in the opposite direction from the Sun, that we see in Fig. 4. The
revealed jets are not straight and are formed rather by grains than by gas
molecules. The existence of the jets indicates that the nucleus has iso
lated active areas. In Section 11, we showed that the same active source
formed the observed two jets. According to Lisse et al. (2005), the shape
and appearance of jets are dependent on a number of factors: the size
and location of the source: the rotation state of the nucleus, the motion
of the comet in its orbit, and changes in the viewing geometry of the
comet. Analysis of these factors shows that there are two factors which
may produce the curvature of the observed jets in comet Encke: nucleus
rotation and separation of particles by mass due to radiation pressure.
The effect of nucleus rotation should dominate at small distances from
the nucleus. The cometary dust tail is composed of particles of different
sizes swept back by solar radiation pressure. It is possible that the
brightness of the dust tail was below detection threshold, although other
observers did not detect a dust tail in this apparition too (e.g., Vervack
et al., 2014). Since the number density of dust particles in jets is sub
stantially higher than in the surrounding coma, we could reveal them by
digital filtering as shown in Fig. 4e.
In contrast to the 2013 apparition, on January 23, 2017, the images
of the comet displayed a prominent sunward fan (PA ¼ 290� ), extending
to ~30,000 km from the nucleus. The rotation axis of the nucleus was
located close to the sky plane. The same fan was observed by Kwon et al.
(2018) on February 19–21, 2017; they called it “dust cloud”. Neither
Kwon et al. nor we detected the dust tail, that might be evidence of
absence of a small dust population that could be extended along the antisunward direction under the solar radiation. Most likely, the fan con
sisted of a population of compact large grains ejected from an active
region of comet Encke. According to Sekanina (1979), an active source is
located on the north hemisphere at pre-perihelion times. Our modeling
the outflow of substance from the sunlit hemisphere of the nucleus show
that in both observational periods the outgassing from the active region
was from the same source located at the cometocentric latitude þ55� ,
but due to differences in the position of the nucleus rotation axis rela
tively to the Sun and the picture plane in November 2013 and January
2017, the different structure of the coma was observed.

12.3. Spatial profiles
Model spatial profiles along and perpendicular to the observed fan
showed slightly different values of the a index in the dependence I∝ρa.
The power index a is significantly smaller than 1 and is equal to 0.5
along the fan and 0.7 perpendicular to it in the near-nucleus region,
while from the observed image, a varied within the range 0.86� 1.03
for different directions, including the outer parts of the coma. Perhaps,
some difference in the a index indicates different physical properties of
the dust in the active region and in other parts of the cometary nucleus.
Similar results for comet Encke were obtained by Sekanina and Schuster
(1978) on September 12, 1977: a varied from 0.64 to 0.86. On
October 9–10, 1980, a shallow power-law decline of surface brightness
of comet Encke occurred with the slope 0.5 up to 7000–10,000 km
(Djiorgovski and Spinrad, 1985). Such low values of power index may
indicate processes of intense fragmentation of dust component at dis
tances of about 2000 km, or/and an increase in the dust albedo due to
the release of the dust from lighter inner parts of the nucleus, or/and
evaporation of some darker volatile component of the dust particles in
the immediate vicinity of the nucleus.

12.2. Gas-to-dust ratio
As our images of comet Encke in narrow continuum filters show
(Fig. 5), the dust was mainly concentrated in the near-nucleus region
where dust/gas ratio was about 3 in the r-sdss filter (Fig. 12). However, a
high concentration of dust around the nucleus does not mean that it is
completely absent at larger distances from the nucleus. As it was shown
in Section 10, the dust/gas ratio drops sharply to distances of
2000–3000 km and then gradually increases, i.e. the dust extended
almost throughout the entire coma, out to ~40,000 km. Even though
dust particles are altered due to loss of volatiles or/and scattering crosssection change after sublimation and fragmentation, their distribution
should peak sharply at the cometary nucleus. At the same time, gas
molecules observed in the visible are daughter molecules and close to
the nucleus they have a shallower distribution than cometary dust
particles. It is expected in gas-rich comets because the gas/dust ratio
increases with distance from the nucleus. Such behavior of dust and gas
we see in comet Encke (Fig. 12) that allows us to make a conclusion
about noticeable contribution of the dust component to the observed
luminosity of comet Encke. It is particularly seen when the observations
are performed with the filters with a relatively wide transmission curve
and on the periphery of the cometary coma. This means that the dust

12.4. Color
The observed color profiles showed a strong color gradient across the
coma: gas-corrected color index BC–RC (i.e., BC corrected for weak
emission component and RC corrected for NH2 contamination) was
~1.43m in the innermost near-nucleus area of the comet Encke, and then
decreased sharply, reaching a value of about 0.3m–0.4m at the distance
of about 2500 km. Dust emitted from the nucleus had a color index
almost the same as the cometary nucleus itself, about 1.39m. Compari
son of the dust color with the color-index of the Sun, which is BC–RC ¼
1.276m (Farnham et al., 2000), shows that the intrinsic color of the dust
changed from slightly red in the vicinity of the nucleus to very blue
(color-index about 1.0m) farther from the nucleus. These features
indicate some evolution of the scattering particles, most likely, due to
changes in composition (evaporation/decomposition of some red or
ganics (Ishiguro et al., 2007)) or/and a change in particle size distri
bution (increasing abundance of small, Rayleigh-like particles). A
similar systematic decrease of the color to the periphery of the coma was
18
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also detected in comet 67P/C-G (Rosenbush et al., 2017), despite the
fact that the comets are very different: 67P/C-G is a dust-rich comet, and
Encke is a dust-poor one.
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1. In November 2013, comet Encke showed an extended coma with a
plasma tail and two jet-like structures. In contrast to this, in January
2017, the images of the comet displayed a strong asymmetric
sunward-oriented fan, extending to ~30,000 km from the nucleus.
On both dates, there was no regular antisolar dust tail containing
small dust particles accelerated by the solar radiation pressure.
2. The radicals CN, C3, C2, and NH2 were the predominant molecular
components in the spectrum of comet Encke on January 23, 2017.
CH and COþ molecules were also found in the spectrum. The spec
trum showed very little continuum radiation, indicating at low
content of dust, and its concentration in the near-nucleus region of
the coma.
3. The gas production rates of molecules CN, C2, C3, and NH2 at he
liocentric distance 1.052 au were 3.19 � 1025 mol/s, 3.26 � 1025
mol/s, 0.17 � 1025 mol/s, and 0.82 � 1025 mol/s, respectively. The
values log[Q(C2)/Q(CN)] ¼ 0.08 and log[Q(C3)/Q(CN)] ¼ 1.00
for comet Encke corresponded to the typical (not depleted in the
carbon-chain) group of comets.
4. The normalized reflectivity gradients are (9.4 � 3.1) %/1000 Å and
(8.5 � 2.7) %/1000 Å from spectroscopy and photometry, respec
tively. These values are within the range found in the previous de
terminations, which varied from (8.9 � 1.6) to (13 � 7) %/1000 Å
(A’Hearn et al., 1995).
5. The low dust production was found, although it was somewhat larger
than in the previous apparitions of comet Encke. In January 2017,
Afρ determined from spectral data was about 92 � 26 cm and from
photometric image in the RC0 filter (i.e. RC corrected for NH2
contamination) was 57 � 12 cm. The dust was concentrated near the
nucleus, where the dust/gas ratio was about 3 in the r-sdss filter,
however, this ratio continued to be larger than 1 at the distances
3000–40,000 km from the nucleus.
6. We found that about 75% of the flux of the reflected light in the
central pixel is due to the nucleus; the nucleus flux contributed 48%
in the total intensity of the 2000 km area of the coma. Separating the
contributions of the nucleus and the near-nucleus coma, we deter
mined the nucleus magnitude of comet Encke equal to 18.8m � 0.2m
�ndez
that is in a good agreement with the value obtained by Ferna
et al. (2000) at the HST for the same observational geometry.
7. Observed color profiles showed a strong color gradient across the
coma: color index BC–RC, corrected for the emission component and
nucleus contribution, was ~1.43m in the innermost near-nucleus
area of the comet, and then decreased sharply, reaching a value of
about 0.4m at a distance ~2500 km. Dust emitted from the nucleus
had a color index which was almost the same as the cometary nucleus
itself, equal to about 1.39m. These features indicate some evolution
of scattering particles, most likely, due to changes in their compo
sition or/and particle size distribution.
8. The proposed geometrical model of the dust grains dynamics showed
that the observed jets/fan in both observational periods were formed
by a single active source located in the north hemisphere at the
cometocentric latitude þ55� .
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We present results of imaging polarimetry of comet 2P/Encke performed on January 23, 2017 at the heliocentric
(1.052 au) and geocentric (1.336 au) distances and phase angle 46.8� , 46 days before perihelion. Observations
were made through the medium-band SED500 (λ5019/246 Å) and broadband r-sdss (λ6200/1200 Å) filters with
the multimode focal reducer SCORPIO-2 at the 6-m BTA telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory
(Russia). Dust in comet 2P/Encke was mainly concentrated in the near-nucleus region of the coma: the maximum
dust/gas to leave Fem/Fcont ratios were 1.5 and 2.9 in the SED500 and the r-sdss filters near the nucleus but
dropped sharply to ~0.2 and ~1 at the distance ~2.500 km, respectively. Then these ratios began to increase at
distances ~12,000 km from the nucleus, the ratio was ~0.3 (SED500) and ~ 1.3 (r-sdds). There were significant
variations of polarization over the coma, which correlated with the variations in the dust color and dust/gas
ratio. The maximum degree of polarization, ~8% in the r-sdss filter, was observed in the dust shell which was
shifted by ~1.000 km towards the Sun. Polarization sharply dropped to ~4% at the distance ~3.000 km and then
gradually increased with wave-like fluctuations with the distance from the nucleus, reaching ~8% at the distance
~12,000 km. A similar change in polarization was observed in the SED500 filter. After correction for gas
contamination, using the dust/gas ratios from spectroscopy made on the same night, the values of polarization
appeared to be ~4% in the near-nucleus region (~1.000 km), and reached 11–12% at the distance ~12,000 km
in both filters. We also found an effect of nucleus polarization on the polarization of the dust coma in comet
Encke in the r-sdss filter. The maximum value of the nucleus contamination was ~0.7%. Changes in polarization
and color across the 2P/Encke coma indicate changes in physical properties of the dust particles with the dis
tance from the nucleus. Our Sh-matrix computer simulations of light scattering by Gaussian particles allow us to
suggest that the observed trends in color and polarization are mainly result from changing particle size.

1. Introduction
Specific of the orbit of comet 2P/Encke (hereafter Encke) allows an
intensive study its gas and dust coma, (see Newburn and Spinrad (1985),
Gehrz et al. (1989), Sykes and Walker (1992), Fern�
andez et al. (2005),
Harmon and Nolan (2005), Sarugaku et al. (2015), Kwon et al. (2018),
and our work Rosenbush et al. (2020) (hereafter referred as Paper I).
Below we briefly review the results of the previous observations of
comet Encke, which are necessary for discussion of the results obtained
in this work.

Spectra of comet Encke show an extremely weak continuum in the
visible region, and the dust/gas mass ratio was found to be 0.1 (New
burn and Spinrad, 1985). Therefore, comet Encke was classified as a gasrich comet. In contrast, Reach et al. (2000) found that in the infrared
range the dust/gas mass ratio was 10–30. A very weak overheating of
the continuum and a weak silicate emission were interpreted by pres
ence of the particles of radius larger than 5 to 10 μm in the cometary
coma (Gehrz et al., 1989). On the base of the mid- and far-infrared data,
Lisse et al. (2004) concluded that comet Encke emits a high fraction of
big (20 μm and larger) grains, with the grain mass distribution similar to
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that for the interplanetary dust. There is a deficiency of micron-scale
grains in comet Encke. A large number of millimeter-sized particles
was found along the comet’s orbit in the so-called dust trail (Reach et al.,
2000).
Polarimetric observations of comet Encke were less extensive,
although polarimetry greatly supplements photometric and spectral
data by providing not only the scalar attribute of light (intensity or
brightness), but also its “vectorial” parameters, i.e., the degree and
orientation of polarization. These parameters are sensitive to such
properties of dust particles as composition, size, shape, and structure,
and their changes. Moreover, polarimetry can be used for a comet tax
onomy based on properties of its dust (Chernova et al., 1993; LevasseurRegourd et al., 1996; Kolokolova et al., 2007). As it is now generally
accepted (see Kiselev et al., 2015 and references therein), there are two
main classes of comets, which differ in their behavior near the maximum
polarization, Pmax: so-called high-Pmax and low-Pmax comets. This tax
onomy, based mainly on the results of aperture (integral) polarimetry, is
ambiguous. For example, Jewitt (2004) and Jockers et al. (2005) noted
that the same comet could show both high and low degree of polariza
tion depending on the measured coma area and spectral width of the
filter. The polarization degree of the comet continuum can be affected by
the comet activity, complex structure of the coma near the nucleus, and
the molecular emissions, which depolarize the continuum, measured in
the broadband filters. The situation became more complicated after
Jewitt (2004) showed that the dust-poor comet Encke was highly
polarized at phase angles 93–103� during the 2003 apparition. Jewitt
concluded: “the reality of the two comet polarization classes remains
unclear”. At the same time, Jockers et al. (2005) demonstrated a sig
nificant difference in the polarization of comet Encke comparing the
observations in the narrowband and broadband filters at phase angles
91–105� . The authors concluded that the gas contamination can
significantly distort the results of the continuum polarization, especially
for gas-rich comets.
Rather strong molecular emissions in the spectra of comet Enсke
create a good opportunity to study the polarization of various molecules.
Using spectropolarimetric technique, Kwon et al. (2018) confirmed the
effect of gas contamination and received the data on the polarization of
the C2 Swan, NH2 α bands, and CN red system as well as for continuum at
phase angle 75.7� of comet Encke in the 2017 apparition.
Comet Encke is the only dust-poor comet that can be regularly
observed at large phase angles. In this paper, we present results of
polarimetric observations of comet Encke carried out during observa
tional campaign at the 6-m telescope of the SAO RAS in the 2017
apparition. Section 2 presents our polarimetric observations and data
reduction, and Section 3 describes distribution of polarization parame
ters over the coma. In Section 4, we analyze observed polarization
profiles over the coma, and then, in Section 5, define the effect of gas
contamination on the continuum polarization. We discuss the variations
of polarization and color over the coma in Section 6. The phase
dependence of polarization for comet Encke is discussed in Section 7.
The results of computer modeling of phase dependences of polarization
are given in Section 8. Discussion of the obtained results and our con
clusions are provided in Sections 9 and 10.

spectroscopic, photometric and polarimetric modes (Afanasiev and
Moiseev, 2011; Afanasiev and Amirkhanyan, 2012). Details of photo
metric and spectroscopic observations of comet Encke are described in
Paper I. The back-illuminated CCD detector EEV 42–90 consisting of
2048 � 2048 px with a pixel size of 13.5 � 13.5 μm was used. The full
field of view was 6.10 � 6.10 with a pixel scale of 0.18 arcsec/px, without
binning.
Primary reduction of the data was performed using the IDL codes
developed at the SAO RAS. The standard techniques of bias subtraction
and flat-field correction were used. Binning 2 � 2 px was applied to the
polarimetric images to improve the signal/noise (S/N) ratio of the
measured signal. All polarimetric images were reduced to a single center
using the isophotes method for combining the images. Note that the S/N
ratio varied from about 140 in the near-nucleus coma to about 10 in the
outer region of the coma, at distances 15,000–20,000 km.
The dichroic polarization analyzer (POLAROID) was used for the
measurements of linear polarization of comet Encke in the broadband rsdss (λ6200/1200 Å; hereafter, this way the central wavelength λ and
FWHM of filters are given) and medium-band SED500 (λ5019/246 Å)
filters. The analyzer was positioned in three fixed positions at the angles
60� , 0� , and þ 60� , what made up one measurement cycle. Using the
intensities measured at those three positions of the POLAROID, I(x,y)0, I
(x,y) 60 and I(x,y)þ60, we calculated the Stokes q and u parameters
normalized to the total intensity I in each point of the image for each
cycle of exposures, according to the expressions:
2
I ¼ ðI0 þ Iþ60 þ I
3

60 Þ;

2
Q ¼ ð2I0
3

I

Iþ60

2
U ¼ pffiffi ðIþ60
3

I

60 Þ;

(1)

60 Þ;

u¼

q¼

Q
2I0 Iþ60 I 60
100%;
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I0 þ Iþ60 þ I 60
I

pffiffi
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Iþ60 I 60
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I

100%:
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The degree of polarization P and the position angle of the polariza
tion plane θ can be determined from the following expressions:
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(4)
P ¼ q2 þ u2 ;
tg2θ ¼

U u pffiffi
Iþ60 I 60
¼ ¼ 3
2I0 Iþ60 I
Q q

�
pffiffi
θ ¼ 0:5arctg
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;

(5)

þ ΔPA;

(6)
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�
60

where I0, Iþ60, and I 60 are reduced and corrected for sky background
the intensity of the comet, and ΔPA is a correction for the zero point of
instrumental position angle. A total measurement of the comet in one
filter consisted of 5 cycles. Following (Clarke, 2010), we calculated the
average values P and θ using average values q and u computed for the
entire series of observations:
qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(7)
P ¼ q2 þ u2 ;
θ ¼ 0:5arctgðu=qÞ þ ΔPA:

2. Polarimetric observations and data reduction

(8)

The uncertainties of Pand θ were estimated according to (Sha
khovskoi, 1971) as:
qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ P ¼ 0:5 σq 2 þ σu 2 ;
(9)

Observations of comet Encke were carried out at the 6-m BTA tele
scope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory (Russia) on January 23,
2017 at the heliocentric (1.052 au) and geocentric (1.336 au) distances
and phase angle 46.8� , 46 days before perihelion (March. 10.09, 2017).
It was a single truly clear night for our observing period at the telescope.
The seeing (FWHM) was 1.100 –1.200 (1.114 km). The telescope tracked the
motion of the comet to compensate its proper velocity during the ex
posures. A focal reducer SCORPIO-2 (Spectral Camera with Optical
Reducer for Photometrical and Interferometrical Observations) installed
at the primary focus of the 6-m BTA telescope was used in the long-slit

σ θ ¼ 28:65∘ σ P =P;
where σ q ¼

(10)

qffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qffiP
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P
ðqi qÞ2 =ðn 1Þ and σ u ¼
ðui uÞ2 =ðn 1Þ are

values of the sample standard deviation of the parameters q and u. Ex
pressions (1 10) are applicable for each point of the image as well as for
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the average values of fluxes for specific areas of the coma.
The instrumental polarization, determined from observations of
unpolarized standards (Serkowski, 1974), was <0.1% and was taken
into account. The correction for the zero point of instrumental position
angle ΔPA was found from observations of standard stars with large
interstellar polarization (Hsu and Breger, 1982). The image processing,
reduction, errors estimation, and the method of calculation of polari
zation parameters with SCORPIO-2 are described in more details by
Afanasiev and Amirkhanyan (2012), Afanasiev et al. (2014), Ivanova
et al. (2015, 2017a, 2017b), and Rosenbush et al. (2017).
The log of polarimetric observations of comet Encke are presented in
Table 1, where we list the date of observation (the mid-cycle time, UT),
the heliocentric (r) and geocentric (Δ) distances, the phase angle (SunComet-Earth angle) (α), the position angle of the antisolar direction
(scattering plane) (φ), the pixel size at the distance of the comet (D), the
filter, the total exposure time during the night (Texp), and number of
cycles of exposures obtained in one night (N).

positive.
Due to the effect of averaging polarization parameters in the coma,
the aperture dependence of polarization parameters is not very infor
mative, and it is more useful to consider polarization in specific regions
of the coma. Fig. 2 presents distribution of polarization vectors over the
coma. The measurements of polarization were performed within the 3 �
3 px (1.046 � 1.046 km) size area with the step 2 px (697 km). The
degree of polarization and the position angle of polarization plane are
represented by the length and orientation of the bars. The observed
distribution of polarization vectors is somewhat different from that
which was observed during apparition in 2003 (Kiselev et al., 2004).
Fig. 2 shows that there are systematic differences in polarization
degree between different areas along the fan (PA � 290� ) in both filters.
The degree of polarization decreases from the optocenter, reaching a
minimum (~4%) at the distance of about 2000 km, and then increases to
~8% at ~8000 km from the nucleus. A similar change in polarization is
seen in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 3, Section 3). On average, the position angle
of polarization plane is 155.2� � 1.8� and 155.4� � 1.6� in the SED500
and r-sdss filters, respectively. Thus, the systematic difference between
the position angles of polarization plane and the scattering plane is
about 96� , and the polarization of comet Encke over the whole coma is
positive. The uncertainty of measurement of polarization plane in each
area at the level of 1 σ , i.e., is about 3. However, in some coma regions,
the polarization plane deviation from average may exceed 3� σ. In pre
vious works, Mirzoyan and Khachikian (1959), Martel (1960), and
Clarke (1971) studied a distribution of polarization vectors in the comae
and tails of comets. These authors revealed both insignificant systematic
deviations of polarization planes from the scattering plane and local
regions of coma with significant differences 0� � Δϕ � 90� . Clarke
explained this effect by light scattering on aligned elongated particles.
Gnedin et al. (1999) discussed how this mechanism can affect the plane
of polarization depending on the dust particle properties, specifically,
their size. Thus, inhomogeneity of the dust distribution in the coma
should produce inhomogeneity in the position of polarization plane.

3. Distribution of polarization parameters over the coma
Fig. 1 shows the maps of linear polarization degree of comet Encke in
the SED500 and r-sdss filters. The degree of polarization greatly varies
(from ~4% to ~7%) over the coma which has a complex morphology in
the polarized light. A fan-shaped structure is seen in the sunward
hemisphere in both images, although it does not exactly coincide with
the sunward direction. As it was shown in Paper I, this fan is composed
of gas and dust. There is also a shell (or cloud of particles) with higher
polarization (~8%) at the distance about 1000 km from the nucleus. It is
visible in both polarization images, but is particularly pronounced in the
r-sdss filter. It seems that there is also a short jet-like feature (PA � 290� )
with a higher polarization, extending from the near-nucleus region in
the westward direction. This feature is also seen in Fig. 6 of Paper 1. The
directions to the shell and jet-like feature (white line) inside the fan are
shown only in the r-sdss images (Fig. 1) not to overload the figure.
The averaged degree P and position angle θ of linear polarization of
comet Encke in different apertures centered on the nucleus of the comet
are given in Table 2 for the SED500 and r-sdss filters. It is well known (e.
g., Kiselev et al., 2015) that the degree of polarization of light scattered
by cometary dust generally increases with wavelength. Besides, in the
red domain of the cometary spectrum, the contribution of depolarizing
gas emissions is smaller. Therefore, as can be seen in Table 2 and Fig. 1,
the degree of polarization in the r-sdss filter on average is higher than in
the SED500 filter.
As Table 2 demonstrates, with increase of the aperture radius, the
degree of polarization slightly decreases in both filters. A similar
decrease of polarization degree with increasing coma area from 2.000 �
2.000 km to 10,000 � 10,000 km was also previously observed in comet
Encke by Kiselev et al. (2004) in the red broadband filter (λ6940/790 Å)
at phase angles 51.1� and 80.5� . The decrease in polarization with an
increase of the coma area is likely due to a decrease of the dust/gas ratio
at the distances �5000 km from the nucleus (see Section 4 for more
detail).
The mean value of the position angle of polarization plane θ is equal
to 155.4� � 0.3� which is almost orthogonal to the scattering plane: φ ¼
59.6� , that is Δϕ ¼ θ–φ ¼ 95.8� . Usually at phase angles larger than the
inversion angle, αinv � 22� , Δϕ ffi 90� and the cometary polarization
plane is perpendicular to the scattering plane, thus, the polarization is

4. The observed polarization profiles
Fig. 3 displays the radial profiles of polarization across the images
obtained in the SED500 and r-sdss filters. The cuts were made in sun
ward (Sun) and perpendicular to the Sun directions (Sun_p), as well as
along the fan (fan) and perpendicular to the fan directions (fan_p). The
measurements of the polarization were performed with 3 � 3 px size
aperture (or 1046 � 1046 km at the comet) with the 2 px step (697 km)
along the selected directions in the coma with increasing distance from
the nucleus. Fig. 3 also shows the expected degree of polarization
(3.95%) for molecular emission C2 at phase angle 46.8� (horizontal
€
dashed lines), according to Ohman
(1941) and Le Borgne et al. (1987a,
1987b). The uncertainties in polarization degree vary from ~0.2% near
the optocenter to ~0.7% at coma periphery that is consistent with a
decrease of the signal-to-noise ratio by about 14 times.
As one can see, within the limits of measurement errors, there are no
significant differences, in radial profiles of polarization in different di
rections on the solar side. This means that the dust particles experienced
the same changes in all directions. At the same time, significant changes
occurred in the radial distribution of polarization in the coma: the po
larization in the near-nucleus area (~1000 km) was significantly higher
than that in the surrounding coma. It dropped sharply from ~6%

Table 1
Log of the polarimetric observations of comet 2P/Encke.
Date, UT
2017 January 23

r
(au)

Δ
(au)

α

(deg)

φ
(deg)

Da
(km/px)

Filter

Texp
(sec)

N

15:43:45–16:04:58
16:07:17–16:28:32

1.052
1.052

1.336
1.336

46.8
46.8

59.6
59.6

348.8
348.8

r-sdss
SED500

900
900

5
5

a

Taking into account the binning 2 � 2 px.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of linear polarization degree over the 2P/Encke coma on January 23, 2017. Polarization maps are for the SED500 (left-hand) and r-sdss (righthand) filters. The locations of the shell and jet-like structure (white line) are shown in the r-sdss image on the right. The optocenter is marked with a white cross.
North, East, sunward, and velocity vector directions are indicated. Negative distance is in the solar direction.

(SED500 filter) and from 7.5% (r-sdss filter) down to ~4% in both filters
at ~3000 km distance from the nucleus, and then increased, with wavelike variations, up to ~7% towards the edge of the coma. Note also that
the maximum degree of polarization of comet Encke in the r-sdss filter is
shifted relatively to the photometric center of the coma along the fan to
the distance ~1000 km and some increase of polarization is observed at
distances about 2000 km in the anti-solar direction. Increasing polari
zation in this area (shell?) may manifest newly released dust grains,
which have different physical properties than older material still present
within the field of view. In addition, it is likely that the dust was affected
by the prominent fan observed on the sunward side and, hence, was not
symmetrically distributed in the near-nucleus area of the coma. To
explain the observed variations of the polarization degree over the
coma, it is necessary to obtain the polarization in the continuum, i.e. to
remove less polarized (see Fig. 3) molecular radiation penetrated in the

Table 2
Parameters of linear polarization of comet 2P/Encke measured in different ap
ertures and filters.
Aperture radiusa
(km)

Filter SED500
P �σ P
(%)

θ �σ θ
(deg)

704
1759
3519
4223

5.7 � 0.3
5.2 � 0.3
5.1 � 0.4
5.0 � 0.4

155.9
156.1
155.1
154.1

a

Filter r-sdss

� 1.3
� 1.6
� 2.0
� 2.2

P �σ P
(%)

θ �σθ
(deg)

6.2 � 0.3
6.5 � 0.3
5.9 � 0.4
5.8 � 0.4

154.6
154.9
156.1
156.2

� 1.2
� 1.3
� 1.8
� 2.0

HMHW of seeing is 557 km.

Filter SED 500

Filter r-sdss

Fig. 2. Distribution of the polarization vectors in the coma of comet 2P/Encke on January 23, 2017 in the SED-500 (left panel) and r-sdss (right panel) filters. The
isophotes are superimposed on the images. The orientation of the vectors indicates the direction of the local polarization plane, and the length of the vectors indicates
the degree of polarization. The arrows point in the direction to the Sun (⦿), North (N), East (E), and velocity vector of the comet as seen in the observer’s plane of
sky (V).
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Fig. 3. The observed radial profiles of polarization across the coma of comet 2P/Encke in different directions as a function of the distance from the nucleus which is
indicated by vertical dashed line in the SED500 (left-hand) and r-sdss (right-hand) filters. The horizontal dashed lines are the expected degree of polarization for the
€
1941; Le Borgne et al., 1987a, 1987b). Negative distance is in the solar direction.
two-atomic molecular emissions equal to 3.95% at α ¼ 46.8� (according to Ohman,

filters, causing so-called “gas depolarization” or “gas contamination”.
5. Contamination of dust coma polarization by gas emissions
and nucleus
Due to faintness of comet Encke, we could not obtain its polarization
images in the narrowband continuum filters. However, we can remove
the influence of the gas contamination in the medium-band SED500
(λ5019/246 Å) and broadband r-sdss (λ6200/1200 Å) filters using the
spectral observations obtained at the same observational night and
described in Paper I. For this, we measured the continuum and emission
fluxes along the spectrograph slit projected on the coma. According to
the spectrum of comet Encke, the SED500 filter (λ5019/246 Å) transmits
the radiation scattered by dust and strong C2(0,0) (λ5160 Å) emission,
whereas the r-sdss filter (λ6200/1200 Å) transmits the radiation from
dust and less strong NH2(0,7,0) (λ5750–5810 Å) and C2(0,1) (λ5635 Å)
emissions. Therefore, a significantly greater effect of gas contamination
on the polarization is in the filter SED500. This can be seen in the po
larization images in Figs. 1 and 3 and Table 2.
To evaluate the gas contamination effect, we used the ratio of con
tinuum to C2 (λ5140 Å) emission in the SED500 filter as well as the ratio
of continuum to C2 (λ5635 Å) þ NH2 (λ5750–5810 Å) emission in the rsdss filter along the spectrograph slit (see Paper I). Here, the continuum
means the total radiation scattered by the dust particles of the coma and
cometary nucleus, that is Fcont(ρ) ¼ Fdust coma(ρ) þ Fnucl(ρ). In Fig. 4, we
reproduce the ratio of fluxes Fcont(ρ)/Fem(ρ)in the cuts along the spec
trograph slit in both filters at the distances up to ~15,000 km. It is likely
that the dust is mainly concentrated in the near-nucleus region of comet
Encke where the dust/gas ratio > 1 for both filters. There is a sharp drop
of the dust/gas ratio at the distances < 1500 km. The observed weakness
of the emissions NH2 and C2 in the red domain of the spectrum indicates
that the dust/gas ratio in the r-sdss filter remains greater than unity at
larger distances from the nucleus. The strong emission C2, penetrating
into the SED500 filter, remains predominant at considerable distances
from the nucleus. As a result, the Fcont/Fem ratio in this filter is <1. The
continuum radiation that penetrates in this filter constitutes ~0.23 of
the total radiation. The presence of dust at large distances from the
nucleus is unequivocally confirmed by the measured degree of polari
zation, which is higher than that of molecular emissions P ¼ 3.95% (see
Fig. 3).
In general, an expression for the observed polarization in the filter
transmitting emission and continuum, Pobs(ρ), with the distance from the

Fig. 4. The Fcont/Femflux ratios in the SED500 and r-sdss bands along the
spectrograph slit (PA ¼ 74.6� ) projected on the coma of comet 2P/Encke as a
function of the distance ρ from the optocenter.

optocenter ρ can be written as:
Pobs ðρÞðFcont ðρÞ þ Fem ðρÞ Þ ¼ Pcont ðρÞFcont ðρÞ þ Pem ðρÞFem ðρÞ;

(11)

where Fcont(ρ) and Fem(ρ) are the fluxes of continuum and emission along
the slit, Pcont(ρ) is unknown degree of the pure continuum polarization.
We assume that the degree of polarization in emission does not depend
on the distance and can be found for the observed phase angle α from the
€
€
Oman’s
expression (Ohman,
1941):
�
�
2
PðαÞ ¼ 100%P90 sin ðαÞ 1 þ P90 cos2 ðαÞ ;
(12)
where P90 ¼ 0.077 is the maximum polarization for the C2 emission at
the phase angle α ¼ 90� (Le Borgne et al., 1987a, 1987b). We assume
that the degree of polarization in the NH2 emission is close to that of
diatomic molecule C2, i.e. P90 ¼ 7.7% (Jockers et al., 2005), although
Kwon et al. (2018) found that the NH2(0,7,0) molecules have lower
degree of polarization, P90 ¼ (4.0 � 1.0)%. At the 3σ level, this value is
5
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and r-sdss filters, respectively. Then it drops sharply to ~4% at the
distances ~1.500 km and ~3.000 km, and after that gradually increases
with the distance, reaching ~12% and ~11% at 12,000–15,000 km. A
similar effect was observed in the dust-rich comet 67P/Curyumov-Ger
asimenko (thereafter 67P/C-G) at the phase angle about 32� : polariza
tion of this comet sharply decreased within the first 5.000 km from ~8%
to ~2% and then gradually increased reaching ~7% at 36,000 km
(Rosenbush et al., 2017).
Using the results of Paper I, we can also take into account the
contribution of the polarization of light scattered by the cometary nu
cleus in the polarization of the dust coma. In Fig. 6, we reproduce the
ratio of fluxes k2(ρ) ¼ Fnucl(ρ)/Fdust coma(ρ) in the cut along the spectro
graph slit in the r-sdss filter. It is seen in the figure, that the maximum of
the Fnucl/Fdust coma flux ratio is shifted about 700 km away from the Sun.

close to the result by Jockers et al. In relative units, Fcont(ρ) þ Fem(ρ) ¼ 1.
Taking the ratios k1(ρ) ¼ Fcont(ρ)/Fem(ρ) from Fig. 4 and Eq. (11), we
obtain the continuum polarization profiles through the cometary coma
along the slit using the following equation:
Pcont ðρÞ ¼

Pobs ðρÞðk1 ðρÞ þ 1 Þ
k1 ðρÞ

Pem

(13)

;

where Pem ¼ 3.95% at the phase angle α ¼ 46.8� . One can see that the
polarization of pure continuum in both filters is systematically higher
than the observed polarization degree, excluding the coma regions with
minimal polarization: Pmin ¼ 3.9 � 0.4% at the distance ρ � 1.500 km for
the SED500 filter and Pmin ¼ 4.4 � 0.4% at ρ � 3.000 km for the r-sdss
filter.
The removal of the gas contamination will inevitably introduce
additional errors in polarization degree. Using the absolute error of the
function of several approximate arguments (Schigolev, 1969), we can
derive the average additional error:

σ Pcont � ΔPcont ¼

X ∂f
∣ ∣ Δxi ;
∂xi

where ΔPcont is absolute error of polarization degree,

(14)
∂f
∂xi

is partial de

rivatives of function (13), ∆xirepresents absolute errors of arguments
Pobs and k1. For simplicity, we do not consider any dependence of the
used quantities on the cometocentric distance. Taking into account that
measurement error of the Fcont and Fem fluxes is 10% and k1 � 1, we
obtain the error of Δk1 ¼ 0.2. In the cuts, the average values of Pobs and
its error ΔPobs are, respectively, 5% and 0.4% for the SED500 filter and
6% and 0.4% for the r-sdss filter. Therefore, the absolute error ΔPcont will
be 1% and 1.2% for the SED500 and r-sdss filters, respectively. Absolute
errors limit the maximum values of uncertainties. These additional
systematic uncertainties are shown by bars for each filter in Fig. 5.
The corrected polarization profiles show some features in the spatial
structure of polarization in the coma. The maximum degree of polari
zation is slightly offset relative to the comet’s optocenter towards the
Sun in both filters that may be explained by presence of dust shell (or
dust cloud) near the nucleus in which there were some highly polarizing
dust particles. The maximum polarization in the near-nucleus area in
creases from ~6% up to ~8% and from ~7.5% up to ~11% in SED500

Fig. 6. The Fnucl/Fdust coma flux ratio in the r-sdss band along the spectrograph
slit (PA ¼ 74.6� ) projected on the 2P/Encke coma as a function of the distance ρ
from the optocenter.

Fig. 5. The observed and corrected for gas contamination radial profiles of polarization along the spectrograph slit located at the position angle of 74.6� as a function
of the distance from the optocenter in the SED500 (left-hand) and r-sdss (right-hand) filters. The uncertainty in observed polarization in the optocenter is ~0.2%,
while it is ~0.7% at coma periphery for both filters. The systematic uncertainties in the corrected polarization (shown by blue lines and diamonds) are �1% and �
1.2% for the SED500 and r-sdss filters; they are shown by the vertical lines. The horizontal dashed lines are the degree of polarization for the diatomic molecules
equal to 3.95% at α ¼ 46.8� , according to Eq. (12) and Le Borgne et al. (1987a, 1987b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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To find out the polarization degree of the nucleus at the observed
phase angle, we used the measurements of the polarization degree of the
nucleus of comet Encke in the R filter by Boehnhardt et al. (2008) and
Jewitt (2004). Using these data, the polarization phase curve was ob
tained and fitted with the trigonometric expression suggested by Lumme
and Muinonen (1993):
c1

c2

PðαÞ ¼ bðsinαÞ ðcosðα=2Þ Þ sinðα

α0 Þ;

emissions was ~4% relative to the observed polarization, and ~0.7%
from the nucleus; their total action was ~5%. At the distances larger
than ~1000 km from the optocenter of coma, the contribution of the
scattered light from the nucleus in the coma polarization was negligible.
6. Variations of polarization and color of dust over the coma

(15)

The radial variations of polarization and BC–RC color in comet Encke
with increasing distance from the nucleus are shown in Fig. 8 for
January 23, 2017. The polarization was corrected for the emission and
nucleus contribution. The BC–RC color, that is notated as BC’-RC’ in
Paper 1, corresponds to the color free of the gas and nucleus contami
nations taken from Paper 1 (Fig. 11 there). The measurements of the
polarization and color were performed in the 1.046 � 1.046 km area at
the comet along the direction of the spectrograph slit on the corre
sponding images. It is seen that at the distances < 4.000 km the dust
color very sharply decreases with the distance from the nucleus, from
about 1.4m to 0.4m. Variations of polarization with the distance from the
nucleus are more complex, and these changes are similar in both filters
(see Fig. 5). As in comet 67P/C-G, there is a “turning point” (see Fig. 8),
where polarization changes its trend from a sharp decrease to gradual
increase: it decreases within the first 3.000 km from ~13% to ~4% (rsdss filter), and then gradually, although with some wave-like varia
tions, increases, reaching ~11% at 12,000 km. As in the case of comet
67P/C-G (Rosenbush et al., 2017), there is some correlation between the
variations of polarization degree and color index with the cometocentric
distance. Note that Jewitt (2004) observed a similar behavior of polar
ization and color in the coma of comet Encke during its perihelion
passage in 2003. The significant radial variations of the polarization,
corrected for gas and nucleus contamination, and color of comet Encke
may indicate only changes in physical properties of the dust particles.

where b, c1, c2, and α0 are fitting parameters. From Eq. (15), we found
the polarization degree of the nucleus of comet Encke equal to 6.35% for
the phase angle α ¼ 46.8� Computation of the polarization contribution
of light scattered by the nucleus in the observed polarization of the coma
was performed according to the formula:
Pdust coma ðρÞ ¼ Pobs ðρÞð1 þ k2 ðρÞ Þ

6:35k2 ðρÞ

(16)

The same Eq. (14) can be used to estimate the error in polarization
degree introduced by the procedure for taking into account nucleus
brightness according to Eq. (16). Assuming for the optocenter Pobs ¼ 6%,
ΔPobs ¼ 0.2%, k2 ¼ 0.7, and Δk2 ¼ 0.1, we obtain the error in polari
zation curve corrected for nucleus brightness, σPdust coma � ΔPdust coma ¼
0.37%.
The final expression for the polarization of the dust coma that ac
counts for the total flux contribution of the main molecular emissions
and the nucleus is the following:
Pdust coma ðρÞ ¼ ðPobs ðρÞ

Pem ðρÞFem ðρÞ

Pnucl ðρÞFnucl ðρÞ Þ=Fdust coma ðρÞ;

(17)

where Fdust coma(ρ) þ Fnucl(ρ) þ Fem(ρ) ¼ 1. Fig. 7 shows the variations of
polarization along the spectrograph slit projected on the coma in the rsdss filter: the observational data are indicated by black circles; the data
after removing the gas contamination are blue diamonds, the nucleus
contamination is shown by pink squares, and a combined contamination
by the nucleus and gas is denoted by red circles. Within the innermost
region, the contribution to the polarization of the coma from molecular

7. Phase-angle dependence of polarization of comet Encke
The observed and corrected degree of polarization in the 1.046 �
1.046 km area of the coma at distance ~ 700 km from the optocenter
along cuts as well as data obtained in different areas of the coma by
Kiselev et al. (2004), Jewitt (2004), Jockers et al. (2005), and Kwon

Fig. 7. Radial profiles of the 2P/Encke polarization along the spectrograph slit
located at the position angle of 74.6� as a function of the distance from the
optocenter in the r-sdss filter: the observed profiles (black circles), corrected for
the nucleus contribution (pink squares), gas contamination (blue diamonds),
and total gas þ nucleus (red circles). The error bars are shown for the maximum
value of polarization. The horizontal dashed line is the expected degree of
polarization for the diatomic molecules equal to 3.95% at α ¼ 46.8� . The
inherent polarization of light scattered by the nucleus of comet Encke is 6.35%
in the r-sdss filter. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. The profiles of polarization (black line with circles) and BC–RC color
(red line with diamonds) corrected for the emission and nucleus contributions
over the coma of comet 2P/Encke in the direction of the spectrograph slit. For
simplicity, only polarization in the r-sdss filter is shown (left axis). The un
certainty in the corrected polarization curve is the same as in Fig. 5. The right
axis is color BC–RC taken from Paper I (Fig. 11 there). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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et al. (2018) (all data were mainly obtained in the red spectral range)
were used to construct the phase-angle dependence of polarization for
comet Encke (Fig. 9). The curves 1 and 2, which are average de
pendences of polarization for high-Pmax and low-Pmax comets, are taken
from Kiselev et al. (2015). Curve 3 is the phase-angle dependence of
polarization for two-atomic molecules, according to Eq. (12) and (Le
Borgne et al., 1987a, 1987b). In the broadband filters, the degree of
polarization measured in a large coma area (large symbols) is close to
the values of polarization for two-atomic molecules (curve 3).
Our measurements of polarization of comet Encke (open triangles)
are located between curve 3 and the low-Pmax comets (curve 2). After
correcting for the gas contamination, the polarization data (solid tri
angles) became closer to the curve for the high-Pmax comets (curve 1).
The resulting difference in polarization is not significant (only 2.4% and
3.4% in the SED500 and r-sdss filters), however, it exceeds the uncer
tainty of the corrected data, which is about 1% (see Fig. 5). The data by
Kwon et al. (2018), obtained only a month after our observations,
showed a high degree of polarization of comet Encke’s dust at phase
angle 75.7� , comparable to the results of previous observations by Jewitt
(2004) and Jockers et al. (2005). Thus, Fig. 9 confirms that the inclusion
of comet Encke in the class of low- or highly-polarized comets depends
on the contribution of gas emissions to the measured continuum, which
in turn is determined by the width of the used filters and the coma
region.

(after taking into account the nucleus contribution) to ~4.5% in the rsdss filter and from ~8% to ~4.2% in the SED500 filter. At the same
time, color of the dust became bluer. The reasons may be a rapid change
in the size and/or composition as well as the structure of the dust par
ticles due to the loss of volatiles. At distances larger than ~3.000 km, the
degree of polarization increases from ~4.2% to 11–12%. Again, if the
dust/gas ratio and gas contamination are taken into account correctly,
these changes in polarization are due to changes in the properties of
dust. In order to identify what properties of dust particles can lead to the
observed effects, we conducted computer simulations.
Rosenbush et al. (2017) modeled change in color and polarization in
comet 67P/C-G with changing particle size and could qualitatively
simulate the observed trends for a size distribution of spherical particles.
Recently, Kolokolova and Petrov (2017) presented results of the
modeling of those trends using Sh-matrix method. Being based on the Tmatrix technique, this approach separates the shape-dependent factors
from the size- and refractive index dependent factors, presenting the
shape with a shape matrix, or Sh-matrix (Petrov et al., 2011, 2012). Shmatrix method keeps all advantages of the T-matrix method (Mis
hchenko et al., 1996), including analytical averaging over particle
orientation. Additionally, in this method size and refractive index de
pendences are incorporated through analytical operations on the Shmatrix to produce the T-matrix elements. The Sh-matrix elements
themselves are rather simple functions and can be solved analytically for
any shape of particles. This makes Sh-matrix approach an effective
technique to simulate light scattering by particles of complex shape and
surface structure.
Specifically, the Sh-matrix approach was found to be very convenient
to consider light scattering by Gaussian particles, i.e. the particles
created by disturbing a sphere of a given radius the way that the sphere
radii become randomly lognormally distributed (Muinonen, 1996). Two
radial distances relate to one another through “correlation angle”,
changing which from 0 to 90� we can model a variety of particles from
spheres to particles of a random complex shape. We consider cometary
dust as Gaussian particles with the correlation angle 20� . Fig. 8 shows
the shape of the considered Gaussian particles and the results of our Shmatrix computations. We build the particles of amorphous silicates (the
refractive index m ¼ 1.689 þ 0.0031i at λ4500 Å and m ¼ 1.677 þ
0.0044i at λ6500 Å (Scott and Duley, 1996)) and Halley-like dust, i.e.,
the dust made of silicates, amorphous carbon, and organics, the
refractive index m(λ4500 Å) ¼ 1.88 þ 0.47i, m(λ6500 Å) ¼ 1.98 þ 0.48i
(Kimura et al., 2003). The Halley-like particles are considered to be
porous, with the porosity varying from 70% to 90%; their refractive
index was calculated using the Maxwell Garnett rule.
Fig. 10 shows that change in the size of particles can explain the
observed trends for a variety of porosities and refractive indexes; the
best fit was obtained for a mixture consisting of 90% of porous Halleylike particles and 10% of silicate particles. From the left panel of the
figure, which shows the maps of polarization as a function of phase angle
(horizontal axis) and particle radius (vertical axis), one can see that for
the phase angle of our observation as the size of the scattering particles
decreases, the polarization decreases. However, at the radius ~ 0.5 μm,
as the scattering by the particles approaches the Rayleigh regime, the
trend reverses and polarization starts increasing. The right panel rep
resents a similar map for the color of particles. It demonstrates that a
decrease in the size of the scattering particles causes a gradual change of
color from red to blue. For both, polarization and color, the modeled
trends are consistent with the observational data shown in Fig. 8.
Note that we also performed the simulations varying composition of
the particles to model decreasing content of organics as particles move
out of the nucleus. This could reproduce the color changes, but we could
not reproduce an increase in polarization if we keep the size of particles
unchanged. Change in particle porosity, which could increase with the
distance from the nucleus, does not produce any regular change in color.
Note that our goal was to check how realistic are the observed trends,
not to fit them quantitatively as our particles are not as complex as

8. Sh-matrix modeling of phase-angle dependence of
polarization
Above, we showed that the depolarizing effect of gas, depending on
the dust/gas ratio, is a real effect. However, gas contamination is not the
main reason of the change of the polarization with distance from the
nucleus. If the correction for gas contamination was performed
correctly, then, within the limits of measurement errors, the behavior of
the corrected polarization and color depends only on the changing
properties of the dust.
Up to about 3.000 km, the polarization drops sharply from ~11%

Fig. 9. Polarization of comet 2P/Encke versus phase angle. Aperture data were
obtained by Kiselev et al. (2004) (circles), Jewitt (2004) (squares), Jockers et al.
(2005) (diamonds, asterisk), Kwon et al. (2018) (filled circle), and this work
(open and filled triangles for observed and corrected data, respectively). The
composite polarization curves for the high-Pmax and low-Pmax comets taken
from Kiselev et al. (2015) are denoted as 1 and 2, respectively. Curve 3 is the
phase-angle dependence of polarization for two-atomic molecules, according to
Eq. (12) and (Le Borgne et al., 1987a, 1987b).
8
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Fig. 10. Results of the Sh-matrix modeling of phase dependences of polarization (left panel) and color (right panel). Vertical axis shows radius of particles. All plots
are for a mixture of 90% of porous Halley-like particles and 10% of solid silicate particles. Halley-like particles have porosity 70% (top panel), 80% (middle panel)
and 90% (bottom panel). Solid black line shows the phase angle of our 2P/Encke observations, dashed line is for the observations of 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
described in Rosenbush et al. (2017). On the top, we show the Gaussian particles used for the modeling.
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aggregated particles that represent the dominating component of the
cometary dust.

continuum and relatively strong emissions will form the class of lowpolarization comets. In the “phase angle – polarization” diagram, the
maximum polarization of such comets lies within the range from ~8% to
~20%; it can vary even for one comet, and strongly depends on the size
of measured coma.
Dollfus and Suchail (1987), Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd
(2009), and Shestopalov and Golubeva (2017) also recognized a
reduction of the observed polarization caused by gas emissions.
Important point is that the polarization depends on the dust/gas ratio,
thus, even the comets with a significant amount of dust can show low
Pmax, if they also have a significant amount of gas.
Chernova et al. (1993) noted that although a large part of the dif
ferences between low-Pmax and high-Pmax comets can be attributed to
the contamination by molecular emissions, real differences in properties
of dust particles can affect the polarization too.
As it was shown in Kolokolova et al. (2007), the dust in low-Pmax and
high-Pmax comets is really different, provoking different effect of the gas
emission. In high-Pmax comets, dust almost homogeneously distributed
in the coma, whereas in the low-Pmax comets it is concentrated near the
nucleus, and, thus, at the measurements with large apertures, facilitates
higher contribution of the gas emissions as the main contribution into
the observed polarization comes from the large distances from the nu
cleus. Such a difference in the distribution of the dust within the coma
results from different size or porosity of particles that makes particles in
low-Pmax comets more massive and, thus, concentrating near the nu
cleus. This is consistent with the IR observations of comets, which show
that the high-polarization comets have strong IR excesses and silicate
features, while the low-polarization comets show low or absent IR ex
cesses, and weak or absent silicate emissions (Chernova et al., 1993;
Levasseur-Regourd et al., 1996; Hanner, 1980; Kolokolova et al., 2007).
Another point of view is that the observed difference in the
maximum polarization of comets is due to different composition of their
dust. Zubko et al. (2016) totally rejecting the gas contamination effect,
believe that the maximum polarization range from 7% up to >30% can
be reproduced by the variations in the relative abundance of weakly
absorbing particles (e.g., silicates) and highly absorbing particles (e.g.,
carbonaceous materials). However, their model does not explain the
absence of comets with the maximum polarization noticeably below
~8%, whereas this lowest limit of the observed polarization is consistent
with the maximum degree of polarization of molecular emissions equal
to 7.7%. Also, hypothesis by Zubko et al. cannot provide a reasonable
explanation of observed changes in polarization with the distance from
the nucleus.
Levasseur-Regourd et al. (1996) noted that comets exhibiting a
rather large polarization at the maximum seem to be so-called active
comets. It is possible that the increase of the whole coma polarization in
the high-Pmax comets is caused by a significant contribution from po
larization of the dust jets. However, as was shown by Jockers et al.
(1997), the polarization of dust jets was only slightly higher (1–2%) than
that in the surrounding areas of the coma of comet C/1995 O1 (HaleBopp). The permanently acting at least one jet (fan) in comet Encke
allows us to attribute this comet to the active class, but its polarization in
the whole coma is small. Thus, activity of comets does not directly
determine their polarization. Consequently, the activity of the comet
does not directly define the polarization class of comets. It is possible
that the polarization properties of comets are related to a difference in
the properties of the dust lifted from the nucleus surface and the dust
ejected from the active regions of the nucleus, however, confirmation of
this requires further examination.
Summing up, we can say that the observed differences in the polar
ization of different comets, which are active close to the Sun (r < 2 au),
without the gas contamination correction (and maybe in some cases
without the nucleus contamination correction) cannot unambiguously
reveal differences in the properties of their dust particles.

9. Discussion
Comet 2P/Encke is an ideal comet for studying the effect of gas
contamination on the continuum polarization because it is practically
the only gas-rich comet that can be observed at large phase angles where
this effect strongly manifests itself. A puzzled picture is produced by its
polarization data, according to which Encke can be referred to both,
high-Pmax and low-Pmax classes of comets.
9.1. Dust coma polarization, nucleus contribution, and gas contamination
This paper is the first attempt to study the effect of the nucleus po
larization on the coma polarization. For comet Encke, this effect is small,
�0.7% at phase angle of 46.8� , and is observed directly near the
cometary nucleus, at distances �1.000 km. As it was shown in Section 5,
after correcting for the nucleus and gas contamination, the degree of
polarization at phase angle of 46.8� in the near-nucleus region increased
by ~2%–5% depending on the filter. The gas contamination effect is
much larger at large phase angles (see Fig. 9). Jockers et al. (2005) found
that the observed polarization of comet Encke in the λ6621/59 Å filter at
α ¼ 94.6� changed from 22.7% to 31.1% after correcting for the NH2
emission. The reliability of these data was confirmed by their consis
tency with the high polarization degree, P � 35%, measured in the
continuum (λ5259/52 Å) at α ¼ 96� by Jewitt (2004). Also, only a month
after our observations, a high polarization degree of this comet, P ¼
33.8% at α ¼ 75.7� , was obtained by Kwon et al. (2018) after correcting
the continuum data (λ8150 Å) for gas contamination. Obviously, the
degree of polarization of comet Encke in the near-nucleus coma region at
large phase angles is 30–35%, which is considerably higher than the
maximum polarization of most dusty comets (see Kiselev et al., 2015 and
references therein). The depolarizing effect of molecular emissions re
sults from a much smaller maximum of polarization degree for them
(7.7%) caused by resonance fluorescence in comparison with the con
tinuum polarization produced by the scattered solar light on dust par
ticles (~30%). The depolarizing effect of gas contamination can be
noticeable even for gas-poor comets if the polarization was measured in
the broadband filters U, B, V, and even in the broadband red filters,
transmitting some fraction of the slightly polarized molecular emissions
of CN, C2, and NH2. This effect becomes negligible at phase angles
smaller than 30� where the phase dependence of polarization of mo
lecular emissions approaches zero (see Fig. 9).
9.2. Diversity in comet polarization
As we mentioned above, there are two groups of comets with
different values of polarization maximum: the high-polarization comets
(high-Pmax) with polarization peak of about 28% at phase angle α � 95�
and the low-polarization comets (low-Pmax) with polarization peak of
about 10–15% at α � 90� . Understanding the reasons of this diversity
may shed light on differences in the formation and/or evolution of these
two types of comets.
Kiselev (1981), Dobrovolsky et al. (1986), Chernova et al. (1993),
and Jockers (1997) considered the gas contamination as one of the main
reasons of diversity in the polarization of comets. This conclusion was
based on aperture observations of comets with filters, which simulta
neously transmit radiation from the continuum and less polarized gas
emissions. In this case, the polarization depends on the dust/gas ratio.
However, the polarization depends also on the width of filter, strength of
cometary continuum and emissions and their variability over time. As a
result, in the “phase angle – polarization” diagram, comets with a strong
continuum and relatively weak emissions will form the class of highpolarization comets, polarization of which weakly depends on the fil
ter and the size of measured coma. Comets with a moderate/weak
10
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9.3. Distribution of polarization and color over the coma

matrix modeling of Gaussian particles in this paper.

In addition to the differences in the cometary polarization for the
whole coma (see Fig. 9), variations of polarization in different regions of
the coma (Fig. 8) are of a special interest. The behavior of polarization
and color with the distance from the nucleus of comet Encke is similar to
their behavior observed in comet 67P/C-G (Rosenbush et al., 2017),
although the quantitative changes in polarization and color with the
distance from the nucleus of both comets are different. This may be due
to different properties of the nuclei of two comets and partially the
conditions of their observations: phase angle of comet Encke was α ¼
46.8� , and comet 67P/C-G α ¼ 33.2� .
As we can see in Fig. 4, at optocentric distances up to ~3.000 km, the
Fdust/Fgas ratios (that is Fcont/Fem) in the r-sdds and SED500 filters are ~1
and ~0.25, respectively. Therefore, a sharp decrease in the observed
polarization at these distances (see Figs. 3 and 5) is mainly caused by a
change in the Fdust/Fgas ratio and partly due to the influence of the nu
cleus. At larger distances from the nucleus (ρ > 3.000 km), the observed
polarization behavior is more complex. The wave-like polarization
changes are superimposed on a gradual increase with distance from the
nucleus. They are almost identical for both filters, i.e. they are not
caused by the observation errors. At the same distances, the Fdust/Fgas
ratio also increases. This is clearly visible for the r-sdss filter (Fig. 4) but
is weakly manifested in the SED500 filter because the C2(0,0) emission is
stronger and extends at a larger distance from the nucleus (see Fig. 4).
The increase in the Fdust/Fgas ratio can be explained by the disintegration
of particles into smaller ones, resulting in the increase in the scattering
cross section, that in turn explains the increase in the degree of polari
zation at distances large than 3000 km.
The polarization of the dust coma in the near-nucleus region free
from the gas and nucleus contributions decreases from ~13% up to ~4%
(see Fig. 8). At these distances, there is a sharp decrease in the color
BC–RC’ from ~1.4m to ~0.4m, which is practically unaffected by mo
lecular emissions, since the narrowband filters transmit the continuum,
and the NH2 emission falling into the RC filter was subtracted.
Similar variations of polarization and color were observed in comet
67P/C-G (Rosenbush et al., 2017): the dust color (g–r)sdss gradually
decreased with the distance from the nucleus, from about 0.8m to 0.5m,
at the distance about of 40,000 km. However, the color of Encke’s dust
(in terms of the reddening per 1000 Å, see Section 9) in the near-nucleus
area of the coma is noticeably redder (reddening is ~15%/1000 Å) than
that (8.2%/1000 Å) for comet 67P/C-G, the color change of the dust
(“blueing”) and the increase of polarization degree towards the outer
part of the coma in comet Encke occur faster than those in comet 67P/CG. Nevertheless, the general trends in the radial variations of polariza
tion and color in comets Encke and 67P/C-G are similar and suggest
changing particle properties on a time-of-flight timescale. The scenario
considered in detail for comet 67P/C-G in Rosenbush et al. (2017), can
also be applied to comet Encke. It is the following. At the nucleocentric
distances below ~3.000 km, a decrease of polarization degree with
decreasing particle size is expected when the size of particles decreases
from hundreds of microns to some microns. Then the polarization start
increasing that can be attributed to the further decrease in particle size.
Such a behavior of polarization is consistent with the laboratory mea
surements of light scattering by aggregated particles (Hadamcik and
Levasseur-Regourd, 2009). These experiments showed that a decrease in
size for particles in the range of sizes between 4 and 400 led to decrease
in polarization, which changed to an increase in polarization as the
particles become even smaller approaching the Rayleigh regime. This
trend did not depend on the particle composition and was typical for
silicates, graphite, and tholin particles. Decrease in particle size is also
consistent with the change of the color index over the coma: it pro
gressively decreased, although did not become negative at periphery of
the coma indicating absence of a significant amount of very small,
Rayleigh particles. These conclusions are also confirmed by a simple Mie
modeling in Rosenbush et al. (2017) and by more sophisticated Sh-

10. Conclusion
In this paper we presented the results of the polarimetric observa
tions of comet 2P/Encke performed at the 6-m BTA telescope of the
Special Astrophysical Observatory (Russia) on January 23, 2017. These
results are compared with the color index and the dust/gas flux ratio and
the contribution of light scattered by the nucleus into the total flux from
the coma derived in Paper I and computer simulation of change in color
and polarization. The obtained results allow us to draw the following
main conclusions:
1. Dust in Encke is mainly concentrated in the near-nucleus region of
the coma. The maximum Fcont/Fem ratios are 1.48 and 2.91 in the
SED500 and the r-sdss filters but dropped sharply to ~0.2 and ~1 at
the distance ~2.500 km, respectively. Nevertheless, dust expands to
large distances (>12,000 km) from the nucleus that is manifested by
an increase of the dust/gas ratio up to ~0.3 (SED500) and ~1.3 (rsdds) and by a high degree of polarization equal to about 11–12% in
both filters.
2. The maximum degree of polarization, ~8% in the r-sdss filter, was
detected in the dust shell (or cloud) which is located at ~1.000 km
towards the Sun.
3. The observed polarization in the near-nucleus area of the coma was
~6% and then dropped sharply to ~4% at the distance ~2.000 km in
the SED500 filter; in the r-sdss filter it was ~8% near the nucleus and
dropped also to ~4% at ~2.000 km. At larger distances from opto
center, the polarization over the coma gradually increased with
wave-like fluctuations, reaching ~6% (SED500 filter) and ~8% (rsdss filter) at the distances about 13,000 km. After correction for the
gas contamination, using the dust/gas ratio from the spectroscopy,
the gas-free polarization degree of the dust increased by ~2% in
SED500 and ~ 5% in r-sdss band in the near-nucleus coma, and at the
distance about 12,000 km the increase was by ~6% and ~3%,
respectively.
4. The effect of the light scattered by the nucleus on the polarization of
the dust coma was first studied in comets. This effect for comet Encke
was equal about 0.7% and appears directly near the cometary nu
cleus, at distances � 1.000 km.
5. The maximum polarization in the near-nuclear region of the coma
corrected for gas contamination is in a good agreement with the
synthetic phase-angle dependence of polarization for the whole
coma of the high-P-max comets. This proves that the gas contami
nation really affects the polarization values, and this may be one of
the reasons of the diversity in the polarization of comets at large
phase angles.
6. The significant variations of polarization and color of dust in comet
Encke are very similar to those in comet 67P/C-G. This suggests some
evolution of particle properties as they move out of the nucleus. Our
modeling, using Sh-matrix method for Gaussian particles, demon
strates that the observed radial trends in color and polarization can
be explained by decreasing size of the dust particles with the distance
from the nucleus.
Thus, the degree of polarization and its change in the coma of comet
Encke are influenced by the concentration of dust in the near-nucleus
region, the depolarization effect of gas emissions that depends on the
dust/gas ratio, the polarization of light scattered by the nucleus,
although in lesser degree, and the change in physical properties of the
dust particles at their journey through the coma.
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We report results of polarimetric observations of comet 21P/Giacobini-Zinner made at phase angles, α � 76–78� ,
between 10 and 17 of September 2018, and compare them with previous measurements. We find significant
variations in the polarimetric signals that appear consistent with those reported previously. These variations and
subsequent modeling suggest that the particles in the coma are replenished within a period of approximately one
day. This period is significantly shorter for highly absorbing carbonaceous particles than for non-absorbing Mgrich silicate particles. Such a difference in the relative abundances of these components can lead to variations in
the polarization response of the coma. The strong positive polarization in the subsolar direction suggests a large
relative abundance of carbonaceous material, which may be an indicator of jet-type activity.

1. Introduction
Comet 21P/Giacobini–Zinner (hereafter 21P/G-Z) is a short-period
comet revolving around the Sun with a period of approximately
6.6 years along an elongated orbit. Its perihelion lies at about 1 au
making ground-based observations at large phase angles possible. This
comet has a long history of investigation, including polarimetric ob
servations, which, were accomplished as early as 1959 (Martel, 1960).
In addition, the polarimetry of comet 21P/G-Z has been observed in its
apparitions of 1985 (Chernova et al., 1993; Kurchakov et al., 1986) and
1998–1999 (Kiselev et al., 2000). In this paper we report results of a
polarimetric survey of the 2018 apparition.
Numerous comets reveal red polarimetric color (e.g., Chernova et al.,
1993; Levasseur-Regourd et al., 1996), implying that in the visible and
NIR the degree of linear polarization P at a longer wavelength λ exceeds
P at a shorter wavelength; however, comet 21P/G-Z seemingly does not
always obey this trend. Kiselev et al. (2000) found the polarization of
this comet in the blue continuum filter to be somewhat higher than in

the red continuum filter in the 1998–1999 apparition, i.e. blue polari
metric color. To support their finding, Kiselev et al. (2000) referred to the
polarimetric measurements of 21P/G-Z by Kurchakov et al. (1986) that
unfortunately were published only in Russian and, therefore, did not
gather significant attention. Moreover, we found their report to be
hardly accessible and, therefore, we reproduce in Table 1 the results of
observations of comet 21P/G-Z with the aperture radius ranging from
5500 km to 5900 km, as they were presented by Kurchakov et al. (1986).
The first five columns here correspond to the epoch, phase angle α, filter,
degree of linear polarization P with its error bars, and position angle of
the semimajor axis of vibration ellipse θN with its error bars, which is
measured in the equatorial coordinate system; whereas, the last column
presents the apparent magnitude of the comet. The meaning of the sixth
and seventh columns will be explained in the next section. We notice
that the wideband filters B, V, and R are the Soviet analog of the Johnson
photometric system (Meistas et al., 1975; Mironov, 2008).
As one can see in Table 1, the findings of blue polarimetric color by
Kurchakov et al. (1986) are somewhat ambiguous. First of all, the results
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obtained with the International Halley Watch (IHW) blue continuum (BC)
filter and red continuum (RC) filter (λ ¼ 0.4845 μm and 0.684 μm,
respectively) have significant uncertainties, which are caused by lower
fluxes in their narrow bandpasses. The individual polarizations of the
measurement obtained on 1985-09-16 were PBC ¼ (18.2 � 3.2)% and
PRC ¼ (16.9 � 1.6)%. The uncertainties of each of these measurements is
greater than the difference between the polarizations measured at the
different colors, and the uncertainty determined using the blue filter is
more than twice the difference. Second, Kurchakov et al. (1986) also
measured the linear polarization with the wideband V filter (five epochs
in September of 1985) and with the wideband B and R filters (six epochs
for each). On one of these epochs, there was no clear wavelength
dependence of P larger than the error bars, i.e., neutral polarimetric color,
but on all the additional epochs, the comet displayed red polarimetric
color. It is worth noting that 21P/G-Z is a very dusty comet. In the
literature, the relative contribution of dust and gases into the lightscattering response is quantified with the parameter W4845 that is the
ratio of fluxes measured through the IHW C2 filter (λ ¼ 0.514 μm) over
that with the IHW BC filter; this quantity is measured in Å (e.g., Krishna
Swamy, 1986). In comet 21P/G-Z W4845 ¼ 50 Å (Chernova et al., 1993)
that corresponds to very little relative contribution of the gaseous
emission, ~1% within IHW BC filter (Zubko et al., 2016).
A weak contribution of gaseous emission could be deduced from the
weak difference between the polarimetric response measured with the
wideband B and R filters and with the narrowband continuum filters
IHW BC and RC. This difference noted by Kurchakov et al. (1986) does
not exceed the error bars. For instance, the IHW BC filter is centered at
the dust continuum, but it partially covers the short-wavelength wing of
the Swan band in the C2 emission (Δv ¼ 0). There are a few different
estimations of leakage of this Swan band to the IHW BC bandpass. Based
on the maximum value of the W4845 parameter reported in comets,
Zubko et al. (2016) constrained the contamination of the IHW BC filter
to be <2.1% of the total C2-emission flux (Δv ¼ 0). On the contrary, the

bandpass of the Johnson V filter (Kurchakov et al. used a Soviet analog
of the Johnson-Cousins photometric system) fully embraces the C2
emission in the Swan band (Δv ¼ 0). In other words, the V filter trans
mits ~50 times more of the C2 emission compared to the IHW BC filter.
Simultaneously, the difference in the continuum transmission arises
from the difference of the bandpasses of both filters: the V filter is ~13.5
times wider than the IHW BC (Δλ ¼ 0.088 μm versus Δλ ¼ 0.0065 μm).
Thus, in general, the V filter appears to be ~3.7 times more contami
nated with C2 emission as compared to the IHW BC. However, the nearly
coincident polarimetric responses measured with those two filters in
dicates little overall effect of the C2 emission on the polarimetric mea
surements of comet 21P/G-Z with the wideband V filter.
This estimation is in good accordance with the photometric studies
on different apparitions of 21P/G-Z, which revealed a very low abun
dance of gaseous species in its coma, such as C2 and C3 molecules
(Schleicher et al., 1987; Lara et al., 2003), NH2 (Beaver et al., 1990), and
C2H6 (Mumma et al., 2000). We note that C2H6 is considered to be a
parent molecule with regard to C2 (e.g., Lara et al., 2003). We also note
that the spectrum of comet 21P/G-Z in the visible is almost free of
gaseous emission lines (Cochran et al., 2015).
Although the findings of Kurchakov et al. (1986) differ from those
reported by Kiselev et al. (2000), this does not necessarily suggest that
some of those observations are inconsistent. These two teams observed
the comet in different apparitions and also using different apertures that
could explain their divergence. While blue polarimetric color is un
common, it is not unreported. Blue polarimetric color was detected in
situ in the innermost coma of 1P/Halley using the Giotto spacecraft
(Levasseur-Regourd et al., 2005). The blue polarimetric color reported
by Kiselev et al. (2000) does not appear to be a persistent feature of
comet 21P/G-Z, since most of the previous measurements were of red
polarimetric color. It seems reasonable to suggest that the polarimetric
color is subject to temporal variations in 21P/G-Z. Such a conclusion is
in accordance with variations of the photometric color that was found in

Table 1
Observation of comet 21P/G-Z by Kurchakov et al. (1986).
Date, UT

α,�

Filter*

P � σ, %

θN � σ,

1985-09-12.9092
1985-09-12.917
1985-09-12.924
1985-09-13.9087
1985-09-13.9007
1985-09-13.8837
1985-09-14.905
1985-09-14.909
1985-09-14.9179
1985-09-15.8837
1985-09-15.9009
1985-09-15.9194
1985-09-16.8847
1985-09-16.8988
1985-09-16.9137
1985-09-16.9288
1985-09-17.8859
1985-09-17.8917
1985-09-17.8984
1985-09-19.9569
1985-09-19.9627
1985-09-19.9686
1985-09-20.976
1985-09-22.9781

73.3
73.3
73.3
73.1
73.1
73.1
72.8
72.8
72.8
72.5
72.5
72.5
72.2
72.2
72.2
72.2
71.8
71.8
71.8
81.3
81.3
81.3
70.6
69.8

B
V
R
B
V
R
B
V
R
IHW BC
IHW C2
IHW COþ
IHW RC
IHW H2Oþ
IHW C2
IHW BC
B
V
R
B
V
R
B
R

18.1 � 0.5
20.5 � 1.2
21.0 � 0.3
17.7 � 0.6
20.1 � 0.6
20.7 � 0.6
18.4 � 1.3
20.1 � 0.8
20.7 � 0.8
17.3 � 3.2
19.3 � 5.0
18.8 � 5.8
16.9 � 1.6
15.1 � 1.8
19.6 � 1.1
18.2 � 3.2
17.0 � 1.0
19.8 � 1.6
20.6 � 0.6
20.6 � 1.9
18.5 � 1.3
19.1 � 0.4
16.9 � 2.2
14.6 � 1.4

178 � 1
178 � 2
175
176 � 1
175 � 1
177 � 1
1�2
179 � 1
179 � 1
2�5
175 � 2
165 � 9
6�3
176 � 3
177 � 2
165 � 5
176 � 2
176 � 2
177 � 1
177 � 3
0�2
0�1
174 � 4
178 � 3

*B – λeff ¼ 0.439 μm, FWHM ¼ 0.095 μm.
V – λeff ¼ 0.554 μm, FWHM ¼ 0.080 μm.
R – λeff ¼ 0.694 μm, FWHM ¼ 0.090 μm.
IHW COþ λeff ¼ 0.426 μm, FWHM ¼ 0.0065 μm.
IHW BC – λeff ¼ 0.4845 μm, FWHM ¼ 0.0065 μm.
IHW C2 – λeff ¼ 0.514 μm, FWHM ¼ 0.009 μm.
IHW RC – λeff ¼ 0.684 μm, FWHM ¼ 0.009 μm.
IHW H2Oþ λeff ¼ 0.7025 μm, FWHM ¼ 0.0225 μm.
2

�

PQ � σ, %

θ � σ, �

m

18.06 � 0.58
20.45 � 1.38
20.70 � 0.34
17.53 � 0.69
19.80 � 0.70
20.60 � 0.69
18.39 � 1.50
20.09 � 0.92
20.68 � 0.92
17.26 � 3.64
18.98 � 5.67
16.22 � 6.31
16.56 � 1.84
14.93 � 2.06
19.47 � 1.27
15.66 � 3.53
16.80 � 1.16
19.56 � 1.84
20.45 � 0.69
20.43 � 2.19
18.50 � 1.50
19.10 � 0.46
16.42 � 2.52
14.51 � 1.61

88.2 � 1
88.2 � 2
85.2
86.1 � 1
85.1 � 1
87.1 � 1
89 � 2
89 � 1
89 � 1
88.2 � 5
84.8 � 2
74.8 � 9
84.3 � 3
85.7 � 3
86.7 � 2
74.7 � 5
85.6 � 2
85.6 � 2
86.6 � 1
86.3 � 3
90.7 � 2
90.7 � 1
83.2 � 4
86.8 � 3

12.93
12.26
11.76
13.03
12.36
11.81
13.13
12.47
11.84
12.1
12.32
11.91
11.74
11.58
12.38
12.64
13.33
12.67
11.95
13.22
12.55
11.94
13.1
12.14
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other comets (i.e., Lara et al., 2003; Ivanova et al., 2017; Luk’yanyk
et al., 2019). The present study is aimed at investigating the temporal
variations of the polarization of comet 21P/G-Z that may help us better
understand the seeming inconsistencies in the previous measurements.

where, F0, F60, and F120 stand for fluxes of electromagnetic radiation
from the comet measured with different orientations of the analyzer.
The total degree of linear polarization P is defined then:
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Q2 þ U 2
⋅100%
(2)
P¼
I

2. Observations and data reductions

Linear polarization is further characterized by position angle θ be
tween the semi-major axis of the polarization ellipse and the zero
orientation of the analyzer that is associated with measurements of F0.
This angle is determined by the Stokes parameter Q and U:
� �
1
U
(3)
þ θ0 ;
θ ¼ atan
2
Q

2.1. Imaging polarimetry
In September 2018, we conducted polarimetric observations of
comet 21P/G-Z. Weather conditions were favorable on four dates,
September 10, 12, 16, and 17. Observations were made at the prime
focus of the 22-cm telescope (F ¼ 0.503 m) of the Ussuriysk Astrophys
ical Observatory (observatory code C15), which operates within the
International Scientific Optical Network (ISON). The telescope was
equipped with a commercially available CCD detector SBIG STX-16803
that has a resolution of 4096 � 4096 pixels and pixel size of 9 μm. The
field of view of the CCD detector is 251 � 251 arcmin with angular
resolution of 3.68 � 3.68 arcsec per pixel. The comet was observed
through the V filter of the Johnson-Cousins photometric system. In
addition, we use a dichroic polarization filter (analyzer). The analyzer
was rotated sequentially through three fixed position angles 0� , þ60� ,
and þ120� . A log of the observations is given in Table 2.
The obtained images of the comet have been processed using the
Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) software system for
reduction and analysis of astronomical data. It includes basic programs
for bias subtraction, removal of cosmic-ray events and flat-field
correction. Flat-field correction was accomplished with images of the
twilight sky. For more accurate data analysis, we use a procedure that
retrieves a histogram of counts of the sky background. This allows us to
determine accurately its maximum level and then subtract it from every
image. For calibration purposes, we observed two polarized and two
non-polarized standard stars from the lists of Hsu and Breger (1982),
Schmidt et al. (1992), Heiles (2000), and Hovhannessian and Eritsyan
(2000). These observations revealed the instrumental polarization being
0.1% under good atmospheric conditions. The error bars correspond to
the standard deviation computed for series of polarimetric measure
ments obtained on a given epoch. We also note that, statistically, the
best FWHM of a star imaged with our telescope is approximately
2.12–2.23 pixels; whereas, during observations of 21P/G-Z it was only
slightly larger at 2.36–2.48 pixels.
The resulting images were used to infer polarimetric images of the
comet and compute the degree of linear polarization at given apertures
using the Fesenkov formulae (e.g., Fessenkoff, 1935; Hines et al., 2014).
Within this approach, the Stokes parameters corresponding to the total
intensity (I) and to the linear polarization (Q and U) are defined as
follows:
2
I ¼ ðF0 þ F60 þ F120 Þ;
3
2
Q ¼ ð2F0 F60 F120 Þ;
3
2
U ¼ pffiffi ðF60 F120 Þ
3

where, θ0 ¼ 180� if Q > 0 and U < 0, θ0 ¼ 0� if Q > 0 and U � 0, or
θ0 ¼ 90� if Q < 0 (e.g., Zubko et al., 2015).
It is important to note that in comets, orientation angle θ takes on one
of two values, either 0� (180� ) or 90� with regard to the scattering plane
(defined by the Sun, comet, and observer), revealing only slight per
turbations from those two stable orientations (e.g., Zubko et al., 2015).
Therefore, we set the zero orientation of the analyzer to be within the
scattering plane. On average the plane of linear polarization is oriented
either perpendicular to the scattering plane or it lies within the scat
tering plane. In practice, this implies that dust particles in a comet
appear predominantly in random orientations (Bohren and Huffman,
1983). As one can see in Table 3, our observations of comet 21P/G-Z
reveal only slight deviations of θ from 0� , <13� , that is very much
typical for other comets (Zubko et al., 2015).
In an optically thin cloud of randomly oriented dust particles, which
appears to be a good model of cometary coma, the degree of linear
polarization P given in Eqs. (2) and (3) can be reduced to PQ (Zubko and
Chornaya, 2019):
PQ ¼

Pcosð2θÞ ¼

F? Fk
Q
⋅100%:
⋅100% ¼
F? þ Fk
I

(4)

Here, F? and F|| stand for fluxes of light polarized perpendicular to
the scattering plane and within the scattering plane, respectively. Unlike
P, the degree of linear polarization PQ can take on positive and negative
values, where the sign reveals the orientation of the plane of preferential
polarization.
In the literature, the polarization of comets is reported using one of
these two definitions. For instance, in application to the case of 21P/G-Z,
Kurchakov et al. (1986) and Kiselev et al. (2000) reported results of their
polarimetric observations solely using Eq. (2), Martel (1960) studied
polarization only in the sense of Eq. (4); whereas, Chernova et al. (1993)
and our own results are presented in both definitions (see Table 3).
Furthermore, based on the data reported by Kurchakov et al. (1986), we
compute the degree of linear polarization PQ and the angle θ, that are
shown in the sixth and seventh columns of Table 1. In the current work
we analyze polarimetric observations in terms of Eq. (4). However, as
demonstrated in Chernova et al. (1993) and in this study, at large phase
angles, there is very little difference between the values of PQ and P. In
particular, as one can see in Tables 1 and 3, in the vast majority of cases,
the difference does not exceed 1%, and only in rare cases does it exceed

(1)

Table 2
Log of observations of comet 21P/G-Z in September of 2018.
Date, UT

Exposure, sec

Filter

Numbers of exposures

rh, au

Δ, au

α, �

m

Scale, km/px

Airmass

Observatory code

10.7310a
12.7267
16.6875
16.9894b

30
30
60
20

V
V
V
V, R

45
45
45
7, 8

1.01
1.01
1.01
1.01

0.392
0.392
0.398
0.398

78.0
77.8
77.0
76.9

1018
1018
1033
267

1.560
1.627
2.524
1.96

C15
C15
C15
585

17.7125

30

V

45

1.01

0.400

76.7

10.46 � 0.03
10.11 � 0.03
10.47 � 0.03
10.08 � 0.06 (V),
9.58 � 0.05 (R)
10.49 � 0.04

1038

2.150

C15

a
b

Date of perihelion.

Photometry observation.

3
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however, that Lara et al. (2003) reported significant day-to-day varia
tions of the color in 21P/G-Z. It is important that we also try to infer the
color index in other places in the 21P/G-Z coma, however, they appear
at very large uncertainty, making them meaningless for further analysis.
Therefore, in what follows we consider data obtained solely with the
6000-km aperture centered at the 21P/G-Z nucleus.
The color of comets is often characterized with the color slope that is
defined as follows (e.g., A’Hearn et al., 1984; Lamy et al., 2011):

Table 3
A detailed log of the polarimetric observations of comet 21P/G-Z.
Date, UT

α, �

P � σ, %

ρ ¼ 6109 km [centered at photocenter]
10.7310
78.0
22.56 � 0.43
12.7267
77.8
22.54 � 0.42
16.6875
77.0
21.93 � 0.26
17.7125
76.7
19.69 � 0.35
ρ ¼ 2036 km [displaced toward the sun for ρ]

10.7310
12.7267
16.6875
17.7125

78.0
77.8
77.0
76.7

22.30 � 1.30
25.22 � 1.30
23.07 � 0.56
23.46 � 1.30

ρ ¼ 5091 km [displaced toward the sun for ρ]

10.7310
12.7267
16.6875
17.7125

78.0
77.8
77.0
76.7

21.50 � 0.60
24.13 � 0.63
22.54 � 0.42
20.01 � 0.44

ρ ¼ 10,183 km [displaced toward the sun for ρ]
10.7310
78.0
21.53 � 0.21
12.7267
77.8
21.57 � 0.32
16.6875
77.0
19.23 � 0.18
17.7125
76.7
18.74 � 0.15

θ � σ, �

PQ � σ, %

88.36 � 1.21
88.70 � 1.03
79.49 � 1.45
81.26 � 0.66

22.52 � 0.49
22.51 � 0.49
20.46 � 0.50
18.77 � 0.39

89.46 � 0.96
90.15 � 1.15
77.12 � 2.33
85.25 � 1.39

22.29 � 1.50
25.21 � 1.50
20.76 � 0.99
23.13 � 1.47

89.93 � 1.37
88.82 � 2.29
78.28 � 1.45
78.76 � 1.46

21.49 � 0.69
24.10 � 0.73
20.66 � 0.63
18.48 � 0.60

88.70 � 0.85
88.20 � 1.94
79.97 � 0.91
81.54 � 0.71

21.50 � 0.24
21.52 � 0.38
18.05 � 0.29
17.92 � 0.22

0

S ¼

100:4Δm 1
20
�
½%per 0:1 μm�
100:4Δm þ 1 λ2 λ1

(5)

Here effective wavelengths of the filters λ2 and λ1 are measured in μm
(λ2 > λ1). Thus, the color slope S0 is normalized to the wavelength dif
ference and, therefore, it is independent of the specific choice of the
filters. The latter holds, however, only for pairs of filters whose effective
wavelengths appear in the same domain; whereas, the color slopes
inferred with significantly different pairs of filters does not necessarily
coincide with one another, even if the difference (λ2 – λ1) is the same in
both pairs. Using Eq. (5), we infer the color slope S0 ¼ (10.44 � 7.07)%
per 0.1 μm in the 6100-km inner coma in 21P/G-Z.
3. Results and discussion

2%, which is caused by uncertainties in the measurements of the angle θ.

3.1. Polarimetric observations on different apparitions

2.2. Photometry

In Fig. 1 is an image of comet 21P/G-Z, showing the extent of its
coma. Below we analyze the polarimetric responses averaged over a
circular aperture of radii 2036 km, 5091 km, and 10,183 km. These are
displaced from the photocenter toward the Sun by their radius as shown
in Fig. 1 with white circles. As one can see in Fig. 1, the extent of the
coma in the sunward direction only slightly exceeds 10,000 km;
whereas, in the tailward direction it is a few times larger.
The four panels in Fig. 2 show polarization maps of comet 21P/G-Z
acquired on September 10, 12, 16, and 17 of 2018. The measured po
larization experiences significant temporal and spatial variations. We
address these variations in detail below. Before we do this, we consider
the aperture-averaged polarimetric response in order to make a
comparative analysis of data obtained in the 2018 apparition with the
former apparitions of comet 21P/G-Z. From the data shown in Fig. 2, we

Photometric observations of comet 21P/G-Z were carried out at the
observation station Lisnyky of the Astronomical Observatory of Taras
Shevchenko National University of Kyiv (Ukraine) with the AZT-8
telescope (D ¼ 0.7 m, F ¼ 2.8 m, observatory code – 585) on September
16, 2018. The CCD PL47-10 FLI camera with 1 � 1 binning was used as a
detector with an image size of 1027 � 1056 pixels and a scale of 0.9500 /
pix, which corresponds to a full field of 160 1500 � 160 4300 . We obtained
images through the Johnson-Cousins broadband V filter (λ ¼ 0.551 μm,
FWHM ¼ 0.088 μm) and R filter (λ ¼ 0.658 μm, FWHM ¼ 0.138 μm). A
detailed log of the observations of comet 21P/G-Z is presented in
Table 2.
The reduction procedure, including bias subtraction, dark and flat
field corrections, and cleaning cosmic-ray tracks, was carried out using
standard methods of photometry using the ITT IDL routines. The
morning sky obtained through each filter was used to provide a flat-field
correction. To find the instrumental magnitude, the sky background was
subtracted. The field stars were used as standards stars. The stellar
magnitudes of the standard stars were taken from the NOMAD catalogue
(I/297/out in the Vizier database). This catalogue combines the Hip
parcos, Tycho-2, UCAC2, USNO-B1.0 et 2MASS catalogues. The seeing
value measured as the FWHM of the stars on images was an average of
3.7 arcsec during our observations.
The apparent magnitude of the comet in each filter was determined
within the aperture centered at the expected location of its nucleus (that
appears in fact within the photocenter) and with a projected diameter of
approximately 6100 km. The position of the comet nucleus was esti
mated using the central contour of isophotes closest to the maximum of
the comet brightness. To determine its magnitude, the zenith distance
was also taken into account. The nightly magnitude of the comet in each
filter was averaged over that night’s observations. The maximum un
certainty in the magnitude measured with the V filter was as high as
0.06 m.
In the next step, we infer the color of the comet from its magnitude in
the V and R filters, taking into account the color of the Sun in the same
filters. We notice that the color index of the Solar radiation with those
filters previously was reported to be 0.38 (Willmer, 2018). Therefore,
the color index of the innermost 6000-km coma of 21P/G-Z appears to
be Δm ¼ 0.12 � 0.08. Similar color index was obtained by Pittichov�
a
et al. (2008) on another apparition of 21P/G-Z. It is worth noting,

Fig. 1. The resulting image of comet 21P/G-Z taken through the V filter at the
Ussuriysk Astrophysical Observatory on September 16, 2018, at the phase angle
α ¼ 77.8� . Three white circles present aperture of radius of 2036 km, 5091 km,
and 10,183 km displaced from the photocenter shown with red dot (see online
version for reference to color).
4
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derive the degree of linear polarization within a 6109-km circular dia
phragm centered at the photocenter (photometric maximum) that
nearly coincides with the location of the 21P/G-Z nucleus. These results
are shown in Fig. 3 with open green circles, along with polarimetric data
obtained in the previous apparitions obtained in the blue-green part of
spectrum, including the data adapted from Kurchakov et al. (1986). Blue
and green diamonds here correspond to the polarization measured with
the wideband B and V filters, and blue squares correspond to two ob
servations conducted using the IHW blue continuum (BC) filter. As one
can see, there is a great deal of overlap between the data obtained with
the B filter and with the IHW BC filter, revealing a very weak gaseous
contamination of signal measured with the wideband filters. It is worth
noting that the polarimetric observations reported by Kurchakov et al.
(1986) were made using apertures ranging from 5500 km to 5900 km
that appears in accordance with the 6109-km aperture used by us in
Fig. 3. The observations by Kurchakov et al. could suggest some shortterm variations of the degree of linear polarization. Large uncertainty

in their measurements, however, do not allow this conclusion with
confidence. Our measurements are accompanied with much smaller
error bars and suggest variations much greater than the measurement
uncertainty. For instance, the rapid decrease of polarization P between
September 16 and 17 of 2018 is nearly an order of magnitude greater
than the measurement uncertainty, dropping ~2.2%, from
P ¼ (21.93 � 0.26)% to P ¼ (19.69 � 0.35)%. In terms of PQ, the
decrease is somewhat smaller, ~1.7%, from PQ ¼ (20.46 � 0.50)% to
PQ ¼ (18.77 � 0.39)%, which considerably exceeds the error bars.
We note that Kurchakov et al. (1986) also found a similar decrease of
polarization measured using the R filter between September 19 and 22
of 1985 (see Table 1), when the degree of linear polarization decreased
from PQ ¼ (19.10 � 0.46)% to PQ ¼ (14.51 � 1.61)%, which is a drop of
more than double the measurement uncertainty. Unfortunately, no V
filter was used on the latter epoch. Nevertheless, this appears qualita
tively consistent with our findings.
Fig. 3 also shows three values of the degree of linear polarization

Fig. 2. Polarimetric images of comet 21P/G-Z obtained with the V filter on September 10, 12, 16, and 17 of 2018. The Sun is on the bottom, north is on the left, and
the white cross denotes the nucleus location.
5
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Fig. 3. Aperture-averaged degree of linear polariza
tion P in the blue-green portion of the spectrum as a
function of the phase angle α. Open symbols show
data for comet 21P/G-Z obtained by different teams
on different epochs (see legend). Black points present
polarization in comet C/1996 B2 (Hyakutake)
measured using the IHW BC filter (data adapted from
Kikuchi, 2006), and the black solid line is a fit to
those observations obtained with a two-component
model of cometary dust (adapted from Zubko et al.,
2016). (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

measured in comet 21P/G-Z with the IHW BC filter by Chernova et al.
(1993) and two values obtained with a non-standard blue continuum
filter (λ ¼ 0.443 μm) by Kiselev et al. (2000). In both cases, the polari
metric response is averaged over a considerably larger aperture,
15,000þ km. Finally, we also reproduce no-filter polarimetric observa
tions of the innermost coma of 21P/G-Z (5500–6000 km) that were re
ported by Martel (1960). In this later case, no error bars were provided;
nevertheless, it is reasonable to suggest that they were larger than the
wavelength dependence of polarization in comet 21P/G-Z, ~2% percent
at α > 60� , as this was previously seen by Kurchakov et al. (1986).

component framework has proven capable of reproducing the photo
metric and polarimetric observations of numerous comets (e.g., Zubko
et al., 2014, 2015, 2016; Ivanova et al., 2017; Picazzio et al., 2019;
Luk’yanyk et al., 2019) and are consistent with in situ findings (e.g.,
Zubko et al., 2012). Interestingly, a similar two-component approach
was also investigated in optical laboratory measurements of cometary
dust analogs (e.g., Hadamcik et al., 2007; Levasseur-Regourd et al.,
2015). It is worth noting that results of laboratory experiments
(Hadamcik et al., 2009) and numerical modeling (Zubko et al., 2009)
provide insights important for understanding the mechanisms governing
positive polarization in comets.
To simulate approximately the shape of the micron-sized cometary
dust particles we use the agglomerated debris particles (cf., Zubko et al.,
2012). These particles have highly disordered and fluffy morphology
(packing density of constituent material ~0.236) that resembles the
shapes of cometary dust particles on the same scale (cf., Fig. 4). The light
scattering from these particles were compared with laboratory optical
measurements of cometary-dust analogs: forsterite particles measured
by Volten et al. (2006) and modeled by Zubko (2015); and olivine
~ oz et al. (2000) and modeled by Videen et al.
particles measured by Mun
(2018). It was demonstrated that their light-scattering properties closely
matched when the size distributions and complex refractive index m

3.2. Modeling the aperture-averaged polarimetric response
As one can see in Fig. 3, all the data tend to group along a single curve
that, coincidentally, resembles the angular profile of polarization of
comet C/1996 B2 (Hyakutake) using the IHW BC filter (as reported by
Kikuchi, 2006). These observational data are shown in Fig. 3 with black
points. In addition, we reproduce their fit (black solid line) that was
obtained with a two-component model inferred by Zubko et al. (2016).
Although this particular modeling result cannot be extrapolated for the
case of 21P/G-Z, because comet C/1996 B2 (Hyakutake) had a persistent
red polarimetric color that does not hold for 21P/G-Z, the two-

Fig. 4. Top: images of six samples of irregularly shaped agglomerated debris particles that are used in the two-component model of cometary dust. Bottom: micronsized crater in the Al foil covering the Stardust sampler module that is presumably produced by a dust particle from comet 81P/Wild 2 (left), a cometary dust particle
collected in the stratosphere and highly likely originated from comet 26P/Grigg–Skjellerup (middle), and two micron-sized dust particles sampled by Rosetta in the
innermost coma of 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (right). Images on the bottom are adapted from H€
orz et al. (2006), Busemann et al. (2009), and Bentley et al.
(2016), respectively.
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were set to the same values as the measured samples, thus demon
strating that such model particles could be used to obtain accurate re
trievals of microphysical properties of the samples (e.g., Zubko, 2015;
Videen et al., 2018). Such a test significantly raises reliance of retrievals
of microphysical properties of dust particles inferred from the astro
nomical observations of comets.
The two-component model assumes that the cometary coma is
populated primarily by two types of dust. One consists of a weakly
absorbing material (mainly Im(m) � 0.02) and the other, a highly
absorbing material (Im(m) � 0.4). The former constraint on the imagi
nary part of refractive index appears consistent with Mg-rich silicates
(Dorschner et al., 1995), and the latter one with carbonaceous materials,
such as organics and amorphous carbon (e.g., Duley, 1984; Jenniskens,
1993). Both types of materials are long known to be abundant species of
cometary dust (e.g., Fomenkova et al., 1992; Ishii et al., 2008). We note
that the presence of silicate in the 21P/G-Z coma is observed in a mid-IR
study by Kawakita et al. (2018). This model may reproduce the vast
majority of polarimetric observations of comets by fitting only a single
free parameter, the volume ratio of the weakly absorbing component to
the highly absorbing component (Zubko et al., 2016). It is worth noting
that the two-component model can reproduce the phase function and
photometric color of dust in comets (Zubko et al., 2014; Ivanova et al.,
2017; Picazzio et al., 2019; Luk’yanyk et al., 2019), as well as significant
spatial variations of linear polarization observed in some comets (Zubko
et al., 2012, 2015). Observations of some rare comets suggest domina
tion of only one type of dust in their coma, at least over a short time
period. An example of such comets is 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann,
whose coma was found to consist primarily of Mg-Fe silicate particles
obeying a size distribution with the power index n � 2.55 (e.g., Picazzio
et al., 2019). However, in the apparition of 2003, the coma of 29P/
Schwassmann-Wachmann might have a multi-component composition
(Schambeau et al., 2015).
We emphasize that, in general, the wavelength dependence of po
larization is governed by two important factors. First, light scattering by
particles whose radius r is comparable to wavelength λ is affected by the
ratio of r to λ. In the literature, this ratio is quantified with the size
parameter x ¼ 2πr/λ (Bohren and Huffman, 1983); whereas, in applica
tion to irregularly shaped agglomerated debris particles, we attribute
radius r to their circumscribing sphere (e.g., Zubko et al., 2016).
Evidently, x varies with λ that affects the light-scattering response
measured with different filters. The second factor is the refractive index
m that may vary with λ and also results in some difference in the
polarimetric response measured with different filters. Interestingly,
some materials detected in cometary particles, such as Mg-rich silicates
(Dorschner et al., 1995) and water ice (Warren, 1984) reveal a wave
length dependence of their refractive indices so small that they cannot
significantly modify the light-scattering variations with the size
parameter of the particles. In this case, the wavelength dependence of
size parameter x plays a key role (e.g., Zubko et al., 2014), which solely
can reproduce polarization in numerous comets (e.g., Lasue et al., 2009;
Zubko et al., 2016). The wavelength dependence of size parameter is
taken into account in our modeling of the polarization in comet 21P/GZ.
Light-scattering characteristics of the agglomerated debris particles
were computed with the discrete dipole approximation (DDA) over the
range of size parameter x ¼ 1–32 that is attributed in the present work to
the V filter and over x � 0.7–22.3 for the R filter. Both correspond to the
same range of particle radii r � 0.9 μm–2.8 μm. We average the lightscattering response over this range of sizes using a power-law size dis
tribution r–n, where n is constrained to the range found in situ in comets,
1.5–3 (e.g., Mazets et al., 1986; Price et al., 2010). Although the size
distribution of dust in comets may significantly affect their lightscattering response (e.g., Moreno et al., 2007; Zubko et al., 2014; Frat
tin et al., 2019), it also is important to note that plausible variations of
size distribution hardly explain the spatial heterogeneity of polarization
observed in cometary coma (Zubko et al., 2013). Moreover, it also

cannot explain the dispersion of maximum polarization observed in
comets (Zubko et al., 2016).
Using the two-component approach, we model the polarimetric
response in the V filter of comet 21P/G-Z. We include in the analysis the
five observations by Kurchakov et al. (1986) and four of our own ob
servations. However, we also take into consideration two observations
without filters made by Martel et al. (1960). The latter seems reasonable
in view of a generally weak wavelength dependence of the polarization
of 21P/G-Z in the visible that emerges from observations by Kurchakov
et al. (1986); cf. data in Table 1. Thus, 11 data points embrace the phaseangle range from α ¼ 71.1� to 87.5� . We emphasize that there are
numerous options for fitting these data within the two-component
model. Therefore, we place further constraints on modeling by incor
porating polarimetric observations made using the wideband R filters,
even though most of them were not synchronized with the observations
made using the V filter and often correspond to a much larger aperture.
The R-filter data have been adapted from Kurchakov et al. (1986),
Chernova et al. (1993), and Kiselev et al. (2000). However, because the
observations with the V and R filter were not always synchronized and,
in the case of Kiselev et al. (2000), they correspond to a ten-times larger
aperture, we are not searching for the best fit to polarization in red light.
In the top panel of Fig. 5, we present modeling results for polariza
tion in the V filter that are labeled as Fit #1 and Fit #2. In the modeling
fits throughout this paper, we use the same refractive index of highly
absorbing particles m ¼ 2.43 þ 0.59i, which corresponds to amorphous
carbon in the visible (Duley, 1984). However, we investigate different
options for weakly absorbing particles. For instance, within Fit #1, we
consider refractive index m ¼ 1.6 þ 0.01i, and in Fit #2 we consider
m ¼ 1.6 þ 0.02i. Such refractive indices are representative of Mg-rich
silicates with small Fe content (Dorschner et al., 1995). We remove
one free parameter by assuming the weakly and highly absorbing par
ticles obey the same power-law size distribution r–n with the power
index n ¼ 1.7. It is worth noting that at refractive indices selected for
weakly and highly absorbing particles in Fig. 5, a reasonably good fit is
possible in the range of power index n ¼ 1.7 � 0.2. These appear in good
quantitative agreement with in situ findings for submicron and micronsized dust particles detected by VeGa-1 and 2 in comet 1P/Halley,
1.5 � n � 3 (e.g., Mazets et al., 1986), as well as with models of other
comets n ¼ 2.1–2.3 (Zubko et al., 2016). Interestingly, an analysis of the
power index n during flyby of VeGa-1 and 2 reveals significant spatial
variations throughout the 1P/Halley coma, and in some parts of coma it
was found that n < 1.5 (see data of Mazets et al., 1987). Our retrieval of
the power index n appears to be smaller compared to laboratory analysis
of micro-craters in Al foil of the Stardust space probe, n ¼ 2.89 (Price
et al., 2010). However, the observed power index n clearly tends to in
crease with particle size, and, in particles having size in excess of 10 μm,
it is n > 3 (Mazets et al., 1986; Tuzzolino et al., 2004). This trend could
explain the relatively high value of the index n obtained by Price et al.
(2010) as size distribution was analyzed there using a fixed value of the
power index n over a wide range of dust-particle radius, from 0.1 μm to
10 μm.
In the top panel of Fig. 5, Fits #1 and #2 reproduce the angular
profile of polarization in comet 21P/G-Z reasonably well. These fits were
performed from combined polarimetric data obtained during almost
60 years (i.e., 9 full revolutions around the Sun), suggesting not much
change in cometary constituents over this time period; at least, with
regard to dust composition. We note that Fit #1 is obtained with a
relative volume of weakly absorbing particles of 22.5% and, corre
spondingly, 77.5% of highly absorbing particles. In Fit #2, the relative
abundance of weakly absorbing particles is somewhat greater, 33%.
Thus, an increase of Im(m) in the weakly absorbing component tends to
increase its relative abundance, which is consistent with the modeling
results of Zubko et al. (2016).
We consider the wavelength-independent refractive indices in Fits
#1 and #2 as the same holds for many other comets (e.g., Lasue et al.,
2009; Zubko et al., 2014, 2016). As one can see in the bottom panel of
7
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Finally, we address the polarization measured in comet 21P/G-Z
with the V filter on 2018-09-17. The lower polarization obtained on
this epoch appears in the entire sequence of five polarimetric mea
surements of 21P/G-Z conducted on that night, implying no outlier.
Moreover, the polarization measured on the previous epoch, 2018-0916, is somewhat lower than on 2018-09-12. One can conclude, there
fore, that there was a polarization-decrease trend between 2018-09-12
and 2018-09-17. Fits #1 and #2 match all polarimetric observations
presented in the top panel of Fig. 5, except for 2018-09-16 and 2018-0917. These observations may reflect a somewhat different balance be
tween weakly absorbing particles and highly absorbing particles in the
21P/G-Z coma. We search for an individual fit of polarization on 201809-17. Fit #2 produced using a volume ratio of 33% weakly absorbing
particles can be adjusted to a lower polarization on 2018-09-17 by
considering a ratio of 45% weakly absorbing particles. Simultaneously,
the adjusted Fit #2/1 mimics the very low P in the R filter reported by
Kurchakov et al. (1986) on 1985-09-22. Thus, a temporal increase of the
relative abundance of weakly absorbing particles in the coma that is
accompanied with a decrease of positive polarization is seemingly a
systematic phenomenon for comet 21P/G-Z that occurs in its different
apparitions. Interestingly, Lara et al. (2003) reported rapid color vari
ations in the 21P/G-Z coma that support our conclusion of rapid changes
of its dust population. Interestingly, similar phenomenon was also found
in comets C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina) (Ivanova et al., 2017) and 41P/
ak (Luk’yanyk et al., 2019), where this phenom
Tuttle–Giacobini–Kres�
enon was also interpreted in terms of changes of their dust populations.
In Fig. 6 we repeat the analysis for Re(m) ¼ 1.7. In this case, the
power index takes on a value n ¼ 2.0, and its possible range being
n ¼ 2.0 � 0.3. Fit #3 is obtained with 22% weakly absorbing particles
with Im(m) ¼ 0.01; whereas, Fit #4 is obtained with 30% weakly
absorbing particles with Im(m) ¼ 0.02. Fit #4/3 can be adjusted to the
polarization on 2018-09-17 by considering 41% weakly absorbing par
ticles. Evidently, the relative volumes of the weakly and highly
absorbing particles in Fig. 6 nearly coincide with those obtained in
Fig. 5. This implies that our retrievals are hardly affected by the
assumption of the real part of refractive index Re(m) of the weakly
absorbing particles, at least within the range Re(m) ¼ 1.6–1.7.

Fig. 5. Modeling of polarization in comet 21P/G-Z in the wideband V filter
(top) and the wideband R filter (bottom). The fit is obtained in the twocomponent framework. A highly absorbing component having refractive
index m ¼ 2.43 þ 0.59i corresponding to amorphous carbon, and a weakly
absorbing component Re(m) ¼ 1.6 and Im(m) ¼ 0.01–0.02. See text for more
details on the modeling parameters.

3.3. Further constraints of dust properties from their color slope
To this point, we have only considered the phase dependence of the
degree of linear polarization using different filters. However, one can
also compute the reflectivity of dust particles in those filters and, thus,
characterize the color slope S0 (Eq. (5)). We perform such computations
at phase angle α ¼ 77� that corresponds to the photometric observations
made on 2018-09-16. We note that color is dependent on the geometry
of observations and, hence, on phase angle α (e.g., Zubko et al., 2014).
The model yields S0 ¼ 2.54% per 0.1 μm in Fit #1, S0 ¼ 3.78% per 0.1 μm
in Fit #2, S0 ¼ 9.55% per 0.1 μm in Fit #2/1, S0 ¼ 2.41% per 0.1 μm in Fit
#3, S0 ¼ 3.49% per 0.1 μm in Fit #4, and S0 ¼ 8.67% per 0.1 μm in Fit
#4/3. As one can see, Fits #1, #2, #3, and #4 are hardly consistent with
the color slope inferred from the photometric observations with the
6100-km aperture on 2018-09-16 S0 ¼ (10.44 � 7.07)% per 0.1 μm.
However, Fits #2/1 and #4/3 appear in accordance with the photo
metric observations within their error bars. Both these fits suggest blue
polarimetric color in comet 21P/G-Z on 2018-09-16.

Fig. 5, such particles yield polarization slightly higher in the R filter
compared to the V filter at phase angle ranging from α � 40� up to
80–90� ; although their maximum linear polarization Pmax is somewhat
smaller at longer wavelength. Therefore, Fits #1 and #2 may reproduce
up to four out of six observations by Kurchakov et al. (1986) with red
polarimetric color. However, modeling the other observations in the R
filter require further model refinement. This can be accomplished in
practice by introducing a wavelength dependence of the imaginary part
of refractive index Im(m). Therefore, in the V filter we set Im(m) ¼ 0.02
(the same as in Fit #2) and in the R filter we set Im(m) ¼ 0.01 (as in Fit
#1). This extended model is labeled with Fit #2/1. What is significant
about this type of wavelength dependence of Im(m) is that it is consistent
with trends in natural materials in the visible and NIR where absorp
tivity is greater at shorter wavelength (e.g., Dorschner et al., 1995;
Jenniskens, 1993). The volume ratio of the weakly absorbing particles
and highly absorbing particles in Fit #2/1 is the same as in Fit #2. As
one can see in the bottom panel of Fig. 5, Fit #2/1 reveals unambigu
ously blue polarimetric color and, therefore, is consistent with the other
four polarimetric observations of 21P/G-Z in the R filter. Within this
approach, variations in polarimetric color of comet 21P/G-Z could be
attributed to a slight change in chemical composition of its dust popu
lation, e.g., a slightly different iron content of the Mg-rich silicates
(Dorschner et al., 1995) or some contamination of Mg-rich silicates with
organics that have a strong wavelength dependence of Im(m) (Jen
niskens, 1993).

3.4. Spatial inhomogeneity of polarization in the coma
We now consider the spatial and temporal variations of the degree of
linear polarization shown in Fig. 2. What immediately emerges from the
polarization maps are significant day-to-day variations of polarization in
the 21P/G-Z coma. For instance, on 2018-09-16 in the tailward direction
(toward the top in Fig. 2), there is an extended dust cloud with low
polarization. This feature was very faint four days earlier, on 2018-0912, and weakens again only one day later, on 2018-09-17. Within this
8
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1.06 days. Under constant pressure, velocity is proportional to time.
Thus, we can conclude that the dust cloud with low linear polarization
observed on 2018-09-16 was released from the nucleus within a day or
so of observation and, it consist of Mg-rich silicate particles. Any dust
released more than a few days prior would have achieved speeds from
the solar-radiation pressure that would have driven them out of the field
of view. The approximately one-day time period of replenishment is
illustrated in Fig. 2, which shows a greatly reduced cloud on 2018-0917, only a day after the cloud had much greater optical depth.
Particles are expelled from the nucleus into the coma, and leave it
due to radiation pressure. However, the radiation pressure is not con
stant for all particles. In general, it is dependent on particle morphology,
size and refractive index; whereas, in what follows, we discuss the effect
of solar-radiation pressure solely in application to the agglomerated
debris particles. Micron-sized carbonaceous particles have systemati
cally greater values of the β parameter than pure silicates. For instance,
in micron-sized amorphous-carbon particles, β � 2.13, compared with
β � 0.54–1.28 in silicate particles (Zubko et al., 2015). This results in the
amorphous-carbon particles being accelerated much more efficiently.
For instance, while the silicate particles with β � 1.284 accelerate to
~700 m/s in approximately one day, the amorphous-carbon particles
accelerate to ~1100 m/s. Therefore, the amorphous-carbon particles
leave the field of view much more rapidly, which can result in a change
of coma composition with times on the order of a day or even less.
Finally, we consider the cloud located in the sub-solar part of the
coma, beneath the white cross in Fig. 2, that produces the high polari
zation. We consider here three zones of integration of the polarimetric
response that are marked with black circles. Although the linear polar
ization of light scattered from this cloud noticeably varies from day to
day, the feature remains overall intact through the entire period of ob
servations. This would be impossible without regular replenishment of
dust particles forming the cloud; whereas, variations of linear polari
zation could reflect the local and short-term changes in the volume ratio
of the silicate and amorphous-carbon particles. For example, in Table 4,
we present a relative volume concentration of the silicate particles
inferred by adjusting Fits 2 and 2/1 to the polarimetric responses in the
6109-km circular aperture centered at the 21P/G-Z nucleus and in the
2036-km, 5091-km, and 10,183-km apertures displaced from the pho
tocenter toward the Sun for their radius, as shown in Fig. 2. Unlike in
Figs. 5 and 6, we do not search for the best fit to the entire set of
observational data, but only to specific values of polarization in the
given part of the coma. Note also that the relative volume concentration
of the amorphous-carbon particles is complementary to the data pre
sented in Table 4.
What we can observe from Table 4 are significant temporal and
spatial variations of the relative abundance of silicate particles. Their
low-volume concentration correlates with high positive polarization
that is best embraced with the 2036-km aperture. The lowest relative
abundance of silicate particles, 0.245 � 0.042, was detected on 2018-0912. However, the relative volume concentration of silicate particles
clearly increases with aperture size; whereas, their largest abundance,
0.486 � 0.010, was found with the 10,183-km aperture on 2018-09-17.
Such a trend can be explained with the twice greater efficiency of solarradiation pressure that the amorphous-carbon particles experience. Due
to the effect of the solar-radiation pressure, these carbonaceous particles
get quickly washed out from the inner coma resulting in an increase of
the relative abundance of silicate particles. We emphasize that shortterm variations and spatial inhomogeneity of the degree of linear po
larization in the 21P/G-Z coma are very much consistent with the
behavior of the photometric color previously reported by Lara et al.
(2003).
It also is worth noting that a domination of dust particles with high
carbon content was previously noticed in cometary jets (Zubko et al.,
2012, 2013, 2015). Although we do not resolve these features in the
images of the innermost coma, the high abundance of carbonaceous
particles within the smallest 2036-km aperture that is placed in close

Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 5, but with Re(m) ¼ 1.7 for the weakly
absorbing component.

epoch, the comet was at a relatively small heliocentric distance,
rh � 1 au, where water ice sublimates very quickly. The lifetime of even
10-μm particles consisting of pure water ice is only a few hours; whereas,
dirty-ice particles would totally sublimate within only 1–2 min (Beer
et al., 2006). Therefore, such dust particles located at 1000þ km from
the 21P/G-Z nucleus cannot be expected to be transformed by water-ice
sublimation. Instead, the disappearance of the dust cloud with low po
larization could occur due to particle dynamics.
In order for dust particles to leave the field of view within a day, they
should move at high velocities. Their velocity component projected on
the image of the comet in Fig. 2 should be as high as ~700 m/s; whereas,
its absolute value could exceed 1 km/s. We stress such speeds cannot be
acquired from cometary gases, whose expansion velocity varies with the
pffiffiffi km/s (Combi et al., 2004).
heliocentric distance rh as follows: Vgas ¼ 0:85
rh

Evidently, at rh � 1 au, dust particles move faster than the gas molecules.
Such high velocities can be acquired from solar-radiation pressure (e.
g., Fulle, 2004). Its effect is often characterized with the parameter β that
is the ratio of the radiation-pressure force to the solar-gravity force. As
demonstrated by Zubko et al. (2016), low positive linear polarization in
comets is produced by the presence of weakly absorbing, Mg-rich silicate
particles. The presence of such particles in 21P/G-Z is suggested above.
On the other hand, in micron-sized particles (i.e., r ¼ 0.5 μm), having
Mg-rich silicate composition, the β parameter varies from 0.54 to 1.28,
depending on their Fe content (Zubko et al., 2015). This allows us to
estimate how much time is required for such particles to gain a speed of
700 m/s from the radiation-pressure effect. In the assumption of zero
initial velocity and unit heliocentric distance, non-absorbing particles
with β ¼ 0.54 are accelerated to ~700 m/s within 2.54 days; whereas,
slightly absorbing particles with β ¼ 1.28 acquire such speeds in only
9
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Table 4
Degree of linear polarization PQ and retrievals of relative volume concentration of the silicate particles obtained within Fits 2 and 2/1 in different parts of comet 21P/GZ.
Date, UT
10.7310
12.7267
16.6875
17.7125

6109 km

2036 km

5091 km

10,183 km

P, %

Rel. vol.

P, %

Rel. vol.

P, %

Rel. vol.

P, %

Rel. vol.

22.52 � 0.49
22.51 � 0.49
20.46 � 0.50
18.77 � 0.39

0.324 � 0.016
0.325 � 0.016
0.385 � 0.019
0.450 � 0.016

22.29 � 1.50
25.21 � 1.50
20.76 � 0.99
23.13 � 1.47

0.334 � 0.050
0.245 � 0.042
0.375 � 0.036
0.295 � 0.047

21.49 � 0.69
24.10 � 0.73
20.66 � 0.63
18.48 � 0.60

0.359 � 0.024
0.275 � 0.022
0.377 � 0.023
0.463 � 0.026

21.50 � 0.24
21.52 � 0.38
18.05 � 0.29
17.92 � 0.22

0.358 � 0.008
0.357 � 0.013
0.481 � 0.012
0.486 � 0.010

proximity to the nucleus appears to suggest jet activity in comet 21P/GZ. Indeed, jets were previously demonstrated to consist of carbonaceous
particles (Clairemidi et al., 1990; Zubko et al., 2013). A similar
conclusion on the presence of a jet was drawn by Schleicher and Knight
(2018) from an analysis of the narrowband images of the 21P/G-Z coma.
However, day-to-day variation of the linear polarization in the 2036-km
aperture and, thus, relative abundance of the amorphous-carbon parti
cles (or silicate particles), suggest the possible jet activity is discontin
uous, occurring with some short-term breaks.
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4. Conclusion
We report results of our polarimetric observations of comet 21P/G-Z
with the wideband V filter at large phase angles, α � 76–78� , between 10
and 17 of September 2018. Furthermore, on 2018-09-16, simulta
neously with polarimetric observations, we also obtained the V–R color
in the 21P/G-Z innermost coma. Analysis of this entire set of observa
tional data reveals that they can be satisfactorily reproduced within a
two-component model of the cometary coma that was previously
exploited in application to numerous comets. It appears that the 21P/GZ coma predominantly consists of Mg-rich silicate particles (Re
(m) ¼ 1.6–1.7 and Im(m) ¼ 0.01–0.02) and amorphous-carbon particles
(m ¼ 2.43 þ 0.59i). Both components were supposed to obey the same
power-law size distribution with the power index ranging from n ¼ 1.5
to 2.3. Spatial and temporal variations of the polarimetric response in
the 21P/G-Z coma, then, are explained with variations of the relative
abundance of these two types of particles and their high-speed motion
under the solar-radiation pressure, ~1 km/s. Analysis of the 21P/G-Z
polarimetric images suggest two types of activity in its coma that hap
pens on irregular and regular basis; whereas, in the latter case, we find
indirect evidence for a periodical jet-type activity. We note the
amorphous-carbon particles are consistent with the CHON particles
previously detected in comet 1P/Halley (e.g., Fomenkova et al., 1992).
On the other hand, the CHON particles in comet 1P/Halley were asso
ciated with cometary jets (Clairemidi et al., 1990). Therefore, temporal
variations in the relative abundance of the amorphous-carbon particles
in the 21P/G-Z coma could be indicative of changes in its jet activity.
This makes comet 21P/G-Z an interesting target for further study in its
future apparitions, which would also help to further validate and refine
the model of its dust.
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ABSTRACT

We measure the degree of linear polarization of comet 46P/Wirtanen during two months, embracing the perihelion passage in
2018 December with phase angles ranging from α = 18.1◦ to 46.4◦ . The polarimetric response PQ obtained resembles what was
previously found in comet C/1975 V1 (West). This suggests 46P/Wirtanen belongs to a group of comets with high maximum
positive polarization. In the first half of 2019 February, we conducted BVRI photometry of 46P/Wirtanen and found either neutral
or blue colour of its dust, which is in good accordance with measurements of C/1975 V1 (West). While aperture-averaged
polarimetry of 46P/Wirtanen reveals a nearly zero polarization PQ at the lowest phase angle α = 18.1◦ , simultaneous imaging
polarimetry suggests that the negative polarization (PQ < 0) arises in a region of within 5000 km of the nucleus, where the
negative polarization could be as strong as PQ = −(1.44 ± 0.15) per cent. This observation suggests the existence of the
circumnucleus halo and that the coma is populated by at least two types of dust particles. One of those reveals a low positive
polarization at side scattering and high negative polarization near backscattering. Both polarimetric features are simultaneously
produced by weakly absorbing Mg-rich silicate particles. Another type of dust produces solely positive polarization that could
be attributed to carbonaceous particles. This composition of 46P/Wirtanen coma appears to be similar with what was previously
found in comet C/1975 V1 (West).
Key words: polarization – methods: observational – techniques: photometric – techniques: polarimetric – comets: general.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Comet 46P/Wirtanen was discovered by Carl A. Wirtanen on 1948
January 17. It is a Jupiter-family comet with orbital period of ∼5.4
yr. Comet 46P/Wirtanen is best known as a former primary target
of the Rosetta space probe before it was rescheduled for flight
to 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko. Despite this, the comet has not
garnered much attention. For example, prior to its latest apparition in
2018–2019, the polarization of 46P/Wirtanen has not been reported
in the literature. The current article is aimed at filling this gap. Using
the facilities of the Ussuriysk Astrophysical Observatory, division
of Institute of Applied Astronomy of RAS (code C15; Russia), we
monitored the degree of linear polarization using the Johnson V
filter over two months, between mid-November of 2018 till midJanuary of 2019. Over this time period, observational conditions
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were favourable on 13 nights, providing polarimetric data at phase
angles ranging from α = 18.1◦ up to 46.4◦ . In addition, on two epochs
in the first half of 2019 February, we measured the BVRI photometric
colour of comet 46P/Wirtanen.
Using the spectral observation of 46P/Wirtanen conducted at the
Thai National Observatory of the National Astronomical Research
Institute of Thailand, we estimate the relative contribution of gaseous
emissions to the polarimetric measurements of 46P/Wirtanen with
the V filter. Note, this spectral observation was aimed at identification
of gaseous-emission lines in the 46P/Wirtanen coma and that will be
a subject for a later publication in an independent article. Herein,
we use these data solely for estimation of the ratio of flux from
gaseous emissions and from continuum within the bandpass of
the Johnson V filter. As shown in Section 3.1, this demonstrates
negligible contamination from gaseous emissions.
The article is organized as follows, Section 2 briefly describes
our technique of polarimetric, photometric, and spectroscopic measurements. In Section 3, we discuss results of our observations. In
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4.677
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1.613
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1.803
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–
–
–
–
–
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Magnitude
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Airmass
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r (au)

 (au)

α (◦ )
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Seeing
Scale
(FWHM in
(km/px)
px)
Numbers
of
Exposure
exposures
(sec)

 – prior perihelion passage,  – after perihelion passage

Here, F⊥ and F|| stand for fluxes of light polarized perpendicular
to the scattering plane and within the scattering plane, respectively.
The negative sign of PQ indicates partial linear polarization within
the scattering plane (F⊥ < F|| or θ = 0◦ ); whereas, the positive sign
indicates partial linear polarization perpendicular to the scattering
plane (F⊥ > F|| or θ = 90◦ ).

2018–11-16.508
2018–11-27.481
2018–11-28.535
2018–11-29.471
2018–12-01.491
2018–12-04.446
2018–12-10.451
2018–12-12.458
2018–12-14.554
2018–12-18.768
2019–01-12.495
2019–01-13.596
2019–01-17.810
2019–02-08.503
2019–02-10.488

(1)

















F⊥ − F||
Q
· 100% =
· 100%.
I
F⊥ + F||

Date (UTC)

PQ = −P cos(2θ ) = −

Table 1. Log of observations of comet 46P/Wirtanen in the 2018–2019 apparition.

Polarimetric observations were conducted using the 22-cm telescope
(F = 0.503 m) of the Ussuriysk Astrophysical Observatory, a division
of the Institute of Applied Astronomy of RAS (code C15), which
operates within the International Scientific Optical Network (ISON).
The telescope was equipped with a commercially available CCD
detector FLI ProLine PL4301E that has a resolution of 2084 × 2084
pixels and a pixel size of 24 μm. The field of view of the CCD
detector is 326 × 326 arcmin with angular resolution of 9.39 × 9.39
arcsec per pixel. The comet was imaged through the Johnson V filter.
In addition, we use a dichroic polarization filter (analyser) that was
rotated sequentially through three fixed position angles 0◦ , +60◦ ,
and +120◦ . The exposure time was set to 30 s for each frame, except
for the first epoch when, due to a large airmass, it was increased to
40 s. We repeated measurements for 12 full cycles of the analyser
rotation; only observations on 2019 January 12 were interrupted after
10 cycles by quickly changing weather conditions. A detailed log of
the observations is given in Table 1.
Three rotations of the analyser through 60◦ provide data sufficient
for computation of the Stokes parameters I, Q, and U (e.g. Chornaya
et al. 2020a, and references therein), fully characterizing the linear
polarization in a comet. In particular,
one can compute a total degree

of linear polarization P = Q2 + U 2 /I and angle θ 0 of the plane
of linear polarization with respect to the first analyser position (i.e.
0◦ ; see e.g. Chornaya et al. 2020a for more details). While choice
of the first position could be arbitrary, in what follows, the angle θ 0
can be converted to the angle between the polarization plane and the
scattering plane, which we denote with θ .
For the vast majority of Solar system bodies, including comets,
the angle θ takes predominantly one of two values. Namely, within
the error bars, it appears equal to 0◦ (180◦ ) at small phase angles α
< 20–25◦ and 90◦ otherwise (e.g. Zubko et al. 2015). This means
that the Stokes parameter U determined with respect to the scattering
plane nearly vanishes (e.g. Zubko & Chornaya 2019). As one can see
in Table 2, this is fairly true for our observations of 46P/Wirtanen,
except for θ ≈ 44◦ –51◦ found on 2018 December 18, when the
comet was at phase angle α = 18.1◦ . Such intermediate values of
θ were earlier reported, for instance by Chernova et al. (1993) at
the inversion angle, in transition from θ = 0◦ to θ = 90◦ , which
typically happens near α ∼ 20◦ . This corresponds to rotation of the
polarization plane.
In planetary science, the degree of linear polarization is often
considered as a sign-dependent characteristic PQ that sometimes
also is denoted as Pr :
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2.1 Polarimetry

11.23 ± 0.13
10.04 ± 0.06
9.74 ± 0.06
9.66 ± 0.11
9.44 ± 0.07
9.41 ± 0.05
8.58 ± 0.08
8.25 ± 0.17
8.45 ± 0.07
8.52 ± 0.12
11.17 ± 0.10
11.19 ± 0.11
11.52 ± 0.09
13.81 ± 0.03
14.63 ± 0.08

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA R E D U C T I O N S

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
13.62 ± 0.03
14.35 ± 0.07

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
13.43 ± 0.04
14.15 ± 0.06

Section 3.1, we analyse the aperture-averaged polarization of comet
46P/Wirtanen versus what was previously found in other comets.
In Section 3.2, we discuss polarimetric images of 46P/Wirtanen.
Section 3.3 is devoted to photometric colour of its dust. Finally, in
Section 4, we summarize our findings.
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Table 2. Polarimetric response in comet 46P/Wirtanen.
α,◦

P, %

θ, ◦

PQ , %















2018–11-16.508
2018–11-27.481
2018–11-28.535
2018–11-29.471
2018–12-01.491
2018–12-04.446
2018–12-10.451
2018–12-12.458
2018–12-14.554
2018–12-18.768
2019–01-12.495
2019–01-13.596
2019–01-17.810

45.4
46.4
46.1
45.7
44.6
42.0
32.6
28.2
23.8
18.1
33.4
33.3
32.6

5000 km
5.43 ± 1.22
6.92 ± 1.00
7.03 ± 0.81
6.44 ± 0.92
6.06 ± 1.18
5.26 ± 0.93
4.67 ± 0.61
3.75 ± 0.50
3.46 ± 0.28
3.06 ± 0.40
3.66 ± 0.57
3.57 ± 0.75
3.50 ± 0.53

92.07 ± 3.34
90.79 ± 3.36
93.62 ± 3.44
96.00 ± 3.47
93.80 ± 4.15
95.36 ± 2.62
86.19 ± 2.73
84.43 ± 5.36
87.88 ± 3.59
-47.66 ± 3.75
98.68 ± 1.95
88.74 ± 2.55
92.90 ± 2.66

5.42 ± 1.40
6.92 ± 1.15
6.98 ± 0.93
6.43 ± 1.05
6.01 ± 1.35
5.17 ± 1.06
4.63 ± 0.72
3.67 ± 0.58
3.45 ± 0.33
0.28 ± 0.47
3.50 ± 0.63
3.56 ± 0.86
3.48 ± 0.61















2018–11-16.508
2018–11-27.481
2018–11-28.535
2018–11-29.471
2018–12-01.491
2018–12-04.446
2018–12-10.451
2018–12-12.458
2018–12-14.554
2018–12-18.768
2019–01-12.495
2019–01-13.596
2019–01-17.810

45.4
46.4
46.1
45.7
44.6
42.0
32.6
28.2
23.8
18.1
33.4
33.3
32.6

10 000 km
6.98 ± 0.95
7.15 ± 0.71
6.70 ± 0.41
6.34 ± 0.99
6.57 ± 0.82
5.91 ± 0.73
4.30 ± 0.43
3.70 ± 0.39
3.59 ± 0.38
3.57 ± 0.65
3.77 ± 0.57
3.99 ± 0.66
4.10 ± 0.51

89.30 ± 6.63
90.52 ± 3.25
95.06 ± 2.53
88.17 ± 4.20
90.43 ± 2.97
85.62 ± 2.28
87.06 ± 3.44
91.57 ± 4.35
89.31 ± 2.56
-49.09 ± 2.05
90.92 ± 4.30
82.02 ± 4.80
94.51 ± 2.94

6.98 ± 1.07
7.15 ± 0.82
6.60 ± 0.47
6.33 ± 1.13
6.57 ± 0.94
5.85 ± 0.83
4.27 ± 0.49
3.69 ± 0.45
3.59 ± 0.44
0.51 ± 0.50
3.77 ± 0.65
3.84 ± 0.76
4.05 ± 0.60

 – prior perihelion passage,  – after perihelion passage

It is finally worth noting that the 46P/Wirtanen was the third
comet whose polarization we studied during the autumn of 2018.
Two other comets were 21P/Giacobini–Zinner and C/2018 V1
(Machholz–Fujikawa–Iwamoto). Their detailed investigations have
been reported by Chornaya et al. (2020a) and Zubko et al. (2020). All
three comets were observed using the same telescope, standard stars,
and data-reduction technique. We therefore omit their description
here and refer to Chornaya et al. (2020a) for further observational
details.

We infer apparent magnitudes of 46P/Wirtanen within the projected radius of 5000 km from the expected location of its nucleus,
that, in practice, coincides with the photocentre of the comet. We
captured images of the comet with short, 60-s exposures, that were
repeated 10 times in each filter during the first epoch and eight times
during the second epoch. The magnitudes of 46P/Wirtanen presented
in Table 1 result from averaging over all images taken with a given
filter on particular epoch.

2.3 Spectroscopy
2.2 Photometry
At the beginning of 2019 February, we exploited the ChV-500
telescope (D = 0.5 m, F = 1.7 m) newly installed at the Ussuriysk
Astrophysical Observatory within ISON. The telescope is equipped
with the BVRI filters from the Johnson–Cousins photometric system
and a commercially available CCD detector SBIG STX-16 803,
having resolution of 4096 × 4096 pixels and a pixel size of 9 μm.
The CCD field of view is 78 × 78 arcmin with an angular resolution
of 1.14 arcsec per pixel.
Using this facility, we conducted the BVRI photometry of comet
46P/Wirtanen on 2019 February 8 and 10. The obtained images of the
comet were processed using the IMAGE REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
FACILITY (IRAF). The reduction was performed with basic programs
that include bias subtraction, removal of cosmic ray events, and
flat-field correction. The flat-field correction was accomplished with
images of the twilight sky. Apparent magnitudes of the standard
stars were adapted from the NOMAD catalogue (I/297/out in the
Vizier database). It incorporates the Hipparcos, Tycho-2, UCAC2,
and USNO-B1.0 et 2MASS catalogues.
MNRAS 498, 1814–1825 (2020)

The spectral observations of comet 46P/Wirtanen were obtained on
2018 November 27, with the fibre-fed medium resolution echellespectrograph MRES attached to the 2.4-m telescope at the Thai National Observatory of the National Astronomical Research Institute
of Thailand (18◦ 34 N, 98◦ 28 E, h = 2457 m). The spectral resolution
of MRES is R = 20 000 in the wavelength range 0.38–0.9 μm. Andor
Newton DU940P-BV camera was used as the detector having a
resolution of 2048 × 512 pixels and a pixel size of 13.5 μm. The
comet was near perihelion at a distance of 1.076 au from the Sun and
0.137 au from Earth with a phase angle of 46.4◦ . The spectrograph’s
input fibre cuts out about 2 arcsec of the coma centred at the nucleus.
It corresponds to the projected diameter of approximately 200 km.
During the night, three spectra were obtained with an exposure 2400 s
for each of them. Observational data have been processed using a
flexible pipeline echelle-spectra reduction code HIFLEX (available
at https://github.com/ronnyerrmann/exohspec). The code was developed by Errmann et al. (2020). Note, the spectral observations of
46P/Wirtanen are not the subject of this paper. We use them solely
for estimation of the ratio of flux from gaseous emissions and from the
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continuum within the bandpass of the Johnson V filter. The spectral
observations, data reduction, and analysis focused on identification
of the emission lines in 46P/Wirtanen and will be fully described in
a separate article.
3 R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

We analyse the aperture-averaged polarization in comet
46P/Wirtanen measured with two aperture radii of ∼5000 and
∼10 000 km. Considering a small-sized aperture provides two
important advantages, which we describe below. The first pertains
to gas emission. We study polarization of comet 46P/Wirtanen
using the Johnson V filter whose bandpass transmits not only the
continuum caused by elastic light scattering from cometary dust,
but also emissions from cometary gases (e.g. Farnham et al. 2000;
Ivanova et al. 2013). The strongest contamination in the V filter could
arise from the C2 -molecule emission in the Swan band near λ =
0.5165 μm, which might potentially depolarize the light scattered
from the continuum (e.g. Le Borgne et al. 1987; Sen et al. 1989).
It is important, however, that the C2 molecules within the coma
result from photodissociation of their parent molecules (e.g. Jackson
et al. 1991) and/or carbonaceous dust particles (e.g. Clairemidi et al.
1990; Rousselot et al. 1994). This process takes a relatively long
time, so the C2 molecules appear in considerable quantities only
at a significant distance from the nucleus. In the Haser model, this
characteristic is referred to as the scale length of the C2 parent
molecules (e.g. Combi et al. 2004). Several empirical estimations of
the scale length of the C2 parents have been reported in the literature.
We note that this estimate tended to grow over the years. While
A’Hearn (1982) inferred only 17 000 km at a heliocentric distance
rh = 1 au, Cochran (1985) found 25 000 km, Krasnopol’skii et al.
(1986) suggested 30 000 km; whereas, Fink et al. (1991) increased
the distance to 58 000 km. The C2 parent-molecule scale length
increases with the heliocentric distance as rh 2 (Fink et al. 1991)
or even faster, as rh 2.5 (Cochran 1985). This suggests that the C2
emission lines fully disappear from the 46P/Wirtanen spectrum at
rh ≥ 2.4 au (Schulz et al. 1998). However, at given rh , the risk of C2
emission contamination can be substantially reduced by decreasing
the aperture. For instance, Clairemidi et al. (1990) investigated
the in situ ratio of fluxes from dust and gaseous components of
the 1P/Halley coma when it was at rh = 0.83 au. It was clearly
demonstrated that the flux integrated along the line of sight that
was shifted 3125 km from the nucleus location was predominantly
governed by the continuum. Gaseous emission is comparable to the
continuum when the line of sight is shifted to 34 504 km. The direct
integration of the spectrum measured in the innermost coma suggests
only < 3 per cent contribution of the gaseous emission into the
flux in the visible (e.g. Jewitt et al. 1982; Picazzio et al. 2019).
In other comets, it may grow up to 10 per cent (Kwon et al. 2017).
Using the approach of Jewitt et al. (1982) and Picazzio et al. (2019),
we investigate the 46P/Wirtanen spectrum obtained as described in
Section 2.3 and find the gaseous-emission contribution into the Vfilter flux to be only ∼5.4 per cent.
C2 molecules emit low-polarized radiation. The maximum of their
linear polarization Pmax = 7.7 per cent is attained at α = 90◦ (e.g.
Le Borgne et al. 1987; Sen et al. 1989); whereas, at other phase
angles, it takes on even smaller values. For instance, at α = 46.4◦ ,
as was in Comet 46P/Wirtanen on 2018 November 27, the degree of
linear polarization of the C2 emission computed with equation (1)
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3.1 Aperture-averaged degree of linear polarization in comet
46P/Wirtanen

of Le Borgne et al. (1987) is as low as PQ = 3.9 per cent. Taking
into account that, on the same epoch, the C2 emission within the V
filter does not exceed 5.4 per cent, one can constrain its maximum
impact on the polarization of Comet 46P/Wirtanen to be less than
0.21 per cent. However, within the 5000-km aperture, we found PQ =
(6.92 ± 1.15) per cent. Therefore, the C2 -emission impact is a factor
of 33 smaller than the polarimetric response measured in Comet
46P/Wirtanen. It also is about five times smaller than the uncertainty
in our polarimetric measurement.
The second advantage of the small aperture is that the inner coma
(cometocentric distance of ∼5000 km) is dominated by dust particles
whose age is of 1–3 d (Zubko et al. 2015; Kochergin et al. 2019;
Luk’yanyk et al. 2019). This simultaneously implies that over this
time period, the inner-coma population will be fully replenished.
Thus, the small aperture is best suited for searching inhomogeneity
in emanations of dust from a cometary nucleus. If those exist, this
could be observed through fast variations of the colour and/or linear
polarization of innermost coma (Lara et al. 2003; Ivanova et al. 2017;
Luk’yanyk et al. 2019; Chornaya et al. 2020a).
In Fig. 1, we show images of 46P/Wirtanen as it appeared on four
epochs embracing our observational campaign. The red point (see
online version for reference to the colour) here shows a photometric
centre that also corresponds to the nucleus location. Two circles
demonstrate areas of integration with radii of 5000 km (yellow) and
10 000 km (red). Table 2 presents results for P, θ, and PQ , with their
corresponding error bars. As one can see, an increase of the aperture
radius from 5000 to 10 000 km hardly affects the polarimetric
response. Polarization tends to grow slightly in the larger aperture,
which is a somewhat ambiguous conclusion due to the error bars.
It is worth noting that due to low spatial resolution in the beginning
and end of our observations of 46P/Wirtanen, ∼1000–1500 km/px,
a spatial radius of 5000 km is equivalent to only 3.4–5 pixels,
depending on the epoch. Such low resolution may cause a risk of
misidentification of the photometric centre. Such an error in theory
may affect the results because the fluxes integrated at three different
orientations of the analyser would correspond to somewhat displaced
areas in the 46P/Wirtanen coma. In practice, however, we did not
face ambiguity in detecting the photometric centre as, on average,
it was ∼20 per cent brighter compared to the second brightest
pixel. However, we simulate a hypothetical misidentification of the
photometric centre in order to investigate its possible effect on the
resulting values of the degree of linear polarization. For instance, on
two epochs, November 16 and December 1, in one image out of three
obtained for each full cycle of the analyser rotation, we artificially
assigned the second brightest pixel to be the photocentre of the
46P/Wirtanen coma. This causes a shift of the aperture as compared to
the case of correct identification. However, the displaced aperture still
embraced the true photocentre as it always appears to be a neighbour
to the second brightest pixel. For November 16, such an offset
yields P = 5.24 per cent versus a value of P = 5.43 per cent when
the brightest pixel is used; whereas, for December 1, we obtained
P = 6.29 and 6.06 per cent, respectively. Clearly, in both cases, the
net effect of misidentification of the photometric centre is a factor
of 5 less than the already existing uncertainty in our polarimetric
measurements (see Table 2). The reason for this is the very rapid drop
in brightness in the inner coma with growing cometocentric distance.
Interestingly, during the first 15 d of observations, the phase angle
was fairly constant α = (45.5 ± 0.9)◦ . Over this time period, the
degree of linear polarization did not reveal noticeable variations.
During the first epoch, we observed 46P/Wirtanen at quite large
airmass, 4.677 (see Table 1). In the next two weeks, it dropped to
2.492. Despite this significant change, we detect nearly the same
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polarimetric response. Such stability of the polarimetric response
demonstrates the high performance of the correction for the airmass
that we apply to all images of 46P/Wirtanen.
The other four observations, one made prior to the perihelion
passage and the subsequent three, can be grouped around phase
angle α = (33.0 ± 0.4)◦ . They agree with each other within the error
bars. When plotting all the observations together, see blue points in
Fig. 2, one can see that 11 out of 13 points follow the same trend;
whereas, the values obtained at α = 28.2◦ and 23.8◦ noticeably
deviate from that trend. Those two observations closely correspond
to the perihelion passage on 2018 December 12 (see Table 2).
These observations suggest high stability of the microphysical
properties of dust in the 46P/Wirtanen coma. We found changes
only over a short, 2-d time period embracing the perihelion passage.
Taking into account that the dust particles cannot settle in the inner
coma for extended periods (Zubko et al. 2015; Luk’yanyk et al. 2019),
this suggests a highly homogenized emanation of dust from the
46P/Wirtanen nucleus. The radius of the 46P/Wirtanen nucleus was
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estimated to be (555 ± 40) m under an assumption of the geometric
albedo A = 0.04 (Boehnhardt et al. 2002). Such an estimation should
be considered as an upper limit because the surface reflectivity could
be much larger. For instance, in situ studies of the 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko nucleus have revealed A = 0.062 ± 0.002 (Ciarniello
et al. 2015). Interestingly, even under the assumption of a 600 m
radius of the 46P/Wirtanen nucleus, its production rate of water
molecules suggests about 100 per cent of its surface is active (Fink
et al. 1998). Therefore, it seems unlikely that such a small and active
body might have a significant compositional inhomogeneity. One
could hypothesize that a short-term increase of the linear polarization is caused by an outburst from 46P/Wirtanen. The increase
of brightness on 2018 December 12 supports this hypothesis (see
magnitudes in Table 1). Moreover, outburst activity of 46P/Wirtanen
on its 2018 apparition has been reported by Kelley et al. (2019). While
such a change in polarization can indicate the release of materials
of new composition, it is worth noting that it can also indicate a
change in the volume ratios of materials already present in the
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Figure 1. Images of comet 46P/Wirtanen taken through the V filter on four epochs embracing the period of our monitoring of its polarization at the Ussuriysk
Astrophysical Observatory. Two circles demonstrate apertures with radii of 5000 and 10 000 km centred upon the nucleus.
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coma. As demonstrated below, we can model the 46P/Wirtanen coma
using two types of dust particles; e.g. one having Mg-rich silicate
composition and another having carbonaceous composition. These
two components reveal noticeably different polarimetric responses.
Changes in their relative abundance may increase polarization of
46P/Wirtanen during its outburst activity.
The smallest phase angle achieved in our polarimetric observations
of comet 46P/Wirtanen was α = 18.1◦ . At such α, the degree of linear
polarization PQ changes its sign that is representative of changing
the polarization-plane orientation (e.g. Chernova et al. 1993). Within
the 5000-km aperture, we obtain PQ = (0.28 ± 0.47) per cent;
whereas, P = (3.06 ± 0.40) per cent and θ = −(47.66 ± 3.75)◦ .
Clearly, PQ acquires its small value not due to small P, but
because the cosine function of the doubled θ approaches zero.
In other words, the degree of linear polarization P is primarily
governed by the Stokes parameter U instead of Q. This feature
has an extremely important implication for coma composition. First
of all, it reveals a minor contribution of the C2 emission as its
linear-polarization plane is always perpendicular to the scattering
plane, i.e. θ = 90◦ (e.g. Le Borgne et al. 1987). Thus, unlike the
continuum, the gaseous emission does not produce negative linear
polarization.
While particle alignment can produce non-zero U, it should be
ruled out for producing non-zero U at α = 18.1◦ because it would
produce a similar non-zero value at other phase angles. However,
this contradicts our measurements of 46P (see Table 2) and other
comets (e.g. Chornaya et al. 2020a, Zubko et al. 2020). As one
can see, P is solely governed by the Q parameter, suggesting a
vanishingly small contribution of the U component. This feature is
consistent with observations of comets reported by other groups (e.g.
Chernova et al. 1993; Levasseur-Regourd et al. 1996). Moreover,
an alignment should yield P = 0 at the exact backscattering, α = 0◦
(Bohren & Huffman 1983); however, this also has not been observed

as α approaches 0◦ (e.g. Chernova et al. 1993; Levasseur-Regourd
et al. 1996).
Rotation of the linear-polarization plane is inconsistent with the
scattering of unpolarized sunlight from randomly oriented irregularly
shaped particles. Indeed, their degree of linear polarization is solely
governed by the Stokes parameter Q: U = 0, PQ = −P cos (2θ )
(Zubko & Chornaya 2019). As a consequence, a change of the
polarization sign is caused by a change of the sign of Q. This occurs
at the inversion phase α inv , where Q = 0. At this point P = PQ = 0;
whereas, in comet 46P/Wirtanen we detect P = 0 and PQ = 0, well
above the measurement errors.
One possible explanation of this paradox is that the 46P/Wirtanen
coma is comprised of dust particles having different scattering
properties located in different regions of the coma, and that the field
aperture covers a finite range of phase angles. To explain this further,
consider the coma to consist of two different types of dust. The Stokes
parameter Qmix of their mixture is defined then as Qmix = Q1 + Q2 ,
where the subscripts correspond to dust of type 1 and 2. Evidently,
Qmix = 0 no longer requires simultaneous Q1 = 0 and Q2 = 0.
Instead, Qmix = 0 may result from Q1 = −Q2 ; i.e. one component
of the mixture must produce negative polarization. This conforms
with polarimetric observations of comets at the inversion angle. For
instance, dust particles can consist of highly absorbing particles,
whose linear polarization in the backscatter region is entirely positive
and non-absorbing particles that have negative polarization in the
backscatter region. Such absorbing particles are seen in jets and such
non-absorbing particles are seen in the circumnucleus halo, both of
which have been seen simultaneously at small phase angles (see e.g.
review by Hadamcik & Levasseur-Regourd 2003a; and analysis in
Zubko et al. 2012).
To demonstrate how such a system can explain this paradox, let
us consider, for simplicity, two single-scattering dust particles with
their 4D Stokes vectors (e.g. Bohren & Huffman 1983) expressed in
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Figure 2. Degree of linear polarization PQ as a function of phase angle α of comet 46P/Wirtanen in its 2018 apparition (blue points). For comparison, we also
show polarization in three other comets measured with the broad-band V filter (open symbols); see text for reference to sources of these observations.
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a form:
⎛

⎞

⎛
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⎞

I1
I2
⎜ Q1 ⎟
⎜ Q2 ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎟
S1 = ⎜
⎝ 0 ⎠ and S2 = ⎝ 0 ⎠ .
0
0

(2)

In practice, the field aperture is not vanishingly small, and scatterers at each location have a slightly different phase angle and reside
within a local scattering plane, defined by the source, particle, and
detector. Depending on the particles’ locations, their local scattering
planes may not be parallel to the reference scattering plane, nor
to each other’s scattering plane. In order to calculate the measured
Stokes vector from both particles, their Stokes vectors cannot be
immediately added to one another as it was done in equation (3).
They first must be rotated to be parallel with the reference scattering
plane. This can be done via rotation of the particles’ Stokes vectors
(see e.g. equation 2.83 of Bohren & Huffman 1983):
⎛
⎞
1
0
0
0
⎜0 cos(2ψj ) sin(2ψj ) 0⎟
⎟
(4)
Sj = ⎜
⎝0 − sin(2ψj ) cos(2ψj ) 0⎠ Sj ,
0
0
0
1
where j denotes the particle and the angle ψ j is measured between the
scattering plane of particle j and the reference plane. The measured
Stokes vector S is the superposition of the Stokes vectors from both
particles and is expressed as follows:
⎛
⎞
I1 + I2
⎜ Q1 cos(2ψ1 ) + Q2 cos(2ψ2 ) ⎟
⎟
(5)
S = S1 + S2 = ⎜
⎝−Q1 sin(2ψ1 ) − Q2 sin(2ψ2 )⎠ .
0
It is significant that in the ground-based observations, a coma
appears at a quite small angular size, well below 1 arcmin. This
size roughly corresponds to the upper limit in variation of the
angle ψ throughout the coma. As y → 0, cos(y) and sin(y) can
be approximated with (1−y2 ) and y, respectively, where the angle y
is measured in radians. Since y >> y2 , one can further simplify
the approximation of the cosine function to cos(y) ≈ 1. Upon
substitution, the Stokes vector further reduces to
⎞ ⎛
⎞
⎛
I1 + I2
I1 + I2
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎜
Q1 + Q2
0
⎟ ⎜
⎟
S = S1 + S2 = ⎜
⎝−2ψ1 Q1 − 2ψ2 Q2 ⎠ = ⎝−2ψ1 Q1 − 2ψ2 Q2 ⎠ .
0
0
(6)
In this example, the measured Stokes parameter U vanishes when
a multiple-particle system appears to have ψ 1 = ψ 2 . However, if
ψ 1 and ψ 2 have opposite sign, e.g. ψ 1 = −ψ 2 , such asymmetry
MNRAS 498, 1814–1825 (2020)
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We also assume that at a given phase angle, α inv , both particles
produce a non-zero linear polarization with Q1 = 0 and Q2 = 0,
whose sum is zero, i.e. Q1 + Q2 = 0. It is important that the
Stokes vector is defined exclusively with respect to some reference
plane, which in practice is set to be the scattering plane. If both test
particles correspond to the same scattering plane, their cumulative
Stokes vector can be determined by the sum of Stokes vectors of
the individual particles. This would yield unpolarized light with the
Stokes vector
⎛
⎞
I1 + I2
⎜ 0 ⎟
⎟
(3)
S = S1 + S2 = ⎜
⎝ 0 ⎠.
0

in the distribution of dust particles with regard to the reference
plane compensates an opposite sign in Q1 and Q2 , yielding U =
0 simultaneously with Q = 0. This could happen, for instance, if one
particle is above the reference scattering plane and another particle
is below the reference scattering plane. In a cometary coma, this
could happen if a jet distributes absorbing particles heterogeneously.
Such heterogeneous distributions of polarization have previously
been observed in numerous comets (e.g. Hadamcik & LevasseurRegourd 2003a; Hadamcik et al. 2014; Hines et al. 2014; Chornaya
et al. 2020a). This is what we find in comet 46P/Wirtanen on 2018
December 18, where we do find a heterogeneous distribution in the
polarimetric image of comet 46P/Wirtanen (see the next section).
Thus, the rotation of the linear-polarization plane at the inversion
phase angle could be considered as an indicator of heterogeneous
distributions of polarization in a coma. Unfortunately, a quantitative
interrelation between the polarization strength at the inversion point
and asymmetry in the distribution of polarization within the coma
is seemingly inaccessible in a general form. This is because the
amplitude of linear polarization is the result of a superposition
of the signals from a 3D spatial distribution of dust particles of
different types within the cometary coma; whereas, the image is a 2D
projection of the heterogeneous distribution of the dust population.
Unfortunately, the retrieval of the distribution of dust particles from
such limited data is an ill-posed problem.
In Fig. 2, we plot the degree of linear polarization PQ as a function
of phase angle α in comet 46P/Wirtanen versus what was measured
with the broad-band V filter in other comets; C/1975 V1 (West)
as reported by Kiselev & Chernova (1978), 21P/Giacobini–Zinner
measured in the 1985 apparition by Kurchakov et al. (1986) and
in the 2018 apparition by Chornaya et al. (2020a), and C/2018 V1
(Machholz–Fujikawa–Iwamoto) adapted from Zubko et al. (2020).
Clearly, polarization of dust in comet 46P/Wirtanen is considerably
lower as compared to 21P/Giacobini–Zinner and it better corresponds
with the case of C/2018 V1 (Machholz–Fujikawa–Iwamoto). This
might suggest that 46P/Wirtanen could belong to a class of comets
with low maximum of positive polarization Pmax (e.g. Chernova et al.
1993; Levasseur-Regourd et al. 1996; Zubko et al. 2016).
However, over the available range of α, the polarization of
46P/Wirtanen nearly coincides with what was found in C/1975
V1 (West) in a similar broad-band V filter. Although polarimetric
measurements of comet West were limited in the V filter to relatively
small phase angles, α < 52◦ , its polarization was also studied with
the green continuum filter (λeff = 0.53 μm, λ = 0.005 μm) over
a much wider range of α, from 14◦ up to 98◦ . That extended set of
data suggests Pmax ≈ 22 per cent in comet C/1975 V1 (West), which
is consistent with the high-Pmax comets (Zubko et al. 2014). We do
note, however, that the linear polarization of comet West in the V
filter and in the green continuum filter do not match perfectly.
It is significant that the microphysical properties of dust in comet
C/1975 V1 (West) have been retrieved by Zubko et al. (2014) through
a comprehensive model of its phase function in the visible, angular
profile of polarization in the green continuum, photometric, and
polarimetric colours. The modelling suggested that the West coma
is populated by a mixture of weakly absorbing Mg-rich silicate
particles (∼1/4 by volume) and highly absorbing amorphous-carbon
particles (∼3/4 by volume). The resemblance of the polarimetric
response in comets 46P/Wirtanen and C/1975 V1 (West) in the broadband V filter suggests similar microphysics of their dust and, thus,
the findings in Zubko et al. (2014) could be extrapolated for the
case of 46P/Wirtanen. Such a two-component composition of the
46P/Wirtanen coma also would be consistent with the polarizationplane rotation in 46P/Wirtanen at α = 18.1◦ that was discussed above.
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3.2 Polarimetric images of comet 46P/Wirtanen
For six epochs, between 2018 December 4 and 2019 January 12,
we obtained polarimetric images of the 46P/Wirtanen coma that are
presented in Fig. 3. All these images look very much similar to one
another. Namely, the innermost coma (radius of ∼5000–10 000 km)
reveals a systematically lower positive linear polarization. The spatial
distribution of the polarization is highly symmetric in appearance
except for 2018 December 18. Moreover, on that epoch we detect
an extended area of the negative polarization. While the aperture
with radius of 5000 km comprises 277 pixels, the area of negative
polarization spans 66 pixels, i.e. about 1/4 of the entire aperture. The
strongest negative polarization that we found in the 46P/Wirtanen
coma was PQ = −1.59 per cent. Averaging of this pixel and its
three closest neighbours with negative polarization yields PQ =
−(1.44 ± 0.14) per cent. As explained in the previous section, a
non-symmetric distribution of the polarization with the simultaneous
presence of positive and negative polarization is consistent with the
rotation of the polarization plane found at α = 18.1◦ .
Fig. 4 demonstrates an asymmetry in spatial distribution of the
polarization defined through the Stokes parameter U, PU = −U/I =
−P sin (2θ), and the angle θ in the 46P/Wirtanen coma on 2018
December 18. As noted in the previous section such asymmetry
may tentatively explain the phenomenon of rotation of the linearpolarization plane observed in various comets at the inversion phase
angle.
Polarization PQ = −(1.44 ± 0.14) per cent detected in the
46P/Wirtanen coma significantly exceeds what is typically seen in a
whole comet at a similar phase angle (see e.g. Chernova et al. 1993;
Levasseur-Regourd et al. 1996). However, imaging polarimetry of
some comets at small phase angles does reveal a very strong negative
polarization in the vicinity of their nuclei (Hadamcik & LevasseurRegourd 2003a,b). This feature is referred to as the circumnucleus
halo. Therefore, our observations suggest the presence of such halo
in comet 46P/Wirtanen.
It is significant that the circumnucleus halo is characterized not
solely by its strong negative polarization at small phase angles, but,
simultaneously, by a weak positive polarization at side scattering
(Hadamcik & Levasseur-Regourd 2003a,b). The latter feature is consistent with in situ polarimetric measurements of comets 1P/Halley
and 26P/Grigg–Skjellerup by the Giotto space probe, which revealed
a significant decrease of positive polarization in the inner coma (e.g.

Levasseur-Regourd et al. 2005). The circumnucleus halo reveals
typically a small extent as compared to other features in the coma.
This was reasoned by small ejection velocity of the dust particles
forming the halo (Zubko et al. 2012).
Zubko et al. (2012, 2013) have demonstrated that the circumnucleus halo is formed by dust particles with low material absorption.
Imaginary part of their complex refractive index is constrained to
Im(m) ≤ 0.02 in the visible, which is consistent with Mg-rich silicates
(e.g. Dorschner et al. 1995). Such particles have been found in situ
in comets (e.g. Fomenkova et al. 1992; Ishii et al. 2008). Mg-rich
silicates have been unambiguously identified with the so-called 10μm silicate feature often observed in the mid-IR spectra of comets
(e.g. Gehrz & Ney 1992; Hanner & Bradley 2004; Wooden et al.
2017; Chornaya et al. 2020b). The presence of weakly absorbing
particles also is required to fit the aperture-averaged polarimetric
observations of numerous comets (Zubko et al. 2014, 2016, 2020;
Chornaya et al. 2020a), including comet C/1975 V1 (West) whose
polarimetric response in the V filter resembles what we found in
46P/Wirtanen (see Fig. 1).
Comet 46P/Wirtanen reveals a systematically lower positive
polarization in its inner coma on all epochs presented in Fig. 3.
This observation supports the presence of the circumnucleus halo.
However, it is worth noting that the halo could be hidden by dusty
jets in comets (Hadamcik & Levasseur-Regourd 2003a). Unlike
the circumnucleus halo, dusty jets and arcs produce no negative
polarization at small phase angles; whereas, at large phase angles
their positive polarization attains values considerably larger than
in the whole comet (e.g. Hadamcik & Levasseur-Regourd 2003a,b;
Hines et al. 2014). The polarimetric response of dusty jets in comets
is consistent with the domination of highly absorbing carbonaceous
particles (e.g. Zubko et al. 2013, 2015). Note that micron-sized
particles with such chemical composition have been indeed found
in comets in situ (e.g. Fomenkova et al. 1992).
Although no jet-like structures with a strong positive polarization
appear on the maps in Fig. 3, large positive polarization in the outer
coma is overall consistent with the presence of dusty jet activity.
It could happen that we cannot discriminate individual dusty jets
because of the large active surface on the 46P/Wirtanen nucleus.
Numerous jets evenly distributed over the nucleus may produce an
impression of the homogenized outflow of cometary dust to the
observer. However, this would be inconsistent with the negative
polarization at α = 18.1◦ in the innermost coma and low positive
polarization at larger phase angles. It would be a more plausible
suggestion that we observed a superposition of the halo and numerous
dusty jets.
We search for minimum values of the degree of linear polarization
PQ on the maps in Fig. 3 and plot them in Fig. 5 versus what
was found in the circumnucleus halo of comets C/1990 K1 (Levy),
C/1995 O1 (Hale–Bopp), 22P/Kopff, 47P/Ashbrook–Jackson, and
81P/Wild 2; the data adapted from Hadamcik & Levasseur-Regourd
(2003a,b). As one can see here, at α < 30◦ , 46P/Wirtanen reveals
somewhat weaker negative polarization and considerably stronger
positive polarization than the circumnucleus halo in other comets;
whereas, at α > 30◦ , they are much more consistent with one
another. This suggests that the circumnucleus halo was partially
hidden by jet activity in 46P/Wirtanen on its perihelion passage
and, to some extent, one week after that, interestingly, the minimum
value of positive polarization in the inner coma of 46P/Wirtanen
detected on 2018 December 10 at α = 32.6◦ appears in accordance with that on 2019 January 17, at α = 33.4◦ . This would
be consistent with a similarly small level of jet activity on both
epochs.
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Finally, an increase of the polarization on 2018 December 12 and
14, at α = 28.2◦ and 23.8◦ , respectively, could be explained as a
temporal increase of the concentration of the highly absorbing particles in the innermost coma of 46P/Wirtanen. Such particles produce
a high positive polarization at large α and no negative polarization
at small α (Zubko et al. 2012, 2013, 2014). Interestingly, their large
abundance in the coma on 2018 December 18 could also explain a
nearly zero polarization PQ of 46P/Wirtanen at α = 18.1◦ . Therefore,
the larger concentration of highly absorbing, carbonaceous particles
that appeared in 46P/Wirtanen on its perihelion passage could last
for a week or even longer. Our next observation was conducted
only two weeks later, and it revealed polarization consistent with the
pre-perihelion period. We note that the effect of the solar radiation
pressure is considerably greater for carbonaceous particles compared
to the silicate particles (Zubko et al. 2015). This implies that the
carbonaceous particles get swept out of the inner coma faster. As
a consequence, to keep their large concentration in the inner coma,
one needs to suggest a long-lasting ejection process; during, at least,
a week.
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Figure 3. Polarimetric images of comet 46P/Wirtanen during six epochs. The nucleus is located at the origin of coordinates (0,0).
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Figure 5. Minimum values of the degree of linear polarization PQ detected in the innermost coma of 46P/Wirtanen during the six epochs shown in Fig. 3.
Also shown are polarizations detected in the innermost coma of five other comets displaying circumnucleus halo features (data adapted from Hadamcik &
Levasseur-Regourd 2003a,b).

3.3 Colour of the inner coma in comet 46P/Wirtanen
Similar to the degree of linear polarization, photometric colour is
independent of the number of dust particles in a cometary coma and
therefore, it immediately addresses their microphysical properties.
We infer three colour indices m = B−V, V−R, and R−I in the

innermost coma of 46P/Wirtanen (aperture radius of ∼5000 km) that
have been compensated for the solar radiation colour in the Johnson–
Cousins photometric system (Holmberg et al. 2006). The results are
presented in Table 3. However, in the literature, photometric colour
of cometary dust is often characterized with the colour slope S’ that
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Figure 4. Asymmetry in spatial distribution of the polarization PU (left) and angle θ (right) in comet 46P/Wirtanen on 2018 December 18, at phase angle α =
18.1◦ . The nucleus is located at the origin of coordinates (0,0).
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Table 3. Colour indices and their corresponding colour slopes S’ measured in comet 46P/Wirtanen measured with aperture having radius of 5000 km.
Date, UTC

α,◦

B−V, mag

V−R, mag

R−I, mag

S’B−V , % per 0.1 μm

S’V−R , % per 0.1 μm

S’R−I , % per 0.1 μm

2019–02-08.503
2019–02-10.488

27.6
27.2

0.01 ± 0.15
0.09 ± 0.21

−0.16 ± 0.07
−0.07 ± 0.16

−0.14 ± 0.08
−0.13 ± 0.14

0.6 ± 11.5
6.9 ± 16.1

−16.7 ± 7.1
−7.5 ± 16.3

−8.7 ± 4.8
−8.1 ± 8.4

S =

20
10
−1
×
.
100.4m + 1 λ2 − λ1
0.4m

(7)

Here, λ1 and λ2 denote the effective wavelengths of the filters.
They are measured in μm and selected such that λ2 > λ1 . The colour
slope S’ is measured in per cent per 0.1 μm. Similar to m, S’ < 0
indicates blue colour and S’ > 0 indicates red colour.
Using equation (7) and effective wavelengths of the BVRI filters
λB = 0.433 μm, λV = 0.55 μm, λR = 0.64 μm, and λI = 0.79 μm,
we compute the colour slope S’ whose values also are presented in
Table 3. What immediately emerges from these data is that on 2019
February 8, dust in comet 46P/Wirtanen had a neutral colour in the
pair of B and V filters, and certainly a blue colour in two other pairs
of filters. Three days later, on February 10, the same part of the
46P/Wirtanen coma was neutral in all three pairs of filters.
It is significant that similar neutral and blue colour also was noticed
in comet West (see Zubko et al. 2014). However, our two photometric
observations may be insufficient to fully characterize the colour of the
dust in 46P/Wirtanen. Indeed, it was demonstrated in other comets
that colour can be subject to fast and dramatic variations in comets
(Lara et al. 2003; Weiler et al. 2003; Ivanova et al. 2017; Luk’yanyk
et al. 2019). Therefore, it is of high practical interest to compare
results of our photometric observations with what was reported by
other teams for 46P/Wirtanen. It is worth noting, however, that the
photometric colour of micron-sized dust particles is a function of
phase angle α (Zubko et al. 2014), which can make such comparisons
somewhat difficult.
We note that the dust of 46P/Wirtanen appears somewhat bluer
than that of Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko at a small phase
angles. Using the Bessel R and I filters, Sen et al. (2019) reported
S’ = (21.5 ± 6) per cent per 0.1 μm in Comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko; whereas, with a similar pair of filters we found a
colour slope of 46P/Wirtanen to be either about zero or slightly
negative. We did use a somewhat smaller aperture, 5000 km versus
11 000 km of Sen et al. (2019). It also is worth noting that colour
imaging revealed a decrease of reddening in the inner coma of
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (see fig. 7 of Sen et al. 2019).
For the 2018 apparition, Kelley et al. (2019) reported the colour
index g–r = (0.45 ± 0.02) mag of comet 46P/Wirtanen in the
PanSTARRS 1 photometric system. This colour index was not
compensated for the solar radiation, 0.39 mag (Kelley, private
communication). Thus, the comet 46P/Wirtanen was only slightly
red in appearance, g–r = (0.06 ± 0.02), in the second half of 2018
September. This result is consistent with our own finding. Kelley
et al. (2019) observed comet 46P/Wirtanen at α ≈ 23◦ , which is
quite close to our observations at α ≈ 27◦ . Moreover, Kelley et al.
(2019) considered the very innermost coma with an aperture radius of
∼3000 km, which is close to our 5000 km. The time period between
these two observations is approximately 5.5 month, and it would be
unreasonable to expect an exact match of the colour of 46P/Wirtanen
on both epochs.
Interestingly, Fink et al. (1998) reported a moderately red colour
of the continuum in 46P/Wirtanen on its 1997 apparition. This
conclusion was drawn from the fit of high-resolution spectra of
the comet. Schulz et al. (1998) also inferred continuum spectra
MNRAS 498, 1814–1825 (2020)

of 46P/Wirtanen from the same apparition. Although they did not
discuss the continuum colour, their Fig. 1 reveals all three options,
neutral, red, and blue colour of dust over the range of wavelength λ =
0.5–0.6 μm. About a half year prior to the 1997 perihelion passage,
when the comet was at rh = 2.99–1.83 au, Meech et al. (1997)
measured the coma colour using the broad-band BVRI filters. They
found that the coma plus nucleus was slightly redder than the Sun.
At the same heliocenetric distance, but ∼5.5 yr later, Boehnhardt
et al. (2002) detected an extremely red colour of the inner coma and
nucleus in 46P/Wirtanen, S’ = 47 per cent per 0.1 μm.
S’ reported in Boehnhardt et al. (2002), to our knowledge, differs
dramatically from all other results of photometric observations of the
46P/Wirtanen coma. Moreover, such colour slope also seems to be
outstanding for other comets. It is worth noting that the colour slope
of the 46P/Wirtanen nucleus was estimated to be S’ = 10 per cent
per 0.1 μm (Lamy et al. 1998) that makes it impossible to explain
the finding by Boehnhardt et al. (2002) by the contribution of the
nucleus. We can only suggest some peculiar activity in the inner
coma of 46P/Wirtanen during its observations by Boehnhardt et al.
(2002). As shown in Zubko et al. (2015), S’ = 47 per cent per 0.1 μm
unambiguously suggests a relatively strong wavelength dependence
of the imaginary part of refractive index Im(m), its difference at the
effective wavelengths of two filters should be not less than 0.03;
whereas, index n in the power-law size distribution of cometary dust
r−n takes on relatively small values, n < 2.5.

4 CONCLUSION REMARKS
We measure the degree of linear polarization in comet 46P/Wirtanen
using the broad-band Johnson V filter during two months embracing
its perihelion passage in 2018 December. The comet was available
for observations at phase angle ranging from α = 18.1◦ to 46.4◦ ,
which makes it somewhat difficult to infer the negative-polarization
and positive-polarization branches in 46P/Wirtanen. Although the
aperture-averaged polarization was very nearly zero at the lowest
phase angle, polarimetric image obtained on that epoch reveals
negative polarization in the vicinity of the 46P/Wirtanen nucleus, up
to PQ = −(1.44 ± 0.15) per cent. Moreover, about 1/4 of the coma
projected area within 5000 km from the nucleus were producing
negative linear polarization. Polarimetric imaging of other comets
have previously demonstrated a very strong negative polarization
in their innermost coma, up to PQ = −6 per cent (Hadamcik and
Levasseur-Regourd 2003a). This phenomenon is referred in the
literature as the circumnucleus halo. Therefore, our polarimetric
observations suggest the presence of the circumnucleus halo in
comet 46P/Wirtanen. This strong negative polarization is evidence of
weakly absorbing dust particles in the coma (e.g. Zubko et al. 2012).
While imaging polarimetry of other comets suggests the presence
of jet- and/or arch-like structures with strong positive polarization
(e.g. Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd 2003; Hines et al. 2014),
we do not find such features in the 46P/Writanen coma. Instead, we
detect a nearly isotropic growth of the degree of linear polarization
at cometocentric distances in excess of 5000 km. Polarization in this
area appears in good accordance with what was found in jets/arcs;
whereas, the isotropic appearance may suggest the existence of
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can be inferred from the colour index m as follows:
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numerous jets that merge together. The latter possibility is consistent
with the assumption of large active areas on the small 46P/Wirtanen
nucleus (e.g. Fink et al. 1998). The outer coma with high positive polarization hardly affects the aperture-averaged polarimetric
response (see Table 2). Nevertheless, its presence in 46P/Wirtanen
has a significant implication with regard to the small gaseous
contamination of the broad-band V filter measurements. Indeed, the
number of C2 molecules tends to increase with the distance from
the nucleus and therefore, their low-polarization response should be
more explicitly seen at larger projected distance. Instead, we observe
the opposite trend, the positive linear polarization unambiguously
grows with distance from the nucleus.
Polarimetric observations of 46P/Wirtanen α ≈ 32.6◦ –46.4◦ may
suggest that it belongs to comets with low maximum of positive
polarization Pmax (see Fig. 2; and Chernova et al. 1993; LevasseurRegourd et al. 1996). Coma in such comets is predominantly
populated by weakly absorbing particles (Zubko et al. 2016). On
the other hand, a low-Pmax comet is a rare object (e.g. Zubko et al.
2020). It is worth noting, however, that the polarimetric response in
46P/Wirtanen also closely resembles what was previously detected
in comet C/1975 V1 (West) with the broad-band V filter, but at
significantly larger aperture (∼80 000 km) (Kiselev & Chernova
1978). While the V-filter polarimetry of comet C/1975 V1 (West)
was limited to a relatively small phase angle, α < 52◦ , Kiselev
& Chernova (1978) also measured polarization in this comet using
a green-continuum filter, but over a much wider range of α. This
extended data set suggests that C/1975 V1 (West) belongs to the
high-Pmax comets. Interestingly, the photometric colour of comet
West was found to be either neutral or blue (see discussion of Zubko
et al. 2014), which is consistent with our photometric measurements
of 46P/Wirtanen. This similarity suggests a likeness of the dust
populations in both comets. In order to verify this similarity, one
needs to constrain Pmax in 46P/Wirtanen with greater confidence.
This goal could be achieved in future apparitions of the comet.
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ABSTRACT

In the framework of the worldwide ground-based campaign, long-slit spectroscopy of comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko was performed at the 6 m BTA telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory RAS in the post-perihelion period from 2015 November to 2016 April at
a heliocentric distance from 1.61 to 2.72 au. Strong CN and relatively weak C2 , C3 , and CO+
emissions were identified in the spectra of the comet on 2015 November 8 and December 9,
while NH2 emissions were only observed on November 8. In the spectrum derived on 2016
April 3, only the CN emission was found. The production rates of CN, C3 , and C2 are in
good agreement with data obtained by other authors. The value log[Q(C2 )/Q(CN)] = –0.43
corresponds to the carbon-chain depleted class of comets. The spectra of the comet show a
high level of the continuum referring to dust-rich comets. The dust production Afρ decreased
from 172 cm at r = 1.62 au to 55 cm at r = 2.72 au, which is close to data derived from
photometry at this telescope. The normalized gradient of the cometary dust reflectivity in the
3600–7070 Å spectral range varied from 12.5 ± 2 per cent 1000 Å−1 to 11.3 ± 2 per cent
1000 Å−1 , which is close to a mean spectral reddening of cometary dust of 11 ± 2 per cent
1000 Å−1 . In general, the photometric properties of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko
show that it is a typical Jupiter-family comet.
Key words: methods: data analysis – methods: observational – techniques: spectroscopic –
comets: general – comets: individual: 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Ground-based observations of comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P/(C–G)) started in 1982, but prior
to the Rosetta mission they were carried out quite sporadically.
To support the Rosetta mission of the European Space Agency
(ESA), a worldwide campaign of comet observations was begun
in 2003 (Schulz, Stüwe & Boehnhardt 2004). During the period
of 2003–2016, a large volume of data about the gas and dust
production rates in the comet was collected in the pre- and
post-perihelion periods for each apparition. A short review of
the results obtained during the last perihelion passage is given in
Snodgrass et al. (2017). This expanded dataset can be used for
analysing the physical characteristics of the comet and comparing
with the results of the Rosetta mission. In this paper, we present
 E-mail:
oivanova@ta3.sk (OVI);
kiselevnn42@gmail.com (NNK)

rosevera@mao.kiev.ua

(VKR);

the results of optical spectroscopy of comet 67P/(C–G) obtained
in post-perihelion periods from 2015 November to 2016 April at
the 6 m BTA telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory
(Russia) (hereafter SAO). We describe the main characteristics of
our observations, the data reduction, and discuss the main results.

2 O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D R E D U C T I O N
The long-slit optical spectroscopy of comet 67P/(C–G) was performed during three periods: on 2015 November 8 and December 9,
when the comet’s heliocentric distance r increased from 1.62 to
1.84 au, its geocentric distance  decreased from 1.80 to 1.72 au,
and its phase angle α was between 33◦ and 31◦ , and on 2016
April 3, at r = 2.72 au,  = 1.81 au, and α = 10.4◦ . Observations were carried out at the primary focus f/4 of the 6 m BTA
telescope of the SAO with a multimode focal reducer SCORPIO-2.
The instrument is described in more detail by Afanasiev & Moiseev
(2011) and Afanasiev & Amirkhanyan (2012).
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Figure 1. Image of comet 67P/(C–G) and the position of the slit during the observations. North (N), East (E), sunward direction (), and scale bar are
indicated. Narrow boxes across the comet mark the position of the slit on each observation date.
Table 1. Log of the observations of comet 67P/(C−G).
UT

date

2015 Nov. 8.078
2015 Dec. 9.093
2016 Apr. 3.913

r (au)

 (au)

α (deg)

PAslit (deg)

Grating/image scale (arcsec)

Texp (s)

N

Spectral domain (Å)

1.615
1.844
2.723

1.798
1.721
1.807

33.2
31.8
10.4

295.4
294.8
128.9

VPHG1200@540/0.18 × 0.36
VPHG2400@415/0.36 × 0.71
VPHG1200@540/0.18 × 0.36

2400
3000
2800

6
5
4

3600–7100
3500–5100
3600–7100

The spectra were obtained with two grisms using a volumephase holographic grating (VPHG) combined with a long, narrowslit mask. A VPHG1200G grism and a slit with dimensions of
6.1 arcmin × 1.0 arcsec were used in 2015 November and
2016 April. They provided an effective wavelength region of
3600−7070 Å with 5 Å spectral resolution. In 2015 December,
a VPHG2400 grism with a 6.1 arcmin × 2.0 arcsec slit provided a
spectral range of 3600−5100 Å with a spectral resolution of 4 Å.
The slit was oriented along the comet’s velocity vector in the 2015
November and December observation sets and along the extended
Sun–comet radius vector for observations obtained in 2016 April
(Fig. 1). The date of observation (the mid-cycle time), the heliocentric r and geocentric  distances, the phase angle α, the position
angle of the slit PAslit , the grating/image scale, the total exposure
time during the night Texp , the number of spectra N, and the spectral
domain are listed in Table 1.
Primary reduction of spectral data was performed using the
codes developed at the SAO operating in an IDL1 environment.
It included bias-frame subtraction, removal of cosmic ray traces,
flat-field correction with the spectrum of a built-in lamp with a
continuous spectrum, spectral line curvature compensation, wavelength calibration, and representation of the data in an evenly
spaced wavelength scale. The night-sky spectrum was removed
using its level measured in each column over the zones free of the
cometary coma.
The spectrophotometric standard star Feige 56 (Oke 1990) was
observed to fulfil absolute calibration. To provide flat-field corrections, we observed a smoothed spectrum of an incandescent lamp

for spectral data. We obtained the spectra of the He–Ne–Ar lamp
to perform wavelength calibrations. The transparency of the Earth’s
atmosphere for the SAO was taken from Kartasheva & Chunakova
(1978).

3 DATA A N A LY S I S
To analyse the energy distribution in the cometary spectrum and
search for possible molecular emissions, one-dimensional spectra
were built by adding up the counts along the slit within ±25 arcsec
from the nucleus. To isolate the emission spectrum of the comet, we
subtracted the scaled solar spectrum from the cometary spectrum.
We used a solar spectrum (Neckel & Labs 1984) to fit the continuum. The solar spectrum was convolved to the resolution of our
spectra with an appropriate instrumental profile and normalized to
the flux from the comet around 5000 Å. The final spectra of comet
67P/(C–G) were obtained by multiplying the solar spectrum by a
polynomial.
The observed spectrum of the comet with the superimposed continuum is depicted in Figs 2(a), 3(a), and 4(a) for 2015 November
8, 2015 December 9, and 2016 April 3, respectively. The polynomials used are displayed in Figs 2(c), 3(c), and 4(c). The emission
spectra of the comet were obtained by subtracting the calculated
continuum from the observed spectrum (see Figs 2(b), 3(b), and
4(b)). The continuum of the comet shows a reddening effect up to
4400−4500 Å in the November–December period and to 6400 Å
in 2016 April.
3.1 Emissions

1

http://www.harrisgeospatial.com/ProductsandTechnology/Software/
IDL.aspx

For identification of the observed emission features, we used theoretical spectra of well-known molecules in comets. For theoretical
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Figure 2. Spectrum of comet 67P/(C–G) obtained on 2015 November 8: (a) the observed spectrum of the comet with the superimposed continuum; (b) the
emission spectrum; (c) the applied polynomial correction to the solar spectrum.

calculations, we used the thermodynamic equilibrium assumption,
where vibration and rotation energy levels are populated according
to the Boltzmann distribution. The rotational and vibrational temperatures were considered as parameters to calculate the intensities
of individual lines (Arpigny 1972, 1976). The observed spectrum
was corrected for the Doppler effect.
Strong CN and relatively weak C2 , C3 , and CO+ emissions were
identified in the spectra of comet 67P/(C–G) on 2015 November 8
and December 9. NH2 emissions were observed in the spectra of
comet 67P/(C–G) on 2015 November 8. Only the CN emission was
detected in the spectrum of the comet on 2016 April 4.
CN: The (v = +1, v = 0) vibration bands of the violet system
of CN belonging to the electronic transition B2  + –X2  + were
detected in the blue spectral region in three periods of observations.
The LIFBASE spectral simulation program of Luque & Crosley
(1999) was used to calculate the CN spectra. The spectral lines
attributed to the rotational transitions allowed us to resolve them
in December only. For the two other observations (2015 November
and 2016 April), the moderate spectral resolution of our spectra did
not allow us to resolve them.
C3 : We detected some emission features of C3 for the observations obtained in November and December. For identification, we
used data from the literature (Gausset et al. 1965).
CO+ : In our spectra taken in November–December, we detected
some weak features that originated from the A2 –X2  electronic
transition. The database of Kim (1994) was used for calculations of
the theoretical spectrum.

C2 : We detected three vibrational band systems of C2 (v =
+1, v = 0, v = –1) corresponding to the electronic transition
A3 g –X3 u , which were obtained in November and December,
respectively. To calculate these emissions, we used the line list derived from the laboratory measurements of Phillips & Davis (1968).
NH2 : We detected weak emissions of NH2 in cometary spectra obtained in 2015 November in a spectral range from 4900 to
6800 Å. The emissions of NH2 were attributed to the electronic
transition A2 A1 –X2 B1 . The laboratory measurements of NH2 derived by Dressler & Ramsay (1959) and Johns, Ramsay & Ross
(1976) were used to identify these features in our spectra.
3.2 Gas production rate
The Haser model (Haser 1957) supposing isotropic gas outflow from
the nucleus and constant gas velocity is usually used to determine
gas production rates. Model calculations involve the full flux inside
a specified aperture. As soon as we obtain the spectrum from the
regions captured by the slit of the spectrograph, it is necessary to do
a corresponding correction. To calculate this aperture correction, we
took into account both the ratio between the slit areas and the circular
aperture and the observed brightness distribution along the slit.
The estimated values of the gas production rate substantially
depend on the g-factor and scale length parameters for the parent
and daughter molecules used in the model. In our calculations, we
used the g-factor for C2 (v = 0) presented in A’Hearn et al. (1995).
The characteristic scales for the parent and daughter molecules
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Figure 3. Spectrum of comet 67P/(C–G) obtained on 2015 December 9. Designations are the same as in Fig. 2.

of CN and C2 were taken from Langland-Shula & Smith (2011).
The g-factor for the CN (0–0) band is dependent on the heliocentric velocity of the comet; thus, we used the values presented by
Schleicher (2010). To calculate the gas production rate of NH2
(0,9,0), the fluorescence efficiency factor was taken from Kawakita
et al. (2001). The parent and daughter scale lengths for NH2 and
outflow velocity dependence of vH2 O = 1.0r −0.5 km s−1 were taken
from the paper of Langland-Shula & Smith (2011). Table 2 shows
the gas production rates of CN, C3 , C2 , and NH2 and the ratio
of production rates of C2 and C3 to CN in comet 67P/(C–G). In
Fig. 5, we present the dependence of the CN, C3 , C2 , and NH2
production rates on the heliocentric distance according to data from
different authors. Dashed lines show the best power-law fit to the
post-perihelion data, while there are not enough observational data
before perihelion to approximate a fit.

4 D U S T P RO D U C T I O N R AT E
In order to compare the measurements of the dust production taken
in different epochs, observation sites, and different viewing geometries, we used the quantity Afρ. According to A’Hearn et al. (1984),
an expression for deriving Afρ is as follows:
Af ρ =

(2r)2 Fc
,
ρ Fsun

(1)

where A is the average Bond albedo, f is the filling factor of grains
within an aperture, ρ is the projected radius of a diaphragm at the
distance of the comet in cm, r is the heliocentric distance in au,  is
the geocentric distance in cm, Fc is the mean flux from the comet,
and Fsun is the solar flux in the same wavelength range (both in
erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1 ) taken from Arvesen, Griffin & Pearson (1969).
Equation (1) is commonly applied when the dust production rate
and the velocities of the ejected particles are constants. For such
an ideal steady-state coma, Afρ is independent of aperture and can
be used to derive the lower limit of the dust production rate and to
compare the activities of different comets.
The continuum flux was determined from the long-slit spectra at
wavelengths of 4450 and 5260 Å, which correspond to the central
wavelength of the continuum filters BC and GC of the HB filter set
(Farnham, Schleicher & A’Hearn 2000). Calculating the aperture
correction, we took into account the ratio between the slit areas
and the circular aperture and the observed brightness distribution
along the slit. Table 3 presents the Afρ values for three periods of
observations.
The obtained parameters Afρ for the comet were used to calculate the dust mass production rate (Newburn & Spinrad 1985;
Weiler et al. 2003; Fink & Rubin 2012). Following Newburn &
Spinrad (1985),
⎡a
⎤
max
ρd (a) · a 3 · f (a)da ⎦ ,
(2)
QM = QN (4π/3) · ⎣
amin
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Figure 4. Spectrum of comet 67P/(C–G) obtained on 2016 April 3. Designations are the same as in Fig. 2.
Table 2. Gas production rates in comet 67P/(C−G).
Q (mol s−1 )
UT

date

2015 Nov. 8.078
2015 Dec. 9.093
2016 Apr. 3.913

CN

C3

7.05 ×
2.24 × 1024
5.3 × 1023

1.01 ×
0.72 × 1024
–

1024

C2
1024

where ρd (a) = ρ0 − ρ1 (a/(a + a2 )) is the grain density with ρ0 =
3000 kg m−3 , ρ1 = 2200 kg m−3 and a2 = 2 μm. f (a) is the particle
size distribution, where a is the grain radius and amin and amax are
the minimal and maximal grain radii. The lower and upper limits of
the dust grain radii are 1 μm and 1 cm, respectively (Fornasier et al.
2015; Moreno et al. 2016). For our estimations, we used two types
of particle size distribution based on physical parameters presented
by Rotundi et al. (2015). The dust number rate is given by
⎡a
⎤−1
max
(f (a) · a 2 /v(a))da ⎦ , (3)
QN = Af ρ · [2π p(λ) (α)]−1 · ⎣
amin

where v(a) is the ejection velocity of dust particles. The dust outflow
velocity v, which depends on particle size, was calculated according
to v = kr −0.5 a −0.5 (Hayward, Hanner & Sekanina 2000).The Afρ
parameters presented in Fig. 6 and numerical values of the dust
mass production rate are listed in Table 3.
Based on the observed data for comet 67P/(C–G) obtained from
the 1982 to 2015 apparitions, we made power-law fits to the preand post-perihelion data (see Figs 5 and 6). Averaged values of the

2.62 ×
–
–

NH2
1024

3.54 ×
–
–

1025

log[C2 /CN]

log[C3 /CN]

−0.43
–
–

−0.84
−0.49
–

exponent n in the relation Q ∝ r–n for gas and dust production rates
Q are presented in Table 4.

5 DISCUSSION
We analysed the spectra of comet 67P/(C–G) for three postperihelion periods of observations. On 2015 November 8, species
belonging to the CN, C3 , CO+ , C2 , and NH2 molecules were detected. The CN bands were the strongest in the spectrum, while C2
(Swan system) was quite weak. Observations of the comet on 2015
December 9 showed strong CN emission and weak C3 and CO+
emissions. The latest spectral observations of the comet carried out
on 2016 April 3 showed only weak CN (0–0) emission, and the dust
continuum was rather high. The production rates of C3 , C2 , and
NH2 molecules were relatively low in comparison with the production rate of CN molecules. The log[Q(C2 )/Q(CN)] production ratio
was −0.43 for the November epoch, while the log[Q(C3 )/Q(CN)]
ratio was −0.84 in November and −0.49 in December. These
values are in good agreement with those derived by other authors (De Almeida, Singh & Burgoyne 1989; Cochran et al. 1992;
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Figure 5. Production rates of CN, C2 , C3 , and NH2 in comet 67P/(C–G) as a function of the heliocentric distance. Open and closed symbols designate all
available data obtained during the pre-perihelion and post-perihelion observations in different apparitions, respectively. For comparison, we used all available
data obtained in the following apparitions: 1982–1983 (Cochran et al. 1992; Feldman et al. 2004; Schleicher 2006); 1995–1996 (Weiler et al. 2004; Schleicher
2006; Snodgrass et al. 2013); 1999–2004 (Lowry et al. 2003, 2012; Kidger 2003; Schulz et al. 2004; Lara et al. 2005; Lamy et al. 2006; Ishiguro 2008; Tubiana
et al. 2008; Snodgrass et al. 2013); 2006–2010 (Tubiana et al. 2008; Lara et al. 2011; Tozzi et al. 2011; Snodgrass et al. 2013; Guilbert-Lepoutre et al. 2014);
2014–2016 (Snodgrass et al. 2016a, b; Boehnhardt et al. 2016; present work). We also included upper limits of production rates of CN, C2 , and C3 calculated
by Guilbert-Lepoutre et al. (2014) (CN: open circles with down-pointing arrows) and Snodgrass et al. (2016a) (CN, C2 , C3 : open triangles with down-pointing
arrows). Dashed lines show the best power-law fits to the post-perihelion data.
Table 3. Measured Afρ values and calculated dust production rate QM for comet 67P/(C–G).

Afρ a (cm)
UT

date

2015 Nov. 8.087
2015 Dec. 9.093
2016 Apr. 4.928

r (au)

α (deg)

4450 Å

5260 Å

1.615
1.844
2.723

33.2
31.8
10.4

148 ± 11
89 ± 8
47 ± 7

172 ± 14
–
55 ± 9

v (m

n = 3b
4450 Å

s−1 )

39–152
37–142
31–116

70
39
17

QM (kg s−1 )

81
–
20

18
10
4

n = 4b
5260 Å
20
–
5

Notes: a the geometric albedo of the particles was taken as 0.065 (Moreno et al. 2016); b the power index in the adopted particle size distribution
f(a) ∼ a−n .

A’Hearn et al. 1995; Snodgrass et al. 2016a). Thus, our results confirmed that comet 67P/(C–G) is carbon-chain depleted. Our calculations of gas production rates for comet 67P/(C–G) showed values
close to those typical for Jupiter-family comets (Langland-Shula &
Smith 2011).

CN is expected to be the strongest emission feature in the visible range and has usually been detected at heliocentric distances
near 3 au. However, in previous apparitions, namely in 1982, CN
was observed in comet 67P/(C–G) beginning from 2.02 au before
its perihelion passage (Cochran et al. 1992), whereas in the 1996
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Figure 6. Dust production rates in the logAfρ −logr representation based on all available data for the 1982–1983 (pre-perihelion – Feldman et al. 2004;
Schleicher 2006; post-perihelion – Schleicher 2006), 1995–1996 (pre-perihelion – Snodgrass et al. 2013; post-perihelion – Weiler et al. 2004; Schleicher
2006), 1999–2004 (Lowry et al. 2003; post-perihelion – Kidger 2003; Schulz et al. 2004; Lara et al. 2005; Lamy et al. 2006; Ishiguro 2008; Tubiana et al.
2008; Snodgrass et al. 2013), 2006–2010 (pre-perihelion – Tubiana et al. 2008; Lara et al. 2011; Tozzi et al. 2011; Snodgrass et al. 2013; Guilbert-Lepoutre
et al. 2014; post-perihelion – Lara et al. 2011; Snodgrass et al. 2013), and 2014–2016 (pre-perihelion – Snodgrass et al. 2016b; post-perihelion – Boehnhardt
et al. 2016; present work) apparitions of comet 67P/(C–G). Dashed and solid lines are the best power-law fits to the pre-perihelion and post-perihelion data,
respectively.
Table 4. Average values of the exponent n in the gas (CN, C3 , C2 ) and dust (Afρ) production rates in comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko.
Parameter n in Q ∝ r–n
ra (au)

CN

post-perihelion
1.25−2.89

3.29 ± 0.46 (48)

ra (au)
1.25−5.72

2002
2.85 ± 0.27 (25)

C3

C2

4.98 ± 0.91 (19)
2.04 ± 0.54 (22)
Parameter n in Afρ ∝ r–n
2009
2015
3.14 ± 0.12 (30)b
2.37 ± 0.04 (110)b
3.60 ± 0.10 (5)c
2.80 ± 0.09 (55)c

NH2
4.63 ± 0.74 (5)
all data
2.47 ± 0.07 (150)b
2.72 ± 0.10 (100)c

Notes: a the range of heliocentric distances; b and c indicate that the exponent n is taken from the best power-law fit to the
pre-perihelion and post-perihelion data, respectively. The number in parentheses corresponds to the number of datapoints used
for the fit.

apparition, the CN emission was first detected in the spectra of the
comet at 1.6 au before perihelion (Snodgrass et al. 2016a). In the
2009 and 2015 apparitions, no gas species were detected within a
range of heliocentric distances from about 4 to 2.2 au (GuilbertLepoutre et al. 2014). In contrast, in the post-perihelion period,
emission lines of CN, C2 , and C3 were observed almost to 2.9 au.
As one can see in Fig. 5, production rates of these species in preperihelion are typically an order of magnitude lower than those at
the same post-perihelion distances. The asymmetry of the CN, C3 ,
and C2 production rates around perihelion is probably related to the
low activity of the comet before perihelion passage and increasing
activity after that. After perihelion passage, very similar changes in
the CN, C3 , and C2 productivity with distance from the Sun were
observed (Schulz et al. 2004). These variations of the gas production rates are probably correlated with the changes in activity of the
comet over the same period (see the light curves of the comet on
Kidger’s websitess2 ).

2 http://www.observadores-cometas.com/cometas/67p/lightcurve.html.

The dust production in comet 67P/(C–G), presented by the
Afρ value, was measured during previous perihelion passages on
1982 November 12, 1996 January 18, 2002 August 18, and 2009
February 28 by many authors (Lowry, Fitzsimmons & CollanderBrown 2003; Kidger 2003; Feldman, A’Hearn & Festou 2004;
Schulz et al. 2004; Weiler, Rauer & Helbert 2004; Lara et al. 2005;
Lamy et al. 2006; Schleicher 2006; Ishiguro 2008; Tubiana et al.
2008; Lara et al. 2011; Tozzi et al. 2011; Snodgrass et al. 2013;
Guilbert-Lepoutre et al. 2014). The Afρ values varied from 813 cm
close to perihelion to about 7 cm at large heliocentric distances,
5.7 au. As in the case of gas production rates, before perihelion the
dust production was significantly lower than after perihelion (see
Fig. 6). Guilbert-Lepoutre et al. (2014) found variations of the Afρ
values from 18 to 73 cm in the pre-perihelion period of the comet
within a range of heliocentric distances from 3 to 2.2 au. Snodgrass et al. (2013) reported details of the dust productivity in the
comet in the period from 1995 to 2010 for pre- and post-perihelion
passages when the heliocentric distance changed from 5.61 to 1.25
au; Tozzi et al. (2011) presented observations of the comet at four
epochs during the inbound phase before it reached its perihelion in
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2009 February. The authors detected anomalous enhancement of
the dust density of the cometary coma towards the nucleus, which
can be explained by a very slowly expanding dust cloud. Analysis of the variations of the Afρ values from 2015 August to
2016 May showed that the dust coma of the comet was not
in a ‘quasi-steady-state’ (Boehnhardt et al. 2016). According to
our observations, comet 67P/(C–G) showed the dust production
typical for these heliocentric distances (see Fig. 6) despite the
significant activity of the comet during our whole observation
period.
An analysis of archival images of comet 67P/(C–G) obtained
during all previously observed apparitions made it possible to predict the activity of the comet over the 2014–2015 time period
(Snodgrass et al. 2013); the predictions were largely confirmed
during the 2014–2016 Rosetta mission observations. The earliest
ground-based observations (in 2013 and early 2014) showed that
the comet appeared as an inactive point source, although photometry and observations from Rosetta/OSIRIS indicated that detectable
activity started in early 2014, when the solar distance was more than
4 au (Snodgrass et al. 2016a; Tubiana et al. 2015). The comet was
detected to be active in ground-based observations during 2014,
showing a short tail, and in 2015 it was considerably brighter, with
an extended coma and a long tail showing a similar appearance
through perihelion (Snodgrass et al. 2017). All gaseous emissions
(CN, C3 , and C2 ) were detected in the spectra of the comet close
to the perihelion passage (Fig. 5). Even the strong CN emissions,
which have been observed at large heliocentric distances in some
comets (Korsun, Ivanova & Afanasiev 2008; Ivanova et al. 2016),
have been detected in this comet starting from only 2.2 au, closer to
perihelion (see Fig. 5). There is a significant asymmetry of gas productivity prior to and after perihelion passage. A general analysis
of the data shows that the asymmetry can be traced up to perihelion, with much lower gas productivity just before perihelion and
about a month after it. Snodgrass et al. (2016a) explained the asymmetry of CN (including last pre-perihelion observations in 2014)
with a variety of causes, including possible general low comet activity, or suggesting that comet 67P/(C–G) contains less HCN in
general, as well as the seasonal effects that depend on illumination of different parts of the cometary nucleus (Keller et al. 2015;
Sierks et al. 2015). However, the most probable explanation could
be a thermal-wave lag (Guilbert-Lepoutre et al. 2014; Snodgrass
et al. 2016a), where the wave did not reach the inner layers of the
cometary nucleus, thereby reducing the comet’s total activity on
the inbound part of the orbit, where the nucleus is being heated up.
In contrast with the gas productivity asymmetry before and after
perihelion, the dust productivity of the comet (Fig. 6) appears to be
more symmetric. Comet 67P/(C–G) is classified as dusty (Kiselev
& Velichko 1998; Snodgrass et al. 2016a), but according to analysis
of the productivity of the comet, its dust/gas ratio is lower than
in other short-period comets observed in the infrared range, especially before perihelion passage (Hanner et al. 1985). Snodgrass
et al. (2016a) compared the water production rates obtained from
the MIRO instrument with ground-based observations of the dust
productivity of the comet and obtained a mass dust/gas ratio much
higher (in the upper limits) than the value obtained with Rosetta
(Rotundi et al. 2015). The authors supposed that their results were
possibly related to the low dust velocities in the comet measured by
OSIRIS and GIADA on Rosetta (Rotundi et al. 2015), or that the
main drivers of the dust were more volatile compounds (e.g. CO,
CO2 ).
The normalized reddening of the dust continuum in comet
67P/(C–G) has been determined by many authors in different

apparitions. For this, the expression for the normalized reflectivity gradient S (λ1 , λ2 ) = (dS/dλ)/Smean , where dS/dλ is the rate of
change of the reflectivity with respect to the interval λ1 to λ2 and
Smean is the mean reflectivity in the observed wavelength range
(Jewitt & Meech 1986). This gradient depends on the wavelengths
of observations and decreases as the wavelength increases. According to spectroscopic data obtained by Storrs, Cochran & Barker
(1992) during 1982−1983, dust reddening was equal to 24 ± 1 per
cent 1000 Å−1 at wavelengths from 3700 to 6400 Å. From the postperihelion observations on 1996 February 10, when the comet was
at r = 1.33 au, Weiler et al. (2004) defined the mean colour gradient
as (−0.7 ± 5.1) per cent 1000 Å−1 in the interval of 4070−4600 Å.
This small value was possibly caused by C3 contamination.
Schleicher (2006) obtained an average value of reddening of 30 ± 42
per cent 1000 Å−1 for the period 1982−1996. From post-perihelion
observations of the comet in the 2003 apparition, Lamy et al. (2006)
obtained the value 32 ± 6 per cent 1000 Å−1 at r ≈ 2.5 au. Observations of the comet at heliocentric distances ranging from 2.37
to 2.48 au allowed Lara et al. (2005) to deduce that the cometary
coma had a rather neutral reflectivity gradient, 0.055 ± 0.02 per
cent 1000 Å−1 . Tubiana et al. (2008, 2011) observed the comet
at large heliocentric distances, from 4.6 to 5.6 au, and estimated
a mean reddening that changed within a range of 10 to 12 per
cent 1000 Å−1 . A spectral slope of 18 per cent 1000 Å−1 for a
wavelength range between 4400 and 5400 Å was obtained from
pre-perihelion observations of the comet in 2014 (Snodgrass et al.
2016a). Moreover, the spectral slope of ∼4 per cent 1000 Å−1 was
found to be less steep at 8000 Å, compared with the blue region,
∼24 per cent 1000 Å−1 . Similar behavior of the spectral slope of
5–25 per cent 1000 Å−1 below 8000 Å and 1.5–5 per cent 1000 Å−1
in the near-IR was obtained from the VIRTIS instrument on Rosetta
(Capaccioni et al. 2015). Ciarniello et al. (2015) presented spectral
slope values of ∼20 per cent 1000 Å−1 in the visible and 3.3 per
cent 1000 Å−1 in the IR, which supported previous results obtained
from VIRTIS. A higher value of spectral slopes of 11–16 per cent
1000 Å−1 was reported from the Rosetta/OSIRIS instrument (Fornasier et al. 2015), but this difference could be related to a slightly
different wavelength interval and different solar phase angle range.
The effect of reddening of cometary dust was also marked in our
long-slit spectra obtained in 2015 November and 2016 April within
the wavelength interval of 3600−7070 Å. For this period, the normalized reddening of the dust varied a little bit, from 12.5 ± 2 to
11.3 ± 2 per cent 1000 Å−1 . This indicates that the dust particles
of the comet were larger than the wavelength. It is possible that
the above-mentioned differences of the dust reddening in comet
67P/(C−G) were due to differences in the heliocentric distances
and phase angles of observations. However, Jewitt & Meech (1986)
noted that dust properties of comets differ so widely that any phase
angle or heliocentric distance dependence of the continuum colour
is hidden.
The results of our ground-based observations of comet
67P/(C−G) are indeed complementary to the Rosetta mission.
Comparative analysis of the ground-based observations and measurements with the spacecraft makes it possible to have a better
understanding of the processes in comets, in particular: (1) the relationship between parent and daughter molecules; (2) how activity
differs in the vicinity of the nucleus and in the distant coma; and
(3) how the scattering properties of dust particles deposited on the
67P/(C−G) surface and those forming the coma correlate with one
another.
It is important to stress that our ground-based observations do
not duplicate the Rosetta measurements (this is impossible due to
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the significant difference in facilities utilized), but they are supplementary to one another. Our spectral observations in the visible
cover epochs from 2015 November to 2015 April, which correspond
to the post-perihelion motion of the comet. We detected daughter
molecules, calculated the corresponding gas production rates, and
their variations over the heliocentric distances. The measurements
conducted by Rosetta covered a wider spectral range, from the
UV through the sub-millimetre waveband, that made it possible to
estimate water production and investigate the spatial distribution of
CO2 , OH, NH2 , NH, and CN molecules over the cometary coma
(Gulkis et al. 2015; Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2016; Bodewits et al.
2016; Migliorini et al. 2016). Despite the enormous amount of
Rosetta results, to our knowledge only spectral data corresponding
to the comet being near its perihelion have been published to date.
This makes it difficult to compare the Rosetta findings with our
ground-based observations.
Nevertheless, our observational results on the daughter molecules
CN, C2 , and C3 appear to be in good accordance with the spectral data obtained by VIRTIS, which detected similar daughter molecules in the coma during 2015 November–December
(Migliorini et al. 2016). The VIRTIS data, showing that the CN
emission lines have a great intensity, correlate quite well with our
ground-based observations, revealing the significant excess of the
CN emission over other daughter molecules. What also emerges
from our ground-based observations is that the gas emission lines
appear to be in noticeable contrast with the continuum emission
from dust that was observed mainly on the day side of the nucleus
(Migliorini et al. 2016). Furthermore, by comparing production
rates of CN and NH2 gases near perihelion (Bodewits et al. 2016)
with the OSIRIS measurements and our ground-based measurements of the comet over post-perihelion epochs, one can conclude
that there is a significant decrease of the gas production rate with
distance from the Sun.
We investigate an important question: how the colour slope of
the cometary coma varies with heliocentric distance. Comparative
analysis of the light-scattering properties of dust particles forming
a cometary coma and that of the nucleus is important for a better
understanding of the physical properties of cometary dust. The
colours of the nucleus and individual particles were measured by
Rosetta (Capaccioni et al. 2015; Filacchione et al. 2016; Hilchenbach et al. 2016). Analysis of data obtained from the VIRTIS instrument has shown very low reflectance of the nucleus (albedo
of 0.060 ± 0.003). Also, observations obtained at heliocentric
distances from 3.6 au to the frost line at 2.7 au showed that
the single-scattering albedo increases up to 30 per cent. The increasing water-ice abundance in the surface layers and partial removal of the dust layer are probably results of the increasing reflectance. However, as has been shown in laboratory experiments
(Shkuratov et al. 2004), there is a significant difference in the responses from single-scattering dust particles and surfaces composed of exactly the same particles. Ground-based observations
of 13 ecliptic comets indeed reveal a significant difference in the
colours of their nucleus and coma (Lamy & Toth 2009). The analysis of the spectral slopes of the nucleus of comet 67P/(C–G),
which was observed near perihelion with OSIRIS, showed a significant phase reddening for the nucleus, where the spectral slope increased from 11 to 16 per cent 1000 Å−1 in the 1.3−54◦ phase angle
range (Fornasier et al. 2015). The geometric albedo of 67P/(C–G) as
measured by VIRTIS (Ciarniello et al. 2015) is in good agreement
with results obtained from the OSIRIS instrument. Unfortunately,
to our knowledge, such data for the post-perihelion period are still
missing in the literature.

6 S U M M A RY
The main results provided by our observations can be summarized
as follows:
1) CN, C2 , C3 , and CO+ emissions were identified in the spectra
of comet 67P/(C–G) on 2015 November 8 and December 9. NH2
emissions were detected in the spectra on 2015 November 6.
2) On 2016 April 3, only the CN emission was detected in the
spectrum of the comet.
3) The value log[Q(C2 )/Q(CN)] = –0.43 corresponds to a
‘depleted’ class of comets.
4) The cometary activity level measured by the Afρ parameter
showed maximum values from 148 to 174 cm, while the minimal
Afρ values ranged from 47 to 55 cm at r = 2.72 au from the Sun.
5) Dust mass production rates obtained from Afρ were in the
range of 18–70, 10–39, and 4–17 kg s−1 on 2015 November, 2015
December, and 2016 April, respectively, depending on the chosen
particle size distribution.
6) The normalized reflectivity gradient of the dust decreased from
12.5 ± 2 to 11.3 ± 2 per cent 1000 Å−1 within a range of heliocentric
distances from 1.62 to 2.72 au.
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ABSTRACT

We present post-perihelion photometric and polarimetric observations of comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko performed at the 6-m telescope of the SAO RAS in the gsdss (465/65 nm), r-sdss (620/60 nm) and R filters. Observations in November and December
2015 and April 2016 covered the range of heliocentric distance 1.62–2.72 au and phase angle
33.2◦ –10.4◦ . The comet was very active. Two persistent jets and long dust tail were observed
during the whole observing period; one more jet was detected only in December. The radial
profiles of surface brightness, colour and polarization significantly differed for the coma, jets
and tail, and changed with increasing heliocentric distance. The dust production Afρ decreased
from 162 cm at r = 1.62 au to 51 cm at r = 2.72 au. The dust colour (g–r) gradually changed
from 0.8 mag in the innermost coma to about 0.4 mag in the outer coma. The spectral slope
was 8.2 ± 1.7 per cent/100 nm in the 465 to 620 nm wavelength domain. In November and
December, the polarization in the near-nucleus area was about 8 per cent, dropped sharply to
2 per cent at the distance above 5000 km and then gradually increased with distance from the
nucleus, reaching ∼8 per cent at 40 000 km. In April, at a phase angle 10.4◦ , the polarization
varied between –0.6 per cent in the near-nucleus area and –4 per cent in the outer coma. Circular polarization was not detected in the comet. The spatial variations of brightness, colour
and polarization in different structural features suggest some evolution of particle properties,
most likely decreasing the size of dust particles.
Key words: methods: data analysis – methods: observational – techniques: photometric – techniques: polarimetric – comets: general – comets: individual: 67P/Churyumov –
Gerasimenko.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (hereafter 67P/C-G), the target of the European Space Agency’s Rosetta mission, was discovered on 1969 September 11 by the Ukrainian astronomers K.
Churyumov and S. Gerasimenko. This is a short-period comet of
the Jupiter family, with a current orbital period of 6.45 yr.
Before the beginning of the Rosetta mission, comet 67P/C-G
had been poorly studied despite the fact that it was on the list of
nine comets selected as candidates for spacecraft missions Stardust
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and Rosetta. There were very few observations of this comet in the
1982–1983 and 1996–1997 apparitions. Meanwhile, for the comet,
the perihelion distance of which has undergone significant change
from 4 to 2.77 au in 1840−1959 yr (Beliaev 1974; Carusi et al. 1985;
Beliaev, Kresak & Pittich 1986), one would expect a significant
activity compared to the comets with stable orbits.
Intensive photometric and spectroscopic observations were carried out in 2002–2003 (and continued later) with HST, ESO’s telescopes, including the VLT, and other telescopes in different spectral
domains. The comet was found to be quite active around perihelion. Multiple jet-like structures in the coma and extended tail
were detected (Lara et al. 2005), namely, the sunward spike (antitail), neckline structure and broader tail formed by different populations of dust grains swept away from the cometary nucleus by the
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larimetric maps to facilitate a detailed characterization of the dust in
the comet. In Section 2, we describe the instrument used, the observations and data reduction. The large-scale structure of the comet,
brightness and colour profiles are discussed in Section 3. Our results on linear and circular polarimetry are described in Section 4.
The relationship between the measured polarization and colour is
analysed in Section 5, followed by the summary of our study.

2 I N S T RU M E N T, O B S E RVAT I O N S A N D DATA
REDUCTION
We observed comet 67P/C-G at the prime focus of the 6-m
telescope BTA (Big Telescope Alt-azimuth) with the multimode
focal reducer SCORPIO-2 of the Special Astrophysical Observatory (Russia) during three post-perihelion periods: on 2015
November 8 and December 9 and 2016 April 3–5. An offset guiding
was used during observations for accurately tracking the motion of
the comet. Observations were performed within the range of heliocentric distances (r) from 1.62 to 2.72 au, geocentric distances ()
from 1.81 to 1.72 au and phase angles (α) from 33.2◦ to 10.4◦ . The
SCORPIO-2 instrument was used in modes of CCD photometry
(hereafter called Image) and imaging linear and circular polarimetry (ImageLP and ImageCP, respectively). A 2048 × 2048 CCD
with 13.5 µm pixels (a pixel scale of 0.18 arcsec pixel−1 ) was used
as a detector. This matrix yields a full field of view of 6.1 × 6.1 arcmin, which is non-vignetted for the modes of direct images and for
imaging linear polarimetry with the dichroic analyser. To increase
the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) for weak structures in the coma, we
binned all observed images into 2 pixel bins prior to reduction and
analysis.

2.1 Photometric observations
The photometric observations of comet 67P/C-G were carried out
with the broad-band g-sdss (465/65 nm) and r-sdss (620/60 nm)
filters of the SDSS photometric system on 2015 November 8 and
with the r-sdss filter on 2015 December 9 and on 2016 April 3.
Observations of the twilight sky through the same filters were also
performed to provide flat-field corrections. We used the images of
the standard star Feige 56 obtained during different nights to control
the mean extinction coefficients and reference zero points for two
colour bands. To perform an absolute flux calibration of the comet
images, three field stars were used for each observation set.
The raw images were processed using the IDL-based software
developed at the SAO RAS, which included basic bias subtraction,
flat-field correction and removal of cosmic ray events. Since the
background spatial distribution is more correct on each individual
image than in the combined image, we performed background subtraction on each individual frame prior to image stacking. The sky
background intensity was measured at the edges of the frame free
from contamination from the coma, tail and background stars using
procedure of building histogram of counts in the image. The count
corresponding to the histogram maximum was considered to be the
sky background level which was then subtracted from √
the comet
image. The histogram width was approximately equal to Imax that
is a direct indication that the method works correctly. Moreover,
we compared the background values obtained with the histogram
method and with the method used in the paper by Afanasiev, Rosenbush & Kiselev (2014, see Section ‘Panoramic polarimetry mode
observations’). The sky background values derived by both methods
appeared to be very close.
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radiation pressure of the Sun before perihelion passage. The gas
and dust production rates were determined at different heliocentric
distances by many investigators (see Snodgrass et al. 2013 and references therein). The comet is a dusty one (Chernova, Kiselev &
Jockers 1993). However, it was found that no obvious 10-micron
silicate feature was present at 1.33 au (pre-perihelion), and the ratio
of dust/gas production was higher in other short-period comets observed in the infrared, particularly at pre-perihelion (Hanner et al.
1985). Even the peak value of Afρ at the outburst before perihelion,
equal to ∼450 cm, was a factor of ∼40 lower than the values of
20 000−30 000 cm measured for 1P/Halley in 1986 (Kidger 2003).
Dust trail precisely aligned along the projected orbit was detected
in different returns of the comet (Sykes & Walker 1992; Ishiguro
2008). It indicates an ejection of grains in the millimetre to centimetre range during the previous perihelion passage (Reach, Sykes
& Kelley 2003; Moreno et al. 2004; Kelley, Reach & Lien 2008).
There was an apparent reproducibility of perihelion outbursts over
various apparitions (in 1982–1983, 1996–1997, and 2002–2003)
that resulted in an increase in dust production of a factor of ∼3
(Kidger 2003). A low albedo derived for the dust grains (less than
0.05) seems plausible for mineral mixtures expected in cometary
grains (Hanner et al. 1985).
Polarimetric observations of comet 67P/C-G were extremely rare.
Myers and Nordsieck (1984) were the first who measured the polarization of the comet in continuum without molecular emission
lines contamination during the 1982−1983 apparition. The minimum degree of polarization of the comet was –1.9 ± 0.3 per cent at
the phase angle α = 12◦ . In the same apparition, polarimetric observations of the comet were performed with the IHW continuum filter
centred at 4845 Å and the molecular band filter for C2 (5140 Å)
(Chernova et al. 1993). Imaging polarimetric observations of comet
67P/C-G during its last apparition in 2008–2009, before the Rosetta
spacecraft rendezvous in 2014, were carried out by Hadamcik et al.
(2010) and Stinson et al. (2016). The relatively large variations in
polarization were observed in the inner coma of comet 67P/C-G,
up to 1 per cent, while the average value was 5.8 ± 0.4 per cent.
Imaging polarimetry of 67P/C-G was performed with the Hubble
Space Telescope from August 18 to November 18, 2014 (Hines
& Levasseur-Regourd 2016). Preliminary analysis shows that the
degree of polarization near the minimum of the negative polarization branch was ∼−2 ± 0.45 per cent that agrees with polarimetric
observations of 67P/C-G obtained during its previous apparitions.
Subsequently, these properties of comet 67P/C-G have been confirmed and refined during the recent international campaign of
ground-based observations of the comet supporting the Rosetta mission. This campaign covered the period from 2013 to July 2016, i.e.
long before Rosetta’s arrival to the comet and until nearly the end
of mission in 2016 September. Different telescopes, including the
largest ground-based and space-based ones, and various techniques
within a wide spectral range, from ultraviolet to radio, were used
to be able to compare results from Rosetta instruments and from
ground-based observations. A summary of the remote observations
and their first results and some comparison between the groundbased observations and the in situ results from Rosetta are presented
in Snodgrass et al. (2017).
We performed three post-perihelion sets of spectral, photometric
and polarimetric observations of comet 67P/C-G at the 6-m telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory within the framework of the ground-based support of the Rosetta mission. The main
results of spectral observations of the comet are described in details
in a separate paper by Ivanova et al. (2017b). In this paper, our
studies of comet 67P/C-G focus on coma structure, colour and po-
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2.2 Polarimetric observations
Imaging linear polarimetry of comet 67P/C-G immediately followed the photometric observations, with exception of the April
observations. We used the broad-band R (642/79 nm) filter of
the Johnson-Cousins photometric system on 2015 November 8
and December 9 and the r-sdss filter on 2016 April 5. On
December 9, imaging circular polarimetry of the comet was performed in the r-sdss filter.
For measurements of the degree of linear polarization of the
comet, we used the dichroic polarization analyser (called POLAROID) (Afanasiev & Amirkhanyan 2012). The analyser was
placed in three fixed positions at the angles +60◦ , 0◦ and −60◦ .
Using the intensities measured at three angles of the POLAROID,
I(x, y)0 , I(x, y)−60 and I(x, y)+60 , we calculated the Stokes Q and U
parameters in each point of the image with coordinates (x, y):
2I (x, y)0 − I (x, y)−60 − I (x, y)+60
I (x, y)0 + I (x, y)−60 + I (x, y)+60
√
3[I (x, y)+60 − I (x, y)−60 ]

U (x, y) =
I (x, y)0 + I (x, y)−60 + I (x, y)+60
Q (x, y) =

(1)

Here and further we use the Stokes parameters normalized to the
total intensity. The intrinsic values of the Stokes Q and U parameters
were calculated from Q (λ) and U (λ) using a simple rotational
transformation:
U = U  cos 2φ − Q sin 2φ
Q = U  sin 2φ + Q cos 2φ,

(2)

where ϕ is rotation angle between coordinate systems (Q , U ) and
(Q, U). The degree of linear polarization P and the observed position
angle of the polarization plane θ were calculated according to the
following expressions:

U
1
+ θ,
(3)
P = 100% Q2 + U 2 ; θ = arctan
2
Q
where θ is the correction for the zero-point of the position angle
of the polarization plane, which was obtained from observations of
the standard stars with well-known large interstellar polarization.
The Wollaston prism, designated as WOLL-1, was used as the
polarization analyser for the measurements of circular polarization

in comet 67P/C-G. The WOLL-1 separates the beam into the ordinary, Io (λ), and extraordinary, Ie (λ), rays by 5◦ that corresponds to
2 on the celestial sphere. We used the mask, with the size of 2 × 4
arcmin2 , to avoid overlapping of the areas with orthogonally polarized light. The rotating super-achromatic phase plate λ/4, inserted
in the divergent beam near the focal plane of the telescope, was oriented in such a way that the direction of the fast axis made the angle
45◦ with the direction of the main axis of the Wollaston prism. The
plate rotated by two fixed angles, 0◦ and 90◦ , and a series of pairs of
images Io (λ) and Ie (λ) in mutually perpendicular polarization planes
were obtained. In this case, the degree of circular polarization Pcirc
was defined according to Afanasiev & Amirkhanyan (2012) as:

Pcirc = V /I = 0.5

Io (λ) − Ie (λ)
Io (λ) + Ie (λ)





Io (λ) − Ie (λ)
− 0.5
,
Io (λ) + Ie (λ) φ=90
φ=0
(4)

where I and V are the first and fourth Stokes parameters. This measurement technique of circular polarization allows one to eliminate
the phase shift errors of the phase plate, but requires a stable atmosphere.
Quasi-simultaneous measurements of the parameters of linear
and circular polarization require a stable atmosphere. A change in
the atmosphere transparency per se, in the case of the double-beam
scheme of polarization measurements, has a small effect on the
accuracy of measurements of the normalized Stokes parameters.
However, the depolarization of the linearly polarized light by atmospheric particles leads to variations in the depolarization coefficient
D = Ie /Io at different exposures. The atmospheric stability was estimated from the variations of the mean normalized depolarization
in the cycle of measurements. Statistical variations of the depolarization, caused by the atmospheric instability, were small enough
relatively to systematic variations of D (less than 0.01) during the
measurement cycle for the different phase plate angles. The systematic changes in D were interpreted as a variation in the polarization
channel sensitivity and were taken into account in the polarization
calculations according to Afanasiev & Amirkhanyan (2012).
Since the achromatic phase plates have anisotropic optical multilayer coatings (layers), their parameters depend significantly on
the convergence of the beam in which they are installed. Installation of the phase plates in a parallel beam leads to a phase
shift, which depends on the distance from the centre of the field
of view, and ultimately to an emergence of instrumental polarization which depends on the position of the object in the field of view.
Due to this, the instrumental polarization can reach a value up to
2 per cent that is a significant value in measuring small polarization
(of the order of 0.05−0.1 per cent). Therefore SCORPIO-2 is designed to compensate this defect, namely, a phase plate is mounted
in a convergent (f/4) beam.
Each cycle of linear polarimetric observations consists of a series of frames obtained with POLAROID at three fixed position
angles +60◦ , 0◦ and −60◦ , whereas each cycle of circular polarimetric observations consists of a series of pairs of frames with the
quarter-wave plate set at two fixed angles 0◦ and 90◦ . The reduction
of the obtained polarimetric images was performed using standard
techniques of bias frame subtraction, flat-field correction and preparation of images for processing. Then, using the innermost isophots
of the comet images, all the images were reduced to a single photometric centre. To reach the highest S/N, the corrected frames were
stacked for each night of observation. Note that the S/N varied from
about 170 in the near-nucleus coma to about 20 in the outer region
of the coma, at distances 35 000−39 000 km.
MNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)
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The resulting sky-subtracted and flat-fielded individual composite frames were aligned to each other via the central brightness peaks
in the coma defined from isophots of the cometary coma. This procedure made it possible to centre the images with a precision of
about 0.1 px. Intensity maps were constructed by stacking together
all the photometric images taken with the same filter.
The averaged composite image provides faint details and extended structures in the coma. To highlight the low-contrast structures in the images, we have applied a combination of numerical
techniques and visual inspection. Among different enhancement
techniques (Samarasinha & Larson 2014), we applied a rotational
gradient method (Larson & Sekanina 1984), unsharping mask and
Gauss blurring. Since the different enhancement techniques affect
the image in different ways and to exclude spurious features after the
images have been enhanced, we applied each of the digital filters to
all individual exposures of the comet as well as to the same composite image to help in evaluating whether revealed features are real or
not. Thus, we derived the maps of intensity and colour, which provided information on large-scale morphology, dust production rate,
colour of the dust and its spatial distribution and surface brightness
profiles.
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Table 1. Log of the observations of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko.
UT Date

r (au)

 (au)

α (deg)

ϕ (deg)

D (km px−1 )

Filter

Texp (s)

N

Mode

2015 November 8.067
2015 November 8.073
2015 November 8.113
2015 December 9.059
2015 December 9.066
2015 December 9.081
2016 April 3.913
2016 April 5.928

1.615
1.615
1.615
1.844
1.844
1.844
2.723
2.723

1.798
1.798
1.798
1.721
1.721
1.721
1.807
1.807

33.2
33.2
33.2
31.8
31.8
31.8
10.4
10.4

295.6
295.6
295.6
294.8
294.8
294.8
128.9
128.9

235
235
235
225
225
225
236
236

g-sdss
r-sdss
R
r-sdss
R
r-sdss
r-sdss
r-sdss

360
180
360
360
900
540
80
2700

6
3
4
6
5
5
6
9

Image
Image
ImageLP
Image
ImageLP
ImageCP
Image
ImageLP
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about 0.1 − 0.2 px, for nights with better seeing this value was less
than 0.1 px.
A differential distortion across the field of view can also impact
the distribution of polarization over the coma. However, in our case
it was less than 0.1−0.2 px. These values are negligible relative to
the seeing value.
A detailed description of the observational technique, image processing, data reduction and the method of the calculation of polarization parameters with SCORPIO-2 can be found in Afanasiev
& Moiseev (2005) Afanasiev & Moiseev (2011), Afanasiev &
Amirkhanyan (2012), Afanasiev, Rosenbush & Kiselev (2014) and
Ivanova et al. (2017a).
All images of comet 67P/C-G were taken under photometric conditions. The seeing, determined by the atmospheric turbulence and
instrument optics, was stable around 1.7–1.9 arcsec. Information
about the observations is summarized in Table 1, where we have
listed the date of the observation (the mid-cycle time, UT), the heliocentric (r) and geocentric () distances, the phase angle of the
comet (α), the position angle of the extended Sun-comet radius
vector (ϕ), the size of 1 pixel at the comet distance (D); the filter,
the total exposure time during the night (brief Texp ), the number of
cycles of observations obtained in one night (N) and the mode of the
observation. The number of cycles denotes a number of observations
for each position angle of the phase plate, i.e. one cycle corresponds
to the observations at all above-mentioned angles: three for the measurements of linear polarization and two for the measurements of
circular polarization.
3 I M AG I N G P H OT O M E T RY: R E S U LT S
3.1 Large-scale morphology
Fig. 1 shows the direct images of comet 67P/C-G, relative isophots,
and the images treated with digital filters. The upper two rows show
images of the comet in two broad-band filters, g-sdss and r-sdss,
on 2015 November 8 and the bottom two rows display the comet
in r-sdss filter on 2015 December 9 and 2016 April 3, respectively.
Even though the comet moved from 1.62 to 2.72 au over the course
of our observations, the overall appearance of the coma and tail
changed insignificantly although the comet activity decreased with
the distance from the Sun. The comet displayed an extended coma
with highly condensed material in the near-nucleus area and a tail
in the antisolar direction over a length more than 5 × 105 km
projected nucleocentric distance. There is an asymmetry in the coma
and tail: they are more extended and diffuse towards the Southern
and Western edges and the tail connects to the coma isophots at
the comet head. Such structure of tail was called by Weiler, Rauer
& Helbert (2004) as the neckline structure. The tail orientation
was practically constant in the range of position angles 298◦ –303◦ .
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For calibration purposes, including determination of the instrumental polarization, the polarized and non-polarized standard
stars from the lists of Hsu & Breger (1982) Schmidt, Elston &
Lupie (1992) and Heiles (2000) were regularly observed with the
SCORPIO-2 in different modes. We tested the instrumental polarization and found that it was less than 0.1 per cent. The differences
between our measurements of polarization of the standards and
these in the catalogue were 0.1–0.2 per cent for linear polarization
and 1◦ –2◦ for the polarization angle at good atmospheric conditions.
The accuracy of measurements of polarization parameters was
limited only by count statistics. As we showed in Ivanova et al.
(2017a), even in the case of the best S/N for the observational
data, the index of dispersion (the ratio of the dispersion to the average value; Cox & Lewis 1966) was three times larger than the
Poisson one. Hence, when we analysed the data acquired with the
panoramic radiation detectors (CCD, etc.), we had to use other
methods to estimate the accuracy of the degree of polarization in
our measurements. We used the method of robust estimators (histogram analysis) which is not sensitive to various deviations and
irregularities in the sample (Maronna, Martin & Yohai 2006). Such
a technique allows one to carry out reduction of data without displacing the statistical evaluation (see e.g. Ivanova et al. 2017a).
Thus, the polarization parameters P and θ and their accuracy in
each pixel of the image of the comet have been robustly estimated
as average for all cycles. Such a processing of the observational
data provided a good estimate of statistical errors in the measured
parameters.
The errors in the averaged polarization degree in the squares
3 × 3 pixels are larger; they are varied within the range between
0.15 per cent and 1.2 per cent. These errors are displayed as the bars
in plots of the spatial variations of polarization (see Fig. 7).
Another source of error in polarization is that due to misalignment of the frames. All frames of the comet, obtained during one
night, were aligned relatively to the first image. The combination
of images was done using the innermost isophot, at distances from
the optocentre on the order of ±5 pixels. Taking into account that
pixel scale is 0.18 arcsec px−1 , the misalignment of the frames
can be in the area about seeing (1.8 arcsec). The polarization error due to misalignment is difficult to estimate. Probably, error in
alignment affects the morphology of the image near the photocentre
at distances of the order of seeing, where the gradients of brightness are large; this can lead to formation of artefacts in the very
centre. However, at larger distances, which are analysed in the paper, the influence of misalignment is small. This effect may have
a weak influence on determining the polarization in different apertures. However, the repeatability of the distribution of polarization
obtained for different cycles indicates insignificance of the misalignment effect on distribution polarization over the coma. The accuracy in the alignment of images in November and December was
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Figure 1. Intensity images of comet 67P/C-G in three observing periods. The left-hand panel shows the direct images of the comet from BTA/SCORPIO-2,
the middle panel shows the relative isophots of the cometary coma in logarithm intensity scale with identical steps for the three periods, and the right-hand
panel represents processed intensity images emphasizing structure of the coma. The coma jets are labelled as J1, J2 and J3. Arrows point in the direction to the
Sun (), North (N), East (E) and the velocity vector of the comet in projection on the sky (V).

The dust tail appearance changed from normal tail geometry in
November and December to an antitail one in early 2016 April.
Similarly to Boehnhardt et al. (2016), we found no evidence of any
features that could be attributed to gas and plasma, e.g. a plasma
tail or tail rays, during our observation period. Thus, the observed
coma and tail are mainly representing the dust distribution around
the nucleus.

As we can see in Fig. 1 (upper two rows), the images obtained
through the red r-sdss filter show a more extended coma and tail
than those obtained in the green g-sdss filter. According to the
spectral observations of comet 67P/C-G performed at the BTA on
the same night (see Ivanova et al. 2017b), the spectra of the comet
are characterized by a high level of continuum and fairly strong CN
emission band during all sets of observations. Relatively weaker
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dust coma morphology were not only due to a different viewing
geometry (Sierks et al. 2015), but also due to an intrinsic variability
of the cometary dust coma.
As it was assumed earlier, the presence of the dust jet-like structures in the coma could indicate the presence of localized active
areas on the nucleus surface (Combi et al. 2012). Depending on
the amount of material available for sublimation and on the sublimation rate, the same region can be active for several orbits or
fade away after one or more apparitions (Vincent et al. 2013). However, according to the Rosetta observations, there were no areas
with very strong and long-lasting activity, which could be associated with the ground-based observations of the same jets during
several apparitions. In the same time, it was found that activity of
comet 67P/C-G was constantly and persistently changing. Lin et
al. (2016) and Vincent et al. (2016) showed that the jets appeared
to rotate with the nucleus and followed the solar illumination, thus
following the changes in the surface temperature of the nucleus
(see also Capaccioni et al. 2015; De Sanctis et al. 2015). One more
mechanism of the formation of big jets was suggested by Kramer
& Noack (2016), who showed that the main sources of rather stable
jets were areas with local concavity, such as pits, craters or the neck
region of the double-lobed nucleus. Owing to such shape of the nucleus and the inclination of its rotation axis, the spin axis to remain
well fixed in space that in turn means regular seasons and repetitive
behaviour along its 6.5-yr-long orbit. The comet’s seasons are very
different between the two hemispheres: the northern hemisphere experiences a very long summer, lasting over 5.5 yr, while the southern
hemisphere undergoes a long, dark and cold winter. Perhaps this is
another reason for the recurring jets in different apparitions.
3.2 Dust production rate
In order to quantify dust production in comet 67P/C-G during the
observing period, we used Afρ parameter (A‘Hearn et al. 1984).
First, we measured the coma magnitude in a circular aperture centred on the central brightness peak defined based on the isophots.
The magnitude of the coma was determined as follows:


Ic (λ)
+ ms − 2.5 lg p(λ)M,
=
−2.5
lg
(5)
mc
Is (λ)
where mc is the comet integrated magnitude calculated for the aperture of radius ρ, Ic and Is are the measured fluxes of the comet and
the standard star in counts, respectively, ms is the star magnitude,
p(λ) is the sky transparency that depends on the wavelength and
M is the difference between the air masses of comet and star. A
fixed aperture equivalent in radius to 12 000 km at the distance of the
comet was used for all observations. As we mentioned above, for the
photometric calibration of the images, spectrophotometric standard
Fiege 56 was observed (Oke 1990). The spectral behaviour of the
atmospheric transparency was taken from Kartasheva & Chunakova
(1978)
Following A’Hearn et al. (1984), the Afρ parameter (in cm) is a
measure of the dust production rate of the cometary nucleus which
is independent of unknown parameters, such as grain albedo and
grain size. This parameter can be derived from the coma magnitude
following Mazzotta Epifani et al. (2011) as:
Af ρ =

4r 2 2 100.4(mSun −mc )
,
ρ

(6)

where A is the average Bond albedo, f is the filling factor in the
aperture field of view, ρ is the projected radius of a diaphragm at
the distance of the comet in [cm], mSun is the Sun magnitude in the
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C2 , C3 and CO+ emissions were identified in the spectra of comet
67P/C-G on 2015 November 8 and December 9. NH2 emissions
were observed on 2015 November 8. Only CN (λ3870 Å) has been
detected at r = 2.72 au on 2016 April 4. Using these spectra and the
SDSS filters transmission curves, with taking into account the CCD
matrix sensitivity curve, we found that in November the contribution
of emissions in g-sdss filter was ∼3.2 per cent, and in the r-sdss
filter it was ∼1.4 per cent. Thus, both filters transmitted quite small
portion of the emission radiation, however, the r-sdss filter is more
free of the gas emissions, and, hence, more suitable for further
analysis of the dust coma morphology.
In the processed images (see the right-hand panel in Fig. 1),
apart from the dust tail, two well-defined morphological features
are revealed, which are seen in all of our images at approximately
the same position angles during the whole observational period.
In projection on the sky, these features appear as radial outflow of
dust from the nucleus. Further, they both show a positive curvature
(counter-clockwise) at increasing distances from the nucleus that
can be explained by effect of the solar radiation pressure. Following
Farnham (2009), we define these features as jets. One of these, denoted as jet J1, is located in the south-east quadrant of the coma and
directed approximately toward the Sun. According to Boehnhardt
et al. (2016), this jet had a positive curvature (counterclockwise)
until 2015 November 2015, thereafter it got rather straight until
2016 May. The authors concluded that the jet activity could start
at relatively high solar illumination angles of the jet source which
could be located at the low, 40◦ –50◦ , southern latitudes.
The second jet, J2, was located in the south-west (SW) quadrant
and directed approximately along the perpendicular to the solar–
antisolar direction. This jet also showed positive curvature: it turned
into tail direction at about 10000–15000 km projected nucleus distance. According to modelling by Boehnhardt et al. (2016), this jet
could be produced by the nucleus activity at high southern latitudes
(most likely 60◦ –80◦ South).
On 2015 November 8, the position angles (measured counterclockwise from the north) of jets J1 and J2 are 126◦ and 182◦
(g-sdss filter), and 127◦ and 183◦ (r-sdss filter), respectively; on
2015 December 9, 127◦ and 187◦ ; on 2016 April 3, 116◦ and 203◦ .
Note that both jets became weaker as the comet moved away from
the Sun; however, they retained their shape and position that can
evidence on localized activity on the nucleus. As Boehnhardt et al.
(2016) noted, the nucleus rotation did not form the jet structures on
time scales of hours, i.e. during a single nucleus rotation.
Besides the bright jets J1 and J2, a faint structure J3 located in
the north-east (NE) quadrant at PA ≈ 72◦ is visible in the December
image. One can argue whether this jet is real or not. Since we
detected it in all images derived during this night and with different
processing techniques, we are confident that this is indeed a jet. A
similar short jet at close position angles was also detected in images
of comet 67P/C-G obtained with the Hubble Space Telescope and
the Himalayan Chandra Telescope on 2015 November 10–12 and
December 12, respectively (Hadamcik et al. 2017).
Similar jet-like structures with almost the same position angles
were observed during its perihelion passage in 2002 (e.g. Weiler et
al. 2004; Lara et al. 2005), in 2009 (Tozzi et al. 2011; Vincent et
al. 2013; Lara et al. 2015), and during its last perihelion in 2015
(Boehnhardt et al. 2016; Hadamcik et al. 2017). There were also
other structural features in the dust coma on large and small scales,
which changed from one apparition of comet 67P/C-G to another.
Thus, the available observations obtained since 1982 in different
apparitions demonstrated that for comet 67P/C-G the coma structure
was clearly non-isotropic and time-dependent. These changes in the
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Table 2. Measured Afρ values and calculated dust production rate Q for comet 67P/C-G.

UT Date

Filter

r (au)

α (deg)

2015 November 8.067
2015 November 8.073
2015 December 9.059
2016 April 3.913

g-sdss
r-sdss
r-sdss
r-sdss

1.615
1.615
1.844
2.723

33.2
33.2
31.8
10.4

v (m/s)

±
±
±
±

–
40–152
39–148
32–122

184
162
97
51

17
18
13
7

QM (kgs−1 )
n=3
n=4
–
76
45
19

–
19
11
4

& Spinrad 1985), where p0 = 3000 kgm−3 , p1 = 2200 kgm−3 , and
a2 = 2 µm. We adopted the dust particle size distribution in the
form f(a)∼a–n , varying from the minimal amin = 5 µm to the maximal amax = 1000 µm, these values were taken from the numerical
modelling of the dust coma of comet 67P (Della Corte et al. 2015;
Rotundi et al. 2015; Moreno et al. 2016). The dust mass production
rates were estimated from equation (7) for two exponents n = 3 and
4 (according to Moreno et al.), using for all observations a fixed
aperture equal to the radius 12 000 km for all the geocentric distances of the comet. The production rates of dust from the comet’s
nucleus computed with the parameters described above are given in
Table 2. Our Afρ values and dust mass-loss rate QM are consistent
with data of other works (Snodgrass et al. 2013; Boehnhardt et al.
2016; Fulle et al. 2016; Moreno et al. 2016).

3.3 Surface brightness profiles
wavelength band of observations, r is in au and  is in cm. We
calculated Afρ from the images obtained in the g-sdss and r-sdss
filters, using the aperture of radius ρ = 12 000 km. These values,
together with their errors, are given in Table 2. There is a clear
decrease of the Afρ values when the comet is moving away from
the perihelion.
Taking into account that the seeing radius limits for each period
were within the range of 1114–1239 km, the magnitude of the coma
was also calculated for different aperture radii, from 2 to 15 arcsec,
for all composite images obtained through the broad-band r-sdss
filter. The results of Afρ calculations for different distances from
the nucleus for three periods of observations are given in Fig. 2. To
approximately 5200 km, the value Afρ increased and then became
constant with the distance from the nucleus.
Using the obtained Afρ values and the model for dust release,
which assumes a spherical nucleus and isotropic emission of dust,
we estimated the dust number on the line of sight, QN , and dust massloss rate, QM , in comet 67P/C-G (see details in Jorda, Hainaut &
Smette 1995; Weiler et al. 2003; Fink & Rubin 2012). The relations
for calculations of these values are the following:
 amax
−1
Af ρ
f (a)a 2
da
;
QN =
2π 2 p(λ) (α) amin
v(a)
 amax

4π
pd (a)a 3 f (a)da .
(7)
Q M = QN
3
amin
We used the value of albedo equalled to 0.06 (Fornasier et al.
2015; Moreno et al. 2016), and the phase function (α) was defined from the table presented by Schleicher (2010). During our
observations, the phase angle α of the comet was changing within
the range from 33.2◦ to 10.4◦ . The dust outflow velocity v, which
depends on particle size, was calculated from the equation taken
from Delsemme et al. (1982) and Hayward, Hanner & Sekanina
(2000): v = kr −0.5 a −0.5 , where k is numerical parameter and a is
particle radius. Assuming that the dust density depends on particle
size, we apply the formula pd (a) = p0 − p1 (a/(a + a2 )) (Newburn

For analysis of the radial flux profile of the coma, we chose the
r-sdss filter images of comet 67P/C-G because they are very weakly
contaminated by gas (see Section 3.1). As Fig. 1 shows, there is no
spherically symmetric distribution of the dust in the coma, i.e. the
coma structure is clearly anisotropic during our observations from
2015 November to early 2016 April. Therefore, we did not measure
the flux of the cometary radiation in concentric circular apertures
centred on the brightness peak in the coma. The radial profiles of
surface brightness, which are shown in Fig. 3 for three dates of observations, are the cuts measured through the intensity images. The
individual curves show the average coma flux in the 3 × 3 px size
aperture with increasing nucleus distance. The central regions are
affected by the seeing corresponding to 1239, 1186, and 1114 km,
respectively, for each set of observations. Cuts along (red curve)
and perpendicularly to the solar–antisolar direction (orange and
blue curves) show profiles measured from the photometric centre of
the comet in the SW and NE quadrants of the images, respectively.
Green curve is the tail profile and black and pink curves show the
brightness profiles along jets J1 and J2, respectively. After splitting
the image into four quadrants, we were able to explore virtually the
whole coma and its structural features. In Fig. 3, one can see that decreasing the intensity with distance from the nucleus is not uniform.
For a quantitative estimation of the brightness changes as a function of the distance from the nucleus, we used the well-known
dependence I ∝ ρ n , where I is the brightness of the coma, ρ is the
radial distance from the nucleus at the distance of the comet from
the Sun and n is the dimensionless slope in log I versus logρ. To
determine the slope of the profiles, the exponent of the radial flux
decrease was fitted to the measured radial profile for the different
distance ranges in the coma and the slope of the linear fit to the
profile, in log–log representation, was derived. The values of these
slopes for different profiles in the inner and outer areas of the coma
are listed in Table 3. In the case of a steady and isotropic ejection of
long-living grains, the exponent should be n = –1. Since the slopes
differ significantly for different structures as well as for the inner
MNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)
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Figure 2. Variations of Afρ values with the distance from the comet 67P/CG nucleus for three observing sets. A vertical dash line shows the seeing
radius limits during observations.

Afρ (cm)
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Table 3. Radial slopes of profiles, in a log–log scale, along with a position angle of the given profile, measured in the r-sdss filter images
of comet 67P/C-G over different distance ranges in the coma.

Direction of radial profile (PA)

Inner coma
Slope (distance range)

Outer coma
Slope (distance range)

2015 November 8
2015 December 9
2016 April 3

tail (300◦ )
tail (303◦ )
tail (298◦ )

–1.04 (3000–10 000)
–1.08 (3000–12 000)
–0.74 (1500–7000)

–0.71 (10 000–55 000)
–0.63 (12 000–70 000)
–0.49 (7000–55 000)

2015 November 8
2015 November 8
2015 November 8

J1 (127◦ ), J2(183◦ ), SW (206◦ )
Sun (116◦ )
NE (26◦ )

–0.97 (2500–15 000)
–1.34 (2500–13 000)
–1.53 (2000–20 000)

–1.85 (15 000–36 000)
–3.37 (15 000–25 000)
–2.65 (20 000–30 000)

2015 December 9
2015 December 9

J1(127◦ ), J2(187◦ ), Sun (115◦ ), SW (205◦ )
NE (25◦ )

–0.96 (2000–18 000)
–1.21 (2000–10 000)

–1.88 (18 000–40 000)
–2.07 (11 000–25 000)

2016 April 3
2016 April 3

J1(116◦ ), J2(203◦ ), Sun (310◦ ), SW(220◦ )
NE (40◦ )

–0.59 (2000–10 000)
–0.94 (4000–10 000)

–0.78 (10 000–40 000)
–1.48 (11 000–30 000)

UT Date

and outer areas of the coma, and they also change with increasing
heliocentric distance, we can assume that there is a non-isotropic
dust emission from the nucleus, which forms some structures in the
innermost coma.
3.3.1 Tail profile For all observing epochs, the tail profiles of surface
brightness are considerably different from any coma profile. The
dust tail has a more moderate brightness gradient than the measured
coma profiles. Besides, for all observing dates the slope of the tail
profile becomes flatter with increasing distance from the nucleus.
On average, the exponent of the radial dust tail profile is close to –1
for the inner coma, indicating a stable outflow of the dust, and about
–0.7 for the outer coma for the November and December profiles.
However, in April these values are –0.74 for the inner coma and
–0.49 for the outer coma. A slight decrease in intensity is revealed
in the tail profiles within the range of cometocentric distances from
∼2000 to ∼30 000 km in every observational set. A similar decrease
is also seen in azimuthally integrated profile obtained by Hadamcik
et al. (2017). The dust tail is more diffuse close to the nucleus, since it
is defined by fresh dust, released with a higher velocity of the grains
within a few weeks before the observing epoch, whereas the outer
region of the tail is formed by the ‘older’ (and larger) dust grains
emitted long before the observations. According to Boehnhardt et al.
(2016), due to the radiation pressure, lighter and smaller grains are
MNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)

pushed stronger into antisolar direction such that they are missing
in the size distribution at larger distances from the nucleus if a long
time passed after their ejection. Hence, the radial profile gets flatter
for larger distances. Probably this reason explains the difference
between the slope parameters for the inner and outer parts of the
comet tail.
3.3.2 Radial coma profiles The major findings of analysis of Fig. 3
and Table 3 are the following:
(i) anisotropic dust emission is detected in the comet, and it is
different for jets, tail and coma that is reflected in different slopes
of their surface brightness profiles in log–log representation;
(ii) the radial profile of the coma (blue curve, denoted as NE) is
different from other measured profiles. In November, the sunward
profile passed through the coma, only slightly touched jet J1, and
perhaps therefore coincides with the NE profile. The radial profiles
for jets J1 and J2, sunward direction, and perpendicular to the solar
antisolar direction (denoted as SW) show the same trend. Note that
the direction, perpendicular to the solar–antisolar direction in the
SW quadrants, coincides with jet J2, especially in the outer coma.
All these profiles pass through the extended and diffuse edge of
the coma in the Southern part of images (see Fig. 1), as we see in
projection on the sky; and
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Figure 3. Observed dust brightness profiles of comet 67P/C-G in log–log representation for flux calibrated images acquired in r-sdss band in various dates of
observations: on 2015 November 8 (left-hand panel), 2015 December 9 (middle panel), and 2016 April 3 (right-hand panel). The individual curves are scans
measured from the photometric centre of the comet through the coma in different directions: solid black line is the radial profile for the Sun direction; thin
black line is perpendicular to the solar–antisolar direction in the SW quadrant of the image; dotted line is perpendicular to the solar–anti-solar direction in the
North-East (NE) quadrant; thick grey line is the radial profile for the tail; two grey lines are profiles for jets J1 and J2. A vertical dashed line shows the seeing
radius limits during the observations.
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(iii) in general, the slopes of all profiles decrease with increasing
heliocentric distance.
The radial profiles in the coma become steeper with increasing
distance from the nucleus and the radial slopes significantly exceed
unity, thus the effect of the radiation pressure (or/and fading grains)
is clearly seen. The dust particles leaving the gas-dust coupling
zone around the nucleus have low initial expansion velocities into
the coma. With time, dust (large and slow particles) is piling up
in the inner part of the coma, while the outer part contains dust
released earlier (Boehnhardt et al. 2016). In the past ground-based
observations of comet 67P/C-G, the slope of the brightness profiles of the background coma about –1.5 was derived by Hadamcik
et al. (2010) and Lara et al. (2011). A very steep radial coma profile
was also seen in the comet at heliocentric distance around 3 au,
when the comet approached the Sun in 2008 (Tozzi et al. 2011).
Steep radial profiles of surface brightness in the coma were also
detected in observations during the last apparition by Boehnhardt
et al. (2016). Some discrepancies of our data presented in Table 3,
together with those mentioned above, may be explained by different
methods of measurements of brightness profiles.

3.4 Colour map
On 2015 November 8, comet 67P/C-G was observed in two different
filters, g-sdss (465/65 nm) and r-sdss (620/60 nm) ones. The derived
images have allowed us to create a colour map and to investigate a
colour variation globally over the comet and in local areas. Using
the central brightness peak in the coma defined from the isophots
with the accuracy 0.05 px, the flux calibrated images of the comet in
both bands were carefully centred on the same position and added
each set of images together. After this had been done, we converted
each pixel into the apparent magnitude and created the final (g–r)
colour map by subtracting the two sets of images from each other.
An error in the magnitude measurements is 0.05 mag.
Fig. 4 shows a colour map (g–r) of the comet (for details see the
image on a larger scale in the middle). One can see that the cometary

Figure 5. Scans across the colour map of comet 67P/C-G along the solar
(denoted as the Sun direction) and perpendicularly to the solar–antisolar
direction (denoted as the perpendicular to the Sun direction), along the tail
and jets J1 and J2. Positive distance is in the antisolar direction, and negative
distance is in the solar direction. Zero point is at the photometric centre of
the comet. Vertical dashed lines show the size of the seeing disc during the
observations.

coma is clearly structured in the colour, suggesting variations in the
dust particles. In the processed colour image (right-hand panel in
Fig. 4), jets J1 and J2 as well as the tail are seen. The near-nucleus
area of the comet (up to approximately 10 000 km) has a very
red colour, on average, ∼0.8 mag. In general, the colour of the
coma becomes bluer with increasing distance from the nucleus,
suggesting an evolution of the dust particles.
To investigate the colour trends along different directions, we
have taken cuts through the photometric centre of the comets. These
cuts were measured across the colour image in the same directions
as in the brightness profiles. The cuts along the tail (denoted as
‘tail’), solar direction (Sun), perpendicularly to the solar–antisolar
direction in the SW quadrant and the NE quadrant, and along jets
J1 and J2 are presented in Fig. 5. Similar to the observed dust
brightness profiles of comet 67P/C-G, the colour trend along the
tail is different from all other scans. The (g–r) colour index of the
dust tail varies from ∼0.8 mag near the nucleus to ∼0.5 mag at
MNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)
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Figure 4. (g–r) colour map of comet 67P/C-G derived on 2015 November 8 (left). In the middle, the near-nucleus region of the coma is shown on a larger
scale. These maps are coloured according to the colour indexes in magnitudes as indicated in the bars at the top of the left and middle images. On the right,
there is a colour image treated by the digital filters with isophots which are superimposed to a false-colours image to show the jets and tail. The location of
the optocentre is marked with a cross. The arrows point in the direction to the Sun (), North (N), East (E), and velocity vector of the comet as seen in the
observer’s plane of sky (V).
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ρ ≈ 150 000 km. The scans along the solar (Sun) and perpendicularly to the solar–anti-solar NE directions are related to the
surrounding coma: colour index drops down to 0.3 mag at cometocentric distance of 40 000 km. The dust in this part of the coma
probably differs from the dust in the jets and in the SW direction,
which practically coincides with jet J2. The colour of the jets, as
well as the colour of the tail, is noticeably redder than the surrounding coma. This may indicate that the dust contains larger particles
or/and has a different (rich in organics?) composition.
Normalized colour, measured as per cent per 100 nm, is often
referred as the dust colour or reddening. It can be calculated from
the Afρ parameters given in Table 2 following Lara et al. (2005).
We found that the reddening (or spectral slope) of the dust coma
was about 8.2 ± 1.7 per cent/100 nm in g−r wavelength range
at the phase angle of the comet 33.2◦ . Within the measurement
uncertainties and possible contribution of the gas emission in the
MNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)

g-sdss band, our estimates of the colour (globally averaged over the
coma) and spectral gradient agree with those determined for comet
67P/C-G by Lowry et al. (2006), Tubiana et al. (2008, 2011) and
Boehnhardt et al. (2016).
4 R E S U LT S O F P O L A R I M E T R I C
MEASUREMENTS
4.1 Linear polarization maps
To investigate the structure of comet 67P/C-G in the polarized light,
we created linear polarization maps across the whole comet, which
are presented in Fig. 6. The upper three images show the spatial distribution of linear polarization in the comet obtained on
2015 November 8 (left-hand image) and 2015 December 9 (middle image) in the R band and on 2016 April 5 in the r-sdss band
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Figure 6. Linear polarization maps of comet 67P/C-G. The upper row shows a spatial distribution of polarization degree over the whole comet: left-hand
image was obtained on 2015 November 8 in the R filter; middle image also in the R filter on 2015 December 9; right-hand image on 2016 April 5 in the r-sdss
filter. In the bottom row, the near-nucleus area of the coma in an enlarged scale is shown for each date. The colour images indicate the polarization with its
associated scale bar in percentage on the top of each image. The location of the optocentre is marked with a cross. The arrows point in the direction to the Sun
(), North (N), East (E) and velocity vector of the comet as seen in the observer’s plane of sky (V).
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(right-hand image). At the bottom, enlarged polarization maps of
the near-nucleus area of the coma for each date are shown. Red
colour shows areas with a high degree of polarization, while blue
colour presents a low polarization degree (absolute values).
Fig. 6 shows that there is a complex structure of the coma in polarized light, with areas of high and low polarization, indicating presence of different dust particles. The region with a low polarization is
clearly visible in the form of a spiral-shaped (curved) shell which is
located asymmetrically relative to the optocentre. In November and
December, when the phase angle was 33.2◦ and 31.8◦ , the degree of
linear polarization varied between approximately 1.5 per cent and 9
per cent. In April, at the phase angle 10.4◦ , the negative polarization
changed between –0.6 per cent in the near-nucleus area and –3 per
cent ÷ –4 per cent in the outer coma.
4.2 Polarization profiles
We made cuts across the polarization maps in the same directions as
for the brightness and colour profiles. Measurements of the polarization were performed with 3 × 3 px size aperture along selected

directions in the coma with increasing distance from the nucleus.
Fig. 7 displays the radial profiles of polarization across the coma in
sunward (denoted as Sun) and in perpendicular directions (denoted
as ⊥SW in SW quadrant and ⊥NE in NE quadrant), along the tail
(tail) and jets (J1) and (J2) for the three periods of observations.
The Sun cut is located in the SE quadrant in November–December,
whereas in April this cut is located in the NW quadrant, and its extension (Sun c) is shown in the SE quadrant. Beside the designations
of the radial cuts, their position angles are also indicated.
The polarization profiles allow us to indicate some specific features in the spatial structure of polarization in the coma:
(i) in November and December, the polarization in the nearnucleus area was significantly higher than that in the surrounding
coma, then it dropped sharply to some distance from the nucleus,
and then increased with wave-like variations toward the edge of the
coma;
(ii) in April, at r = 2.7 au and α = 10.4◦ , the polarization gradually became more negative with the distance from the nucleus,
reaching ∼–4 per cent; and
MNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)
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Figure 7. The radial profiles of polarization across the coma of comet 67P/C-G for different epochs of observations, which are indicated on each plot. The
radial profiles for the Sun direction (denoted as Sun) and antisolar direction (Sun c), jets J1 and J2, and perpendicular to the solar direction in the SW and NE
quadrants are shown. The number near the designation is the positional angle of the given radial profile. On the left side, there are the polarization profiles
located in the SE and NW quadrants, and on the right side, there are the profiles in the SW and NE quadrants. Vertical dotted lines indicate the seeing radius
for each period.
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Table 4. Averaged degree of linear polarization of comet 67P/C–G within the projected aperture.
Date UT
r (au)
α (deg)
Filter
D (km)

1.6
33.2
R
P ±σ P (%)
7.9 ± 0.7
5.1 ± 0.6
3.9 ± 0.4
3.6 ± 0.3
3.9 ± 0.3
3.9 ± 0.3
4.2 ± 0.4
4.4 ± 0.4
4.7 ± 0.6
4.9 ± 0.6

θ (deg)
88 ± 7
87 ± 5
89 ± 5
93 ± 4
91 ± 4
90 ± 4
92 ± 4
91 ± 4
92 ± 5
94 ± 5

December 9, 2015
1.8
31.8
R
P ±σ P (%)
7.8 ± 0.7
5.4 ± 0.5
4.2 ± 0.4
3.9 ± 0.3
4.1 ± 0.4
4.4 ± 0.4
4.4 ± 0.5
4.5 ± 0.5
4.6 ± 0.6
4.8 ± 0.6

(iii) the distribution of polarization has no symmetry relatively
to the nucleus.
As one can see in Fig. 7 (upper two rows), in November 8 and
December 9, the polarization profiles in the inner coma, at the
distance range of about 1500–5000 km, were almost identical for all
structural features including the coma. This means that within this
range of distances, the dust particles experienced the same changes
in all directions. For both dates, at the distance about 1500 km (just
after the zone of the seeing), the polarization was high, at the level
of ∼8 per cent for all structures. Within the range of 1500–5000 km
for November and 1500–8000 km for December, the polarization
dropped sharply reaching ∼1.5–2.5 per cent and remained almost
constant within a range of distances specific for each feature. Farther
away, the degree of polarization gradually, although with some
wave-like fluctuations, increased, reaching ∼5–9 per cent at about
35 000–40 000 km. However, this increase had different gradient
for different structures and the coma. The polarization degree and
the distances, where the changes happened, varied depending on
the specific structural feature. Besides, the changes in polarization
were not symmetrical relatively to the photometric centre, e.g. for
the profiles SW and NE in SW and NE quadrants, respectively. In
November, profiles J1 and J2 and profiles Sun and SW were almost
identical up to about 15 000 km, although at larger distances the
profiles of the coma were systematically higher. The cause of this
is the fact that from this distance the scans do not pass through
the jets due to sharp turning of the jets in the direction to the
tail. The polarization degree in the tail is significantly higher in
November than in December. On both dates, there were wave-like
structures in the tail with the amplitude reaching ∼2 per cent, and
they were located at the same distances from the nucleus, which
were approximately 8000, 18 000 and 29 000 km.
Somewhat different behaviour of the polarization is observed in
April, when the phase angle was 10.4◦ . Despite the fact that comet
67P/C-G was at a larger heliocentric distance, r = 2.72 au, jets J1
and J2 were very clearly seen in the polarized light (see the bottom
right image in Fig. 6). On this date, we also see a large increase in
negative polarization (absolute values) with the distance from the
nucleus, especially a sharp increase is observed in the coma (NE
quadrant): from approximately –1 per cent to –4 per cent at ρ ≈
15 000 km. There were also some fluctuations in the polarization
which were visible in the November and December cuts (SE and
NW quadrants).
MNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)

April 5, 2016

θ (deg)

2.7
10.4
r-sdss
P ±σ P (%)

90 ± 6
88 ± 4
91 ± 3
89 ± 3
87 ± 4
89 ± 3
91 ± 4
89 ± 4
93 ± 5
92 ± 5

–0.93 ± 0.4
–0.94 ± 0.5
–1.27 ± 0.3
–1.52 ± 0.1
–1.94 ± 0.2
–2.04 ± 0.2
–2.11 ± 0.3
–2.21 ± 0.3
–2.40 ± 0.4
–3.10 ± 0.5

θ (deg)
1±3
1±3
2±2
1±2
3±2
2±2
2±2
3±2
2±3
1±4

4.3 Aperture polarization
The integrated degree of linear polarization of the coma measured
with a circular projected aperture of diameter 2500 km and then
from 5000 to 45 000 km with a step of 5000 km for three sets of
observations is presented in Table 4. The date of the observation,
the heliocentric distance (r), the phase angle of the comet (α), the
filter, the diameter of aperture (D), the averaged degree of linear
polarization (P) and its robust error (σ P ), and the angle (θ ) between
the polarization plane and the scattering plane, together with error,
are listed in the table. Since comet 67P/C-G had an extensive coma
with a developed structure, the measured values were sensitive to
the aperture employed. It is obvious that the averaged polarization
does not represent a real spatial distribution of polarization in the
cometary coma (cf. Figs 6 and 7). The aperture data give us the
averaged polarimetric characteristics of the dust.
As one can see in Table 4, non-monotonic variations of polarization with increasing cometocentric distance were observed
in November and December. The averaged polarization degree
decreased from ∼7.9 per cent (a projected diameter of aperture
D = 2500 km) to about (3.6–3.9) per cent for apertures from 10 000
to 25 000 km, and then increased up to 4.9 per cent for the whole
coma (D = 45 000 km). In April, the polarization became more
negative with increasing the radius of aperture, from –0.9 per cent
to –3.1 per cent. The averaged angle between the polarization plane
and scattering plane θ was close to 90◦ (positive polarization) and
0◦ (negative polarization) in November–December and April, respectively.
Most of existing polarimetric data for comets were obtained with
aperture polarimeters. These data are used for the study of polarization as a function of phase angle and reveal similarity and
diversity in comets (Kiselev et al. 2015). Our aperture polarization
data were used for comparison with the measurements of polarization of comet 67P/C-G derived in previous apparitions (Myers &
Nordsieck 1984; Chernova, Kiselev & Jockers 1993; Hadamcik et
al. 2010; Stinson et al. 2016). Myers & Nordsieck conducted spectropolarimetric observations of comet 67P/C-G within the range of
wavelengths from 5000 to 8000 Å and of phase angles from 12◦ to
38◦ during the 1982–1983 apparition. The sizes of projected squares
on the comet varied from 2160 × 7040 km up to 2640 × 8570 km.
In the same apparition, aperture polarimetry was carried out by
Chernova et al. with the continuum filter (4845/65 Å) and aperture diameter of 11 340 km. Polarimetric observations of the comet
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during its last apparition in 2008–2009 were performed by Hadamcik et al. in different filters, including the narrow-band cometary
filter (6840/90 Å) and the broad-band filter R (6500/900 Å). The
authors measured the polarization with apertures of the diameter
3000, 6000, 12 000 and 24 000 km. Stinson et al. (2016) observed
comet 67P in the R-Special filter (655/165 nm) within the range of
phase angles 2◦ –15◦ and heliocentric distances 3.4–3.7 au. Since all
available polarimetric observations for comet 67P/C-G were made
in the red spectral domain, we plotted the phase-angle dependence
of polarization.
In Fig. 8 (left-hand panel), we present all available data from the
aperture polarimetry of comet 67P/C-G in the red spectral domain.
Hadamcik et al. (2010) and our data are displayed by symbols of different sizes in accordance with the used aperture radius. These data
are a mean in the selected area, i.e. from the small near-nucleus area
(small symbols, aperture radius is within 1250–2500 km) to larger
ones that include the outer coma (large symbols, 5000–22 500 km).
All polarimetric data show a similar behaviour with the phase angle.
Our aperture polarization measured in large areas (diameter larger
than 10 000 km) is in good agreement and complements the previous polarization data obtained in the apparitions of 1982 and 2009.
However, polarization degree measured through the small aperture
shows some scattering compared to the other data. It is possibly
that this may be caused by different activity of the nucleus in different observing epochs, which should be better manifested in the
innermost area of the coma. Also, the comet shows a slightly more
positive polarization at the phase angles 30◦ –40◦ and more negative
polarization near the minimum of the negative polarization branch
compared to the best-fitting curves for the high-Pmax and low-Pmax
classes of comets in the red continuum filters (Kiselev et al. 2015).
The right-hand panel of Fig. 8 shows variations of the polarization
with the aperture radius for similar phase angles which are indicated
in the plot near the symbol. It is seen that the polarization degree is
similar for similar apertures, despite the fact that the observations
were performed in different apparitions.

4.4 Distribution of polarization vectors
In the case of comets, the polarization plane is usually perpendicular to the scattering plane (positive) at phase angles larger than
about 22◦ or parallel to that (negative) at smaller phase angles. In
our observations of comet 67P/C-G, we did not reveal any areas
in the coma with negative polarization at α ≈ 33◦ –32◦ or areas
of positive polarization at α ≈ 10.4◦ . However, there were areas
with different values of the polarization in the coma and also the
wave-like fluctuations in the tail and coma. Such local variations
in polarization might be caused by different size or/and composition of particles in different parts of the coma, or by alignment
of non-spherical particles. The latest should manifest itself in deviations of the polarization plane from orthogonality to the scattering plane. A special interest is the study of such deviations of
the polarization plane from orthogonality to the scattering plane,
particularly in specific features, e.g. the jets and the tail of the
comet.
In Fig. 9, for each epoch of observation, we show the maps
of the polarization vectors in the coma, which are presented by
the position angles of polarization plane. The orientation of the
vectors indicates the direction of the local polarization plane. The
length of the vectors indicates the degree of polarization. The red
lines display the relative intensity contours. The directions of jets
J1 and J2 are indicated by dotted lines. We found that generally
the vectors of cometary polarization are either perpendicular (in the
November and December images) or parallel (in the April image) to
the scattering plane. The maps do not show any evidence of a global
orientation or alignment. However, some vectors deviate noticeably
from the scattering plane. In November and December, there are
some deviations of the polarization plane, especially along the jets
and in the outer coma, where the vectors are directed to the central
line connecting the nucleus and the tail. For jet J2, these deviations
are systematically higher than in the nearby coma, namely in average
2.8◦ ± 0.7◦ in November and 3.5◦ ± 0.5◦ in December. In April,
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Figure 8. The polarization vs phase angle (left-hand panel) and the polarization vs aperture radius (right-hand panel) for comet 67P/C-G observed in apparitions
of 1982, 2009 and 2015. Data are taken from Myers & Nordsieck (1984), Chernova, Kiselev & Jockers (1993), Hadamcik et al. (2010), Stinson et al. (2016),
Hadamcik et al. (2017), and this work. Lines 1 and 2 are the fits to polarization data for the high-Pmax and low-Pmax classes of comets in the red continuum
filters (defined for the apertures which included almost the whole coma see Kiselev et al. 2015). Right-hand panel: oblique crosses, crosses, and filled circles
show our data for 2015 November 8 and December 9 and 2016 April 5, respectively. Digits near the symbols in the legend are the phase angles of the comet.
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polarization vectors are clearly in the scattering plane: the deviations
did not exceed 1.5◦ .
In the case of random orientation of the dust particles, the positions of the vectors should be in the Sun/anti-Sun direction for
the case of negative polarization and in the perpendicular direction for the positive polarization. Although we see a position of the
vectors following this rule in April, the November and December
data show significant variations in the position of the polarization
vector, indicating deviation of the particle orientation from random.
If we accept the idea that alignment of particles in the cometary
coma is a combined effect of the magnetic field and radiative torque
(Kolokolova et al. 2016), then we can explain stability of the randomness of the particle orientation in April by a weak magnetic
field, weak radiation flux and, most important, low activity of the
comet at large heliocentric distances. Closer to the Sun, in November and December, interaction of a more variable (due to higher
activity) coma with a stronger magnetic field produces patches of
partly aligned particles, which we see by the deviation of the polarization plane from the expected direction.
Additionally to linear polarization, we also measured circular
polarization in comet 67P/C-G in the r-sdss band on 2015 December
9.081. There is no evidence of any significant circular polarization
in the comet at phase angle 31.8◦ . So far, this is the only comet
in which we have not detected even a weak circular polarization
(see Kolokolova et al. 2016). Probably, variability of the cometary
magnetic field (Goetz et al. 2016; Koenders et al. 2016) during
the period of high activity of the comet produces local areas of
aligned particles, which we can see in Fig. 9. In these areas, circular
polarization of different sign could be formed, which resulted in
negligible average circular polarization.

5 P O L A R I Z AT I O N V E R S U S C O L O U R
Any changes in the polarization characteristics of the scattered light
arise from changes in the characteristics of the scattering object, in
our case, in size, structure, and composition of the dust particles
in the coma. A comparison of these polarization changes with the
variations of the dust colour over the coma should provide some
constraints on the properties of the dust particles in the comet,
because colour variations are also related to variations in size or
MNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)

Figure 10. Polarization and colour profiles of comet 67P/C-G measured on
2015 November 8 within projected concentric annuli as a function of the
annulus radius. Left and right axes show the polarization in the R band and
colour (g–r)sdss , respectively.

composition of the dust particles. In this section we consider one
interesting finding resulted from our observations.
Fig. 10 shows changing polarization and colour of comet
67P/C-G with increasing distance from the nucleus on 2015
November 8. For plotting this figure, we measured polarization
and colour on the corresponding images within projected concentric annuli as a function of the projected radius of the aperture. As
we see, the dust colour gradually decreases with the distance from
the nucleus, from about 0.8m to 0.5m , although, the change in the
colour at the distances about 1000–5000 km is more rapid than at
larger distances.
Change of polarization with the distance from the nucleus is more
complex; there is a ‘turning point’, where polarization changes its
trend from decrease to increase: it sharply decreases within the first
6000 km from ∼7.8 per cent to ∼2.2 per cent and then gradually
increases, reaching ∼7 per cent at 36 000 km. As well as in polarization cuts (see Fig. 7), wave-like fluctuations in polarization are
seen in Fig. 10 at approximately the same cometocentric distances
as in the radial profiles of polarization. Those wave-like structures,
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Figure 9. Distribution of the polarization vectors in the coma of comet 67P/C-G on 2015 November 8 (left-hand panel), 2015 December 9 (middle panel), and
2016 April 3 (right-hand panel). The isophots are superimposed on the images. The orientation of the vectors indicates the direction of the local polarization
plane; the length of the vectors indicates the degree of polarization. The dotted lines show the direction along jets J1 and J2. The arrows point in the direction
to the Sun (), North (N), East (E) and velocity vector of the comet as seen in the observer’s plane of sky (V).
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Figure 11. Change in colour and polarization for polydisperse ensemble
of spherical particles as the power in the power-law size distribution is
changing. The calculations are done for the phase angle equal to 90◦ .

of an ensemble of polydisperse spherical particles with the powerlaw size distribution; the range of particle size in this modelling was
from 0.1 micron to 1000 micron. As the power in the power-law size
distribution increases, i.e. smaller particles become more abundant,
polarization decreases, however, around the power equal to 3−3.5,
polarization starts increasing as the power increases. This trend was
found for both transparent silicate and absorbing organic particles.
Note that the colour always tends to decrease as the abundance
of small particles increases. Although the increase in polarization
and the decrease in colour as particles become smaller than a couple of microns are understandable (this is typical for the Rayleigh
regime they are approaching), behaviour of large particles is more
puzzling. Our explanation is the following. When particles are very
large, most the light refracted into the particle is absorbed, and we
mainly see reflected light that is always highly polarized at medium
phase angles. As particles become smaller, the scattered light becomes more and more affected by the light experienced multiple
refraction and internal reflections inside the particle. The refracted
light is usually polarized with the position plane perpendicular to
the position plane of the externally reflected light. Besides, multiple
reflections should partly depolarize the light. This may cause the
decrease in the total polarization of the scattered light which we
observe for medium-sized particles.
Thus, our data likely indicate that near the nucleus of comet
67P/C-G (and Encke) the colour and polarization are mainly resulted from light scattering on large, probably, hundreds of microns,
particles. With the distance from the nucleus, the particles become
smaller, finally reaching sub-micron sizes. We cannot specify why
the particle size decreases with the distance from the nucleus. There
may be numerous reasons for this: fragmentation, sublimation, sorting produced by different velocities, altitude variations in particle
size caused by size-dependent curvature of the small jets (Lin et al.
2016). However, in general, the explanation of our observations by
decrease in particle size looks reasonable.
MNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)
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which can also be noticed in the colour, although weaker, may be
attributed to the presence of some shell-like structures in the coma.
A similar behaviour of the colour and polarization was observed
in comet 2P/Encke (Jewitt 2004). However, comets 67P/C-G and
Encke are very different comets. According to its spectrum, comet
Encke is among the most dust-poor comets and its dust is underabundant in micron and submicron size dust particles relative to
other comets (e.g. Newburn & Spinrad 1985). At the same time,
comet 67P/C-G is a very dusty comet. Comet Encke is also characterized by absence of the 10 µm silicate emission feature and
of superheat, i.e. elevation of the dust temperature above the local
blackbody temperature, that indicates large effective radii of particles (5–10 µm according to Gehrz et al. 1989, and over 20 µm
according to Lisse et al. 2004). According to the observations during the previous perihelion passages, the comet ejected large grains,
in the millimetre to centimetre range (Reach et al. 2003; Grün &
Agarwal 2004; Moreno et al. 2004; Ishiguro 2008). The presence
of large particles was confirmed during Rosetta mission (COSIMA,
GIADA). Thus, comets Encke and 67P/C-G differ in dust/gas ratio,
but both comets are characterized by abundant large dust particles.
The radial variations of polarization and colour suggest some
evolution of the particle properties. Jewitt (2004) speculated that
his data for comet Encke indicated decreasing size of the dust particles as they move away from the nucleus. Indeed, the decrease
in colour (‘blueing’) is consistent with decreasing size of particles.
The behaviour of polarization is more surprising. It looks as two
processes affect it, decreasing the polarization near the nucleus and
then increasing it. However, it appears that both decrease and increase in polarization are consistent with decreasing particle size,
but indicate a different range of particle sizes. A decrease in polarization with decreasing particle size is expected for the decrease in
size from hundreds of microns to some microns, and the increase
is typical for smaller particles. There are numerous pieces of evidence of this. For example, laboratory measurements by Hadamcik
& Levasseur-Regourd (2009) showed that a decrease in size for
particles in the range of sizes from 400 to 4 micron led to decrease
in polarization, which changed to an increase in polarization as the
particles became even smaller approaching the Rayleigh regime.
This trend did not depend on the particle composition and was typical for silicates, graphite and tholin particles. Similar behaviour can
be seen in computer modelling, which represents dust particles as
a mixture of rough spheroids of different aspect ratio (Kolokolova
et al. 2015). For example, in Fig. 11, which shows the best-fitting
modelling for cometary dust representing it as a mixture of dark
(composition of dust in comet Halley; see Kimura, Kolokolova &
Mann 2003) and silicate particles, it is clearly seen that the polarization is high for large particles, then decreases as particle size
decreases, and when the particles reach the size ∼3, micron starts
increasing again.
Note that the same tendency is seen there in the case of negative
polarization: for large particles, the polarization at small phase angle
is zero, then it becomes negative, and its negative values increase
until the particle size ∼2 micron, after that the negative polarization
decreases reaching zero for Rayleigh particles. It is likely that in
April, when we observed only a decrease in the negative polarization
(see Fig. 8), the change in particle size occurred slower and did not
reach sizes which were required for the increase in polarization.
Such an assumption looks realistic as at large heliocentric distances
we can expect that all processes in the coma slow down, resulting
in a decrease in dust particle evolution.
The same tendencies are seen even in the case of spherical particles. Fig. 11 shows how polarization and colour change in the case
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6 CONCLUSIONS

(i) The comet had an extended coma and long dust tail, without
any gas or plasma rays. In the processed images, we revealed two
jet-like structures with the position angles of about 127◦ (J1) and
185◦ (J2) in 2015 November–December and 116◦ and 203◦ in 2016
April. On 2015 December 9, one more jet (J3) was detected in the
direction PA ≈ 72◦ . Our observations confirmed that the neckline
structures of the tail and jets were located at approximately the same
position angles which were detected in previous apparitions.
(ii) The radial profiles of surface brightness differ significantly
for the coma, jets and tail. They are different for the inner and
outer areas of the coma and change with increasing heliocentric
distance. The brightness profile of the dust tail becomes flatter
for larger distances from the nucleus. On the contrary, the profiles
of the coma and jets become steeper with an increasing distance
from the nucleus: their radial slopes are significantly larger than
unity. These results allow us to assume that there is a non-isotropic
ejection of dust particles from the whole surface of the nucleus as
well as from local areas on the nucleus. The dust particles may
evolve as they move from the nucleus, changing their size distribution, structure and density. The shallow slope in the inner coma
and the sharp decrease of brightness at greater distances may suggest presence of large slowly moving particles concentrated near
the nucleus and domination of small fast-moving grains far from
the nucleus.
(iii) The dust production Afρ decreased from 162 cm at distance
1.615 au to 51 cm at distance 2.723 au demonstrating a change in
the comet activity with heliocentric distance.
(iv) The dust colour (g−r) in the near-nucleus area, up to
∼1500 km, was red, 0.84 ± 0.05 mag, and then became bluer,
reaching ∼0.4 mag at distance ∼40 000 km. Such behaviour suggests an evolution of the physical properties of dust particles, most
likely decreasing their sizes. The spectral slope was about 8.2 ± 1.7
per cent/100 nm in the 465–620 nm wavelength range. The colour
of the jets, as well as colour of the tail, is noticeably redder than
the surrounding coma that may be related to the presence of large
particles or/and particles of different composition, possibly, more
rich in organics.
(v) The polarization maps and the radial profiles of polarization
along the selected directions over the coma (across the coma, tail,
and jets) display a very complex structure of the coma in polarized
light:
(1) the polarization profiles are not symmetrical relatively to the
photometric centre;
(2) close to the optocentre, at less than 1500 km, the positive
polarization degree is ∼8 per cent;
(3) the polarization in the inner coma, in the range 1500–
5000 km, sharply drops down to ∼2 per cent, with the rate similar
for all structural features, including the coma. This, probably, reMNRAS 469, S475–S491 (2017)

The presence of the areas of high and low polarization is a sign of
existence of different particles in the coma. Changes in the positive
polarization with the distance from the nucleus, considered together
with the changes in the brightness and colour profiles, are consistent
with variations in particle size.
(vi) In 2016 April, when r = 2.7 au and α = 10.4◦ , only negative
polarization in the coma of comet 67P/C-G was observed. The
degree of polarization gradually increased (absolute values) from
approximately –0.6 per cent to about –4 per cent. Despite the large
heliocentric distance of the comet, jets J1 and J2 are still clearly
seen in polarized light
(vii) It was found that the distribution of the polarization vectors
in the whole coma of comet 67P/C-G did not show any evidence
of a global orientation or alignment. However, the deviations of the
position angles of polarization plane from perpendicular to scattering plane in jet J2 were systematically larger than those in the
nearby coma, on average 2.8◦ ± 0.7◦ in November and 3.5◦ ± 0.5◦
in December. In April, polarization vectors coincided with the scattering plane over the whole coma: the deviations were mainly in the
range 0◦ –1.5◦ .
(viii) Circular polarization was not reliably detected in the coma
of comet 67P/C-G.
(ix) Observations of comet 67P in all apparitions are consistent
and can be combined in a single phase curve at observed phase
angles < 40◦ . We can conclude that comet 67P/C-G belongs to the
high-Pmax class of comets.
(x) We measured polarization and colour within projected concentric annuli as a function of the projected radius of the aperture.
The dust colour gradually decreases with the distance from the
nucleus, although with larger gradient in the inner coma. At the
same time, the polarization initially sharply decreases within the
first 5000 km from ∼8 per cent to ∼2 per cent and then gradually
increases, reaching ∼7 per cent at 36 000 km. A similar behaviour
of the colour and polarization was also observed in comet 2P/Encke
(Jewitt 2004), even though the comets are very different: 67P/CG is a dust-rich comet, and Encke is a dust-poor one. However,
both comets are known as being abundant in large dust particles.
It is likely that the ‘turning point’, where the polarization trend
changes from decrease to increase, can be diagnostic on some dust
properties, e.g. dust fragmentation rate or initial size of particles.
Our observations revealed a complex and variable picture of the
coma of comet 67P/C-G. Combining our results with the Rosetta
studies of the comet’s activity and dust properties may shed light
on the properties of the cometary dust particles as well as processes
of their ejection and evolution.
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Within the framework of the ground-based support of the Rosetta
mission, we carried out post-perihelion photometric and polarimetric observations of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko with the
6-m telescope of the SAO RAS in 2015 November and December
and 2016 April. Heliocentric distance and phase angles of the comet
varied from 1.615 to 2.723 au and from 33.2◦ to 10.4◦ , respectively.
These observations have produced numerous results that allow to
better understand processes in the coma of 67P/C-G at the distances
larger than those covered by the Rosetta observations and, thus, to
complement the Rosetta findings.
Briefly, our findings can be summarized as follows:

flects a very quick change in properties of particles, typical for all
coma structures;
(4) there is a shell of low polarization (1.5–2 per cent) located asymmetrically relative to the optocentre in the range 5000–
15 000 km; and
(5) farther away, the polarization gradually, although with
some wave-like fluctuations, increases reaching the maximum
∼9 per cent at about 35 000–40 000 km. This increase has different gradient for different structures and coma.
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We present a summary of the campaign of remote observations that supported the European
Space Agency’s Rosetta mission. Telescopes across the globe (and in space) followed comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko from before Rosetta’s arrival until nearly the end of the
mission in September 2016. These provided essential data for mission planning, large-scale
context information for the coma and tails beyond the spacecraft and a way to directly compare
67P with other comets. The observations revealed 67P to be a relatively ‘well-behaved’ comet,
typical of Jupiter family comets and with activity patterns that repeat from orbit to orbit.
Comparison between this large collection of telescopic observations and the in situ results from
Rosetta will allow us to better understand comet coma chemistry and structure. This work is
just beginning as the mission ends—in this paper, we present a summary of the ground-based
observations and early results, and point to many questions that will be addressed in future
studies.
This article is part of the themed issue ‘Cometary science after Rosetta’.
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1. Introduction

Prior to its selection as the Rosetta mission target in 2003, comet 67P was not particularly well
studied. It was discovered in 1969 and observed at its 1983, 1995 and 2002 perihelion passages
as part of narrowband photometry surveys of comets [3], and was targeted at larger heliocentric
distances (for nucleus observations) in between these [4,5]. While the original target of the Rosetta
mission, comet 46P/Wirtanen, was studied in detail as the mission was developed [6], the delay in
the launch of the mission (due to concerns about the launch vehicle) meant that 67P was selected
only a year before Rosetta launched towards it, and the relatively unknown comet suddenly
became the target of many observations. 67P was just past its perihelion at the time, and the first
observations from ESO constrained gas activity levels via spectroscopy [7], while Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) imaging was used to estimate nucleus size, shape and rotation rate information
using coma subtraction techniques [8,9]. Imaging and polarimetric observations at this and the
1

See http://www.rosetta-campaign.net.

2

See http://europlanet-scinet.fi/.

.........................................................

2. Observations

rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A 375: 20160249

Comets are mostly studied via telescopes, and while the European Space Agency’s (ESA)
Rosetta mission has told us much more about comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (hereafter
67P) than remote observation alone could ever achieve, remote observation of the comet is
necessary for a number of reasons. Firstly, observations were used to characterize the comet
ahead of the spacecraft’s arrival, to plan the mission. Secondly, the comet’s coma and tails stretch
thousands to millions of kilometres, far beyond Rosetta’s orbit, so a wider view is necessary
to understand the total activity and the large-scale context that complements the in situ view
from the spacecraft. Finally, telescopic observations allow a comparison between 67P and other
comets, the vast majority of which will only ever be astronomical objects and not visited directly.
Parallel observations allow Rosetta measurements to provide ‘ground truth’ to compare with the
interpretation of observations, allowing various techniques to be tested, and for the lessons from
Rosetta to be applied to the wider comet population.
The worldwide campaign of observations of 67P includes most major observatories, and
deploys all possible techniques across a wide range of wavelengths, from ultraviolet to radio.
Unlike previous comet mission support campaigns (for example those supporting the NASA
Deep Impact and EPOXI missions [1,2]), the Rosetta mission and campaign are unique in
their long duration—there is not a single flyby or impact to observe, but rather the long-term
evolution of the comet as it approached and then retreated from the Sun. The campaign has
been coordinated via a website,1 mailing lists and regular meetings. The coordination largely
began with a meeting in London, UK, in 2012, sponsored by the European Union FP7 research
infrastructure ‘Europlanet’ under its networking activity fund.2 Further meetings were hosted
by the European Southern Observatory (ESO) and ESA (usually as parallel sessions to Rosetta
Science Working Team meetings). Europlanet again sponsored a workshop in June 2016, at Schloss
Seggau near Graz in Austria, towards the end of the parallel Rosetta observations, where results
could be exchanged and further analyses of data planned. In addition to the wide range of
observations from professional observatory facilities, a large number of amateur astronomers
have collected a significant and useful dataset. The amateur campaign was coordinated with
support from the NASA Rosetta project office, in parallel with and as part of the main campaign,
and is described in detail elsewhere.
This paper presents an overview of the observations of 67P, together with a review of some key
results from the observing campaign. These include a description of the large-scale morphology
of the comet (§3), results from spectroscopy (§4) and polarimetry (§5), and estimates of total
activity levels (§6). Further detailed studies are ongoing, but some other preliminary results, and
discussion on their implications, are included in §7.
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Figure 1. Observability of the comet, as seen from Earth, during the Rosetta mission. The observability of the comet from
Earth is shown by hatched, cross-hatched and solid grey areas marking when the solar elongation is less than 50◦ , 30◦ and 15◦ ,
respectively. Perihelion (in August 2015) is marked by a vertical dashed line. At that time the comet was 43◦ from the Sun. Dashdot vertical lines show the boundaries between the years 2014 and 2016. Upper panel: Solar elongation  (solid line) and phase
angle α (dashed line); middle panel: declination (Dec); lower panel: heliocentric r (solid line) and geocentric  (dashed line)
distances.

next perihelion passage (in 2009) were used to constrain the dust activity levels and morphology
of the coma [10–13], including large-scale structures [14], to monitor changes in dust properties
and produce models of the dust size distribution [11,15,16]. Around the aphelion passage between
these, a series of observations were used to pin down nucleus properties [17–21].
These observations around a full orbit following selection as the Rosetta target meant that, by
2010, 67P was one of the best characterized Jupiter family comets that had not yet been visited by a
spacecraft. An analysis of images taken from archives over all previously observed orbits allowed
predictions on total activity to be made [22], which were largely confirmed during the 2014–2016
Rosetta mission parallel observations. A summary of all observations obtained through the 2009
perihelion passage (up until the end of 2010) is given in table 2 of Snodgrass et al. [22]. Additional
archival images from the 1 m Jacobus Kapteyn Telescope (JKT) and 2.5 m Isaac Newton Telescope
(INT) on La Palma, Spain, in April 2003 and February 2004, and the 4 m SOAR in August and
September 2007, have subsequently been identified. In addition, there were regular observations
during the 2011–2012 aphelion passage from ESO telescopes, despite the comet being both faint
and located in the direction of the crowded star fields towards the galactic centre.
The coordinated campaign of roughly parallel observations with Rosetta began in the 2013
observing season, with approximately monthly imaging with the ESO 8 m Very Large Telescope
(VLT) from April to October, primarily dedicated to astrometric measurements to improve the
orbit determination ahead of Rosetta’s arrival at the comet in 2014. Further observations with
the VLT followed the beginning of detectable activity through 2014, up until the Philae landing
in November [23], which coincided with the end of the 2014 visibility window from Earth. The
comet became brighter as it approached perihelion in August 2015, and was observed by a wide
range of facilities through the main visibility window in parallel with Rosetta, which stretched
from April 2015 until August 2016. The visibility windows around the Rosetta mission are shown
in figure 1, and a summary of all observations in the coordinated campaign is given in table 1.
More detailed information on the observations can be found in the online log of observations at
http://www.rosetta-campaign.net/observations. The broad geographical spread of participating
observatories is illustrated in figure 2. Totalling the (approximate) time on target from each

.........................................................
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technique
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wavelength range
R
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PI
C.S.

VLT/FORS
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R
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0.9

NOT/ALFOSC

IMG

V,R
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H.L.

NOT/StanCam
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H.L.

VLT/FORS

SPEC

330–1100 nm
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14/06/26–14/06/26
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K.J.M.
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14/06/30–15/11/30

50.8
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..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

K.J.M.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

HST/ACS/WFC

IPOL

F606W

14/08/18–16/03/07

59.2

D.H.

Gemini S/
Flamingos-2

IMG

J,H,K

14/09/19–15/06/30

5.5

Gemini S/GMOS

IMG

g,r,i,z

14/09/20–14/11/19

4.5

OGS/SDC

IMG

visible

14/09/21–16/07/04

4.6

D.K.

CFHT/MegaCam

IMG

g,r

14/10/24–16/05/10

0.3

K.J.M.

VLT/XSHOOTER

SPEC

0.3−2.5 µm

14/11/09–14/11/16

10.1

C.S.

TRAPPIST 0.6 m

IMG

B,V,R,I, CN, C2, BC,
GC, RC

15/04/18–16/06/07

22.2

E.J.

R

15/04/23–15/06/17

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

M.M.K.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

M.M.K.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

SATU/St Augustine –
Tuorla CCD

IMG

ALMA

SPEC

4.0

H.L.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

293–307,
343–355 GHz

15/05/17–15/09/27

5.8

N.B.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

VLT/UVES

SPEC

304–1040 nm

15/06/24–16/02/10

10.0

WHT/ACAM

IMG/SPEC

R,I, g,r,i/
350–940 nm

15/07/07–16/06/28

4.0

E.J.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

A.F./C.S.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

TNG/NICS

IMG

J,H,K

15/07/11–15/12/13

5.6

STELLA/WIFSIP1

IMG

g,r,i,z

15/07/18–16/06/08

39.7

C.S.

G.P.T./C.S.

LT/IO:O

IMG

g,r,i,z

15/07/19–16/06/11

22.4

C.S.

IRTF/CSHELL

SPEC

1–5 µm

15/07/26–15/07/31

3.9

L.P.

Gemini N/NIRI

IMG

J,H,K

15/08/04–16/05/23

15.3

LCOGT 2.0 m/CCD

IMG

g,r,i,z

15/08/08–15/09/22

1.5

T.L.

2 m BNAO-Rozhen/
FoReRo2

IMG

R, NB 387,443,614,
642,684 nm

15/08/11–16/04/28

8.1

G.B./P.N.

CA 2.2 m/CAFOS

IMG

R

15/08/14–16/06/05

49.8

F.M.

CA 3.5 m/MOSCA

IMG

R

15/08/18–15/08/25

0.4

F.M.

TNG/DOLORES

IMG/SPEC

B,V,R/300–843 nm

15/08/18–16/06/06

16.6

G.P.T./C.S.

Lowell 0.8 m/
NASAcam

IMG

R,CN

15/08/18–15/12/01

15.0

M.M.K.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

M.M.K.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

(Continued.)

.........................................................

telescope/instrument
VLT/FORS

rsta.royalsocietypublishing.org Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A 375: 20160249

Table 1. Summary table of observations. ToT, time on target (hours); PI, principal investigator for each programme; techniques
are IMG, imaging; PHOT, photometry; SPEC, spectroscopy; IPOL, imaging polarimetry; PMOS, spectropolarimetry. Filters in
letters for standard bands, with lowercase (g,r,i,z) indicating Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS)-type filters and upper case (B,V,R,I)
indicating Johnson/Cousins types. NB, narrowband (followed by central wavelengths), some cometary narrowband filters
labelled by name (e.g. CN around CN emission band). Wavelength range given for spectroscopy, in typical unit (nanometre
for visible, micrometre for near-IR, etc.).
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Table 1. (Continued.)
dates (YY/MM/DD)
15/08/20–16/04/27

ToT
7.5

Wendelstein/2 m

g,r,i

15/08/21–16/05/09

94.9

PI
A.F./C.S.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

IMG

H.B.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Wendelstein/0.4 m

IMG

r,i

15/08/21–15/11/11

29.8

H.B.

LT/SPRAT

SPEC

400–800 nm

15/09/04–16/01/12

1.85

C.S.

LT/LOTUS

SPEC

320–630 nm

15/09/05–16/01/12

2.7

C.S.

Lowell 1.1 m/Kron
photometer

PHOT

OH,NH,CN,C3,C2,
UVC,BC,GC

15/09/12–15/10/15

2.0

D.G.S.

IRAM-30 m/EMIR

SPEC

3.4–0.97 mm

15/09/18–15/09/22

8.0

N.B.

OSN 1.52 m/CCD

IMG

R

15/09/22–15/11/28

13.0

F.M.

DCT/LMI

IMG

R,r,CN,OH,BC,RC

15/09/23–16/05/26

4.9

M.M.K./M.S.P.K./D.B.

GTC/OSIRIS

IMG

r,NB 514,530,704,
738,923 nm

15/09/29–16/02/10

5.9

C.S.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

INT/IDS

SPEC

300–610 nm

15/10/07–15/10/07

0.7

C.S.

Gemini N/GNIRS

SPEC

1−2.5 µm

INT/WFC

IMG

B,r,i,z

15/10/14–16/01/04

2.6

M.M.K.

15/10/14–16/06/21

56.1

WHT/LIRIS

IMG

J,H,K

15/10/29–16/01/23

3.0

C.S.

6 m BTA SAO RAS/
SCORPIO-2

IMG/SPEC/IPOL

g,r/350-707 nm/R

15/11/08–16/04/05

3.7

N.K./V.R.

Odin
sub-millimetre
receivers

SPEC

Lijiang (2.4 m)

IMG

R, NB OSIRIS set

15/11/19–16/01/06

8.3

Z.Y.L.

TNG/HARPS-N

SPEC

383–693 nm

15/12/09–15/12/09

0.3

C.S.

TBL/Narval

SPEC

370–1000 nm

15/12/10–15/12/11

2.3

J.L.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

C.S./A.F./S.C.L.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

0.54 mm

15/11/09–15/11/12

63.8

N.B.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

OHP 80 cm

IMG

visible

15/12/11–16/01/08

6.0

E.H.

HCT (2 m)

IMG

R,I

15/12/12–15/12/12

2.5

A.K.S.

WHT/ISIS

IPOL

r

15/12/18–16/03/11

18.0

C.S./S.B.

NEOWISE

IMG

3.4,4.6 µm

15/12/21–16/05/23

0.1

A.M./J.B.

Keck/HIRES

SPEC

350–1000 nm

15/12/26–15/12/27

8

A.M.K.

VLT/FORS

IPOL/PMOS

R, NB 485 nm/
400–950 nm

16/01/10–16/03/04

8.2

S.B.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

OSN 0.9 m/CCD

IMG

R

16/01/14–16/01/16

3.0

F.M.

LCOGT 1.0 m/CCD

IMG

r

16/01/30–16/03/06

1.3

T.L.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

IRTF/SPEX

SPEC

0.8–2.5 µm

16/02/04–16/03/28

17.5

S.P./Y.R.

Gemini N/GMOS

IMG

g,r,i,z

16/02/16–16/05/28

2.0

M.M.K.

VLT/MUSE

SPEC

465–930 nm

16/03/03–16/03/07

9.0

A.G.-L.

VLT/SINFONI

SPEC

H+K

16/03/03–16/03/07

7.4

A.G.-L.

Subaru/HSC

IMG

HSC-g (480 nm)

16/03/08–16/03/08

1.1

M.Y.

IRTF/MORIS

IMG

r

16/03/13–16/03/28

13.5

Y.R.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

(Continued.)

.........................................................

wavelength range
300–1020 nm
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telescope/instrument technique
WHT/ISIS
SPEC
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Table 1. (Continued.)
wavelength range
3.6,4.5 µm

dates (YY/MM/DD)
16/04/08–16/05/08

ToT
1.3

PI
M.S.P.K.

VLT/VIMOS

IMG

R

16/05/09–16/05/10

1.5

A.F.

NTT/EFOSC

IMG

r

16/07/29–16/07/29

0.3

P.L.

Kepler

IMG

visible

16/09/08–16/09/20

288.0

C.S.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

Figure 2. Map of locations of contributing observatories. (Online version in colour.)

set of observations, we calculate that approximately 1300 h of telescope time were dedicated to
observing comet 67P during the Rosetta mission.
In 2014, we were mainly limited to larger telescopes, the 8 m VLT and Gemini-S, due to the
comet’s faintness and southern declination. There were also observations using the 2.5 m Nordic
Optical Telescope (NOT) on the island of La Palma, which has the advantage of being able to
point to low elevations, and was therefore one of the only telescopes able to follow the comet
over the full observability range from both hemispheres [24]. In the second quarter of 2015, the
comet was briefly visible from southern sites again, before being a Northern Hemisphere target
through perihelion, although visibility was limited to a short window before sunrise from any
given site.
Around perihelion robotic telescopes played a large part in the campaign, as these are ideal
for obtaining regular short observations [25]. One of the key robotic contributors to the campaign
was the 0.6 m TRAPPIST telescope at La Silla observatory in Chile [26], which is dedicated
to monitoring comets (and extrasolar planets). A larger robotic facility, the 2 m Liverpool
Telescope (LT) on La Palma [27], was able to provide spectroscopic monitoring using a new
instrument specially designed and commissioned for this observing campaign, LOTUS [28]. The
LT observations were performed as part of a large International Time Programme across six
Canary Island telescopes, which enabled a wide range of observations to be taken with various
techniques (broad- and narrow-band imaging, spectroscopy, polarimetry) across the visible and
near-IR wavelengths. Near-IR observations were also taken at the NASA IRTF facility on Hawaii,
USA, and over a long period at the Gemini telescopes, while even longer wavelength observations
were possible with the Spitzer and NEOWISE space telescopes in the IR and sub-millimetre arrays
on Earth, including ALMA, near to perihelion. Meanwhile spectroscopic observations continued
at the ESO VLT over as wide a time range as possible, despite some very challenging weather in
2016 in Chile. Many other facilities contributed imaging monitoring observations while the comet

.........................................................

technique
IMG
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telescope/instrument
Spitzer
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The appearance of the comet changed significantly during the campaign, as it went from inactive,
through perihelion, and then as the activity faded as it retreated from the Sun. A selection of
images that illustrate the general appearance of the comet are shown in figure 3.
The earliest observations in the campaign (in 2013 and early 2014) showed a point source,
an apparently inactive nucleus, although photometry and observations from Rosetta/OSIRIS
indicated that detectable activity began early in 2014, when the comet was more than 4 AU from
the Sun [23,30]. The comet became visibly active during 2014, showing a short tail at least 10
arcseconds long, corresponding to 25 000 km at the distance of the comet, by the time of the Philae
landing in November.
When the comet was again visible from Earth in 2015, it was considerably brighter, with a
tear-drop shape and a long tail (approx. 70 /120 000 km), showing a similar appearance through
perihelion. The apparent tail length increased as the comet continued to brighten, and also as it
became visible in darker skies. As the comet began to retreat from the Sun it took on a distinct
aspect, similar to that shown on previous orbits, with a broad coma and a clear narrow tail
(possibly a so-called ‘neck-line’, composed of dust released 180◦ in true anomaly before the date
of observation), along with a very long dust trail tracing its orbit. It maintained this appearance
until the end of the campaign, although fading as it reached approximately 3.5 AU from the Sun
by the end of observations in 2016.
The long dust trail was particularly apparent in wide field images obtained in early 2016,
when the comet was well placed for deep imaging. Figure 4 shows a mosaic taken with the
Wide Field Camera on the 2.5 m INT on La Palma, with each L-shaped field of view covering
approximately half a degree on a side. The trail can be traced to over 107 km from the comet, but
is seen to be at a slightly different angle from the tail/neck-line feature that is brighter closer to
the comet. The ‘two tails’ (trail and neck-line) are also apparent in deep and wide-field images
obtained serendipitously with the 8 m Subaru telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, in observations
on 2016/03/08 using the new Hyper Suprime-Cam, which is a mosaic imager with a 1.5◦ field
of view (figure 5). Detailed modelling of these structures is still to be done, but it is clear that
the trail and neck-line become more apparent post-perihelion. Finson–Probstein models [31,32]
indicate that the narrow tail structure should contain old dust; for example, in early November
2015 it should be dust that is at least 400 days old, released long before perihelion [29].
It is worth noting that only dust tails (or trails) were observed. Despite dedicated searches
there was no ion tail feature seen. The observing geometry (and the low inclination of 67P’s orbit)
meant that such observations were always challenging, but it seems that any ion features near
to the comet were too faint to separate from the dust, and further away could not be detected
even in the deepest images. While the comet was relatively bright a number of observations were

.........................................................

3. Large-scale morphology
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was relatively bright and well placed in late 2015 and the first half of 2016, with the Wendelstein
observatory in Germany [29], Calar Alto observatory in Spain, ESA’s optical ground station on
Tenerife, the Lulin observatory in Taiwan and the Lowell Observatory in the USA providing
regular and worldwide coverage.
As Rosetta entered its extended mission in 2016, the comet was increasingly visible all night,
although fading as it retreated from the Sun, and was targeted with wide-field imagers, including
a serendipitous deep and wide observation with the 8 m Subaru telescope (Hyper Suprime-Cam)
on Hawaii, and with integral field unit spectrographs (MUSE and SINFONI at the VLT), to
investigate compositional variations across the gas and dust coma. The dust coma was further
investigated by measuring its polarization as the observing geometry changed, using various
facilities including the Russian 6 m, the 2 m at the Rohzen Observatory in Bulgaria, the 4 m
William Herschel Telescope on La Palma, the HST and the VLT. Finally, as the Rosetta mission
reached its end in September 2016, a last set of remote imaging observations was collected by the
NASA Kepler satellite, as the comet happened to be crossing the survey field of this facility in the
weeks before the end of the mission, after it was no longer visible from Earth.
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Figure 3. R-band images of the comet, 1 arcminute on each side. Arrows indicate the direction of the orbital velocity (v) and the
Sun () directions, i.e. opposite the expected direction of the dust trail and ion tail, respectively. Image dates, telescopes and
exposure times: 2014/02/27, VLT/FORS, 10×50 s; 2014/07/01, VLT/FORS, 31×50s; 2014/10/22, VLT/FORS, 39×50s; 2015/05/21,
VLT/FORS, 2×30s; 2015/07/18, LT/IO:O, 10×20s; 2015/10/07, LT/IO:O, 9×15s; 2016/01/10, LT/IO:O, 3×120s; 2016/03/10, LT/IO:O,
14×180s; 2016/06/03, LT/IO:O, 3×180s. May 2015 image shows reflection from a bright star out of the field of view (above
comet).
made through narrowband filters, either special cometary filters from the Hale–Bopp set [33] or
by selecting suitable bandpasses from larger narrowband sets (e.g. for the 10 m Gran Telescopio
Canarias (GTC)). At the 1 m Lulin Optical Telescope (LOT) in Taiwan and at the 2.4 m at Lijiang
in China, copies of the same narrowband filter set flown on Rosetta/OSIRIS [34] were used to
observe the comet from the ground, providing a direct comparison between the inner tens of
kilometres seen from the spacecraft and the whole coma. Preliminary results from narrowband
imaging do not reveal obvious differences between gas and dust morphologies, other than the
large-scale gas coma being more symmetrical with no tail seen, but the observations generally
have relatively poor signal to noise ratios and analysis is ongoing. Photometry from these images
can be used to derive gas production rates, which are consistent with spectroscopy results (see
§4), and (in the case of the LOT/Lijiang data) will be used to make direct comparisons with the
Rosetta/OSIRIS gas observations [35,36].
The morphology within the coma on 103 –105 km scales is more complex than the large-scale
tail/trails picture. Various image enhancement techniques can be used to reveal the structure
within the coma, and a similar pattern is visible in different datasets and using different

.........................................................
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(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Wide field image taken with the 8 m Subaru telescope and the Hyper Suprime-Cam, taken on 2016/03/08 when the
comet was at 2.5 AU from the Sun. (a) Full field of view of the Hyper Suprime-Cam (single frame), showing the region containing
the comet. (b) Extracted comet region (62.3 × 14.2 arcmin), total of 10 × 6 min exposures stacked. (c) Same images median
combined after shifting to account for comet motion.

techniques. A stable pattern of fans or jets is seen using either Larson–Sekanina [37] processing or
subtraction of an azimuthal median profile (figure 6). Although we refer to these structures as jets,
they may be projections of broader dust flows (fans), and do not necessarily relate to the narrow
jets seen in Rosetta images of the inner coma [38]. This pattern showed a slow evolution [29,39,40],
with the relative intensity of the different jets approximately following the changing seasons
on the comet—the southern structures are brighter around perihelion when this hemisphere of
the nucleus is illuminated [41]. Preliminary analysis of coma morphology seen throughout the
apparition is consistent with predictions [14] for the source regions and pole solution (JB Vincent
2016, private communication), indicating that these jets are features that reappear each orbit
[29,39,42].
Further analysis of the shape of the coma reveals evidence for a short-lived change (outburst)
in late August 2015, around the time of peak activity post-perihelion, and a change in the slope

.........................................................

(a)
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Figure 4. Wide field image taken with the 2.5 m INT in March 2016, showing the long trail (approx. 2◦ ).
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Figure 6. (a) ‘Jets’ in the coma (labelled J1, J2), as seen from the 6 m BTA telescope of the SAO (Russia), on 2015/11/08. Image is
approximately 100 000 km across. (b) Enhanced Gemini NIRI J-band images of the comet monthly from August 2015 through to
January 2016 (date give as YYMMDD). Images are centred on the comet and an azimuthal median profile has been subtracted
to reveal the fainter underlying structure. At times (August, January) two distinct structures can be discerned that match those
labelled J1, J2 in the SAO image while at other times they overlap to appear as a single larger structure towards the southeast.
All images have the same colour scheme with red/orange bright and blue/purple/black faint, but different colour scales. Each
image is 50 000 km on a side and has north up and east to the left. The Sun and the direction of the comet’s orbital velocity are
towards the southeast in all panels, and do not change significantly over this period (figure 3). The red blob within a few pixels
of the centre in all panels is an artefact of the enhancement; trailed stars can be seen as streaks in August, October and January.
(Online version in colour.)
of the coma profile indicating possible dust fragmentation [29]. Observations with the HST
revealed differences in polarization within the jets compared with the background coma [43].
Finally, models can be employed to recreate the coma morphology based on assumptions on
dust properties. In the case of 67P, where in situ instruments provide many constraints on these
properties, detailed models have linked the 2014 observations and early OSIRIS observations [44]
and will further investigate the changing morphology with time [45].

4. Composition
From the ground, the composition of comets (or any astrophysical object) is generally probed
by spectroscopy. The solid components of the comet (its nucleus and dust coma) have similar
and generally featureless spectra, reflecting sunlight back with a red slope in the visible range
and a more neutral reflectance spectrum in the near-IR. The spectrum of the dust coma seen
early in the mission matched Rosetta/VIRTIS observations of the nucleus [23,46]. As the comet
approached perihelion Rosetta observations revealed some variation across the surface, including
exposed ice patches. Near-IR spectroscopy with Gemini-N (GNIRS) and the NASA IRTF (SpeX)
was obtained with the goal to look for and characterize the signatures of water-ice grains in the
coma as previously obtained in the much more active comet 103P/Hartley 2 [47]. Analyses of the
GNIRS and SpeX data are ongoing.
The gas coma of comets is far more revealing, as emission features from various species can
be measured across all possible wavelengths, for bright enough comets. Rosetta’s own remotesensing spectrograph suite observed the gas coma from the UV through to the sub-millimetre
(ALICE, VIRTIS, MIRO), detecting water already from June 2014 onwards and also mapping
CO2 , OH and CN, among other species [48–50]. From the ground, we were mostly limited to
observations of 67P in the visible range, where emissions from so-called ‘daughter’ species are

.........................................................
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Figure 7. Spectrum taken with the blue arm of ISIS on the WHT, on 2015/08/19, with the comet just past perihelion. The
narrow red line shows a scaled solar analogue (i.e. the continuum/dust signal) for comparison. The strongest emission bands
are identified. (Online version in colour.)

seen (figure 7). Using the detection of these species to probe the composition of the parent
ices in the nucleus requires the use of photochemistry models, which Rosetta presents a unique
opportunity to test (by comparing these observations with in situ measurements of parent gases
escaping directly from the nucleus). The spectrum in figure 7 was taken with the ISIS spectrograph
on the WHT within a week of perihelion, and shows a fairly typical comet emission pattern,
with obvious OH and CN bands, and weaker C2 , C3 and NH features. The intensity of C2 and
C3 in the spectra of 67P recorded in this campaign is relatively low (compared with the strong
CN band), placing 67P in the carbon-chain-depleted class of comet, in agreement with earlier
observations [51].
Longer wavelength and/or higher resolution spectroscopy was possible when the comet
was at its brightest. High-resolution near-IR spectroscopy, useful to separate cometary water
emission lines from the terrestrial atmosphere, was attempted close to perihelion (2015/07/26–
31) in good conditions with CSHELL on the IRTF, but resulted only in (3σ ) upper limits
of Q(H2 O) ≤ 5.1 × 1027 molecules s−1 and Q(C2 H6 ) ≤ 9.9 × 1025 molecules s−1 , assuming a
rotational temperature of 40 K. These limits were close to the total water production interpolated
from Rosetta results (approx. 3.9 × 1027 molecules s−1 for late July [52]), suggesting a detection
was just out of reach. At longer IR wavelengths Spitzer/IRAC [53,54] and WISE [55] photometry
can be used to estimate the production rate of CO2 [56–58], another major parent species in
the coma. The comet’s CO2 -to-dust ratio at 2.8–3.0 AU (post-perihelion) appeared relatively low
compared with other comets observed at similar distances in the same survey [59]. Figure 8
shows the four Spitzer epochs median combined into a single image. An asymmetry in the
4.5 µm coma due to emission from the CO2 ν3 band at 4.26 µm suggests the production of this
gas is dominated by the Southern Hemisphere, similar to Rosetta/VIRTIS and Rosetta/ROSINA
observations from elsewhere in the orbit [60–62]. Observations were also carried out in the
sub-millimetre range, using the large ground-based facilities IRAM and ALMA to detect HCN
(a parent of CN) and CH3 OH approximately at rates of 9 × 1024 and 2 × 1026 molecules s−1 ,
respectively, in September 2015. From above the Earth’s atmosphere, observations with the
Odin satellite in November 2015 searched for a water signature, but were only able to give
upper limits (Q(H2 O) ≤ 3.3 × 1027 molecules s−1 ), again close to the Rosetta value at that
time [52].
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Figure 8. Spitzer/IRAC images of the comet at 3.6 and 4.5 µm (a,b). The CO2 coma (c) is apparent after the 3.6 µm image (dust)
is subtracted from the 4.5 µm image (dust and gas). Celestial North (N), the projected orbital velocity (v) and the projected
direction of the Sun () are marked with arrows. Each image is approximately 200 000 km on a side. (Online version in colour.)

5. Polarimetry
Polarimetry, and more specifically linear polarization imaging and phase curves, provides
evidence for changes in dust physical properties and gives clues to size and morphology of the
dust particles [63]. Polarimetric images of 67P have been obtained from the HST ACS/WFC in
2014, 2015 and 2016. In August and November 2014, the comet, still far away from the Sun, was
observed at low galactic latitudes; for a phase angle about 15.5◦ , the average polarization was
nominal, about −2% [64]. Three months after perihelion, in November 2015, the comet was still
quite active, with conspicuous structures in intensity; for a phase angle of about 33◦ , the average
polarization was in agreement with what had been noticed at the previous passage [11], above
average values, suggesting significant changes in the properties of dust aggregates ejected by the
comet after perihelion [43,65]. Polarimetric images have also been obtained from the VLT, the
WHT, the Rohzen Observatory and BTA, the 6 m Russian telescope, between August 2015 and
April 2016. The polarization maps (figure 9) provide evidence for different properties (e.g. size,
shape, porosity) in the dust particles across the coma [66].

6. Total activity
One of the fundamental measurements provided by the Earth-based view of 67P was an
assessment of the ‘total’ activity of the comet, which is an important reference for Rosetta results.
Activity measurements from the spacecraft necessarily depend on various models, to reconstruct
the global activity from a local measurement at one position inside the coma. Reassuringly,
attempts to compare the measurements from various instruments with the ground-based total
activity view produce largely consistent results (including between different Rosetta instruments,
although there are some differences between ROSINA and VIRTIS), suggesting that the models
used to interpret local measurements are valid [52,67].
The total activity of the comet can be measured in various ways from the ground, looking
at the dust or gas coma. The total dust activity is easiest to follow, and can be assessed using
broad-band photometry (typically R-band, to avoid contamination in the bandpass by gas
emissions). Archival imaging was used to measure the total activity in previous orbits [22],
and make predictions for 2014–2016, and the same sort of measurements were applied to the
campaign data: we measure the total brightness of the comet in R-band within a constant circular
aperture of radius ρ = 10 000 km at the distance of the comet. Some observations were taken with
Johnson or Cousins R-band filters, while others used the r filter of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS) system (and VLT/FORS observations used the ‘R_SPECIAL’ filter that is somewhere
between these). All photometry was calibrated onto the Cousins R (Landolt) photometric scale,
using transformations from the SDSS system and the (g − r) = 0.62 ± 0.04 colour of the comet
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Figure 9. Distribution of linear polarization (P, %) in comet 67P ((a) coma and tail; (b) zoom in on coma). Observation obtained
with the SAO 6 m telescope on 2015/11/08. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 10. Total R-band magnitude of the comet, compared with prediction from previous orbits (solid line). Solar elongation
is indicated with hatching as in figure 1. (Online version in colour.)

measured with the LT near perihelion where necessary [25]. This allowed direct comparison with
predictions.
We show the measured total brightness of the comet in R-band in figure 10, along with the
prediction from three previous orbits. It is immediately clear that the comet’s brightness followed
the prediction very well, implying that the activity level of the comet is consistent from one orbit
to the next. It is also clear that the campaign resulted in very complete coverage of the 2014–2016
period, with regular observations whenever it was possible to obtain them. The peak in activity in
late August (approx. two weeks after perihelion) is obvious. There are subtle differences between
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datasets taken with different filters (R versus r ), implying a possible change of colour in the coma
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with time. The change in colour is small and has not yet been studied in detail, but probably
relates to the changing gas production [25,29]. There are no large outbursts or other sudden
brightness changes, and the phase function assumed in the prediction (a linear phase function
with β = 0.02 mag deg−1 ) clearly gives a decent fit over the range of phase angles seen from
the Earth (α ≤ 35◦ ). The simple power law dependencies on heliocentric distance, on which the
predictions are based (flux ∝ r−5.2 pre-perihelion and ∝ r−5.4 post-perihelion [22]), can be used
to give a good first-order description of the dust brightness. Just before perihelion the observed
brightness appears to be slightly below the prediction, but this is probably an effect of the peak
in activity being offset slightly from perihelion, which is not considered in the simple power law
model [25]. In terms of the widely used Af ρ parameter for quantifying cometary activity [68], we
find that the peak in activity was around Af ρ ≈ 1000 cm. The Wendelstein data support an Af ρ
power law dependence on heliocentric distance with an exponent of −3.7 to −4.2, depending on
the phase function assumed, using data from mid-September to the end of December 2015 [29].
This is close to the Af ρ ∝ r−3.4 post-perihelion from the prediction paper, and within the range of
previous determinations discussed there [22].
The total activity can also be measured in terms of gas production rates. The most abundant
species released by the comet is water, but this is difficult to measure from the ground—
only comets considerably brighter than 67P can be regularly observed with high-resolution
spectroscopy to separate cometary water emission lines (e.g. in the near-IR) from the terrestrial
atmosphere. In the weeks pre-perihelion an upper limit of Q(H2 O) ≤ 5.1 × 1027 molecules s−1
was measured with IRTF, as described in §4. The alternative way to obtain water production rates
from the ground is through observation of the daughter species such as OH, via the emission
bands around 308 nm in the UV, or the [OI] lines near 630 nm. These are also challenging for
a faint comet, given the strong absorption in the UV by atmospheric ozone and the need for
high resolution to separate oxygen lines from terrestrial ones. Successful detections of OH were
made in 67P, primarily using the ISIS spectrograph on the WHT (figure 7). A production rate
of Q(OH) = 2.6 × 1027 molecules s−1 was found on 2015/08/19 (within a week of perihelion),
which corresponds to Q(H2 O) = 3.2 × 1027 molecules s−1 . Further observations with ISIS were
attempted until April 2016, but the OH production rate was only measurable relatively close
to perihelion. Observations of OH emission with the Lowell 1.1 m and Kron photoelectric
photometer (and narrowband filters) were used to derive water production rates of Q(H2 O) =
7.7 and 3.4 × 1027 molecules s−1 on 2015/09/12 and 2015/10/15, respectively. [OI] lines were
detected using UVES on the VLT and HIRES on Keck in late 2015. While used in the past as a
reliable proxy for H2 O production in comets [69–71], the detection of abundant molecular oxygen
in the coma of 67P [72] complicates interpretation of the observed [OI] line fluxes in terms of H2 O
production rates.
The most easily detected gas species in a typical cometary coma is the CN radical, with a
strong emission band around 389 nm, so the longer term gas production rate was monitored by
observations of this band. Preliminary Rosetta results suggest that CN production does largely
follow the water production rate, although there may be some long-term variation in the relative
proportions (K Altwegg 2016, private communication). The detection of CN was still challenging
in 67P, with sensitive searches with the VLT and FORS in 2014 unsuccessful [23]. When the comet
returned to visibility in 2015 CN was still not immediately detected, despite the considerably
brighter coma, and an upper limit of 2 × 1023 molecules s−1 was found in May with the VLT,
even though the heliocentric distance was only 1.6 AU. The rate then rapidly increased, with a
positive detection finally achieved in early July at 2 × 1024 molecules s−1 (1.35 AU), and a range of
facilities were able to make observations via spectroscopy or narrowband imaging in the months
after perihelion, while VLT and SAO 6 m observations continued to trace CN out to approx. 3 AU
post-perihelion. Estimates of the CN production rate against heliocentric distance are shown in
figure 11. The strong asymmetry around perihelion is clear—while detection was impossible with
even the best telescopes until just before perihelion inbound, CN was measured for many months
post-perihelion.
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Figure 11. CN production rate (in molecules s−1 ) as a function of heliocentric distance (negative values indicate pre-perihelion
data, positive post-perihelion). We include data from previous orbits [3,7,12,73], narrowband photometry from TRAPPIST and
the Lowell 1.1 m around perihelion, and spectroscopy from the VLT, SAO 6 m and LT (see key in plot for symbols). Error bars are
not included for clarity. The dashed line shows a scaled version of the dust scaling law plotted in figure 10. In general, preperihelion data are only upper limits (marked with arrows) until relatively low r, when the rate climbs quickly pre-perihelion,
with a similar slope to the dust fit. CN emission can be detected to larger distance post-perihelion, with a shallow decrease
in Q(CN). Datasets from different telescopes mostly agree, although the LT production rates post-perihelion are generally lower
than those measured with larger telescopes, but with significant scatter. This behaviour appears to be seen in data from previous
orbits too, with little change in total CN production (there appears to be a reasonable match between the ‘previous’ points and
those taken in this campaign). (Online version in colour.)

7. Discussion and open questions
The observing campaign largely demonstrated 67P to be a fairly typical Jupiter family comet, with
a predictable and smoothly varying activity level, and no major outbursts or unusual events. In
this way, it confirmed that Rosetta was seeing typical behaviour of a typical object—an important
statement that allows the conclusions from Rosetta measurements to be taken as generally true
for comets. However, there were some surprises that require further investigation. The most
obvious of these is the puzzling difference between the symmetrical rise and fall of total activity as
measured by dust brightness, and the sharp onset and then slow decrease in activity measured by
CN gas production. Taken at face value this implies a significant change in dust-to-gas ratio with
time, but the observation does not agree with the symmetrical rise and fall in total gas production
seen by in situ Rosetta instruments [52,67]. While Rosetta/ROSINA sees some changes in the
CN/water ratio with time, these are subtle, and, in general, in situ measurements find that the
CN and water production rates appear to be correlated (while the relative abundance of other
major species to water, e.g. CO2 /water, varies across the nucleus and with time [49,60]). The
apparent stages of turn on and off of CN as seen from Earth are near to the dates of equinox on the
comet, so this could be a seasonal effect (i.e. the CN parent is mostly released from the Southern
Hemisphere), but this was not obvious in Rosetta/ROSINA measurements (K Altwegg 2016,
private communication). This implies a difference between in situ and whole coma measurements,
which still needs to be explained. One possibility is a distributed source of CN, at distances
> 100 km from the nucleus, that is not seen by Rosetta. A more detailed analysis of the long-term
gas and dust production rate monitoring will appear in a future paper [74].
If one of the conclusions of the parallel Earth and Rosetta observations is that the bright
CN band cannot be used as a reliable tracer of total gas production, an equally important test
will be to see how well more direct tracers compare with in situ measurements. Although more
difficult to perform, observations of OH are generally thought to have the advantage of having a
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An unprecedented long-term campaign of observations followed comet 67P throughout the
Rosetta mission, including characterization of the nucleus and activity levels before the spacecraft
arrived, and parallel to its operational period (2014–2016). This made 67P one of the best studied
short-period comets, with observations following it from its inactive state through perihelion and
back out to beyond 3 AU, despite challenging geometry (low solar elongation) for much of this
apparition. The parallel observations with the long-term in situ monitoring from Rosetta provide
a unique opportunity to test observational techniques and models against ‘ground-truth’. We
find that the comet’s brightness largely varies in a smooth and predictable way, with no major
outbursts or changes from orbit to orbit, but subtle variations can be identified. The morphology
of both the inner coma and the large-scale tails and trails is also repeatable between orbits, and
implies a stable pattern of activity, which we hope to correlate with the detailed view of active
regions seen by the spacecraft. The comet’s composition is typical of the carbon-depleted class,
but the dust and CN gas production rates varied in different ways around perihelion, indicating
possible differences in composition across the nucleus. With approximately 1300 h of observation
over 4 years, there is a wealth of ground-based data to compare with the treasure trove of Rosetta
results: a large number of detailed follow-up studies are ongoing, and will be published in the
coming year(s).
Data accessibility. It is our intention that all observational data from the campaign will be archived alongside
Rosetta instrument data at the ESA Planetary Science Archive (http://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/psa). In
addition, much of the raw data are (or will be) available from individual observatory archive facilities.
Observing log information available at http://www.rosetta-campaign.net will also be permanently archived
at the Planetary Science Archive.
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observations and/or data reduction, and read and approved the manuscript.
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acknowledges support from STFC grant ST/L000709/1. S.F.G. acknowledges support from the STFC (grant
ST/L000776/1). J.K. is supported by NSF grant 1413736. H.J.L., B.Z. and A.S. acknowledge the support of
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single well-known parent (water) and, therefore, tracing total (water dominated) gas production
directly. In the few months post-perihelion where we could perform OH measurements from the
ground, Rosetta production rates are based on models that extrapolate to the whole coma from a
local (or single line of sight) measurement. These models agree with ground-based photometry
for (scaled) dust production [67], but have not yet been directly compared with ground-based
gas measurements. A further complicating factor is the discovery, from Rosetta/ALICE, that
the dissociation models used to get daughter species fluxes need to take into account electron
impact as well as solar UV radiation [75]. This has been taken into account in studies of the gas
production via Rosetta/OSIRIS narrowband imaging of the inner coma [36], but the implications
for the larger scale coma need to be considered.
Finally, while the total brightness evolution of 67P was very smooth, there is evidence of
short-term variations (i.e. outbursts). Outbursts from comets vary in scale from the frequent but
small-scale events seen as Deep Impact approached comet 9P/Tempel 1 [76,77] to events that
can cause the coma to brighten by many magnitudes (such as the mega-outburst of 17P/Holmes
in 2007). The abundant photometry on 67P from this campaign will allow careful searches for
small outbursts, and in particular tests to see if the many short-lived events seen as bright
jets in Rosetta imaging [78] are correlated with changes in the total brightness. One potentially
significant outburst, in late August 2015, has already been identified from ground-based data due
to the effect it had on the overall shape of the inner coma [29]. There is also a possible signature
in ground-based photometry of the outburst seen by many of Rosetta’s instruments in February
2016 [79], although the comet was close to the full moon at that time, and also near to opposition;
therefore, phase function effects on the total brightness need to be carefully considered.
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1.2 Результати комплексних досліджень довгоперіодичних комет на
геліоцентричних відстанях r < 3 a.o.
Спостереження 3 довгоперіодичних комет C/2009 P1 (Garradd) [4, 15], C/2013
UQ4

(Catalina)

[17]

і

C/2018

V1

(Machholz–Fujikawa–Iwamoto)

[36]

на

геліоцентричних відстанях r < 3 a.o. проводилися в період з 2010 по 2018 роки.
Результати комплексних досліджень цих комет представлено в даному розділі.
На

основі

результатів

фотометричних,

поляриметричних

і

спектрополяриметричних спостережень комети C/2009 P1 (Garradd) вперше
отримано з великою роздільною здатністю просторові розподіли яскравості і
кругової поляризації в комі, а також спектральний розподіл лінійної поляризації.
Згідно відношення газ/пил комета відноситься до групи пилових комет [4].
Вперше виявлено та детально досліджено зміну протягом тижня кольору пилу
від синього до червоного в кометі C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina) [17]. Моделювання
показало хімічно неоднорідну кому комети, яка складалася щонайменше з двох
компонентів: багатих на Mg силікатів, які продукують синій колір, тоді як червоний
колір можуть давати або Mg-Fe силікати, або керогени II типу, або органічні
речовини, оброблені низькою дозою ультрафіолетового випромінювання. Таку зміну
в хімічному складі пилової коми протягом короткого часу пояснено наявністю
активних ділянок на поверхні ядра, які продукують пил різного хімічного складу.
Ґрунтуючись

на

поляриметричних

спостереженнях

комети

C/2018

V1

(Machholz–Fujikawa–Iwamoto) [36], визначено поляризацію Pmax ≈ (6.8 ± 1.8) %, яка
виявилася досить низькою на фазових кутах α ≈ 83 – 91°. Використовуючи модель
агломерованих частинок, визначено склад кометного пилу, який складається з
силікатів з високим вмістом Mg та невеликим вмістом Fe або без нього. Показано,
що газова складова може бути відповідальною за низьке значення максимуму
поляризації.
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Abstract—The results of the photometric observations of comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) performed at the
60cm Zeiss600 telescope of the Terskol observatory have been analyzed. During the observations, the comet
was at the heliocentric and geocentric distances of 1.7 and 2.0 AU, respectively. The CCD images of the
comet were obtained in the standard narrowband interference filters suggested by the International research
program for comet HaleBopp and correspondingly designated the “Hale–Bopp (HB) set.” These filters
were designed to isolate the BC (λ4450/67 Å), GC (λ5260/56 Å) and RC (λ7128/58 Å) continua and the
emission bands of C2 (λ5141/118 Å), CN (λ3870/62 Å), and C3 (λ4062/62 Å). From the photometric data,
the dust production rate of the comet and its color index and color excess were determined. The concentra
tion of C2, CN, and C3 molecules and their production rates along the line of sight were estimated. The
obtained results show that the physical parameters of the comet are close to the mean characteristics typical
of the dynamically new comets.
DOI: 10.1134/S0038094614050025

INTRODUCTION
Comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) was discovered with
the use of the 0.5m Schmidt telescope of the Siding
Spring Observatory on August 13, 2009 (McNaught
and Garradd, 2009), as an object of 17.5m in stellar
magnitude. In that time, the comet was at the helio
centric distance of 8.7 AU. The orbital parameters of
the comet, such as the eccentricity е = 1.00099925,
the Tisserand parameter Tj = 0.432, the inclination i =
106.2°, and the semimajor axis a = 2564.1 AU
(Nakano, 2012), allow us to rate it as a longperiod
comet originating from the Oort cloud.
The comet passed its perihelion on December 23,
2011, at the heliocentric distance of 1.55 AU and
became an object of thorough investigation in differ
ent wavelength ranges.
The study of the comet in the infrared range at a
heliocentric distance larger than 2 AU revealed traces
of such compounds as CO, CH3OH, CH4, C2H6, and
HCN, as well as the hardtonotice presence (the
upper limit of accuracy) of NH3, C2H2, HDO, and
OCS (Paganini et al., 2012). Moreover, from the anal
ysis of individual spatial profiles of the volatile com
pounds and the continuum, the authors found a signif
icant asymmetry of the material outflow. These results
may point to the existence of two separate sources

(regions), from which H2O and CO gases sublimate in
different directions. The authors also found a high
content of CO, which suggests that comet C/2009 P1
is COenriched.
Similar results on the CO abundance in the comet
were obtained with the NASA Fund Infrared Tele
scope (IRTF) at the Mauna Kea Observatory, where
the comet was observed before and after the perihelion
(McKay et al., 2012).
When comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) was at the dis
tance of 2.1 AU, observations fulfilled in the infrared
range at the Keck II and IRTF telescopes showed the
significant water excess in the direction toward the
Sun. This can be explained by the sunward water jet
containing icegrain inclusions (Villanueva et al.,
2012).
Observations carried out with large telescopes dur
ing 2011–2012, when the comet was at the heliocen
tric distances from 2.40 to 1.57 AU, allowed nine main
volatiles to be identified before the perihelion, and six,
after the perihelion. The analysis of the data obtained
yielded the presence of such compounds as H2O, CO,
CH4, C2H2, C2H6, HCN, NH3, Н2СО, and CH3OH
(Mumma et al., 2012). The authors also found that the
comet is COenriched, while it is strongly depleted of
C2H2. At the same time, the abundance of C2H6 and
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CH3OH is close to the values measured in the cur
rently observed comets of the Oort cloud.
When comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) was at the
heliocentric distance of 2 AU after passing the perihe
lion, it was investigated in the infrared range (1.05–
4.85 µm) by the Deep Impact spacecraft. Three domi
nant volatile components—H2O, CO2, and CO—
were simultaneously identified. The preliminary anal
ysis showed the high abundance of CO2 and CO in the
comet relative to that in the other comets (Feaga et al.,
2012).
With the Herschel space telescope, the D/H con
tent in comet C/2009 P1 was analyzed (Bockelée
Morvan et al., 2012); it turned out to be substantially
higher than that for the terrestrial oceans, while the
16O/18O content corresponds to the terrestrial esti
mates.
The spectral observations of the comet carried out
in the ultraviolet range with the Hubble Space Tele
scope (HST) in January 2012, also revealed the CO
abundance of about 20% relative to that of water
(Feldman et al., 2012).
To study the structure and fragmentation inside the
cometary nucleus, the morphology of the image of the
comet was analyzed. In July 2011, the surface bright
ness was mapped pixel by pixel with the 0.35m PARI
instrument mounted in the main focus of the HST.
The preliminary analysis suggests that the cometary
nucleus is a onepiece body of elongated shape. How
ever, the comet shows the signs of probable future frag
mentation of the nucleus (Mehnert et al., 2012).
In the present paper, we analyze the photometric
data obtained in the observations of comet C/2009 P1
(Garradd) before its perihelion with the use of the
HB narrowband cometary filters.
OBSERVATIONS AND PROCESSING
Comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) was observed from
October 28 to November 14, 2011. During the obser
vations, the comet was at the heliocentric distance r =
1.7 AU and the geocentric distance Δ = 2.0 AU. The
observations of the comet were carried out at the
60cm Zeiss600 telescope of the Peak Terskol obser
vatory. The CCD PixelVision Vienna camera with a
matrix of 1024 × 1024 pixels was used as a radiation
detector. The detector’s field of view was 10.7′ × 10.7′,
and the image scale was 0.63″ per pixel. The images of
the comet were taken with the HB narrowband filters
(Farnham et al., 2000) designed to separate the BC,
GC, and RC continua and the C2, CN, and C3 emis
sions.
To increase the signaltonoise ratio, the binning
procedure (2 × 2 pixels into one) was used.
The reduction of the obtained data was performed
with the Interactive Data Language (IDL) programs
(http://ittvis.com/idl). In the preprocessing, the
matrix bias was taken into account, the images were

cleared of the traces of cosmicray particles, and the
flat fields and the dark current were accounted for. The
HD 164852 star was observed as a photometric stan
dard (Farnham et al., 2000).
To sum up, the images of the comet in different fil
ters for the further analysis, all of the frames should
have been transformed in order to take into account
the movement of the comet relative to the background
stars. For this, the locations of the comet center and
the selected field stars were measured. All of the
images were shifted taking accounting of the obtained
locations, which resulted in the set of images reduced
to the common center with the coordinates corre
sponding to those of the center of the comet’s image
chosen in one of the frames. In the obtained images,
the photometric center of the comet had the same
coordinates, and the centers of the stars were shifted
from frame to frame. After that, the sky background
was taken into account, and the interframe median fil
tration was applied to all the transformed images. This
procedure allowed the signaltonoise ratio to be
increased and the background stars to be partially
removed. The next step in the frame processing was to
reduce the images to the same coordinate correspond
ing to the star center (in the same way, as that for the
comet center). The interframe median filtration was
again applied to the obtained images, and the resulting
images could be used for further analysis and, in par
ticular, for the aperture photometry of the background
stars.
The indepth information on the observations is
presented in Table 1 and Fig. 1.
PHOTOMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS
OF THE COMET
The stellar magnitude of the comet was determined
by the following formula

⎡I (λ)⎤
(1)
mc = − 2.5log ⎢ c ⎥ + mst − 2.5log P(λ)Δ M ,
⎣ I s(λ)⎦
where mst is the magnitude of the standard star, Is and
Ic are the observed fluxes (in relative units) from the
star and the comet, respectively, P is the atmospheric
transparency coefficient, ΔM is the difference between
the air masses of the star and the comet. The atmo
spheric transparency coefficient for the Terskol peak
was taken from the paper by Kulik et al. (2004).
For the aperture photometry of stars, the dia
phragm of 10″ radius was used, which is caused by the
fact that the halfwidth of the Gaussian profile for the
background stars was about 4″ on average. The resid
ual background of the sky was estimated with the
annular aperture.
The estimates of the stellar magnitude of the comet
for the observational period from October 28 to
November 14, 2011, are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. The log of observations of comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) from October 28 to November 14, 2011
Exposure, s

Air mass

r, AU

Δ, AU

Filters

Magnitude

October, 28.6536

300

1.49

1.730

1.986

RC

9.14 ± 0.04

October, 28.6653

180

1.59

1.730

1.986

GC

10.08 ± 0.02

October, 28.6721

300

1.65

1.730

1.987

C2

8.43 ± 0.06

October, 28.6766

300

1.70

1.730

1.987

C3

9.89 ± 0.08

October, 28.6802

300

1.74

1.730

1.987

BC

10.77 ± 0.01

October, 28.7104

300

2.18

1.730

1.987

CN

8.98 ± 0.02

October, 29.6379

420

1.41

1.724

1.994

C2

8.30 ± 0.06

October, 29.6436

420

1.44

1.724

1.994

CN

8.49 ± 0.02

October, 29.6486

420

1.48

1.724

1.994

BC

10.77 ± 0.01

October, 29.6538

420

1.52

1.724

1.994

RC

9.12 ± 0.04

October, 29.6590

420

1.56

1.724

1.994

GC

10.11 ± 0.02

October, 30.6441

420

1.47

1.718

2.003

C2

8.32 ± 0.06

October, 30.6508

420

1.52

1.718

2.003

CN

8.52 ± 0.02

October, 30.6563

420

1.56

1.718

2.003

BC

10.89 ± 0.01

October, 30.6630

420

1.62

1.718

2.003

RC

9.14 ± 0.04

October, 30.6689

420

1.68

1.718

2.003

C3

10.09 ± 0.07

October, 30.6740

420

1.74

1.718

2.003

GC

10.22 ± 0.02

October, 31.6369

420

1.44

1.713

2.010

C2

8.35 ± 0.06

October, 31.6422

420

1.48

1.713

2.010

C3

10.03 ± 0.08

October, 31.6475

420

1.52

1.713

2.010

CN

8.56 ± 0.02

October, 31.6538

420

1.57

1.713

2.010

BC

10.86 ± 0.01

October, 31.6591

420

1.61

1.713

2.010

RC

9.08 ± 0.04

October, 31.6625

300

1.65

1.713

2.010

GC

10.13 ± 0.02

November, 1.6596

420

1.65

1.707

2.018

C2

8.25 ± 0.06

November, 1.6646

420

1.70

1.707

2.018

C3

10.03 ± 0.08

November, 1.6704

420

1.76

1.707

2.018

GC

10.18 ± 0.02

November, 1.6755

420

1.83

1.707

2.018

BC

10.92 ± 0.01

November, 1.6806

420

1.89

1.707

2.018

RC

9.13 ± 0.04

November, 1.6993

420

2.21

1.707

2.018

CN

8.74 ± 0.02

November, 5.6561

240

1.74

1.685

2.045

C2

8.29 ± 0.06

November, 5.6626

120

1.81

1.685

2.045

BC

10.57 ± 0.01

November, 5.6702

300

1.92

1.685

2.045

C3

9.95 ± 0.08

November, 5.6775

300

2.03

1.685

2.045

RC

9.18 ± 0.04

November, 14.6497

300

1.99

1.641

2.091

C2

8.24 ± 0.06

November, 14.6626

300

2.22

1.641

2.091

BC

10.99 ± 0.01

November, 14.6597

300

2.16

1.641

2.091

GC

10.20 ± 0.02

November, 14.6784

120

2.60

1.641

2.091

RC

9.20 ± 0.04

Observation date, UTCa

a UTC—Coordinated Universal Time.
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30.10.11
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0
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5.0 × 104
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Fig. 1. On the left, the orbits of the Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, and the comet are schematically shown. The positions of the comet for
the first and last days of observations are indicated. On the right, there are the isophots of comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) for the
images obtained in the RC filter on November 14, 2011. They are presented in the distance scale relative to the comet center R
[km]. The directions to the north, the east, and the Sun, as well as the moving direction of the comet (V) are shown.

The Production Rate and Reflectance Gradient
of the Dust and the Color Excess of the Comet

and RC filters was taken from the paper by Farnham
et al. (2000).

The analysis of the flux of solar light scattered by
the comet allows the following characteristics of dust,
such as the dust production rate, the color, the spectral
gradient of the reflectance, and the gastodust ratio to
be estimated. To determine the column density of dust
from the continuum measurements is a rather compli
cated problem, since the brightness of the comet in
continuum depends on the size distribution of parti
cles, the phase angle of the comet, the albedo, etc.
Because of this, to estimate the dust production rate in
a comet from the flux of its radiation in continuum,
the quantity Afρ is used. This quantity was introduced
by A’Hearn et al. (1984), and it is determined by the
ratio of the effective crosssection of all particles fall
ing within the receiver’s field of view to the projection
of the field of view onto the celestial sphere. To esti
mate this quantity, the following expression is often
used (Mazzota Epifani et al., 2010):

Formula (2) is often used for estimating the dust
production rate in spite of the fact that the condition
of isotropic scattering on dust particles in the
cometary atmospheres (assumed as a basis for the
expression) is evidently not satisfied. To account for
possible anisotropic outflows from the cometary
nucleus in the calculations of the dust production rate,
the stellar magnitude is estimated within a small aper
ture covering the nearnucleus area, where the condi
tion of the homogeneous outflow of the material from
the cometary nucleus is assumed to be satisfied. In
Fig. 2, the logarithmic dependence of the parameter
Afρ on the heliocentric distance of the comet is pre
sented.

(

)

Af ρ = 4r 2Δ 210 0.4(ms −mcf ) ρ ,

(2)

where the quantity Afρ is expressed in centimeters;
Δ is the geocentric distance also expressed in centime
ters; r is the heliocentric distance expressed in astro
nomical units; ρ is the radius of the aperture used for
integrating the signal from the comet projected onto
the celestial sphere and expressed in centimeters, i.e.,
corresponding to the cometocentric radii; ms and mcf
are the stellar magnitudes of the Sun and the comet,
respectively. The magnitude of the Sun in the BC, GC,

To characterize quantitatively the scattering by dust
at different wavelengths, the spectral gradient of the
reflectance is used (Jewitt and Meech, 1986). The
spectral gradient is expressed in percents per 1000 Å,
which allows the difference between the filters that are
used for isolating the continuum in the comets to be
taken into account

S '(λ1, λ 2 ) = 2000 ( I red − I blue ) ( I red + I blue ) ,
Δλ

(3)

where Δλ is the difference between the effective wave
lengths of the red and blue filters expressed in ang
stroms and Ired and Iblue are the radiation fluxes of the
comet in the red and blue spectral ranges, respectively.
With the use of the abovedescribed technique, we
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estimated the spectral gradient of the reflectance for
the whole period of observations of the comet.
The color excess of comet C/2009 (Garradd) was
also estimated; it is characterizes by the quantity

CE = C − [mSun (λ1) − mSun (λ 2 )],

log(Afρ), cm
4.0
3.8

CARA
RC
GC
BC

(4)
3.6

where C = mc (λ1) − mc (λ 2 ) is the observed color index
of the comet and mSun (λ1) − mSun (λ 2 ) is the color index
of the Sun. The results are presented in Table 2.

3.4
3.2

The Column Density and Production Rate
of Molecules

3.0

With the use of narrowband filters for isolating the
emission bands, we estimated the column density of
molecules and their production rate.
When estimating the total number of molecules in
the column of radius ρ along the line of sight, we
assume that the cometary atmosphere is optically thin
and, consequently, the fluxes are in direct proportion
to the number of emitters, which allows us to use the
following formula:
N = L g,

where L = 4πΔ 2 Fcf is the observed emittance of the
comet in the emission band and Fcf is the emission flux
of the comet in this band, Δ is the geocentric distance
expressed also in astronomic units, and g is the fluores
cence efficiency for the specified molecule at the
heliocentric distance of 1 AU.
In our calculations, we assumed g = 4.4 × 10–13,
1.0 × 10 ⎯12, and 3.86 × 10–13 erg/s mol for the mole
cules C2 (Newburn and Spinrad, 1989), C3 (A’Hearn,
1982), and CN (obtained with the method described
by Tatum (1984)), respectively.
To estimate the production rate, the model by
Haser (1957) is used,
ρ γp
ρ γd
⎤
γd ⎡
Q
⎢ K 0 (y)d y −
K 0 (y)d y ⎥ ,
2π V ρ γ p − γ d ⎢
⎥⎦
⎣ 0
0
where V is the escape velocity of molecules, γp and γd
are the characteristic path lengths of the parent and
daughter molecules, respectively, and К0 is the first
order modified Bessel function of the second kind.
When calculating the production rate of molecules Q,
the following characteristic path lengths of the parent
and daughter molecules were assumed: γp = 2.5 × 104r2
and γd = 1.2 × 105r2 for C2 (Cochran, 1985), γp =
3.1 × 104r2 and γd = 1.4 × 105r2 for C3 (Festou et al.,
1990), and γp = 1.7 × 104r2 and γd = 3.0 × 105r2 for CN,
respectively.
The escape velocity of molecules from the nucleus
was determined by the formula (Delsemme, 1982)

N (ρ) =

∫

V = 0.58r
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0.24

0.23

0.22

0.21

0.20
log(r), AU

Fig. 2. Variations of the parameter Afρ in different filters
versus the heliocentric distance of comet C/2009 P1 (Gar
radd) (the scale is logarithmic). The data for the comet in
the R filter taken from the CARA database (Cometary
Archive of the Afρ parameter, http://cara.uai.it/) are also
presented.

The estimates of the production rate of molecules,
their column density, and the dust production rate of
comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) are listed in Table 3.
To characterize quantitatively the gastodust ratio
in comets, the ratio of the flux measured in the
C2 band to that in the continuum WC2 = FC2/FBC is
used (Krishna Swamy, 2010). For the comets with a
strong continuum, the value of the equivalent width of
the С2 band is in the range below 500 Å (Kiselev,
2003). We calculated the equivalent widths for comet
C/2009 P1 (Garradd), and their values are in Table 3.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, the results of photometric observa
tions of comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) performed from
October 28 to November 14, 2011 are presented.
The analysis of the photometric data showed that
the continuum of the comet is redder than the solar
one and the color excess ranges, on average, from 0.65
to 1.8 of a stellar magnitude for different cometary fil
ters. For the whole observational period, the value of
the spectral gradient of the reflectance varied within
the interval from 0 to 20% per 1000 Å, which is char
acteristic of the most comets (Jewitt and Meech,
1986).
The values of Afρ, which is a measure of the dust
production in comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd), varied
from 900 to 5500 cm in the continuum filters. From
the estimates of the color and the dust production
rate, comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) is close to the
dust comets.
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Table 2. The color index and color excess of comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd)
Observation date, UTCa

r, AU

Filters

Color index
of the comet, C

Color excess
of the comet, CE

S', %/1000 Å

October,
28.6802

1.730

BCGC

0.69

0.18

2.07

GCRC

0.94

0.17

0.84

BCRC

1.63

0.35

1.21

BCGC

0.66

0.15

1.74

GCRC

0.99

0.22

1.08

BCRC

1.65

0.37

1.27

BCGC

0.67

0.16

1.85

GCRC

1.08

0.31

1.52

BCRC

1.75

0.47

1.60

BCGC

0.73

0.22

2.52

GCRC

1.05

0.28

1.38

October,
29.6486

1.724

October,
30.6740

1.718

October,
31.6538

1.713

November,
1.6755

1.707

November,
14.6626

1.641

BCRC

1.78

0.50

1.70

BCGC

0.74

0.23

2.64

GCRC

1.05

0.28

1.38

BCRC

1.79

0.51

1.73

BCGC

0.79

0.28

3.19

GCRC

1.00

0.23

1.13

BCRC

1.79

0.51

1.73

a UTC—Coordinated Universal Time.

Table 3. Molecular and dust production in comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) from October 28 to November 14, 2011
Observation
r, AU Δ, AU
date, UTC

N, mol/cm2

Q, mol/s
a

CN

bC
3

a

C2

a

CN

bC
3

Afρ, cm
a

C2

c

BC

cGC

cRC

WC2 =
FC2/FBC, Å

October,
28.6536

1.730 1.986

5.24 ×
1026

1.01 ×
1026

3.07 ×
1026

1.88 ×
1029

3.00 ×
1028

1.21 ×
1029

1205.3 2254.7 5359.2

5.36

29.6379

1.724 1.994

8.59 ×
1026

–

3.45 ×
1026

2.97 ×
1029

–

1.37 ×
1029

1194.4 2193.5 5459.4

6.09

30.6441

1.718 2.003

8.33 ×
1026

9.77 ×
1025

3.34 ×
1026

2.93 ×
1029

2.52 ×
1028

1.39 ×
1029

1076.6 1995.6 5346.5

6.52

31.6369

1.713 2.010

7.88 ×
1026

9.83 ×
1025

3.22 ×
1026

2.84 ×
1029

2.67 ×
1028

1.33 ×
1029

1104.2 2143.2 5637.1

6.28

November, 1.707 2.018
1.6596

6.46 ×
1026

9.52 ×
1025

3.49 ×
1026

2.38 ×
1029

2.67 ×
1028

1.44 ×
1029

1032.1 2040.5 5367.0

7.35

–

–

3.11 ×
1026

–

–

1.45 ×
1029

998.6 1998.3 5118.6

7.98

14.6497
a

1.641 2.091

The values were calculated with the aperture radius of 75.2″.

b The values were calculated with the aperture radius of 62.7″.
c The values were calculated with the aperture radius of 37.6″.
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The molecular production rate in comet C/2009
P1 (Garradd) calculated with Haser’s model averages
3.3 × 1026 mol/cm2 for C2 and amounts to 7.3 × 1026
and 9.7 × 1025 mol/cm2 for CN and C3, respectively.
The values obtained for the molecular production rate
are typical of the longperiod comets and dynamically
new comets (LanglandShula and Smith, 2011).
According to the estimates, for all the observational
dates, the ratio log(Afρ(BC)/Q(C2)) is about –23.4 on
average, which is within the range typical of comets,
from –22.11 to –24.83 (Rosenbush, 2004). So, from
the overall analysis of the photometric observations,
we may conclude that the results allow us to classify
comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) as a typical dust comet.
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a b s t r a c t
We present the results of photometry, linear spectropolarimetry, and imaging circular polarimetry of
comet C/2009 P1 (Garradd) performed at the 6-m telescope BTA of the Special Astrophysical Observatory
(Russia) equipped by the multi-mode focal reducer SCORPIO-2. The comet was observed at two epochs
post-perihelion: on February 2–14, 2012 at rh ∼1.6 au and α ∼36°; and on April 14–21, 2012 at rh ∼2.2
au and α ∼27° The spatial maps of the relative intensity and circular polarization as well as the spectral
distribution of linear polarization are presented. There were two features (dust and gas tails) oriented
in the solar and antisolar directions on February 2 and 14 that allowed us to determine rotation period
of the nucleus as 11.1 ± 0.8 hours. We detected emissions of C2 , C3 , CN, CH, NH2 molecules as well as
CO+ and H2 O+ ions, along with a high level of the dust continuum. On February 2, the degree of linear
polarization in the continuum, within the wavelength range of 0.67–0.68 μm, was about 5 ± 0.2% in the
near-nucleus region up to ∼60 0 0 km and decreased to about 3 ± 0.2% at ∼40,0 0 0 km. After correction
for the continuum contamination, the inherent degree of polarization in the emission band C2 (ν = 0)
is about 3.3%. We detected a small increase of linear polarization with the wavelength with the spectral gradient P/λ=+ 4 ± 0.8%/μm and P/λ=+ 6.2 ± 1.3%/μm, respectively, on February 2 and April
14. Linear polarization indicates that this dust-rich comet can be attributed to the high-Pmax comets. The
left-handed (negative) circular polarization at the level approximately from −0.06 ± 0.02% to −0.4 ± 0.02%
was observed at the distances up to 3 ×104 km from the nucleus on February 14 and April 21, respectively.
© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Currently, attempts are underway to establish a possible taxonomy of comets on the basis of their composition and to link it to
the place of their origin (Mumma and Charnley, 2011; A’Hearn et
al., 2012; Cochran et al., 2015). A comparison of physical characteristics of short-period comets with those for long-period and new
comets (in the Oort sense, see A’Hearn et al. (1995)) may elucidate
which properties of comets are primordial and which are a product
of subsequent evolution. Study of polarization properties of different comets may also provide classiﬁcation of comets and understanding the main processes of dust formation in the protosolar
nebula. In addition, polarimetric characteristics of comets may indicate differences in the properties of dust on the surface and inside of nuclei through observations of jets and different fragments
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of comets (Kiselev et al., 2002; Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd,
2016). For these purposes, we conduct systematic polarimetric observations of comets that are available for our instruments. Here
we present the results for one of those comets, for comet C/2009
P1 (Garrard) (hereafter Garradd).
Comet Garradd was discovered by Gordon J. Garradd (Siding
Spring Observatory, Australia) in August 2009 at a heliocentric distance of 8.7 au, as an object with an evident dust coma. The comet
passed through perihelion on December 23, 2011 (r = 1.55 au) and
was at closest approach to the Earth on March 5, 2012 (= 1.27
au). The comet was suﬃciently bright (10.2 – 9.8 m) in order to
conduct its ground-based and space-based observations.
Comet Garradd was unusually dust-rich, and its activity was
complex and changed signiﬁcantly over time (Bodewits et al., 2014;
Feaga et al., 2014). The comet produced lots of dust and gas long
before it reached the snow line. This means that its activity was
caused by something other than water ice. Actually, Paganini et
al. (2012) showed that comet Garradd is CO rich with a production rate ratio to water of 12–13%. Bodewits et al. and Feaga et al.
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found that the water production rate in comet Garradd was highly
asymmetric around perihelion. It very steep increased before perihelion following an ∼r−6 relation, peaked at a rate of 2 ×1029 mol/s
for 200 days before perihelion, remained approximately constant
for about 100 days, and then decreased at a lower rate (∼r−4 ) after perihelion. Combi et al. (2013) also concluded that the preperihelion activity was much larger than the post-perihelion and
varied rather irregularly. Given the water production rates measured for the comet, Boissier et al. (2013) estimated upper limit
of Garradd’s nucleus radius in 5.6 km with an active fraction of its
larger than 50%.
Dust production in comet Garradd also varied greatly with the
heliocentric distance. At r≈4 au pre-perihelion, it had one of the
highest dust-to-gas ratios ever observed in a comet (the value
Afρ , which is a measure of the dust production, was 5918 cm and
logAfρ /Q(OH) ratio was –24.6 cm×s/mol), but it had typical dustto-gas ratios around perihelion at r = 1.55 au (Afρ = 3093 cm and
logAfρ /Q(OH) was –25.3 cm×s/mol), i.e. a factor of 16 lower than
at r≈4 au (Bodewits et al., 2014). Before perihelion, from October
28 to November 14, 2011, r = 1.73 − 1.64 au, Afρ varied from 900 to
5500 cm (Ivanova et al., 2014). After perihelion on March 14–April
16, 2012, when the comet moved from 1.9 au to 2.12 au from the
Sun, logarithm of the dust-to-gas ratio was 3.5 − 3.4 (Schleicher,
personal communication).
According to studies of the wavelength dependence of the scattered and thermally-emitted light, the derived bolometric albedo
of comet Garradd was found to be slightly lower than the majority of cometary data obtained at similar phase angles (Sitko et
al., 2013). For example, the reﬂectivity of cometary grains in comet
Garradd was by 15 – 30% lower than that in comet Halley measured
at the same phase angles.
Comparing water production rates derived from different observations, a strong extended source of water was separated which
was continuously replenished (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2012; Paganini et al., 2012; Combi et al., 2013; Feaga et al., 2014). Bodewits
et al. (2014) separated the two sources of water: between r = 3.0
AU and perihelion (r = 1.54 AU), water was produced predominantly from ice in the coma; the second source could be CO2 that
drove the icy grains into the coma of comet Garradd (Bodewits et
al., 2014; Decock et al., 2015; McKay et al., 2015).
The dust coma of comet Garradd was also studied by polarimetric methods. Kiselev et al. (2012) carried out aperture photoelectric polarimetric observations of the comet during seven sets: July
29, August 29, September 26 and 28, October 26, 2011 and March
24 and April 22, 2012. The phase angle varied within the range
from 13.7° to 35.9°. Respectively, the degree of polarization of the
comet changed from − 2.2 ± 0.2% to 4.9 ± 0.2% at these phase angles. It turns out that the degree polarization at the minimum for
comet Garradd is considerably higher (in absolute value) than that
for other comets, about − 1.5% at a phase angle of ∼10° (Kiselev
and Rosenbush, 2004). However, at other phase angles it is in a
good agreement with that for dusty comets at the respective phase
angles.
Hadamcik et al. (2014) performed polarimetry and photometry
of comet Garradd during ﬁve periods: before perihelion (October
21–22, and 26, 2011) and after perihelion (January 22–25, February
18–20, and March 17–20, 2012) at the phase angles ranging from
28° to 35° After perihelion, an increase of activity was observed in
intensity and polarization with very complex varying shapes of the
jets (see, e.g., Fig. 2 in Hadamcik et al. 2014). Some of them were
preferentially oriented in the solar direction. Depending on the distance from the nucleus and directions through the coma (up to
40,0 0 0 km), the degree of linear polarization was between ∼2.6%
and ∼3% in October; between ∼6% and ∼4% in January; between
∼3% and ∼5% in February; and between ∼2% and ∼4% in March. In
the outer coma, the polarization degree dropped down to 1%. Jets
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visible on the polarization map at distance greater than 20,0 0 0 km
displayed approximately 4% polarization, whereas the surrounding
polarization was 3%. The errors of measurements were within the
range of 0.2–0.6%. Analyzing the activity of the comet visible on intensity images and polarization maps, the authors concluded that
in large apertures the polarization of comet Garradd was similar to
values obtained for other comets. Probably the comet belongs to
a class of comets with a high maximum polarization (denoted as
high-Pmax comets) and with the dust characterized by small submicron to micron-sized grains, possibly assembled in aggregates.
Das et al. (2013) have carried out the optical imaging polarimetry of comet Garradd on March 21 – 22, 2012 (α ≈28°) and May 23,
2012 (α ≈21.6°). In March, jets were detected. The degree of polarization varied between 3% (close to optocenter) and 0.5% in the
outer coma. In May, the negative polarization in the inner coma
varied between − 1.8% and − 0.2%, whereas the positive polarization was detected in the outer coma at level between 0.04% and
1.4%. Such variations of polarization in the inner and outer coma
suggest that the physical properties of cometary dust vary with the
distance from the optocenter.
It should be noted that the variations in linear polarization between inner and outer areas of the coma had already been discovered a long time ago, e.g., in comet 1P/Halley in remote and space
observations (Dollfus and Suchail, 1987; Levasseur-Regourd et al.,
1999). Actually, the physical properties of the dust changes with
optocentric distance but at large distances the noise is high and
the polarization has no meaning. In the inner part of the coma,
the polarization may change a lot due to the nucleus rotation
and the presence, for example, of jets. However, as the optocentric distance increases the integrated polarization stabilizes before
decreasing when the signal/noise becomes smaller. This property
is well illustrated by Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd (2016) on
comet 73P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 3.
For several years, we have been carrying out observations of
different comets with the focal reducer SCORPIO-2 mounted at the
6-m telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory (Russia).
Some preliminary results of our long-term monitoring campaign of
comet Garradd were published by Kiselev et al. (2013). These data
also included the results of aperture polarimetry obtained with
the 2.6 m telescope of the Crimean Astrophysical Observatory. They
were mainly used for analysis of the phase-angle dependence of
polarization for comet Garradd. In the present paper, the results
of linear spectropolarimetry and imaging circular polarimetry are
discussed along with new results of photometric and spectral observations of comet Garradd carried out on February 2–April 21,
2012. In Section 1, we present short review of relevant results of
ground-based and space observations of comet Garradd, including
the results of polarimetric observations. We give some basic and
speciﬁc details of our observations and data reductions in Sections
2 and 3. A comprehensive analysis of data obtained and the basic results are presented in Section 4. Discussion of the results and
summary are given in Sections 5 and 6, respectively.
2. Instrument and observations
Comet Garradd was observed during two periods: on February 2 and 14, 2012, when its heliocentric distance, r, increased
from 1.64 to 1.70 au, geocentric distance, , has decreased from
1.53 to 1.39 au, and phase angle, α , was between 36° and 35°;
and on April 14 and 21, 2012, r = 2.16÷2.23, = 1.79÷1.97, and
α ≈27° In both periods, observations of the comet were performed
at the primary focus (f/4) of the 6 m telescope BTA of the Special Astrophysical Observatory (Russia) with the multi-mode focal reducer SCORPIO-2 (Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2011; Afanasiev
and Amirkhanyan, 2012; Kiselev et al., 2013). The following
modes of the instrument were used for observations: direct CCD
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Table 1
Log of the observations of comet Garradd.
Date of observations, 2012, UT

r (au)

 (au)

α (deg)

PA (deg)

Filter/ image scale (arcsec)

Texp (s)/N

Mode

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

1.65
1.65
1.65
1.71
1.70
2.16
2.17
2.23

1.53
1.53
1.53
1.39
1.39
1.79
1.80
1.96

35.9
35.9
35.9
35.3
35.4
27.4
27.4
26.8

306.1
306.1
306.1
291.1
291.1
112.8
112.8
108.2

VPHG940/0.36 ×0.71
VPHG940/0.36 ×0.71
g-sdss/0.36 ×0.36
RC/0.36 ×0.36
RC/0.36 ×0.36
V/0.36 ×0.36
VPHG1200/0.36 ×0.71
RC/0.36 ×0.36

60/12
30/20
3/1
10/5
30/24
4/1
120/16
60/14

SpPol, λ/4, 0.35–0.85 μm, WOLL-1, binning 2 × 4
SpPol, λ/2, 0.35–0.85 μm, WOLL-1, binning 2 × 4
Image, binning 2 × 2
Image, binning 2 × 2
ImaPol, λ/4, WOLL-1, binning 2 × 2
Image, binning 2 × 2
SpPol, λ/2, WOLL-1, 0.36–0.71 μm, binning 2 × 4
ImaPol, λ/4, WOLL-1, binning 2 × 2

02.061
02.086
02.099
14.076
14.092
14.843
14.864
21.795

images (hereafter called Image); the low-resolution linear and circular spectropolarimetry (SpPol); and imaging circular polarimetry (ImaPol). The observations of comet Garradd were conducted
in the packet mode, which allows making a sequence of exposures
with different settings of the angle of rotation of the phase plate or
polarization ﬁlter. In general, the number of cycles is not limited,
therefore the process of measurements was iterated many times
(see Table 1). The accuracy of measurements of the polarization
parameters was limited only by the count statistics (Tinbergen,
1973). To improve the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the measured
signal, on-chip binning was applied to all observed images.
The Wollaston prism, designated WOLL-1, was used as the polarization analyzer for measurements of polarization in comet Garradd. The WOLL-1 has the angle of divergence of the ordinary,
Io (λ), and extraordinary, Ie (λ), rays 5° what corresponds to the operating slit height of about 2 on the celestial sphere. We used
the mask, with height 2 and diameter 4 , which isolated nonoverlapping area. Behind the slit, in the focal plane, the rotating
super-achromatic plate with λ/2 or λ/4 phase is installed. For ﬁxed
positions of the λ/2 phase plate 0°, 45°, 22.5°, and 67.5°, a series of pairs of spectra Io (λ) and Ie (λ) in mutually perpendicular
polarization planes were obtained at the exit of the spectrograph.
The slit height was 6 , and its width was changeable in the range
0.5–22 . The calibration system, consisting of a calibration lamp
with He-Ne-Ar ﬁlling for wavelength calibration and halogen lamp
with continuous spectrum, allowed us to correct calibration of the
wavelengths and of the ﬂat-ﬁeld.
For the measurements of circular polarization, the λ/4 phase
plate was inserted in the beam, which was oriented in such a way
that the direction of the fast axis made the angle 45° with the
direction of the main axis of the Wollaston prism. The plate rotated by two ﬁxed angles, 0° and 90° This measurement technique
of circular polarization by SCORPIO-2 allows one to eliminate the
phase shift errors of the phase plate, but requires a stable atmosphere. Since the achromatic phase plates have anisotropic optical
multilayer coatings (layers), their parameters depend signiﬁcantly
on the convergence of the beam in which they are installed. Installation of the phase plates in a parallel beam leads to a phase
shift, which depends on the distance from the center of the ﬁeld
of view, and ultimately to an emergence of the instrumental polarization, which depends on the position of the object in the ﬁeld
of view of spectropolarimeter. Due to this, the instrumental polarization can reach a value up to 2% that is a signiﬁcant value in
measuring small quantities (of the order of 0.05 − 0.1%). Therefore
SCORPIO-2 is designed to compensate this defect, namely, a phase
plate is mounted in a convergent (f/4) beam.
On February 2 and 14 and April 14, 2012, the direct photometric images of comet Garradd were obtained with the
broad-band g (λ0 = 0.465/0.050 μm) and V (λ0 = 0.551/0.088 μm)
ﬁlters of the SDSS and Johnson-Cousins photometric systems,
respectively, and the narrow-band cometary continuum ﬁlter RC
(λ0 = 0.684/0.009 μm). For obtaining direct images, the largeformat CCD EEV 42–90 matrix of 2048 × 2048 pixels was used as
a detector. A full view of the detector was 6.1 ×6.1 with an image
scale 0.18 arcsec/px. The telescope was tracked on the comet

to compensate its apparent movement during the exposures.
Observations of the twilight sky through the used ﬁlters were also
performed to provide ﬂat-ﬁeld corrections.
Linear spectropolarimetry of comet Garradd was conducted in
the long-slit mode with spectral gratings VPHG940 (February 2,
2012) and VPHG1200 (April 14, 2012) which operate in the wavelength ranges 0.35–0.85 μm and 0.36–0.71 μm, respectively. However, due to a low quantum eﬃciency of the grating and the radiation detector in the blue spectral region, the operating wavelength
range was about 0.38–0.80 μm for the ﬁrst date and 0.38–0.71 μm
for the second one. The light beam from the comet was registered
in spectra with the slit height of 6 and width of 3 . The spectral
resolution of the obtained spectra amounted to about 0.0 0 05 μm.
The spectrograph slit was placed such that the comet nucleus was
centered in the slit and was oriented at a position angle of 111.3°
and 6.7°, i.e. along the comet heliocentric velocity vector, on February 2 and April 14, respectively. The exposure for each measurement was chosen to allow getting required signal-to-noise ratio
and to minimize depolarizing effect of the Earth’s atmosphere (depolarization). Image of the spectra of a continuous-spectrum lamp
was used for correction of ﬂat ﬁeld, which was obtained for each
angle of the phase plate.
The log of observations is given in Table 1.The date of observation (the mid-cycle time), the heliocentric and geocentric distances, the phase angle, the position angle of the scattering plane
(PA), the ﬁlter and image scale, the total exposure and number of
cycles (N), and the mode of observations are listed in the table.
3. Data processing
The primary reductions of the observational data were performed using standard technique of the image processing, including dividing the science frames by ﬂat ﬁelds after bias subtraction.
The sky background was estimated in a region outside of the coma
and free of faint stars. The nights were photometric and the seeing was stable around 1.5 –1.7 . However, there are some speciﬁc
features for each mode of the device SCORPIO-2 which will be described below. Since measurements were differential, and, hence,
we compared differential values in each image point, even very
small differences between the images obtained at different angles
of the phase plates, could impair the accuracy of polarization measurements. The same applied to the removal of the traces of cosmic rays and different techniques of smoothing or using the optimal aperture photometry, since all of these algorithms (procedures) could inﬂuence the appearance of an artiﬁcial instrumental
polarization, which could shift the statistic estimates, and therefore contribute some depolarization effects to the ﬁnal result. The
achromatic phase plate is mounted near the focal plane of the telescope in the divergent beam, and therefore did not introduce any
signiﬁcant variations of instrumental polarization across the ﬁeld.
3.1. Intensity images
The standard procedures of bias subtraction and ﬂat-ﬁelding
correction were applied to all the raw data. The frames with twi-
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light were obtained to create the averaged ﬂat ﬁeld image. The
level of sky background for each individual frame was estimated
from those parts of the frame, which were not covered by the
cometary coma and free of faint stars, using procedure of building histogram of counts in the image. The count corresponding to
the maximum was chosen as the background sky level which was
subtracted from the image. To increase the S/N ratio, the individual
frames were stacked together and summed using a robust averaging method (Rousseeuw and Bassett, 1990). We used the robust estimation because it is more stable in respect to random errors and
allows us to calculate an unbiased average of the measured values
(Maronna et al., 2006).
Since measurements were differential, we combined the frames
of the comet using only central contour of relative intensity
(isophotes) which was closest to the maximum of brightness of the
comet. Removal of the traces of cosmic rays was done at the ﬁnal
stage of the reduction via a robust parameter estimates for reducing a bias caused by outliers (Fujisawa, 2013). The ﬂux from the
comet was determined by a simple summation.
In order to segregate low-contrast structures in the images, we
used an enhancement technique (Samarasinha and Larson, 2014): a
rotational gradient method (Larson and Sekanina, 1984), unsharping mask, and Gauss blurring. To exclude spurious features when
interpreting the obtained images, each of the digital ﬁlters was
used separately for each particular image. Earlier this technique
was used to pick out structures in several comets with good results (Manzini et al., 2007; Ivanova et al., 2009). The results obtained will be discussed in Section 4.1.
3.2. Circular polarization images
For the measurement of circular polarization in the comet, the
direct images of the comet in ordinary Io (λ) and extraordinary
Ie (λ) rays were obtained in the cometary continuum ﬁlter RC. Several cycles of measurements were carried out during the observations, when we successively recorded the image for pairs of angles (0°, 90°) for the λ/4 plate. The systematic changes in the relative depolarization at different phase plate angles exceeding the
statistical variations were interpreted as variations in the polarization channel sensitivity and were taken into account in the calculations of circular polarization. The errors, which were introduced
by the inﬂuence of the atmosphere, because the measurements
were obtained not simultaneously, were taken good enough into
account in the processing which is described in detail by Afanasiev
and Amirkhanyan (2012). The degree of circular polarization in
terms of Stokes parameter (see, e.g., Gehrels (1974), Mishchenko
et al. (2002), Clarke (2010)), is deﬁned as Pcirc =V/I, where the
measured Stokes parameters V normalized to the integral intensity I were calculated according to the relation from Afanasiev and
Amirkhanyan (2012):



V
I (λ )0 − I (λ )90
= 0.5
I
I (λ )0 + I (λ )90







I (λ )45 − I (λ )135
− 0 .5
,
I (λ )45 + I (λ )135

where I(λ)0 , I(λ)90 , I(λ)45 , and I(λ)135 are intensities measured at
different position of the phase plates.
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tion, spectral sensitivity of the instrument, the spectral wavelength
calibration, the presentation of data with uniform scale spacing
along the wavelengths, extraction of the spectra from the images,
and at last, the calculation of the Stokes parameters. A large advantage of the design of the instrument SCORPIO-2 is that it does
not introduce any signiﬁcant instrumental polarization along the
slit height.
In the case of spectropolarimetry, a dual-beam conﬁguration of
the instrument can lead to strong geometric distortions of the obtained images, which can reach up to 10–15% in the observations
covering a wide spectral range. In order to obtain a high accuracy
of the Stokes parameters, the scale distortions have to be carefully
calibrated and exact algorithms of coordinate conversion have to
be applied. Examples of images at various stages of data reduction, obtained with the single Wollaston prism, are shown in Fig.
1. We registered two distributions of the intensity of the Io (λ) and
Ie (λ) rays with wavelength (see Fig. 1a). All the raw images (comet,
ﬂat ﬁeld, neon) were corrected for the geometric distortions using
the IDL environment WARP_TRI procedure. Fig. 1b shows the spectra after the procedure of compensation of the spatial curvature of
spectral lines along the slit height. The corrections for the sensitivity heterogeneity, i.e. the ﬂat-ﬁeld procedure, are also done. To
estimate the level of sky background, we obtained the night sky
spectrum (Fig. 1c) at similar positions of the analyzer, which was
subtracted from the spectra of the comet. The quality of the night
sky spectrum subtraction is especially important for the polarization observations of faint extended objects, such as cometary coma.
The ultimate spectra of the comet are shown in Fig. 1d.
The wavelength scale calibration was performed by a standard
way: automatic line identiﬁcation, two-dimensional approximation
of the dispersion curve by the third-order polynomial, quadratic
smoothing of the polynomial coeﬃcients along the slit height, and
image linearization. As an example, images of intensity spectrum
with numerous cometary emissions (top image) and linear polarization (bottom image) of comet Garradd are illustrated in Fig. 2.
Since the procedure of decomposition (of the observed light as
a function of wavelength along the slit) of the comet increases the
statistical errors, the obtained spectra were integrated along the
slit. For the estimates of the Stokes parameters (Iλ , Qλ , and Uλ )
and consequently the linear polarization (Pλ ) and polarization angle (θ λ ), we calculated the ﬂux for each spectral channel according
to expression Fλ =(Io (λ)−Ie (λ))/(Io (λ)+Ie (λ)), where Io and Ie are
the intensities measured at different angles of the λ/2 phase plate
(0°, 45°, 22.5°, and 67.5°). After that we found the Stokes parameters as Q
λ =½(Fλ (0°)−Fλ (45°)), Uλ =½(Fλ (22.5°)−Fλ (67.5°)), P and θ

(Qλ2 + Uλ2 ) and θ λ = 1/2 arctg(Uλ /Qλ ). In further analysis,
the polarization parameters (Iλ , Qλ , Uλ , Pλ , θ λ ) were robustly esas Pλ =

timated as average for all cycles of measurements. The required
quantities are controlled within three standard deviations from a
mean (the 3-sigma criterion): values more than 3-sigma were ignored. This type of measurements gives a good estimate of statistical errors of the measured parameters. The degree of linear polarization of the comet was obtained as a function of wavelength
in the 3 × 10 arcsec area from the center of the comet (see Section
4.3).

3.3. Spectropolarimetry
3.4. Analysis of errors
For the long-slit spectroscopy mode, the primary processing
of observed images was performed with the specialized software packages in the IDL environment developed in the SAO RAS
(Afanasiev and Amirkhanyan, 2012). The slit was oriented along the
comet’s velocity vector for both sets of observations of the comet
in spectral mode. The data reduction included the bias subtraction,
the ﬂat ﬁeld correction, geometrical correction along the slit, correction of the spectral line curvature, the sky background subtrac-

The accuracy of measurements of polarization parameters is
limited by count statistics from object and sky background as well
as errors of instrumental polarization. Several standard stars with
zero and large polarization degree were observed during sets of
our observations of comet Garradd. The linear and circular instrumental polarizations were stable, and their errors did not exceed
0.05% and 0.005%, respectively. Errors from a point-spread function
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Fig. 1. Step by step processing of the comet Garradd spectra derived with the WOLL-1 on February 2.086, 2012: a – raw spectra Io (λ) and Ie (λ); b – the spectra corrected
for the geometric distortions; c – sky spectrum; d – the cometary spectra after the subtraction of the night-sky spectrum.

Fig. 2. The long-slit spectra of comet Garradd derived on February 2.099, 2012. Intensity (top panel) and linear polarization (bottom panel) are displayed.

are taken into account in directly from observations of polarization
standards. Thus, the count statistics is the main contributor in the
error of polarization degree.
Statistics of photons incident on the radiation detector is described by the Poisson distribution. The transition from the observations at single-channel and two-channel polarimetric devices
with a ﬁxed aperture for which it was believed that the registered
pulses obey the Poisson law (see Shakhovskoj and Eﬁmov (1972)),
to the observations with a CCD camera showed that counts statistics may signiﬁcantly deviate from a Poisson distribution. The distortion of statistics may be due to instrumental effects, namely, a

heterogeneity sensitivity of the matrix, readout noise, non-linearity
of the receiver, impulse noise (cosmic rays), etc. In order to detect deviations from a Poisson distribution, we tested our measurements of circular polarization in comet Garradd obtained on
February 14, 2012. For this, we built a dependence of the index of
dispersion, which was equal to the ratio of the dispersion (rms2 ,
where rms is the root mean square) to the average value (Cox and
Lewis, 1966), on the Stokes parameter V. In the case of a Poisson
distribution, the dispersion index must be equal to unity.
Fig. 3 shows that counts statistics for our sample data differs
from the Poisson distribution. Growth of the index of dispersion at
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Fig. 3. The dispersion index for the degree of circular polarization of comet Garradd
vs the signal strength (in units of ADU) obtained for the observations on February
14, 2012.

small intensities is associated with the readout noise, whereas increase of this index at large intensity is explained by non-ideality
correcting of the ﬂat ﬁeld. Even in the case of the best signal/noise
ratio for the observational data, the index of dispersion differs
from the Poisson one tripled. Hence, when we analyze data derived
on panoramic radiation detectors (CCD, etc), we have to use other
methods for estimating the accuracy of the degree of polarization.
For our data, we used the method of robust estimators (histogram
analysis) which is not sensitive to various deviations and irregularities in the sample (Maronna et al., 2006). Such a technique allows
one to carry out reduction of data correctly, without displacing
the statistical evaluation. For example, the removal of cosmic rays
in the images by using different methods of smoothing leads to
appearance of great instrumental polarization, up to 5%, which is
completely eliminated when histogram analysis is used.
Fig. 4 (a and b) shows the histograms of the degree of circular polarization obtained by us for comet Garradd in the annular
aperture of width 7 for the two sets of observations. These ﬁgures show that in the ﬁrst approximation the distribution of our
estimates of circular polarization is close to the Gaussian statistics,
which, as shown by Serkowski (1958) and Clark et al. (1983), is
more plausible for the statistical description of normalized Stokes
parameters than the Poisson statistics.
4. Analysis of observational data
4.1. Intensity images
4.1.1. Coma morphology
The direct images of comet Garradd along with relative
isophotes are shown for three dates of observations in Fig. 5.
Extensive coma with highly concentrated material in the nearnucleus area of the comet was observed during whole observational period. More conﬁdent, we can talk about the dust only
in the case of observations on February 14 (middle plot), when
the comet was observed through the narrow-band ﬁlter RC, as the
broadband observations of the comet on February 2 and April 14
included a gas component. The weak sunward-antisunward asymmetry of the coma is observed on February 2 and 14, whereas on
April 14 the asymmetry is in a perpendicular direction to the solar
direction (Fig. 6).
The treated intensity images derived with the broadband ﬁlters (Figs. 6a, c) as well as with narrowband cometary continuum ﬁlter RC (Fig. 6b) showed two bright structures in the coma
which we labeled as J1 and J2. In projection on the sky, the fainter
structure J1 is directed toward the Sun, whereas the bright struc-
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ture J2 is oriented in the antisolar direction. The impact of these
structures on the shape of isophotes is seen in Fig. 5: due to
the presence of structure J1, the external isophotes are elongated
in the solar direction on February 2 and 14 (upper and middle
panels) and perpendicular to the solar-antisolar direction on April
14 (bottom panel). At the same time, the near-nucleus isophotes
(middle and bottom panels in Fig. 5) are compressed opposite to
the Sun, i.e. where the bright structure J2 is located. On February 2.099, 2012, the position angles of structures J1 and J2 were
119° and 298°, respectively; on February 14.076, 121° and 304°; on
April 14.843, 278° and 73° Hadamcik et al. (2014) indicates structures (fan-shaped ﬁne jets) at position angles from 55° to 120°
which observed in the solar direction during February. Comparison of our images and the position angles of features in the coma
with the available data in the literature, including amateur observations (e.g., http://www.aerith.net/comet/catalog/2009P1/pictures.
html; http://kometen.fgvds.de/pix/2009P1.htm), showed that we
observed two tails in comet: dust tail which complies with the
jet J1 and gas tail corresponding to the jet J2. As we can see in
Fig. 6b, the images obtained through the cometary continuum ﬁlter RC (λ0.684/0.090 μm) show a strong dust tail (J1) oriented to
the Sun and signiﬁcantly weaker gas tail (J2) than that obtained in
the broadband ﬁlters (a and c images). However, the red continuum (RC) ﬁlter transmits quite a lot of emission radiation.
4.1.2. Rotation period of the nucleus
To analyze the angular shifts of the structures in the cometary
coma (which allows us to estimate the rotation period of the
comet), the cross-correlation method was used (Ivanova et al.,
2012). First, all the images were transformed from rectangular to
polar coordinates with a center corresponding to the optocenter of
the comet. The radial distance from the nucleus and the azimuth
angle counted off counterclockwise from the north direction were
taken as the polar distance and the polar angle, respectively. Also,
before the coordinate system transformation, all the images were
oriented in the same way, according to the north direction and the
east direction. To avoid probable erroneous results, we removed
the low-frequency trend in the images of the comet in polar coordinates that were not subject to digital processing. The structures
selected in such a way were further used to evaluate the rotation
period of the cometary nucleus.
We used the structure J2 in Fig. 6 to estimate the rotation period of the nucleus of comet Garradd. Fig. 7a shows the structures
superposed with an accounting for the value of the rotation period
determined with the cross-correlation method. Fig. 7b presents the
general pattern of shifts for the selected structure and the approximation curve serving as a basis for determining the rotation period
for two sets of observations of the comet. The difference in position angles of J2 between February 2.099 and February 14.026 was
used to tentatively measure the period of rotation of the nucleus.
In two weeks, the shape of structure J2 is not too differed. The rotation period estimated for comet Garradd is 11.1 ± 0.8 hours. The
result obtained is in satisfactory agreement with the value of rotation period of other authors (Farnham et al., 2012), which is equal
to 10.4 ± 0.05 hours.
4.2. Maps of circular polarization
Circular polarization maps derived on February 14.092 and
April 21.795, 2012 in the continuum narrowband RC ﬁlter are
presented in Fig. 8 (left panel). In plots on the right, we show
correspond in one-dimensional cuts of circular polarization maps
along the direction toward the Sun and perpendicular to this
direction. As one can see, in both dates, circular polarization is
left-handed (negative). We use a deﬁnition of left-handed circular polarization according to (Mishchenko et al., 2002): circular
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Fig. 4. Histogram estimates of circular polarization in the 20-px-wide (∼7 at the comet) circular apertures calculated for observations of comet Garradd on February 14,
2012 (a) and April 21, 2012 (b), respectively.

Table 2
Linear polarization of comet Garradd from spectropolarimetric data.

λо (μm)

0.445a
0.465b
0.514a
0.526a
0.551b
0.580c
0.684b
0.740c
0.830c

FWHM (μm)

0.062
0.050
0.086
0.057
0.088
–
0.090
–
0.062

Notations

BC
g-sdss
C2
GC
V
–
RC
–
RC

P±σ P (%)
Feb. 02.086
α =35.9°

α =27.4°

Apr. 14.864

4.7±0.2
4.5±0.2
3.1±0.2
4.3±0.2
3.8±0.2
4.0±0.2
4.8±0.2
–
5.0±0.2

3.4±0.2
3.0±0.2
2.8±0.2
3.3±0.2
2.8±0.2
3.0±0.2
3.9±0.2
4.0±0.2
–

(a) – central wavelength of HB narrowband comet ﬁlters (Farnham et
al., 20 0 0); (b) – central wavelength of ﬁlters used during our observations at the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS; (c) – central wavelength used
for calculation of spectral gradient of polarization.

polarization is left-handed (negative) when the electric vector
rotates counterclockwise, as viewed by an observer looking in the
direction of the light propagation.
On February 14.092 (top right plot), the mean value of the degree of circular polarization averaged over the area approximately
20,0 0 0 km× 20,0 0 0 km in size was about (−0.06 ± 0.02)%. Distribution of circular polarization over the coma was symmetrical and almost constant up to ∼3 ×104 km from the comet nucleus. On April
21.795 (bottom right plot), the distribution of circular polarization
over the coma was less symmetrical. The degree of circular polarization in the near-nucleus area was about (−0.12 ± 0.02)% and
signiﬁcantly increased (in absolute value), up to −(0.4÷0.5)% in the
outer coma at the distance from the nucleus ∼25,0 0 0 km. There
are little differences in cuts in the direction to the Sun and perpendicularly to it, about 0.05–0.1% in magnitude.
4.3. Spectropolarimetry
The distribution of intensity and the degree of linear polarization of comet Garradd, derived on February 2.086 and April 14.864,
2012, as a function of wavelength are shown in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. In Table 2, we presented the values of linear polarization and their errors, obtained from spectropolarimetric observations of comet Garradd for selected wavelengths which correspond
to the central wavelength of the narrow- and broadband ﬁlters

used for observations and in several selected wavelengths for determination of spectropolarimetric gradient. The maximum error in
the degree of linear polarization in emissions and continuum did
not exceed 0.2% for each date of observations.
The molecular emission bands in intensity spectrum (Figs. 9
and 10, top panels) correlate with the depressions in polarization
spectrum (Figs. 9 and 10, bottom panels). It is seen that the
polarization in continuum slightly increases with the wavelength
(see Table 2). Actually, on February 2.086, the degree of linear polarization at phase angle 35.9° was about 4% at 0.58 μm increasing
to 5% at 0.83 μm. On April 14.864, when the phase angle was 27.4°,
observations showed a polarization of 3% at 0.58 μm increasing
to 4% at 0.74 μm. These selected wavelengths for continuum are
free of gas contamination. The spectral gradient of polarization
(slope), P/λ = [P(λ2 ) − P(λ1 )]/(λ2 − λ1 ), is + 4 ± 0.8%/μm and
+ 6.2 ± 1.3%/μm in both dates, respectively.
The observed degree of polarization at wavelengths corresponding to the emission bands is smaller than that in the nearby
continuous spectrum. As can be seen in Figs. 9 and 10 and Table
2, the degree of polarization of the emission C2 (λ0.514 μm)
on February 2 and April 14 was about 2.2% and 1.5%, respectively, whereas polarization degree in the nearby continuum
(λ0.4845 μm) was about 4% and 3% in both dates. This effect can
be also seen in Fig. 11, which shows the spatial proﬁles of brightness (a, b) and linear polarization (c, d) on February 2.061, 2012
in the continuum, within the wavelength domain (there after λ)
(λ= 0.67 − 0.68 μm) and emission band C2 (λ= 0.49 − 0.52 μm)
along the slit. According to the polarization proﬁles in Fig. 11,
the degree of polarization in the emission band C2 (ν = 0,
λ= 0.4 − 0.52 μm) was approximately 4%, 3%, and 2.5% at about
60 0 0, 20,0 0 0, and 40,0 0 0 km from the optocenter. The polarization observed for this sequence of the C2 molecule is the total
polarization from emission and continuum in this sequence. At
about the same distances, the degree of linear polarization in the
continuum was about 5%, 4%, and 3%, respectively.
As one can see in Table 2, the values of polarization obtained
for selected wavelength, which correspond the central wavelength
of the broadband g-sdss and V ﬁlters, are slightly (at the level of 1–
2σ ) but systematically smaller as compared to those for the nearby
continuum ﬁlters BC and GC. Due to the small difference in the
values of polarization and relatively large errors in the polarization, the eventual gas contamination in the broadband g-sdss and
V ﬁlters was not taken into account.
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Fig. 5. Images of comet Garradd (left panel) and intensity map with relative isophotes differing by a factor 2 (right panel): the top plot represents the image obtained
through the broad-band g-sdss ﬁlter on February 2.099, 2012; the middle plot – through the narrow-band cometary continuum ﬁlter RC λ6840 Å, February 14.076, 2012;
and the bottom plot – through the broad-band V ﬁlter, April 14.843, 2012. The arrows show the directions to the Sun, North (N), East (E), and velocity vector of the comet
(V).
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Fig. 6. Intensity images of comet Garradd treated by digital ﬁlters: (a) – February 2.099, 2012, g-sdss ﬁlter; (b) – February 14.076, 2012, the narrowband cometary ﬁlter RC
(λ0.684/0.090 μm); (c) – April 14.843, 2012, V ﬁlter. Blurred detail on the left is a star (for comparison, see Fig. 5, bottom panel).

Fig. 7. The structure J2 in the coma of comet Garradd after subtracting from the original images (presented in a polar coordinate system) the smoothed radial proﬁle of
these images (a). Displacement of the structure J2 depending on the date of observation and approximation curve to calculate the rotation period of comet nucleus (b).
Square symbols correspond to the identiﬁed structures for the two periods of observations of the comet.

4.4. Spectroscopy: molecular emissions in cometary coma
Obtaining cometary spectra was not the main goal of our work.
Nevertheless, we used the results of spectropolarimetry observations (see, e.g., Fig. 2) to derive the distribution of energy in
optical wavelengths and identify emission features in the spectra
of comet Garradd (Fig. 12). To isolate the emission spectrum, we
compensated the continuum of the comet by subtracting the highresolution solar spectrum (Kurucz et al., 1984) from the cometary
one. The solar spectrum was reduced to the spectral resolution
of the cometary spectrum by the Gaussian convolution having the
corresponding half-width of the proﬁle (FWHM). The solar spectrum was shifted in such a way that its level was as close as possible to the lower boundary of the cometary spectrum in the spectral windows, where the continuum dominated. For the ﬁrst period
(February 2.086, 2012), we separated atmospheric emissions of OH
and the night sky. For the identiﬁcation of atmospheric emissions
of OH, the observational data of Osterbrock et al. (1996) were used.
To identify the observed emission features, we calculated theoretical spectra of the molecules that had been already recorded in
cometary spectra. The intensities of individual rotation lines were
calculated under the thermodynamic equilibrium assumption. A vibration and rotation energy levels were populated according to the
Boltzmann distribution and deﬁned by rotational and vibrational
temperatures. Although the thermodynamic equilibrium is not realistic for the case of cometary coma, the thermodynamic equilib-

rium approach has been successfully applied so far for the identiﬁcation of molecular emissions in cometary spectra. To compare the
theoretical and observed spectrum, the latter was corrected for the
Doppler effect resulted from the motion of the comet with respect
to the Earth.
CN: The (v=+ 1, v= 0) vibration bands of the violet system of CN attributed to the electronic transition B2 + –X2 + were
detected in the blue region of the spectra. Its identiﬁcation was
fulﬁlled with the program LIFBASE (Luque and Crosley, 1999) developed for the purpose of calculation of the electronic spectra
of some diatomic molecules. Since the spectral lines attributed to
the rotational transitions were located close to each other on the
wavelength scale of our spectrum, the moderate spectral resolution
did not allow us to resolve them.
C3 : We detected some emission features of the C3 . The structure of the band was diﬃcult for modeling because it strongly depended on the initial conditions. For identiﬁcation, we used data
from literature (Dobrovolsky, 1966; Gausset et al., 1965).
CO+ : In our spectra, we detected some weak features due to
the emission. These features belonged to the head of the 2–0, 1–
0, 1–1, and 0–0 bands of the А2 –Х2 electronic transition. The
theoretical spectrum of this molecule was calculated based on the
database containing molecules that had been observed in the astronomical spectra (Kim, 1994).
CH: The emission features of the A2 –X2  system of CH
molecule were conﬁdently identiﬁed in the blue region. We sep-
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Fig. 8. Distribution of circular polarization in the coma of comet Garradd (left panel) and its variations with the distance from the nucleus along cuts to the sunward
direction and perpendicularly to it (right panel). The top row: February 14.092, 1 arcsec= 1008 km at the comet; the bottom row: April 21.795, 1 arcsec= 1422 km. The
arrows show the direction to the Sun, North, and East.

Fig. 9. The long-slit spectra of comet Garradd derived at phase angle 35.9° on February 2.086, 2012. The top and bottom panels display the integral intensity and the degree
of linear polarization as a function of wavelength in the 3 × 10 arcsec (3329 × 11,097 km) area around the center of the comet. The level of ﬂux for wavelengths less than
0.46 μm is very low therefore polarization at these wavelengths is an artifact.

arated emission lines of the (0–0) vibrational transition. For the
identiﬁcation we used LIFBASE package (Luque and Crosley, 1999).
C2 : We detected three vibrational band systems of С2 (v=+ 1,
v= 0 and v=–1) to the electronic transition А3 g –Х3 u , so
called the Swan system. The theoretical spectrum was calculated
using the line list derived from the laboratory measurements made

by Phillips and Davis (1968). To compare the observed and calculated spectra, the latter was degraded to the spectral resolution
of the former by the convolution with a Gaussian proﬁle with a
FWHM equal to the spectral resolution of the observed spectrum.
NH2 : The numerous weak emissions of NH2 were dispersed
within the same spectral window where the emission bands of C2
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Fig. 10. The long-slit spectra of comet Garradd derived at phase angle 27.4° on April 14.864, 2012. The area measured around the optocenter of the comet is 3 × 10 arcsec
(3916 × 13055 km). The notations are the same as in Fig. 9.

predominate. The spectrum of NH2 was irregular and belonged to
electronic transition A2 A1 –X2 B1 . We used the results of the laboratory measurements of Dressler and Ramsay (1959) for identify these features. The comparison between the calculated spectrum of the NH2 molecule and the observed spectrum resulted
in the identiﬁcation of the emissions belonging to the (0,15,0),
(0,14,0), (0,13,0), (0,12,0), (0,11,0), (0,10,0), (0,9,0), (0,8,0), (0,7,0),
(0,6,0), (0,5,0), and (0,4,0) vibrational bands of this molecule.
H2 O+ : In the spectral range, where the bands of the NH2
molecule were identiﬁed, we also detected emissions of H2 O+ . We
identiﬁed emission lines of the (0,6,0), (0,8,0), (0,7,0), (0,9,0), and
(0, 10.0) bands. The theoretical spectrum was calculated using data
of Lew (1976).
5. Discussion
5.1. Activity and coma morphology
We observed comet Garradd at relatively small heliocentric distances, from 1.65 to 2.23 au This allowed us to obtain the images
of the comet with a suﬃciently high spatial resolution and analyze
different features of the coma. The photometric images derived
with the broadband ﬁlters (Fig. 6a, c) as well as with narrowband
cometary continuum ﬁlter RC (Fig. 6b) showed two bright structures in the coma (J1 and J2). The inﬂuence of these structures on
the shape of isophotes is clearly seen in Fig. 5: due to the presence
of feature J1, the external isophotes are elongated, whereas the
near-nucleus isophotes are compressed due to the bright structure
J2. Comparison of the structures visible in all dates of our observations with available images of comet Garradd obtained by other
observers shows that we revealed two tails in the comet: dust tail
which coincides with the feature J1 and gas tail corresponding to
the direction of structure J2. The ﬂows of dust and gas emanating
from the nucleus each form their own distinct tail, pointing different directions, when viewed from our prospective. On February
2 and 14, they were located in nearly opposite directions (dust tail
in the sunward direction and gas tail in an anti-sunward direction),
but on April 14 they were in nearly perpendicular directions (Fig.
6c).

Outﬂow of dust and gas from the comet’s nucleus and the existence of the dust and gas tails for a long time are caused by activity of comet Garradd which was observed both before and after perihelion. Approximately at the same distances at which our
observations were carried out, but in the pre-perihelion passage,
similar activity with bright structures in the coma and gas tail
was also observed in the comet (Ivanova et al., 2014; Bodewits et
al., 2014). Some asymmetric increasing activity of comet Garradd
before and after perihelion is seen, for example, on light curve
and Afρ data (which correspond to the dust productivity in the
comet) presented on M. Kidger’s website.1 The H2 O and CO production rates also increased around the perihelion (Bodewits et al.,
2014; Feaga et al., 2014 and references therein). Such asymmetric
increase in activity of the comet around perihelion passage may
be caused by seasonal effects and/or properties inherent for dynamically new comet Garradd. Feaga et al. (2014) suggested the
existence of two separate active regions on different hemispheres
which are activated at different times depending on the orientation
of the rotational pole of the nucleus to the Sun.
The revealed features in the cometary coma were being observed for over three months that allowed us to ﬁnd the period of rotation of the nucleus using the cross-correlation method.
The value of rotation period is 11.1 ± 0.8 h. The result obtained
is in satisfactory agreement with the value of rotation period
found by other authors (Farnham et al., 2012), which is equal to
10.4 ± 0.05 h. The small difference in the obtained values of the rotation period can be explained by different methods of its calculation and different periods of observations of the comet selected for
rotation period estimation. Rotation of comet nucleus can be complex (see, e.g., Festou et al. (1987)) and therefore any additional
data are always useful. On the other hand, our result conﬁrmed
the location of observed features in the intensity images.
5.2. Spectroscopy: еmissions and continuum
From spectroscopic observations of comet Garradd in optical wavelengths range 0.36–0.80 μm (February 2 and April 14,
1

http://www.observadores-cometas.com/cometas/2009p1/afrho.html.
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Fig. 11. A comparison of the spatial proﬁles of brightness (a, b) and linear polarization (c, d) in the continuum (λ= 0.67 − 0.68 μm) and emission band C2
(λ= 0.49 − 0.52 μm), respectively. These proﬁles are obtained for observations on February 2.086, 2012 at phase angle of 35.9°.

2012), we have revealed features belonging to the C2 , C3 , CN, CH,
NH2 molecules as well as CO+ and H2 O+ ions (Fig. 12). The C2
Swan bands (ν =−1, ν = 0, and ν =+ 1 sequences) were the
strongest in the spectrum for both dates. Also, the NH2 emissions
were quite strong in the coma. Except for CH+ band, all emissions
identiﬁed in our spectra were also detected in the spectra obtained
on March 20–21, 2012 by Shubina et al. (2014). Lack of the CH+
band may be explained by a higher resolution of the latter. According to Paganini et al. (2012), Bodewits et al. (2014), HYPERLINK \l
“bib6” Bodewits et al. (2014) , McKay et al. (2015), and Villanueva
et al. (2012), the high CO abundance was detected in comet Garradd. The presence of CO+ emissions detected in our spectra of the
cometary coma also indicates that comet Garradd was CO rich.
The spectra (see Figs. 2, 9, 10, top panels) also indicate the high
level of continuum formed by scattered sunlight from cometary
dust grains in the coma. Our data conﬁrm conclusion by Bodewits
et al. (2014) and Feaga et al. (2014) that comet Garradd was dustrich one, and its activity was complex and changed signiﬁcantly
over time.
5.3. Linear polarization in continuum
The signiﬁcant dust production in the coma is also conﬁrmed
by the measurements of linear polarization of comet Garradd. Fig.
13 shows the measured linear polarization of comet Garradd according to data from Das et al. (2013), Kiselev et al. (2013), Hadamcik et al. (2014), and this work. The curves 1 and 2 in the ﬁgure
are the ﬁts to all polarization data for classes of the high-Pmax and
low-Pmax comets in the red, respectively, according to Kiselev et al.
(2015). One can see that difference between the polarization for
high-Pmax comets (curve 1) and low-Pmax comets (curve 2) within

the range of phase angles from 27° to 35°, in which we observed,
are small and, hence, do not provide suﬃcient information to classify comet Garradd according to polarization degree. The deviation of data from the ﬁt to low-Pmax comets becomes noticeable at
phase angles larger than 35°. Therefore we can assume that comet
Garradd most likely belongs to the class of high-Pmax comets.
In addition, the degree of linear polarization found from spectropolarimetry at phase angle 35.9° (Feb. 2.086) is in a good agreement with other available data (Hadamcik et al., 2014), whereas
it is noticeably higher at phase angle 27.4° (Apr. 14.864) (see Fig.
13). The reason for this may be a coincidence of projection of the
spectrograph slit with an area of the coma with a high degree
of polarization (e.g., the jet-like features with freshly ejected dust
particles). Different distribution of polarization over the coma was
observed in a number of comets (see references in (Kiselev et al.,
2015).
Our measurements show (Fig. 11) that on February 2 the degree
of linear polarization in the continuum between 0.67 and 0.68 μm
was ∼5% in the central region, up to ∼60 0 0 km distance; at about
20,0 0 0 km distance, it was approximately 4% and decreased to
∼3% at ∼40,0 0 0 km. The errors in the degree of polarization are
0.2%. We have compared our results with those obtained by other
authors at close phase angles. According to imaging polarimetry of
Garradd by Hadamcik et al. on February 18 − 20, 2012 at α ≈34.5°,
the central region, up to 70 0 0 km distance, showed a polarization
value P between 3% and 5%, whereas in the surrounding region, at
about 12,0 0 0 km distance, P was approximately 3% and decreased
farther away. The values of polarization obtained by both Hadamcik et al. and Das et al. have the same tendency to decrease with
increasing distance from the nucleus. Our results conﬁrm this
spatial trend. Such variations of polarization in the inner and outer
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Fig. 12. The spectra of comet Garradd obtained on February 2.086 and April 14.864, 2012 (top and bottom panels, respectively). The sky background and reﬂected sunlight
by cometary dust particles in the coma have been subtracted. The inset shows the observed spectrum (solid line) and the modeled spectrum (dash line) of the Swan bands
C2 (ν =+ 1) (top panel) and C2 (ν = 0) (bottom panel) as comparison.

coma are usually observed in comets (Kiselev and Rosenbush,
2004).This may indicate the evolution of the physical properties
(size distribution, composition, and structure) of dust particles
ejected from the nucleus due to solar insolation and radiation
pressure that was conﬁrmed by the spatial maps of cometary
albedo increasing with distance from the nucleus (Hammel et al.,
1987).
It is known that most observations of cometary dust (Kiselev
et al., 2015) shows an increase in the linear polarization with the
wavelength in the visible domain for phase angles greater than
about 30°. We also noted a small increase of polarization with the
wavelength seen from spectropolarimetry of comet Garradd (Figs.
9 and 10).2 On February 2.086, and April 14.864, 2012, the spectral gradient of polarization P/λ, or slope, was + 4 ± 0.8%/μm
2
Note that Hadamcik et al. (2014) have not found spectral dependence of the
linear polarization for comet Garradd exceeding the observational errors which
varied from 0.2% to 0.8%. The cause of this discrepancy may be a higher precision
of spectropolarimetric observations in comparison with imaging polarimetry.

and + 6.2 ± 1.3%/μm in both dates, respectively. It is close to the
mean value for dusty comets (8% per μm) at these phase angles
(Kiselev et al., 2015). Moreover, whereas the degree of linear polarization slightly increases in the red domain of spectrum, the intensity slightly decreases with the wavelength. It looks like the Umov
law, the effect of anticorrelation between albedo and polarization
known for the regolith surfaces.
5.4. Contamination effect
As can be seen in Fig. 2, it is diﬃcult to allocate the pure
continuum that is free from contamination by the emission bands.
Spectropolarimetric and spectrophotometric data allowed us to
study the impact of emissions on polarization in the continuum
and the continuum on the polarization in emissions. Furthermore,
the long-slit spectra of comet Garradd allowed us also to measure
the polarization in the continuum and emission bands as a function of cometocentric distance (see Fig. 11). The contamination
effect by low polarization of the ν =−1, ν = 0, and ν =+ 1
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The theoretical Öhman’s relation P(α )=P90 sin2 α /(1 +P90 cos2 α ) for
C2 band polarization at phase angle α = 35.9° gives polarization degree of 2.5%. The value P90 = 0.077 is taken from Öhman (1939).The
difference between PC2 = 3.3% and expected theoretical value of
2.5% is likely due to errors in observed ﬂuxes and polarization
in continuum and C2 emission band. The polarization in the C2
band at the cometocentric distances about 40,0 0 0 km is the same
as the theoretical value of 2.5%. At this distance the level of continuum is very small (Fig. 11). It should be noted that, unfortunately, data on the polarization in molecular emissions observed in
comets are still rare (Le Borgne et al., 1988; Kiselev et al., 2005).
The most of these data were obtained for comets with strong continuum and therefore are not suitable for analysis due to the effect
of continuum contamination on the polarization in the molecular
emissions.
Fig. 13. The phase-angle dependence of linear polarization for comet Garradd according to data from Kiselev et al. (2013) (triangles), Hadamcik et al. (2014) (squares
and diamonds for the BC and RC ﬁlters, respectively), Das et al. (2013) (stars), and
this work (open circles, plus, and oblique cross for the BC, GC and RC ﬁlters, respectively). Curves 1 and 2 are the ﬁts to all polarization data for high-Pmax and lowPmax comets in the red continuum, respectively, according to Kiselev et al. (2015).

Swan-band sequences of the C2 molecule in comet Garradd is very
small. Actually, Figs. 9 and 10 show that the short-wavelength
wing of the ν = 0 sequence of the C2 molecule extends to the
domain of λ0.4845/0.0065 μm which was adopted as the blue continuum in comets. The accurate accounting of the depolarizing effect of the emission of C2 on polarization in the continuum on the
basis of available data cannot be made because of the low ﬂows
in the wings of the emission band, the high level of continuum,
and little difference in the polarization of resonance ﬂuorescence
and continuum at these phase angles, taking into consideration
that this difference is comparable with errors of observations.
Other emissions in the red domain had no signiﬁcant effect on
the continuum polarization due to small gas-to-dust ratio (Figs. 2,
9, 10). This is conﬁrmed by data of Das et al., (2013) who found
that polarization of Garradd in the broad R ﬁlter and in the red
continuum comet ﬁlter was the same. However, the depolarizing
effect of continuum should be stronger for comets with a low level
of continuum and strong molecular emissions (like comet Encke)
and especially at large phase angles (Jockers et al., 2005). It is clear
that the wide-band polarimetric data for comets in the blue and
visible domains will be strongly contaminated by low polarization
of the gas emissions, even for comets with the medium gas-to-dust
ration.
Contrary, since the molecular emissions are observed at the
continuum background, therefore there is an effect of continuum
contamination on the polarization in molecular emissions. As a result, the observed polarization of the light emitted from the C2 gas
molecules is higher than theoretical values for resonance ﬂuorescence mechanism. Actually, according to polarization proﬁles of the
C2 molecule, the degree of polarization in the emission band C2
(ν = 0) was approximately 4%, 3%, and 2.5% at the nucleocentric
distances about 60 0 0 km, 20,0 0 0 km and 40,0 0 0 km, respectively.
Since the degree of polarization of the C2 emission should not vary
with distance from the nucleus, it is obvious that there is an inﬂuence of polarization in continuum on the polarization in the emission. We have estimated from Fig. 11 (a, b) that the ratio Fcont /FC2
is of the order of 4/6. On the other hand, the observed polarization in Fig. 11 (c, d) is of the order of 5% and 4% for continuum
obs and emission P obs , respectively. Then using relations P obs =
Pcont
C
C
2

2

obs × F
PC2 × FC2 + Pcont
cont and FC2 + Fcont = 1, one can roughly estimate
non-contaminated value of the polarization, PC2 = 3.3% that, as expected, is below the observed polarization degree in the C2 band.

5.5. Distribution of circular polarization over the coma
Knowledge of the characteristics of the scattered light, including
linear and circular polarizations, allows to get more information on
the scattering medium and, hence, to deﬁne characteristics of the
scatterers more accurately. In the case of comets, linear polarization is a well-studied phenomenon, whereas the origin of circular
polarization in the cometary environment is a mystery up to now.
The reason for this is a very small number of comets with reliably measured non-zero circular polarization of the scattered light.
On the other hand, regular mechanisms (such as multiple scattering in optically thick medium, domination of particles or materials
of a speciﬁc mirror asymmetry, including homochirality, and alignment of particles) cannot explain the available observations (see,
e.g., Kiselev et al. (2015) and references therein). Therefore, the
measurement of circular polarization in each accessible comet is
of particular interest.
Low, at level approximately from −0.06% to −0.42%, but signiﬁcant left-handed circular polarization was measured in comet
Garradd at distances up to 3 ×104 km from the nucleus on February 14 and April 21, respectively. On April 21, distribution of circular polarization in the coma was not symmetrical. There is also
some systematic increase of the degree of circular polarization to
the outer edge of the coma in the sunward direction as well as
in perpendicularly to it: up to −(0.4÷0.5)% at the distance from
the nucleus ∼25,0 0 0 km. Increasing the value of circular polarization with the distance from the nucleus observed on April 14 is
probably due to an increase of ﬁne dust particles in the coma. According to Kidger’s website (see note 1), in April the value Afρ
was increased in the comet. It is interesting to note that the circular polarization in the detected features seems to be the same
as in the surrounding coma (Fig. 8). In addition to comet Garradd, we have detected rather low but signiﬁcant left-handed circular polarization in several other comets, such as C/2001 Q4
(NEAT), C/2011 R1(McNaught), C/2012 K1 (PanSTARRS), 2014 R1
(Borisov), C/2011L4 (PanSTARRS), 29P/Schwassmann−Wachmann 1,
18P/Tuttle. Contrary, circular polarization was absent in comets
290P/Jager, 108P/Ciffreo, and 2P/Encke (are being processed).
Mechanisms of formation of cometary circular polarization are
still not identiﬁed and are a subject of numerous discussions (see
Kiselev et al. (2015), Kolokolova et al. (2016)).
6. Summary
Our observations of comet Garradd were performed in period of
February 2 − April 21, 2012, when it already passed through perihelion on December 23, 2011 at 1.55 au from the Sun and was
at the heliocentric distances from 1.65 to 2.23 au In that time,
the phase angle was between 35.9° and 26.8°. From our observations we have derived the photometric images of the comet, spec-
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tra of intensity and polarization, and circular polarization images.
The main results provided by our observations can be summarized
as follows:
1) Two features (dust and gas tails) oriented in the solar and antisolar directions on February 2 and 14, 2012 were revealed in
treated images of comet Garradd that allowed us to determine
the period of rotation of the nucleus as 11.1 ± 0.8 h.
2) Emission bands of neutral molecules such as C2 , C3 , CN, CH, and
NH2 as well as CO+ and H2 O+ ions together with very strong
continuum were identiﬁed in the spectra of the comet Garradd.
3) On February 2, the degree of linear polarization at phase angle 35.9° was about 4% at 0.58 μm increasing to 5% at 0.83 μm,
while on April 14, when the phase angle was 27.4°, observations showed the polarization ∼3% at 0.58 μm increasing to
4% at 0.74 μm. The errors in the degree of polarization are
0.2%. This corresponds to the spectral gradient of polarization
P/λ+ 4 ± 0.8%/μm and + 6.2 ± 1.3%/μm in both dates, respectively.
4) Linear polarization of Garradd is consistent with that for socalled class of dust-rich or high-Pmax comets. On February 2,
the degree of linear polarization in the continuum (within the
range 0.67 − 0.68 μm) was ∼5% in the central region up to
∼60 0 0 km from the nucleus, at about 20,0 0 0 km it was ∼4%
and decreased to ∼3% at ∼40,0 0 0 km.
5) Due to continuum domination in the spectrum of comet Garradd, the gas ﬂux contribution in the dust continuum wavelengths range is small as seen in linear polarization. In the
emission bands, the dust contribution is important and needs
to be corrected to obtain the correct polarization in these bands
(obtained by theory). We found that the non-contaminated
(due to the continuum) the degree of polarization in the C2
(ν = 0) emission band is about 3.3% that is slightly higher than
the theoretical value of 2.5% at phase angle 35.9°.
6) The signiﬁcant left-handed (negative) circular polarization was
detected at distances up to 3 ×104 km from the cometary nucleus with values from about –0.06% to –0.5% (with errors
0.02%) on February 14 and April 21, respectively. There is some
systematic increase in the degree of circular polarization to the
outer edge of the coma on April 21.
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ABSTRACT

We report observations of colour in the inner coma of Comet C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina) with the
broad-band B and R filters. We find significant temporal variations of the colour slope, ranging
from –12.67 ± 8.16% per 0.1 μm to 35.09 ± 11.70% per 0.1 μm. It is significant that the
comet changes colour from red to blue over a period of only 2 d. Such dispersion cannot be
characterized with an average colour slope. We also observe Comet C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina) in
infrared using Spitzer and find no significant CO/CO2 gaseous species in its coma. Therefore,
we classify Comet C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina) as a dust-rich comet and attribute the measured
colour slope to its dust. We analyse the colour slope using the model of agglomerated debris
particles and conclude that the C/2013 UQ4 coma was chemically heterogeneous, consisting
of at least two components. The first component producing the bluest colour is consistent with
Mg-rich silicates. There are three different options for the second component producing the
reddest colour. This colour is consistent with either Mg–Fe silicates, kerogen type II or organic
matter processed with a low dose of ultraviolet radiation.
Key words: methods: numerical – methods: observational – comets: general – comets: individual: Comet C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina).

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
The spectral properties of sunlight scattered from a comet differ
significantly from those of unscattered light. The change is the result
of the specific light-scattering properties of dust particles and gases
forming the coma, which are wavelength-dependent. Therefore,
colorimetric measurements may be used to constrain physical and
chemical properties of cometary species. What emerges from the
photometric measurements of numerous comets is that their colour
significantly differs from one comet to another (e.g. Jewitt & Meech
1986; Lamy et al. 2011). For instance, all nine comets investigated
in Jewitt & Meech (1986) revealed red photometric colour, but
of differing strengths. The red colour is often considered to be a
distinctive feature of cometary dust (e.g. Hanner 2003).
However, other studies demonstrate that comets may also have
blue colour (e.g. Jewitt et al. 1982; Weiler et al. 2003; Korsun
 E-mail: oivanova@ta3.sk (OI); evgenij.s.zubko@gmail.com (EZ);
mommert@nau.edu (MM)

C

et al. 2010; Lamy et al. 2011; Ivanova et al. 2013; Zubko et al.
2014). For example, all four comets whose coma was investigated by
Lamy et al. (2011) displayed blue photometric colour. Interestingly,
Lamy et al. considered their finding with caution, as they suspected
that the blue colour occurred due to contamination of the lightscattering response with emission from cometary gases, even though
no compelling evidence for the presence of such emission was
provided. Some comets that were classified with confidence as dusty
comets, in which the light-scattering response from their coma is
dominated by the refractory materials, also display blue colour. For
example, Comets C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) and C/1975 V1 (West)
were found to be blue in appearance (see Weiler et al. 2003 and
Zubko et al. 2014, respectively). In Comet Hale-Bopp, the colour
oscillated between red and blue. Other examples of blue colour of
cometary dust can be found in Jewitt et al. (1982), when comparing
the high-resolution spectrum of Comet C/1980 E1 (Bowell) with
the solar spectrum; the spectrum of Comet Bowell appears to be
almost featureless, and, therefore, Jewitt et al. concluded that it is
completely devoid of gaseous emission. Finally, it is worth noting
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Table 1. Characteristics of the instruments.
Telescope
TSPa
iTelescope T17 Planewave 17 CDK
iTelescope T9 12.5 RCOS

Diameter (m)

CCD

Pixel size
(μm × μm)

Scaleb
(arcsec pixel –1 )

Field of view
(arcmin2 )

0.61
0.43
0.32

SBIG-ST-10XME
FLI ProLine PL4710
SBIG ST8 XME

9×9
13 × 13
9×9

1.6
0.92
0.65

19 × 13
15.5 × 15.5
16.8 × 11.2

Notes. a TSP – Telescope at the Skalnaté Pleso.
b Value taking into account the applied binning.

2 T E C H N I Q U E S O F O B S E RVAT I O N A N D DATA
P RO C E S S I N G
Comet C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina) was discovered on 2013 October
23. It was not active at the time of discovery and therefore was
not immediately recognized as a comet. However, the images obtained by Novichonok and Prystavski on 2014 May 7 using the iTelescope Observatory (MPEC 2014-K36) located at Siding Spring
revealed cometary features, and, as a consequence, the object has
been classified as a comet. The comet has a retrograde orbit that is
characterized with a = 60.4 au, e = 0.98, i = 145◦ , q = 1.1 au,
P ∼ 469 yr. Assuming optical albedo of the Catalina nucleus being
∼4%, Binzel, Polishook and Bowens-Rubin (2013) constrained its
size to the range of 7–23 km. Using the WISE data obtained before,
this object showed cometary activity, A. K. Mainzer estimated the
MNRAS 469, 2695–2703 (2017)

diameter of the object as 23.5 km based on thermal modelling.1 The
rotational period of C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina) was unknown at this
time.
We started observing Comet Catalina on 2014 June 2, and continued until 2014 August 12, near perihelion passage. Photometric
observations of the comet were conducted with the B and R broadband filters. The reduction of the raw data included bias subtraction,
dark and flat-field corrections, and cleaning cosmic-ray tracks. The
morning sky was exposed to provide a flat-field correction for the
non-uniform sensitivity of the CCD chip. We refer the reader to
Ivanova et al. (2015, 2016) for more details on the reduction technique. The images were obtained during several observing runs at
different sites: the 61-cm Telescope at the Skalnate Pleso (AI SAS,
Slovakia), iTelescope T9 RCOS 12.5 arcsec Siding Spring (Australia) and iTelescope T17 Planewave 17 arcsec CDK Siding Spring
(Australia). Basic parameters of the telescopes are given in Table 1.
An image of the comet made on 2014 July 16 is presented in Fig. 1.
Due to its distinctive comet-like orbit, 2013 UQ4 was also observed with the IRAC instrument (Fazio et al. 2004) onboard the
Spitzer Space Telescope as part of a search for activity in near-Earth
objects in comet-like orbits (Program ID 10109). The target was observed in HDR mode (frame times 1.2 s and 30 s) in IRAC channels
1 (3.6 μm) and 2 (4.5 μm) on 2014 February 26 (pre-perihelion, at
a heliocentric distance r = 2.22 au), 2014 August 9 (shortly after
its perihelion, r = 1.22 au) and 2014 September 1 (post-perihelion,
r = 1.42 au). Observations were reduced, combined in the moving
frame of the target and analysed as described in Trilling et al. (2016).
A point spread function (PSF) subtraction technique as described in
Mommert et al. (2014) has been applied to study the target’s coma.
In this analysis, we include only the observations conducted on
photometric nights. To perform an absolute flux calibration of the
comet images, the field stars were used. The stellar magnitudes
of the standard stars were taken from the catalogue NOMAD2
(Ochsenbein, Bauer & Marcout 2000; Zacharias et al. 2004). We
exploit only non-variable standard stars that came into the field of
view. As a result, we obtain the integrated magnitude as a function
of the aperture in the observations of the comet.
We use images obtained with the B and R filters to infer the magnitude of Comet Catalina. The apparent magnitude is determined as
follows:


Ic (λ)
+ mst − 2.5 logP (λ)M,
(1)
mc (λ) = −2.5 log
Is (λ)
where mst is the magnitude of the standard star; Is and Ic are the
measured fluxes of the star and the comet, respectively; P is the
sky transparency that is dependent on the wavelength λ; and M
is the difference between the cometary and the stellar air masses.
Since we are using field stars for the calibration, they are observed
1
2
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the recent Rosetta measurements of the colour of dust in Comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (Cremonese et al. 2016), in which
16 out of 70 individual dust grains detected in the vicinity of the
nucleus have blue photometric colour. Thus, the blue photometric
colour also can be a feature of some comets or, at least, some part
of their dust.
One cometary feature that is still poorly addressed in the literature
concerns colour variation of a given comet over time. Observations
of comets are often limited, and, as a consequence, observational
data correspond typically to rare and random epochs. One of the
most systematic surveys spanning a time period of nearly 5 yr was
conducted of the colour of Comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) (Weiler
et al. 2003), which revealed short-term variations with a scale of
a few days. Interestingly, such variations did not correspond with
the heliocentric distance of the comet. However, Comet Hale-Bopp
was found to be exceptional in different senses (e.g. Hadamcik &
Levasseur-Regourd 2003; Wooden et al. 1999). A recent study of
Comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) with the Hubble Space Telescope also demonstrated that the colour slope could vary up to
two times over a period of a few months (Li et al. 2014). Nevertheless, unlike in the case of Comet Hale-Bopp, the colour of
Comet Siding Spring remained red throughout all three epochs of
observation.
Systematic, long-term studies of the colour are still rarely reported in the literature, and, therefore, it is difficult to draw statistically reliable conclusions. In this short paper, we report our observations of Comet C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina), which further enrich
the knowledge of the variation of cometary colour. These observations reveal fast and significant temporal variations. For instance,
we found its colour changes from red to blue over a period of only
2 d. This has not been noted in previous studies. We also provide
a quantitative analysis of these observations, which constrain the
physical and the chemical properties of the dust in Comet Catalina.
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Table 2. Photometry of Comet C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina).
Date, UT/telescope
2014-06-02, 19:39:45 iTelescope T9
2014-06-25, 09:53:29 iTelescope T17
2014-07-15, 00:06:15 TSP
2014-07-16, 20:59:31 TSP
2014-07-18, 21:39:19 TSP
2014-07-19, 21:14:56 TSP
2014-08-01, 20:50:30 TSP
2014-08-12, 09:04:45 iTelescope T17

a Orb.

I
I
O
O
O
O
O
O

br
c

(au)

1.208
1.095
1.091
1.096
1.102
1.105
1.166
1.239

c

(au)

1.405
0.655
0.359
0.398
0.450
0.478
0.901
1.254

d α (◦ )

44.8
65.5
68.6
68.1
67.3
66.8
57.1
48.0

mB
16.32
14.87
14.14
13.77
14.46
14.43
16.77
16.86

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

mR
0.17
0.10
0.11
0.09
0.12
0.09
0.17
0.13

15.45
14.15
13.10
12.87
13.05
13.34
14.98
15.46

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

Aperture radius
arcsec
km
0.24
0.08
0.06
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.12
0.14

3.2
7.6
12.8
12.8
9.6
9.6
3.2
3.7

3260.8
3610.4
3332.8
3694.8
3133.2
3328.1
2091.1
3365.1

S (% per 0.1 μm)
–5.81
–12.67
2.03
–4.43
18.88
4.34
35.09
18.43

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

18.64
8.16
7.83
6.90
8.44
7.36
11.70
11.99

Notes. a Orbital arc: I is inbound leg of orbit (pre-perihelion); O is outbound leg of orbit (post-perihelion).
b r is heliocentric distance.
c
c  is geocentric distance.
d α is phase angle of the comet.

at the same airmass, and, therefore, we set M = 0. Results of
observations are summarized in Table 2.
It is convenient to characterize the cometary colour in terms of
the colour slope (A’Hearn et al. 1984). Note that this characteristic
is sometimes also referred to as the reflectivity gradient (Jewitt and
Meech 1986). The colour slope can be measured in per cent per
0.1 μm and is defined as follows:
S =

20
100.4m − 1
×
,
100.4m + 1 λ2 − λ1

(2)

where m stands for the true colour index of the comet, i.e. the
observed colour reduced by the initial solar colour. We adapt the
colour index of the Sun B – R = 0.996 from Holmberg, Flynn and
Portinari (2006). In equation (2), λ1 and λ2 denote the effective

wavelengths of the filters used. In this work, λ1 = 0.4353 μm in
the case of the B filter (λ = 0.0781 μm) and λ2 = 0.6349 μm in
the case of the R filter (λ = 0.1066 μm). Although the filters are
broad-band, their bandwidths are well isolated from each other.
It is important to note that the geocentric distance of the comet
varied by a factor of 3 over the run of observations. However, we
measure nearly the same part of the coma, adjusting the angular
aperture of the signal integration. In the vast majority of cases, the
projected radius of the measured area is squeezed between 3133.2
and 3694.8 km with only one exception, 2091.1 km corresponding
to 2014 August 1. The results of computations of the colour slope
with equation (2) are summarized in the last column of Table 2 and
are also shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the phase angle of Comet
Catalina.
MNRAS 469, 2695–2703 (2017)
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Figure 1. Intensity map of Comet C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina) with relative isophotes differing by a factor
east, the motion V and sunward directions are denoted.
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3 C O L O U R S L O P E I N C O M E T C ATA L I N A
As one can see in Fig. 2, the colour slope S of Comet Catalina
ranges from (–12.67 ± 8.16) per cent per 0.1 μm to (35.09 ± 11.70)
per cent per 0.1 μm. We note that the observations were conducted at
different phase angles, which can cause some variation of the colour
(Zubko et al. 2014). However, seven out of eight observations of
Comet Catalina fall into the two squeezed ranges of phase angle,
α ≈ 44.◦ 8 − 48◦ and 65.◦ 5 − 68.◦ 6. It is significant that within each of
those, the observed variation of the colour slope cannot be attributed
to the change in the geometry of observations, and, therefore, they
have to be considered in terms of changes of the coma constituents.
What also emerges from Fig. 2 is that the coma population may
experience dramatic short-term variations. For instance, during a
single day spanning July 18–19, the colour slope decreases from
(18.88 ± 8.44) per cent per 0.1 μm to (4.34 ± 7.36) per cent per
0.1 μm; whereas, over a 2-d period spanning July 16–18, the colour
slope increases from (–4.43 ± 6.90) per cent per 0.1 μm to (18.88 ±
8.44) per cent per 0.1 μm. Note that the latter case could also suggest
qualitative changes in the Catalina colour, from blue to red.
These findings have an important practical implication as they
reveal that a sole observation hardly characterizes the colour of a
comet. Indeed, when characterizing the colour of Comet Catalina,
we meet a fundamental difficulty due to the large dispersion of the
observational results. Namely, in three out of eight observations,
the coma appears blue, and in the remaining five, it appears red.
During two epochs, June 2 and July 16, the blue colour was detected with high uncertainty, which also might suggest a slightly
red colour of the coma. A similar high uncertainty accompanies the
measurements of the red colour on July 15 and 19. Overall, with
confidence, we detect blue colour on one night and red colour on
three other nights. Thus, we face the question: What is the colour
of Comet Catalina?
The average colour slope of Comet Catalina is equal to 6.98%
per 0.1 μm, which is consistent with other comets (e.g. Hanner
2003). However, this is misleading, since this average colour slope
does not match any specific observation shown in Fig. 2. While four
observations appear consistent with the average colour slope within
the error bars, the other four observations differ from it considerably.
Therefore, in our analysis, we do not consider the average colour
MNRAS 469, 2695–2703 (2017)
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Figure 2. The colour slope as a function of phase angle in Comet C/2013
UQ4 (Catalina). Red dots and blue diamonds show positive and negative
values of the colour slope, respectively. Every data point is labelled with the
corresponding date of observation. The red dashed line shows the average
colour slope for eight available observations.

slope in Comet Catalina; instead, we analyse the whole range of the
colour slopes observed.
Before proceeding with the analysis, it is important to address
the question of possible contamination of the signal measured with
broad-band filters with emission from gaseous species in Comet
Catalina. Such emission was previously suspected to be responsible
for the blue photometric colour in some comets (e.g. Lamy et al.
2011). However, in the follow-up analysis, we consider that the
colour variations in Comet Catalina are mainly caused by changes
in its dust population. There are two reasons for this. (1) In comets
whose blue colour was inferred from their high-resolution spectra, it
was found that the gaseous emission only slightly (<5%) affects the
total signal integrated over a wide range of wavelength (e.g. Jewitt
et al. 1982). (2) Comparison of the colour index inferred from the
emission-free parts in the high-resolution spectrum and directly
measured with the broad-band B and R filters reveals remarkably
similar results that are virtually the same within the error bars
(Weiler et al. 2003). It is also worth noting that a similar trend
was found in comparative analyses of the polarimetric response
measured in comets with the narrow-band continuum filters isolated
from the gaseous emission and broad-band filters (e.g. Zubko et al.
2014). These findings suggest a generally weak contribution of the
gaseous emission on to the total flux measured in comets with the
broad-band filters. Unfortunately, such validation cannot be directly
applied to Comet Catalina because the necessary data have not been
reported in the literature yet; and, most likely, they do not exist.
Therefore, we can only extrapolate the general trend found in other
comets for the Catalina case. For instance, the strong emission line
of CN gas that can be clearly seen by Cochran et al. (1992) appears
at a wavelength less than 0.39 μm. This is beyond the bandpass of
the B filter used in this study, and, therefore, it cannot affect our
conclusions; whereas, the NH2 emission lines indeed may appear
within the B filter bandpass. What is important, however, is that
the NH2 lines also lie within the integration range (0.5–0.7 μm)
considered by Jewitt et al. (1982). For example, they can be clearly
seen along with the C2 in Comet Panther (see at the middle in fig. 3
of Jewitt et al. 1982). Despite those emission lines, the integration of
the spectrum reveals very little relative contribution to the Panther
spectrum, less than 1%.
This case reveals a very important feature: Gaseous emission
lines appearing in the cometary spectrum itself do not necessarily
affect the signal. What is truly important is the ratio of the fluxes
caused by the gaseous emission and continuum.
We investigate the possibility of contamination of our optical
broad-band photometry due to gaseous activity based on our Spitzer
observations (see Section 2). While the pre-perihelion observations
do not show any kind of activity around the nucleus, the perihelion
and post-perihelion data clearly show extended emission around
the nucleus. From the PSF-subtracted images, which show only the
object’s tail and not contributions from the nucleus, we measure the
coma flux density in a box that covers the tail in IRAC channels 1
and 2. We place this box as close as possible to the nucleus, avoiding
image artefacts that arise from the PSF subtraction process. From
our perihelion observations, we derive a channel 2 over channel 1
flux-to-density ratio of 5.4 ± 1.1 in a box 30 000–65 000 km from
the nucleus. Using those data with the shortest frame times obtained as part of our HDR observations, we find a flux density ratio
of 4.5 ± 5.5 at a distance of 14 000–30 000 km from the nucleus,
barely constraining that ratio. Based on the dust emission model by
Reach, Kelley and Vaubaillon (2013, fig. 3), these flux ratios agree
with emission from dust alone and do not suggest the existence of
CO or CO2 in the tail of the comet. In order to verify this assessment,
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we repeat our analysis on the post-perihelion observations and find
a channel 2 over channel 1 flux-to-density ratio of 5.4 ± 2.6 at a
distance of 50 000–80 000 km from the nucleus, which is in high
agreement with our perihelion observations. Although our sample
distances from the nucleus in these Spitzer data are much larger
than our optical observations, we believe that our findings apply
to much closer nucleus distances. At the smallest heliocentric distance at which 2013 UQ4 was observed by Spitzer (1.22 au), the
lifetime for dissociation by sunlight is 8.6 d for CO2 and 22.4 d
for CO (based on Ootsubo et al. 2012, assuming an inverse-square
relationship between the lifetime and the heliocentric distance). Assuming an expansion velocity of gas of 0.72 km s−1 , and using the
relationship provided by Ootsubo et al. (2012) at that heliocentric
distance, the dissociation lifetimes translate into distances from the
nucleus at which the respective species can exist of 500 000 km for
CO2 and 1 400 000 km for CO, both of which are well outside the
nucleus distances at which our flux densities were derived. Thus,
the Spitzer data suggest that the dust contribution dominates over
that of CO/CO2 gases in Coma Catalina. We stress that CO and/or
CO2 are the second-most abundant gaseous species after H2 O in the
cometary coma (e.g. Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2004). Furthermore,
since CO/CO2 gases well correlate with other gaseous species in
comets, one can conclude that Comet Catalina was a dust-rich and
gas-poor comet. This suggests that the potential risk of contamination of our observations with gaseous emissions is extremely
low.
4 A N A LY S I S O F O B S E RVAT I O N S
We analyse the colour in Comet Catalina using the model agglomerated debris particles. Their shape is highly irregular in appearance
(see 10 examples in Fig. 3), resembling that of micrometre-sized
craters produced by cometary dust on the Stardust space probe during its close encounter with Comet 81P/Wild 2 (see in Hörz et al.
2006) and of interplanetary dust particles.3 The packing density of
constituent material in the agglomerated debris particles is about
0.236; that is, on average, only 23.6% of the volume of the sphere

3

http://stardust.jpl.nasa.gov/images/science/idp-l.jpg

circumscribed around an agglomerated debris particle is occupied
with material. It is significant that under reasonable assumptions
about the chemical composition of cometary dust, the bulk material
density of agglomerated debris particles (0.35–0.83 g cm−3 ) appears
remarkably consistent with what was found in situ in cometary dust
(0.3–3 g cm−3 according to Hörz et al. 2006) and interplanetary dust
(0.2–2.2 g cm−3 according to Flynn & Sutton 1991). We refer to
section 3 of Zubko et al. (2016) for a detailed comparative analysis
of the agglomerated debris particles versus cometary and interplanetary dust, as well as other models of cometary dust particles. The
algorithm for particle generation and technique for the computation
of their light-scattering response are also described there in detail.
We have calculated optical properties of agglomerated debris particles having 34 different complex refractive indices that are listed
on the right-hand side in Fig. 4. The vast majority of these are representative of well-known and/or plausible species of comets in the
visible. For instance, m = 1.313 + 0i corresponds to water ice (Warren 1984), m = 2.43 + 0.59i to amorphous carbon (Duley 1984),
and m = 1.6 + 0.0005i and 1.758 + 0.0844i to Mg-rich and Mg–Fe
silicates, respectively (Dorschner et al. 1995). Refractive indices
with Re(m) = 1.6 and Im(m) = 0.01–0.1 correspond to kerogen
type II (Khare et al. 1990). Re(m) = 1.5–1.6 and Im(m) = 0.05–
0.15 are consistent with organic materials in a form expected in the
diffuse interstellar medium; whereas, the case of m = 1.855 + 0.45i
with organics is more heavily processed with ultraviolet (UV) radiation and ion bombardment (Jenniskens 1993). Refractive indices
with greater material absorption, Im(m) ∼ 1, are representative of a
cosmic carbon analogue deduced in Zubko et al. (1996).
Light scattering by submicrometre- and micrometre-sized particles is dependent on the ratio of the particle radius r to the wavelength of incident radiation λ, which is quantified with the so-called
size parameter x = 2πr/λ. It is clear that the change in λ affects x
and, as a consequence, the light-scattering response. It is important
to emphasize that the effect of the size parameter on light scattering
often dominates what could be caused by the wavelength dependence of the refractive index m. This holds, for instance, in water
ice and Mg-rich silicates (Zubko et al. 2014).
We consider two sets of x, x = 1–32 (50 in the case of m =
1.313 + 0i and 26 in the case of m = 1.7 + 0i) and x ≈ 0.07–22.3
(34.9 and 18.2, respectively). If the former set of x is attributed to
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Figure 3. 10 examples of the agglomerated debris particles.
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the effective wavelength of the B filter, λB = 0.4353 μm, then the
later set of x corresponds to the wavelength λ = 0.6234 μm. It is
slightly smaller than the true effective wavelength of the R filter,
λR = 0.6349 μm. However, this difference does not affect the
colour slope because, by definition, the parameter is normalized to
the wavelength range.
Both sets of x correspond to the same range of particle radii r ≈
0.069–2.217 μm (3.464 and 1.801 μm in the cases m = 1.313 + 0i
and 1.7 + 0i, respectively). We average light-scattering properties
of the agglomerated debris particles over this range with a powerlaw size distribution r–n . We note that the in situ measurements of
comets indeed reveal such a size distribution in the domain of submicrometre and micrometre-sized particles with n = 1.5–3 in Comet
1P/Halley (Mazets et al. 1986) and n ≈ 2.9 in Comet 81P/Wild 2
(Price et al. 2010). However, in situ measurements also suggest
MNRAS 469, 2695–2703 (2017)

significant spatial variations of the power index n over the coma
(Mazets et al. 1987). There also could be temporal variations of
the index n (e.g. Zubko et al. 2011). Therefore, we investigate the
colour slope over a wide range of the power index n = 1–4 that
embraces all available in situ findings to date.
In Fig. 4, we present the results of our modelling in the assumption
of no wavelength dependence of the refractive index m. The data
correspond to the phase angle α = 67◦ , which is consistent with
five out of eight observations demonstrated in Fig. 2. We also repeat
such computations at α = 46◦ , which is representative of two other
observations, and we found a slight, a few per cent per 0.1 μm,
non-systematic difference as compared to what is shown in Fig. 4.
Therefore, we do not present here the data corresponding to other
phase angles. However, we warn the reader against extrapolation
of the data presented in Figs 3 and 4 to other phase angles, in
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Figure 4. The colour slope as a function of the index n in the power-law size distribution of the agglomerated debris particles with different refractive indices
m (see legend). No wavelength dependence of m is assumed.
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As one can see in Fig. 5, the wavelength dependence of Im(m)
significantly increases the reddening compared to that in Fig. 4.
Nevertheless, Im(m) = 0.01 appears insufficient to reproduce the
largest value of the colour slope measured in Comet Catalina even
within its error bars, S = (35.09 ± 11.70)% per 0.1 μm. Therefore,
in order to fit this observation, one needs to assume at least Im(m)
= 0.02. This puts a significant constraint on the chemical properties
of dust in Comet Catalina. For instance, the pair of m = 1.6 + 0.01i
in the R filter and of m = 1.6 + 0.03i in the B filter is representative of
kerogen type II (Khare et al. 1990) and some types of low-processed
organic materials investigated by Jenniskens (1993). However, this
set of refractive indices is capable of fitting the largest colour slope
only at the bottom limit of the power index, n ≈ 1, which is somewhat lower than one could expect in comets based on in situ findings,
1.5 ≤ n ≤ 3. The same also holds for two other cases shown in the
middle panel of Fig. 5 and having Im(m) = 0 and 0.0005 in the
R filter. However, these cases are difficult to attribute to some real
materials based on the refractive indices available in the literature to
date. We therefore leave them out of consideration in the analysis.
The middle panel of Fig. 5 reveals a decreasing effect of Im(m)
= 0.02 on the colour slope, while the overall material absorption
grows. This effect appears even more clear in the bottom panel of
Fig. 5 at Im(m) = 0.03. The largest colour slope here, up to 45 per
cent per 0.1 μm, is produced by a material with Im(m) = 0.0005
in the R filter and Im(m) = 0.03 in the B filter. However, this pair
of Im(m) is difficult to find among known cometary species. Three
materials with Im(m) = 0.02 in the R filter and Im(m) = 0.05 in
the B filter produce a similar, somewhat weaker reddening, with the
colour slope being up to 38 per cent per 0.1 μm. It is significant that
all of them are compliant with known cometary species, such as
Mg–Fe silicates (Dorschner et al. 1995) or the organics produced at
a low dose of UV radiation (Jenniskens 1993). Interestingly, these
materials reproduce the largest colour slope in Comet Catalina at
the power index n ≈ 1.3–1.4; whereas, within the uncertainty of
that measurement, the power index can be increased to n ≈ 2.4,
which is in good quantitative agreement with the in situ findings in
comets.
It is worth noting that further increasing the material absorption
makes the fit to Comet Catalina impossible. This can be seen in
the bottom panel of Fig. 5. We especially draw attention to the
pair of refractive indices of m = 1.957 + 0.341i in the R filter
and m = 1.855 + 0.45i in the B filter. This closely matches what
was measured by Jenniskens (1993) in organic materials heavily
processed by UV radiation and ion bombardment. Despite a very
high increment of the imaginary part of refractive index Im(m)
= 0.109, the resulting reddening does not exceed 10 per cent
per 0.1 μm. This is not consistent with at least two out of five
measurements of the positive colour slope in Comet Catalina.
Finally, we discuss a mechanism governing the temporal variation of the colour observed in Comet Catalina. In general, the two
simplest options that may satisfactorily explain the observations are
as follows. The first one suggests a chemically heterogeneous coma
in Comet Catalina, consisting of at least two types of material: (1)
Mg-rich silicate that produces the bluest colour in the comet, and (2)
Mg–Fe silicates, kerogen type II and/or organic matter processed
with a low dose of UV radiation that all may produce the reddest
colour in the comet. Such a difference in chemical composition of
dust particles could be explained in terms of their origin from different active areas on the Catalina surface. All intermediate values
of the colour slope can result from different volume ratios of the
end members. Taking into account the uncertainty existing in the
colorimetric measurements of Comet Catalina, both components
MNRAS 469, 2695–2703 (2017)
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particular, to the case of small phase angles (see e.g. fig. 9 of Zubko
et al. 2014). Similar results calculated at a small phase angle α =
14◦ can be found in Zubko et al. (2015), which differ by up to 15%
per 0.1 μm.
What emerges from Fig. 4 is that no refractive index can reproduce the entire range of the colour slope measured in Comet
Catalina. The most negative colour slope observed on 2014 June
25 can be satisfactorily reproduced with particles having low material absorption. For instance, particles with Re(m) = 1.5–1.6 and
Im(m) = 0–0.01 fit S = –12.67% per 0.1 μm at the power index n ≈ 3.3–3.6. While the given refractive indices appear in good
accordance with Mg-rich silicates (Dorschner et al. 1995), a wellknown species of comets (e.g. Fomenkova et al. 1992), the power
index n is somewhat larger than the upper limit detected in submicrometre and micrometre-sized cometary dust in situ, i.e. n = 3.
An assumption on a predominantly carbonaceous composition (e.g.
m = 1.855 + 0.45i and 2.43 + 0.59i) requires a further increase
of the power index to n ≈ 3.7–3.8, which is even less compliant
with the in situ findings. However, when taking into account the
uncertainty in measurements of S , one can reduce the power index
n in the silicate and carbonaceous particles, adjusting it to the in
situ measurements of the size distribution of cometary dust. Although pure water-ice particles with m = 1.313 + 0i also can fit S
= –12.67% per 0.1 μm at n ≈ 3.1, their presence in the Catalina
coma seems doubtful due to the relatively small solar distance of the
comet, rh ≈ 1.1–1.2 au. In these circumstances, the lifetime of the
micrometre-sized pure water-ice particles does not exceed 1000 s
(Beer, Podolak and Prialnik 2006).
Two other negative colour slopes detected in Comet Catalina, S
= –5.81% per 0.1 μm on 2014 June 2 and S = –4.43% per 0.1 μm
on 2014 July 16, can be reproduced at lower values of the power
index n. For instance, the previously mentioned case of Mg-rich
silicates with Re(m) = 1.5–1.6 and Im(m) = 0–0.01 can fit S =
–5.81% per 0.1 μm at n ≈ 1.7–3; whereas, S = –4.43% per 0.1 μm
can be attained with n ≈ 1–2.8. These ranges of n closely match in
situ measurements.
Interestingly, the largest three values of the colour slope found in
Comet Catalina on 2014 July 18, 2014 August 1 and 2014 August
12 appear in excess of what can be achieved in Fig. 4. This fact
makes it necessary to incorporate into our modelling a wavelength
dependence of the refractive index m. In Fig. 5, we consider the
wavelength dependence of the imaginary part of refractive index
Im(m). Namely, we assume that, at the effective wavelength of the B
filter, Im(m) takes on a greater value compared to what in the R filter.
Such a trend is found in nearly all types of organic material (Khare et
al. 1990; Jenniskens 1993; Zubko et al. 1996), in amorphous carbon
(Duley 1984) and in Mg–Fe silicates (Dorschner et al. 1995). In the
vast majority of cases considered in Fig. 5, for simplicity, we assume
that the real part of refractive index Re(m) remains the same in both
filters. This is consistent, for instance, with the measurements of the
kerogen type II (Khare et al. 1990) and organics in a form expected
in the diffuse interstellar medium (Jenniskens 1993). Nevertheless,
we also examine the case of simultaneous changes in Re(m) and
Im(m).
Fig. 5 demonstrates the effect of an incremental increase of the
imaginary part of refractive index in the blue filter Im(m) on
the colour slope. From the top to bottom, Im(m) increases from
0.01 up to 0.03. In addition, the bottom panel shows results for
Im(m) = 0.109. In the latter case, both parts of m change simultaneously in accordance with the results obtained by Jenniskens
(1993) for organics heavily processed with UV radiation and ion
bombardment.
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may obey the same size distribution with a power index n ≈ 2.4.
However, it is also possible for some variation to occur between
these components.
The second scenario suggests that the coma is optically homogeneous. It might consist of Mg–Fe silicates, kerogen type II and/or
organic matter processed with a low dose of UV radiation. As in the
first scenario, each of these materials is capable of producing the
reddest colour measured in Comet Catalina. However, the refractive indices of these materials are somewhat similar in the visible,
and we cannot discriminate one material from the other with confidence. Therefore, the Catalina coma could be chemically homogeneous. Within the second scenario, the reddest colour in Catalina is
achieved at n = 1.3–1.4, or, if we take into account the uncertainty
of the measurement, at n ≈ 2.4. Then, the other colour slopes in
Comet Catalina correspond to larger values of the power index n,
up to n = 4.2–4.3 on the epoch of the bluest colour. We notice
MNRAS 469, 2695–2703 (2017)

that such very high values of n are hardly consistent with the range
detected in situ. Interestingly, unlike the case of the reddest colour,
taking into account the uncertainty in the measurement of the bluest
colour only slightly relaxes the power index to n = 3.8–3.9, which
still is in excess of the in situ findings. It is worth noting that the
high values of n also would imply very high positive polarization in
Comet Catalina at side scattering. With a power index n = 3.8–3.9
and phase angle α ∼70◦ , particles with Im(m) = 0.02–0.05 produce
a degree of linear polarization P ≥ 50% (Zubko et al. 2013). Unfortunately, polarimetric observations of Comet Catalina have not been
reported in the literature to date; therefore, we cannot thoroughly
examine the second scenario. However, from what is known in other
comets, P ≥ 50% would be a very unusual polarimetric response for
a comet at α ∼70◦ (e.g. Chernova, Kiselev and Jockers 1993). We
therefore conclude that the second scenario is likely inconsistent
with our expectations based on in situ findings and ground-based
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Figure 5. Similar to Fig. 4, but with the wavelength dependence of the refractive index m taken into account (see legend).
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observations of other comets. Thus, the first scenario is seemingly
more realistic.
5 CONCLUSIONS
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We measured the degree of linear polarization P of comet C/2018 V1 (Machholz-Fujikawa-Iwamoto) with the
broadband Johnson V filter in mid-November of 2018. Within a radius of ρ � 17,000 km of the inner coma, we
detected an extremely low linear polarization at phase angles α � 83� –91.2� and constrained the polarization
maximum to Pmax � (6.8 � 1.8)%. This is the lowest Pmax ever measured in a comet. Using model agglomerated
debris particles, we reproduced the polarimetric response of comet C/2018 V1. Four retrieved refractive indices
closely match what was experimentally found in Mg-rich silicates with little or no iron content. Moreover, the
size distribution of the agglomerated debris particles appears in good quantitative agreement with the in situ
findings of comet 1P/Halley. The dust model of polarization of comet C/2018 V1 suggests a strongly negative
polarization with amplitude |Pmin| � 5%–7%; whereas, an interpretation based on gaseous emission requires no
negative polarization at small phase angles. This dramatic difference could be used to discriminate gaseousemission and dust explanations in low-Pmax comets in future.

1. Introduction
When initially unpolarized solar radiation is scattered from the gas
and dust surrounding a comet, it acquires a partial linear polarization.
Its quantity is described in terms of the degree of linear polarization P:
P¼

Q I? Ik
¼
I? þ Ik
I

(1)

Here, Q and I denote the Stokes parameters (Bohren and Huffman,
1983); I? and I|| are the intensity of components of the scattered light
that are polarized perpendicularly to the scattering plane and within the
scattering plane, respectively. The polarization P is often expressed in

percent. Clearly, P in Eq. (1) is a sign-dependent characteristic whose
negative value corresponds to the case of I? < I|| and positive value to I?
> I||.
The degree of linear polarization P varies significantly with the
observation/illumination geometry of the comet. For instance, at small
phase angles (α < 25� ), the polarization is predominantly negative. At
larger phase angles (α > 25� ), P takes on positive values (e.g., Chernova
et al., 1993; Levasseur-Regourd et al., 1996). In both domains of α, the
angular profile of polarization tends to appear in a form of a simple,
bell-shape branch. While the branch of negative polarization is charac
terized by a minimum polarization Pmin at phase angle αmin, the positive
polarization branch reaches its maximum Pmax at a phase angle αmax. It is
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interesting to note that laboratory measurements of light scattering by
single cometary-analog particles and meteorite particles demonstrate
~ oz et al., 2000; Frattin et al.,
qualitatively similar behavior (e.g., Mun
2019), although specific values of Pmin, αmin, Pmax, and αmax may
significantly differ from one target to another.
Comets demonstrate a significant dispersion of their Pmax (Chernova
et al., 1993) and were initially classified as high-Pmax or low-Pmax
(Levasseur-Regourd et al., 1996). A third class was established based on
the very high Pmax, observed in comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp)
(Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd, 2003a). However, these segregated
classes seemingly result from limited data, as a recent analysis of the
extended dataset in Zubko et al. (2016) suggests a continuous transition
from the low-Pmax comets to the high-Pmax comets, and further to
C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp). This can be seen in Fig. 1 where we reproduce a
compilation of polarimetric measurements of 23 different comets
considered by Zubko et al. (2016).
The dispersion was initially interpreted in terms of the different
relative contributions of the gaseous emission into light scattering from
cometary coma (Chernova et al., 1993) because such emission is long
known to be highly depolarized. For instance, complex gaseous mole
cules have Pmax ¼ 7.7% (e.g., Le Borgne et al., 1987 and therein). A few
years later, Levasseur-Regourd et al. (1996) attributed the dispersion of
Pmax in comets to different microphysical properties of their dust. Until
recently, both these interpretations were considered to be possible (e.g.,
Kiselev et al., 2015). Zubko et al. (2016) demonstrated that the gaseous
emission model is inconsistent with several existing observations of
comets, and they developed a simple model that can satisfactorily
reproduce the dispersion of Pmax in comets using rigorous simulations of
light scattering by particles with highly irregular and fluffy morphology,
and that the different polarizations are a result of having different ma
terial compositions. The modeling was based on an assumption that the
light-scattering signal was dominated by two different types of particles,
one with low (Im(m) � 0.01) and another with high (Im(m) > 0.4)
imaginary part of complex refractive index. While the former compo
nent is consistent with Mg-rich silicates (Dorschner et al., 1995), the
latter one appears consistent with some organics (Jenniskens, 1993) and
amorphous carbon (Duley, 1984). The presence of these species in
comets is well established (e.g., Fomenkova et al., 1992; Cochran et al.,
2015). The dispersion of polarization in comets can be explained then by
variation of a sole parameter, the volume ratio of the weakly absorbing

particles and highly absorbing particles. Within this two-component
framework, the coma in comets with low Pmax predominantly consists
of Mg-rich silicates; whereas, in the high-Pmax comets, it is abundant
with carbonaceous materials.
What emerges from Fig. 1 is a disparity between the number of highPmax comets and low-Pmax comets. There are well over a dozen repre
sentatives of Pmax > 20%, and only a few comets with Pmax � 10%. There
are three comets, 23P/Brorsen–Metcalf, 27P/Crommelin, and C/1975
N1 (Kobayashi–Berger–Milon) whose polarimetric response appears
with confidence at the bottom limit in Fig. 1; all these observations were
reported in Chernova et al. (1993). One more comet, C/1996 Q1
(Tabur), had P � 13–15% at α � 85.5� during a period of normal activity.
However, for no obvious reason, this comet suddenly lost its activity and
coma. This process was accompanied with a decrease of polarization to
P � 10% at α � 85� (Kikuchi, 2006). Thus, strictly speaking, only three
comets revealed a persistent maximum of polarization Pmax � 10%. It is
worth noting that the last of them was observed about thirty years ago,
in 1989. In this manuscript we report our polarimetric observations of a
newly discovered comet C/2018 V1 (Machholz–Fujikawa–Iwamoto) at
large phase angles, α � 83� –91.2� This is only the fourth example of a
comet with such a low maximum of positive polarization (Fig. 1).
2. Observations and data processing
We conducted polarimetric observations of comet C/2018 V1 shortly
after its discovery on November 7, 2018. The comet passed perihelion at
0.387 au on December 3, 2018. Weather conditions were favorable on
three dates, November 16, 17, and 18. However, on the first date, the
observations were interrupted by clouds when only two series of images
were taken. Nevertheless, they appear in very good accordance with
results obtained on the other two nights and, therefore, we include them
into the analysis. Observations were made with the 22-cm telescope
located at the Ussuriysk Astrophysical Observatory (code C15), which
operates within the International Scientific Optical Network (ISON). We
used CCD detector FLI ProLine PL4301E that has a resolution of
2084 � 2084 pixels and pixel size of 24 μm. The field of view of the CCD
detector is 326 � 326 arcmin with angular resolution of 9.39 � 9.39
arcsec per pixel. The Johnson V filter was used for polarimetric obser
vation of the comet. We use a dichroic polarization filter (analyzer),
which rotated sequentially through three fixed position angles 0� , þ60� ,

Fig. 1. Degree of linear polarization P measured with continuum filters in the blue-green part of the spectrum in 23 different comets as a function of phase angle α.
Compilation is adapted from Zubko et al. (2016), where references and some details of the observation of each specific comet are given.
2
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and þ120� The details of observations are summarized in Table 1.
Morphology of the C/2018 V1 coma can be seen in Fig. 2.
The obtained data have been processed using the Image Reduction
and Analysis Facility (IRAF) software system for reduction and analysis
of astronomical data. Our processing includes bias subtraction, removal
of cosmic-ray events and flat-field correction. Flat-field correction was
constructed based on images of the twilight sky. We used a procedure
that retrieves a histogram of counts of the sky background. This allows
us to determine accurately its maximum level and then subtract it from
every image. For calibration purposes, we observed polarized and nonpolarized standard stars from the lists of Hsu and Breger (1982),
Schmidt et al. (1992), and Heiles (2000). Our instrumental polarization
is about 0.3 percent under good atmospheric conditions.
Using the images obtained at three evenly distributed orientations of
the analyzer, 0� , 60� , and 120� measured from the scattering plane, we
compute the corresponding fluxes from the inner coma with ρ � 17,000
km: F0, F60, and F120. These values can be translated into the I, Q, and U
Stokes parameters using the Fesenkov formulae (e.g., Fessenkoff, 1935;
Hines et al., 2014) as follows:
2
I ¼ ðF0 þ F60 þ F120 Þ;
3
2
Q ¼ ð2F0 F60 F120 Þ;
3
2
U ¼ pffiffi ðF60 F120 Þ:
3

the polarimetric response in C/2018 V1 appears accidently consistent
with the angular profile of polarization of fluorescence from complex
molecules and ions (shown with the dashed line), like C2 molecules (Le
Borgne et al., 1987). Such resemblance of the low-Pmax comets was
attributed by Chernova et al. (1993) to gaseous emission. We refer to
Zubko et al. (2016) for a detailed discussion of the inconsistencies that
can result from this assumption. Here we only note the absence of the
negative polarization branch that occurs near backscattering angles for
the gaseous emission. To our knowledge this was never found in the
coma-integrated polarimetric measurements of comets with the
narrowband continuum filters, like those used in Chernova et al. (1993),
or broadband filter, the one that we use in this work. Some features of
the cometary coma, such as jets or arcs, indeed reveal essentially posi
tive polarization at small phase angles. It is significant, however, that
their relative contribution to the aperture-integrated response does not
eliminate the negative polarization branch (e.g., Hadamcik and Levas
seur-Regourd, 2003b; Hines et al., 2014).
In the broadband Johnson V filter that we used in our observations,
the strongest gaseous contamination might arise from the C2 gaseous
emission near λ ¼ 0.514 μm. The narrowband continuum filters in the
blue-green part of spectrum that are used in Chernova et al. (1993) and
in many other polarimetric observations of comets are much better
isolated from the C2 emission (e.g., Farnham et al., 2000). Owing to their
different spatial distribution of gas and dust, gas contributes little to the
light scattering near the nucleus (Jewitt et al., 1982; Picazzio et al.,
2019). As a consequence, the difference in polarization simultaneously
measured in a comet with the broadband V filter and with a narrowband
continuum filter whose bandpass is embraced by the V filter hardly
exceeds the corresponding error bars (Zubko et al., 2014; Ivanova et al.,
2017).
The aperture size used to image the coma strongly influences the
relative contribution of the C2 emission. The dust in the coma typically
peaks on the optocenter with a 1/r distribution, while the gas distribu
tion, in particular that of a fragment species that is formed in the coma,
has a much flatter distribution (cf. Combi and Fink, 1997). The C2
molecule does not directly sublimate from the nucleus but is likely a
dissociation product of multiple larger molecular and/or cometary
CHON grains (A’Hearn et al., 1995; Combi and Fink, 1997; Feldman
et al., 2004; McKay et al., 2014). The number of C2 molecules in a coma
increases as the number of their parent molecules decreases with N ¼ N0
exp(–d/R), where N0 is the initial number of parent molecules, R is their
(empirical) Haser scale length, and d is the distance to the nucleus.
Evidently, N ¼ N0 at d → 0 and N ¼ 0 at d → ∞. We note that a multistep
Haser model can also take the destruction of the fragment species into
account (c.f. Festou, 1981), but given that this mostly occurs outside of
our field of view, we do not address this phenomenon here.
On November 16–18 of 2018, comet C/2018 V1 was at a heliocentric
distance rh � 0.55–0.60 au In similar circumstances, at rh � 0.7 au, Fink
et al. (1991) measured profiles of C2 based on observations of comet
Halley and determined empirical Haser scale lengths of ~105 km. These
values depend on the heliocentric distance, solar activity cycle, and the
source of the C2 molecule, but are likely of similar order for C/2018 V1
at 0.55–0.6 au Scaling by r2h, we find a Haser scale length R of
6 � 104 km. That means that only 25% of the C2 progenitors dissociate
within an aperture of ρ ¼ 1.7 � 104 km:
�
�
�
N N0 ¼ expð ρ = RÞ ¼ exp
(5)
1:7 � 104 6 � 104 � 75%:

(2)

In what follows, the Stokes parameters are utilized to infer the total
degree of linear polarization Ptotal and the angle θ between the semi
major axis of the vibration ellipse and the scattering plane (Bohren and
Huffman, 1983):
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
U
Q2 þ U 2
(3)
and tanð2θÞ ¼
Ptotal ¼
Q
I
Table 2 presents Ptotal and θ with their error bars as measured in
comet C/2018 V1. As one can see from values of θ, the plane of linear
polarization appears to be almost perpendicular to the scattering plane.
As was noticed in Section 1, this is a common feature of comets observed
at large phase angles. However, polarimetric studies of comets refer
typically to the sign-dependent definition degree of linear polarization
with Eq. (1). Transformation of Ptotal and θ in Eq. (3) to P in Eq. (1) takes
on a simple form (Zubko and Chornaya, 2019):
P¼

(4)

Ptotal cosð2θÞ:

The results of this transformation are shown in the last column in
Table 2. It is worth noting that the error bars in P are twice larger than in
Ptotal that results from error bars accompanying measurements of the
angle θ. It is finally worth noting that the uncertainty in our measure
ments of P in comet C/2018 V1 appear consistent with what emerged
from studies of other comets (see, Fig. 3).
3. Results and discussion
In Fig. 3 we plot the degree of linear polarization P as a function of
phase angle α in comet C/2018 V1 compared with three other comets
having comparably low positive polarization at side scattering (adapted
from Chernova et al., 1993). As one can see, the polarization of C/2018
V1 appears at the bottom limit even in this featured group. Interestingly,
Table 1
Log of observations of comet C/2018 V1 in November of 2018.
UT date, 2018–11

rh, au

Δ, au

α, �

ρ, km

ρ, arcsec

Airmass

Frames

Exposure, sec

16.829
17.840
18.833

0.587
0.569
0.551

0.870
0.839
0.809

83.0
87.0
91.2

17,800
17,100
16,500

18.8
19.7
20.7

4.630
5.002
5.528

2�3
10 � 3
11 � 3

30
30
30

ρ – the aperture radius.
3
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Fig. 2. Images of coma of C/2018 V1 obtained on November 16, 17, and 18 of 2018 (from top to bottom). Examples of single images are shown on left; whereas, a
stack of all images obtained on the same night—on right. Single scale mark corresponds to diameter of the circular aperture used in integration of the polari
metric response.
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dusty coma that can satisfactorily reproduce multi-wavelength polari
metric observations of numerous comets. It is based on the simulation of
the irregularly shaped cometary dust with model agglomerated debris
particles. These particles have a highly disordered, fluffy morphology
with a packing density of their constituent material being about 0.236
with regard to a circumscribing sphere. Six examples of agglomerated
debris particles are shown in the top panels of Fig. 4 with three
micron-sized dust particles (bottom) that were sampled by Rosetta in the
vicinity of the 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko nucleus and studied with
the Micro-Imaging Dust Analysis System (MIDAS). These images are
adapted from Bentley et al. (2016). As one can see in Fig. 4, the shapes of
agglomerated debris particles resemble those of cometary dust in comet
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko.
Unfortunately, the other Rosetta instruments were insensitive to
submicron- and micron-sized particles (e.g., Güttler et al., 2019).

Table 2
Polarization of comet C/2018 V1 in November of 2018.
UT date, 2018–11

α, �

Ptotal,%

θ, �

P,%

16.829
17.840
18.833

83.0
87.0
91.2

7.03 � 1.06
7.90 � 1.10
8.15 � 1.09

101.9 � 7.2
106.7 � 6.5
106.7 � 5.7

6.34 � 1.65
6.56 � 1.88
6.80 � 1.78

C2 may be produced by the dissociation of one or more parent
molecules, or by the decay of CHON particles. As will be shown below,
the coma of C/2018 V1 is highly depleted of highly absorbing dust that is
indicative of the presence of CHON particles.
As mentioned in Section 1, the dispersion of Pmax in comets can be
explained in terms of different light-scattering properties of their dust. In
particular, Zubko et al. (2016) developed a model of light scattering by

Fig. 3. Degree of linear polarization P in comet C/2018 V1 as a function of phase angle α versus three other comets with low Pmax reported in Chernova et al. (1993).
The dashed line shows the angular profile of polarization of the C2 emission (e.g., Le Borgne et al., 1987).

Fig. 4. Top: Images of six samples of irregularly shaped agglomerated debris particles that are used in modeling of polarization of C/2018 V1. Bottom: three micronsized dust particles sampled by Rosetta in the innermost coma of 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (adapted from Bentley et al., 2016).
5
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Therefore, we constrain the physical and chemical properties of such
small cometary dust particles using results obtained in situ in other
comets. For instance, the shape of the agglomerated debris particles also
agrees with what was found in dust particles of comet 26P/Grigg–Sk
jellerup captured in the stratosphere (Busemann et al., 2009) as well as
with the shape inferred from micron-sized craters produced by dust from
€rz et al.,
comet 81P/Wild 2 in Al foil of the Stardust space probe (Ho
2006).
Under the assumption of ROCK (silicate) and/or CHON (carbona
ceous) composition, similar to dust in comet 1P/Halley (e.g., Fomen
kova et al., 1992), the bulk density of the agglomerated debris particles
spans the range from 0.35 g/cm3 to 0.83 g/cm3 that appears in good
€rz et al.,
accordance with the Stardust findings of comet 81P/Wild 2 (Ho
2006) as well as interplanetary dust particles (IDPs) (Flynn and Sutton,
1991).
Light scattering by agglomerated debris particles is computed with
the discrete dipole approximation (DDA), a flexible numerical technique
that allows rigorous consideration of the interaction of electromagnetic
waves with an arbitrary-shape target whose size is comparable to the
wavelength of the incident light λ (e.g., review by Yurkin and Hoekstra,
2007). Using our own implementation of the DDA (e.g., Zubko et al.,
2016), we compute the light scattering by agglomerated debris particles
at various values of complex refractive index m and size parameter
x ¼ 2πr/λ, where r is the radius of the circumscribing sphere of the
agglomerated debris particles. Almost 50 different values of complex
refractive index m have been investigated to date. Each refractive index
m was studied over wide range of x ¼ 1–32 (50 in the case of optically
soft materials with Re(m) < 1.4). At each pair of m and x, the
light-scattering properties are averaged over randomly generated shapes
and orientations of the agglomerated debris particles. A minimum of
500 samples are typically taken into account to provide a statistically
reliable result. We refer to Zubko et al. (2016) for more technical details
on the generation of the agglomerated debris particles and DDA com
putations of their light-scattering response.
We consider agglomerated debris particles obeying a power-law size
distribution r–n, where the power index ranges from n ¼ 1.5 to 3. This
range of n was detected in situ in submicron- and micron-sized dust
particles of comet 1P/Halley (Mazets et al., 1986). However, it also
embraces value n � 2.89 that was inferred from size distribution of
micrometer craters in the Stardust sampling module after its close
encounter with comet 81P/Wild 2 (Price et al., 2010). One needs to note
that every agglomerated debris particle consists of a bunch of chunks,
which are polydisperse in size. Moreover, each chunk of material is
made of a number of closely packed small cells. Such discrete
morphology appears in good accordance with what was found in the 67P
dust particles (see Fig. 4 and Bentley et al., 2016). However, the
power-law size distribution refers to the population of the agglomerated
debris particles, but not their fragments.
The dispersion of positive polarization in comets was reproduced by
Zubko et al. (2016) with a mixture of two types of agglomerated debris
particles. One of them includes, for instance, Mg-rich silicates (Im(m) �
0.01; see, e.g., Dorschner et al., 1995), and the other consists of organics
and/or amorphous carbon (Im(m) > 0.4; see, e.g., Jenniskens, 1993;
Duley, 1984). The phase dependence of the degree of linear polarization
in a given comet can be fitted by varying a single free parameter: the
volume ratio of the two different species, which could correspond, for
instance, to the ratio of Mg-rich silicate particles to carbonaceous par
ticles. We note that the photometric and polarimetric observations of
comets often reveal at least two types of dust in their coma (e.g., Zubko
et al., 2012; 2013; 2014; 2015; Ivanova et al., 2017; Markkanen et al.,
2018; Luk’yanyk et al., 2019). Only in rare instances, can observations
be quantitatively reproduced under the assumption of a single compo
nent of their dust. (Picazzio et al., 2019).
Within the two-component framework, low Pmax in comets C/1975
N1 (Kobayashi–Berger–Milon) and 23P/Brorsen–Metcalf were inter
preted to have a high relative abundance of Mg-rich silicate particles,

82%–95% by volume (Zubko et al., 2016). However, as follows from
Fig. 3, the polarization in C/2018 V1 tends to take even lower values
compared to these two comets, suggesting an even greater relative
abundance of the non-absorbing component. Therefore, we search for
the best fit to the degree of linear polarization in comet C/2018 V1
without absorbing particles. We consider a few plausible assumptions on
their real part of refractive indices Re(m). Fig. 5 shows results of
modeling obtained at Re(m) ¼ 1.5 (top), 1.6 (middle), and 1.7 (bottom).
In each case, we include different values of the imaginary part of
refractive index Im(m) that is representative of small iron content in the
Mg-rich silicates (Dorschner et al., 1995).
In Fig. 5 we plot only results obtained when the power index is
constrained to the range 1.5 � n � 3. This supplementary condition
yields only one curve that corresponds to zero material absorption (i.e.,
Im(m) ¼ 0 and a power index n ¼ 1.7), shown on the top panel (Re
(m) ¼ 1.5). An increase of Re(m) makes it possible to fit the data if we
include a small amount of absorption. For instance, at Re(m) ¼ 1.6
(middle panel), observations are equally well reproduced with Im
(m) ¼ 0.0005 and n ¼ 2.2 and with Im(m) ¼ 0.01 and n ¼ 1.7. A further
increase of Re(m) to 1.7 can be used to fit the polarization in C/2018 V1
when Im(m) � 0.02 (bottom panel). Clearly, the growth of Re(m) ex
tends the range of Im(m) and increases n. It is worth noting that the fits
obtained at the same Re(m) tend to converge.
At small phase angles, all the curves shown in Fig. 5 reveal a deep
branch of negative polarization, whose amplitude exceeds 5%. This
branch is a few times deeper than in comets with high Pmax (e.g.,
Chernova et al., 1993; Levasseur-Regourd et al., 1996). Similar
enhanced negative polarization was previously found in the circum
nucleus halo in some comets (Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd, 2003b).
It was shown that this phenomenon arises from a local domination of
Mg-rich silicate particles in the proximity of the nucleus and, moreover,
that the existence of the circumnucleus halo is consistent with the
Stardust findings in comet 81P/Wild 2 (Zubko et al., 2012). We note also
that in situ polarimetric measurements of comets 1P/Halley and
26P/Grigg-Skjellerup conducted by the Giotto space probe reveal a very
low positive polarization at side scattering in the vicinity of their nuclei
(Levasseur-Regourd et al., 1999; McBride et al., 1997). This feature
correlates with the strong negative polarization in the circumnucleus
halo as both phenomena result from cometary dust having weak mate
rial absorption (Zubko et al., 2013). It would appear that this also is the
case for the chemical composition of dust in comet C/2018 V1. How
ever, while the typical radius of the circumnucleus halo is only
1000–2000 km (Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd, 2003b), in this case,
it is the entire coma of comet C/2018 V1 that has this strong feature out
to a radius of ~17,000 km.
The four fits obtained at m ¼ 1.6 þ 0.0005i, 1.6 þ 0.01i, 1.7 þ 0.01i,
and 1.7 þ 0.02i suggest particles composed of Mg-rich silicates with
little or no iron content (Dorschner et al., 1995). Such domination of
silicates in the C/2018 V1 coma could imply the presence of the 10-μm
silicate feature, which manifests itself in a thermal emission spectrum at
wavelengths λ � 9–12 μm (e.g., Hanner and Bradley, 2004; Kimura
et al., 2009). To our knowledge, no mid-IR observations of comet
C/2018 V1 have been reported in the literature yet. They plausibly were
not conducted at all in view of the short time period between discovery
of this comet and its closest approach with Earth (~10 days). We stress,
however, that mid-IR spectra have been measured in two out of three of
the lowest-Pmax comets known prior C/2018 V1. Results obtained in
those two comets are somewhat intricate. While comet 23P/Bror
sen–Metcalf did reveal a strong 10-μm silicate feature that unambigu
ously suggests the presence of silicates in its coma, comet C/1975 N1
(Kobayashi–Berger–Milon) did not (Gehrz and Ney, 1992). The latter
fact does not immediately imply the absence of silicate particles in the
coma as the strength of the 10-μm silicate feature is governed not only by
the presence of silicate material, but also, by the size distribution of the
silicate particles. For instance, if there is a considerable amount of
compact silicate particles whose size significantly exceeds 1 μm, the
6
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Fig. 5. Modeling of polarization in comet C/2018 V1 with the agglomerated debris particles. Panels from top to bottom demonstrate results obtained with the real
part of refractive index Re(m) ¼ 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7, respectively.

broadband Johnson V filter at large phase angles, α � 83� –91.2� , where
the maximum value of polarization Pmax is typically attained in comets.
We infer a constraint on Pmax � (6.8 � 1.8)%, which is the smallest Pmax
ever measured in cometary comae. Comparable Pmax was previously
found only in three other comets, the last of which was some three de
cades ago. Because of the relatively large error bars in the polarization
measurements, low polarization in comet C/2018 V1 could be formally
consistent with C2 molecular emission. The total linear polarization Ptotal
in C/2018 V1 is lower than the polarization of the C2 gaseous emission at
the same phase angles. Moreover, C2 molecules result from dissociation

coma may not produce the feature (Hanner and Bradley, 2004). On the
other hand, such super-micron silicate particles do not affect the
light-scattering response in the visible, as it is largely produced by
particles whose size is comparable to the wavelength of the incident
light (e.g., A’Hearn et al., 1995).
4. Conclusion remarks
In mid-November of 2018, we measured the degree of linear polar
ization P in comet C/2018 V1 (Machholz–Fujikawa–Iwamoto) using the
7
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of more complex organic molecules. This process takes a relatively long
time during which the parent molecules escape to a significant distance
from the nucleus. However, we measure polarization in the coma whose
radius is of only ~17,000 km. These facts suggest that the low positive
polarization in comet C/2018 V1 is governed by dust in its coma.
We demonstrate that model agglomerated debris particles can satis
factorily reproduce the polarimetric response in comet C/2018 V1 using
six different particle distributions, all of which have weak material ab
sorption. Four of the refractive indices, m ¼ 1.6 þ 0.0005i, 1.6 þ 0.01i,
1.7 þ 0.01i, and 1.7 þ 0.02i, are similar to laboratory measurements of
refractive index of Mg-rich silicate in the visible (Dorschner et al., 1995).
The best fits to polarization in C/2018 V1 were obtained using the power
index n ¼ 1.5 – 2.2, that also are in good quantitative agreement with in
situ measurements of the size distribution of dust in comet 1P/Halley (e.
g., Mazets et al., 1986).
A fundamental difference between the polarization phase curves of
the gaseous-emission explanation and the weakly absorbing dust, which
explains the low Pmax in comets, appears in the degree of linear polari
zation near backscattering at α < 30� While the gaseous-emission
explanation would result in the absence of the negative-polarization
branch, the two-component framework suggests a very deep negative
polarization branch, whose amplitude is |Pmin| � 5–7%. Unfortunately,
none of the previous comets having such a low Pmax was observed at
small phase angles. Therefore, there is a great deal of interest in future
polarimetric measurements of linear polarization in the low-Pmax comets
at α ¼ 10� –15� , where the minimum of the negative polarization is often
observed.
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1.3. Активність комет на великих геліоцентричних відстанях r > 4 a.o.
В рамках запропонованої і виконаної автором довготривалої програми
спостережень на 6-м телескопі комет, активних на великих геліоцентричних
відстанях, представлено результати для 14 віддалених комет (з перигелійною
відстанню більше 4 а.о.) [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 21, 27, 30, 59], 1 комети
перехідного типу [8] та 1 комети сімейства Крейца [23]. .
За винятком комет C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) [2, 30], C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch) [59]
і C/2012 J1 (Catalina) [8], в спектрах інших далеких комет емісії не були
зареєстровані [7, 12, 30]. Пилопродуктивність далеких комет, як і у більшості нових
комет, які входять вперше у внутрішню область Сонячної системи, значно вища, ніж
у короткоперіодичних комет, що може вказувати саме на еволюційні відмінності в
кометах різних динамічних груп [1, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 23, 27, 30].
Ступінь лінійної поляризації розсіяного випромінювання в далеких кометах
значно вищий, ніж у близьких до Сонця комет на однакових фазових кутах [6, 8, 21,
27, 59]. Результати моделювання фотометричних, спектральних та поляриметричних
спостережень дали можливість визначити склад пилових частинок у комах далеких
комет, який є відмінним від складу короткоперіодичних комет [6, 21, 27, 46, 59].
Для пояснення довготривалої активності далеких комет, поверхня їхніх ядер
повинна

постійно

оновлюватися

за

рахунок

відшаровування,

а

механізм

кристалізації аморфного водяного льоду (принаймні в існуючій формі) не може
пояснити тривалої активності комет на великих геліоцентричних відстанях [2, 23].
Моніторингові спостереження комети C/2006 W3 (Christensen) в широкому
діапазоні геліоцентричних відстаней [13] дали можливість дослідити еволюцію
активності та її зміни в залежності від відстані до Сонця.
Проведені дворічні фотометричні спостереження комети C/2011 J2 (LINEAR),
ядро якої розпалося, дали можливість дослідити нестаціонарні процеси і
фрагментацію ядра комети на різних геліоцентричних відстанях [10].
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Abstract—We present the analysis of the polarimetric and spectral data obtained for the dynamically new
comet C/2012 J1 (Catalina) when it was at a distance of 3.17 AU from the Sun. The observations were
made at the prime focus of the 6-m BTA telescope using the SCORPIO-2 focal reducer. The map of the
distribution of linear polarization in the cometary coma was constructed. The calculated value of linear
polarization was on average about −2%. Spectral analysis of the cometary coma allowed to register the
emission of the CN molecule in the (0–0) band. The gas production rate was derived using the Haser
model and amounted to 3.7 × 1023 molecules per second.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The comets, minor planets, meteoroid particles,
and interplanetary dust form an evolutionarily interconnected family of small bodies of the Solar System. Despite their modest masses, research of these
objects is very important from the cosmogonic point
of view, namely, to uncover the origin of the Solar
System. According to modern cosmological ideas,
comets are the relics of the Solar System, and their
composition should be most similar to that of the
primordial protoplanetary cloud. The question about
parameters of dust particles (their size, orientation,
structure) in comas and tails of comets active at
large heliocentric distances and the dynamically new
comets, which for the ﬁrst time enter the inner regions
of the Solar System, remains unsolved. At heliocentric distances greater than 3 AU, the matter is carried
out from the surface of the cometary nucleus due
to sublimation of water ice and more volatile components (CO, CO2 ), the characteristic and outﬂow
velocity of matter are also varying. The question of
variation of dust scattering properties with heliocentric distance of comets also remains open. Available
observational data indicate a diﬀerence between activity of dynamically new comets (active at large heliocentric distances) and short-period comets [1–5].
*

E-mail: sandra@mao.kiev.ua

Hence, it is possible that the nature of dust particles
diﬀers as well.
Observations of comets using diﬀerent methods
(photometry, spectroscopy, and polarimetry) and at
diﬀerent heliocentric distances and phase angles provide useful information on the material of the comet
surface layer: the particle sizes, their structure, and
chemical composition. In this paper, we study a dynamically new comet C/2012 J1 (Catalina) using polarimetric and spectroscopic methods.
Comet C/2012 J1 (Catalina) was discovered on
May 13, 2012 as a 16 m
. 4 object within the Catalina
Sky Survey [6], a project searching for new comets
and asteroids. The comet revealed signiﬁcant activity
at a distance larger than 3 AU. It passed the perihelion on December 7, 2012 at a distance of 3.15 AU.
The comet belongs to the class of long-period comets
and has a parabolic orbit with eccentricity e = 1.001
and orbit inclination i = 34 ◦. 1.
2. OBSERVATIONS
Our polarization and spectroscopic observations
were carried out on November 15, 2012, when the
comet was at a distance of 3.17 AU from the Sun and
2.45 AU from Earth, and its integral magnitude was
13 m
. 9. The phase angle of the comet was 14◦ , its scale
in the sky plane was approximately 1800 km/arcsec.
The observations were performed on the 6-m BTA
349
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Log of Comet C/2012 J1 (Catalina) observations
Start time,

r,

Δ,

α,

PA,

UT

au

au

deg

deg

Grating/ﬁlter

Nov 15.8026, 2012 3.17 2.45 14.02 87.66

Total exposure,

Data

s
15

image

Nov 15.8092, 2012 3.17 2.45 14.02 87.66 VPHG1200@540

1500

spectrum

Nov 15.8280, 2012 3.17 2.45 14.02 87.66

640

image/polarization

telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory of
the Russian Academy of Sciences (SAO RAS) using
the multimode SCORPIO-2 focal reducer [7] operating in the spectroscopic and polarimetric modes. An
E2V 42-90 CCD sized 4600×2048 pixels was used
as a detector. The size of the ﬁeld of view was 6 . 1×
6 . 1, the scale in the 2×2 hardware binning mode
amounted to 0 . 18 per pixel.
Polarimetric observations were carried out in the
broadband V ﬁlter of the Johnson–Cousins photometric system. A polarizing dichroic ﬁlter (Polaroid)
was used as a polarization analyzer.
Spectroscopic observations were carried out in the
long slit mode. The height of the slit amounted to 6 . 1,
the slit width was 1 . The grism with a volume-phase
holographic grating VPHG1200@540 provided the
wavelength range of 3600–7200 Å with a spectral
resolution of about 5.2 Å. The observing log is given
in the table. Figure 1 shows a V -band image of the
comet and the projection of the spectrograph slit onto
the cometary coma.
3. POLARIMETRIC INVESTIGATION
To estimate the degree of linear polarization of
the comet, we used the dichroic polarization analyzer

N
E
S

Fig. 1. An image of Comet C/2012 J1 (Catalina) in the
V ﬁlter and the projection of the spectrograph slit on the
cometary coma at the time of observation. The directions
to north, east, and to the Sun are marked.

V

V

installed in the spectrograph. The analyzer was positioned at the three ﬁxed angles: 0◦ and ±60◦ . We obtained the intensity values for these angles I(x, y)0◦ ,
I(x, y)−60◦ , and I(x, y)+60◦ and estimated the Stokes
Q and U  parameters at each point of the image:
⎧
2I(x, y)0◦ − I(x, y)−60◦ − I(x, y)+60◦
⎪
⎪
⎪
,
Q =
⎪
⎨
I(x, y)0◦ + I(x, y)−60◦ + I(x, y)+60◦
√
⎪
I(x, y)+60◦ − I(x, y)−60◦
⎪
3
⎪

⎪
.
⎩U =
2 I(x, y)0◦ + I(x, y)−60◦ + I(x, y)+60◦
(1)
The true values of the Stokes Q and U parameters
were obtained from the following equations:
U = U  cos 2ϕ − Q sin 2ϕ ,
Q=

U  sin 2ϕ

+

(2)

Q cos 2ϕ .

To determine the degree of polarization P and the
angle of the polarization plane ϕ, we used the following relations:
⎧

⎪
⎪
Q2 + U 2 ,
P
=
⎪
⎨
(3)
⎪
U
1
⎪
⎪
⎩ PA = arctan .
2
Q
Reduction of polarimetric images included subtraction of the bias frame, ﬂat ﬁeld correction, and
formation of images prepared for processing. Next,
using the central isophotes of the comet image, all the
images were reduced to a single photometric center.
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio, the corrected
frames with the comet image were added up using the
median averaging procedure. A detailed description of
the technique of observation and data reduction with
the SCORPIO-2 spectrograph in the polarimetric
mode is described in [8].
Using formulas (1)–(3), we obtained the degree
and angle of linear polarization for Comet C/2012 J1
(Catalina). Figure 2 presents the distribution of linear
polarization over the coma, projected onto the scattering plane.
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The sunward direction
The direction perpendicular to the sunward

4

Distance, 10 km

Fig. 2. Distribution of linear polarization over the coma,
projected onto the scattering plane. The scale of the image is marked.

We have also made sections of the linear polarization of the comet in the direction to the Sun and in
the direction perpendicular to it (Fig. 3). The sections
were made through the photometric center of the
image.
According to our estimates, the linear polarization
over the cometary coma (inside the ρ < 17 radius,
which corresponds to approximately 30 000 km)
is on average −2.03% ± 0.1%. The map of spatial
distribution and the demonstrated cross-sections
(Figs. 2 and 3) show that the nuclear region (up to
15 000 km) reveals no abrupt changes in the value
of linear polarization. We do not consider the area
smaller than 5000 km, which is poorly resolved. In
addition, there may also occur errors due to the
overlap of diﬀerent images. In the ﬁeld with a radius
of more than 25 000 km, we possibly observe (in
the absolute values) a small decrease of the linear
polarization.
4. EXAMINATION OF THE
COMETARY SPECTRUM
Primary reduction of spectral data was performed
using the codes developed at SAO RAS, operating
in the IDL environment. It included the bias frame
subtraction, removal of cosmic ray traces, ﬂat ﬁeld
correction with the spectrum of a built-in lamp with
a continuous spectrum, spectral line curvature compensation, wavelength calibration, and representation
of the data in an evenly spaced wavelength scale. The
wavelength calibration of the spectra was carried out
using a He-Ne-Ar lamp.
To convert the cometary spectra into absolute
power values, we used the spectra of the standard star
BD +28◦ 4211 [9], which was observed at the same
ASTROPHYSICAL BULLETIN
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Fig. 3. Cross sections of the linear polarization of the
comet (LP).

night. The response curves of the Earth’s atmosphere
for SAO RAS from the paper of Kartasheva and
Chunakova [10] were applied.
To analyze the energy distribution in the cometary
spectrum and search for possible molecular emissions, a one-dimensional spectrum was built by
adding up the counts along the slit within ±18 from
the nucleus.
To isolate the emission spectrum of the comet,
we subtracted from the cometary spectrum the highresolution solar spectrum [11], which had previously
been convoluted with a Gaussian function with an
FWHM corresponding to the width of the instrumental proﬁle in our observations. The solar spectrum was
scaled the way that its level was as close as possible to
the low limit of the cometary spectrum in the spectral
intervals dominated by the continuum. In addition,
we introduced a correction for the reddening eﬀect.
The scale of the observed wavelengths was corrected
for the Doppler shift of the cometary spectrum (radial
velocity of about 22 km/s). The qualitative analysis of
the cometary spectrum revealed the presence of weak
molecular emissions. The total spectrum of Comet
C/2012 J1 (Catalina) is presented in Fig. 4.
Identiﬁcation of molecular emissions, observed in
comets in this spectral range, was carried out by comparing the spectrum of the comet with the calculated
and laboratory spectra of molecules. The spectrum
reveals the presence of molecular emissions as well as
diﬀerences in the energy distribution of the cometary
and the solar spectra. Although the blue spectral
region is very noisy, we managed to identify several
spectral features which belong to the CN molecule
(electronic transition B2 Σ+ –X2 Σ+ ). Since the rotational structure of the band in the resulting spectrum has not been resolved, we could only identify
the edges of the oscillating system (0–0) bands. The
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CN (0,0)

-16

-16

o

Flux, 10 erg s-1 cm-2 A

o

Flux, 10 erg s-1 cm-2 A

Observed spectrum

o

Wavelength, A

Fig. 5. Calculated and identiﬁed proﬁle of the CN
molecule (0–0) band.
o

Wavelength, A

used the Haser model [14], according to which
⎡ xμ
Q ⎣
K0 (y) dy
N (ρ) = ρ
vg

Fig. 4. The spectrum of the comet (the black curve), the
modiﬁed solar spectrum (the bright dashed line), and the
result of its subtraction from the initial spectrum.

x

theoretical spectrum for this molecule was built using
the LIFBASE code [12], which is used to calculate
electronic spectra of diatomic molecules. Figure 5
shows the identiﬁed spectral detail.
Assuming that the atmosphere of the comet is
optically thin (in this case, the ﬂuxes are directly proportional to the number of radiators), we can estimate
the total number N (ρ) of molecules contained in a
column of radius ρ on the line of sight using the
formula:
N (ρ) =

L
,
gλ

(4)

where L = 4πΔ2 Fc is the observed luminosity of the
comet in the emission band, Fc is the ﬂux of the comet
in this band, Δ is the geocentric distance, gλ is the
eﬃciency of ﬂuorescence for the given molecule at the
heliocentric distance r = 1 AU, which is determined
by the expression [13]:

(6)

⎤
+

1
x

1−

1
μ

+ K1 (xμ) − K1 (x)⎦ ,

where vg is the speed of molecule ﬂy-out, μ = γp /γd ,
x = γd d, γp and γd are the characteristic path lengths
of the parent and the daughter molecules respectively,
K0 and K1 are the modiﬁed zero- and ﬁrst-order
Bessel functions of the second kind.
Model calculations involve the full ﬂux inside a
speciﬁed aperture. Since in our observations we only
register the spectrum from the regions captured by
the slit of the spectrograph, a corresponding correction needs to be done. When calculating the aperture
correction, we took into account both the ratio between the slit areas and the circular aperture and the
observed brightness distribution along the slit.

where me and e are the mass and the charge of the
electron, c is the speed of light, fλ is the oscillator
strength, w is the probability of vibrational transition,
πFSunλ is the density of solar radiation at heliocentric
distance r.

For our calculations, we used the following values
of model parameters. The characteristic scales for the
parent and daughter molecules are 3.0 r 1.3 × 104 km
and 19.9 r 0.6 × 104 km respectively [15]. Since the
g-factor for the CN (0–0) band is dependent on the
heliocentric velocity of the comet, its value at the
time of observation was reﬁned using the calculations
made in [16]. In our case it was 2.4 × 10−13 r −2 erg s−1
per molecule. The rate of gas outﬂow was assumed to
be the value which is used in most of such calculations, 1 km s−1 [15, 17].

To convert the observed density of molecules in
the column N (ρ) into the molecule production Q, we

For the accepted values the CN gas production
amounted to 3.7 × 1023 molecules/s.

gλ =

πe2 2
λ (πFSun λ ) fλ w ,
me c2

(5)
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5. DISCUSSION
Research of the properties of gas and dust in
comets with diﬀerent perihelion distances allows us
not only to estimate the possible diﬀerences or similarity of the cometary material detected at diﬀerent
heliocentric distances but also to draw some conclusions about physical conditions of comet formation in
general. Complex research of various comets, namely,
regular monitoring of their spectra for the purpose
of detection of gas emissions, registration of the
onset of formation of these emissions as a function
of heliocentric distance as well as investigation of polarization distribution of gas and dust in the comets,
gives the possibility of building a realistic model of
the cometary nucleus. The short-period comets and a
number of long-period comets with perihelia shorter
than 2 AU, for which enough observed spectral,
photometric, and polarimetric material was accumulated, are by now the most thoroughly studied.
New observational strategies and the use of large
telescopes has recently allowed the active research
of objects from distant outskirts of the Solar System.
Focusing on the research of properties of dynamically
new comets that arrive in the inner Solar System for
the ﬁrst time, we would make a comparative analysis
aimed to classify the groups of comets by physical
properties of dust and gas, which are directly linked
to the evolution and/or places of origin.
The aim of our polarimetric and spectroscopic observations was to study a dynamically new comet
C/2012 J1 (Catalina). During the analysis of polarimetric data, we measured the magnitude of linear polarization. Its average value over the cometary coma
varies from −1.9% to −2.1%. Polarization of scattered radiation depends on the heliocentric distance,
phase angle, and morphology of the coma, which
is directly connected with the activity of the comet.
Many comets, including the distant ones, reveal jet
activity, the consequence of which may also be the
variation of polarization properties of the dust particles of the coma. Due to the jets, the nuclear region
may reveal areas with diﬀerent polarization.
Polarization is also dependent on the diameter of
the aperture within which the measurements were
made. The aperture dependence appears in general
case due to diﬀerent contributions of the continuum
and the gas emissions into the integral radiation.
For this reason, we can only compare polarization in
diﬀerent comets (assuming equal remaining parameters: similar ﬁelds, cut by the ﬁlters, comets without
emissions) in cases of similar sizes of the measured
coma. In our study, we did not use the apertures for
observations, and the broadband ﬁlter that we applied
did not capture any bright molecular emissions.
ASTROPHYSICAL BULLETIN
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The constructed polarization map allowed us to
explore diﬀerent regions of the cometary coma. The
analysis of the distribution map, complemented by
the plotting of polarization sections performed in the
direction to the Sun and in the direction perpendicular thereto, indicated that linear polarization does
not essentially vary over the cometary coma. Our
observations do not reveal any regions with diﬀerent
polarization. Based on this, it can be assumed that
the coma of Comet C/2012 J1 (Catalina) has no isolated jet structures as in Comet 29P/Schwassmann–
Wachmann 1 [18], or a fan-shaped tail as in Comet
2P/Encke [19], which can lead to the occurrence of
regions with diﬀerent polarization.
If we compare the values of linear polarization
given in the literature for the dust comets, our value
proves to be the highest by the absolute value. For
example, the degree of polarization was −1.49% (at
a phase angle of 11◦ ) for Comet 1P/Halley, −1.09%
(ϕ = 14 ◦. 8) for Comet C/1989 X1 (Austin), −1.4%
(ϕ = 12 ◦. 56) for 47P/Ashbrook–Jackson, −1.78%
(ϕ = 15 ◦. 7) for C/1990 K1 (Levy) [20]. But this
diﬀerence in the degree of polarization can be related
to the fact that our value was calculated for the entire
coma, while those given for comparison are for the
apertures. However, in some distant comets with
perihelia of more than 4 AU which are active over long
distances and virtually without emissions [3, 4], the
linear polarization was also higher than for the comets
that were observed at close distances from the Sun at
the same phase angles [18]. In this case, polarization
variations can be caused by the conditions that lead
to activity of the comet at diﬀerent distances from the
Sun, as well as by the rate of dust loss, which is also
diﬀerent for distant comets and comets observed at a
distance of less than 2 AU.
The spectroscopic observations of Comet
C/2012 J1 (Catalina) registered the CN molecule
emission in the (0–0) band of its violet system.
At a distance of more than 3 AU, most of the
cometary spectra are poor in emissions. But in a
number of distant comets, emission features of the
CN molecule were observed at large heliocentric
distances [3, 5, 21]. The cometary spectra (e.g., for
Comet C/1995 O1 (Hale–Bopp)) at such distances
also reveal the C2 molecule emissions [22, 23], but
they were not identiﬁed in the spectrum of our comet.
Measuring the ﬂux in the CN emission, we estimated the rate at which these molecules arrive into
the cometary coma. According to our calculations,
gas production amounts to 3.7 × 1023 molecules/s
for the CN molecule. Comparing our results with
the data from [15], we can conclude that the CN
molecule gas production is close to the lower limit
of this value for the majority of comets observed at
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heliocentric distances closer than 2 AU., indicating
low gas production of the comet.
6. CONCLUSION
The analysis of polarimetric and spectral observations of the dynamically new comet C/2012 J1
(Catalina), performed on the SAO RAS 6-m telescope, suggests the following conclusions:
(1) the average value of linear polarization (projected
onto the scattering plane) ranges from −1.9% to
−2.1%;
(2) the spectrum of the comet revealed the CN
molecule emission in the (0–0) band of its violet
system;
(3) gas production for the CN molecule is
3.7 × 1023 molecules/s;
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Abstract—A detailed study of comets active at large heliocentric distances (greater than 4 au) which enter the
Solar System for the first time and are composed of matter in its elementary, unprocessed state, would help
in our understanding of the history and evolution of the Solar System. In particular, contemporary giant
planet formation models require the presence of accretion of volatile elements such as neon, argon, krypton,
xenon and others, which initially could not survive at the distances where giant planets were formed. Nevertheless, the volatile components could be effectively delivered by the Kuiper-belt and Oort-cloud bodies,
which were formed at temperatures below 30 K. This review is dedicated to the results of a multi-year comprehensive study of small bodies of the Solar System showing a comet-like activity at large heliocentric distances. The data were obtained from observations with the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS equipped with multimode focal reducers SCORPIO and SCORPIO-2.
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et al., 2015, 2004; Levison et al., 2008; Nesvorny et al.,
2017) did not provide an answer to the question of
whether the short- and LPCs formed in different
regions of the Solar System or in the slightly overlapping
regions of the initial protoplanetary disc before being
ejected into the outer regions of the Solar System.
Active SSSB studies in recent years lead to an accumulation of large amounts of data on short-period
(ShPC) and LPC at small (less than 2 au) distances
from the Sun. On the other hand, comets with a perihelion greater than 4 au were rarely observed, leading
to a significant lack of information on the comets that
are active at large distances from the Sun. This situation resulted in the question of the comet taxonomy
also remaining open. Up to now, groups of comets
could not be classified based on their physical and
chemical characteristics, with the exception of a group
of comets with a carbon compound deficiency. However, most of them are ShPC, and this feature may be
related to the region of their formation in the Solar
System and not their evolution (Cochran et al., 2015;
Mandt et al., 2015).
Owing to the space missions to several comets1,
new and unique data were obtained on the physical

1. INTRODUCTION
Contemporary studies of small Solar System bodies (hereafter SSSB) involve various aspects related to
their formation in the protoplanetary disc, their
dynamical and chemical evolution, activity depending
on the distance from the Sun, as well as investigating
their physical and dynamical characteristics, including
their interconnection. Recently, new data have been
obtained related to the physics of the small Solar System bodies, which changed the conceptions about the
formation and evolution of the Solar System and the
interrelation between different populations of small
bodies. Thus, based on the latest studies Dones et al.
(2015), one should assume the existence of three reservoirs of comets in the Solar System: the trans-Neptunian region, the Oort cloud, and the main asteroid
belt (Fig. 1).
Dynamical studies of the SSSB indicate the Oort
cloud as the main source of nearly isotropic comets,
including long period comets (LPC) and Halley-type
comets. In turn, ecliptic comets (EC) and Encke-type
Comets (ETC) were formed mainly in the Kuiper belt,
and the scattered disc is the source of the Jupiter-family comets (JFC) and centaurs (Levison et al., 2010;
Weissman, 1990, 1997). However, these and other
studies of the Solar System body dynamics (Dones

1 https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/planets/cometpage.html.
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Fig. 1. Schematic image showing the Kuiper belt, the scattered disc and the Oort cloud to scale with our planetary system.

and chemical properties of comet nuclei and cometary
dust. It was established that:
• the surfaces of the studied comets vary significantly both in structure and composition;
• most of the surfaces are covered by a dark dusty
crust, and the ices are present in the form of local
spots;
• matter ejection in jets does not stop on the night
side of the comet nuclei;
• comet activity may be regulated not only by the
water ice sublimation, but also by sublimation of more
volatile nuclei components such as CO and CO2;
• comet dust may contain both the protosolar nebula and interstellar particles.
However, space missions cannot be very frequent,
and the investigated objects are limited to EC (with the
exception of a single comet, 1P/Halley, which belongs
to the group of nearly isotropic comets). Only in 2019
did ESA support for the first time the new “Comet
Interceptor” mission to a LPC within the framework
of the “Cosmic Vision” program.2 Therefore, groundbased observations and monitoring of comets active at
large heliocentric distances remain very relevant and
important for comet physics.
In 2006 our group started a comprehensive program to study the activity of comets at large heliocentric distances using the 6-m telescope of the Special
Astrophysical Observatory of the Russian Academy of
Sciences (SAO RAS). Due to the uniquely designed
SCORPIO (Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2005) and
2 http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/ESA_s_new_

mission_to_intercept_a_comet.

SCORPIO-2 (Afanasiev and Amirkhanyan, 2012;
Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2011) instruments, we were
able to conduct detailed studies of the SSSBs using
various techniques. In particular, we were able to
obtain spectral, photometric, polarimetric and interferometric data for a selected object on the same night
with one telescope.
The main program tasks were:
• determining the physical properties of selected
SSSB objects belonging to different dynamic groups;
• investigating the manifestations and development of non-stationary processes in objects with
detected activity;
• searching for molecular emissions in the spectra
of distant comets, responsible for their activity and
ejection of matter from the surface;
• investigating the evolution of activity as a function of heliocentric distance for new comets;
• studying the dust component in the atmospheres
of comets that enter the inner regions of the Solar System for the first time.
Such an approach, as well as using a large telescope, allowed us to broaden our knowledge in the
comet physics field. The data obtained over the course
of ten years opened new possibilities for the interpretation of the activity of distant active comets (Ivanova
et al., 2019b, 2015a; Korsun et al., 2006, 2008, 2016,
2010, 2014; Kulyk et al., 2018; Rousselot et al., 2014),
ionization at large distances from the Sun (Ivanova
et al., 2019a), composition and shape of the particles
forming the comet atmosphere (Dlugach et al., 2018;
Ivanova et al., 2019b, 2015d), and allowed us to introduce model parameter restrictions (Dlugach et al.,
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Fig. 2. Spectra of five distant comets (Ivanova et al., 2019b, 2015a, 2018a).

2018; Ivanova et al., 2019b). Further analysis of the
accumulated data will, in time, allow us to determine
possible dynamical connections between various
SSSB populations by means of their orbital evolution
modeling, and the relation between the physical and
dynamical characteristics of SSSBs from different
populations in order to reveal the features related to
different regions of their formation and evolution.
In this paper we present a series of unique results of
our research program, which allowed us to find explanations for several unresolved comet physics problems,
and introduce new tasks for further investigation.
2. SPECTRAL STUDIES
OF DISTANT COMETS
Spectral studies reveal information about the neutral ionized gas, as well as dust, which are present in
comet atmospheres. An analysis of the emission from
both these components is the main source of information about the physical processes in the atmospheres
of comets. The physical parameters obtained for the
gas and dust components allow us to develop a quantitative theory of comet atmosphere emission. Spectrophotometric comet studies are very informative, however, unlike photometry, high quality comet spectra
(especially for distant comets) can only be obtained
using large telescopes. In 2006, the 6-m SAO RAS
telescope started a comprehensive program aimed at
investigating the activity of distant comets, including a
search for gas emissions responsible for the formation
of comets and the tails of these comets. Long-slit
spectra were obtained for more than 30 distant comets
over the course of ten years. This allowed us to organize and broaden our knowledge on LPCs, since only
a few of them had such data available previously. An
analysis has shown that most of the considered comets
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demonstrate only continuous spectra (Ivanova et al.,
2019b, 2015a; Korsun et al., 2010; Rousselot et al.,
2014), determined by the scatter of solar radiation on
comet dust (Fig. 2).
Wavelength dependences of dust scatter efficiency
were obtained for distant comet spectra. In most cases
this allowed us to register the reddening effect (scatter
efficiency increasing with wave-length) (Ivanova
et al., 2019b, 2015a, 2016b; Korsun et al., 2006, 2008,
2010, 2014). However, for some comets the efficiency
of solar emission scatter by dust was higher in the blue
spectral region than in the red (Korsun et al., 2010).
Significant emission components were detected
only for three comets: 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 (hereafter 29Р), C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR)
(hereafter 2002 VQ94), and C/2011 J1 (Catalina)
(hereafter 2011 J1) (Ivanova et al., 2015c; Korsun
et al., 2006, 2008). Here we identify CN (29P, 2002
VQ94, 2011 J1) (Ivanova et al., 2015c; Korsun et al.,
2006, 2008) and C3 (2002 VQ94) (Korsun et al., 2006,
2008) neutral molecule emissions, and also rather
strong CO+ and N2+ ion emission bands in the spectra
of comets 2002 VQ94 and 29Р (Korsun et al., 2006,
2008, 2014). The presence of CO+ and N2+ in the spectra of 29Р was later confirmed by the SOAR telescope
observations (Ivanova et al., 2016b, 2018b). Prior to
our observations, the CO+ ion emissions were registered only in the spectra of comet 29P, at distances of
the order of 6 au from the Sun in the 1980’s. The
detection of N2 in comets was a matter of dispute for
many years, since the N2 molecule, due to its physical
properties, cannot be detected in the visual range of
the comet spectra in ground-based optical observations. Before the publication of our studies of distant
comets (Ivanova et al., 2016b, 2018b; Korsun et al.,
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where pristine protoplanetary nebula material remains
intact, confirm this conclusion. The upper limits of
the N2/CO ratio for several comets and the reason for
the N2 deficiency in comets are discussed by Cochran
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Fig. 3. Estimate of the N2+ ( 0,0) CO+ ( 4,0) ratio for different dynamical types of comets. a—semi-major axis. The
comet data were taken from the following papers:
29Р/Scwassmann–Wachmann 1—Ivanova et al. (2016b);
1Р/Halley—Cochran et al. (2000); 122Р/de Vico, C/2002
С1 (Ikeya–Zhang), C/1995О1 (Hale–Bopp)—Cochran
(2002); Cochran et al. (2000).

2006, 2008, 2014) the N2+ ion was observed in the
spectra of several comets located close to the Sun:
C/1908 R1 (Morehouse) (de La Baume Pluvinel and
Baldet 1911), C/1961 R1 (Humason) (Greenstein
1962), 1P/Halley (Lutz et al., 1993; Wyckoff and
Theobald, 1989), C/1987 P1 (Bradfield) (Lutz et al.,
1993) and C/2016 R2 (PanSTARRS) (Cochran and
McKay, 2018). The N2 molecule was first discovered
in the 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko comet (hereafter 67Р) by the ROSINA mass spectrometer within the
framework of the Rosetta space mission (Rubin et al.,
2015).
Spectral monitoring of comet 2002 VQ94 has
shown that ions CO+ and N2+ in the comet spectra are
also observed at heliocentric distances of 7.33 and
8.36 au (Korsun et al., 2014). Only at a heliocentric
distance of 9.86 au have we stopped detecting the
emissions of these ions, which, possibly, has to do with
both the absence of emissions and with the instrument
sensitivity and, correspondingly, with the weak signal
from the comet at such large heliocentric distances.
It was shown back in the 80s that CO, H2O and N2
should be the dominating equilibrium types of carbon,
oxygen and nitrogen in the early solar nebula conditions (Lewis and Prinn, 1980). Therefore, studying the
nitrogen abundance in comets is important for understanding of the conditions under which they were
formed in the early solar nebula. It is generally
accepted that CO- and CO2-ices were the most common types of ice in the protoplanetary nebula (along
with water ice) (Meech and Svoren, 2004). The ions
CO+ and N2+ which we identified in distant comets,

et al. (2000). Our estimates for the N2+ /CO+ ratio for
selected distant comets, as well as results presented in
the literature, are shown in Fig. 3.
In addition to individual spectral observations of
selected distant comets, we investigated the parameter
variations of comet spectra as a function of distance to
the Sun. For several comets (for example, C/2006 W3
(Christensen) and C/2012 S1 (ISON)), which were
observed on large heliocentric distances, we discovered that well-developed emission spectra are formed
at distances less than 4 au from the Sun. For instance,
neutral molecule and ion emissions have not been registered in the spectra of comet C/2006 W3 (Christensen) when it was located in the 8.49 to 6.25 au
heliocentric distance range. The comet spectrum
changed significantly after it reached 3.7 au from the
Sun. Emissions of CN, C3, C2, CH, NH2 molecules
were then identified there, as well as those of CO+ and
CH+ ions (Korsun et al., 2016). A similarly rich emission spectrum was also observed for the unique comet
C/1995 О1 (Hale–Bopp) at small distances from the
Sun. As is the case for distant comets 2002 VQ94 and
29P, multiple CO+ emissions have been identified for
the comet 2006 W3, and this could indicate that the
comet is enriched with CO.
Based on the results of spectral studies, it can be
said that a fraction of the distant comets that we considered are enriched with CO and N2, and that can be
directly related to the place of formation of these comets in the Solar System. Additionally, our results confirm the idea that volatile matter is delivered when
giant planets are formed.
3. PHOTOMETRY OF DISTANT COMETS
Among the methods used for determining the
physical properties of comets, photometry is the most
advanced and widespread. Photometric observations
of comets are often conducted with broadband filters,
which in our case are the Johnson–Cousins UBVRC
and SDSS ugriz systems. Unfortunately, the main
comet emissions CN, C2 and C3 do not coincide with
the transmission peaks of the standard broadband filters (Fig. 4). Therefore, the color indices of those
comets whose spectra exhibit strong gas emissions,
obtained using those filters, do not adequately represent the properties of comet dust. Nevertheless, such
observations are useful both for studying the dust
properties of comets active at distances higher than
4 au (Ivanova et al., 2019b, 2015a,d; Korsun et al.,
2016, 2010), where strong spectral emissions are for
the most part absent, (see Fig. 2), and for investigating
active processes in comet atmospheres, estimating the
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volume luminosity and density of matter in the head of
the comet, as well as determining the rotation period
of the nucleus, among other tasks.
For distant comets, the spectra of which exhibit gas
emissions (Korsun et al., 2006, 2008), broad-band
photometry was supplemented with spectral data,
which allowed us to improve significantly the interpretation of broadband photometric observations and
improve the accuracy of the determined physical
properties. Narrow band filters developed within the
framework of the С/1995 O1 (Hale–Bopp) comet
international research program were used for photometric tasks related to studies of the gaseous component (CN band observations of individual molecular
emissions of some distant comets), CO+ ion coma,
and the dust component in comet continuum regions
(Farnham et al., 2000). These filters are meant to isolate individual molecular emissions and regions in the
comet continuum. In the 6-m SAO RAS telescope
observations, a set of filters with a 250 Å bandwidth
(SED) was also used for such tasks, manufactured by
Edmund Optics.3
Despite the short comet visibility time periods, our
episodic but well-planned observations allowed us to
obtain rich material on the physical characteristics of
these unique objects in the Solar System, combining
the data obtained by various methods. Thus, carrying
out our comprehensive program aimed at the study of
the activity of SSSBs at large heliocentric distances
using the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS enabled us to
determine from photometric data the gas and dust
ejection velocity (as well as their variations with heliocentric distance), a comparative chemical composition of the comets, and estimate the rotation periods of
their nuclei, their sizes, and much else.
However, long series of systematic observations are
required to solve some problems of comet physics,
which are impossible to obtain using large telescopes
due to the limited allocated observing time. In this
case, we conducted parallel monitoring with various
small and medium-sized tele-scopes (Ivanova et al.,
2014, 2016a).
Over the ten years of photometric SSSB observations with high spatial resolution using the 6-m SAO
RAS telescope, more than 45 comets of different
dynamic groups were investigated, as well as individual
active asteroids and centaurs.
Special attention was paid to those SSSBs which
are active at significant heliocentric distances, the
majority of which have perihelion distances greater
than 4 au. The question of comet activity evolution as
it approaches the Sun from distances exceeding 10 au
was studied separately (Rousselot et al., 2014).
Particular attention was also devoted to the task of
comparing the changes in the dust properties of
dynamically new comets with a perihelion less than

0.2

0
4000 4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000
Wavelength, Å

Fig. 4. Normalized transmission curves of filters CN
(λ3982 36 Å), BC (λ 4429 36 Å), RC (λ 6835 83 Å),
SED500 (λ 5019 246 Å), r-sdss (λ 6200 1200 Å) and V
(λ5580 880 Å), superimposed on the spectrum of comet
2P/Encke, obtained with the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS.

0.5 au. Such a detailed investigation of the activity evolution was carried out for the comet C/2012 S1
(ISON), the perihelion of which was 0.012 au; it was
active at distances greater than 9 au from the Sun (Ivanova et al., 2014, 2018a; Kharchuk et al., 2015; Krisandova et al., 2014; Samarasinha et al., 2015).
However, the number of comets observed in a large
range of phase angles is rather small, and we therefore
must observe a large number of different comets and
draw conclusions from comprehensive investigations
of various objects.
Since the spectra of most distant comets that we
investigated did not exhibit gas emissions (Ivanova
et al., 2019b, 2015a; Korsun et al., 2010), we used
broadband photometry to study the dust component.
The use of filters in photometry allows us to determine the color of the dust and dust productivity, study
the active structures, measure the comet rotation
period, and estimate the diameter of the comet
nucleus. Using certain models gave us the possibility
to estimate the dust particle size range, their velocities,
and to localize the active regions. Below we describe
the results of this analysis in detail.
3.1. Comet Dust Productivity Estimate
Determining the number of dust particles on the
line of sight from the visible region continuum measurements is a rather complicated task, since the continuous light of the comet depends both on phase
angle and on the distribution of particle by size, as well
as their albedo and other factors which are little known
to us in most cases, especially for LPC and distant
comets. It also does not seem possible to separate the
contribution to the luminosity of the comet of such
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sN d (ρ)
,
πρ2

(1)

where s is the cross section area of one dust particle
and Nd is the number of particles in a diaphragm of
radius ρ. Since sNd(ρ) is the area of all dust particles
observed in the diaphragm and πρ2 is the area of the
diaphragm, in this case expression (1) represents the
degree of filling of the diaphragm by comet coma dust
particles as projected onto the celestial sphere. We thus
derive the formula which is often used in comet physics for determining the relative measure of dust productivity in different comets (A’Hearn et al., 1984):

Fc (2r Δ )
,
Fs ρ
2

Af ρ =

10000
15000
Aperture radius, km

20000

Fig. 6. The Af ρ parameter, measured in comet C/2014 A4
(SONEAR) in the g -sdss and r -sdss bands, as a function
of aperture radius (Ivanova et al., 2019b).

parameters as particle albedo and their concentration.
Nonetheless we can obtain an estimate of the dust productivity in comets from the scattered light flux of the
comet in the continuum. The term “fill factor” has
been used in comet physics for a relatively long time
(A’Hearn et al., 1984):

f =

5000

g-sdss ﬁlter
r-sdss ﬁlter

(2)

where Af ρ is a product of the Bond albedo (A), fill
factor (f) and linear aperture radius (ρ), and the
parameters r and are the heliocentric and geocentric
distances to the object.
Since f ∝ N d (ρ) ρ2 and N d (ρ) ∝ 1 ρ , the Af ρ
parameter does not depend on the size of the aperture.

Formula (2) is widely used despite the fact that the
condition of isotropic light scattering on the dust particles in comet atmospheres is clearly not fulfilled.
However, this approach allows us to compare the
results obtained in different epochs and with different
instruments. But, despite the convenience of using
this parameter, the results turn out to be strongly independent of the used apertures and the degree of comet
activity when the condition of isotropic matter ejection from the comet nucleus is significantly disrupted.
The Af ρ parameter was computed for all comets
studied with the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS (Fig. 5).
This parameter turned out to be significantly larger for
most of the distant comets than for ShPCs, including
those of the Jupiter family observed at large heliocentric distances. Unfortunately, the sample of observed
comets is still too small for a final conclusion, but a
preliminary analysis shows a certain asymmetry in the
activity, specifically: the post-perihelion activity of
new comets is significantly higher than that at similar
heliocentric distances, but before the perihelion.
For example, an interesting result coherent with
the dust component modeling was obtained for a distant comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) (hereafter 2014 А4).
A conclusion about the fragmentation of particles in
the coma, reached based on modeling, is confirmed by
our photometric data (Fig. 6). A decrease in Af ρ with
distance from the nucleus can be most naturally
explained precisely by particle fragmentation, which
causes a decrease in the particle scattering cross section. Additionally, we obtained a significant difference
in the Af ρ profiles for the r-sdss and g-sdss bands. It is
due to a change in the properties of light scattering by
particles and confirms the dominance of sub-micron
and micron sized particles in the coma of the distant
comet.
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Fig. 7. Computation results for dust productivity as a function of dust aggregate mass: top row—carbon aggregates, bottom row—
silicate aggregates. The results are shown for three monomer sizes and two types of aggregates: BA and BAM2 (Ivanova et al.,
2018a).

A mass estimate of the dust ejected from the surface
of the nucleus is often given in comet physics (Ivanova
et al. 2015a; Rousselot et al. 2014). All the techniques
used for this purpose require knowledge of the particle
albedo, their initial ejection velocity and size. Unfortunately, these parameters are not well known, especially for new comets. Space missions to short period
comets, including the recent Rosetta mission to the
67Р comet, have partially rectified this lack of information. However, most of the questions remain unresolved, and we can only introduce a given parameter as
an estimate. As we showed in our paper (Ivanova et al.
2018a), an accurate estimation of dust productivity
from the Af ρ parameter is an ambiguous task. The
result of such a procedure depends strongly on the
dynamic (e.g., effective density and cross section) and
also optical (e.g., the scattering coefficient and phase
function) characteristics of the dust particles. Slight
deviations of the mentioned parameters can lead to
drastic variations in the dust productivity estimate.
We have demonstrated that the microscopic properties of dust (effective size and porosity) link the
dynamical and optical properties of comets with each
other. One must also use the Mie scattering theory
when computing the optical properties of porous dust
particles (Fig. 7). One should also not forget about
another uncertainty in the results of computations of
the dust production rate for ejected dust—its chemical
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composition. The transition from the parameter Afρ to
the mass value of dust productivity should be made
with care, with account of the laboratory and space
research for every individual comet.
3.2. Dust Color Characteristics
Despite the uncertainty of the optical properties of
dust particles (Ivanova et al., 2018a), we can compute
some dust characteristics. For example, the color
analysis (estimate of the spectral reflective ability)
often used in photometric observations shows (especially in aperture photometry) that the light scattered
by dust particles in the coma is in most cases redder
than the incident solar radiation. The spectral reflectivity of the comet S ( λ ) at a wavelength λ is determined as (Jewitt and Meech 1986):

S (λ ) =

Fc (λ )
,
Fs (λ ) φ (λ ) d λ

(3)

where φ ( λ ) is the filter transmission curve, Fs (λ ) is
the spectral distribution of solar radiation. Unfortunately, the efficiency of dust scattering Qsca ( λ ) cannot
be measured directly from observations, however, it is
assumed that for an optically thin atmosphere
S ( λ ) ∝ Qsca ( λ ) .
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Fig. 8. The ( g − r ) color map of the comet C/2014 A4
(SONEAR), constructed from the SAO RAS 6-m telescope images obtained on November 5, 2015 (Ivanova
et al., 2019b).

For a quantitative characterization of dust scattering at different wavelengths, a spectral gradient of
reflectivity is used (Jewitt and Meech, 1986):

S ' ( λ1, λ 2 ) =

(dS

d λ)
,
S ' ( λ1, λ 2 )

(4)

where dS d λ is the reflectivity variation rate in the
wavelength interval from λ1 to λ 2 , and S ' ( λ1, λ 2 ) is the
average reflectivity in this wavelength interval.
Since the comet continuum is often observed with
various filters, the spectral gradient of the reflectivity
is easier expressed in percentage at 1000 Å:

F − F1
S ' ( λ1, λ 2 ) = 2000 2
,
Δλ F2 + F1

(5)

where Δλ is the effective wavelength difference
between the red and blue filters expressed in Angstroms, and F1 and F2 are the comet radiation fluxes
(in the case of aperture photometry) or intensities (in
the case of surface photometry) in the red ( λ2 ) and
blue ( λ1 ) spectral regions, correspondingly.
The characteristic property of reflectivity is that it
depends directly on the micro-physical dust particle
properties and does not depend on their amount in the
field of view. For example, the mean values of normalized reflectivity gradients are within 3 to 25% (Ivanova
et al. 2019b, 2015c; Kulyk et al., 2018) for the B–V
and V –R spectral regions. If our aperture data are
supplied by other color investigations from the literature (Jewitt, 2015; Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2006;
Meech et al., 2009), then the analysis results indicate
that dynamically new comets (1 a < 10−4 au–1 (Oort
and Schmidt, 1951)) that enter the inner region of the

Solar System for the first time have slightly redder
comas in the B–V spectral region than post-perihelion comets. However, this conclusion must be confirmed with a large sample of new comets, especially considering the fact that aperture photometry averages the
color, smoothing out the real picture of its distribution
across the comet’s coma (Fig. 8), as we can see in, e.g., the
works of Ivanova et al. (2019b); Rosenbush et al. (2017).
The question of dynamic color variations in the
comas of distant comets, which we observed for several short period comets, also remains open (Ivanova
et al., 2017; Luk’yanyk et al., 2019). The main characteristic of photometric comet observations consists of
the fact that for most comets, they are carried out for a
limited number of times, and sometimes only once.
The measurements are usually taken at large time
intervals. The observed data are analyzed in the
assumption of a certain degree of stability of the light
scattering properties of comet dust. At the same time,
it has been established that comets in general are
unstable objects with various types of flare activity,
accompanied by ejections of large amounts of matter.
The question of how insensitive to micro-physical
properties of comet dust are the characteristics of
lights scattering, including the color index, remains
open. It is important to understand whether the color
index of a comet can undergo significant temporal
variations which correlate with its flare activity, at
least. For example, in the course of our studies Ivanova et al. (2017) we discovered that the dust color
index in the comet C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina) was subject
to significant short term variations. We suggested the
most probable explanation of this phenomenon: these
are temporal oscillations of the chemical composition
of the dust particles in the inner coma.
A search for fast variations of the color index is a
new and relevant task in comet physics. Such a search
was undertaken as far back as the 1980’s within the
framework of an international 1P/Halley comet
research program. However, the research found neither significant temporal color variations nor even
variations of linear polarization degree—a characteristic of scattered light that is most sensitive to microphysical properties of dust particles (Dollfus and
Suchail, 1987). This result was extrapolated to other
comets and, thus, the task of searching for rapid variations in comets had lost its relevance for a long period
of time. Nevertheless, various authors pointed out the
presence of such variations due to the flare activity in
comets (see, e.g., (Hadamcik et al., 2007; Li et al.,
2014; Weiler et al., 2003; Zubko et al., 2011)). There
are some indications of fast color variations in the dust
of comet C/1995 O1 (Hale–Bopp) (Weiler et al., 2003)
mentioned in the literature, as well as slow variations
in the C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) comet (Li et al.,
2014). However, in the latter case, one cannot state
with certainty that the variations were only of a longterm nature. The comet was observed with the Hubble
Space Telescope and, as a result, the observation time
was very limited; specifically, three observations were
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Fig. 9. Normalized transmission curves of filters CO+ (λ4277 39 Å) and SED537 (λ5309 169 Å), superimposed on the observed
spectrum of comet 29P (Ivanova et al., 2018b).

carried out over 4.5 months. We obtained new data on
the short term color variations of the comet 41P/Tuttle–Giacobini–Kresak (Luk’yanyk et al., 2019). Its
dust component modeling has shown that the chemical composition of dust in the inner coma changed
overnight. We were also able to make conclusions
regarding the composition of the inner coma of the
comet, in particular, about the presence of silicates
with a high concentration of magnesium and Mg–Fe
organic compounds or silicates.
3.3. CO+ Ion Coma in Distant Comets
Our spectral data indicated a presence in two distant comets 29Р and 2002 VQ94 of ions CO+ and N2+
(Ivanova et al. 2019b; Korsun et al., 2006, 2008, 2016).
This prompted us to investigate in more detail the ion
coma of these comets and discuss the neutral gas ionization mechanism at large heliocentric distances. For
this purpose, we selected the comet 29Р. It is one of
the most well-known among the few observed far
comets at large distances (greater than 4 au) from the
Sun, whose comas exhibit a presence of CO+ ions
(Cochran et al., 1980; Cochran and Cochran, 1991;
Cook et al., 2005; Ivanova et al., 2016b, 2018b; Korsun
et al., 2008; Larson, 1980). Regular episodic flares are
observed in 29P (Ivanova et al., 2019a, 2016b; Picazzio
et al., 2019; Trigo-Rodrı´guez et al., 2008). The CO+
ions have been detected both during flares and during
the inactive state of the comet.
Various physical mechanisms were considered over
the past several decades as sources of activity in distant
comets (Galeev 1987; Gringauz et al., 1986; Ibadov,
1993; Ip and Axford, 1986; Krankowsky et al., 1986;
Wurm and Rahe 1969) and sources of ionization,
including photoionization by solar radiation, collision
ionization, recharging with solar wind protons, and
also electric charge in the inner coma (Cravens, 1987;
Edberg et al., 2016; Huebner and Giguere, 1980; Mendis and Brin, 1977). Presently, there is no generally
accepted view on which of the listed mechanisms is the
most common. However, observations have shown
that a significant part of comet ions form in the innermost coma (in the collision zone). Due to the low activity of such comets beyond the distances greater than
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4 au, the solar wind may influence the surfaces of their
nuclei directly, causing ion scattering of the surface
material (Coates, 1997). Since the ejection of comet
material from the surface by scattering is practically
proportional to the concentration of the components,
this fact can be used to determine the composition of
the nucleus. As the comet approaches the Sun, its
coma becomes sufficiently thick for the solar wind to
be absorbed above the surface, and the scattering ions
disappear (Nilsson et al., 2015; Wurz et al., 2016).
The e ffects of ionization from the surface by scattering are known from the results of direct observations of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko by the
Rosetta mission (Wurz et al., 2016) and from observations in the vicinity of objects without any atmosphere.
For example, Moon ions were scattered directly from
the surface, and they are regularly observed in the solar
wind as absorbing ions (Halekas et al., 2012; Harada et
al., 2015; Hilchenbach et al., 1993). In order to study
the ionization mechanism at large heliocentric distances, we plotted and analyzed the CO+ ion distribution maps in the coma of the comet 29Р based on BTA
observations carried out from 2007 to 2011 (see Ivanova et al., 2019) and references therein). As we show
in Fig. 3.3, the CO+ (λ4277 39 Å) filter that we use

lets through the emission of CO+ ions and the continuum, whereas the SED537 (λ5309 169 Å) filter – only
the dust continuum, without CO+ ions.
To obtain a clean image of the ion coma of the
comet we subtracted the summary continuum image,
which was obtained in filter SED537, from the summary CO+ image, taking into account the transmission curve of each filter and the difference in the continuum levels. We used the extinction values obtained
during spectral observations of comet 29P (Ivanova
et al., 2016b, 2018b; Korsun et al., 2008). The upper
panel of Fig. 10 shows the CO+ distribution maps after
continuum subtraction, the lower panel shows the dust
coma images of comet 29P. The CO+ ion coma is
observed on all dates. In most cases the coma is compact, asymmetric relative to the optocenter, and
extended in the direction of the Sun. Unlike the ion
coma, the dust coma was more stretched out and sufficiently symmetric. The comet coma transformed near
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6-m telescope of SAO RAS. All the images are scaled in erg cm–2 s–1 Å–1 (Ivanova et al., 2019a).

the end of 2009: the activity of 29P diminished, and the
dust coma became more compact. The CO+ coma did
not change significantly over this whole period, but was
only slightly extended in the solar direction.
Based on an analysis of our observed data, we proposed a physical mechanism (Ivanova et al., 2019a)
explaining the CO ionization in the coma of comet
29Р. Since we assume that the effects of surface ionization by scattering with charged particles of the solar
wind play an important role (and even dominate) at a
heliocentric distance of about 6 au, we analyzed the
120
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Fig. 11. Influence of the solar wind proton flux on the CO+
ion flux in the vicinity of comet 29P (Ivanova et al., 2019a).

solar wind parameters in the vicinity of the comet and
compared the solar wind particle flux with the
observed CO+ coma density, taking into account the
fact that the ejection of matter from the surface during
scattering is practically proportional to the flux. Direct
measurements of the solar wind parameters in the
vicinity of the comet nucleus are unavailable, and we
used a numerical three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model for the solar wind parameters
in the heliosphere provided by NASA. This model is
based on a numerical solution of the equations for
plasma density, impulse, and energy density, as well as
magnetic field in the MHD approximation (Odstrcil,
2003; Odstrcil et al., 2004). It was important for our
purposes that the model covered ±60° in latitude,
since the comet was positioned beyond the ecliptic
plane. A comparison of the model with direct measurements at a distance of 1 au by space instruments
STEREO-A, -B and Wind has demonstrated a relatively good agreement with the averaged parameters of
the solar wind for the increased-density region
(detected by all three space missions), through which
the Earth passed on October 23–25, 2007, which thus
verifies the local model results. This region of
enhanced density was then spreading with the average
solar wind velocity (of the order of 380–430 km s–1).
An almost linear dependence (see Fig. 11) indicates
that scattering ionization, which is assumed to be proportional to the particle flux, is the most effective ionization mechanism for comets at large heliocentric
distances (about 6 au for 29P).
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Fig. 12. Direct images of selected distant comets with various morphological manifestations, obtained with the 6-m telescope of
SAO RAS during the 2006–2011 period.

3.4. Morphology of Active Structures
in Selected Distant Comets
Most of the small bodies in the Solar System exhibiting comet activity are seen to have various structures
in their comas: jets, fans, envelopes, etc. These essentially spatial variations of coma density result from
processes related to the nucleus or the interaction of a
comet with solar wind. Active structures can be used to
study the properties of the nucleus, invisible with optical techniques. Additionally, the morphology carries
information about the variations which took place
during the formation of the active structures. For
example, periodic variations and features of the coma
can be used to estimate the rotation period of the
comet nucleus.
The importance of morphological studies in comet
physics consists of the detection of spatial structures
which are visible in almost all comets independently of
their dynamical class, and almost at all wavelengths.
The structures can be formed by dust, ions, neutral
gas. Depending on the used photometric filters we can
isolate structures in the comet coma that are formed
by one of the mentioned components of the comet
atmosphere. The structures are often seen both in the
near-nuclear regions and up to distances greater than
tens of thousands of kilometers from the nucleus.
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The structures can be both long-term and stable
formations, observed for up to a month and longer,
and short-term, with lifespans of several minutes.
Individual active features in the comet comas can be
both periodic and of spontaneous nature. The same is
true for their shapes, which are diverse and vary from
symmetric to completely chaotic. In our studies of distant comets we analyzed the morphology of active
structures using photometric data. Since most far
comets do not demonstrate a presence of strong gas
emissions or ions in their spectra (see the section on
spectral studies), broadband filters are used to study
the morphology. In most distant comets that we investigated, the coma and distant structures were formed
by dust particles ejected from the nucleus. We used
narrow band filters only in observations of two comets—200 VQ94 and 29P, in order to isolate and study
the dust and CO+-comas separately (Ivanova et al.,
2009; Korsun et al., 2008). Most of the distant comets
exhibit activity with the presence of active structures
and extended tails. On the outside, they do not resemble the comet tails (Fig. 12) that form at close heliocentric distances. They usually do not have an internal
structure, display an almost constant width along the
tail, and are often strongly bent.
In order to isolate low-contrast structures in the
comet coma, we used several image analysis methods:
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Fig. 13. r -sdss band images of comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) obtained with the 6-m BTA telescope of SAO RAS (Ivanova et al.,
2019b), reduced by means of digital filters: (a)relative intensity image, reduced using the division by the 1 ρ profile (Samarasinha
and Larson, 2014); (b) image reduced by the rotational gradient method (Larson and Sekanina, 1984); (c) and (d) relative intensity images reduced by means of azimuth average division and renormalization (Samarasinha and Larson, 2014). ρ is the distance
from the comet optocenter, J is the fan-like structure in the circumnuclear region. The arrows indicate the direction towards the
Sun, the north (N), the east (E), and the comet velocity vector projected onto the sky plane (V ).

dividing by the azimuth average, azimuth renormalization (Samarasinha and Larson, 2014), and also the
rotational gradient method (Larson and Sekanina,
1984). The first two methods allow one to compensate
the bright comet coma background and isolate the
low-contrast structures. Dividing by the azimuth average works very well for isolating bright broad jets. All
the images were checked for artifacts. Image reduction
by digital filters was mainly carried out using two different programs: one from the Planetary Space Science website4, and our own IDL codes for all of these
filters. As we mentioned above, the intensity maps
were constructed by combining all photometric
images obtained with the same filter.
Since different filtration methods a ffect the image
differently and can also lead to an appearance of false
structures after the image filtering, we used each of the
digital filters on an individual frame, and then on the
summary image to estimate whether the detected
structures are real or not. This method allowed us to
avoid the appearance of false structures during image
reduction using digital filters (Fig. 13). Additionally,
we also investigated the structure variation due to a
shift of the comet optocenter.
Such a technique of isolating low-contrast structures was successfully used for various distant comets
(Ivanova et al., 2009, 2019b, 2017; Korsun et al., 2008,
2010; Rosenbush et al., 2017).
3.5. Rotation Period Estimate for Distant Comets
with Jet Activity
Estimating the comet rotation period is an important task for understanding and describing the physical
processes that are responsible for comet nucleus activity. To date, this also remains relevant for distant com4 http://www.psi.edu/research/cometimen.

ets. Different methods can be found in the literature
for estimating the rotation period (Samarasinha et al.,
2004). Most of the described estimates of the rotation
period are based on the analysis of comet light curves
obtained with broadband filters. Also, along with the
rotation period determination from comet light
curves, a method based on studies of the dynamics of
active structures in comets is widely used. Different
versions of this method were used earlier for investigations of comets 29Р (Stansberry et al., 2004), C/1995
O1 (Hale–Bopp) (Lisse et al., 2007; Samarasinha
et al., 2004), P/1992t (Swift–Tuttle) (Yoshida et al.,
1993) and others. We used this method for investigating the rotation period of the nucleus of comet 29Р,
which is known for its flare activity with the formation
of multiple structures in the coma. To find the period,
we proposed a modified method which, unlike the
other techniques, is almost independent of external
parameters (gas velocity, comet magnitude error,
etc.), since it is based on the estimate of the shift of
low-contrast structures in the images. The only allowance in our method is the assumption that we register
the angular shift of the same structures during the
period of observations.
To verify our results we compared them to similar
results obtained from observations carried out at different time periods with the 6-m SAO RAS telescope
and the 2-m telescope of the Mount Terskol Observatory of the International Center for Astronomical,
Medical and Ecological Research. In order to isolate
the low-contrast structures (jets) in the images of the
dust coma of comet 29Р, we used the method
described in Ivanova et al. (2009) of using digital filters
to reduce images. As is evident from Fig. 14, the use of
digital filters on the 29P comet images obtained in
December 2008 reveals two jets which were visible
during the entire observing period.
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Fig. 14. Isolated structures 1 and 2 in the dust coma of comet 29Р after the reduction of the summary images of the comet,
obtained in December 2008 with the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS, by the rotational gradient method (Larson and Sekanina, 1984).
The cross marks the position of the comet’s photometric center (Ivanova et al., 2009).

A cross-correlation method was used to analyze the
angular shifts of the structures isolated in the comet
coma. The images were converted from Cartesian
coordinates to a polar coordinate system with the center corresponding to the photometric center of the
comet. The radial distance from the nucleus was
selected as the polar distance, and the azimuth angle,
counted anticlockwise from the north direction, as the
polar angle. Additionally, prior to the coordinate system conversion, all the images were similarly aligned
in the direction to the north and east. To avoid possible erroneous results in determining the comet rotation period, the low frequency trend was removed
from the comet images that were not digitally filtered.
As a result, we isolated two jets in the images obtained
in 2008, and three dust structures in the images from
2009. To verify our rotation period estimate, we had to
ensure that the isolated structures in the comet coma
were the same during the entire observing period in
each of the sets. In our case, we had two sets: in
December 2008 and in February 2009. In order to verify our assumption, we used the synchronous detection method.
The estimate of the period for the first series of observations (December 3–5, 2008) amounted to 12.1 ±
1.2 days, and for the second series (February 14–19,
2009) to 11.7 ± 1.5 days. These estimates do not contradict each other, and the slight scatter in the results
may be explained by the measurement errors. The
results are close in value for different observing periods
and show that the used method is rather accurate and
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can be used in observations of other distant comets
with active structures in the dust coma.
4. POLARIMETRIC OBSERVATIONS
OF SELECTED DISTANT COMETS
Most of our knowledge of the physical properties of
comet dust was obtained from comet observations in
the moments when they approach the Sun (less than
2 au). Also, prior to our investigation, the nature of the
dust particles in the comet coma was considered to be
independent of heliocentric distance (Dollfus and
Suchail, 1987). Nevertheless, new research shows the
di fferences between the activity and physical properties of comets close to the Sun and those that are distant (Dlugach et al., 2018; Ivanova et al., 2015a, 2011;
Korsun et al., 2008, 2016; Mazzotta Epifani et al.,
2009; Meech et al., 2009). It is therefore important to
accumulate observational material and to understand
from analysis why in some comets the dust is represented mostly by compact particles, while in others
porous aggregate particles are dominant. To this end,
one must analyze the connection between the
dynamic characteristics of comets and their physical
properties. Also, one of the reasons for the difference
in ShPCs and LPCs may be in the comet evolution.
ShPCs, unlike the new and long-period ones, have
undergone multiple passages near the Sun, which can
reflect significantly on their physical properties. In
2011, the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS started a new
program aimed at investigating the properties of dust
in distant comets, which are active in the region of the
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2015d).

Solar System where the sublimation of water ice is
insignificant. This task was relevant, and it seamlessly
supplemented the previous results obtained by spectrophotometric methods of studying distant comets.
We must note that at that time, practically no data
were available on the polarization of comets that were
active beyond the orbit of Jupiter. Polarimetric studies
that were carried out for six years allowed us to obtain
new data on the size of the dust particles in selected
distant comets, and make conclusions regarding their
orientation and composition. Since some of the distant comets are characterized by flare activity, like,
e.g., comet 29Р, we investigated the variations of the
scattering properties of dust particles during the times
of flares. An investigation of spectral dependence of
the polarization of light from distant comets allowed
us to make conclusions about the dust properties,
including their fragmentation. The first such analysis
of linear polarization distribution in the comet coma
for distant comets with a perihelion greater than 4 au
was published in the works of Ivanova et al. (2015c,d).
All the results of our observations conducted at phase
angles α < 15° show that the negative polarization
branch is significantly more pronounced (Fig. 15, the
data are taken from the NASA PDS website5) than for
comets at small heliocentric distances. For example,
the polarization of comets C/2010 S1 (LINEAR)
(hereafter 2010 S1) and C/2010 R1 (LINEAR) (hereafter 2010 R1) is significantly higher (polarization
degrees in the coma range from −1.9 to −8%) than the
typical polarization (−1.5%) observed for most comets at close heliocentric distances. The results of
5 https://pdssbn.astro.umd.edu/holdings/pds4-compil-comet:

polarimetry-v1.0/SUPPORT/dataset.html.

numerical modeling (Ivanova et al., 2015d) using the
T-matrix superposition method (Mackowski and
Mishchenko, 1996) has shown that a model of comet
dust in the form of aggregates with a common radius of
about 1.3 microns, porousness р = 0.54, and refraction
index 1.65 + i0.05 works well for comets 2010 S1 and
2010 R1.
Other results were obtained for an intermediatetype comet (where water and CO2-ice compete for dust
ejection) C/2012 J1 (Catalina) (hereafter 2012 J1). Taking into account the distribution maps and profile
analysis of the linear polarization degree in the comet
coma, it is evident that the coma of comet 2012 J1 does
not have any morphological peculiarities (Ivanova
et al., 2015d). In other words, the degree of linear
polarization is almost constant, there are no areas of
negative polarization, and therefore, we can assume
that the dust coma of the comet consists of dust particles that have the same optical characteristics.
The average linear polarization degree in comet
2012 J1 is determined at the level −2%. Observational
data modeling, based on a simple approach when one
type of particles was taken with the same refractive
index and the same particle size distribution in the
entire coma, served as a demonstration of the fact that
such a polarization level can be produced by all materials with the imaginary component of the refractive
index less than 0.07. Also, the spectral gradient from
observations introduced additional conditions on the
particle composition, specifically: one cannot
describe the observed degree of polarization by the
influence of water ice, the presence of which is
expected in comet 2012 J1. The authors (Ivanova et al.,
2015c) determined that this degree of linear polarization and this spectral gradient are simultaneously possible for matter with a refractive index of 1.6 + 0.03i ,
which corresponds to silicates enriched with magnesium and a small abundance of amorphous carbon.
Polarimetry analysis for six distant comets allowed
us to combine the data and obtain theoretical modeling results for light scattering properties for particles of
different morphology, and also discuss based on the
results of this comparison the possible particle composition in the atmospheres of distant comets. In particular, we considered aggregate particles (both very
small and very porous) consisting of a large number of
sub-micron spherical monomers (Fig. 16).
As a result of numerical modeling based on the
T-matrix method (Mackowski and Mishchenko, 1996),
we obtained a reasonable agreement with all the
observed polarimetric data for the following two particle models: a mixture of flattened water–ice spheroids
with porous aggregates, consisting of silicate monomers, or compact aggregates, consisting of silicate
monomers; and, a mixture of the same flattened
water–ice spheroids with porous silicates and organic
aggregates. We should note the one of the main differences between our model and those used for comets
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Fig. 16. An example of dust particles used in distant comet modeling: upper panel—particles in the form of aggregates (Ivanova
et al., 2015d), lower panel—particles in the form of agglomerated fragments (Ivanova et al., 2017).

The only case of a large negative polarization (–6%
in the halo of comets 81P/Wild 2 and 22P/Kopff) was
reported in [Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd
(2003)]. However, these comets here observed at the
phase angles of 9.7° and 18°. At such phases angles, the
polarization can reach significant negative values even
for a sufficiently orderly dust composition. For comet
C/2012 S1 (ISON), the average (negative) polarization in the coma was found to be –1.6% at heliocentric
distances of 3.81 au (Hines et al., 2014). Such a negative polarization is unusually low in comparison with
those that are observed for other distant comets and is
possibly related to the uniqueness of comet C/2012 S1
(ISON), which turned out to be a sungrazer.
In our observations of comet 2014 A4 the linear
polarization distribution map shows spatial variations
of polarization in the coma ranging from about −3%
near the nucleus to almost −8% in the tail (Fig. 13).
An analysis of polarization, color, and their variations
with distance from the nucleus shows that the dust
particles in distant comets are very small (less than
1 micron), which is unsurprising, since there is not
enough gas to lift larger particles. The dust contains ice
particles, as well as particles consisting of (or covered
with) tholin or other similar organics. Ice particles get
fragmented as they recede from the nucleus.
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located near the Sun is the inclusion in the model of a
large number of particles consisting of water ice. A
comparison of theoretical and observed data has
shown that the presence of ice particles (in this case, in
the shape of flattened spheroids) leads to a deepening
of the negative polarization branch and thus improves
the agreement with the observed data for distant comets. The latest detailed investigation of a distant comet
2014 A4 (Ivanova et al., 2019b) confirms our previous
results which demonstrate that for distant comets, the
negative polarization branch at small phase angles is
deeper compared to the ones observed for comets near
the Sun (Fig. 17).
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Fig. 17. Distribution of the degree of linear polarization in
the coma of the C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) comet. Polarimetric images were obtained in the R -band with the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS (Ivanova et al., 2019b).

Photometric studies of comets confirm the fact
that the coma is formed by sub-micron and micron
particles, which become fragmented with time. Thus,
our results show that the dust in distant comets differs
from the dust in regular comets, which are observed at
heliocentric distances less than 2 au, both in size and
in composition. We must note the polarimetric data
for comets close to the Sun are, usually, well described
by a mixture of rather large particles made out of dark
material and silicates (Kiselev et al., 2015).
5. ACTIVITY MECHANISMS
AT LARGE HELIOCENTRIC DISTANCES
Although the physical activity of comets beyond
the water ice sublimation zone (greater than 3 au) was
registered a long time ago (Roemer, 1962), to date, the
mechanisms of its formation and evolution are still not
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thoroughly understood or well-founded. Various
comet activity mechanisms at large heliocentric distances are proposed in the literature:
• sublimation of supervolatile CO/CO2 ices (Houpis and Mendis, 1981; Hughes, 1992);
• phase transition of primitive amorphus ices, of
which the comet nuclei generally consist, into a crystal
form (de Sanctis et al., 2002; Gronkowski and Smela,
1998; Prialnik and Bar-Nun, 1992);
• HCN polymerization; (Rettig et al., 1992);
• meteoroid bombardment of the comet nucleus
surface, which leads to the activation of other mechanisms (Ivanova et al., 2015b; Shulman and Ivanova,
2003);
• melting of subsurface ices and formation of
supervolatile component solutions, which is accompanied by significant energy release (Meech and
Svoren, 2004; Miles, 2016);
However, most of the proposed mechanisms cannot explain the observed long-term activity of comets
at large heliocentric distances (Ivanova et al., 2011)
and require further investigation and accumulation of
new material. An uncertainty also remains in the
chemical composition of the atmospheres of distant
comets, their gas and dust productivity, structure and
constitution of the nuclei, which is directly related to
comet cosmogony. In our opinion, revealing the differences in the physical properties of comets belonging
to different dynamical types will allow us to solve the
problems of both the homogeneity of the nuclei composition, and the homogeneity of matter in the comet
formation region in the protosolar nebula. No less
important is the use of a large amount of accumulated
data to compare the general observed physical properties and individual features of comets with their
dynamic characteristics, which point to their potential
places of origin.
6. OPEN QUESTIONS IN THE PHYSICS
OF DISTANT COMETS
The uniqueness of the comprehensive observations
carried out with the 6-m telescope of SAO RAS
equipped with the SCORPIO and SCORPIO-2
instruments consists of obtaining a large volume of
data by various methods, which allows not only a more
detailed study of the dust and gas properties in selected
objects, but also the introduction of restrictions on
model parameters that are used to interpret the
observed data. This approach allowed us not only to
collect unique data for a new type of comets, but also
to improve our understanding of the evolution of dust
in the coma, supplementing the color and polarization
analysis by a study of variations of other photometric
characteristics of dust, specifically, by radial profiles
and variations in dust productivity with distance from
the nucleus. Spectral studies allow us to consider the
presence of supervolatile components in distant com-

ets, which could be responsible for the formation of
their extended comas and tails.
Undoubtedly, the obtained models for dust particles in the atmospheres of a small number of distant
comets are preliminary, although they allowed us to
place restrictions on the composition and size of the
particles. It is also important to remember that each
comet is unique and, unfortunately, one can rarely
trace the evolution of LPCs or obtain a long series of
observations, which would include the period before
and after the perihelion passage. Oftentimes we obtain
episodic observations, which relate to no more than a
few phase angles per comet. Therefore, for a better
understanding of the nature and morphology of particles in the atmospheres of distant comets, future additional comprehensive observations of comets are
required, both photopolarimetric and spectral, conducted at different phase angles and with the use of
several filters.
The question of the presence of circular polarization in distant comets remains open. It was detected
and studied with the 6-m telescope in the С/2009 Р1
(Garradd) comet (Ivanova et al., 2009). Its evolution
with distance from the Sun was studied at close heliocentric distances from 1.6 to 2.2 au. New observations
are needed of distant comets with significant activity
at distances greater than 4 au, allowing us to register a
weak circular polarization signal. Looking into this
task can help us understand whether circular polarization is more typical for new comets as opposed to old
short-period ones, and how it depends on the evolutionary processes.
The presence of silicate peaks in distant comets is
also not well studied. The spectra of some comets in
the infrared spectral range (IR) show silicate emission
bands above the continuous spectrum, hinting at a
complex mineralogy of the comet silicates (Schulz
et al., 1993). The strongest silicate emissions were
observed in the C/1995 O1 (Hale–Bopp) comet,
although they were very similar in shape to those that
were observed in Halley’s comet and others (Schleicher et al., 1998). The intensity of the silicate peaks
depends on the size and temperature of the particles.
Not all comets exhibit strong ten-micron emission
peaks. Practically all ShPCs (with the exception of the
disrupted 73Р comet) exhibit no strong emission
peaks, and some of them lack emissions in the IR
region altogether.
Another unresolved question is that of the birth
place of comet 29Р, which, based on optical and radio
data, is enriched with СО and, correspondingly,
should have formed in the cold outer regions of the
protoplanetary disc (Paganini et al., 2012). Nonetheless, the latest data from the Spitzer telescope show a
presence of crystal silicates in the comet coma (Kelley
et al., 2009; Stansberry et al., 2004), which underwent
severe thermal processing in the regions near the
young Sun. These contradictory observational data
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can indicate a possible migration of the comet to a
hotter area during its dynamic evolution. Our research
of the dynamic evolution of the orbit of comet 29Р
(Neslusan et al., 2017) has shown that the low inclination of the comet’s orbit is more indicative of its origin
in the trans-Neptunian region. Since the comet has
most likely migrated through a large interval of heliocentric distances, from a position deep inside the orbit
of Mercury to the trans-Neptunian region, its surface
can no longer be considered as pristine, as it was probably already altered by the interaction with intense
solar radiation and interplanetary medium.
Laboratory studies show that the evolution of
activity has typical features depending on which physical mechanism caused it (Notesco et al., 2003). Our
theoretical investigations (Ivanova et al., 2011) have
shown that the mechanisms presented in the literature
(see section IV.A) soundly describe the temporary
flare activity in comets at large heliocentric distances,
but cannot explain the long-term activity that we
observe in distant comets when a large volume of matter is ejected from the surface (Ivanova et al., 2011).
No less important is the question of interrelation of
objects exhibiting comet activity, but differing in
dynamic properties in a wide range of heliocentric distances. For example, to date, there are practically no
polarimetric studies of centaurs and active asteroids.
The obtained results of distant comet studies show
that despite the general similarity in the properties of
comets from different dynamic groups, there are various deviations in their individual characteristics,
which are mainly determined by the differences
related to the location of their formation and consequent evolution, including migration in the Solar System under the influence of giant planets.
Comprehensive observations of distant comets
with the 6-m SAO RAS telescope have significantly
improved our knowledge in the field of distant comet
physics, which is especially important in advance of
the new ESA mission “Comet Interceptor“ (the first
mission to a LPC). However, despite the more than a
ten year period of distant comet investigations with the
6-m telescope of SAO RAS, the accumulated data are
still not sufficient for a full scale analysis and extrapolation to the cases of other distant comets. We need to
continue specifically with our comprehensive studies
using different methods, including photometry, polarimetry, and spectroscopy. This will help us to further
organize the data and isolate the taxonomic SSSB
classes which exhibit comet activity, and understand
the influence of the place of origin in the Solar System
on the composition and properties of individual comets and groups.
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ABSTRACT
Context. The study of distant comets, which are active at large heliocentric distances, is important for a better understanding of their

physical properties and mechanisms of long-lasting activity.
Aims. We analyzed the dust environment of the distant comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR), with a perihelion distance near 4.1 au, using
comprehensive observations obtained by different methods.
Methods. We present an analysis of spectroscopy, photometry, and polarimetry of comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR), which were performed on November 5–7, 2015, when its heliocentric distance was 4.2 au and phase angle was 4.7◦ . Long-slit spectra and photometric
and linear polarimetric images were obtained using the focal reducer SCORPIO-2 attached to the prime focus of the 6 m telescope
BTA (SAO RAS, Russia). We simulated the behavior of color and polarization in the coma presenting the cometary dust as a set of
polydisperse polyshapes rough spheroids.
Results. No emission features were detected in the 3800–7200 Å wavelength range. The continuum showed a reddening effect with
the normalized gradient of reflectivity 21.6 ± 0.2% per 1000 Å within the 4650–6200 Å wavelength region. The fan-like structure in
the sunward hemisphere was detected. The radial profiles of surface brightness differ for r-sdss and g-sdss filters, indicating a predominance of submicron and micron-sized particles in the cometary coma. The dust color (g–r) varies from 0.75 ± 0.05m to 0.45 ± 0.06m
along the tail. For an aperture radius near 20 000 km, the dust productions in various filters were estimated as A f ρ = 680 ± 18 cm
(r-sdss) and 887 ± 16 cm (g-sdss). The polarization map shows spatial variations in polarization over the coma from about −3% near
the nucleus to −8% at a cometocentric distance of about 150 000 km. Our simulations show that the dust particles are dominated (or
covered) by ice and tholin-like organics. Spatial changes in the color and polarization can be explained by particle fragmentation.
Key words. comets: general – comets: individual: C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) – polarization – scattering – methods: miscellaneous

1. Introduction
Small ice-rich bodies from the outer regions of the solar system
are recognized as remnants of the long-time evolution of protoplanetary nebula. Currently, three main reservoirs of the comets
are identified: the trans-Neptunian region, the Oort Cloud, and
the Asteroid belt (i.e. main-belt comets and active asteroids)
(Dones et al. 2015). Dynamical studies have revealed that (i) the
Oort Cloud is a primary source of “nearly isotropic comets,”
including long-period (LP) comets and Halley-type comets;
(ii) the flattened Kuiper Belt is the source of ecliptic comets
and Encke-type comets; and (iii) the Scattered disk is the source
of the Jupiter-family comets (JFCs) and Centaurs (Weissman
1990, 1997; Levison et al. 2010). From the dynamical evolutionary scenarios, however, it is not clearly understood if short- and
long-period comets formed at distinct places or in the slightly
overlapped regions of the primordial planetesimal disk before
they were scattered to the outer region of the solar system (Dones
et al. 2004, 2015; Levison et al. 2008; Nesvorný et al. 2017).

Remote investigations of primitive matter in the solar system have traditionally been carried out through observations of
long-period comets, which are less affected by solar radiation
than their short-period counterparts orbiting much closer to the
Sun. A dynamically new comet is usually defined as a comet
with a semimajor axis of orbit a > 10 000 au, or orbital period
P > 1 million yr (Eicher & Levy 2013; Mazzotta Epifani et al.
2014). They reside very far from the Sun and spend the majority of their lifetimes outside the heliosphere. Therefore, these
comets are exposed to marginal solar radiation and are modified
very little by the solar wind. In spite of this, dynamically new
comets are characterized by a higher level of activity on average
(Meech et al. 2009; Ivanova et al. 2015b; Sárneczky et al. 2016).
Currently for distant comets, molecular bands in spectra
above the underlying continuum have been detected in two
comets, 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 at a heliocentric distance of about 5.9 au, and C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) at 7.3 au
(Korsun et al. 2006, 2008, and references therein). Tails have
not been observed in these comets, and their morphologies are
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characterized by asymmetric comae with jet features (Stansberry
et al. 2004; Korsun et al. 2006, 2008; Trigo-Rodríguez et al.
2008; Ivanova et al. 2016; Picazzio et al. 2019). In other distant
comets, gas emission features have not been detected above the
reflected solar continuum in the optical spectra, although some
of these comets demonstrated long dust tails (Roemer 1962;
Belton 1965; Korsun & Chörny 2003; Meech et al. 2009; Ivanova
et al. 2015a,b).
The compositional taxonomy of the small icy bodies allows
us to establish a possible correlation between physical properties
of the distant dwellers and their orbital characteristics, shedding light on the primordial physical conditions at the places of
their formation (Mandt et al. 2015). Studies of comets in their
active phase can be especially informative. It is especially interesting to trace the activity evolution of the dynamically new
comets moving into the inner solar system for the first time and
compare it with the activity of returning comets that have had
passages through the inner solar system and as a result have their
outermost layers differentiated and depleted of volatiles.
The main mechanisms that have been proposed to explain the
activity of comets at large heliocentric distances are the phase
transition between amorphous and crystalline water ice (Prialnik
1992; Capria et al. 2002), the annealing of amorphous water ice
(Meech et al. 2009), and the sublimation of more volatile components like CO and/or CO2 . For comets, which are active at
heliocentric distances of more than 4 au and where the temperature of the nucleus surface is lower than the H2 O sublimation
temperature, the activity is likely supported by the sublimation of
more volatile CO2 that was tentatively confirmed by the AKARI
observations (Ootsubo et al. 2012) or CO (Jewitt et al. 2019).
However, as shown by Ivanova et al. (2011), the upper layers of
the cometary nucleus must be peeled off continually in order to
satisfy the observational results for a long-term high activity of
the comets, and the most popular idea of crystallization of amorphous water ice cannot be responsible for the observed long-term
cometary activity at large heliocentric distances.
The volatile molecule abundances do not show any correlation with dynamical families, leading to the conclusion that
the two groups of comets were formed in largely overlapping
regions (A’Hearn et al. 2012). Contrary to the color diversity in
the Kuiper Belt population, no difference was found between
the mean colors of the short- and long-period comets, which
confirms the absence of significant composition differences
between these two groups (Jewitt 2015). Although no difference
was found between the mean colors of dynamically new and
returning long-period comets (Solontoi et al. 2012), it is very
important to continue studying comets from different dynamic
groups.
In this work, we investigate one of the new LP comets,
C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) (hereafter C/2014 A4). In a circular of
the IAU’s Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams (CBET
#3783), issued on January 16, 2014, a discovery was announced
of an apparently asteroidal object (∼18.1m ) by Cristovao Jacques,
Eduardo Pimentel, and Joao Ribeiro de Barros on CCD images
obtained on January, 2014, 12.0 UT, with a 0.30 m f/3 reflector of
the Southern Observatory for Near Earth Research (SONEAR)
at Oliveira, Brazil. The object showed a cometary appearance at
perihelion distance 4.18 au (Williams 2014).
We present an analysis of the optical observations of comet
C/2014 A4 at a post-perihelion heliocentric distance 4.2 au. The
paper is organized as follows. Observations and data reduction
are presented in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 we analyze all the data,
including polarimetry. In Sect. 4 we present the modeling of
polarization and color. In Sect. 5 we summarize our conclusions.
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2. Observations and data reduction
The observations of C/2014 A4 were made with the 6 m telescope known as BTA at the Special Astrophysical Observatory
of the Russian Academy of Sciences (SAO RAS) on November 5, 2015, when the heliocentric and geocentric distance of
the comet was 4.2 and 3.3 au, respectively, and the phase angle
was 4.7◦ . The focal reducer SCORPIO-2 attached to the prime
focus of the telescope was operated in the photometric, polarimetric, and long-slit spectroscopic modes (Afanasiev & Moiseev
2011). A CCD chip E2V42-90 consisting of 4600 × 2048 px was
used as a detector. The size of one pixel is 13.5 × 13.5 µm, which
corresponds to 0.1800 × 0.1800 on the sky plane.
The photometric data of C/2014 A4 were obtained through
the g-sdss (the central wavelength λ0 and FWHM are represented as λ4650/650 Å) and r-sdss (λ6200/600 Å) broadband
filters. The seeing was stable around 1.400 . Performing photometric and polarimetric measurements, we applied a 2 × 2
binning of the original frames. The dimension of the images was
1024 × 1024 px and the scale was 0.3600 px−1 . The full field of
view of the CCD is 6.10 × 6.10 . Bias subtraction, flat field correction, and cleaning from cosmic ray tracks were made. The
sky background for each individual frame was estimated from
those parts of the frame that were not covered by the cometary
coma and were free of faint stars, using a procedure of building
histogram of counts in the image. Because measurements were
differential, we combined the frames of the comet using only the
central contour of isophotes closest to the maximum of the comet
brightness.
Spectroscopic observations were made with a long-slit mask.
The height of the slit was 6.10 and the width was 100 . The transparent grism VPHG1200@5401 was used as a disperser in the
spectroscopic mode. The spectra covered the wavelength range
of 3800–7200 Å and had a dispersion of 0.81 Å px−1 . The spectral resolution of the spectra was defined by the width of the
slit and was about 5.2 Å. The spectroscopic images were binned
along the spatial direction as 1 × 2. We subtracted the bias, performed the flat-fielding, and removed the hits of cosmic rays.
The wavelength calibration was performed using the spectrum
of a He–Ne–Ar lamp. After that we performed the linearization and summation of the spectra obtained with the same slit
position. To estimate a night sky spectrum, we used the peripheral regions of the slit where the comet light contribution was
negligible. Then we transformed the peripheral night sky spectrum into the Fourier space and extrapolated it onto the comet
position by using the polynomial representation at a given wavelength. The telescope was tracked on the comet to compensate
for its apparent motion during the exposure. To provide the absolute photometric and spectral calibration, we observed standard
star G191-B2B (Oke 1990) and used the measurements of the
spectral atmospheric transparency at the Special Astronomical
Observatory provided by Kartasheva & Chunakova (1978). A
standard reduction of the obtained spectroscopic data was done.
To remove biases from the observed frames, to clean the frames
from the cosmic events, and to correct their geometry we used
specialized software packages in the IDL environment developed at the SAO RAS. The polarimetric data were obtained
with the broadband R (λ6420/790 Å) filter of the JohnsonCousins photometric system. For measurements of the degree of
linear polarization of the comet, we used the dichroic polarization analyzer (POLAROID; Afanasiev & Amirkhanyan 2012).
1

https://www.sao.ru/hq/lsfvo/devices/scorpio-2/
grisms_eng.html
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Table 1. Log of the observations of comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR).

Date, UT

r
(au)

∆
(au)

α
(◦ )

φ
(◦ )

Filter/grism

T exp
(s)

N

Mode

Telescope

2015 Nov. 5.84
2015 Nov. 5.85
2015 Nov. 5.86
2015 Nov. 5.87
2015 Nov. 7.76
2015 Nov. 7.78

4.21
4.21
4.21
4.21
4.21
4.21

3.28
3.28
3.28
3.28
3.29
3.29

4.7
4.7
4.7
4.7
5.8
5.8

85.2
85.2
85.2
85.2
83.6
83.6

g-sdss
r-sdss
R
VPHG1200@540
V
R

30
30
30
600
180
180

5
5
15
3
10
10

Ima
Ima
ImaLP
Sp
Ima
Ima

BTA SAO
–00 –
–00 –
–00 –
MASTER-II
–00 –

The reduction of the obtained polarimetric images was performed using standard techniques of bias frame subtraction,
flat-field correction, and preparation of images for processing.
The corrected frames were stacked. We also observed the polarized and non-polarized standard stars from the lists of Hsu &
Breger (1982), Schmidt et al. (1992), and Heiles (2000) to determine the instrumental polarization. Typically, the instrumental
polarization was less than 0.1%. A detailed description of the
data reduction and the method of the calculation of polarization parameters with SCORPIO-2 can be found in Afanasiev &
Amirkhanyan (2012), Afanasiev et al. (2014), Ivanova et al.
(2009, 2017a), and Rosenbush et al. (2017). The errors in the
averaged polarization degree varied from 0.12% in the nearnucleus region to 1.1% in the tail at a projected distance ρ from
the coma photocenter ∼150 000 km.
The photometric observations of comet C/2014 A4 were also
carried out at the 0.4 m MASTER-II-Ural telescope (Kourovka
observatory of the Ural Federal University, Russia) on November
7, 2015. The comet was observed through Johnson’s broadband V
(λ5510/880 Å) and R (λ6580/1380 Å) filters. The CCD Apogee
ALTA U16M CCD was used as the detector with an image size
of 4096 × 4096 px and a scale of 1.8500 px−1 .
The viewing geometry and log of observations of comet
C/2014 A4 are presented in Table 1, which lists the mid-cycle
time; the heliocentric (r) and geocentric (∆) distances; the phase
angle of the comet (α); the position angle of the extended Suncomet radius vector (φ); the filter/grism; the total exposure time
during the night (T exp ); the number of cycles of observations
obtained during night (N); the mode of the observation: Images
(Ima), Images of Linear Polarization (ImaLP), or Spectra (SP);
and the telescopes.

3. Photometry: analysis of the observed data
3.1. Morphology

For the morphology analysis, we used the images of
comet C/2014 A4 obtained through the broadband g-sdss
(λ4650/650 Å) and r-sdss (λ6200/600 Å) filters at the SAO RAS
6 m telescope. Figure 1 shows direct images of comet C/2014
A4 with relative isophots (a) and images treated with digital filters (b–e). To highlight low-contrast structures in the images,
we applied a combination of numerical techniques (see Fig. 1):
a rotational gradient method (Larson & Sekanina 1984), Gauss
blurring, division by azimuthal average, 1/ρ profile method, and
median filtering (Samarasinha & Larson 2014). To exclude spurious features when interpreting the obtained images, each of
the digital filters was applied with the same processing parameters for all individual exposures. This technique has been used
before to pick out structures in several comets with good results
(Ivanova et al. 2009, 2016, 2017a, 2018; Rosenbush et al. 2017;
Picazzio et al. 2019).

The comet displayed an extended coma with highly condensed material in the near-nucleus area and a long tail in the
antisolar direction, typical of most comets active at large heliocentric distances (Korsun & Chörny 2003; Korsun et al. 2008;
Ivanova et al. 2015a,b; Sárneczky et al. 2016). We can see in
Fig. 1 that there are no features in the tail, but there is a fan-like
structure in the sunward hemisphere, which is labelled J.
3.2. Radial surface brightness profiles

For the analysis of the radial surface brightness profile of the
coma and tail, we used the g-sdss and r-sdss images of comet
C/2014 A4. The individual curves in Fig. 2 show variations of the
average coma flux in the 3 × 3 px size aperture with increasing
distance from the nucleus. The cuts across the intensity map of
the comet are made in different directions: along (solid line) and
perpendicular to (dashed line) the solar direction, and along the
tail (dotted line), the position angle of which, measured counterclockwise from north through east, is 121◦ . Figure 2 shows
large differences between the profiles of the tail and coma and
between sunward and perpendicular to solar. There is a gentle
decline in the surface brightness in the tail, while a sharp drop
in brightness is seen in the coma. The values of the slopes for
radial profiles of surface brightness of the coma and tail of comet
C/2014 A4 are presented in Table 2. In the case of a steady-state
and free expansion of long-lived grains, the n value in the dependence I ∝ ρn , which describes the brightness variations with
cometocentric distance ρ, should be −1. The table shows that the
intensity decrease with distance from the nucleus is not uniform.
The slopes change with cometocentric distance, and this change
is different for the g-sdss and r-sdss filters. Since the slopes differ significantly for the coma and tail, and they also change with
increasing distance from the nucleus, we can assume that there
is a non-isotropic dust emission from the nucleus, which forms
some structures in the innermost coma and tail.
3.3. Color and dust productivity

Using photometric observations, we determined the magnitude,
dust color, and dust productivity (in the sense of A f ρ) for both
observation dates. The cometary magnitude can be computed
from the expression
"
#
Ic (λ)
mc = −2.5 log10
+ ms − 2.5 log10 p(λ)∆M,
(1)
Is (λ)
where mc is the comet integrated magnitude calculated for the
aperture of radius ρ; Ic and Is are the measured fluxes of the
comet and the standard star in counts, respectively; ms is the star
magnitude; p(λ) is the sky transparency, which depends on the
wavelength; and ∆M is the difference between the airmasses of
the comet and the star.
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Fig. 1. Comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) in the g-sdss filter (top panel) and r-sdss filter (bottom panel), obtained at the BTA/SCORPIO-2. (a) direct
images of the comet in relative intensity; (b) relative intensity image processed using the division by the 1/ρ profile method (Samarasinha & Larson
2014); (c) image processed by a rotational gradient method (Larson & Sekanina 1984); (d and e) relative intensity images to which a division
by azimuthal average and renormalization√methods were applied, respectively (Samarasinha & Larson 2014). The relative intensities of adjacent
contours of isophotes differ by a factor√of 2. The color scale does not reflect the absolute brightness of the comet, and is used only to distinguish
the areas of intensities that differ by 2. ρ is the distance from the cometary optocenter. J is a fan-like structure in the near-nucleus coma. The
arrows point in the direction of the Sun ( ), north (N), east (E), and the velocity vector of the comet as projected onto the sky plane (V).

To create a color map of the dust coma and tail (Fig. 3, left),
we converted each pixel for summed images g-sdss and r-sdss
into the apparent magnitude and created the final (g–r) color map
by subtracting the two sets of images from each other. An average error in the magnitude measurements is 0.04m . By analyzing
the color map (Fig. 3), we can see that the dust color (g–r) of
comet C/2014 A4 is mainly red, especially in the tail direction.
The (g–r) color varies from 0.75 ± 0.05m in the near-nucleus area
to 0.45 ± 0.06m along the tail; instead, in the anti-tail direction,
the comet showed another color distribution. In this region, the
color of the dust is mostly neutral (∼0.45m ) in comparison with
the Sun’s color ((g–r) for the Sun2 is 0.44m ). Digital processing
2

http://www.sdss.org/dr12/algorithms/ugrizvegasun/
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of the images showed a fan-like structure (see Fig. 1) in this
area.
We also estimated the parameter A f ρ, which was introduced
by A’Hearn et al. (1984). This parameter characterizes the dust
production rate of a comet and is determined by the ratio of the
effective scattering cross section for all the grains entering the
field of view of the detector to the projection of this field of view
onto the celestial sphere. To calculate values of A f ρ, we used
comet magnitudes obtained with different aperture radii. For the
aperture radius ∼20 000 km, the comet magnitude 15.45 ± 0.05m
was derived for g-sdss filter and 16.12 ± 0.03m for r-sdss filter. Using observations performed with the 6 m telescope in
the r-sdss band, we calculated A f ρ = (680 ± 18) cm for an
aperture size of 20 000 km. The dust productions in broadband
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Fig. 2. Observed surface brightness profiles of comet C/2014 A4
(SONEAR) for flux calibrated images acquired in g-sdss (a) and
r-sdss (b) bands. The individual curves are the scans taken through the
photometric center in different directions.
Table 2. Radial slopes of profiles, in a log–log scale, measured in the
g-sdss and r-sdss images of comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) at different
ranges of coma distances.

r-sdss

g-sdss
Distance range
(km)

Slope

Distance range
(km)

Slope

Tail direction
2570–6457
–0.36 ± 0.03
5012–10233
–0.46 ± 0.10
6457–28840
–0.79 ± 0.01 10233–97724 –1.05 ± 0.02
28840–67608 –0.54 ± 0.01
Sunward direction
7586–20417
–1.29 ± 0.04
8318–16596
–0.76 ± 0.10
20417–38019
–0.95 ± 0.03 16596–69183
–1.47 ± 0.02
Perpendicular to the sunward direction, SE
7762–56234
–1.04 ± 0.01 12303–40738 –1.24 ± 0.03
40738–81283 –2.16 ± 0.05
V and R filters (MASTER-II telescope) were estimated as A f ρ =
659 ± 39 cm and 645 ± 36 cm, respectively, for the same aperture radius, which are close to the results obtained via the 6 m
telescope.
This value of dust productivity is similar to the value estimated for comet C/2014 A43 . Also, our results are close to
the data obtained by Mauro Facchini (Cavezzo Observatory and
Celado Observatory) and Rolando Ligustri (CAST)4 . Their data
for comet C/2014 A4, observed on November 7, 2015, indicate
that the A f ρ parameter varied from 738 to 783 cm with errors
from 27 to 29 cm for R filter. Figure 4 shows the variations
in A f ρ with the aperture radius in the g-sdss and r-sdss filters. In our opinion, this difference results from the difference in
the bandwidth and the central wavelength of the filters used; in
other words, A f ρ reflects the contribution of different dust particles. This conclusion is confirmed by our model calculations
(see Sect. 4).
We did not calculate the dust mass production rate in this
comet because, as shown in Ivanova et al. (2018), the results of
these calculations strongly depend on the physical characteristics
of the dust. Variations in the mentioned characteristics can lead
3

to dramatic changes in the evaluation of the dust mass production. Although we obtained some parameters of the dust from
modeling (e.g. size and composition), we have no information
about the velocity of particles. Also, we do not know about the
main gas driver that controls the dust outflow for this distant
comet.

http://www.astrosurf.com/cometas-obs/C2014A4/
afrho.htm
4 http://cara.uai.it

Cometary spectra consist of a continuum caused by the scattering of sunlight by dust particles and emissions due to the
reemitting of the solar radiation by molecules in the cometary
coma. We used a high-resolution solar spectrum (Neckel & Labs
1984) to separate these components. The solar spectrum was
transformed to the resolution of our observations by convolving with the appropriate instrumental profile and normalized to
the flux from the comet. Figure 5 shows step-by-step processing
of the comet C/2014 A4 spectrum. The convolved solar spectrum is compared with the cometary spectrum in Fig. 5a. We
multiplied the solar spectrum by a polynomial (Fig. 5b). Subtracting the calculated continuum from the observed spectrum,
we obtained a pure emission spectrum (Fig. 5c) that does not
show any emission features.
We determined the upper limits to the emission fluxes of
CN, C3 , C2 , and CO+ , and upper limits to their (excluding
CO+ ) production rates. For this, we adopted a Gaussian function
having a FWHM equal to the spectral resolution as an equivalent of the minimum measurable signal. The amplitude of the
Gaussian was equal to the RMS noise level calculated within
wavelength regions associated with the bandpass of the narrowband cometary filters (Farnham et al. 2000). The Haser model
(Haser 1957) was used to derive the upper limits to the production rates of the neutrals. The model parameters were taken from
Langland-Shula & Smith (2011). The upper limits to the fluxes
(F) and gas production rates (Q) are listed in Table 3. These
values were computed with aperture of 1.5600 .
We also investigated variations in the reflectivity S (λ) along
the dispersion expressed as the comet spectrum Fcom (λ) divided
by the scaled solar spectrum: Fsun (λ): S (λ) = Fcom (λ)/Fsun (λ).
We used the polynomial from Fig. 5b to derive the dust reflectivity. The result shows a growth in dust reflectivity with increasing
wavelength and can be presented quantitatively as the normalized gradient of reflectivity using the following expression
(A’Hearn et al. 1984)
S 0 (λ1 , λ2 ) =

2 S (λ2 ) − S (λ1 )
,
λ2 − λ1 S (λ2 ) + S (λ1 )

(2)

where S (λ2 ) and S (λ1 ) correspond to the measurements at the
wavelengths λ1 and λ2 (in Å) with λ2 > λ1 , and S 0 (λ1 , λ2 ) is
expressed in percent per 1000 Å. With the adopted first degree
of the polynomial fitting, the derived reddening is equal to
21.6 ± 0.2% per 1000 Å and is valid for the whole examined
wavelength region: 4650–6200 Å. For comparison, Storrs et al.
(1992) obtained the mean value of about 22% per 1000 Å (with
the minimum and maximum values of 15% per 1000 Å and
37% per 1000 Å, respectively) within the 4400–5600 Å wavelength region for 18 ecliptic comets. For dynamically new
distant comets, Kulyk et al. (2018) obtained rather different
results: the normalized gradient of reflectivity was about 12%
per 1000 Å and about 7% per 1000 Å for BV and VR spectral regions, respectively. Thus, the color of comet C/2014 A4 is
comparable with that of ecliptic comets, but significantly redder
than that of the distant comets studied by Kulyk et al. (2018). To
A26, page 5 of 12
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Fig. 3. Color map (g–r) of comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) derived from the November 5.85, 2015, images in the g-sdss and r-sdss filters (left). The
map is color-coded according to the color indexes in magnitudes, as indicated at the top of the left image. The scans across the color map are
displayed on the right: along the solar and anti-solar directions; perpendicular to the solar–anti-solar direction, and along and perpendicular to the
tail. Positive distance is in the antisolar direction, and negative distance is in the solar direction. The inset shows a larger scale near-nucleus area
with the directions of the scans. The vertical dashed lines indicate the spatial extent associated with the seeing. North, east, sunward, and velocity
vector directions are indicated.
1 6 0 0
( g - s d s s f ilte r )
( r - s d s s f ilte r )
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Fig. 4. Parameter A f ρ vs. aperture radius measured in comet C/2014 A4
(SONEAR) trough the g-sdss and r-sdss filters with the BTA telescope.

find out a reason for this difference, a systematic study of the
color of distant comets is required, especially because the color
of comets may change significantly even on a daily basis (see
Fig. 2 in Kolokolova et al. 2004; Ivanova et al. 2017b; Luk’yanyk
et al. 2019).

Fig. 5. Results of processing the spectrum of comet C/2014 A4
(SONEAR): (a) energy distribution in the observed cometary spectrum (black line) and the normalized spectrum of the Sun (red line);
(b) normalized spectral dependence of the dust reflectivity; and
(c) emission component in the cometary spectrum.

Table 3. Upper limits for the main emissions in comet C/2014 A4
(SONEAR).

3.5. Polarimetry

The map of polarization degree for comet C/2014 A4, obtained
in the broadband R (λ6420/790 Å) filter at the 6 m telescope,
is presented in Fig. 6a. A fan-shaped region towards the Sun,
also observed in photometric images (Fig. 1), has a higher
polarization then the surrounding coma. It seems that there is
also a structure with a lower polarization extending from the
near-nucleus region in the direction of the tail.
A26, page 6 of 12

Mol.

λ/∆λ
(Å)

CN
C3
CO+
C2

3870/62
4062/62
4266/64
5141/118

σ × 10−17
F × 10−17
Q × 1024
−1
−2 −1
−1
−2
(erg s cm Å ) (erg s cm ) (mol s−1 )
10.75
5.15
2.36
1.24

<55.91
<26.78
<12.29
<6.47

<9.05
<0.15
<0.98
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Fig. 6. Distribution of linear polarization degree (a) and polarization vectors (b) over the comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) coma derived through the R
filter. The polarization (in percent) is color-coded (see scale bar above the left-hand image). The location of the optocenter is indicated with a white
cross. The orientation of the vectors gives the direction of the local polarization plane, and the length of the vectors the degree of polarization. The
projected directions toward the Sun, north, east, and comet velocity vector (V) are indicated.

Fig. 7. Radial profiles of polarization across the coma of comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR). Left: full polarization profiles, right: profiles for the
near-nucleus area defined by the dashed rectangle. The vertical dotted lines indicate the seeing size.

Figure 7 shows the observed radial profiles of polarization
across the coma in the solar and perpendicularly to the solar–
anti-solar directions and in the tail direction. Measurements of
the polarization were performed with a 3 × 3 px size aperture
along the selected directions in the coma. The maximum degree
of polarization along the tail and perpendicular to the sunward
direction was shifted relative to the photometric center toward
the tail.
As can be seen in Fig. 7, there are significant differences
in the radial profiles of polarization along the tail, in the solar
direction, and perpendicular to the solar direction. In the nearnucleus region, ±10 000 km from the optocenter, all profiles

display polarization variations within the range from −2.5 to
−3.5%. At the distances 10 000–20 000 km, the polarization
dropped sharply (by absolute value), from approximately −3.7
to −1.5%. Then, the degree of polarization increases gradually,
although with different gradients, reaching about –5% at cometocentric distance 60 000 km in the solar direction and –8% at
about 170 000 km in the tail. We note that the changes in polarization are not symmetrical relative to the photometric center.
The absolute values of the linear polarization for comet
C/2014 A4 are significantly higher than those ever observed in
the comets at heliocentric distances of less than 2 au where
typical values do not exceed 2% (Kiselev et al. 2015). Our
A26, page 7 of 12
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Table 4. Complex refractive index of the materials considered in this study.

Material

m
g-sdss filter

m
r-sdss filter

Reference

Halley-like dust
Amorphous silicate (forsterite)
Water ice
Carbon dioxide ice
Iron-rich pyroxene
Olivine
Amorphous carbon
Pyrrhotite (FeS)
Iron-rich olivine (fayalite)
Cosmic organic refractory
Tholin ice
Titan tholins

1.88 + i0.47
1.689 + i0.0031
1.3157 + i1.54 × 10−9
1.42 + i7.04 × 10−7
1.702 + i0.0596
1.777 + i0.126
1.95 + i0.786
1.45 + i1.53
1.85 + i0.0015
1.9146 + i0.3173
1.56 + i0.0025
1.58 + i0.0058

1.98 + i0.48
1.677 + i0.0044
1.308 + i1.43 × 10−8
1.41 + i1.05 × 10−6
1.675 + i0.0212
1.743 + i0.066
2.14 + i0.805
1.70 + i1.86
1.85 + i0.00077
1.98 + i0.2677
1.540 + i0.0012
1.557 + i0.009

Kimura et al. (2003)
Scott & Duley (1996)
Warren (1984)
Warren (1986)
Dorschner et al. (1995)
Dorschner et al. (1995)
Rouleau & Martin (1991)
Egan & Hilgeman (1977)
Fabian et al. (2001)
Li & Greenberg (1997)
Khare et al. (1993)
Ramirez et al. (2002)

previous observations of distant comets C/2010 S1 (LINEAR),
C/2010 R1 (LINEAR), C/2011 KP36 (SPASEWATCH), C/2012
J1 (CATALINA), and C/2013 V4 (CATALINA) (Ivanova et al.
2015a; Ivanova & Afanasiev 2017) also showed the negative
polarization degree whose absolute values changed with the
distance from the nucleus from approximately −1.5 to −8%.
The distribution of the polarization vector (Fig. 6b) does not
indicate any alignment of the dust particles. On average, the
polarization vector is approximately PA = 80 ± 4◦ , i.e. practically parallel to the scattering plane (φ = 85◦ ). This orientation
of the polarization plane is typical in the case of negative
polarization, i.e. for the light scattered by dust at the phase
angles <20◦ .

4. Modeling of variations of polarization and color
over the coma
To interpret the observational data, we used the rough spheroids
model described in Kolokolova et al. (2015). There we found
that the model can provide a good fit to the photopolarimetric observational data for comets using realistic characteristics of the dust particles. The rough spheroids model represents the dust as a polydisperse ensemble of spheroids with
a range of aspect ratios. Roughness is presented by a normal distribution of the surface slopes, and is defined by the
standard deviation of the distribution, which is zero for a
smooth surface and greater than zero for a rough surface. A
great advantage of the model is that there is a library of
pre-calculated kernels for computations of the light scattering
characteristics of rough spheroids (Dubovik et al. 2006), which
can quickly provide brightness and polarization values for a
variety of dust compositions, size distributions, and spheroid
shapes.
4.1. Properties of the particles producing the observed
negative polarization and red color

Based on the best fit for the cometary data obtained in
Kolokolova et al. (2015), we selected a log-normal size distribution of particles with the effective variance veff = 0.1 and
the range of aspect ratios of spheroids from 0.3 to 3, thus,
covering both prolate and oblate spheroids. We described the
spheroid roughness by the standard deviation σ = 0.2 that
A26, page 8 of 12

was the maximum roughness available in the pre-calculated
kernels. The refractive indexes m for the materials considered in this study are listed in Table 4. There Halley-like dust
represents a composition that was found typical for comet
1P/Halley dust particles based on Giotto mass-spectrometer data
(Jessberger et al. 1988). We note that now we have new data
on the composition of cometary dust resulted from the Rosetta
studies of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (Bardyn et al.
2017), these data do not affect the refractive index of the
dust substantially, and our computations show that the light
scattering characteristics of the 1P/Halley and 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko dust look almost identical (Kolokolova & Kimura
2018).
Based on the success of modeling cometary photopolarimetric data in Kolokolova & Kimura (2010) and Kolokolova et al.
(2015), we started with the same model as in those papers, i.e.
we considered cometary dust as a mixture of porous Halleydust and solid silicate particles. Although this model allows us
to correctly reproduce the regular polarization phase curve and
color (Fig. 8) and, for some size distributions, to reach negative
polarization as low as −11% at phase angles ∼15–18◦ , with this
composition of cometary dust we could not reach polarization
smaller than −0.3% at phase angle ∼4◦ for the size distributions of any effective radius of particles. Numerous simulations
for this mixture showed that changing parameters of the size
distributions or considering Halley dust of different porosity
or containing different silicates from Table 4 did not improve
the results. Adding carbon or organics only worsens the situation as those absorptive materials led to vanishing negative
polarization.
We accomplished computer simulations of polarization and
color for the materials listed in Table 4. Our results showed that
none of the absorbing materials (imaginary part of the refractive
index > 0.1) produced a negative polarization. Thus, to reproduce
the observed negative polarization, we needed some transparent
material, i.e. a material with a low imaginary part of the refractive index. Our modeling for the silicates presented in Table 3
did not show negative polarization more negative than −0.7%
at phase angle 4◦ . In addition, it was hard to imagine a comet
with dust made of pure silicates. The most applicable candidate for the comets observed at large heliocentric distances is
water ice, and our computations showed that particles made of
pure water ice produce polarization about −3% at 4◦ . The lowest
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Fig. 8. Polarization degree (left) and (g–r) color (right) images computed for a mixture of porous Halley-like particles (porosity 85%) and solid
silicate particles (forsterite); the ratio of the constituents in the mixture is 9:1. The figure demonstrates the applicability of the rough spheroid model
to modeling polarization and color for regular (not distant) comets. Polarization is given in percent and color in magnitudes, but are calculated for
the white-light illumination, i.e. they represent the intrinsic color of the dust or, from the astronomical point of view, the dust color excess.

Fig. 9. Polarization (panel a) and (g–r) color (panel b) for ice of porosity 55% at phase angle 4◦ . Polarization was computed for r-sdss filter.
Here we use the same definition of color as in Fig. 8, i.e. the presented
values are intrinsic colors of the considered particles and are analogous
to their color excess.

polarization at 4◦ was achieved for porous ice with porosity 55%
(Fig. 9a) whose refractive index was calculated for a mixture of
ice and voids using the Maxwell Garnett mixing rule. However,
this and any other porous or solid ice showed a very blue color
(Fig. 9b) at small phase angles. We also tried carbon dioxide ice
and obtained similar results. However, since carbon dioxide was
not detected in comet C/2014 A4 by NEOWISE observations
(Bauer, priv. comm.), we continued our modeling using water
ice.
To reproduce the observed red color, we needed a very
red material, whose redness could overpower the blue color
of ice. However, this material should not produce a significant positive polarization that might cancel the ice negative
polarization, i.e. it should have a low imaginary part of the
refractive index. After numerous attempts, we found that these
characteristics were typical of tholins, and our computations
showed (Fig. 10) that Titan’s tholin had the necessary photopolarimetric properties for particles larger than 1 µm. Tholins as
a component of cometary material has already been considered
in a number of publications starting from pioneering papers

Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for Titan tholins.

by Sagan & Khare (1979, and other papers by these authors)
to the papers related to the interpretation of the Rosetta data
(e.g. Stern et al. 2015; Poch et al. 2016; Frattin et al. 2019).
In addition, Bonnet et al. (2015) showed that insoluble organic
matter (IOM) found in carbonaceous meteorites and also considered as the organic component in the Rosetta dust (Bardyn
et al. 2017) could originate from tholin-like organics. Although
tholin in comets may not be identical to Titan’s tholin, we have
found that the spectral properties of Titan’s tholin are similar to those of other tholins (e.g. Triton; see McDonald et al.
1994), and Titan’s tholin is the only type with reliably measured optical constants; it has been used in many papers to
interpret cometary data, including that from Rosetta (see references above). We also performed computations for tholin ice,
and the results were very similar to Titan’s tholin, which is not
surprising from the comparison of their refractive indexes in
Table 4.
From Figs. 9 and 10, we can see that combining icy particles
between 1.5 and 2 µm in size with tholin particles of size >2 µm,
we can reach very negative values of polarization and red color.
This combination may be unrealistic for the comets observed at
the heliocentric distances of about 1 au; however, it appears quite
reasonable for distances around 4 au where comet C/2014 A4
was observed.
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Table 5. Best-fit characteristics of the dust particles from our modeling.

Region
of comet

Icy particles
radius
(µm)

Icy particles
abundance
(%)

Tholin particles
radius
(µm)

Tholin particles
abundance
(%)

Polarization
in r-sdss filter
(%)

Color
(g–r),
(mag)

Near the nucleus

1.3
1.0

40–50
65–70

3–5
3–5

60–50
35–30

0.85–0.91
0.53–0.47

Non-tail directions

1.0

85–90

3–5

15–10

−2.7 to −2.0
−2.1 to −2.0

In the tail

0.75

98–99.5

3–5

2–0.5

−8.5 to −8.25

0.48–0.52

4.2. Simulating the observed polarization and color trends
in the coma

For a fair interpretation of our data, the characteristics of the
dust particles in the tail should be consistent with the values of
polarization and color observed near the nucleus. This means
that the polarization should be around −2% and the color should
be redder than in the tail, but the composition of the dust particles near the nucleus should be similar to the composition of
the particles in the tail and the size of particles near the nucleus
should be similar or larger since on the way to the tail particles
can only evaporate, fragment, or be sorted by radiation pressure the way that small particles become more abundant in the
tail.
An extensive analysis of all the data we obtained during
our simulations with the goal of finding a behavior of the dust
that can reproduce the values of polarization and the observed
trends with realistic types of particles resulted in the following
characteristics of the dust in comet C/2014 A4:
1. Polarization in the tail, −8% can be achieved by a combination of tholin particles of radius >3 µm and porous icy
particles of radius >0.75 µm (porosity 30–50%) with the
abundance of icy particles >98% in the mixture.
2. Polarization in the non-tail directions, far from the nucleus,
equal to −5%, needs tholin particles of radius >3 µm and
porous icy particles of radius >1.0 µm (porosity ∼30%).
Abundance of icy particles should be 85–90% in the mixture.
3. Polarization near the nucleus, −2.5%, can be reproduced by
tholin particles of radius >3 µm, mixed with porous icy particles of radius <1.3 µm (porosity 30–50%). The larger the
icy particles, the lower the abundance required. For example, icy particles of radius ∼1 µm require 55% of them in the
mixture, and even less for larger particles.
In Table 5, the solar color 0.44m was added to the calculated values of color to make them comparable with the observed that
ranged from ∼0.7 near the nucleus to ∼0.4 in the tail; abundance
means percent of the icy (or tholin) particles in the dust (i.e. it
describes their contribution to the number density of particles).
We can see that with our modeling we managed to reproduce
the observed values of polarization and color, as well as their
changes with the distance from the nucleus. The key result here
is the combination of a very negative polarization with a very
red color that was the main observational finding for this comet.
We also successfully reproduced their significant change with
the distance from the nucleus. Since the results were obtained
with a rather simple model of rough spheroids, some small deviations from the observed values are not surprising. We note that
adding a small amount of silicates (e.g. as a material underlying the tholin layer) can slightly decrease the color (making it
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−5.3 to −6.3

0.66–0.56

even closer to the observed values) without affecting the values
of polarization.
It may look doubtful that there was a smaller number of icy
particles near the nucleus (e.g. 55%) than in the tail (>98%)
if we assume that the particles can only change due to their
sublimation. However, if we assume that the particles fragment
on their way out of the nucleus, and in the case of the tail
direction also sorted by radiation pressure, then we should expect
that the number density of small icy particles increases with the
distance from the nucleus. This can explain not only the smaller
size of icy particles far from the nucleus, but also the larger
abundance of icy particles there, especially in the tail. We note
that the size of the tholin particles does not change; i.e. their
abundance, relative to the icy particles, should decrease with
distance.
The conclusion about the fragmentation of the particles in
the coma is confirmed by our photometric data. For example,
the decrease in A f ρ with the distance from the nucleus (Fig. 4)
most likely can be explained by the fragmentation of the particles
because fragmentation causes a decrease in particle scattering
cross section. We also see an indication of fragmentation in the
radial profiles (Fig. 2). The profile curves are mostly steeper than
1/ρ, which confirms a decrease in particle size (see Sect. 3.2).
Finally, we see a noticeable difference in the radial profiles for
the r-sdss and g-sdss filters. Since the light scattering characteristics of particles change quickly when the particle size is comparable to the wavelength, this confirms the predominance of
submicron- and micron-sized particles. We can probably claim
that the particles size is close to 1 µm as the g-sdss filter profiles are usually flatter than r-sdss filter profiles, indicating that
the particle fragmentation affects the r-sdss filter, whose wavelength is closer to 1 µm, stronger than the g-sdss filter. Thus, our
photometric data are in good agreement with the results of our
modeling.

5. Conclusions
We present the results of photometric, spectroscopic, and polarimetric observations of distant comet C/2014 A4 (SONEAR)
carried out at the 6 m (SAO RAS) and 0.4 m telescope (Kourovka
observatory, Russia) on November 5–7, 2015. From the analysis
of the spectral observations we did not detect any emissions at
or above the 3σ level. We estimated an upper limit of the gas
production rate in the comet for the main emissions (CN, C3 , C2 ,
and CO+ ), which for C2 is equal to 0.98 × 1024 mol s−1 . The continuum shows a reddening effect with the normalized gradient of
reflectivity (21.6 ± 0.2)% per 1000 Å within the 4650–6200 Å
wavelength range. We characterized the dust production via
A f ρ=680 ± 18 cm in the r-sdss filter.
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Most of our knowledge about the physical properties of
cometary dust were obtained based on the observations of
comets close to the Sun (less than 2 au). Also, it was considered that the nature of the dust particles presented in the
cometary coma does not depend on the heliocentric distance
(Dollfus et al. 1988). However, new investigations show differences between the activity of comets close to the Sun and distant
comets (see, e.g. Mazzotta Epifani et al. 2007, 2008; Ivanova
et al. 2011, 2015b; Dlugach et al. 2018). Most likely the particles
that form the comae are different. Ground-based polarimetric
observations of distant comets had not been carried out until
recently. The first detailed analysis of distribution of linear polarization in cometary coma for distant comets, with perihelion
more than 4 au, were published by Ivanova et al. (2015a,c). Our
results for comet C/2014 A4 support these results, which show
a deeper branch of negative polarization at small phase angles
in comparison with that observed for comets close to the Sun.
The only case of a large negative polarization equal to −6%
was reported by Hadamcik & Levasseur-Regourd (2003) for the
circumnucleus halos of comets 81P/Wild 2 and 22P/Kopff. However, these comets were observed at phase angles of 9.7 and 18◦ ,
and at these phase angles polarization can reach very negative
values even for a rather regular composition of the dust (see
Fig. 8). Hines et al. (2014) found that the average (negative)
polarization over the coma was −1.6% for the comet C/2012 S1
(ISON) at heliocentric distances 3.81 au. Such negative polarization is unusually low in comparison with that observed in
other distant comets, and is perhaps related to the dynamical
uniqueness of comet C/2012 S1 (ISON), which ended up as
a sungrazing comet. In our observations of comet C/2014 A4,
the polarization map shows spatial variations in the degree of
polarization over the coma from about −3% near the nucleus to
almost −8% in the tail. Analysis of the polarization and color
and their change with the distance from the nucleus shows that
(1) dust particles in the distant comets are small (<1 µm), which
is not surprising as there is too little gas that can lift large particles; (2) dust contains icy particles and particles composed
of (or covered by) tholin or similar organics; and (3) icy particles fragment as they move out of the nucleus. The photometric
characteristics are consistent with the submicron/micron size
of particles and the fragmentation of the dust particles in the
coma.
Thus, our results suggest that the dust in distant comets
differs from the dust in regular comets in both size and composition. For the regular comets, usually rather large particles made
of a mixture of dark Halley-like material and silicates provide
the best fit (Kiselev et al. 2015). For the case of distant comet
C/2014 A4, we find that the dust particles are in the submicronmicron size range and their composition is characterized by a
high abundance of ice and tholin-like organics. These characteristics of the dust in distant comets are quit realistic; far from the
Sun we cannot expect that the sublimating gases will be able to
lift particles that are as large as those lifted near the Sun. We
can also expect that tholin is transformed close to the Sun, as
described in Bonnet et al. (2015), for example.
Our results show how much more information can be
extracted from observational data if we analyze photometric and
polarimetric data together, especially combining polarization
and color. Also, we enhance our understanding of the evolution
of the dust in the coma if the analysis of polarization and color is
complemented by studying variations of other photometric characteristics of the dust, specifically its radial profiles and change
in A f ρ with the distance from the nucleus.
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Abstract—An analysis is presented for the photometric data on comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) from
observations at a large heliocentric distance (~4.1 AU). Comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) displays intense
activity despite the relatively large heliocentric distance. The morphology of the comet’s coma is analyzed.
The following parameters are measured: the color indices VR, the normalized spectral gradient of the reflec
tivity of the comet’s dust S', and the dust production rate Afρ. A numerical simulation is performed for the
evolution of the comet’s orbit after a close encounter with Mars. The most probable values are obtained for
the Keplerian orbital elements of the comet over a hundredyear period. The comet’s orbit remains nearly
parabolic after passing the orbits of all the Solar System planets.
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INTRODUCTION
The dynamically new comet C/2013 A1 (Siding
Spring), which had come from the Oort cloud, was
discovered on January 3, 2013 by Robert McNaught at
Siding Spring Observatory using the 0.5meter south
ern Uppsala Schmidt telescope. At the time of the dis
covery, at a heliocentric distance of 7.2 AU, the comet
displayed photometric activity (McNaught et al.,
2013).
Using Hubble Space Telescope (HST) (Li et al.,
2014), the comet was observed in three periods: on
October 29, 2013, January 21, 2014, and March 11,
2014, at distances of 4.58, 3.77, and 3.28 AU from the
Sun, which allowed researchers to investigate the
changes in the properties of dust and gas and in the
comet’s activity with the changing heliocentric dis
tance. A’Hearn et al. (1984) estimated the dust pro
duction rate, which was expressed by the value Afρ:
2500, 2100, and 1700 cm for the three distances,
respectively. The dust color in the comet’s coma for
these distances in the spectral range 438–606 nm was
found to be (5.0 ± 0.3)%/100 nm, (6.0 ± 0.3)%/100 nm,
and (9.0 ± 0.3)%/100 nm, respectively. The reddening
was observed to increase with heliocentric distance
above ~3000 km from the nucleus.
The comet was observed in the infrared range at a
heliocentric distance of 3.82 AU aboard the NEOWISE
spacecraft on January 16, 2014 (Mainzer et al., 2014).

According to model calculations, the dust production
rate was about 10 kg/s for grains with a size of about 1.7
and 2.3 µm.
Tricarico et al. (2014) estimated the rate of delivery
of dust grains from the comet, using the HST observa
tions. The maximum grain flow estimated from the
NEOWISE data was ~10–7 grains per m2.
On October 19, 2014, comet C/2013 A1 (Siding
Spring) made a very close flyby of Mars. According to
recent estimates (Jet Propulsion Laboratory), the
minimum distance between the comet and planet dur
ing this encounter was 135000 ± 5000 km, and their
relative velocity was 55.96 km/s (Farnocchia et al.,
2014).
By studying the properties of cometary dust at dif
ferent heliocentric distances (from the regions where
the emission of grains from the comet’s surface is con
trolled by highly volatile components (CO and CO2) to
the regions of sublimation of water ice at heliocentric
distances of less than 3 AU), researchers can study the
change in the physical parameters of dust in the differ
ent parts of the comet’s orbit. The nonstationary pro
cesses in comets (emissions associated with the out
flow of dust and gas, emergence and disappearance of
active regions on comet nuclei and their disintegra
tion, etc.) can lead to qualitative changes in the grain
scattering parameters. The spatial distribution of dust
grains in the coma is also highly dependent on the level
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Comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring)
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N

Dec. 12/13, 2013
Saturn
15 arcsec
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the orbits of the Earth, Jupiter, and Saturn and a portion of the comet’s orbit near the ecliptic
plane. The figure shows the comet’s position at the time of observation. The isophots of comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) for the
images of December 12, 2013, in the R filter. The figure shows the northward and eastward directions, the direction towards the
Sun, and the direction of the comet’s motion.

of activity on the surface of the nucleus. The physical
characteristics of the dust grains can be determined by
analyzing the following photometric parameters of the
comet: the color index, excess color, normalized spec
tral gradient, and change in the surface brightness and
dust production.
In this paper, we analyze the photometric observa
tions of comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) on Decem
ber 12 and 13, 2013, when the comet was at distances
of 4.161 and 4.151 AU from the Sun, respectively, and
study the evolution of the comet’s orbit before and
after its rendezvous with Mars.
OBSERVATIONS AND PREPROCESSING
The observations of comet C/2013 A1 (Siding
Spring) were made using the 2m Faulkes telescope at
Siding Spring Observatory (Australia) on December 12
and 13, 2013, by one of the authors, Aleksandr
Golovin. The comet’s heliocentric (r) and geocentric
(Δ) distances as of the said dates were 4.161 AU, 3.645 AU,
4.151 AU, and 3.643 AU, respectively. The comet’s
phase angle was 12.4°.
A Fairchild CCD camera (486 BIDB) was used as
a radiation detector. The image size was 2048 × 2048 px;
the scale was 0.3″/px. The CCD field of view was
10.0′ × 10.0′. Images of comet C/2013 A1 (Siding
Spring) were obtained using broadband V filters (with
an effective wavelength of 0.55 µm) and R ( with an
effective wavelength of 0.65 µm), which sufficiently
closely satisfy the Bessel system. All the frames with
the comet’s images were corrected for the zero point
and uneven pixel sensitivity by means of master
frames. Since the comet’s angular size is much smaller
SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH
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than the size of the frame, we used the standard “sky”
procedure of the IDL library to calculate the bright
ness of the sky background (Landsman, 1993). To
increase the signaltonoise ratio, we added up the
comet’s images. The final stage of the image process
ing was to remove the traces of cosmic rays. The qual
ity of the images was measured as the average width of
the image profiles for several stars at half the maxi
mum brightness (FWHM), which were obtained in
individual images, and was about 1.5″.
An overall view of comet C/2013 A1 (Siding
Spring) and a schematic representation of the comet’s
orbit are shown in Fig. 1. Table 1 presents the journal
of observations.
IMAGE ANALYSIS
The comet’s images show distinct background
stars. We selected all of the bright stars with a signal
tonoise ratio (SNR) of more than 100 as photometric
standards. During the calibration, we used 17 stars for
the images obtained on December 12, 2013, and 15
stars for those obtained on December 13, 2013. We
used standard stars with magnitudes ranging from 10 m
to 17m from the NOMAD catalogue (http://vizier.u
strasbg.fr/vizbin/VizieR).
We studied the correlation between the instrumen
tal and catalogue magnitudes and found the coeffi
cients of transformation from the instrumental system
to that of VR filters from the NOMAD catalogue. Dur
ing this processing, we did not use the variable stars
that fell into the field of view. The comet’s integral
magnitude as a function of the aperture radius is
shown in Fig. 2. The brightness of the background was
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Table 1. Journal of observations
Date
Number
Total exposure
of observation of expositions
time, s

D, AU

r, AU

Phase angle,
deg

Air mass

Filter

December
12.6283, 2013

3

180

3.645

4.161

12.3

1.15

V

December
12.6329, 2013

3

180

3.645

4.161

12.3

1.17

R

December
13.6273, 2013

3

180

3.643

4.151

12.4

1.16

V

December
13.6359, 2013

3

180

3.643

4.151

12.4

1.21

R

direction towards the tail. As is evident from the
dependence of the approximating coefficients in Fig.
6, comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) has a small tail in
the sector with polar angles of 330°–50°, where the
parameters A and α are increasing.
Based on the images obtained in the V and R filters,
we determined the integral color indices for comet
C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) in an aperture of radius 9″
V – R = 0.49 ± 0.03 (December 12, 2013) and V – R =
0.41 ± 0.02 (December 13, 2013). The color indices
for the comet’s coma are greater than for the Sun:
V – R = +0.35 (Holmberg et al., 2006), which may be
evidence of large amounts of dust. The azimuthally
averaged profile for the color index is calculated simi
larly to the radial profiles in the V and R filters and is
given in Fig. 7. The solid line corresponds to the obser
vations made on December 12; the dashed one, to
those from December 13. It is evident that the comet’s
15
16
17
m

measured at a distance of 36″–38″ from the comet’s
center outside the coma and the tail.
To analyze the comet’s coma, we built the radial
profiles of surface brightness spaced at 1° by the polar
angle. The comet center was defined as the maximum
of a Gaussian approximating the image of the comet’s
coma. The resulting profiles were averaged over equal
radii near the coma (12″) for all the observations of the
same type for every night.
Figures 3 and 4 show the star brightness profile (the
point spread function, PSF) and the comet’s averaged
radial profiles in the V and R filters for December 12
and 13, respectively. The comet’s brightness profile is
known to consist of two components: the coma and
the nucleus. The nucleus profile can be described by
the PSF obtained from the field star image.
The changes in the average radial profiles for the
two observational nights are shown in Fig. 5 (the solid
line shows the profile for December 12 and the dashed
line, for December 13). The observations in both fil
ters show an increase in brightness for the central part
of the comet (about 2.5″), whereas the outer coma has
a constant brightness. The change in the brightness of
the central part of the comet with time could indicate
an increase in the optical thickness of the nuclear
region, which is projected onto the picture plane,
which may be a consequence of active processes on the
surface of the comet’s nucleus and, as a result, the
nonuniform structure of the coma.
The resulting radial profiles of the comet’s surface
brightness were approximated by the power function
Bi (ρ) = Aiρ−αi , where ρ is the cometocentric distance
projected onto the picture plane and i is the number of
the profile. The parameters Ai and αi (Fig. 6) were
determined for the coma by the least squares method
outside the comet nucleus; to exclude the nucleus, we
used the value of the instrumental PSF obtained from
the field star (Figs. 3 and 4). The dependence of the
profile approximation coefficients for the images
obtained on December 12, 2013, in the V filter is given
in Fig. 6. The azimuth angle is calculated from the

V Dec. 12, 2013
R
V Dec. 13, 2013
R
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the integral stellar magnitudes in
the V and R filters on the aperture size in seconds of arc.
Here and below, ρ is the angular cometocentric distance in
seconds of arc and m is magnitude.
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Fig. 3. Average radial profiles of the comet’s brightness for the images obtained on December 12, 2013. The circle symbols show
the comet’s brightness B (in magnitudes per square second of arc) with the change in the distance from the central pixel ρ (in
seconds of arc) for the V and R filter. The solid curve is the point spread function (PSF).
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Fig. 4. Average radial profiles of the comet’s brightness for the images obtained on December 13, 2013. The circle symbols show
the comet’s brightness В (in magnitudes per square second of arc) with the change in the distance from the central pixel ρ (in
seconds of arc) for the V and R filter. The solid curve is the point spread function (PSF).

central part became less red on December 13, com
pared with the previous day.
The color of a comet is often described parametri
cally using the normalized spectral gradient S', which
is the percentage change of the continuum in the range
SOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH
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103 Å. The percentage of the reddening can estimated
by the following formula (A’Hearn et al., 1984):
S ' = 2000 10 0.4ΔmVR − 1,
100 ( λ R − λV ) 10 0.4ΔmVR + 1

(1)
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Fig. 5. Comet’s brightness B (in magnitudes per square second of arc) with the change in the distance ρ from the central pixel (in
seconds of arc) for the V and R filters for the images taken on December 12 (solid curve) and 13 (dashed curve), 2013.
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Fig. 6. Change in the parameters A and α, depending on the azimuthal angles for observations on December 12, 2013. The solid
line is the curve smoothed with a rectangular window (with a width of 30°).

where ΔmVR is the difference between the color indices
of the comet and the Sun, or the difference between
the effective wavelengths of the applied V and R filters
(λR – λV) in Å. The dependence of S' on the aperture
size is given in Fig. 8.
The analysis of the dust color characteristics for a
number of new comets is given in the literature. New
burn and Spinrad (1985) gave a value of S' ~ 7% at

1000 Å for new comets. Jewitt and Meech (1986)
showed that the normalized reflectivity decreases with
increasing wavelength; its average value in the optical
range is 13%, varying from 5 to 18%. In addition, the
measurements for individual comets have a fairly large
spread. Thus, Bonev and Jockers (2002) found that the
normalized spectral gradient for comet C/2000 WM1
(LINEAR) can be as high as 15%; Korsun et al. (2012)
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Fig. 8. Dependence of the normalized spectral gradient of
comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) on the aperture radius ρ.
The solid lines are the approximations with seconddegree
(the curve for December 12, 2013) and thirddegree (the
curve for December 13, 2013) polynomials.

Fig. 7. Azimuthally averaged profiles of the color indices of
comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) obtained on December 12,
2013, (solid curve) and December 13, 2013, (dashed
curve). The horizontal line is the color index of the Sun.

2 2
0.4(mSUN − mC )
(2)
Af ρ = 4r Δ 10
,
ρ
where Afρ is measured in centimeters: A is the average
albedo of the dust grains; the filling factor f is the area
of the crosssection of all the dust grains in the field of
view; ρ is the radius of the field of view in centimeters;
mC is the comet’s magnitude; mSUN is the Sun’s magni
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tude (–26.74 and –27.26 in the V and R filters); r is the
comet’s heliocentric distance in AU; and Δ is the
comet’s geocentric distance in centimeters.
Equation (2) can be used to estimate the dust pro
duction rate given a uniform outflow of material from
the surface. Based on the observations in the V and R
filters, we estimated the parameter Afρ for aperture
values from 2″ to 10″ (which corresponds to a dis
tance of 5 × 103 to 3 × 104 km); the results are given
in Fig. 9.
2200
V Dec. 13, 2013
R

2000
1800
Afρ

gave an estimate of 14.3 ± 1.2% for comet C/2010 X1
(Elenin); Borisov et al. (2008) gave an estimate of 6%
for comet 8P/Tuttle; and Lin et al. (2007) detected a
change in the normalized spectral gradient from 0.6 to
9.0% while observing comet C/2004 Q2 (Machholz).
Our observations indicate changes in the comet’s
normalized spectral gradient in the wavelength range
550–700 nm over a time period of about one day. These
rapid changes are not unique. For example, observations
of Halley’s Comet also revealed a dependence of the
changes in the dust color on the diurnal variations in the
comet’s activity (Moris and Hanner, 1993).
We also estimated the parameter Afρ, which was
derived by A’Hearn et al. (1984). This parameter char
acterizes the dust production rate of a comet (Korsun
et al., 2012) and does not depend on the time and
place of observation. The parameter is determined by
the ratio of the effective scattering crosssection for all
the grains entering the field of view of the detector to the
projection of its field of view onto the celestial sphere.
The value of Afρ can be estimated from the magnitude of
the dust coma (Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2010):

8

ρ

1600
1400
V Dec. 12, 2013
R
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1000
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4

6
ρ

8

Fig. 9. Value of the parameter Afρ for comet C/2013 A1 (Sid
ing Spring) for different aperture sizes ρ in seconds of arc.
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Table 2. Accuracy of the determination of the planets' posi
tions over a 100year period
Celestial body

Absolute error
Δr, km

Relative error δ

Mercury

0.03

5 × 10–10

Venus

0.002

2 × 10–11

Earth

0.01

6 × 10–10

Mars

0.5

2 × 10–9

Jupiter

0.0008

8.5 × 10

Saturn

0.0002

1.5 × 10–13

Uranus

0.0006

2 × 10–13

Neptune

0.0003

8 × 10–14

Pluto

0.0006

8 × 10–14

Moon

5–5.5

5 × 10–8

–13

Figure 9 shows the change in the comet’s dust pro
duction rate with cometocentric distance and reveals
an expansion of the dust coma with the distance from
the comet nucleus. It is evident that the slight increase
in the dust production rate in the inner part of the
coma, which depends on the visibility conditions
(image quality), is followed by a decrease in Afρ with
cometocentric distance. This dependence is typical of
both of the observation periods. This behavior (the
gradual decrease with the distance from the comet
nucleus) is often attributed to the failure to satisfy the
condition of a perfect equilibrium outflow of material
from the comet nucleus (active processes, emissions,
etc). In addition, there may be a change in the features
of the dust grains, e.g., their disintegration (Lara et al.,
2004; Tozzi et al., 2003) and/or an emission of a new
amount of dust in the coma (Tozzi et al., 2011). The
estimates for Afρ confirm the hypothesis about the

greater activity of the dynamically new comets, espe
cially at large heliocentric distances (Meech, 1988).
The value of Afρ for longperiod comets at a distance
above 5 AU varies between 38 and 3000 cm (Szabo
et al., 2002; Weiler et al., 2003; Tozzi et al., 2003;
Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2008; 2009; Meech, 1990;
Meech et al., 2009; Ivanova et al., 2014). The results
for comet C/2013 A1 are in this range.
ORBIT SIMULATION FOR COMET C/2013 A1
(SIDING SPRING)
The case of comet C/2013 A1 is used to consider
the numerical integration of the equations describing
the perturbed motion of test bodies with the initial
coordinates and velocities close to cometary ones over
a 100year period and show the effects of the close
encounter with Mars on the distribution of the
comet’s orbital elements at the end of this period.
We conducted the numerical simulation using our
own integrator for the differential equations of motion
of the Solar System bodies, which is based on a simpli
fied mathematical model of the HORIZONS elec
tronic ephemeris system (http://ilrs.gsfc.nasa.gov/
docs/2014/196C.pdf). Currently, the integrator is
under continuous testing; the results are compared
with the HORIZONS data. The criterion for the com
parison is the difference between the radius vectors of
the ith body in our model and in the HORIZONS
model in a barycentric ecliptic coordinate system. The
integrator was written according to a predictor–correc
tor procedure. The explicit Adams procedures are used as
a predictor; the implicit ones, as a corrector (Bor
dovitsyna, 1984). We used the Adams methods of the
12th order and an alternating time step of integration.
Over a 100year integration period, we can guaran
tee the absolute ( Δr ) and relative (δ) errors given in
Table 2 for the positions of the planets, the Moon, and
Pluto.

Table 3. Keplerian elements of the orbit of comet C/2013 A1
Orbital element

Designation

Dimension

Value

Eccentricity

e

Dimensionless

0.9999458751571103

Semimajor axis

a

AU, astronomical unit

2.590376582621090E+04

Mean anomaly

M

Degrees

3.599987198535640E+02

Longitude of the ascending node

Ω

Degrees

3.009725616379619E+02

Argument of perihelion

ω

Degrees

2.410668702492957E+00

Orbit inclination

i

Degrees

1.290062869558766E+02
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Fig. 10. Distribution of the orbital elements of the test cometary bodies at the end of the integration period. (a) Semimajor axis (a);
(b) eccentricity (e); (c) orbit inclination (i); (d) mean anomaly (M); (e) longitude of the ascending node (Ω); (f) argument of peri
center (ω).

The errors for the Moon are much higher than
those for the planets because the model does not take
into account the time variability of the Moon’s inertia
tensor, as a result of which the zonal harmonic coeffi
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cients J2, C21, C22, S21, and S22 in the decomposition of
the Moon’s potential will also be functions of time.
Furthermore, the model does not take into account
the perturbations of the Moon’s orbit due to terrestrial
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tides and some other effects described in the available
documents for the HORIZONS systems. The main
characteristics of our model are as follows:
(1) The Einstein–Infeld–Hoffmann equation is
used as the main equation of motion.
(2) The model takes into account the gravitational
interactions with the Sun, planets, Moon, Pluto, and
16 of the most massive asteroids and dwarf planets.
(3) The model takes into account the nonspherical
shape of the Sun, Earth, and Moon.
(4) The model does not take into account the jet
effects on the comet’s orbit associated with the gases
evaporating from the surface of the comet nucleus.
The initial positions and velocities of all the Solar
System bodies included into the integration are taken
from the HORIZONS system as of January 1, 2000,
00:00:00 UT. The period of integration is 100 years
(January 1, 2000 to January 1, 2100). The orbital posi
tions for all the test cometary bodies are defined by a
set of Keplerian elements.
The set of the initial Keplerian elements for comet
C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) in the barycentric ecliptic
coordinate system is shown in Table 3.
An important element of the numerical integration
is the error in the initial data; even very small uncer
tainties may prove to have a substantial effect on the
longterm prediction of the object’s orbit. Therefore,
we cloned from the orbit described by a set of Keple
rian elements as of the date of integration 443 sets of
orbital elements for the test bodies. All the orbital ele
ment sets of the test bodies obey the normal distribu
tion for each element. The mean square deviation σi
for each element is of the order of 10–6 (which is
approximately equal to the uncertainty of the Keple
rian elements in the HORIZONS system for comet
C/2013 A1); the mathematical expectation μi is equal
to the initial value of the corresponding orbital ele
ment. After the numerical integration of all the orbits
of the test bodies, we built distributions of their Keple
rian orbital elements as of 2100 (Fig. 10).
The analysis of the distributions suggests that the
most probable values of the Keplerian orbital elements
of comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) are achieved after
passing the Kuiper Belt. The comet’s orbit remains
nearly parabolic. It is possible to uniquely identify the
most probable values for only four out of the six orbital
elements (eccentricity, inclination, mean anomaly,
and argument of pericenter). As to the semimajor axis
a, there are two values of this element, which are observed
with almost the same probability: 1500–2000 AU and
25000 AU. The longitude of the orbit’s ascending
node Ω has a fuzzy peak of the most probable value at
300.97°.
The preliminary integration of the comet’s orbit,
which was performed in April 2014 using the initial

Keplerian elements derived from a 465day observa
tion arc, showed that the effects of the comet’s non
gravitational parameters can be neglected. The result
ing error due to the inaccuracy of the known Keplerian
orbital elements is much higher than the error due to
the neglect of the nongravitational effects. Using the
data on the comet’s orbit that were obtained from obser
vations in April 2014, we derived the parameters of a close
encounter with Mars that are well consistent with
NASA’s data based on an observation arc of 739 days
(http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=C%2F2013%2
0A1;orb=0;cov=0;log=0;cad=1#cad): the calculated
distance of the closest approach is 135000–
137000 km; the data of the approach is October 19,
2014, 18:27.
CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the photometric observations of the
dynamically new comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring),
which had shown a high level of activity at heliocentric
distances of about 4.1 AU. The analysis of the comet
morphology gave evidence for the presence of a coma
and a dust tail at this distance.
Dynamically new comets are, as a rule, brighter
and more active than shortperiod ones at the same
heliocentric distances and have stronger emission in
the continuum (Meech et al., 2009; Korsun et al.,
2010; Ivanova et al., 2014). As shown by the photom
etry of comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) in the broad
band V and R filters, the comet dust has a larger color
index compared with the solar one. A significant
decrease in the color index during the day may be due
to the rotation and nonstationary activity of the
nucleus.
The normalized spectral gradient S' obtained for
comet C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) from the images in
a 9″ aperture is (Fig. 8): 13.2 ± 0.03% at 1000 Å for the
observations on December 12, 2013; 5.1 ± 0.65% at
1000 Å for the observations on December 13, 2013;
and an average of 8% for 1000 Å for the nuclear region
(this value is close to that of the Oort cloud objects
(Jewitt, 2002)). As with the color indices, we observed
variations in the normalized spectral gradient at the
different observational nights, which may be due to
changes in the comet’s activity during this period.
The analysis of the comet’s dust production rate
confirmed its high activity. The parameter Afρ has a
value of about 1550 cm on December 12, 2013, and
1750 cm on December 13, 2013, (within a radius of 2″)
in the R filter. Our results are well consistent with the
estimates by Li et al. (2014). Thus, the analysis of the
observations on the two nights revealed a possible
increase in the comet’s activity. These results support
the hypothesis about the higher activity of dynamically
new comets.
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We conducted the integration of the orbit of comet
C/2013 A1 (Siding Spring) within the known uncer
tainty of its orbital elements. The resulting orbital ele
ments allow us to predict the most probable position of
the comet during the 21st century, which can be used
for photometric and spectroscopic observations of the
comet at large heliocentric distances when it is moving
away from the Sun. The integration of the already
known segments of the orbit near the perihelion
showed that the effect of nongravitational forces is
negligible. Although this effect reduces the prediction
accuracy, it can be ignored in a rapid assessment of the
orbital elements of comets that have perihelion dis
tances of more than 1–2 AU.
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a b s t r a c t
The spectra and images obtained through broadband BVRc filters for Jupiter family Comet P/2011 P1
(McNaught) were analyzed. We observed the comet on November 24, 2011, when its heliocentric
distance was 5.43 AU. Two dimensional long slit spectra and photometric images were obtained using
the focal reducer SCORPIO attached to the prime focus of the 6-m telescope BTA (SAO RAS, Russia).
The spectra cover the wavelength range of 4200–7000 Å. No emissions of C2 and CO+, which are expected
in this wavelength region, were detected above 3r level. An upper limit in gas production rate of C2 is
expected to be 1.1  1024 mol s1. The continuum shows a reddening effect with the normalized gradient
of reflectivity along dispersion of 5.1 ± 1.2% per 1000 Å. The color indices (B–V) = 0.89 ± 0.09 and (V–Rc)
= 0.42 ± 0.07 for the nucleus region or (B–V) = 0.68 ± 0.12 and (V–Rc) = 0.39 ± 0.10 for the coma region,
which are derived from the photometric data, also evidence that the color of the cometary nucleus
and dust are redder with respect to the Sun. The normalized gradients of 5.9 ± 2.9% per 1000 Å and
2.6 ± 1.9% per 1000 Å for VRc filters were obtained for the cometary nucleus and the dust coma, respectively. The estimated dust mass production rate is about 12 kg s1 for Rc filter. The dust coma like a spiral
galaxy edge-on was fitted using a Monte Carlo model. Since it is expected that the particles forming the
dust coma consist of ‘‘dirty” ice, Greenberg’s model was adopted to track grains with an icy component
that evaporates slowly when exposed to solar radiation. The observed coma was fitted assuming two isolated active zones located at the cometocentric latitudes of 8° and 35° with outflow of the dust within
the cones having half opening angles of 8° and 70°, respectively. About, 45% and 55% of the observed dust
were originated from the high collimated and low collimated active zones, respectively. The spin-axis of
the rotating nucleus is positioned in the comet’s orbit plane. The sizes of the dust particles were ranged
from 5 lm to 1 mm with a power index of 3.0 for the adopted exponential dust size distribution.
Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Comet P/2011 P1 (McNaught) (hereafter P/2011 P1) was
discovered by Robert McNaught with the 0.5-m Uppsala Schmidt
telescope at Siding Spring Observatory on August 1.77, 2011
(Williams, 2011). It was detected as an object of 17th magnitude
that moved at distances of 5.24 and 5.17 AU from the Sun and
the Earth, respectively.
The comet underwent a short-term orbit perturbation. It was
clearly shown applying dynamical studies on P/2011 P1.1 The
approach to within 0.025 AU of Jupiter in 2010 December caused
changes in the orbit. Prior to the latest jovian perturbations the
comet was on a 12.2-year orbit with q = 4.24 AU, and Incl = 4.7°. Its
current orbital parameters are summarized in Table 1.2

Comet P/2011 P1 (McNaught) showed significant level of activity beyond the orbit of Jupiter. The coma of the comet was strongly
asymmetric like a spiral galaxy edge-on. Some CCD observers commented on the object’s elongated cometary appearance as a possible presence of a tail and anti-tail3 (Green, 2011).
Our data were obtained within a program of spectroscopic and
photometric investigations of distant active comets in the optical
domain. The study was performed in 2006–2013 as survey of a
sample of comets, which having perihelion beyond the Jupiter’s
orbit, showed noticeable activity. The perihelion distance of
2011P1 is somewhat closer to the Sun, nevertheless, we focused
on this object due to an unusual appearance. Since there are
limited data concerning the spectrophotometric investigation of
Jupiter family comets (hereafter JFC) at large heliocentric distances
we present here our results for a single object while extensive

⇑ Corresponding author.
1
2

E-mail address: korsun@mao.kiev.ua (P.P. Korsun).
http://minorplanetcenter.net/blog/jupiter-vs-comet-p2011-p1-no-contest/.
http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi#top.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2015.11.017
0019-1035/Ó 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

3
http://remanzacco.blogspot.com.tr/2011/08/new-comet-p2011-p1-mcnaught.
html.
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Table 1
Current orbital parameters of P/2011 P1.
Element

Value

Eccentricity
Semi-major axis, AU
Perihelion distance, AU
Inclination, deg
Longitude of the ascending node, deg
Argument of perihelion, deg
Orbital period, yr

0.359843
7.74
4.96
0.0004
0.0017
0.0206
21.54

overviews of the photometric studies of JFC are published
(Licandro et al., 2000; Lowry and Fitzsimmons, 2005; Lowry
et al., 2003; Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2007, 2008; Snodgrass et al.,
2008). Furthermore, we propose here a possible scenario of the
observed dust coma formation using a Monte Carlo modeling.
The paper is organized as follows. The observations and reduction techniques are described in Section 2. Section 3 gives the
results of analysis of the observed spectroscopic and photometric
data. Model explanation of unusual appearance of the observed
coma can be found in Section 4. Comparison of the derived results
with similar data known for JFC and brief conclusions are
presented in Section 5.

the width of the slit, is about 5 Å. The spectroscopic images were
binned along the spatial direction as 2  1.
A lamp with smoothly varying energy distribution was used to
compensate for the nonuniform sensitivity of the chip’s pixels in
the spectroscopic mode. Wavelength calibrations were made
exposing a He–Ne–Ar-filled lamp. The spectrum of the morning
sky was exposed to estimate variations of the background night
sky spectrum along spatial direction.
For the spectral calibration of the spectra spectrophotometric
standard BD+28d4211 was observed (Oke, 1990). The spectral
behavior of the atmospheric extinction was also taken from
Kartasheva and Chunakova (1978).
Standard reduction manipulations regarding the obtained spectroscopic data were performed. To remove biases from the
observed frames, to clean the frames from the cosmic events, and
to correct their geometry we used the Scorpio_2x4K.lib package
operating under IDL. The background night sky spectrum was
removed using the expositions of the morning sky spectrum. The
later was weighted in order to fit the observed level of the night
sky spectrum in each column along the slit.
Details on the observations are collected in Table 2. Fig. 1 illustrates position of the comets during observations. Appearance of
the comet, which was obtained summing the images observed
through V and Rc filters, one can see in Fig. 6.

2. Observations and data reduction
The observations of P/2011 P1 were made with the 6-m telescope BTA mounted at SAO RAS4 (Special Astrophysical Observatory
of Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia) on November 24, 2011,
when heliocentric and geocentric distances of the comet were 5.43
and 4.54 AU, respectively. The focal reducer SCORPIO (Spectral Camera with Optical Reducer for Photometrical and Interferometrical
Observations) attached to the prime focus of the telescope was operated in the photometric and long-slit spectroscopic modes
(Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2005). A CCD chip E2V-42-90 with dimensions of 2K  4K was used as a detector. The size of one pixel is
16  16 lm which corresponds to 0.1800  0.1800 on the sky plane.
The photometric data of P/2011 P1 was obtained through the B,
V, and Rc broadband filters. The night was photometric and the
seeing was stable around 1.500 .
Performing photometric measurements we applied a 2  2 binning of the original frames. The dimension of the images was
1024  1024 pixels and the scale was 0.3600 /pix. The full field of
view of the CCD is 6.10  6.10 .
The reductions of the raw data, which included bias subtraction,
flat field correction and cleaning from cosmic ray tracks, were
made. The morning sky was exposed to provide flat field corrections for the non-uniform sensitivity of the CCD chip. The bias
was removed by subtracting an averaged frame with zero exposure
time, and the cosmic ray tracks were removed when we computed
the averaged image from the individual ones. For this purpose, a
procedure, which computes the median at each pixel across a set
of 2-d images, was applied on the stacked images.
To provide the absolute photometric calibration we observed
the Landolt standard stars Pg0231+051 (Landolt, 1992) and used
measurements of the spectral atmospheric transparency at the
Special Astronomical Observatory provided by Kartasheva and
Chunakova (1978).
Spectroscopic observations were made with a long slit mask.
The height of the slit was 6.10 , and the width was 100 . The
transparent grism VPHG1200@540 was used as a disperser in the
spectroscopic mode. The spectra cover the wavelength range of
3600–7000 Å, and the spectral resolution, which was defined by
4

http://www.sao.ru/Doc-en/Telescopes/.

Table 2
Journal of observations of P/2011 P1.
Data, UT
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
a
b

24.905,
24.907,
24.909,
24.911,
24.913,
24.914,
24.917,
24.918,
24.919,
24.940,
24.957,
24.968,

2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011
2011

r, AU

D, AU

Exp., s

Za

Psunb

Data

5.43
5.43
5.43
5.43
5.43
5.43
5.43
5.43
5.43
5.43
5.43
5.43

4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53
4.53

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
900
900
900

33
34
34
34
35
35
35
36
36
40
44
47

77.54
77.54
77.54
77.53
77.53
77.53
77.53
77.53
77.53
77.52
77.52
77.51

Rc
V
B
B
V
Rc
Rc
V
B
Spectrum
Spectrum
Spectrum

Zenith distance in degrees.
Position angle of the extended radius vector in degrees.

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the comet orbit along with the Earth’s, Jupiter’s, and
Saturn’s orbits. Position of the comet on the date of observations and the moment of
the perihelion passage are marked.
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of P/2011 P1 with the scaled solar spectrum (A), ‘‘observed spectrum  fitted continuum” residuals, dotted lines indicate ±3r levels, where emissions of C2
and CO+ are expected (B), and polynomial fitting of the (cometary spectrum)/(solar spectrum) ratio (C).

Table 3
Upper limits for the main cometary species not detected in the spectrum.
Molecule

Central wavelength, Å/Dk

Amplitude  1017, erg s1 cm2 Å1

Flux  1017, erg s1 cm2

Gas production rate, 1024 mol s1

CO+
C2

4266/64
5141/118

3.97
0.72

<21.51
<3.90

<1.1

3. Analysis of observed data
3.1. Spectra
Three recorded two-dimensional spectra of the comet were
weak and noisy. To increase the signal/noise ratio of the data to
be analyzed we coadded the available spectra and collapsed the
result in the spatial direction within 17 arcsec around optocenter.
Additionally, we were compelled to narrow the range of the
wavelengths and cut the violet wavelengths at 4200 Å due to high
level of the noise in the blue region of the spectrum. The derived
behavior of the energy in the spectrum of P/2011 P1 along dispersion is displayed in Fig. 2(A). A scaled solar spectrum (Neckel and

Labs, 1984) convoluted to the cometary spectrum resolution and
corrected for the reddening effect is also superimposed.
To check the spectrum on the presence of possible molecular
emissions we subtracted fitted continuum from the observed spectrum. The result is depicted in Fig. 2(B). Signal/noise ratio of the
residuals is a strong function of wavelength. Therefore, ±3r levels
were calculated for the spectral windows, where the strongest
emissions of the C2 and CO+ molecules are expected, and are provided as dotted lines in the figure. There are no signal above these
thresholds in the above mentioned regions. So, we state that, at
least, emissions of C2 (the head of the strongest band (0-0) is
located around 5165 Å) and CO+ (the strongest band (2,0) is located
within 4250–4280 Å wavelength region) above 3r level are not
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detected in the spectrum. Unfortunately, any statements on the
presence of the CN and C3 emissions, which strongest emissions
are located at wavelengths shorter than 4200 Å, we cannot provide.
Failing to find emissions, we determined upper limits to the
fluxes of C2 and CO+ and upper limits to the production rate of
C2. To obtain the upper limits to the emission fluxes, we used the
same technique, which was applied to the emission-free spectrum
of distant Comet C/2006 (LONEOS) (Rousselot et al., 2014). The
amplitudes of the minimal measurable signal, which are equal to
the RMS noise level were calculated within wavelength regions
associated with the bandpass of the narrowband cometary filters
(Farnham et al., 2000). The upper limits to the fluxes are listed in
Table 3. An upper limit to the production rate of C2 was derived
using a Haser model (Haser, 1957). The model parameters were
taken from A’Hearn et al. (1995). The derived upper limit to the
gas production rate of C2 is also listed in Table 3.
Also, we examined variation of the reflectivity SðkÞ along dispersion, which is expressed through division of the comet spectrum
F com ðkÞ by the scaled solar spectrum F sun ðkÞ: SðkÞ ¼ F com ðkÞ=F sun ðkÞ.
We consider that the first degree of the polynomial fitting, which
we used to fit the cometary continuum, is adequate and is depicted
in Fig. 2(C). The result shows a growth of dust grain reflectivity
with increasing wavelength and can be fixed quantitatively as
the normalized gradient of reflectivity using

S0 ðk1 ; k2 Þ ¼

2000 Sðk2 Þ  Sðk1 Þ
;
k2  k1 Sðk2 Þ þ Sðk1 Þ

ð1Þ

where Sðk2 Þ and Sðk1 Þ correspond to the measurements at the
wavelengths k1 and k2 (in Å) with k2 > k1 . S0 ðk1 ; k2 Þ is expressed in
percent per 1000 Å. Since we adopted the first degree of the
polynomial fitting, the derived reddening equal to 5.1 ± 1.1% per
1000 Å is valid for the whole examined wavelength region that is
4200–7000 Å.
The noted uncertainty is defined largely by noisiness of the analyzed spectrum. The atmospheric differential refraction affects also
on the accuracy of the derived gradient. During the observations,
the amplitude of the atmospheric differential refraction was about
0.5 arcsec for the treated spectral window (Filippenko, 1982). A
projection of the elongation on a direction normal to the slit orientation is 0.45 arcsec as the direction of the elongation of the cometary coma is deviated from the slit orientation by 65°. Taking into
account that the object is an extended source with a smooth wide
surface profile we expect that an uncertainty of the gradient due to
the atmospheric differential refraction is about to 0.1%. Fig. 3
provides an evidence for this conclusion.

to 1.500 , which is equal to the seeing value measured as the average
FWHM of several sample stars. The first ring is an annulus between
four and nine pixels, and second ring is an annulus between nine
and fourteen pixels. The m4(k) value corresponds to the magnitude
obtained within a circular aperture of 4 pixels, which selected flux
from the nucleus with a small fraction of the coma. The m4–9(k)
magnitude was obtained within first ring, which selected the flux
from the nucleus and the coma, whereas the magnitude m9–14(k)
is defined only by the cometary coma. Obtained values of the
magnitudes are presented in Table 4.
We also calculated the color indices (BV), (VRc) (see Table 5)
and compared them with color indices of the Sun: B–V = +0.64, V–
Rc = +0.35 (Holmberg et al., 2006). The dust in the coma (larger
annulus) is compatible with the solar values, and that the ‘‘nucleus
color” (inner circle) is comparable with values obtained for JFCs
(Lamy and Toth, 2009; Snodgrass et al., 2008).
According to Jewitt and Meech (1986) the reddening can be also
expressed via the normalized reflectivity gradient S0 (percent per
103 Å):

S0 ðk1 ; k2 Þ ¼



2000
ð100:4Dm  1Þ

;
Dk
ð100:4Dm þ 1Þ

ð3Þ

where Dm is the comet color minus the solar color. The Dk ¼ k2  k1
parameter is the difference of the effective wavelengths of the
broad-band filters pairs measured in Å. The obtained values of the
normalized reflectivity gradient of P/2011 are presented in Table 5.
The detailed variation of the normalized reflectivity gradient
along the detected coma was calculated using the V and Rc continuum images, which are within the wavelength interval of 5270–
6470 Å. The map of the dust color is depicted in Fig. 4.
The normalized reflectivity gradient S0 (Fig. 4) shows variation
of S0 within 0–6% per 1000 Å over the observed coma.
We used the obtained magnitudes to derive Af q values. The Af q
parameter was introduced by A’Hearn et al. (1984) as a measure of
the dust production rate of the cometary nucleus. The Af q value
(cm) is independent of unknown parameters, such as grain albedo
or grain size. The Af q parameter can be derived from the calculated
photometric magnitude (Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2010):

3.2. Photometry
We used the images obtained through the broadband B, V and
Rc filters to calculate the magnitude and dust color of P/2011 P1.
The cometary magnitude is determined by

mc ðkÞ ¼ 2:5  lg



Ic ðkÞ
þ mst  2:5  lg PðkÞ  DM;
Is ðkÞ

ð2Þ

where mst is the magnitude of the standard star, Is and Ic are the
measured fluxes of the star and the comet in counts, respectively,
P is the wavelength dependent sky transparency, DM is the difference between the comet and star airmasses.
Taking into account the seeing of the stars (1.500 ) at the night of
observation, we provided photometry of the data obtained through
the broadband B, V and Rc filters (centered on the optocenter). We
selected our apertures using the methodology presented in
literature (O’Ceallaigh et al., 1995; Licandro et al., 2000; Lowry
and Fitzsimmons, 2005; Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2008, 2014). We
used the circular aperture with radius of 4 pixels that corresponds

Fig. 3. Surface profile of the cometary coma, which was derived by summing counts
in the columns of the image of the cometary coma in the direction normal to the slit
direction. X axis indicates distance from the optocenter measured in arcsec. Vertical
dashed strip marks bounds of the projection of the slit on the cometary coma
observed through broadband Rc-filter, which corresponds to the red edge of the
observed spectrum. Vertical solid strip marks bounds of the projection of the slit at
4200 Å, which corresponds to the blue edge of the observed spectrum. Short thick
line represents the elongation due to the differential atmospheric refraction.
Directions to North (N), East (E), and parallactic angle (P) are also provided.
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Table 4
Photometry of P/2011 P1.
Mag

B

V

Rc

Region shape

Aperture radius (pixel)

Aperture radius (arcsec)

Aperture radius (km)

m4
m4–9
m9–14

22.07 ± 0.07
21.64 ± 0.09
22.43 ± 0.09

21.18 ± 0.06
20.92 ± 0.08
21.75 ± 0.08

20.76 ± 0.04
20.55 ± 0.06
21.36 ± 0.06

Circle
Annulus
Annulus

4
4–9
9–14

1.5
1.5–3.2
3.2–5.04

4895
4895–10,443
10,443–16,318

Table 5
Color indices and normalized reflectivity gradient of P/2011 P1 for selected
photometric regions.
Mag

B–V

V–Rc

S0 , %
BV

VRc

m4
m4,9
m9,14

0.89 ± 0.09
0.72 ± 0.12
0.68 ± 0.12

0.42 ± 0.07
0.37 ± 0.10
0.39 ± 0.10

15.6 ± 7.1
6.3 ± 2.4
3.1 ± 2.1

5.9 ± 2.9
2.1 ± 1.7
2.6 ± 1.9

Fig. 5. Contributions of active areas (Source 1, left panel; Source 2, right panel) to
the modeled coma. The scale bar of 300 0 , directions to North, East, and the Sun are
also marked.

where qd ðaÞ ¼ q0  q1 ða=ða þ a2 ÞÞ is the grain density (Newburn
and Spinrad, 1985), with q0 ¼ 3000 kg m3 , q1 ¼ 2200 kg m3 , and
a2 ¼ 2 lm; f ðaÞ is the differential particle size distribution, where
a is the grain radius; amin and amax are the minimal and maximal
grain radii. We used the lower and upper limits of dust grain radii
equal to 5 and 1000 lm, respectively, based on the results obtained
from the numerical modeling of dust environments of the comet.
The dust number rate is given by "
#

Q N ¼ Af q  ½2  p2  pðkÞ  UðaÞ
Fig. 4. Smoothed (over 1.5 arcsec) map of the normalized reflectivity gradient
derived from the V and Rc images of P/2011 P1. Isophotes of the distribution of
brightness along the coma, which is the sum of V and Rc images, are also
superimposed. Directions to North, East, the Sun, and a color bar are provided.

Af q ¼

4  r 2  D2  100:4ðmSUN mc Þ

q

;

ð4Þ

where A is Bond albedo, f is the filling factor in the aperture field of
view, and q is the linear radius of the aperture at the comet, i.e. the
sky-plane radius, mSUN is the magnitude of the Sun, r in AU and D in
cm are the heliocentric and geocentric distances, respectively.
We estimated the Af q value for the Comet P/2011 P1 for B, V,
and Rc filters, taking into account that no emissions were detected
in the cometary spectrum. For the calculation we used the aperture
radius q ¼ 5:0400 , which is corresponded to 16,318 km. The Af q
value is 119 ± 8 cm for B filter, 128 ± 7 cm for V filter, and
114 ± 4 cm for Rc filter.
Using the obtained Af q values, we estimated the dust mass production rate of the comet (Newburn and Spinrad, 1985; Weiler
et al., 2003). The relation to estimate the dust mass rate is given by

Q M ¼ Q N ð4p=3Þ 

"Z

amax
amin

#

qd ðaÞ  a  f ðaÞda ;
3

1

Z

amax


amin

1

ðf ðaÞ  a2 =v ðaÞÞda

:

ð6Þ

At the moment of observations the comet phase angle was

a = 4.6°. We adopted the value of geometric albedo equal to p(k)

= 0.05 for all wavelengths (Hanner and Newburn, 1989;
Kolokolova et al., 2004) and the phase darkening to U(a) = 0.8255.5
The dust outflow velocity v(a) was calculated with the equation
taken from Sekanina et al. (1992), and we used velocities from
4 m s1 (for 1000 lm) to 52 m s1 (for 5 lm). The grain size limits
and the dust outflow velocity will be discussed below in Section 3.3. To calculate the dust mass production rates we had to
model the particle size distribution in the simple form of f(a) 
an, were n = 3 was obtained from the modeling of the dust coma
of the comet (Section 3.3). The equation for dust density was taken
from Newburn and Spinrad (1985). The dust mass production rates
Qd is 9.7 kg/s for B filter, 10.6 kg/s for V filter and 12.1 kg/s for Rc
filter, respectively.
3.3. Monte Carlo modeling
To fit the coma we used a Monte Carlo model that was described
in detail by Korsun et al. (2010). Since we have only one-epoch
observation of the comet, we suppose that we present just one of
the solutions that could explain the observed dust environment.

ð5Þ
5

http://asteroid.lowell.edu/comet/dustphaseHM_table.txt.
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Fig. 6. Dust environment of P/2011 P1 observed through V and Rc filters. The modeled brightness distribution is overlaid on the observed images and shifted for clarity (left
panel). The right panel illustrates the contour plots of observed and simulated brightness with dark and gray lines, respectively. The scale bar of 300 0 , directions to North, East,
and the Sun are marked.

P/2011 P1 was observed at a heliocentric distance of 5.43 AU,
where sublimation of water ice, the major volatile in cometary
nuclei, is inefficient. Consequently, it seems reasonable to expect
that the particles forming the dust coma consist of ‘‘dirty” ice
and Greenberg’s model was adopted to follow an icy grain component that evaporates slowly when exposed to solar radiation
(Greenberg and Hage, 1990). The presence of water–ice grains in
periodic comets is now well established during space encounters
(A’Hearn et al., 2011; Schulz et al., 2006).
When the comet was discovered, on August 1, 2011, a coma surrounding the nucleus was appeared. Therefore activity of the
nucleus was started earlier, and beginning of 2011 was fixed as
starting time in our model runs.
A problem was to adopt a scenario of formation of the dust
coma seen as a spiral galaxy edge-on. An idea, that the observed
coma was formed due to activity of isolated areas located on the
surface of the rotating nucleus of the comet was suggested. The
domination of jet-like activity was recently well established for
Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko with the scientific imaging
system OSIRIS6 (Sierks et al., 2015).
We started our modeling assuming a clockwise rotating nucleus
with one isolated active zone (Source 1). An encouraging result in
conformity with orientation and extension of the observed coma,
which is depicted in Fig. 5 (left panel), was obtained assuming the
spin-axis of the rotating nucleus was highly deviated from the
normal to the comet’s orbit plane. It should be noted that the considerable obliquity of the rotational axis of Comet 67P/Churyumov–
Gerasimenko equal to 52° was also determined by Sierks et al.
(2015). The best fitting was achieved, when the spin axis of the
nucleus was deviated from the normal by 90°, that is the spin axis
was located in the comet’s orbit plane. The active area (Source 1)
was located to the south from the cometary equator at the cometocentric latitude of 8°. Outflow of the dust from this area was
within a jet and was formalized as a cone shaped emitting of the
solid particles. The value of the half opening angle of the cone,
which satisfied the observed image, was found to be about 8°.

6

https://rosetta.jpl.nasa.gov/news/fine-structure-activity-jets-67p/c-g.

The left panel of Fig. 5 shows the contribution of the active area
(Source 1) to the modeled coma. It is obvious (see Fig. 6, below) that
the one active area cannot reproduce adequately the observed coma.
Consequently, we fixed the derived spin-axis of the nucleus and the
position of the active area and examined more sources of the dust
flowing into the cometary coma. Additional ejecta also located to
the south from the cometary equator at the cometocentric latitude
of 35° resolved the discrepancy (Fig. 5, right panel). This outflow
was substantially uncollimated and we used a cone approximation
with a half opening angle of 70° to define it. The derived large opening angle implies that the dust emission originates from either one
large active area or from a group of isolated minor spots.
Comparable amounts of dust were ejected toward the coma of
the comet from both active zones, namely, 45% and 55% for the collimated and uncollimated outflow, respectively. The ratio of the
amounts of dust was derived fitting the surface brightness distribution in the coma of the comet.
Escaping velocities of the dust, v d , into the narrow cone with
respect to uncollimated outflow were higher by a factor 2.5. We
determined them using a relation proposed by Sekanina et al.
(1992):

v d ¼ ðA0 þ B0

pﬃﬃﬃ 1 0:5
;
aÞ r

ð7Þ
0:5

where A0 and B0 are model parameters, factor r
is heliocentric
dependence of the velocities. The values of the A0 and B0 parameters,
Table 6
Model parameters used for our dust environment modeling.
Parameter

Source 1

Source 2

Start activity
Inclination of the spin axis (°)
Source latitude (°)
Collimation

January 1, 2011
90
8
Cone, half
angle = 8°
45
5–1000
3.0
0.0053
36.2

January 1, 2011
90
35
Cone, half
angle = 70°
55
5–1000
3.0
0.0021
90.6

Relative dust production (%)
Solid sizes (lm)
Size distribution index a x
B0 (Eq. (7)), A0 ¼ 0
Velocities (a ¼ 5 lm, r ¼ 5:43 AU)
(m s1)
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that we used in the model runs and specific values for the velocity of
particles with 5 lm dimension are provided in Table 6.
The amount of the dust emitting from both active zones was
found to be sunward sensitive. To fit the observed coma the dust particles were only emitted into the dayside hemisphere of the nucleus.
Wide size range of the dust particles from 5 lm to 1 mm was
examined in the modeling. An exponential dust size distribution
was adopted and the best result was gained with power index
of 3.0.
A trial and error approach was used to fit the observed coma.
Minimization of the sum of the squares of the deviations of modeled intensities from the observed ones was chosen as the quality
of the fit. The final result of our modeling efforts is displayed in
Fig. 6. We put the modeled image into the observed frame to get
the same noisy background as for the observed one. There is comparison of the observed and modeled isophotes in the right panel
of the figure and we consider the result is well acceptable. The
parameters we used to fit the coma are listed in Table 6.

4. Discussion and conclusions
P/2011 P1 is the Jupiter family comet, which orbit was perturbed by Jupiter’s gravitation about one year before the observation date. Active appearance of the comet was detected in August
2011, that is about half of the year after close encounter with Jupiter. It is not excluded that appearance of the conspicuous comet
activity is associated with a change in its orbital parameters. High
degree of correlation of these events for the Jupiter-family comets
at large heliocentric distances was derived by Licandro et al.
(2000). Such correlation was not confirmed by Mazzotta Epifani
et al. (2007, 2008) in their investigation of the distant activity of
short period comets. Moreover, they emphasize that the effect
would be occurred due to possible increase of the blackbody temperature of the nucleus in case of the inward ‘jump’ in the perihelion distance. On the contrary, the perihelion distance of P/2011 P1
was increased from 4.24 AU to 4.86 AU. Consequently, if a connection between these events still occurs, the cause of the appearance
of the activity of the comet may be local destruction of the dust
crust on the surface of the comet’s nucleus due to the gravitational
influence of Jupiter, as their encounter in 2010 December was
rather close, only 0.025 AU. If so, then the encounter justifies the
adopted start of the activity in our model runs.
The level of the cometary activity (the value Af q is 114 ± 4 cm
for Rc filter), despite a heliocentric distance of 5.43 AU, was rather
high comparing with other members of the population. Only a few
JFC, such as 159P/LONEOS, P/2004 V5 (LINEAR-Hill), and P/2002 T5
(LINEAR), show comparable or higher level of activity at large
heliocentric distances, while most of them demonstrate low level
activity or are even inactive (Licandro et al., 2000; Lowry and
Fitzsimmons, 2005; Lowry et al., 2003; Mazzotta Epifani et al.,
2007, 2008; Snodgrass et al., 2008).
The mean value of the normalized gradient derived from our
spectroscopic data is 5.1 ± 1.2% per 1000 Å. The normalized gradients of 5.9 ± 2.9% per 1000 Å and 2.6 ± 1.9% per 1000 Å for VRc filters were obtained for the cometary nucleus and the dust coma,
respectively. The results, being somewhat different as the related
wavelength regions and the examining portions of the coma are
not the same, yet agree with each other within the error bars.
Nevertheless, we fix a trend toward bluer color at larger radii. Such
tendency was noted for a number of active Centaurs (Jewitt, 2009)
and, for example, for Comet 10P/Tempel 2 (A’Hearn et al., 1989) or
for Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (Snodgrass et al., 2013).
The reddening can be also presented as a comparison of values
of color indices of the comet and the Sun. The dust coma has color
index of V–Rc = 0.39 ± 0.10. Many of the known colors (or

normalized gradients) measured so far for the JFC are redder than
the Sun showing a wide diversity in values (Hainaut et al., 2012;
Lamy and Toth, 2009). For a limited number of JFC being active
at large heliocentric distances (>4 AU) the colors of the nuclei
and their dust environment were measured (Lacerda, 2013;
Lowry et al., 2003; Snodgrass et al., 2008). The slightly red color
(V–R) = 0.47 ± 0.06 mag was determined for the nucleus region of
Comet P/2010 TO20 LINEAR-Grauer (Lacerda, 2013) and the noticeably blue value of 0.16 ± 0.09 mag measured for Comet 103P/Hartley 2, the target for the Deep Impact extended mission EPOXI
(Snodgrass et al., 2008). Our values of the reflectivity gradients
for Comet P/2011 P1 (McNaught) fall in the 0–13%/1000 Å range
that are typical for JFC (Snodgrass et al., 2008).
Short period comets probably originate from Centaurs, therefore there is a reason to compare the derived colors with those of
active Centaurs. Most of known active Centaurs, except for
P/2001 T4 (NEAT), show the neutral/slightly red color, which is correlated with our data (Bauer et al., 2003; Hartmann et al., 1990;
Jewitt, 2009; Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2011, 2014).
The estimated dust mass production rate is about 12 kg s1 for
the Rc filter, using value of the mean geometric albedo 0.05 and the
grain outflow velocities from 4 m s1 (for 1000 lm) to 52 m s1
(for 5 lm). A few data on dust mass production rates derived for
JFC are known. A wide range of dust mass production rates,
10–900 kg s1, which is higher than our result, is provided for
well-known large Comet 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 in the
publications (Jewitt, 1990; Moreno, 2009). Nevertheless, our result
agrees with the estimations of dust mass production rates obtained
for Comets 46P/Wirtanen and 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko during their 2002/2003 apparition at the distances closer to the Sun
(Kidger, 2004, Fig. 4) or with corridor of 0.1–15 kg s1 derived for
Centaur-comet ‘‘transition” object P/2010 C1 (Scotti), which was
observed at a comparable heliocentric distance (Mazzotta Epifani
et al., 2014). The dust loss rate of 7 kg s1 at heliocentric distances
from 3.6 to 3.4 AU was derived by interpolation between the
GIADA and OSIRIS data for Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko
(Rotundi et al., 2015).
We didn’t detect any emissions in the 4200–7000 Å spectral
window. An upper limit in gas production rate of C2 is expected
to be 1.1  1024 mol s1. The upper limit, which was estimated
for Rosetta target Comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko at heliocentric distance of 3.22 AU is 3.1  1023 mol s1 (Schulz et al.,
2004) and 2.6  1023 mol s1 at heliocentric distance of 2.81 AU
for 46P/Wirtanen (Schulz et al., 1998).
We fitted the dust coma of P/2011 P1 which was appeared like a
spiral galaxy edge-on using a Monte Carlo model. Since it is
expected that the particles forming the dust coma consist of ‘‘dirty”
ice, Greenberg’s model was adopted to describe the chemical composition of the particles. The observed coma was fitted assuming
two isolated active zones located at the cometocentric latitudes of
8° and 35° with outflow of the dust within the cones having half
opening angles of 8° and 70°, respectively. The non-isotropic emission from comets has been known for decades. Evidence of dust jets
in Comet Halley was provided from ground-based and spacecraft
imaging (Sekanina and Larson, 1986). Recent high-resolution spacecraft observations exhibit isolated jet features emanating from the
comet’s surface, indicating that comets do not emit isotopically,
but instead have regions of concentrated productivity and other
regions that have little or no activity (Farnham et al., 2013; Keller
et al., 1987; Sekanina et al., 2004; Sierks et al., 2015; Soderblom
et al., 2004; Syal et al., 2013). About 45% and 55% of the observed
dust were originated from the active zones locating at the cometocentric latitudes of 8° and 35°, respectively. The spin-axis of the
rotating nucleus is positioned in the comet’s orbit plane. The sizes of
the dust particles were ranged from 5 lm to 1 mm with power
index of 3.0 for adopted exponential dust size distribution.
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a b s t r a c t
We summarize unique aperture data on the degree of linear polarization observed for distant comets
C/2010 S1, C/2010 R1, C/2011 KP36, C/2012 J1, C/2013 V4, and C/2014 A4 with heliocentric distances exceeding 3 AU. Observations have been carried out at the 6-m telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Nizhnij Arkhyz, Russia) during the period from 2011 to
2016. The measured negative polarization proves to be signiﬁcantly larger in absolute value than what
is typically observed for comets close to the Sun. We compare the new observational data with the results of numerical modeling performed with the T-matrix and superposition T-matrix methods. In our
computer simulations, we assume the cometary coma to be an optically thin cloud containing particles
in the form of spheroids, fractal aggregates composed of spherical monomers, and mixtures of spheroids
and aggregate particles. We obtain a good semi-quantitative agreement between all polarimetric data
for the observed distant comets and the results of numerical modeling for the following models of the
cometary dust: (i) a mixture of submicrometer water-ice oblate spheroids with aggregates composed of
submicrometer silicate monomers; and (ii) a mixture of submicrometer water-ice oblate spheroids and
aggregates consisting of both silicate and organic monomers. The microphysical parameters of these models are presented and discussed.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Physical properties of cometary atmospheres are known primarily on the basis of observational data obtained for bright comets
close to the Earth and the Sun (mostly at 1–2 AU). It was believed
early that the nature of the particles forming cometary comas does
not depend on the heliocentric distance [1]. However, more recent
observations show the existence of differences between the activity of close-to-the-Sun comets and those located at large heliocentric distances (see, e.g., Refs. [2–5]). Therefore, it is reasonable to
expect that the nature of particles in these two types of comets
may be different as well. Since polarimetric observations of comets
often allow one to obtain useful information about the properties
of particles in their comas, such measurements have been carried
out intensively for comets close to the Sun (see Refs. [6,7] and references therein). However, no ground-based polarimetric observa-
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tions had been performed until quite recently for distant comets
(i.e., those at heliocentric distances exceeding 3 AU). The ﬁrst results of such observations have been published in Refs. [8,9]. In
particular, they show a deeper branch of negative polarization at
small phase angles in comparison with that observed for comets
close to the Sun. Despite the limited statistics of these observations, one can assume that the particulate compositions of the atmospheres of these two types of comets can also be different.
The investigation of optical properties of cometary particles
based on the results of polarimetric observations carried out for
bright comets has been a hot topic over the past 15 years (see, e.g.,
Refs. [10–19]). Nevertheless, even though observational data have
been obtained over wide ranges of phase angles and wavelengths,
there is still no deﬁnitive conclusion as to the nature, morphology, and size of the particles in the atmospheres of these comets.
Typically, analyses of polarimetric observations are largely focused
on the reproduction of the negative branch of linear polarization
at small phase angles. As the initial step, a model of the particle
morphology is selected, for example aggregates [10–14], agglomerated debris [16,17], spheroids [10,18], or a mixture of aggregates
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Table 1
Log of polarimetric observations of distant comets.
UT Date

r (AU)

 (AU)

α (deg)

Filter

λeff (μm)

Texp (s)

P (%)

Object

Nov. 25.71, 2011
Nov. 12.69, 2012
Nov. 15.83, 2012
Feb. 06.19, 2013
Nov. 05.89, 2015
Nov. 06.15, 2015
Nov. 25.82 2016

7.01
6.05
3.17
5.94
4.21
5.19
5.05

6.52
5.87
2.45
5.57
3.28
4.61
4.47

7.3
9.4
14.2
9.2
4.9
9.4
9.7

V
g-sdss
V
r-sdss
r-sdss
R
r-sdss

0.551
0.465
0.551
0.620
0.620
0.642
0.620

540
600
640
1260
450
450
900

–1.9
–2.01
–2.0
–3.0
–1.9
–2.3
–2.5

C/2010
C/2010
C/2012
C/2010
C/2014
C/2013
C/2011

and spheroids [15,19]. In Ref. [8], the ﬁrst attempt was made to
analyze the results of polatimetric measurements obtained for the
distant comet C/2010 S1. It was found that the model of dust in the
form of compact aggregates of an overall radius Rag ∼ 1.3 μm composed of N = 10 0 0 spherical monomers with a radius a = 0.1 μm
and a refractive index m = 1.65 + i0.05 allows one to obtain a satisfactory agreement between the results of polarimetric observations
and computations.
The new polarimetric observations of distant comets remain
sparse and cannot be used yet to derive individual models of
dust for each comet. However, their systematic deviation from the
results of previous polarimetric observations of comets at small
heliocentric distances undoubtedly warrants an initial theoretical
analysis. Hence the main objectives of this paper are as follows:
(i) to summarize recent polarimetric data observed for six distant comets; (ii) to present the results of theoretical modeling of
light scattering characteristics performed for different particle morphologies and to compare them with the observations; and (iii)
based on the results of this comparison, to discuss the possible
composition of particles in the atmospheres of distant comets. The
ﬁnal section summarizes our ﬁndings.

S1
S1
J1
R1
A4
V4
KP36

Fig. 1. Degree of linear polarization for comets at small heliocentric distances
[23] and distant comets (this work).

3. Numerical modeling methodology
2. Results of polarimetric observations
Table 1 summarizes the results of aperture polarimetric observations carried out for distant comets during the period from 2011
to 2016. These observations have been performed using the 6-m
telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory (Nizhnij Arkhyz,
Russia) with the multi-mode focal reducer SCORPIO-2 [20,21]. A
detailed description of the procedure used to process polarimetric images is given in Refs. [9,22]. Table 1 provides the following
information: the date of an observation (the mid-cycle time); the
respective heliocentric, r, and geocentric, , distances; the phase
angle α ; the spectral ﬁlter and its effective wavelength λeff ; the
total exposure time Texp ; the degree of linear polarization P; and
the name of the comet. It should be noted that because the tabulated values of polarization have been obtained from measurements with a circular projected diameter of the aperture ranging
from 50 0 0 up to 80 0 0 km, they only represent average values of
polarization for a cometary coma. This is explained by the fact
that active comets have extended atmospheres of varying structure
[8]. As a consequence, the measured values of polarization depend
on the aperture used, and hence allow one to infer only “average”
characteristics of cometary particles.
In Fig. 1, we depict the observed values of the degree of linear polarization for short- and long-period close-to-the-Sun comets
at phase angles α ≤ 25° and in the spectral interval 0.5–0.7 μm
[23], as well as our observational data obtained for the distant
comets C/2010 S1, C/2010 R1, C/2011 KP36, C/2012 J1, C/2013 V4,
and C/2014 A4. It is obvious that in the range of phase angles
considered, all the distant comets exhibit larger absolute values
of negative polarization compared to those observed for comets at
small heliocentric distances.

Theoretical modeling of the phenomenon of light scattering in
the atmosphere of a comet is usually based on the assumption of a
low volume concentration of the cometary particles. This assumption enables one to consider the cometary atmosphere as an optically thin cloud and thereby ignore the contribution of multiple
scattering. For a macroscopically isotropic and mirror-symmetric
particulate scattering medium, the far-ﬁeld transformation of the
Stokes parameters upon ﬁrst-order scattering can be written in
terms of the real-valued so-called normalized Stokes scattering
matrix F(θ ):

⎡

⎤

⎡

⎤

Iinc
Isca
⎢Q sca ⎥
⎢Q inc ⎥
⎣U sca ⎦ ∝ F(θ )⎣U inc ⎦
V sca
V inc

⎡

F11 (θ )
⎢F21 (θ )
=⎣
0
0

F21 (θ )
F22 (θ )
0
0

0
0

F33 (θ )
−F34 (θ )

⎤⎡

⎤

Iinc
⎥⎢Q inc ⎥
,
F34 (θ )⎦⎣U inc ⎦
inc
F44 (θ )
V
0
0

(1)

where θ ∈ [0°, 180°] is the angle between the incidence and scattering directions (i.e., θ = 180° − α , where α is the phase angle),
and both sets of the Stokes parameters are deﬁned with respect to
the common scattering plane [24]. The element F11 (θ ) is called the
phase function and satisﬁes the normalization condition

1
2

 π
0

F11 (θ ) sin θ dθ = 1.

(2)

If the incident light (in our case, sunlight) is unpolarized then the
element F11 (θ ) characterizes the angular distribution of the scattered intensity, while the ratio − F21 (θ )/F11 (θ ) represents the corresponding degree of linear polarization.
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In our numerical simulations, we have modeled cometary dust
particles as oblate spheroids and fractal aggregates composed
of identical homogeneous spherical monomers. The shape of an
oblate spheroid is fully deﬁned by its aspect ratio E, i.e., the ratio
of the longest to the shortest spheroid axes, while the geometry
of an aggregate is described by the conventional statistical-scaling
raw [25]:

N = k0

Rg
rmon

Df

,

(3)

where rmon is the monomer radius, 1 ≤ Df ≤ 3 is the fractal dimension, k0 is the fractal prefactor, N is the number of monomers in
the aggregate, and Rg , called the radius of gyration, provides a
measure of the overall aggregate radius Ra . Both Df and k0 deﬁne
the overall morphology of a fractal aggregate. Compact aggregates
have Df values approaching 3, whereas the fractal dimension of
ﬂuffy clusters can be much smaller. The overall radius of an aggregate can be deﬁned as Ra = 5/3Rg [26]. In order to generate
quasi-random coordinates of the monomers in a fractal cluster, we
use the diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA) simulation procedure
developed by D. W. Mackowski (personal communication; see also
Ref. [27]), in which the generation procedure starts with a pair of
spheres in contact for pre-set k0 and Df values and adds a single
monomer at a time.
Our extensive computations of light scattering have been based
on two numerical techniques. Speciﬁcally, in the case of spheroids,
we have used the FORTRAN-77 T-matrix implementation [28] of
the Waterman’s extended boundary condition method [29] coupled with quasi-analytical averaging over the uniform orientation
distribution [30]. For aggregates, we have used the superposition
T-matrix method developed for multisphere groups in random orientation [31] and implemented in the form of a FORTRAN-90 computer program designed for parallel computer clusters [32].

4. Modeling results and discussion
4.1. Spheroidal particles
The ﬁrst step in our analysis of the polarimetric observational
data was to parameterize the particle shape by selecting the simple
model of randomly oriented homogeneous oblate spheroids, which
can adequately reproduce the scattering properties of a variety of
nonspherical particles (see, e.g., Ref. [24] and references therein).
Particle polydispersity was modeled in terms of the simple power
law distribution [33]:

n (r ) =

constant × r −3 ,

r1 ≤ r ≤ r2 ,

0,

otherwise,

(4)

in which the effective variance [33] was ﬁxed at veff = 0.1.
As a result of extensive computations of the degree of linear
polarization for such particles with different effective size parameters xeff = 2π reff /λ (where reff is the effective radius [33]) and refractive indices in the range 1.25 ≤ m ≤ 1.65, we have concluded
that the model of homogeneous oblate spheroids alone is not
suitable for an adequate representation of the results of observations. Nevertheless, further analysis has shown that spheroids composed of water ice with m = 1.31, E = 1.4, and xeff = 3.5 (or E = 1.5
and xeff = 4) can be part of more complex models of particles in
cometary atmospheres.
Fig. 2 depicts the computed phase-angle dependences of the
degree of linear polarization for water-ice spheroids with E = 1.4,
xeff = 3.5 and E = 1.5, xeff = 4.
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4.2. Fractal aggregates
Needless to say, it is important to understand how much the
speciﬁc aggregate structure can affect the resulting light-scattering
characteristics. In some studies (see, e.g., Refs. [10,13,34]), it has
been stated that the morphology of cometary grains has a weak
inﬂuence on their optical properties. However, the computations
reported in Refs. [11,35] show that the effect of morphology on the
scattering characteristics of fractals can be quite signiﬁcant.
Given the importance of this problem, we have performed numerical modeling of light-scattering characteristics for three types
of aggregates: (a) Df = 1,8, k0 = 1,2 (similar to those resulting from
the so-called ballistic cluster–cluster aggregation, or BCCA); (b) Df
= 2,8, k0 = 1,06; and (c) Df = 3, k0 = 1 (similar to those resulting
from the ballistic particle–cluster aggregation, or BPCA). Fig. 3 illustrates fractal-like aggregates with these values of the fractal
parameters Df and k0 , assuming a ﬁxed number of monomers
N = 100. We believe that these three models of aggregates can be
representative of the likely structure of particles in the comas of
distant comets.
The computations have been performed for the refractive index of monomers m = 1.65 + i0.05, the monomer size parameter xmon = 2π rmon /λ = 1.15 (corresponding to the value of the
monomer radius rmon = 0.1 μm at λ = 0.55 μm or rmon = 0.12 μm at
λ = 0.642 μm), and the number of monomers N equal to 100 and
500. In Fig. 4, we depict the corresponding phase-angle dependences of the phase function F11 and the ratio –F21 /F11 . One can
clearly see a signiﬁcant dependence of both on the compactness
of aggregates, wherein an increase in compactness results in the
appearance and enhancement of interference features (oscillations)
typical of large individual spherical particles [24]. Our modeling
results (not shown here) demonstrate that the appearance of the
oscillations depends also on the monomer size (a decrease in xmon
necessitates an increase in the number of monomers N to cause oscillations) and does not depend on the refractive index. In order to
smooth out the interference oscillations, it is necessary to perform
ensemble averaging over aggregates with different overall sizes
and/or different monomer sizes, but these procedure would require
a substantial computational effort. It should be noted that the existence of interference waves in the phase-angle dependences of the
elements of the Stokes scattering matrix for compact aggregates
was previously discussed in Refs. [36,37].
Extensive computations of light scattering by cometary dust
particles of different size and chemical composition were performed in Ref. [8] by using the superposition T-matrix method
[31,32]. In the upper row of Fig. 5, we demonstrate the phase-angle
dependences of linear polarization computed in [8] using the single scattering approximation for a particulate medium composed
of fractal aggregates with the monomer size parameter xmon = 1.15,
the number of monomers N = 50 and 100, Df = 3, and k0 = 1 (the
left-hand panels), as well as N = 50, 10 0, 50 0, 10 0 0, Df = 2.8, and
k0 = 1.06 (the right-hand panels). These results were obtained for
the monomer refractive index m = 1.65 + i0.05 typical of astronomical silicates in the visible spectral range [11]. It is seen that for
N = 100 (Df = 3, k0 = 1) and N = 10 0 0 (Df = 2.8, k0 = 1.06), there is a
good agreement between the results of computations and the observational data for comet C/2010 S1. However, the strong oscillations of polarization at phase angles α > 50° in the case of N = 100
(the bottom left-hand panel) preclude the straightforward attribution of this model to cometary dust. For this reason in Ref. [8],
only the model of aggregates with Df = 2.8 and k0 = 1.06 (Fig. 2,
type (b)) composed of N = 10 0 0 silicate monomers was adopted as
being plausible in the case of comet C/2010 S1.
To discuss the behavior of linear polarization in the case of
ﬂuffy silicate aggregates of type (a) (Fig. 3), in Fig. 6 we depict the
results of computations for clusters with Df = 1.8 and k0 = 1.2 and
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Fig. 2. Phase-angle dependence of the degree of linear polarization. Observational data for distant comets are compared with the results of computations for oblate spheroids.

Fig. 3. Examples of simulated aggregate particles: (a) Df = 1.8, k0 = 1.2; (b) Df = 2.8, k0 = 1.06; (c) Df = 3, k0 = 1. In all three cases, N = 100.
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Fig. 4. Modeled phase-angle dependences of the phase function F11 (the upper panels) and the ratio –F21 /F11 (the bottom panels) for different aggregate morphologies. The
monomer size parameter is xmon = 1.15, their refractive index is m = 1.65 + i0.05, and the number of monomers is N = 100 (the left-hand panels) and N = 500 (the right-hand
panels).
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Fig. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for Df = 1.8 and k0 = 1.2.

the following monomer parameters: m = 1.65 + i0.05, xmon = 1.15,
and N = 10 0, 20 0, 50 0, 10 0 0. A weak branch of negative polarization is seen at phase angles α < 15° for N ≤ 500 which becomes
much stronger for N = 10 0 0. In this case, the modeled phase curve
of polarization agrees with the results of observations for comet
C/2010 S1. At α < 40° and α > 140°, one can see a very weak dependence of the degree of linear polarization on the number of
monomers N. Also a strong maximum of positive polarization occurs at α = 80° which decreases with increasing N and shifts towards smaller phase angles.
We have also considered aggregates with the composition consistent with that attributed to the dust in comet Halley (a mixture of 31.76% silicates, 2.56% iron, and 65.68% carbonaceous materials). This mixture was used in numerical modeling of polarization
for dust in comets at small heliocentric distances (see, e.g., Refs.
[10,34,38]). Speciﬁcally, the computations were based on the refractive index m = 1.88 + i0.47 (at λ = 0.45 μm) and m = 1.98 + i0.48
(at λ = 0.6 μm), as derived by using the Maxwell-Garnett mix-

ing rule [39]. In our computations, we have adopted the value
m = 1.98 + i0.48. The respective –F21 /F11 results are depicted in
Fig. 7. The upper row corresponds to the cases of xmon = 0.5,
Df = 1.8, k0 = 1.2 (the left-hand panels) and xmon = 0.5, Df = 2.8,
k0 = 1.06 (the right-hand panels); the bottom row corresponds to
the case of xmon = 1.15. It is seen that neither theoretical angular
dependence provides an adequate ﬁt to the results of observations.
Interestingly, our numerical data contradict the results of Refs.
[10,34,38] wherein a weak negative branch of polarization in the
range of small phase angles was identiﬁed for BCCA and BPCA
clusters composed of N = 256 monomers with m = 1.98 + i0.48 and
rmon = 0.1 μm. Furthermore, applying the Maxwell-Garnett mixing
rule to aggregates consisting of submicrometer monomers requires
additional justiﬁcation and can, in fact, be questionable. Indeed,
in the case of heterogeneous scatters, this effective-medium approximation is known to give numerically wrong results whenever
the inclusion size parameter exceeds a few tenths [40,41]. A better
approach would be to model the heterogeneity of aggregate par-
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Fig. 7. As in Fig. 5, but for the refractive index m = 1.98 + i0.48 and the monomer size parameter xmon = 0.5 (the upper panels) and xmon = 1.15 (the bottom panels). The
left-hand panels correspond to Df = 1.8 and k0 = 1.2, while the right-hand panels correspond to Df = 2.8 and k0 = 1.06.

ticles explicitly and thereby avoid the use of a phenomenological
effective-medium methodology.
Also, we have considered the case of a cometary atmosphere
composed of organic particles. The existence of such particles
in bright comets has been discussed in a number of publications (see, e.g., Refs. [10,42,43]). Our computations are based on
the refractive index m = 1.96 + i0.33 taken from Ref. [44], the
monomer size parameter xmon = 1.15, two types of aggregate structure (Df = 1.8, k0 = 1.2 and Df = 2.8, k0 = 1.06), and different numbers of monomers. The results of computations presented in Fig. 8
reveal the absence of a negative branch of polarization at small
phase angles and the (almost) complete absence of a dependence
on N for N > 200 and Df = 1.8 and k0 = 1.2. Furthermore, at large
phase angles in the case of Df = 2.8 and k0 = 1.06, one can see
strong interference waves in the polarization curves which intensify with increasing N.

N

and

ω=

Csca
,
Cext

F11 (α ) =

Finally, let us consider light scattering by a cometary atmosphere assuming that it consists of a mixture of different particle
types. Note that similar scenarios have already been discussed previously (e.g., Refs. [15,18,19]). Let δ n be the number fraction of the
particles of the nth morphology, so that

F21 (α ) =

δn = 1,

(5)

where N is the total number of morphological types in the mixture.
Then [24]
N

Csca =
n=1

δnCsca,n ,

(6)

(8)

where Csca and Cext are the ensemble-averaged scattering and extinction cross sections per particle, respectively, ω is the resulting single-scattering albedo, and Csca,n and Cext,n are the scattering
and extinction cross sections, respectively, for each particle of the
nth morphological type. Furthermore, for the whole ensemble of
cometary particles we have [24]

and

n=1

(7)

n=1

4.3. Morphological mixtures of particles

N

δnCext,n ,

Cext =

1
Csca

1
Csca

N

δn F11,n (α )Csca,n

(9)

δn F21,n (α )Csca,n .

(10)

n=1

N
n=1

Eqs. (5)–(10) correct the methodology used in Refs. [15,18] wherein
a simple average of the F11 and – F21 /F11 values was computed.
We have analyzed several mixtures composed of ice
spheroids + silicate aggregates and ice spheroids + silicate aggregates + organic aggregates. It should be noted that the possibility
of the presence of ice grains in the comas of distant comets was
discussed, for example, in Refs. [5,45,46].
In Figs. 9–12, examples of the results of our numerous simulations are given. Figs. 9–11 correspond to the case of the mixture of ice spheroids and silicate aggregates with N = 100 and 10 0 0
monomers. Fig. 12 pertains to the case of the mixture of three
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Fig. 13. Modeled phase-angle dependences of the phase function F11 .

components, viz., ice spheroids and silicate and organic aggregates
with N = 10 0 and 50 0 monomers. Note that we have considered
silicate aggregates with Df = 1.8, k0 = 1.2 and Df = 2.8, k0 = 1.06, as
well as organic aggregates with Df = 1.8 and k0 = 1.2. In all these
cases, the monomer size parameter xmon is equal to 1.15, while
the spheroid component is speciﬁed by the parameters E = 1.4,
xeff = 3.5 or E = 1.5, xeff = 4.

It is seen that no unique solution has been obtained in the
form of a model of cometary particles that satisﬁes all available
results of observations obtained for different distant comets. However, ﬁnding such a solution is impossible in principle because
different comets at different heliocentric distances are unlikely to
have exactly the same particulate composition. It can be concluded
nonetheless that for some comets the use of a mixture of different
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particle morphologies and/or compositions can substantially improve the agreement between the modeling results and observational data.
Note that a mixture of compact silicate aggregates (Df = 2.8,
k0 = 1.06) and ice spheroids results in a smoothing of polarization
curves (see Fig. 11), but the interference waves still persist. Therefore, in this case ensemble averaging appears to be warranted. It
should be emphasized that our results imply the presence of a very
large amount of ice in the atmospheres of the distant comets considered. This outcome is caused by the fact that the ice spheroids
considered have much smaller scattering cross sections than the
aggregated particles, so that a very large number of ice particles is
required to make their effect on the total scattering matrix noticeable.
In Fig. 13, the theoretical phase-angle dependences of the phase
function F11 are depicted for the values of model parameters that
allow one to obtain the best agreement between the results of polarimetric observations and computations shown in Figs. 9–12. It
is seen that all phase-function curves exhibit a strong diffraction
peak at large phase angles (i.e., at small scattering angles) and a
weak backscattering enhancement at α < 30°

5. Conclusions
The overall goal of this paper has been rather ambitious: to
perform polarimetric observations of distant comets and use these
data to infer the microphysical characteristics of the particles forming their atmospheres. All results of our observations carried out
at phase angles α < 15° reveal the ubiquitous negative polarization branch to be signiﬁcantly more pronounced than that typically observed for the whole coma of comets at small heliocentric distances. To simulate these observations theoretically, we have
considered, in particular, aggregate particles (both very compact
and very porous) composed of a large number (up to N = 10 0 0)
of submicrometer spherical monomers. The possibility of carrying
out such calculations within reasonable computer time has demonstrated once again the very high eﬃciency of the superposition
T-matrix program described in Ref. [32]. As a result of our extensive numerical modeling, we have obtained a reasonable semiquantitative agreement with all observational polarimetric data
for the following two particulate models: a mixture of water-ice
oblate spheroids (E = 1.4–1.5, xeff = 3.5–4) with porous aggregates
(Df = 1.8, k0 = 1.2) composed of silicate monomers (N = 10 0, 50 0,
10 0 0; xmon = 1.15) or compact aggregates (Df = 2.8, k0 = 1.06) composed of silicate monomers (N = 10 0 0, xmon = 1.15); and a mixture
of the same water-ice oblate spheroids with porous silicate and
organic aggregates (Df = 1.8, k0 = 1.2, N = 10 0, 50 0). It should be
noted that one of the main differences between our model and
the ones used for comets close to the Sun (see, e.g., Ref. [19])
is the inclusion in the model of a large number of grains consisting of water ice. Comparison of the computed curves given in
Figs. 6 and 8 with those presented in Figs. 9, 10 and 12 shows
that the presence of ice particles (in this case in the form of oblate
spheroids) results in a deepening of the negative branch of polarization, and thereby improves the agreement with the observational data for distant comets.
We are fully aware of the obvious fact that the derived models
of particles in the atmospheres of distant comets are preliminary
and highly approximate. Indeed, we have used extremely scarce
observational data pertaining to no more than two phase angles
per comet and only one wavelength per phase angle. Therefore,
extensive additional photopolarimetric observations carried out at
multiple phase angles and multiple wavelengths per comet are required for better understanding of the nature and morphology of
particles in the atmospheres of distant comets.
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We present an analysis of the photometric and spectroscopic data of the comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) ob- served at the heliocentric distances of 6.21–
4.81 AU. The photometric observations were made with the
60-cm Zeiss-600 telescope (ICAMER, peak Terskol, Russia) and the spectroscopic observations were per- formed using the SCORPIO-2 focal reducer
mounted in the prime focus of the 6-m BTA telescope (SAO
RAS, Russia). We analyse the B, V and R-band images to describe the dusty cometary coma and to in- vestigate its brightness, colours and dust
production rate. The spectra cover the wavelength range of
3600–7070 Å. No emissions which are expected in this wavelength region were detected above the 3 σ
level. The continuum shows a reddening effect with the normalized gradient of reﬂectivity along dis- persion of 9.3 ± 1.1% per 10 0 0 Å. A dust-loss
rate was derived using the obtained values and under the
different model assumptions. Our simulations clearly indicate that to retrieve dust production from the
observational Af ρ parameter is an ambiguous task. The result of such a procedure is strongly depen- dent on dynamical (e.g. effective density and
cross-section) as well as optical (e.g. scattering coeﬃcient and phase function) characteristics of dust grains. A variation of the mentioned parameters
can lead to dramatic changes in the evaluation of mass production. We demonstrate that the dynamic and optical properties are interconnected via
the microscopic properties of dust grains (effective size and porosity).

Introduction
Comets were formed far away from the Sun and conserve the
most primitive matter that exists up to date. Dynamically new
comets are especially intriguing, as they enter the inner part of
the Solar System for the ﬁrst time, and their composition remains
almost unchanged by solar radiation. Observations of new comets
at different heliocentric distances, especially the comets that pass
extremely close to the Sun at the perihelion (sungrazing comets),
are very important for the veriﬁcation of theoretical hypotheses
about the structure of cometary nuclei and the physical processes

that cause cometary activity at different distances from the Sun.
One of such objects is a comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) (hereinafter referred to as C/2012 S1). This comet was discovered on September 21, 2012 with the 0.4-m International Scientiﬁc Optical Network telescope (Green, 2012). This comet is a sungrazing comet
with inclination i = 62.4° and e = 0.9999947 (Williams, 2013). Estimations of the effective nucleus radius of the comet were presented in various papers: Li et al. (2013) derived the 2-km nucleus
size with the albedo p = 0.04, Moreno et al. (2014) proposed 0.5 km
with ρ = 10 0 0 kg m−3 and Scarmato (2014) gives approximately
8 km. Sekanina and Kraсht (2014) argued a smaller size of the nucleus (it should not be more than 1 km across). From the Hubble
Space Telescope observations of the comet, Lamy et al. (2014) obtained the upper limit of the cometary nucleus radius of about
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0.68 ± 0.02 km. Weaver et al. (2014) estimated the nucleus rotation
period of about 10.4 h from the cometary light curve.
The comet was discovered far from the Sun and it allowed one
to monitor the comet’s activity until it reached perihelion. The pre
discovery point was at 9.4 AU (Nevski and Novichonok, 2012), and
the comet was active. The comet showed outburst activity during the whole observation period at the large heliocentric distance and as well close to the Sun (Meech et al., 2013; TrigoRodríguez et al., 2013; Sekanina and Kracht, 2014). Brightness behaviour of the comet obtained from SOHO/STEREO is typical for
small Kreutz comets (Knight and Battams, 2014; Jones et al., 2018).
Usually, small Kreutz comets have tens of meters in radius or even
a smaller size, and they are usually destroyed prior to reaching
their perihelion (Iseli et al., 2002; Sekanina, 2003; Knight et al.,
2010; Jones et al., 2018).
Comet C/2012 S1 passed perihelion on November 28, 2013 at a
distance of 0.012567 AU. The comet did not survive while passing
its perihelion, and a disintegration has likely begun prior to that
point (Sekanina and Kracht, 2014; Curdt et al., 2014). In contrast to
comet C/2012 S1, Kreutz Comet C/2011 W3 (Lovejoy) still survived
for 1.6-days after its perihelion passage, despite the considerably
smaller perihelion distance (0.0056 AU).
The comet C/2012 S1 was a “typical” comet to some extent.
Many species were detected in the spectral data set of the comet
including CN, C2 , C3 , CH, NH2 , [OI], NH, and OH (McKay et al.,
2014). The comet was depleted in C2 H6 , CH3 OH, CH4 molecules,
typical in C2 H2 , HCN, and enhanced in NH2 (DiSanti et al., 2014;
Russo et al., 2016). DiSanti et al. (2014) observed the comet from
1.2 to 0.3 AU, and deferred that the CO abundance was pretty constant with the heliocentric distance. The abundances of the H2 CO
molecule increased with the decrease of heliocentric distance from
depleted to enriched.
The photometric observations of the comet at the heliocentric distances from 9.3 AU to 0.44 AU were made at the optical,
submillimeter and far-ultraviolet wavelengths (Meech et al., 2013;
Trigo-Rodríguez et al., 2013; Weaver et al., 2014; Feldman et al.,
2014; Lamy et al., 2014). The overall light curve of a comet C/2012
S1 based on about 300 selected ground-based observations obtained from 9.4 AU to 0.74 AU is presented in the manuscript of
Sekanina and Kracht (2014). Detailed photometry was conducted
for the comet in the period from October 2012 to November 2013
(Scarmato, 2014). The nucleus size, dust productivity, and rotation
of the comet were estimated. The photometric observation of the
comet with HTS broadband ﬁlters (Li et al., 2013) was obtained
for a heliocentric distance of 4.15 AU. The parameter Afρ equal to
1340 and 1240 cm (with an aperture radius of 1.6 ) was estimated
for the F606W and F438W ﬁlters respectively. Knight and Schleicher (2014) observed the comet at heliocentric distances from 5.14
to 0.69 AU. Observations of the comet in the V band from the Swift
showed the production rate Afρ from 750 to 861 cm at the heliocentric distance from 1.52 to 0.83, respectively (Bodewits et al.,
2013).
The dust colours were slightly redder than those of the Sun
with a slope near 6.0 ± 0.2% per 10 0 0 Å in the area around the
nucleus (5 0 0 0 km) and > 10% per 10 0 0 Å in the area greater than
10,0 0 0 km down the tail (Li et al., 2013; Zubko et al., 2015).
Observations of Comet C/2012 S1 were conducted in the midinfrared wavelength region (Ootsubo et al., 2014) when the comet
was at the heliocentric distance r = 1.28 AU. The spectral analysis showed the presence of small amorphous olivine grains
and did not reveal any clear crystalline silicate feature presence.
Wooden et al. (2014) presented thermal models for Comet C/2012
S1, when the comet was at the heliocentric distance r = 1.15 AU,
and found that micron-sized grains with fractal dimension of
D = 2.7 dominated in the cometary coma. The authors mentioned
that the grain size of the comet is more similar to the Oort cloud

Comets C/2007 N4 (Lulin) (Woodward et al., 2011) and C/2006 P1
(McNaught) (Kelley et al., 2007).
Keane et al. (2014) presented results of submillimeter dustcontinuum observations of the comet obtained before perihelion
at the heliocentric distance r = 0.0125 AU. Analysis of the observations allowed one to detect the 1-mm-sized dust particles in the
cometary coma and, subsequently, their large-scale fragmentation.
Monte Carlo modelling of the cometary dust tail in the postperihelion (Moreno et al., 2014) showed that dust was very small
in size, ranging from 0.1 to 50 μm in radius, distributed according
to a power law with an index of –3.5.
In this paper we present the analysis of optical observations
of Comet C/2012 S1 at a pre-perihelion distance from 6.22 AU to
4.81 AU, respectively. The paper is organized as follows: observations and data reduction are presented in Section 2. Section 3 introduces description of the model parameters and the outcomes of
image analysis, estimation of magnitude, colour, dust production
based on the Afρ technique. The main results and their discussion
are presented in Section 4.
Observations and data reduction
Comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) was observed with the 60-cm Zeiss
600 Telescope of the peak Tersk ol Observatory (IC AMER) during
several sets from September 29 to December 16, 2012. We observed the comet when it was at the heliocentric distances from
6.22 AU to 4.81 AU, respectively.
The CCD PixelVision Vienna camera was used as a detector. The
dimension of the image was 1024 × 1024 pixels. The full ﬁeld of
view of the CCD was 10.7 × 10.7 , and the image scale was 0.63
per pixel. Photometric images of the comet were obtained in the
Johnson B, V, and R broadband ﬁlters centred at 4330 Å, 5450 Å,
and 6460 Å respectively.
The 2 × 2 binning was applied during the observations. Air
masses varied from 1.44 to 1.63. The images of SA52-193
(Landolt, 1992) were obtained for the absolute calibration of the
comet images. All the images were bias-subtracted and ﬂat-ﬁeld
corrected. We used the programs of the IDL library (Goddard Space
Flight Center) to calculate the sky background (Landsman, 1993).
All the images were shifted to the same centre of the comet (for
each ﬁlter in the observation set), and stacked together to increase
the S N-1 ratio.
All the nights were photometric, the seeing value measured as
the average FWHM of several sample stars was about 1.8 during
our observations. The residual sky background was estimated with
the use of an annular aperture. The brightness variability of the
comet and standard stars in the R ﬁlter are shown in Fig. 1.
The spectroscopic observations of C/2012 S1 were carried out
at the SAO RAS (Special Astrophysical Observatory of Russian
Academy of Sciences, Russia) 6-m BTA telescope on February 09,
2013, when the heliocentric and geocentric distances of the comet
were 4.81 and 3.98 AU, respectively. The SCORPIO focal reducer
mounted at the prime focus of the telescope was operated in longslit spectroscopic modes (Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2011). An E2V42-90 CCD sized 2 K × 4 K was used as a detector. The size of one
pixel is 16 × 16 μm which corresponds to 0.18 × 0.18 on the sky
plane.
The spectroscopic observations were conducted with a long-slit
mask. The height and the width of the slit were 6.1 and 1 respectively. The VPHG1200@540 transparent grizm was used as a
disperser in the spectroscopic mode. The spectra cover the wavelength range of 3600–7070 Å and the spectral resolution, which
was deﬁned by the width of the slit, was about 5 Å. The spectroscopic images were binned along the spatial direction as 2 × 4.
A lamp with a smoothly varying energy distribution was used to
compensate for the non-uniform sensitivity of the CCD pixels in
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be detected at large heliocentric distances. In order to calculate the relative ﬂuxes we used an approach similar to that
presented by Rousselot et al. (2014). The upper limits of the
production rates of the neutrals were derived using the Haser
model (Haser, 1957). The model parameters for the neutrals were
taken from Korsun et al. (2016). G-factor for CN, which depends on the heliocentric velocity of the comet, was taken from
Schleicher (2010). The resulting upper limits are presented in
Table 2.
We have also examined variations of the reﬂectivity S(λ)
along dispersion, which is expressed through the division of the
cometary spectrum by the scaled solar spectrum. We consider that
the ﬁrst degree of the polynomial ﬁtting, which we used to ﬁt the
cometary continuum is adequate, as it is shown in Fig. 3(с). The
result demonstrates the growth of dust grain reﬂectivity with increasing wavelength and can be ﬁxed quantitatively, as the normalized gradient of reﬂectivity S (λ1 , λ2 ) is expressed in percent
per 10 0 0 Å. The measurements were obtained at the wavelengths
λ1 and λ2 (in Å), where λ1 > λ2 . The derived reddening is equal to
9.3 %± 1.1% per 10 0 0 Å in the range of 380 0–540 0 Å and 2.5% ± 1.2%
for 540 0 −680 0 Å, respectively.
Fig. 1. Brightness of the comet in R broadband ﬁlter as a function of the heliocentric distance r and observation time t.

the spectroscopic mode. Wavelength calibrations were made exposing a He–Ne–Ar-ﬁlled lamp. The spectrum of the morning sky
was exposed to estimate variations of the background night sky
spectrum along the spatial direction. For the spectral calibration
of the spectra, the spectrophotometric standard BD + 75d325 was
observed (Oke, 1990). The spectral behaviour of the atmospheric
extinction was also taken from Kartasheva and Chunakova (1978).
Standard reduction procedures for the obtained spectroscopic data
were performed. We used the Scorpio_2 × 4 K.lib package operating under the IDL to remove biases from the observed frames, to
clean the frames from cosmic events, and to correct their geometry. The background night sky spectrum was removed using the
expositions of the morning sky spectrum. The latter was weighted
in order to ﬁt the observed level of the night sky spectrum in each
column along the slit. Detailed information about the observations
is presented in Table 1 and Fig. 2.
Analysis of the spectra
We recorded ﬁve two-dimensional spectra of the comet when the
comet was closer to the Sun (see Table 1 ). To increase the S
N-1 ratio of the data, we co-added the available spectra. The derived behaviour of the energy in the spectrum of C/2012 S1 along
dispersion is displayed in Fig. 3(а).

A scaled solar spectrum (Neckel and Labs, 1984) convoluted to
the cometary spectrum resolution and corrected for the reddening effect is also superimposed. To check the spectrum on the
presence of possible molecular emissions, we subtracted the ﬁtted continuum from the observed spectrum. The result is depicted
in Fig. 3(b). The S N-1 ratio of the residuals is a strong function
of wavelength. Therefore, ±3σ levels have been calculated for the
spectral windows, where the strongest emissions of the C2 and
CO+ molecules are expected, and are shown with dotted lines
in the ﬁgure. There are no signals above these thresholds in the
above-mentioned regions. We hence state that at least the emissions of C2 (the head of the strongest band (0–0) is located at
around 5165 Å) and CO+ (the strongest band (2,0) is located within
the 4250–4280 Å wavelength region) above the 3σ level are not
detected in the spectrum.
We calculated upper limits of the emission ﬂuxes and upper limits of the production rates of the neutrals, which could

Image analysis
Morphology of the cometary dust coma

Our observations of the object in September and October 2012
showed low cometary activity. Comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) in our images, obtained with the 60-cm telescope before December 2012,
has a star–like shape, no extended coma and tail. The diffractionlimited resolution of our telescope is about 0.2 (in the R ﬁlter),
spatial resolution is 0.6 pixel−1 . The seeing was 1.4–1.8 . The
isophote contours of the image of Comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) taken
on September 29 and December 16, 2012 with the R ﬁlter are
shown in Fig. 2. One can see that the comet has a small coma or
tail only in December. Although Meech et al. (2013) state that from
September 2012 and on the comet possessed a visible coma.
The mean proﬁle was built as a result of averaging of all the obtained azimuth proﬁles (Fig. 4). The proﬁles of the star and comet,
obtained on September 29, 2012 are very similar. The reference
star FWHM is about 1.8 and the comet image FWHM is 2 .
From Fig. 4, one can see that the brightness of C/2012 S1 was
slowly increasing during September–October 2012. In December
2012, the brightness of the comet was a few times greater than in
the previous months. During the observations from September to
October, the comet practically did not change its own shape and
stayed star-like or showed a small tail in December only.
We can conclude that during the autumn 2012, Comet C/2012
S1 had a star-like image in small-telescope observations. However,
the detailed analysis with radial proﬁle distribution shows that
in September 2012 the comet had a weak coma and possibly a
small tail which grew during two months. The comet tail observations conﬁrm the results of the other authors (Meech et al., 2013).
Based on our images of the comet we can only study the overall shape, of the coma without detailed analysing, how was maked
in Samarasinha et al. (2015). Authors (Samarasinha et al., 2015)
presented the results of a global coma morphology campaign for
comet C/2012 S1 (ISON), which received images at heliocentric distance from 5.1 AU to 0.35 AU, when the comet was closer to the
Sun.
Colour excess and reﬂectivity gradient of the cometary dust
We used the images obtained with the broadband B, V, and R
ﬁlters to measure the magnitude of the nucleus of Comet C/2011
S1 (ISON). We also observed the standard stars ﬁeld (SA52-193)
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Table 1
Observation log of comet C/2012 S1 (ISON).
Data, UT

Exp.a

Tb ,s

r, AU

, AU

αc

PAsun d

PAv e

mf

Mode

September 29.0130, 2012
September 29.0408, 2012
September 29.0526, 2012
September 29.9863, 2012
September 30.0022, 2012
September 30.0245, 2012
October 1.0249, 2012
October 1.0397, 2012
October 1.0601, 2012
October 2.01547, 2012
October 2.03135, 2012
October 2.05156, 2012
October 3.02524, 2012
October 3.03966, 2012
October 3.05552, 2012
October 7.07503, 2012
October 7.05059, 2012
October 7.06443, 2012
December 10.9495, 2012
December 10.9612, 2012
December 10.9729, 2012
December 17.0833, 2012
December 17.1004, 2012
December 17.1162, 2012
February 9.6869, 2013

15
15
15
15
21
21
14
17
13
15
19
17
13
15
13
10
13
10
22
22
22
22
22
22
5

1350
1350
1350
1350
1890
1890
1170
1530
1260
1350
1710
1530
1170
1350
1170
900
1170
900
1980
1980
1980
990
990
990
180

6.225

6.573

8.4

286.5

91.4

6.216

6.548

8.5

286.4

90.9

6.206

6.522

8.6

286.3

90.5

6.196

6.497

8.6

286.1

90.0

6.186

6.471

8.7

286.0

89.5

6.142

6.368

8.9

285.5

87.0

5.492

4.709

6.7

271.5

289.7

5.430

4.586

5.8

271.0

287.5

4.805

3.977

7.1

109.0

269.7

17.65 ± 0.05
18.87 ± 0.09
18.20 ± 0.09
17.63 ± 0.05
18.85 ± 0.10
18.17 ± 0.09
17.34 ± 0.05
18.59 ± 0.08
17.91 ± 0.08
17.26 ± 0.05
18.51 ± 0.09
17.83 ± 0.08
17.21 ± 0.05
18.45 ± 0.09
17.78 ± 0.08
17.16 ± 0.05
18.40 ± 0.08
17.73 ± 0.08
16.56 ± 0.05
17.82 ± 0.08
17.14 ± 0.08
16.41 ± 0.05
17.65 ± 0.08
16.98 ± 0.08
–

R
B
V
R
B
V
R
B
V
R
B
V
R
B
V
R
B
V
R
B
V
R
B
V
spectra VPHG 1200@540

a
b
c
d
e
f

Number of exposures.
Total integration time.
Phase angle, degree.
Position angle of the extended Sun - target radius vector, degree.
Position angle of the velocity vector, degree.
Obtained with an aperture radius of 5 .

Fig. 2. Co-added images of Comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) observed through the broad band R ﬁlter together with relative isophotes differing by a factor
2012 (top) and December 16, 2012 (bottom) respectively. Celestial north, east, the motion V, and sunward directions are denoted.

√
2 for September 29,
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Table 2
Upper limits for the main cometary species not detected in the spectra.
Molecule

Central wavelength, Å/࢞λ

Amplitude × 10−16 , erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1

Flux × 10−16, erg s−1 cm−2

Gas production rate, 1025 mol s−1

CN
C3
CO+
C2
NH2

3870/62
4062/62
4266/64
5141/118
5715/90

<7.24
<4.00
<3.53
<1.76
<1.43

<42.83
<23.66
<20.88
<10.41
<8.46

<1.4
<0.1
<0.8
<3.5

Fig. 4. Azimuthally averaged radial proﬁles of the image of Comet C/2012 S1 and
reference star (the R ﬁlter).

Fig. 3. The spectrum of Comet C/2012 s1 (ISON) with the scaled solar spectrum
(a), the observed spectrum ﬁtted to continuum residuals, dotted lines indicate ± 3σ
levels, where emissions of C2 and CO+ are expected (b), and the polynomial ﬁtting
of the ratio of cometary spectrum to solar spectrum (c).

at different airmasses to provide information for the photometric
reduction (Landolt, 1992). The cometary magnitude is given by



mc = −2.5l og

Ic (λ )
Is (λ )



+ mst − 2.5l ogP (λ )M

(1)

where Is and Ic are the measured ﬂuxes of the star and the comet
in counts, respectively, mst is the magnitude of the standard star,
P is the sky transparency that depends on the wavelength, ࢞M
is the difference between the air masses of the comet and star.
The difference between the comet and standard ﬁeld airmasses
was considered to be small and was compensated for with the
mean monochromatic extinction coeﬃcients measured for Peak
Terskol Observatory, which is located in the same mountain region
(Kulyk et al., 2004).
Using Eq. (1), the magnitude of the comet was calculated for
an aperture radius of 5 (from 23,837 km to 16,630 km). All corrections for compensation of time-variable or heliocentric distance
effects were made. The reduced magnitude can be computed as
mc − 2.5k log() − 2.5n log(r )where the parameters n and k taken
from http://www.isoncampaign.org/Present- archive- nov11. We obtained the comet absolute magnitude for all sets of our observations. The results are presented in Table 2.
We calculated the colours of the cometary dust and the colour
excess of the dust - m = mc − ms , where mc is the comet’s
colour and ms is the Sun’s colour. The solar colour indices B −
−V = +0.65 and V − −R = +0.52 (Allen, 1976; Lamy et al., 1988)

are in the Johnson ﬁlter system. The colours of the comet show
that the scattered light is redder than that of the Sun. The results
are given in Table 3.
Also, we calculate the reﬂectivity gradient S (it shows the
wavelength dependence of the light scattered by the dust), which
is the percentage change in the strength of the continuum per
10 0 0 Å (Jockers, 1997; Meech et al., 2009):

S =

2 (100.4·m − 1 )

λ (100.4·m + 1 )

× 105 ,

(2)

where m is the comet colour minus the Sun colour, λ = λ1 −
λ2 is the difference in effective wavelengths. Calculations of variations of the dust colour and reﬂectivity gradient are important for
diagnosing the properties of dust of the comets. The values S in
different ﬁlters are given in Table 3.
Table 3 shows the variations of the colour index and reﬂectivity gradient of the comet from 1.72 to 5.47% per 10 0 0 Å. The obtained results are close to the results found for the near-nucleus
area for this comet at a heliocentric distance of ∼ 4 AU (Li et al.,
2013; Zubko et al., 2015). The difference in the colour slope inferred from the spectrum and those results from our photometry
can be caused by change in dust-particle population at different
heliocentric distances. At the closer solar distance (4.8 AU) the outﬂow of gas can be somewhat stronger compared to the larger solar
distance (6.2 AU). A weaker outﬂow of gas should expel in general
smaller dust particles at r = 6.2 AU as compared to r = 4.8 AU. It is
important to stress that small particles tend to have a bluer photometric colour that is qualitatively consistent with the observed
difference in colour slope.
As one can see from Table 2 and Fig. 5 values of the colour
and reﬂectivity gradient a little increase at the heliocentric distance from 6.21 to 6.18 AU that can be probably indicative of a
slow increase in activity in this period, which described and anal-
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Table 3
Dust colour and reﬂectivity gradient of Сomet C/2012 S1 (ISON).
Data

r, AU

, AU

Phase angle, degree

Filter/range, Å

mc

mc − ms

S’ , % per 10 0 0 Å

Mode

28.09.2012

6.225

6.573

8.4

29.09.2012

6.216

6.548

8.5

30.09.2012

6.206

6.522

8.6

1.10.2012

6.196

6.497

8.6

2.10.2012

6.186

6.471

8.7

6.10.2012

6.142

6.368

8.9

10.12.2012

5.492

4.709

6.7

16.12.2012

5.430

4.586

5.8

9.02.2013
9.02.2013

4.805
4.805

3.977
3.977

7.1
7.1

B-V
V-R
B-V
V-R
B-V
V-R
B-V
V-R
B-V
V-R
B-V
V-R
B-V
V-R
B-V
V-R
380 0–540 0
540 0–680 0

0.67 ± 0.13
0.55 ± 0.10
0.68 ± 0.13
0.54 ± 0.10
0.68 ± 0.11
0.57 ± 0.09
0.68 ± 0.12
0.57 ± 0.09
0.67 ± 0.12
0.57 ± 0.09
0.67 ± 0.11
0.57 ± 0.09
0.68 ± 0.11
0.58 ± 0.09
0.67 ± 0.11
0.57 ± 0.09
–
–

0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.02
0.05
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.06
0.02
0.05
–
–

1.72 ± 0.7
2.74 ± 1.1
2.58 ± 0.9
1.82 ± 0.8
2.58 ± 0.9
4.56 ± 1.4
2.58 ± 0.9
4.56 ± 1.4
1.72 ± 0.7
4.56 ± 1.3
1.72 ± 0.7
4.56 ± 1.4
2.58 ± 0.9
5.47 ± 1.6
1.72 ± 0.7
4.56 ± 1.3
9.3 %± 1.1%
2.5% ± 1.2%

Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Spectra
Spectra

´

Average colour of active long-period comets at large heliocentric distances: B-V = 0.78 ± 0.02 V-R = 0.47 ± 0.02 (Jewitt, 2015) and preperihelion V = 0.82 ± 0.02 V-R = 0.43 ± 0.04 (Kulyk et al., 2018);

Fig. 5. The values of colour (a) and colour slope (b) in the coma of C/2012 S1 (ISON). Average colour of active long-period comets at large heliocentric distances: BV = 0.64 ± 0.02; V-R = 0.35 ± 0.01 (Jewitt, 2015).

ysed in Meech et al. (2013). The character of this variation with a
phase angle is close to the results presented for Comet C/1975 V1
(West) in the paper by Zubko et al. (2014). This variation is likely
to be independent from the changes of dust properties in the period of observations and is related to the geometry of observations.

4A f ρ parameter calculation
We observed the comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) beyond the Jupiter’s
orbit (Table 1). No appreciable gas emissions were detected in the
visible spectra at these distances. This is not surprising since the
spectra of new comets usually contain only a dust continuum spectrum without signiﬁcant gas emissions at such large heliocentric
distances. Only two comets (29P/Schawasmann-Wachmann 1 and
C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR)) displayed gas emissions CN, CO+ and N2 +
in the spectra at these heliocentric distances (Cochran et al., 1980;
Korsun et al., 20 06; 20 08; Ivanova et al., 2016), but these emissions
are outside the R broadband ﬁlter, which was used in our observations. Because the colour indexes of the comet are redder than the
solar ones (Section 3.2), we assume that the C2 emission does not
inﬂuence the dust colour. Thus, under the above conditions, the
data obtained with broadband R ﬁlters allow us to evaluate the total dust productivity of the comet.

We begin our study with an analysis of the parameter A f ρ ,
which is widely used to estimate the total dust production. Its popularity is owing to its independence of the observational equipment, the wavelength of images taken and the geometric arrangement of the observations. A’Hearn et al. (1984) provided the definition of the A f ρ parameter as a product of the grain’s albedo A
multiplied by the ﬁlling factor f and the radius of the coma under investigation ρ . The ﬁlling factor is deﬁned as a ratio of the
particle total cross section to the projected ﬁeld of view, and it is
related to the total optical density of the coma. Thus, the A f ρ can
be interpreted as the amount of solar radiation reﬂected from the
dust coma.
We calculate the A f ρ parameter for comet C/2012 S1 for different distances (Table 4) according to the classical A’Hearn approach.

Dust mass loss of the comet

If A f ρ is known, one can estimate a total dust production from
the comet. Recently an extended review and analysis of this procedure was presented by Fink and Rubin (2012). In this article
the authors re-introduced the parameter A f ρ using individual dust
characteristics assuming that the grain’s albedo A is the scattering
eﬃciency of the dust particle Qsca multiplied by the corresponding
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Table 4
A f ρ values (expressed in cm), computed from our photometric data.
Data

r, [AU]

, [AU]

Phase angle, [degree]

Afρ ∗ , [cm]

28.09.2012
29.09.2012
30.09.2012
1.10.2012
2.10.2012
6.10.2012
10.12.2012
16.12.2012

6.225
6.216
6.206
6.196
6.186
6.142
5.492
5.430

6.573
6.548
6.522
6.497
6.471
6.368
4.709
4.586

8.4
8.5
8.6
8.6
8.7
8.9
6.7
5.8

1137 ± 148
1151 ± 150
1492 ± 192
1595 ± 199
1658 ± 207
1688 ± 211
1731 ± 171
1892 ± 183

∗

we used the cometary magnitude obtained in the R ﬁlter.

phase function p. Thus, they wrote:

A f ρ = Qsca p f ρ

(3)

In turn the ﬁlling factor of dust grains can be written as:

f =

Nσ
,
π ρ2

(4)

where N is the number of dust particles and σ is the particle geometrical cross section. Obviously, the changes of the phase function
p, the scattering eﬃciency Qsca and the grain size can dramatically
change the estimation of dust number density N in the cometary
coma. Hereafter we develop this approach and analyse uncertainties arising when the dust production is derived from the observed
A f ρ.
The dust production [particles per second] is determined by the
equation

Nd =

Afρ
2v ,
σ Qsca p d

(5)

where vd is the terminal dust velocity, Qsca is the scattering eﬃciency, and p is the phase function. A neat derivation of this equation is presented in (Fink and Rubin, 2012). The parameter A f ρ is
derived from our observations according to the A’Hearn’s approach
(see Table 4 above). For simplicity, we examine a monodisperse
dust, i.e. an effective radius of the quasi-sperical dust grains Re f f
(see Appendix) is ﬁxed for each model implementation. To estimate the dust terminal velocity, the equation of grain motion is
solved

r = G


M
1
σ
−
→
−
→
r + CD
 − vd  u
 − vd
nmol mmol u
3
2 md
r

(6)

where the ﬁrst term corresponds to the cometary gravity force (the
nucleus mass M is equal to 6.5·1011 kg, estimated from radius of
the nucleus 0.68 ± 0.02 km (Lamy et al., 2014) and average density
0.05 g/cm3 (Kinght and Walsh, 2013a), and the second one is the
gas drag force, which can be expressed as a product of the drag
coeﬃcient CD evaluated for a spherical particle, the ratio of σ to
the mass of the dust particle md , MMthe mass mmol , and the number density nmol of CO gas molecules, and the relative squared velocity (for details see, e.g., Skorov et al., 2016). The gravity of the
cometary nucleus reduces the dust acceleration by expanding gas.
At a distance of several dozen kilometres the gas and dust are decoupled, and the speed of dust grains reaches the terminal value.
The terminal velocity is higher for the small and/or more porous
particles, because for the considered model porous aggregates the
larger the cross-section-to-mass ratio mσ , the higher the terminal
d

velocity vd .
Based on the calculated vd and optical properties of the carbon and silicate dust aggregates, dust production can be straightforwardly calculated. Two types of porous aggregates (Ballistic Agglomeration - BA and Ballistic Agglomeration with 2 Migrations BAM2) are examined based on the combination of the Mie model
and the effective medium theory (EMT) with the Maxwell-Garnett

mixing rule. The model of the optical properties of these porous
grains is presented in Appendix.
Hereafter we use only one value A f ρ corresponding to the observations on 29.09.2012. The corresponding scattering phase angle is about 8.5°. We do this in order to clearly show how the retrieved dust production depends on both dynamical (e.g. effective
density and cross-section) and optical (e.g. scattering coeﬃcient
and phase function) characteristics of dust aggregate. The results of
such simulations for the carbon and silicate aggregates are shown
in Fig. 6 in the left and right columns, respectively. The modelling
data obtained for different monomer sizes are plotted in the different rows.
As expected the terminal velocity of porous aggregates is higher
than that of a sphere of the same mass (by about 50%) and decreases with mass (by about 50–60%) due to the decreasing crosssection-to-mass ratio. Which leads to an increase in the dust production Md calculated by formula (5). However, the change due to
this cause (i.e. the change in grain structure) is only a small part
of the total change due to variations in the optical characteristics.
Thus, for carbon particles Md may vary about ten times in the considered mass interval. For these grains having a noticeable imaginary part of the refractive index, the change of dust production
on the mass of the aggregate is determined mainly by the phase
function variations. Indeed, the scattering eﬃciency Qsca varies insigniﬁcantly with a change in the particle mass, and weakly depends on the type of aggregate (see the left column of Fig. A1). We
note that the dust production is sensitive to the aggregate porosity:
the curves obtained for the BA and BAM1 differ by 4–5 times and
this difference is close to the constant in the examined mass interval. The inﬂuence of the monomer size is not so strong. Dust production evaluated for the particles of the same mass (∼2·10−13 kg)
constructed from the monomers whose sizes are different by an
order of magnitude (top and bottom rows) differs only twice. Thus,
systematic simulations show that for the opaque aggregates (carbon particles in our work) 1) the variations of the size (or mass)
of an aggregate lead to huge variations in the dust production: the
resulting dust production is approximately proportional to the effective particle size, 2) the decrease of the ﬁlling factor leads not
only to an increase of the effective particle size, but also dramatically increases the dust mass production rate due to the changes of
the optical characteristics (Qsca and p). For a given A f ρ value, the
estimated mass production for carbon particles may change from
about ﬁve (Rm = 1.6 μm) to twenty (Rm = 0.16 μm) times.
Results obtained for the scattering particles (silicate in our
work) demonstrate a different behaviour. In this case the mass production depends on both the phase function and the scattering efﬁciency Qsca which is a strongly non-linear function (for details see
Appendix), and dust production Md varies not only with change of
particle mass, but also with the change of monomer size. The general behaviour of the curves presented in the right column is more
complicated than the one considered above. For example, the difference between the BA and BAM2 aggregates of the same mass
is not about the constant (as it was in case of carbon particles).
If the monomer size is 0.32 μm, the more compact (BAM2) particles with the mass of M > 4 × 10−13 kg imply higher dust production for the ﬁxed A f ρ value. A similar effect is observed for the aggregates built by the biggest monomer (bottom row). It is interesting to note that the absolute maximum of dust production changes
only by factor 4–5 when the aggregates of mass M = 4 × 10−15 kg
and M = 5 × 10−11 kg are tested. It means that we cannot reproduce the conclusions formulated above for the carbon particles,
and there is no simple monotonic dependence between the dust
production and the aggregate size and/or its porosity. We can only
conclude that the production may change almost a hundredfold for
the porous aggregates in the considered mass interval. Therefore,
we can assume that for the transparent particles the accounting
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Fig. 6. The calculated dust production versus mass of the dust aggregates. The left column: carbon aggregates, the right column: silicate aggregates. Results are shown for
the three monomer sizes and two types of aggregates (BA and BAM2).

of the particle size distribution, as well as the constrains for the
monomer size, play an important role. Otherwise, the transformation of the measured A f ρ value into the dust mass production becomes a very speculative and ambiguous procedure that does not
have a solid physical basis.
As we noted above, application of the EMT leads to a signiﬁcant increase of variability. Thus, for the big aggregates the dust
production varies tenfold. It means that the size and structure of
dust grains can dramatically change the theoretical evaluation of

the dust production based on the observed A f ρ parameter. This
conclusion is valid for all the tested monomer sizes (different
columns).
Discussion and conclusions
An Oort cloud comet C/2012 S1 (ISON) passed at only 0.012
AU from the Sun on November 28, 2013 ( Knight and Walsh,
2013b ). The cometary nucleus did not survive the close
approach to the Sun, and was completely split ( Sekanina and
Kracht, 2014). As most
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of the new comets, which ﬁrst arrive to the inner part of the Solar
System, the ISON comet was active and bright at large heliocentric distances on the pre-perihelion arc. The comet ISON became
an interesting object for monitoring of its activity and study physical properties at wide range of heliocentric distances due to the
high level of the cometary activity at such a large distance (near
6.3 AU), and predicted extreme proximity to the Sun at perihelion.
During its motion in the perihelion passage, the comet demonstrated an outburst activity including an unexpected decrease in
activity at around 4.2 AU, and a new strong outburst of activity
at about 0.65 AU. We observed the ISON comet at relatively large
heliocentric distances, from 6.2 to 4.8 AU. This allowed us to obtain the images of the comet, and analyse how its morphology and
dust production change with time. The photometric images derived
with the broadband ﬁlters from September 29 to December 16,
2012 showed that the comet had a small coma for the ﬁrst observations, and an extended coma with a small tail on December 2012
(Fig. 2). The comet tail observation conﬁrms the results reported in
Meech et al. (2013). The brightness of ISON slowly increased during September–October 2012. In December 2012, the brightness of
the comet was a few times higher than over the previous months.
Our data is well complemented with the observational results presented in Meech et al. (2013). The authors proposed that the light
curve, which covered the heliocentric distances from 9.3 to 4.2 AU
is likely controlled by the sublimation of CO2 . They also infer that
there was a long slow increase in activity beginning at 8.8 AU and
peaking at 5 AU, at which point the activity decreased again at
3.5 AU. Since no molecular emissions were detected in the spectra of this comet (at close heliocentric distances of about 4.8 AU,
than our photometrical data were obtained), it allows us to study
the reﬂective dust properties without the gas emission effect. The
analysis of spectral data shows the growth of dust grain reﬂectivity with increasing wavelength. The derived reddening equals to
9.3% ± 1.1% per 10 0 0 Å in the range 380 0–540 0 Å and 2.5% ± 1.2%
for the range 540 0–680 0 Å, respectively. Our results from photometry, obtained at larger heliocentric distances show that the colours
of the comet are much redder than the solar ones. The reﬂectivity
gradient of the comet obtained from the photometric data varies
from 2.5 to 5.47% per 10 0 0 Å, which is close to the result obtained
for the near nucleus area for this comet at the heliocentric distance
of about 4 AU (Li et al., 2013; Zubko et al., 2015). Our evaluation
of the Afρ value corresponds to the constant dust activity trend of
the ISON comet at the distances from 6.2 to 4.8 AU.
Our simulations clearly indicate that to retrieve dust production
from the observational Afρ parameter is an ambiguous task. The
result of such a procedure is strongly depended on the dynamical (e.g. effective density and cross-section) as well as optical (e.g.
scattering coeﬃcient and phase function) characteristics of dust
grains. A variation of the mentioned parameters can lead to dramatic changes in the evaluation of mass production. We demonstrate that the dynamic and the optical properties are interconnected via the microscopic properties of dust grains (effective size
and porosity). We also strongly recommend applying the effective
medium approach together with the Mie scattering theory to calculate the optical properties of porous dust grains. The other uncertainty in results arises due to the unknown chemical composition of the dust. If there is no additional information about the
dust substance, the estimation of mass production becomes highly
speculative. Thus, even for the well-known dust sizes the optical
properties can vary by an order of magnitude when carbon or silicate particles are tested.
When the variability of dust production is considered, one has
to take into account another important factor. Namely, the particle size distribution function. This function is widely used in publications related to the photometry of comets. A simple power
function with an exponent varying near −3 is usually used as a

model function (Fink and Rubin, 2012). In this paper, we intentionally did not introduce such a model function in order to show
the role of basic model parameters more clearly. For the opaque
particles (in this paper, these are carbonates), the dependence of
dust production on the size of the aggregate has a simple monotonic character, which weakly depends on the size of the monomer.
In the case of silicates, all the considered model characteristics
(monomer size, aggregate porosity and mass) affect the dust production in a complex nonlinear manner. Obviously, for such particles the choice of the size distribution function will introduce
a considerable uncertainty in the estimation of dust production.
The last important conclusion relates to the possible presence of
large massive dust particles in the coma. Such particles can give
a negligible contribution to the luminosity of the coma. However,
recent theoretical and observational results have shown that accounting for such large “hidden” particles can reverse the picture.
Gundlach et al. (2015) showed that the large grains (up to a few
centimeters in size) can be released by CO sublimation at heliocentric distances about 4 AU, based on the theory that comets form by
the gravitational instability of an ensemble of dust and ice aggregates (Skorov and Blum, 2012). Taking into account this possibility,
together with the ﬁnding that a signiﬁcant (if not nearly all) mass
of cometary dust is contained in such large particles (Fulle et al.,
2016), we conclude that the estimation of dust mass production
based on the Af ρ parameter is a very dubious undertaking.
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Appendix. A model for the optical properties of porous grains
As we noted in Section 4.4, the quantitative evaluation of the
A f ρ parameter should be based on the individual optical properties of dust grains. At present, various computer models for calculating these characteristics have been developed (see, for example,
Kolokolova, 2004). Nevertheless, the simplest model using the Mie
theory approximation continues to be used in the many studies.
This popularity is explained by the simplicity of these models. One
of the basic simpliﬁcations of this approximation is the assumption of the spherical shape of the scattering particles. As shown
in (Shen et al., 2008) this idealization is satisfactorily satisﬁed for
a wide class of particles formed as a result of ballistic aggregation. However, within the framework of this approach, it is impossible to take into account the grain porosity. A simple, satisfactory
way to do this is to add Maxwell-Garnet effective medium approximation for calculation of the optical characteristics. An account of
the grain porosity (both in calculating the effective size and optical
characteristics) is an important enhancement to compare with the
analysis presented in Fink and Rubin (2012). Hereafter we present
such a practical tool that allows us to keep “ease of use” and at the
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same time to make the next natural step in improving the accuracy
of modelling.
Our model grains are formed by ballistic aggregation of indivisible spheres (monomers) which stick at the point of contact within a growing cluster (aggregate). For clarity we assume
that the spheres are monodisperse. Structures formed in this way,
known as ballistic particle-cluster aggregation (BPCA). Below we
test two speciﬁc subclasses of BPCA introduced in (Shen et al.,
2008): the BA (Ballistic Agglomeration) corresponds to the classical BPCA (see, e.g., Skorov et al., 2008) and results in the most
porous random ballistic aggregates; the BAM2 (Ballistic Agglomeration with 2 Migrations) allows for two migrations of the monomerprojectile and produces aggregates of higher density. Detailed information about generation procedures and geometrical properties
of the aggregates is presented in the cited work. For our study it
is important that the aggregate effective porosity (see Eq. (12) in
Shen et al., 2008) is a function of the aggregate mass (or number of monomers). The number of monomers in the aggregate
Nm varies from 8 to 4096. Optical characteristics of the aggregates, which consist of a different number of spherical monomers,
are examined using the data from the available library of samples (https://www.astro.princeton.edu/∼draine/agglom.html). Typical aggregate asphericity (deviation from unit ratio of minimum
and maximum projection area) is between 20–30% for BA and 10–
15% for BAM2. We consider the resulting aggregate as a sphere
of the effective radius equals to the radius of a circle with an
area equals to the average aggregate cross-section (Nakamura et al.,
1994):



Re f f =

σ
,
π

where σ is the orientation-averaged cross-section of the aggregate obtained by the averaging of the cross-sections from different projections. The radius of the constituent monomer is taken
to be equal to 0.16 μm, 0.32 μm and 1.6 μm. These sizes are selected as the characteristic sizes at which the optical properties
of the sphere change signiﬁcantly in the visible radiation range
in the framework of the Mie theory (see Fig. 3 in Fink and Rubin, 2012). Silicate and carbon grains with known refraction coeﬃcients (n = 1.687 + i0.03006 for silicate and n = 2.14 + i0.805 for carbon) are used. The balk densities are 3.5 g cm−3 and 2.3 g cm−3 for
silicate and carbon grains respectively (Draine and Salpeter, 1979).
In order to demonstrate the role of grain porosity, a solid sphere
with the same radius Re f f and constant refraction coeﬃcient is
considered as a test particle. The Maxwell-Garnet effective medium
approximation is used for the calculation of the optical characteristics, such as scattering eﬃciency Qsca and phase function p.
The scattering eﬃciency of the dust particle Qsca as a function
of the aggregate mass M is shown in Fig. A1. We present the results obtained for three monomer sizes, two types of aggregates
(BA and BAM2), and two sorts of material (silicate and carbon). In
order to prove the importance of using the effective medium theory (EMT), the results obtained for this approximation and for the
classical Mie theory are plotted. The wavelength of incident radiation is 0.65 μm which is close to ﬁlter R at the phase angle α = 8.5°.
All presented evaluations are executed for the phase angle α = 8.5°
corresponding to our observations of the comet C/2012 S1 (ISON)
at heliocentric distances of more than 6 AU.
The left column of Fig. A1 shows the results obtained for the
carbon particles consisting of monomers of different sizes. The
right column shows the similar results obtained for the silicate
particles having the same geometrical properties. In all cases, the
number of monomers varies from 1 to 4096, which means that
the maximum mass of particles is about 10−13 , 10−12 , and 10−10 kg,
if Rm equals 0.16, 0.32 and 1.6 μm, respectively. We note that the
ﬁlling factor (percent of the summary monomers volume in the

total aggregate volume) of BAM2 particles is approximately two
times larger for small particles (Nm ∼10), and three times larger for
the particles of the maximum mass (Nm = 4096) than the corresponding ﬁlling factor of the more porous BA particles. This leads
to the fact that even when the simplest Mie scattering model is
applied, the difference between the grains of the same mass (but
with different effective sizes) is manifested. Since in the Mie theory the refractive index of a homogeneous spherical particle is assumed to be constant, the difference in results (BA vs. BAM2) is
due to the difference in size only. In this case, the main variations
of the scattering coeﬃcient Qsca arise due to the well-known oscillations from the interference of transmitted and diffracted waves.
These oscillations are well detected only for the transparent silicate grains, because absorption reduces the interference oscillations. For the absorbing carbon particles, the oscillations are not
observed for all the tested monomer sizes and types of aggregates.
The growth of the monomer size (from top to bottom) effectively
operates in a similar style damping the oscillations. Hence, the
Qsca non-monotony is clearly visible only for the silicate aggregates
consisting of the smallest monomers (Rm = 0.16 μm). In all cases
the Qsca goes to unit with the growth of aggregate effective size.
Thus, the difference between the BA and BAM2 aggregates practically disappearsand the effective scattering factor loses its sensitivity to both the chemical composition (carbon vs silicate) and the
microstructure (BA vs BAM2) of the aggregates.
When the effective medium theory is applied, the effective refractive index varies with particle structure based on the MaxwellGarnett mixing rule. In these cases porosity variations lead to some
changes in optical properties and, hence, the behaviour of Qsca differs for the BA and BAM2 aggregates of the same mass. This effect
is more pronounced than the variations due to the size change
in the Mie model: now the characteristics of the BA and BAM2
particles of the same mass differ by hundreds (Rm = 0.16 μm) or
tens (Rm = 1.6 μm) of percent. Note that this is true in the case
when the monomer size is the smallest (top row), the scattering
factor varies most strongly when the aggregates of different microstructure are examined. We conclude that the use of the effective medium theory approximation is important for the calculation of the optical properties based on the reasonable arguments
in favour for the assumption fact that the cometary porous particles contain monomers with size 0.1–0.2 μm (Petrova et al., 20 0 0;
Kolokolova et al., 2004; Skorov et al., 2016).
The values of the scattering phase function p evaluated for the
considered scattering angle as a function of the aggregate mass M
are plotted in Fig. A2. The ﬁgure structure is the same as the structure of Fig. A1: we examine carbon and silicate aggregates of two
classes (BA and BAM2) consisting of differently sized monomers
(Rm equals 0.16, 0.32 and 1.6 μm). As in the case of the scattering coeﬃcient, the phase curves calculated for the carbon particles have a smoother behaviour. Small oscillations are observed
only for the smallest monomers (the upper left plot). In the entire range of monomer sizes, the phase functions calculated in the
effective medium approximation differ markedly from the functions calculated in the Mie scattering model. In the latter case, the
phase functions change little with the increasing mass, and only
for the largest particles constructed from the largest monomers
(the lower left plot) there is a relative growth of scattering function with the aggregate mass. Similar increases of the phase function are observed for these particles when the EMT is applied, although the absolute values of p are about an order of magnitude
smaller for this model. The more porous BA aggregates of the same
mass are more transparent, and their phase function p above the
functions calculated for the BAM2 aggregates. In the Mie scattering model the results are practically independent on the aggregate porosity. Thus, we conclude that for the absorbing grains (left
column) the phase scattering function strongly depends on the
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Fig. A1. The scattering eﬃciency Qsca of the dust particleQsca as a function of the aggregate mass M. The results are shown for three monomer sizes (different rows), two
sorts of grains (carbon – left column, silicates –right column). We examined two types of aggregates (BA and BAM2) and two optical models: with constant refractive index
(Mie theory) and refractive index from EMT in the Maxwell-Garnet approximation.
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Fig. A2. The scattering phase function p evaluated for one angle (8.5°) as a function of the aggregate mass M. The results are shown for three monomer sizes (different
rows), two sorts of grains (carbon – left column, silicates –right column). We examined two types of aggregates (BA and BAM2) and two optical models: with constant
refractive index (Mie theory) and refractive index from EMT in the Maxwell-Garnet approximation.
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model approximations, and the EMT model should be used for our
porous aggregates. In the case of much more transparent material
(right column) the behaviour of the scattering functions becomes
more complicated. For the ﬁne aggregates consisting of smallest
monomers, conspicuous oscillations are observed in all the tested
models (right top panel). At the same time, the character of oscillations is different for the Mie and the EMT scattering models:
while in the Mie scattering model the differences between BA and
BAM2 for large particles decrease, in the EMT scattering model the
differences are most noticeable in this mass range (M > 10−14 kg).
When the bigger monomer size is used (middle and bottom panels) the difference between the BA and BAM2 phase scattering
functions decreases in the Mie scattering model, but remains well
pronounced in the EMT scattering model. We recall that our calculations are performed for one wavelength and for one value of
the scattering angle. Therefore, our results are presented in the
form which is slightly different from the generally accepted one:
we show how the optical characteristics of particles (Qsca and p)
change as their mass grows and how their porosity and the size of
the base monomer change.
The results presented above clearly show that the optical characteristics of dust aggregates should be evaluated in the combination of the Mie scattering theory with the Maxwell-Garnett mixing rule explicitly taking into account the aggregate porosity. We
can expect that this development of the model will play a significant role in the estimation of the dust production based on the
observed classical A f ρ parameter.
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We present results of two-year photometric monitoring of Comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) that spans the time period from February 2013 through December
2014, before and after perihelion passage. The observa-tions were conducted with broadband R ﬁlter. Analysis of observations of Comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR)
allows estimating the nucleus radius as function of geometric albedo and phase-darkening coefﬁcient. Furthermore, our observations showed split of the
comet. Fragment (B) additional to the primary C/2011 J2 nucleus was unambiguously detected; relative velocity is estimated to be  0.17 ″/day. We derive
the Afρ parameter and estimate the dust production rate in Comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) over the entire run of observations. We found a noticeable increase

in Afρ parameter between September 18, 2014 and November 5, 2014, epoch when the nucleus presumably got split. On September 28, 2014, we observed
a transit of the 16-magnitude star (USNO-A2 1275-18299027) near nucleus of the Comet C/2011 J2 (LIN-EAR). We retrieve the optical depth of the coma
τ ¼0.034 7 0.1. The ﬁlling factor f that corresponds to such optical depth is in good quantitative agreement with the value that can be derived from the Afρ
parameter under reasonable assumption on geometric albedo of cometary dust.

Introduction

Dust is an important species of cometary coma. The outﬂow of
gas and dust originate from a bounded area of active regions on a
surface of cometary nucleus (Belton, 2010). Such active areas were
ﬁrstly discovered by VEGA-1, 2 and Giotto spacecrafts on Comet 1P/
Halley (A'Hearn et al., 1986) and, later, on all the comets studied
in situ (Belton, 2010), including the latest case of Comet 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko (Sierks et al., 2015).
Relative amount of dust and gases in a comet is characterized with
the so-called dust-to-gas ratio. This parameter differs from one comet
to another. Typically, it is considerably lower than 1; whereas, in some
comets, the dust-to-gas ratio can be as high as  1 (Singh et al., 1992).
Note also, relative abundance of dust in comets is subject of shortterm variations. Despite a relatively small amount of refractory
materials in comets, dust plays an important role in general context of
formation and evolution of comets. Evidently, productions of gases

and dust, as well as their relative abundance, are dependent on
heliocentric distance of a comet (Singh et al., 1992). However, this may
also imply some changes in physical properties of cometary dust. For
instance, size distribution of dust particles expelled from the nucleus is
dependent on ability of subliming ices to lift them off the surface and,
hence, coma is expected to be dominated by different populations of
particles at different heliocentric distances of the comet. Therefore,
dust in distant comets might differ from that in comets in vicinity of
the Sun (e.g. Kolokolova et al., 2007; Ivanova et al., 2015).
Light scattered from a comet, in general, is contributed by
elastic scattering from its dust and molecular emission from its
gases. Their relative contribution into light-scattering response
varies throughout coma because dust and gases follow different
spatial distributions in the coma. For instance, gas molecules
acquire velocities of 103 m/s that is an order of magnitude
greater compared to submicron dust particles ( 102 m/s);
whereas, an increase of size further decreases ejection speed of
dust particle. However, different ejection velocity of dust particles
and impact of the solar radiation pressure may produce noticeable
spatial segregation of cometary dust particles. Furthermore, nonregular outburst activity and/or fragmentation of cometary
nucleus may temporarily affect population of cometary dust
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particles (Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd, 2003; Hadamcik et
al., 2007; Zubko et al., 2011). Partial fragmentation or complete
disintegration of cometary nucleus may allow us to study its
internal and, plausibly, pristine composition. Although numerous
comets observed to date are quite stable objects, fragmentation or
split of comets also is a relatively frequent phenomenon (A Hearn
et al., 1980a; Sekanina, 1997; Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2001). Study
of disintegrating comets is especially important in case of new
comets because they are thought to have no experience of close
approach(s) to the Sun.
Stellar transit near the cometary nucleus provides us a clue for
reliable estimation of number density of dust particles in cometary
coma. Direct measurement of the extinction of stellar ﬂux makes it
possible to infer opacity of coma in the region crossed by star.
Then, based on realistic assumptions on cross section for extinction in dust particles, number density of dust particles can be
retrieved from the optical depth of coma. However, the number
density is a key characteristic in retrieval of reﬂectance (albedo) of
dust particles from surface photometry of comets (Combes et al.,
1983; Larson and A'Hearn, 1984). Furthermore, the number density is an important parameter for estimation of dust production
by a comet. It is important that the distant comets with perihelion
distance over 4AU often reveal no signiﬁcant gaseous emission
(Korsun et al., 2010; Rousselot et al., 2014), allowing us to study
dust in the distant comets with broadband ﬁlters at minimum risk
of contamination of the signal with gaseous emission.
In this paper, we present and analyze the results of photometric
observations of the distant comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) (hereafter C/
2011 J2). Comet C/2011 J2 was discovered within the Lincoln NearEarth Asteroid Research project as a 20-th magnitude small diffuse
object on May 4.19, 2011 at heliocentric distance r ¼8.63 AU and
geocentric distance Δ ¼8.02 AU. The comet has a perihelion distance of 3.44 AU, it passed through perihelion on December 25,
2013; an orbital inclination i¼122.8° and eccentricity
e¼1.0005132 (Williams, 2011). The comet got fragmented after
the perihelion passage and two additional components (B and C)
were detected. The breakup was ﬁrst observed by Manzini et al.
(Manzini et al., 2014) on the 27th of August 2014 and then conﬁrmed by other observers.

Observations and reduction

Comet C/2011 J2 has been monitored with three different
telescopes. The observations were performed with the 70 cm AZT8 (observation station Lisnyky of the Astronomical Observatory of
Taras Shevchenko National University, Ukraine), the 61 cm telescope at the Skalnate Pleso (AI SAS, Slovakia) and the 1 m Zeiss1000 (SAO RAN, Russia). Main characteristics of telescopes and
CCD detectors used are given in Table 1.
We conducted photometric observations of the comet C/2011 J2
in 2013 and 2014 with the AZT-8 telescope at observation station
Lisnyky of the Astronomical Observatory of Taras Shevchenko
National University, Ukraine. These observations span the epochs
before and after the perihelion passage. From May to November
2014, we also carried out observations of the comet with the
61 cm Telescope at the Skalnate Pleso (AI SAS, Slovakia). These
observations were done after the perihelion passage. The latest
photometric observations were made on 25 November 2014 with
the Zeiss-1000 telescope (SAO RAS, Russia). The observations
obtained in 2013 crowded ﬁeld with seeing being stable around
1.9 arcsec and for 2014 near 1.8 arcsec.
All observations of the comet were performed with the R
broadband ﬁlter of the Johnson-Cousin system. We applied 2  2
pixels (for images from AZT-8 and Zeiss-1000) and 3  3 pixels
(TSP) binning to the photometric frames. The telescope was guided

Table 1
Equipment of the observations.
Telescope

Diameter, [m] CCD

Pixel size,
[μm  μm]

Scaleb,
[″/pix]

Field of
view,
[0  0 ]

Filter

AZT-8

0.70

13  13

0.96

16  16

R

99

1.6

19  13

R

13.5  13.5

0.48

88

R

a

TSP

PL4710 FLI
SBIGST10XME
EЕV
42-40

0.61

Zeiss-1000 1.00

a
b

TSP- Telescope at the Skalnate Pleso.
Value take into account the applied binning.

on non-sidereal rate to compensate the comet motion during the
exposures. All the images were corrected for bias, and ﬂat-ﬁelding
in the standard manner, using the IDL1 routines. We obtained a set
of exposures from the morning twilight sky through the ﬁlter to
create a ﬂat ﬁeld, obtained dark and bias images. In order to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and remove residual
background star contribution, images of the comet obtained on
each epoch were ﬁrst aligned for the comet photometric center,
the optocenter, and, then, they were treated to combine a median
image. We attribute the comet optocenter to the central isophote
that encloses the maximum of brightness of the comet. In order to
calculate the sky background count, we adapt the routines
developed by Landsman (1993). We also observed a ﬁeld with
standard stars (SA 104-330, SA 92–259) at different air masses to
provide the information needed for the photometric reduction
(Landolt, 1992). In this article we include only the observations
obtained on photometric nights.

Results of observations
Morphology of comets
Fragmentation of a comet is plausibly accompanied with ejection of pristine materials well preserved inside the cometary
nucleus. Therefore, in the case of C/2011 J2, we may have an
opportunity to observe internal composition of its nucleus that did
not undergo signiﬁcant heating. Comet C/2011 J2 got fragmented
after the perihelion passage in December 2013, the exact fragmentation date remains unknown. Two fragments (B, C) in vicinity
of the C/2011 J2 nucleus were reported in the literature (Williams,
2014a; Williams, 2014b). However, we detected only the brighter
component B, which was more active between September 19 and
November 5, 2014.
In order to enhance the B component in the images of the dusty
coma, we used the special software Cometary Coma Image
Enhancement Facility2 (Samarasinha et al., 2013) and Astroart3,
which are provided with a number of digital ﬁlters. In Fig. 1a, it is
shown the initial image of the comet obtained on September 18,
2014, by co-adding basic frames. Division of the image in Fig. 1a by
cometocentric distance ρ enhances contribution of outer coma.
This procedure is aimed to compensate dimming of outer coma
caused by decreasing volume concentration of dust particles. This
is accomplished with the software Cometary Coma Image
Enhancement Facility (Samarasinha et al., 2013). In addition, we
subtract background using the IDL program. The image emerging
1
2
3

〈http://www.exelisvis.com/ProductsServices/IDL.aspx〉
〈http://www.psi.edu/research/cometimen〉
〈http://www.msb-astroart.com/〉
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Fig. 1. Morphological analysis of cropped R-ﬁlter images of comets C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) obtained on September 18, 2014. (a) – original images of the comet; (b) – the 1/ρ
model using for cropped mages. (C) – ﬁnal image after all using procedures that shows fragment B near cometary nucleus.

Fig. 2. Images of Comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) (A) and component B on two epochs (left) and the corresponding brightness proﬁles of the comet with component B (right). The
directions to the North (N), to the East (E), to the Sun and moving direction (V) of the comet are indicated.

from these operations is shown in Fig. 1b. In what follows, we
convolve the image in Fig. 1b with the point spread function (PSF)
and, then, apply the unsharp masking and the Gaussian blur
procedures. It is done using the corresponding digital ﬁlters
included in software Astroart. Note, similar processing has been
applied to the images of Comet C/2011 J2 in Scarmato (2014a,
2014b). Also, the same technique was successfully applied in
Kharchuk et al. (2015) for enhancing the structure of coma in
Comet C/2012 S1 (ISON). The resulting image is demonstrated in
Fig. 1c. The ﬁnal image unambiguously reveals a companion
(fragment B) in vicinity of the C/2011 J2 nucleus.
Fig. 2 presents the enhanced images (for two epochs of
observation), where showing the position of the main nucleus and
the fragment B and their brightness proﬁles.

We estimate the persistence E of fragment B for time period of
observation from September 18 through October 5, 2014, using the
equation adapted from Sekanina (1977; 1982):
E ¼ 1:015 U Asf =½a Uð1 þ eÞ Uð1  eÞ1=2

ð1Þ

where Asf is the length of the heliocentric arc of the orbit (in
degrees) that the fragment passed through between the splitting
event Ts and ﬁnal observation Tf, a ¼6454.884 AU is the semi major
axis, and e¼1.0005334 is the eccentricity of the cometary orbit
(JPL Small-body database4). Eq. (1) yields E ¼29.1 days.
We compute the deceleration parameter Γ ¼ 607 61 (10-5 solar
units) based on the fragment endurance using the relationship
4

〈http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/〉
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Fig. 3. The image of the comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) together with contour plots, obtained on April 25, 2013 (left). The averaged proﬁle (continuous line with error bars),
average stellar PSF proﬁle (continuous line) and subtraction of the stellar proﬁle to the target proﬁle (black asterisk).

(Sekanina, 1982; Boehnhardt, 2004)
EðdaysÞ ¼ 690ð 7180Þ U Γ

 0:77ð 7 0:07Þ

ð2Þ

Thus, our estimation with Eq. (2) suggests the component B is a
short-lived one. We also estimate the relative speed of fragment B
from our observations between 18 September and 10 October,
2014. We found the relative projected velocity of the fragment B is
0.17″/day, or  4.9 m/s. It is worth to note that, in other comets,
the relative speed of the fragments shortly after their fragmentation spans the range from 0.1 m/s through 15 m/s; whereas, in vast
majority of cases, the range appears to be squeezed to 0.3–4 m/s
(Boehnhardt, 2004). Therefore, in sense of the split velocity, the C/
2011 J2 breakup is consistent with what was found in other
comets. However, this also could suggest common mechanism
and/or circumstances of the breakup.

We calculate magnitudes of the comet adjusted for r ¼ Δ ¼1 AU
and phase angle α ¼0° using the relationship as follows (Meech et
al., 2009):
mR ð1; 1; 0Þ ¼ mR  5 U log ðrÞ  2:5 U log ðΔÞ  ðβ U αÞ

where r and Δ are heliocentric and geocentric distances of the
comet (in AU); mR is the R magnitude of the comet; α is the phase
angle of the comet (in degree); β ¼ 0.04 is the linear phase coefﬁcient in magnitudes per degree (Snodgrass et al., 2008). The
results are summarized in Table 2 and Fig. 4.
3.2.1. Radius of the nucleus
We estimate the upper limit of the C/2011 J2 radius RN using
the expression from Russel (1916), and adopted variant presented
in Jewitt (1991) given by
p U C d r 2:25 U 1022 U π Ur 2 U Δ U10  0:4ðmSUN  mR Þ =ΦðαÞ;
2

Photometry of comet
Using the images of Comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) obtained with
the broadband R ﬁlter, we estimate the magnitude, the upper limit
of effective radius of the nucleus, and the dust production rate.
Taking into account the seeing of the stars at the night of observation, we perform photometry of three areas, all centered on the
optocenter. The apertures were selected using the method actively
exploited in a cometary photometry (in O'Ceallaigh et al., 1995;
Licandro et al., 2000; Lowry and Fitzsimmons, 2005; Mazzotta
Epifani et al., 2008; 2014). Fifty proﬁles have been centered on the
cometary optocenter. They have been extracted and averaged to
obtain a mean target proﬁle that is shown on the right in Fig. 3.
Normalized proﬁle has been compared versus PSF stellar proﬁle,
which is obtained for the standard ﬁeld stars; FWHM of the stars
inferred from our observations spanned the range from 1.8 to
1.9 arcsec.
Therefore, we select a circular aperture with diameter of
2 arcsec that is approximately equal to the angular size of a star.
In what follows, it is assumed that the ﬂux measured with this
aperture predominantly is originated from the nucleus; whereas,
contribution from coma is weak. Evidently, this is a rough
approximation for active comets, such as C/2011 J2. This implies
that our estimation of the C/2011 J2 nucleus size corresponds to its
upper limit. For calculation of the Afρ parameter and dust production rate, we used the circular apertures with radius from
4 arcsec to 14 arcsec.

ð3Þ

 0:4 U α U β

ð4Þ

is the phase
where p is the geometric albedo; ΦðαÞ ¼ 10
function approximated at small phase angles; α is phase angle in
degrees; β is a constant in mag deg  1; C d is the geometrical crosssection of the nucleus measured in m2; mSUN ¼  27.094 is the
magnitude of the Sun in R band (Holmberg et al., 2006). For
computation we use the co-added image of the comet obtained on
February 24, 2013, when the comet was not very active. With in
the circular aperture  2 arcsec, we infer the apparent magnitude
of the comet mR ¼18.75 70.04. We consider a range of geometric
albedo p, from classical value 0.04 adopted for Jupiter-family
comets and distant comets (Jorda et al., 2000; Meech et al.,
2009) upto p ¼0.13, the value measured in active Centaurs
(Cruikshank and Brown, 1983; Bus et al., 1989; Jewitt, 2009). We
adapt the phase coefﬁcient β from 0.035 mag/deg (Snodgrass et al.,
2011) to 0.11 (Peixinho et al., 2004). Fig. 5 demonstrates results of
estimation of the C/2011 J2 nucleus size.
To estimate the upper limits for the nucleus size in comet C/
2011 J2, we consider all possible combinations of the input parameters in Eq. (4), and constrain the C/2011 J2 radius to RN r 9 km.
We note the estimations of nuclei sizes in various short-period and
long-period comets summarized in Meech et al. (2009). According
to this survey, radius of nucleus in short-period comets spans the
range from 0.6 km to 13.7 km; this estimation, however, is
dependent on the method applied (PSF ﬁt, Thermal, Distant).
Radius of nucleus in long-period and dynamically new comets
varies from 0.37 km to 56 km (Thermal, Distant methods). The
estimations of nucleus radius in Centaurs reveal the range from
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Table 2
Log of the observations of the comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) and obtained in R ﬁlter.
Date of obs.

Orb.a

rb, (AU)

Δc, (AU)

Phase angle, (°)

Texp, s  N

mR

Aperture radius
arsces
km

mR (1,1,0)

Afro, cm

Telescope

24/02/2013

I

4.41

3.54

7.04

60  20

I

4.21

3.75

12.9

60  15

18/04/2013
2456400.5

I

4.13

3.91

13.9

120  10

25/04/2013
2456407.5

I

4.09

3.99

14.2

60  15

15/05/2013

I

4.00

4.21

13.8

120  10

25/05/2013
2456437.5

I

3.96

4.32

13.2

60  25

01/02/2014
2456689.5

O

3.46

3.37

16.5

120  17

09/03/2014
2456725.5

O

3.51

3.80

14.9

60  20

02/04/2014

O

3.56

4.15

12.1

60  15

O

3.81

4.22

13.2

180  11

05/07/2014
2456843.5

O

3.86

4.11

14.2

180  9

19/08/2014
2456888.5

O

4.06

3.65

13.7

60  15

22/08/2014
2456891.5

O

4.08

3.63

13.5

180  10

14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12

9.03 7 0.07
9.167 0.08
9.337 0.08
9.577 0.07
9.97 70.08
10.50 7 0.08
8.357 0.05
8.46 7 0.05
8.647 0.06
8.87 7 0.06
9.26 7 0.06
9.777 0.06
7.80 7 0.07
7.87 7 0.07
8.02 7 0.07
8.25 7 0.06
8.63 7 0.06
9.22 7 0.07
8.067 0.07
8.12 70.07
8.29 7 0.07
8.50 7 0.07
8.88 7 0.07
9.497 0.07
7.86 7 0.06
7.97 70.06
8.12 70.05
8.36 7 0.05
8.73 70.06
9.27 70.06
8.357 0.07
8.487 0.08
8.677 0.07
8.93 7 0.07
9.25 7 0.07
9.73 70.08
7.377 0.06
7.477 0.06
7.80 7 0.06
8.067 0.06
8.53 7 0.07
9.30 7 0.09
8.02 7 0.03
8.157 0.03
8.357 0.03
8.59 7 0.04
8.95 7 0.04
9.52 7 0.03
7.82 7 0.03
7.95 7 0.03
8.137 0.03
8.357 0.03
8.687 0.04
9.17 70.04
7.62 7 0.03
7.677 0.03
7.83 7 0.03
7.88 7 0.04
8.97 70.04
9.157 0.05
7.63 7 0.03
7.80 7 0.03
7.89 7 0.03
8.08 7 0.03
9.187 0.04
9.23 7 0.04
8.497 0.03
8.63 7 0.04
8.83 7 0.04
9.05 7 0.03
9.417 0.04
9.917 0.04
8.51 70.03
8.717 0.04

603 727
654 7 29
7107 31
7087 31
690 7 31
667 7 30
899 7 40
959 7 43
1030 7 46
10197 45
1002 7 45
950 7 42
1399 7 62
1600 772
17037 76
1684 7 75
1611 772
14737 66
10517 47
1229 7 55
1308 7 58
12707 57
12377 55
11217 50
12437 55
1363 7 61
14377 64
1434 7 64
13727 61
1302 7 58
785 7 35
8147 36
820 7 36
8337 37
8277 37
799 7 35
843 7 37
11327 50
12677 57
13517 60
13007 58
12757 57
1135751
12017 54
1255 7 56
12727 57
1254 7 56
1160 7 52
1466 7 65
15357 69
1560 7 70
1528 7 68
1503 7 67
1365 7 61
1380 7 62
14177 63
1588 7 71
1616 772
1550 7 69
14617 65
1295 7 58
1404 7 63
1568 7 70
1580 7 71
14127 63
13667 61
10187 45
10757 48
1123 7 50
11017 49
11037 49
10757 48
7357 33
798 7 35

AZT-8

02/04/2013
2456384.5

15.28 7 0.07
15.417 0.08
15.58 7 0.08
15.82 7 0.07
16.22 7 0.08
16.75 7 0.08
14.86 7 0.05
14.97 70.05
15.157 0.06
15.38 7 0.06
15.777 0.06
16.28 7 0.06
14.40 7 0.07
14.477 0.07
14.62 7 0.07
14.85 7 0.06
15.23 7 0.06
15.82 7 0.07
14.707 0.07
14.767 0.07
14.93 7 0.07
15.147 0.07
15.52 7 0.07
16.137 0.07
14.55 7 0.06
14.667 0.06
14.81 7 0.05
15.05 7 0.05
15.42 7 0.06
15.96 7 0.06
15.05 7 0.07
15.187 0.08
15.377 0.07
15.63 7 0.07
15.95 7 0.07
16.43 7 0.08
13.377 0.06
13.477 0.06
13.80 7 0.06
14.067 0.06
14.53 7 0.07
15.30 7 0.09
14.25 7 0.03
14.38 7 0.03
14.58 7 0.03
14.82 7 0.04
15.187 0.04
15.75 7 0.07
14.167 0.03
14.29 7 0.03
14.477 0.03
14.69 7 0.03
15.02 7 0.04
15.517 0.04
14.187 0.03
14.23 7 0.03
14.39 7 0.03
14.44 70.04
15.53 7 0.04
15.717 0.05
14.217 0.03
14.38 7 0.03
14.477 0.03
14.667 0.03
15.767 0.04
15.81 7 0.04
14.90 7 0.03
15.047 0.04
15.247 0.04
15.46 7 0.03
15.82 7 0.04
16.32 7 0.04
14.917 0.03
15.117 0.04

2456347.5

2456427.5

2456749.5

21/06/2014

2456829.5

34507.1
29577.5
24648.0
19718.4
14788.8
9859.18
36554.2
31332.2
26110.1
20888.1
15666.1
10444.0
38113.8
32669.0
27224.2
21779.3
16334.5
10889.7
38893.6
33337.4
27781.2
22224.9
16668.7
11112.5
41038.2
35175.6
29313.0
23450.4
17587.8
11725.2
42110.4
36094.6
30078.9
24063.1
18047.3
12031.5
32850.0
28157.2
23464.3
18771.4
14078.6
9385.72
37041.6
31749.9
26458.3
21166.6
15875.0
10583.3
40453.3
34674.2
28895.2
23116.2
17337.1
11558.1
68559.4
58765.2
48971.0
39176.8
29382.6
19588.4
66772.3
57233.4
47694.5
38155.6
28616.7
19077.8
35579.4
30496.6
25413.9
20331.1
15248.3
10165.5
58974.1
50549.2

AZT-8

AZT-8

AZT-8

AZT-8

AZT-8

AZT-8

AZT-8

AZT-8

TSP

TSP

AZT-8

TSP
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Table 2 (continued )
Date of obs.

Orb.a

rb, (AU)

Δc, (AU)

Phase angle, (°)

Texp, s  N

26/08/2014
2456895.5

O

4.10

3.60

13.1

60  15

28/08/2014
2456897.5

O

4.11

3.58

12.8

180  10

18/09/2014
2456918.5

O

4.21

3.49

10.3

60  20/180  15

19/09/2014
2456919.5

O

4.22

3.48

10.2

180  15

20/09/2014
2456920.5

O

4.22

3.48

10.1

180  15

24/09/2014
2456924.5

O

4.24

3.48

9.7

180  12

26/09/2014

O

4.25

3.48

9.5

30  26

28/09/2014e
2456928.5

O

4.26

3.49

9.5

180  18

29/09/2014
2456929.5

O

4.26

3.59

9.4

180  15

05/10/2014
2456935.5

O

4.30

3.51

9.1

180  10

10/10/2014
2456940.5

O

4.32

3.54

9.1

60  20

11/10/2014

O

4.33

3.55

9.1

180  10

2456926.5

mR

Aperture radius
arsces
km

mR (1,1,0)

Afro, cm

15.30 7 0.04
15.52 7 0.03
15.88 7 0.03
16.417 0.04
14.92 7 0.04
15.077 0.04
15.247 0.04
15.52 7 0.04
15.89 7 0.04
16.46 7 0.06
14.85 7 0.04
15.09 7 0.04
15.23 7 0.04
15.487 0.04
15.89 7 0.04
16.167 0.05
14.82 7 0.04
15.03 7 0.03
15.25 7 0.04
15.497 0.04
15.81 7 0.04
16.28 7 0.04
19.497 0.03d
14.93 7 0.03
15.217 0.03
15.38 7 0.03
15.59 7 0.04
15.81 7 0.04
16.38 7 0.04
15.03 7 0.03
15.26 7 0.03
15.417 0.03
15.647 0.04
15.91 70.04
16.417 0.05
15.167 0.03
15.38 7 0.04
15.50 7 0.04
15.727 0.04
15.98 7 0.04
16.487 0.04
15.25 7 0.04
15.40 7 0.05
15.59 7 0.04
15.83 7 0.04
16.157 0.04
16.62 7 0.05
19.517 0.05d
15.23 7 0.03
15.45 7 0.03
15.62 7 0.04
15.86 7 0.04
16.17 7 0.03
16.63 7 0.04
15.247 0.03
15.43 7 0.03
15.60 7 0.03
15.89 7 0.03
16.20 7 0.04
16.60 7 0.04
15.17 7 0.03
15.26 7 0.03
15.417 0.03
15.60 7 0.04
15.86 7 0.04
16.317 0.04
19.57 70.04d
15.11 70.04
15.217 0.04
15.37 70.03
15.57 70.03
15.88 7 0.04
16.36 7 0.04
19.62 7 0.04d
15.17 7 0.03

10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
14

8.90 7 0.04
9.12 70.03
9.487 0.03
10.017 0.04
8.55 7 0.04
8.707 0.04
8.87 7 0.04
9.157 0.04
9.52 7 0.04
10.09 7 0.06
8.497 0.04
8.73 70.04
8.87 7 0.04
9.12 70.04
9.53 7 0.04
9.80 7 0.05
8.577 0.04
8.78 7 0.03
9.007 0.04
9.247 0.04
9.56 7 0.04
10.03 7 0.04
13.247 0.03d
8.687 0.03
8.96 7 0.03
9.137 0.03
9.34 7 0.04
9.56 7 0.04
10.137 0.04
8.79 7 0.03
9.02 7 0.03
9.17 70.03
9.40 7 0.04
9.677 0.04
10.17 70.05
8.92 7 0.03
9.147 0.04
9.26 7 0.04
9.487 0.04
9.74 70.04
10.247 0.04
9.02 7 0.04
9.17 70.05
9.36 7 0.04
9.60 7 0.04
9.92 7 0.04
10.39 7 0.05
13.28 7 0.05d
8.98 7 0.03
9.20 7 0.03
9.377 0.04
9.617 0.03
9.92 7 0.03
10.38 7 0.04
8.94 7 0.03
9.137 0.03
9.30 7 0.03
9.59 7 0.03
9.90 7 0.04
10.30 7 0.04
8.917 0.03
9.007 0.03
9.157 0.03
9.34 7 0.04
9.60 7 0.04
10.05 7 0.04
13.2 7 0.04
8.82 7 0.04
8.92 7 0.04
9.08 7 0.03
9.28 7 0.03
9.59 7 0.04
10.077 0.04
13.337 0.04d
8.87 7 0.03

834 7 37
8177 36
8117 36
8447 37
899 7 40
10137 45
1046 7 47
1106 7 49
10787 48
10617 47
626 7 28
792 735
866 7 38
8727 39
8277 37
884 7 39
849 7 38
8737 39
879 7 39
8777 39
895 7 40
9317 41
88 714
7757 34
8737 39
802 7 36
779 735
759 7 34
842 7 37
754 733
797 735
766 7 34
7577 34
7257 32
768 7 34
7137 32
754 733
7187 32
704 7 31
6557 29
688 7 30
6337 28
650 7 29
655 7 29
654 7 29
6497 29
639 7 28
88 714
629 7 28
6417 28
639 7 28
638 7 28
622 7 27
653 7 29
665 7 29
6417 28
640 7 28
667 7 30
6487 29
663 7 29
8767 39
883 7 39
842 7 37
802 7 36
768 7 34
7157 32
86 714
848 7 38
880 7 39
878 7 39
845 7 38
8167 36
7677 34
827 12
692 7 31

42124.3
33699.5
25274.6
16849.7
35092.0
30078.9
25065.7
20052.6
15039.4
10026.3
58161.8
49852.9
41544.1
33235.3
24926.5
16617.6
34019.8
29159.8
24299.8
19439.9
14579.9
9719.93
4859.96
56537.1
48460.4
40383.7
32306.9
24230.2
16153.5
56537.1
48460.4
40383.7
32306.9
24230.2
16153.5
56537.1
48460.4
40383.7
32306.9
24230.2
16153.5
33922.3
29076.2
24230.2
19384.2
14538.1
9692.08
9692.08
56699.6
48599.7
40499.7
32399.8
24299.8
16199.9
58324.2
49992.2
41660.2
33328.1
24996.1
16664.1
57024.5
48878.2
40731.8
32585.4
24439.1
16292.7
5091.4
34507.1
29577.5
24648.0
19718.4
14788.8
9859.18
9859.18
57674.4

Telescope

AZT-8

TSP

AZT-8

TSP

TSP

TSP

AZT-8

TSP

TSP

TSP

AZT-8

TSP
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Table 2 (continued )
Date of obs.

Orb.a

rb, (AU)

Δc, (AU)

Phase angle, (°)

Texp, s  N

2456941.5

12/10/2014
2456942.5

O

4.34

3.56

9.1

60  18

14/10/2014

O

4.34

3.56

9.1

60  20

25/10/2014
2456955.5

O

4.35

3.57

9.2

60  25

26/10/2014

O

4.35

3.58

9.2

180  10

O

4.36

3.59

9.2

180  10

O

4.36

3.60

9.3

180  10

29/10/2014
2456959.5

O

4.37

3.60

9.3

180  10

02/11/2014
2456963.5

O

4.45

3.80

10.4

180  15

05/11/2014
2456966.5

O

4.47

3.85

10.7

180  10

21/11/2014
2456982.5

O

4.55

4.13

11.8

60  17/
180  10

23/11/2014
2456984.5

O

4.57

4.17

11.9

180  10

2456944.5

2456956.5

27/10/2014

2456957.5

28/10/2014

2456958.5

mR

Aperture radius
arsces
km

mR (1,1,0)

Afro, cm

15.317 0.03
15.577 0.03
15.75 7 0.03
15.94 7 0.03
16.58 7 0.04
15.247 0.04
15.39 7 0.04
15.577 0.04
15.79 7 0.04
16.117 0.04
16.59 7 0.05
19.647 0.05d
15.167 0.05
15.317 0.05
15.497 0.05
15.72 70.05
16.107 0.05
16.687 0.07
19.687 0.07d
14.88 7 0.04
15.03 7 0.04
15.22 7 0.04
15.44 70.04
15.80 7 0.05
16.38 7 0.06
19.767 0.06d
14.86 7 0.03
15.107 0.03
15.247 0.03
15.487 0.03
15.75 7 0.04
16.317 0.05
14.87 7 0.03
15.09 7 0.03
15.27 70.03
15.497 0.03
15.81 7 0.04
16.377 0.04
14.95 7 0.03
15.167 0.03
15.28 7 0.03
15.497 0.03
15.82 7 0.03
16.39 7 0.04
15.12 70.03
15.29 7 0.03
15.44 70.03
15.69 7 0.03
16.117 0.04
16.677 0.04
15.52 7 0.03
15.677 0.03
15.84 7 0.03
16.007 0.03
16.29 7 0.04
16.80 7 0.04
15.58 7 0.05
15.72 70.05
15.90 7 0.05
16.067 0.04
16.377 0.05
16.94 7 0.06
19.87 7 0.06d
15.317 0.03
15.44 70.03
15.62 7 0.03
15.917 0.04
16.27 70.04
16.83 7 0.04
15.28 7 0.03
15.517 0.03
15.72 70.04
16.017 0.04
16.34 7 0.04
16.87 7 0.04

12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4

9.017 0.03
9.27 70.03
9.45 7 0.03
9.647 0.03
10.28 7 0.04
8.93 7 0.04
9.08 7 0.04
9.26 7 0.04
9.487 0.04
9.80 7 0.04
10.28 7 0.05
13.337 0.05d
8.85 7 0.05
9.00 70.05
9.187 0.05
9.417 0.05
9.79 7 0.05
10.377 0.07
13.377 0.07d
8.55 7 0.04
8.707 0.04
8.89 7 0.04
9.117 0.04
9.477 0.05
10.05 7 0.06
13.447 0.06d
8.53 7 0.03
8.777 0.03
8.917 0.03
9.157 0.03
9.42 7 0.04
9.98 7 0.05
8.52 7 0.03
8.747 0.03
8.92 7 0.03
9.147 0.03
9.46 7 0.04
10.02 7 0.04
8.59 7 0.03
8.80 7 0.03
8.92 7 0.03
9.137 0.03
9.46 7 0.03
10.03 7 0.04
8.767 0.03
8.93 7 0.03
9.08 7 0.03
9.337 0.03
9.75 7 0.04
10.317 0.04
8.96 7 0.03
9.117 0.03
9.28 7 0.03
9.447 0.03
9.73 70.04
10.247 0.04
8.97 70.05
9.117 0.05
9.29 7 0.05
9.45 7 0.04
9.767 0.05
10.337 0.06
13.26 7 0.06d
8.43 7 0.03
8.60 7 0.03
8.78 7 0.03
9.067 0.04
9.42 7 0.04
10.017 0.04
8.40 7 0.03
8.63 7 0.03
8.84 7 0.04
9.137 0.04
9.46 7 0.04
9.99 7 0.04

832 7 37
7437 33
7027 31
743 7 33
725 7 32
693 7 31
7187 32
7247 32
7097 31
6977 31
686 7 30
837 12
6447 28
7327 32
7797 35
7717 34
758 7 34
7467 33
807 12
896 7 40
10197 45
1064 7 47
1043 7 46
10357 46
10197 45
757 12
904 7 40
10097 45
9707 43
968 7 43
9187 41
982 7 44
864v38
965 7 43
9717 43
952 7 42
936 7 42
983 7 44
848 7 38
956 7 43
9717 43
943 7 42
878 7 39
9137 41
695 7 31
7767 34
8577 38
863 7 38
825 7 37
8277 37
639 7 28
681 7 30
668 7 30
619 727
603 727
593 7 26
5767 25
649 7 29
6477 29
600 727
590 7 26
5767 25
777 3
7007 31
781 7 35
839 7 37
853 7 38
839 7 37
8337 37
693 7 31
753 7 33
766 7 34
8007 36
809 7 36
8577 38

49435.2
41196.0
32956.8
24717.6
16478.4
34702.1
29744.7
24787.2
19829.8
14872.3
9914.88
9914.88
34702.1
29744.7
24787.2
19829.8
14872.3
9914.88
9914.88
34799.6
29828.2
24856.8
19885.5
14914.1
9942.74
9942.74
58161.8
49852.9
41544.1
33235.3
24926.5
16617.6
58324.2
49992.2
41660.2
33328.1
24996.1
16664.1
58486.7
50131.4
41776.2
33421.0
25065.7
16710.5
58486.7
50131.4
41776.2
33421.0
25065.7
16710.5
61735.9
52916.5
44097.1
35277.7
26458.3
17638.8
37529.0
32167.7
26806.4
21445.1
16083.8
10722.6
10722.6
40258.3
34507.1
28755.9
23004.8
17253.6
11502.4
67747.1
58068.9
48390.8
38712.6
29034.5
19356.3

Telescope

AZT-8

AZT-8

AZT-8

TSP

TSP

TSP

TSP

TSP

AZT-8

AZT-8

TSP
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Table 2 (continued )
Date of obs.

Orb.a

rb, (AU)

Δc, (AU)

Phase angle, (°)

Texp, s  N

mR

Aperture radius
arsces
km

mR (1,1,0)

24/11/2014
2456985.5

O

4.57

4.19

11.9

180  10

25/11/2014
2456986.5

O

4.58

4.21

11.9

180  10/300  15

27/11/2014
2456988.5

O

4.59

4.26

12.0

180  10

01/12/2014

O

4.61

4.35

12.1

60  25

15.32 7 0.03
15.57 70.03
15.78 7 0.03
16.137 0.03
16.42 7 0.04
16.90 7 0.04
15.36 7 0.01
15.647 0.01
15.80 7 0.01
16.22 7 0.01
16.517 0.01
16.94 7 0.02
15.50 7 0.03
15.69 7 0.03
15.91 70.03
16.25 7 0.03
16.57 70.03
17.007 0.03
15.55 7 0.03
15.707 0.03
15.92 7 0.04
16.137 0.04
16.40 7 0.04
17.047 0.04

14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4
14
12
10
8
6
4

8.43 7 0.03
8.687 0.03
8.89 7 0.03
9.247 0.03
9.53 7 0.04
10.017 0.04
8.45 7 0.01
8.73 70.01
8.89 7 0.01
9.317 0.01
9.60 7 0.01
10.03 7 0.02
8.56 7 0.03
8.75 7 0.03
8.97 70.03
9.3137 0.03
9.63 7 0.03
10.067 0.03
8.55 7 0.03
8.717 0.03
8.93 7 0.04
9.137 0.04
9.43 7 0.04
10.067 0.04

2456992.5

68072.0
58347.4
48622.9
38898.3
29173.7
19449.1
20519.1
17587.8
14656.5
11725.2
8793.89
5862.59
69209.2
59322.2
49435.2
39548.1
29661.1
19774.1
70671.4
60575.5
50479.6
40383.7
30287.7
20191.8

Afro, cm

6787 30
7037 31
689 7 31
7617 34
769 7 34
830 7 37
6707 30
6647 29
650 7 29
766 7 34
740 733
820 7 36
634 7 28
628 7 28
632 7 28
692 7 31
706 7 31
7217 32
609 7 27
745 733
744 733
696 7 31
7037 31
699 7 31

Telescope

TSP

Zeiss-1000

TSP

TSP

a

Orbital arc: I – pre-perihelion; O – post-perihelion.
r is heliocentric distance.
c
Δ is geocentric distance.
d
Estimated for fragment B.
e
Day of stellar transit near cometary nucleus observation.
b

3.9 km to 51.4 km (Jewitt, 2009; Perna et al., 2010). It is clear that
the size of Comet C/2011 J2 appears consistent with all these three
groups of objects.
Afρ parameter
We estimate the Afρ parameter that is an apertureindependent characteristic in case a steady state of cometary
coma (A'Hearn et al., 1984). The results [measured in cm] for a
ﬁxed aperture of  25,000 km are presented in Fig. 6 as a function
of the date of observation. In Fig. 6, the data obtained within the
CARA Project5 (private information from Bryssink and Milani,
2015) are also plotted. As one can see here, in close epochs both
results appear in good accordance to one another within the error.

Fig. 4. Time evolution of mR (1,1,0) of the Comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR.

The Afρ parameter was also estimated in vicinity of the fragment B. Using the aperture radius of 2 arcsec, it spans the range
between 98 and 84 cm. When comparing the results for different
active objects at the same heliocentric distance considered in
Mazzotta Epifani et al. (2014) (shown in Fig. 4), Comet C/2011 J2
reveals similarity with the long-period comets and Centaurs.
In Fig. 7 we present the Afρ parameter for Comet C/2011 J2 as
function of the aperture radius on several epochs of the observations; they correspond to the beginning of observation run, period
of fragmentation, and the latest observation. As one can see, the
Afρ parameter is not a constant value at different apertures, like it
is expected in a steady-state coma. Thus, Fig. 7 unambiguously
suggests that such assumption is not valid in the case of C/2011 J2;
for instance, it could imply a pulse-like activity of the nucleus.
Dust production rate
We estimate the dust mass loss rate of the comet using the
method described in Newburn and Spinrad (1985), Weiler et al.
(2003), and taking into account the discussion in Fink and Rubin
(2012). We use the obtained Afρ parameters to calculate the dust

Fig. 5. The value of nucleus size of the comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR). The grey area
indicates the range of plausible nucleus radii.

5

cara.uai.it
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Fig. 6. Time evolution of Afρ parameter in Comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR). Triangle and square symbols present results obtained by us and the CARA team, respectively. The greyshaded band in panel (a) shows the period when the fragmentation of the comet was apparent. Variation of the Afρ parameter over that time period can be seen in detail in
panel (b).

The dust number rate is given by
Z amax
1

1
U
ðf ðaÞ U a2 =vðaÞÞda
Q N ¼ Af ρ U 2π pðλÞΦðαÞ
amin

Fig. 7. R-band Afρ trend versus cometocentric distance measured for different date
of observations with AZT8 telescope.

mass production rate. The relation to estimate the dust productivity is given by
Z amax

Q M ¼ Q N ð4π =3Þ U
ρd ðaÞ U a3 U f ðaÞda
ð5Þ
amin

We use the bulk material density of the agglomerated debris
particles 0.35–0.83 g cm–3 (Zubko et al., 2014) that is consistent
with the range 0.3–3 g  cm  3, detected in situ in Comet 81 P/Wild
2 (Hörz et al., 2006; Flynn, 2008).
Investigations of comets 1P/Halley and 81P/Wild 2 in situ
suggest that dust particles obey a power-law size distribution a–n,
where a is the radius of the equal mass sphere. The power index n
is not a constant, it grows with the particle size. In comet 1P/
Halley, submicron- and micron-sized dust particles have revealed
the power index n ¼1.5–3; whereas, in the case of dust particles
considerably larger than 1 μm, n ¼3.4 (Mazets et al., 1986, 1988).
Analysis of data obtained from 81P/Wild 2 reveals that the micronsized particles obey a power-law size distribution with an index
n E2.9 (Price et al., 2010). However, when large dust particles
(Z10 μm) are incorporated into the analysis, it stretches the
power index to n ¼3.25–4.4 (Tuzzolino et al., 2004). For our estimation we use two different functions for size distribution of dust

M  N
particles: (1) f(a)  a  3.0 and (2) f(a)  1  aa0 U aa0 , where
M¼ 1.8, N¼3.6 and a0 ¼5 μm (Hanner, 1983). We calculated distribution with lower and upper limits on dust grain radii taken at
0.1 and 1000 μm, respectively.

ð6Þ

where vðaÞ is the ejection velocity of dust particle. The outﬂow
dust velocity ranged from 1 to 50 m s  1 was based on estimations
from numerical modeling of comet dust environment at heliocentric distance being larger than 4 AU (Fulle, 1994; Mazzotta
Epifani et al., 2009; Korsun et al., 2010, 2014; Rousselot et al.,
2014).
Comet C/2011 J2 was observed over the phase angles 7–16.5
degree. For such range, we constrain reﬂectance of dust particles
to the range A¼[0.03; 0.07] that is retrieved from modeling of
photo-polarimetric observations of comets (Zubko et al., 2014;
2015). These values are generally consistent with the reﬂectance
inferred in other studies (Hanner and Newburn, 1989) and suggested in studies of distant comets (Meech et al., 2009).
The numerical results of the dust mass loss rate are presented
in Table3. Fig. 8 shows results of estimation of dust productivity
for the comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR).
3.3. Optical depth and number density of dust particles in the C/2011
J2 coma
Brightness of comets is governed by a product of reﬂectance A
(α) of their dust and the so-called ﬁlling factor f that is a fraction of
ﬁeld of view being overlapped with dust particles. Therefore, the
ﬁlling factor is deﬁned as a ratio of total geometric cross section of
all dust particles within the ﬁeld of view over the area of the ﬁeld
of view. Evidently, the ﬁlling factor corresponds to number density
of dust particles. While the product A(α)f can be directly measured, poor knowledge on reﬂectance of dust particles (for
instance, we adapt in this manuscript the range A(5–15°)¼0.03–
0.07) places uncertainty in retrieval of the ﬁlling factor f.
However, stellar occultation makes it possible an independent
estimation of the ﬁlling factor. Starlight passing through a cometary coma toward the observer gets attenuated due to interaction
with its dust particles and, in general case, gases. Decrement of the
starlight ﬂux is dependent on number density of dust particles in
coma and their ability to absorb and scatter the incident light in
directions other than the forward scattering. The latter capabilities
of a dust particle are characterized with the efﬁciency for extinction Qext (Bohren and Huffman, 1983). Below, we discuss this
characteristic in Fig. 10; whereas, here, one only needs to note a
weak dependence of Qext on material absorption of dust particles
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At the moment of occultation, cometary coma is imposed over
the star. Therefore, the total observed intensity Isum at this point is
τ
equal sum of emission from the star Is  e  , which weakened by
absorption, and emission from comet Icom

Table 3
Dust mass production rate of the comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR).
r, [AU]

QM, kg s  1
A¼ 0.03

4.41
4.21
4.13
4.09
4.00
3.96
3.46
3.51
3.56
3.81
3.86
4.06
4.08
4.10
4.11
4.21
4.22
4.22
4.24
4.25
4.26
4.26
4.30
4.32
4.33
4.34
4.34
4.35
4.35
4.36
4.36
4.37
4.45
4.47
4.55
4.57
4.57
4.58
4.59
4.61

A ¼0.07

I sum ¼ I s  e  t þ I com

A

B

A

B

75.1
111.5
186.2
143.7
159.6
91.5
151.3
148.8
183.7
180.8
177.3
123.8
91.7
114.8
94.9
95.2
86.7
82.8
77.4
70.6
68.8
68.9
90.2
93.8
79.3
77.2
83.1
113.3
113.1
103.2
103.3
103.2
90.3
70.2
67.4
87.2
79.6
71.5
67.4
65.4

121.2
180.0
300.5
231.9
257.6
147.7
244.2
240.2
296.5
291.7
286.2
199.8
148.1
185.2
153.2
153.6
140.0
133.7
125.1
113.9
111.0
111.2
145.6
151.5
128.0
124.6
134.1
182.9
182.7
166.6
166.7
116.5
145.7
113.3
108.7
140.7
128.5
115.4
108.8
105.5

32.2
47.8
79.8
61.6
68.4
39.2
64.8
63.8
78.7
77.9
76.1
53.1
39.3
49.2
40.6
40.8
37.1
35.5
33.2
30.2
29.5
29.5
62.4
40.2
34.0
33.1
35.6
48.5
48.3
44.2
44.2
44.2
38.6
30.1
28.8
37.4
34.1
30.6
28.8
28.0

51.9
72.1
128.8
99.4
110.4
63.3
104.6
102.9
127.1
125.1
122.6
85.6
63.4
79.4
65.6
65.8
60.0
57.3
53.6
48.8
47.6
47.6
38.7
64.9
54.8
53.4
57.5
78.4
78.3
71.4
71.5
71.3
62.4
48.5
46.6
60.3
55.1
49.4
46.6
45.2

A. Using dust size distribution function in form f(a)  a 3.0.a0 M a0 N
1 a U a
B. Using dust size distribution function in form f(a) 
M ¼ 1:8; N ¼ 3:6; a0 ¼ 5 μm:

that is described with the imaginary part of the complex refractive
index m. In other words, the retrieval of number density of dust
particles from extinction of starlight is weakly affected by
assumption on chemical composition of dust particles, except
maybe for the case of optically soft materials, such as water ice.
This makes signiﬁcant difference with the retrieval from apparent
magnitude of coma, which is strongly dependent on assumption
on reﬂectance of dust particles. Unfortunately, transit of comet
near a bright star is a rare event. Nevertheless, whenever this is
possible, it is of high practical interest to compare number density
of dust particles in coma inferred with alternative techniques.
Observation of stellar transit near the nucleus was not scheduled as a primary scientiﬁc goal in our survey of Comet C/2011 J2
(LINEAR), it became possible incidentally though. On 28 September, 2014 the comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) passed near the star
USNO-A2 1275-18299027 (it is also known as USNO-B1 star 13450506546), when the heliocentric and geocentric distances of the
comet were 4.26 and 3.49 AU, respectively. The USNO-B1 magnitude of the star is 16.58m in the R ﬁlter. The geometry of the event
is shown in Fig. 9.

ð7Þ

where Is is intensity of a non-obstructed star. We can obtain the
optical depth of the cometary coma from

τ ¼ ln

Is
I sum  I com

ð8Þ

Comet C/2011 J2 was photometricaly stable, revealing no fast
variations of its brightness. Variations of its brightness on transit
epoch are constrained to be less than 3.5 per cent. Using the
aperture radius ρ ¼ 5062.4 km (2 arcsec), we estimate the optical
depth to be τ ¼0.034 70.1. Interestingly, for same aperture, we
obtain Afρ ¼ 653 cm.
Optical depth τ is a dimensionless characteristic that in the case
of optically thin clouds consisting of monodisperse particles and is
deﬁned as follows (Mishchenko, 2014):

τ ¼ n  Q ext  G

ð9Þ

Here, n stands for number of particles in a column with the
projected area of 1 m2, Qext and G – efﬁciency for extinction
[dimensionless] and ensemble-averaged geometric cross section of
agglomerated debris particle [in m2].
In Fig. 10 we demonstrate computational results for Qext in the
agglomerated debris particles. These particles have highly irregular
agglomerate morphology with packing density of constituent
material being consistent with in situ ﬁndings in Comet 81P/Wild
2. It is signiﬁcant that the agglomerated debris particles are capable to reproduce polarization, color, and phase function measured
in comets (Zubko et al., 2014; 2015). Qext in Fig. 10 is shown as a
function of the so-called size parameter x (Bohren and Huffman,
1983) that is deﬁned as follows: x ¼2πrad/λ; where rad – radius of
sphere circumscribed around the agglomerated debris particles
and λ – wavelength of incident light.
As one can see in Fig. 10, Qext reveals quite similar trends in particles
with different levels of material absorption. This implies our estimation
of number of dust particles is only weakly dependent upon their
chemical composition. However, size parameter x dramatically affects
Qext at xo10; whereas, larger particles are only slightly dependent on
x. It is also important to note that the curves in Fig. 10 are quite
smoothed in appearance. This behavior differs from highly resonant
response in single spherical particles (Bohren and Huffman, 1983).
We compute number density of particles n in assumption of
maximum efﬁciency for extinction Qext E2.8 that corresponds
with the bottom limit of the number density n. The maximum
value of Qext occurs at x ¼7 (see Fig. 10). At wavelength λ ¼ 0.65 μm
(R ﬁlter), x¼ 7 is equivalent to rad E0.724  10  6 m. Projected area
of the agglomerated debris particles is for a factor of 0.61 smaller
than what in the circumscribing sphere, so GE10  12 m2. When
substituting these values of Qext and G into Eq. (9), we obtain the
number density n spanning the range from 0 through 2.5  1010
particles per 1 m2 of the projected area of coma. This range results
from rather large error bars in the measured optical depth
τ ¼0.034 70.1. Nevertheless, it is consistent with the number
density that can be alternatively inferred from the Afρ parameter.
For instance, during the time of the star transit, Comet C/2011
J2 (LINEAR) has revealed Afρ ¼653 cm with the aperture radius
ρ ¼5062.4 km; this means Af E1.3  10  6. In assumption of
reﬂectance of dust particles A ¼0.03–0.07, the ﬁlling factor is equal
to f E(1.843–4.300)  10  5. At rad E 0.724  10  6 m, this implies
the number density n ¼(1.833–4.278)  107 particles per 1 m2 of
the projected area. This range of the number density n is
remarkably lower (for three orders of magnitude) than the upper
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Fig. 8. Dependence of the Log of dust productivity Qd on the time elapsed (a) since perihelion for Comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR). Asterisk and square triangle mark the Qd values
derived for dust size distribution function in form proposed by Hanner (1983) and for values of the albedo 0.03 and 0.07, respectively. Dots and diamond mark the Qd values
derived for dust size distribution function in form a  3.0 and for values of the albedo 0.03 and 0.07, respectively. The grey-shaded area designates the period when the
fragmentation was observed. Panel (b) shows in details the variation of the Qd parameter over the time when fragmentation was apparent.

passage. Over the observational period, the comet showed a high
level of cometary activity and, also, it experienced a fragmentation.
Our principal ﬁndings can be summarized as follows.

Fig. 9. Four CCD frames overlapped together show the star (s) and comet C/2011J2
(LINEAR) (C). The schematic shows the track of the star (during all observations) at
00:44 and 01:37 UT on 28 September, 2014, the scale, and the orientation.

Fig. 10. Efﬁciency for extinction Qext versus size parameter x in agglomerated
debris particles with different imaginary parts of refractive index m.

limit of the range inferred from the optical depth τ. Nevertheless,
it is signiﬁcant that the number density n estimated from the Afρ
parameter is consistent with the range of n retrieved from τ.

(1) Analysis of the coma morphology unambiguously reveals
fragmentation of Comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR). We observed the
fragment B between September 18, 2014 to November 5, 2014.
This goes along with ﬁndings by other, independent observers.
The endurance of the fragment B is estimated with Eq. (1) to
be E¼ 29.1 days, which is clearly not consistent with the fact
that the fragment B remained observable for some 50 days.
Relative velocity of the fragment B is found to be of 0.21″/day
( 4.9 m/s) in all our observations.
(2) Upper limit of radius of the comet C/2011 J2 (LINEAR) nucleus
is constrained to r9 km.
(3) The comet revealed a high level of activity for the given range
of heliocentric distances that is typical for new comets. The
Afρ parameter (Fig. 3) and the dust production (Table 3) in
Comet C/2011 J2 are comparable to what was previously found
in vast majority of dynamically new and long-period comets
(Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2009; 2010; Meech et al., 2009; Szabó
et al., 2001; 2002; 2008; Korsun et al., 2010; Ivanova et al.,
2014). The dust production of the comet differs on epochs
before and after the perihelion passage. The activity of the
comet was high after the perihelion passage and it was
changed during the fragmentation. These results are consistent with ﬁndings of the CARA project for this comet.
(4) The stellar near the cometary nucleus made it possible to
estimate the optical depth of the coma τ ¼ 0.0347 0.1. In
assumption of the particle radius being 0.724 um, we infer the
number density of dust particles spanning the range between
0 through 2.5  1010 particles per 1 m2 of the projected area of
coma. Interestingly, the number density n retrieved alternatively from the Afρ parameter appears within this range.
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We present ﬁrst measurements of the degree of linear polarization of distant comets C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) and C/2010 R1 (LINEAR) at heliocentric distances
r ¼5.9–7.0 AU. Observations were carried out with the SCORPIO-2 focal reducer at the 6-m telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory (Russia).
Both comets showed considerable level of activity (signiﬁcant dust comae and tails) beyond a zone where water ice sublimation is negligible (up to 5 AU).
Signiﬁcant spatial variations both in the intensity and polarization are found in both the comets. The slope of radial proﬁles of intensity changes gradually
with the distance from the photocenter: from  0.7 near the nucleus up to about  1.3 for larger distances (up to 100,000 km). The variation in polarization
proﬁles indicates the non-uniformity in the polarization distribution over the coma. The polarization degree over the coma gradually increases (in
absolute value) with increasing photocentric distance from of about  1.9% up to  3% for comet C/2010 S1 (LINEAR), and from of about  2.5% up to  3.5%
for comet C/2010 R1 (LINEAR). These polarization values are sig-niﬁcantly higher than typical value of the whole coma polarization (∼  1.5%) for comets
at heliocentric distances less than 5 AU. The obtained photometric and polarimetric data are compared with those derived early for other comets at
smaller heliocentric distances. Numerical modeling of light scattering characteristics was performed for media composed of particles with different
refractive indexes, shapes, and sizes. The computations were made by using the superposition T-matrix method. We obtained that
for comet C/2010 S1 (LINEAR), the dust in the form of aggregates of overall radius R  1.3 μm composed of N¼ 1000 spherical monomers with radius a ¼0.1
μm and refractive index m¼ 1.65 þi0.05, allows to obtain a satisfactory agreement between the results of polarimetric observations of comet C/2010 S1
and computations.

Introduction

Physical nature of comets is known mainly from the observations of bright comets close to the Earth and the Sun (typically 1–
2 AU). A few of the Jupiter, Neptune family comets and Kuiper-Belt
objects have been investigated with space experiments, while
observations at large heliocentric distances (more than 5 AU) are
still scarce and episodic, thereby not covering very important stage
of the development of cometary activity. Moreover, such observations are very useful in order to get more information about the
origin of comets as well as their relation to Kuiper-Belt objects and
Centaurs (Belskaya et al., 2008; Stansberry et al., 2008).

Activity of distant comets cannot be explained in the frame of
standard model, whereas sublimation of more volatiles than water
ice such as CO, CO2, and N2 can serve as a probable explanation of
this phenomenon (Gronkowski and Smela, 1998). These comets
demonstrate high activity at large heliocentric distances. Also an
important speciﬁc feature of this activity is its long-term nature, in
contrast to the often observed outburst activity (Ivanova et al.,
2011). This feature allows to discuss the physical processes associated with such activity in more detail. An analysis of the distant
cometary activity usually focuses on ﬁnding proper sources of
energy required to release particles from the cometary nucleus
that, in turn, leads to the formation of the observed coma. In this
context reliable information on the physical properties of the
cometary dust is of great importance. Available observational data
show the difference between the activity of distant and short-
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period comets (Epifani et al., 2007, 2008; Korsun et al., 2008, 2010,
2014). It is possible that the nature of the dust differs also.
Observations of distant comets in different modes (photometry,
spectroscopy, and polarimetry) allow to obtain a useful information about dust properties in the cometary coma at large heliocentric distances. So far, polarimetric measurements were used to
study physical properties of the dust in comets approaching the
Sun. Since the dust in distant comets may differ from that in
comets close to the Sun (e.g. Kolokolova et al., 2007), the measurements of polarization of distant comets are very important for
study of their physical properties and evolution. However, there
are no comets studied with polarimetric techniques at heliocentric
distances more than 5 AU.
The program of photometric and spectral studies of distant
comets with a high level of activity beyond Jupiter's orbit was
started at the 6-m BTA telescope of the Special Astrophysical
Observatory of the RAS (SAO RAS, Russia) in 2006. A series of
spectroscopic and photometric data for these comets were
obtained (Korsun et al., 2006, 2008, 2014). So far a few spectra for
distant comets (with q 45 AU) were published. The spectra of
well-known periodic comet 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann
1 show the CN and ionic emissions at distances of 6 AU from the
Sun (Cochran et al., 1980; Cochran and Cochran, 1991; Korsun
et al., 2008). Ionic emissions were also detected in the spectra of
long period comet C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) at the distance of
8.36 AU from the Sun (Korsun et al., 2014). Nevertheless, no
emission exceeding 3s level was found in the spectra of comets C/
2003 WT42 (LINEAR) (Korsun et al., 2010) and C/2006 S3
(LONEOS) (Rousselot et al., 2014). Also after spectra processing of
comet C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) (Ivanova et al., 2015) and C/2010 R1 we
concluded that only continuum was detected (without any emissions in the spectra of distant comets).
Therefore we have started a comprehensive program of
polarimetric observations of active distant comets using the
modiﬁed universal focal reducer SCORPIO-2 (Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2011) mounted in the prime focus of the 6-m BTA telescope
of the SAO RAS.
In this paper, we present and analyze the ﬁrst results of
polarimetric observations of two distant comets C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) (hereafter C/2010 S1) and C/2010 R1 (LINEAR) (hereafter C/
2010 R1). Comet C/2010 S1 was detected on September 21.36, 2010
as asteroidal object of around 18th magnitude at heliocentric
distance r ¼8.85 AU and geocentric distance Δ ¼8.54 AU. Followup observations showed that the comet had a bright coma and a
tail. The comet has a perihelion distance of 5.89 AU and passed on
May, 2013, an orbit inclination i ¼125.3° and eccentricity
e¼1.0018997 (Marsden, 2010a, 2010b).

Comet C/2010 R1 was discovered also as non-active object of
21st magnitude on September 4.15, 2010, at heliocentric and
geocentric distances equal to 7.15 and 6.66 AU, respectively. In
follow-up observations performed at Magdalena Ridge 2.4-m
reﬂector, it was found that this object had both coma and small
tail. The comet reached perihelion at 5.6 AU in 2012 May, and had
i¼156.9° and e¼1.36652 (Marsden, 2010a, 2010b).

Observations and reduction
Observations of comets C/2010 S1 and C/2010 R1 were carried
out at the 6-m BTA telescope (SAO RAS, Russia) with the focal
reducer SCORPIO-2 (Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2011). Comet C/2010
S1 was observed through Johnson's V ﬁlter in the polarimetric
mode on November 25, 2011, when r ¼7.01 AU and Δ ¼ 6.52 AU.
The phase angle of the comet was α ¼ 7.3°. On November 12, 2012,
the comet was observed through the g–sdss ﬁlter (λ ¼4640 Å,
FWHM ¼1262 Å) at r ¼6.05 AU and Δ ¼ 5.87 AU, and the phase
angle α ¼9.4°. Comet C/2010 R1 was observed through the r–sdss
ﬁlter (λ ¼6122 Å, FWHM ¼ 1149 Å) on February 6, 2013. The
heliocentric and geocentric distances were 5.94 AU and 5.57 AU,
respectively, and α ¼ 9.2°. Table 1 presents the log of observations,
specifying the date of observations (the mid-cycle time), the
name of comet, the heliocentric and geocentric distances, the
phase angle, the position angle of the scattering plane, the ﬁlter,
the total exposure and number of images, and the mode of
observations.
Instruments
An E2V-42-90 CCD chip of 2048  2048 pixels was used as a
detector. A full ﬁeld of view of the detector is 6.1′  6.1′ with an
image scale of 0.18″/pix. To increase the signal/noise ratio of the
observed data binning of 2  2 was applied to the polarimetric
images. For the measurements of polarization, an optical scheme
consisting of rotating phase plates and a ﬁxed polarization analyzer was selected. The two Wollaston prisms, designated WOLL-1
and WOLL-2, and a dichroic polarization ﬁlter (POLAROID) were
used as the polarization analyzers. For our observations of the
distant comets, we used two modes: dichroic polarization ﬁlter
and Wollaston prism WOLL-1.
Polaroid
The dichroic polarization analyzer mounted in the focal reducer
is intended for the measurements of linear polarization of extended objects. The analyzer can be set in three ﬁxed positions by the
angle 0° and 760°. The intensities in three angles of the polaroid

Table 1
Log of the observations.
Date, UT

Object

Nov. 25.63, 2011
Nov. 25.71, 2011
Nov. 12.66, 2012
Nov. 12.69, 2012
Feb. 06.13, 2013
Feb. 06.18, 2013

C/2010
C/2010
C/2010
C/2010
C/2010
C/2010

a

S1
S1
S1
S1
R1
R1

ra,
AU

Δb ,
AU

αc,
deg

d

7.01
7.01
6.05
6.05
5.94
5.94

6.52
6.52
5.87
5.87
5.57
5.57

7.3
7.3
9.4
9.4
9.2
9.2

92.5
92.5
70.9
70.9
285.4
285.4

Heliocentric distance.
Geocentric distance.
c
Phase angle.
d
Position angle of the extended Sun-target radius vector.
e
The exposure time / number of images.
b

deg

Filter

Texp, s /Ne

Mode

V
V
g–sdss
g–sdss
r–sdss
r–sdss

10/3
30/18
10/3
30/20
60/3
30/16

Image
Impol
Image
Imapol
Image
Imapol
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are I(x, y)0, I(x, y)  60 and I(x, y) þ 60. The measured Stokes Q′ and U′
parameters in each point of the image with the coordinates x, y are
given by the relations

⎧
⎪ Q′ =
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎪U ′ =
⎩

2⋅I (x, y)0 − I (x, y)−60 − I (x, y)+60
I (x, y)0 + I (x, y)−60 + I (x, y)+60
I (x, y)+60 − I (x, y)−60
1
,
(
)0 + I (x, y)−60 + I (x, y)+60
I
x
y
3

(1)

The true values of the Stokes Q and U parameters are as follows:

⎧Q /I = U ‵ cos (2ϕ) − Q ‵ sin (2ϕ)
⎨
,
⎩ U /I = U ‵ sin (2ϕ) + Q ‵ cos (2ϕ)

⎛ I (λ )o − I (λ )e ⎞
⎛ I (λ )o − I (λ )e ⎞
U ‵ = 0.5 ⎜
− 0.5 ⎜
⎟
⎟
⎝ I (λ )o − I (λ )e ⎠θ = 0
⎝ I (λ )o − I (λ )e ⎠θ = 45
°
°
⎛ I (λ)o − I (λ )e ⎞
Q ‵ = 0.5 ⎜
⎟
⎝ I (λ)o − I (λ )e ⎠θ = 22.5
°
⎛ I (λ)o − I (λ )e ⎞
− 0.5 ⎜
⎟
⎝ I (λ)o − I (λ )e ⎠θ = 67.5
°

(4)

For this mode, the degree of linear polarization P and the
position angle PA of the plane of polarization were calculated from
Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively. Detailed description of the instrument and the reduction procedure are given by Afanasiev and
Amirkhanyan (2012).

(2)
2.2. Data processing

where ϕ is the orientation of the principal axes of the prism.
The ﬁnal degree of linear polarization P and the position angle
of the polarization plane PA are obtained from relations

⎧
P = Q2 + U 2
⎪
⎪
⎨
⎛U ⎞
1
⎪ PA = arctan ⎜ ⎟
⎪
⎝Q ⎠
2
⎩

(3)

2.1.2. Single Wollaston prism
In this polarimetric mode of the instrument, an achromatic
half-wave phase plate and a Wollaston prism are installed before a
prism. The Wollaston prism, separating the beam into the ordinary
o and extraordinary e rays by 5° (2′ on the celestial sphere), is
inserted in the parallel beam (Afanasiev and Amirkhanya, 2012).
We use the mask (high 2′ and diameter 4′), which cuts nonoverlapping area. For ﬁxed positions of the λ/2 phase plate 0°, 45°,
22°.5 and 67°.5, a series of pairs of spectra I(λ)o and I(λ)e in
mutually perpendicular polarization planes is obtained at the exit
of the focal reducer.
In general, when the orientation of the principal axes of the
analyzer φ and the vector direction maximum speed phase plate θ
are arbitrary, measured up to the transformation of rotation values
of the Stokes parameters Q′ and U′, the linear polarization is given
by the relations

Each individual image of the comet and ﬂat ﬁeld is bias corrected. Flat ﬁeld, which was obtained for each angle of the phase
plate or polaroid, was normalized to the average count in the
center of image, it takes into account the artiﬁcial instrumental
polarization. After that each image of the comet was ﬂat ﬁeld
corrected.
Sky background was estimated using the procedure, which
builds a histogram of counts in the image. The count corresponding to the maximum is the level of the sky background
which was subtracted from the images.
Since measurements are differential, we combine the images of
the comet using only central isophote, which is located closest to
the maximum of brightness of the comet. The removal of the
traces of cosmic ray particles is done at the ﬁnal stage of reduction
via the robust parameter estimates. The random polarization
errors are estimated from the direct measurements using the socalled method of robust statistics (Maronna et al., 2006). We ﬁrst
compute the statistical moments in the observational data and,
then we exploit an IDL code implementing the robust statistics
method that searches for signiﬁcant deviations from the average
polarimetric response. In case such deviations are found, their
contribution into the average polarization is being evaluated. If the
given data point appears noticeably affecting the average polarimetric response, it is excluded from the consideration. Thus, we
get rid of the measurements with unreasonably high impact on
the average polarization.

Fig. 1. Morphology of comet C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) during two periods of observations: (a) November 25, 2011; (b) November 12, 2012. The arrows show the directions to the
Sun, North, East and motion of the comet.
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3. Results of observations
3.1. Morphology of comets
The both comets showed signiﬁcant activity (bright comae and
long tails) beyond the Jovian orbit, where sublimation of water ice
can be neglected. Coma morphology of comet C/2010 S1 and its
evolution with time is displayed in Fig. 1. On November 25, 2011
(r ¼7.01 AU), the comet showed only elongated in the sunward–
antisunward direction dust coma with short tail (Fig. 1a). Extensive
dusty coma with highly condensed material surrounding the
nucleus and extended dust tail (Fig. 1b) were detected when the
comet approached the Sun, on November 12, 2012, when
r ¼6.05 AU.
The variations of the intensity along the sunward and tailward
directions versus the photocentric distance (ρ) in log scale are
plotted in Fig. 2 for two dates of observations of comet C/2010 S1.
The proﬁles are dominated by the seeing when the photocentric
distance is less than  8000 km (Fig. 2a) and  5000 km (Fig. 2b).
During the both periods of observations the intensity decreases
with the increasing distance from the photocenter. It is noticed
that on November 25, 2011 the intensity is slightly higher in the
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tailward direction as compared to the solar direction. At the projected distance 8000–89,000 km along the sunward direction the
intensity of coma falls off very rapidly to the sky level with the
slope of  1 and the slope is equal to 1.2 along the tailward
direction. The radial proﬁles of the intensity obtained on November 12, 2012, differ considerably from those for the ﬁrst date. The
slope of the intensity increases signiﬁcantly with increasing distances from the photocenter. Over the range of the cometocentric
distances 8000–32,000 km, the slope is on average close to  0.7,
and it is equal to  0.9 for larger distances (up to 80,000 km). At
the projected distance in excess of 80,000 km, the curves show a
rapid drop with distance according to ρ  1.28 (in the sunward
direction) and ρ  1.31 (in the tailward direction) dependences,
which are close to those derived for the ﬁrst observation of the
comet.
The intensity image of the second observed comet C/2010 R1
and the intensity map with isophotes are shown in Fig. 3(a and b,
respectively). As one can see, this comet had well-concentrated
coma and extensive dust tail typical of some distant comets
(Roemer, 1962; Korsun and Chorny, 2003; Korsun, 2005; Korsun
et al., 2010).

Fig. 2. Cuts through the coma in the sunward and tailward directions for the two dates of observation of comet C/2010 S1 (LINEAR): (a) November 25, 2011; (b) November
12, 2012. Vertical lines indicate the seeing radius limit. The radial proﬁle of isotropic coma is represented with a slope of  1 in log scale.

Fig. 3. Morphology of comet C/2010 R1 (LINEAR) on February 6, 2013: (a) intensity image obtained through the wide r–sdss ﬁlter; (b) intensity map with the isophotes
differing by a factor √2. The “þ” mark denotes the photocenter of the comet. The arrows show the directions to the Sun, North, East and motion of the comet.
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The radial proﬁles of the intensity and their comparison with
an isotropic coma are shown in Fig. 4. Since the comet was
observed with long tail, we constructed proﬁles along the sunward
and tailward directions. The differences between the sunward and
tailward proﬁles are signiﬁcant. The intensity of coma is considerably higher in the sunward direction as compared to the
tailward direction at distances up to 16,000 km from the photocenter, whereas at larger distances the intensity of the tail is
higher. The slope near the photocenter of the comet is varying
from  0.89 to  1.19 for the sunward and tailward directions,
respectively. The decrease in intensity as a function of the photocentric distance is close to  1.29 for distances more than
16,000 km in the sunward direction and is close to  1 in the
direction of tail. Since the slope increases progressively with the
optocentric distance in the solar direction, it may indicate that the
dust is moving from this region. A slope smaller than  1 indicates
that the dust is pushed in the tail by the solar radiation, replenishing the antisolar regions.

while the right panels display variations of the polarization along
the sunward and perpendicular directions. For both dates, the
errors in polarization are almost consistently lower in the inner
coma of the comet as compared to the slightly higher value in the
outer coma. Polarization is found to vary over the coma in both
directions, however, in different ways. On November 25, 2011, the
minimum polarization degree (of about  (1.970.1)%) is noticed
in the circumnuclear area of the comet. Polarization increases (in
absolute value) gradually up to about  (2.770.2)% with an
increase of the photocentric distance up to 10,000 km in the
sunward direction, and it increases up to  (2.5 70.2)% in the
tailward direction (up to 25,000 km). Such behavior of polarization
is also observed in the perpendicular direction (see Fig. 5). On
November 12, 2012, the degree of polarization does not practically
change, and its value over the coma is within the range from
 (1.87 0.2)% up to  (3.070.3)% (see Fig. 6). The proﬁle of
polarization in the sunward direction practically coincides with
the proﬁle in the perpendicular direction.

3.2. Polarimetry of comets

3.2.2. Comet C/2010 R1 (LINEAR)
Results of observations of comet C/2010 R1 are presented in the
form of the polarization map (Fig. 7, left panel) and cuts along the
sunward and perpendicular directions (Fig. 7, right panel). The
polarization degree of comet C/2010 R1 is generally higher (in
absolute value) in comparison with comet C/2010 S1. Polarization
proﬁles in the sunward and perpendicular directions are identical
in the inner coma up to the distance from the photocenter equal to
10,000 km. We can see that increasing polarization in the cometary coma goes from the center to the periphery (along the tail).
The central region of the coma (up to 5000 km) shows polarization
of  (2.50 70.05)% which increases almost to  (3.9 70.1)% at the
distance of about 22,000 km from the photocenter in the tailward
direction. Variation of the polarization degree with the distance
from the photocenter can be an evidence of differences in the
physical properties of the dust over the coma and tail.
Variation of polarization degree with distance from the photocenter can be an evidence of differences in the physical properties of the dust over the coma and tail. Imaging polarimetry of
comets revealed dramatic spatial variation of linear polarization
throughout coma (Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd, 2003; Jewitt,
2004). For instance, at small phase angles (o30) there were found
two polarimetric features, the so-called circumnucleus halo with
an extreme amplitude of the negative polarization Pmin ¼ 6%, and
jets revealing only positive polarization (Hadamcik and LevasseurRegourd, 2003). At side scattering (phase angle  90 degree), the
polarization may also cover a signiﬁcant range, from  3% up to

3.2.1. Comet C/2010 S1 (LINEAR)
Polarization maps of comet C/2010 S1 for two dates of observations are presented in Figs. 5 and 6. The left panels show spatial
distribution of the degree of linear polarization over the coma,

Fig. 4. Cuts through the coma of comet C/2010 R1 (LINEAR) in the sunward and
tailward directions. Slopes of radial intensity proﬁles  1.29 and  0.95 are indicated. Isotropic coma represented as  1 line. Vertical line indicates the seeing
radius limit.

Fig. 5. Polarization map and variations of the degree of polarization of comet C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) along the sunward and in perpendicular directions on November 25, 2011.
The arrows show the directions to the Sun, North, East, and motion of the comet.
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Fig. 6. Polarization map and variations of the degree of polarization of comet C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) along the sunward and in perpendicular directions on November 12, 2012.
The arrows show the directions to the Sun, North, East, and motion of the comet.

Fig.7. Polarization map and variations of the degree of polarization of comet C/2010 R1 (LINEAR) along the sunward and in perpendicular directions on February 6, 2013. The
denotations are the same as in Fig. 5.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the whole coma polarization for comets C/2010 S1 (LINEAR)
and C/2010 R1 (LINEAR) with the average phase angle dependence of polarization
for the dusty comets (solid curve).

more than 30% (Jewitt, 2004). Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd
(2003) attributed variations of the linear polarization to different
physical properties of cometary dust. Namely, there was suggested
that the strong negative polarization in the circumnucleus halo is
produced by particles with compact morphology; whereas, the
positive polarization in jets at small phase angles results from
ﬂuffy morphology of dust particles. This suggestion was examined
in Zubko et al. (2008). There was found the polarimetric response
near backscattering to be weakly dependent on packing density of
irregularly shaped particles. On the contrary the difference in

polarization of the halo and jets was interpreted in terms of different material absorption of the constituent particles (Zubko
et al., 2009). Later the difference in material absorption was
demonstrated to be the most probable reason for spatial variations
of polarization observed at side scattering (Zubko et al., 2013).
However, Zubko et al. (2013) also noticed an impact of size distribution on polarimetric response at side scattering, which could
explain some observations of comets.
Fig. 8 shows the averaged values of linear polarization for
comets C/2010 S1 and C/2010 R1 in comparison with the mean
phase-angle dependence of polarization for dusty comets (i.e.,
comets with high dust-to-gas ratio) (Kiselev and Rosenbush,
2004). Obviously, the polarization degree for these two distant
comets reveals signiﬁcant deviation from the trend shown in Fig. 8
with solid line. The same values of polarization were obtained for
only two comets observed at small heliocentric distance. For
comet C/2002 T7 (LINEAR) in V ﬁlter at phase angle of 6.77°,
polarization P was found to be  (2.3370.35)%, whereas P¼ 
(1.99 70.17)% at phase angle of 6.59° (Rosenbush et al., 2006). Both
values are consistent with the data obtained for comet C/2010 S1
(LINEAR). The value of polarization obtained for comet C/2010 R1
(LINEAR) agrees quantitatively with that measured for comet C/
1975 V1 (West) (Kiselev and Chernova, 1978).
Numerical modeling

Until now, numerical simulations of light scattering characteristics have been performed in order to determine physical
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characteristics of cometary dust on the basis of available photopolarimetric observational data obtained for comets close to the
Sun
(e.g. Kolokolova et al., 2004, 2007; Petrova et al., 2004; Kimura
et al., 2006; Das et al., 2008; Zubko et al., 2011, 2014). Even though
photopolarimetric data for comets have been obtained within a
broad range of phase angles and wavelengths, so far there is no
ultimate conclusion on the nature, shape, size of the dust in
atmospheres of these comets. Usually when analyzing the results
of polarimetric observations, an essential attention is concentrated
on the reproduction of the negative branch of linear polarization
in the range of small phase angles, and the model of fractal-like
aggregates composed of submicron spherical monomers is often
used for this purpose (Kolokolova et al., 2004, 2007; Petrova et al.,
2004; Kimura et al., 2006; Das et al., 2008; Rosenbush et al., 2006).
At the same time for comets 17P/Holmes and C/1975 V1 (West), it
was shown the results of photopolarimetric observations to be
consistent with the model of cometary atmosphere composed of
high absorbing agglomerated debris particles (Zubko et al., 2011,
2014).
As was anticipated above, our polarimetric data are the ﬁrst
ever obtained for distant comets. From these data, it can be
expected that comets C/2010 S1 and C/2010 R1 have much deeper
branch of negative polarization as compared with the case of
comets close to the Sun. Here, we make an attempt to estimate
possible optical properties of the dust in the atmosphere of distant
comets by looking for good agreement between the observational
data and the results of numerical modeling. As usually for comets,
we suppose a low concentration of dust which enables to consider
a cometary atmosphere as an optically thin layer and to exclude
the contribution of multiple scattering. For a macroscopically
isotropic and mirror-symmetric medium the far-ﬁeld transformation of the Stokes parameters upon the scattering is written in
terms of the normalized Stokes scattering matrix F(θ)
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0
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(5)

where θ∈[0°, 180°] is the angle between the incidence and scattering directions (θ ¼180°  α, α is the phase angle), and both sets
of the Stokes parameters are deﬁned with respect to the scattering
plane (Mishchenko et al., 2002). If the incidence light is unpolarized, then the element a1 characterizes the angular distribution of

the scattered intensity, while the ratio P ¼  b1/a1 gives the
corresponding degree of linear polarization.
In our numerical modeling, we represent cometary particles in
the form of fractal aggregates composed of spherical monomers
and described by the following statistical-scaling law (Sorensen,
2001)

⎛ R g ⎞D f
N = k0 ⎜ ⎟ ,
⎝a⎠

(6)

where a is the monomer radius, 1 rDf r3 is the fractal dimension,
k0 is the fractal prefactor, N is the number of monomers in the
aggregate, and Rg, called the radius of gyration, is a measure of the
overall aggregate radius. Both Df and k0 specify the morphology of
a fractal aggregate. Densely packed aggregates have Df values close
to 3, whereas the fractal dimension of chain-like and branched
clusters can be much smaller. The prefactor k0 is also related to the
compactness state of a fractal such that, for a ﬁxed Df, the packing
density tends to be smaller as k0 decreases (e.g. Liu and Mishchenko, 2005). In order to generate monomer positions in a
fractal cluster, we use the simulated diffusion-limited aggregation
(DLA) method (Mackowski, 1995) in which the generation procedure starts with a pair of spheres in contact for pre-set k0 and Df
values and adds a single monomer at a time. Fig. 9 shows
examples of aggregates generated for Df ¼ 2.8, k0 ¼1.06 (a), and
Df ¼ 3, k0 ¼1 (b).
We have performed numerous computations of light scattering
characteristics for different sizes and chemical composition of
cometary dust by applying the superposition T-matrix method
developed for multisphere particle groups in random orientation
(Mackowski and Mishchenko, 1996, 2011) and the parallelized
computer code (http://www.eng.auburn. edu /users /dmckwski
/scatcodes). Here, we show our results obtained for the refractive
index m ¼mR þ imI ¼1.65 þi0.05. Note that this value of the
refractive index can be adopted for cometary dust composed
mainly of astronomical silicates (Petrova et al., 2004). Most of the
computations were performed for wavelength λ ¼ 0.55 μm, and
our main task was to analyze the observational data obtained for
comet C/2010 S1.
Fig. 10 depicts the computed angular dependences of the
degree of linear polarization on the phase angle for medium
composed of fractal aggregates for the monomer size parameter
x¼ 2 рa/λ ¼1.5 (the corresponding value of the monomer radius
a¼ 0.13 μm at λ ¼0.55 μm), the number of monomers N¼40, 50,
100, and Df ¼2.8, k0 ¼1.06 (the upper row), Df ¼3, k0 ¼1 (the bottom row). It is seen that for both types of aggregates there is no

Fig. 9. Examples of considered aggregate particles: Df ¼ 2.8, k0 ¼ 1.06 (a), and Df ¼3, k0 ¼1 (b).
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Fig. 13. Phase angle dependences of the scattered intensity by aggregates composed of N ¼1000 monomers with a¼ 0.1 μm at λ¼ 0.45, 0.55, and 0.9 μm.

satisfactory agreement between the results of computations and
the observational data for comet C/2010 S1.
We have also performed similar computations for Df ¼3, k0 ¼ 1
and a ¼0.1 μm (x ¼1.14). Note that the overall shape of this
aggregate is nearly spherical with radius R 0.6 μm. The upper
row of Fig. 11 presents the results obtained for λ ¼0.55 μm. In the
case of N¼100, the obtained data are consistent to some extent
with observations. But the oscillations in the behavior of the
degree of polarization (the left panel) are not inherent to comets.
In the bottom row, we show the computed phase angle dependences obtained for N¼100 and wavelength of λ ¼0.45, 0.55, and
0.9 μm. It is seen that for λ ¼0.9 μm and small phase angles, the
negative branch of polarization vanishes.
It must be noted that all the results given in Figs. 10 and 11
were obtained by averaging all single scattering characteristics
over the ensemble of ﬁve fractal-parameter-equal generations of

an aggregate. Desirableness of the averaging was motivated, in
particular, by Mishchenko and Dlugach (2009).
At the next step of our investigation, we have examined the
aggregates composed of large number of monomers. It must be
noted that numerically exact modeling light scattering characteristics for aggregates composed of large number of monomers
became practically possible due to the superposition T-matrix
parallelized computer code (Mackowski, http://www.eng.auburn.
edu/users/dmckwski/scatcodes). In particular, this code was used
by Kolokolova and Mackowski (2012) when analyzing polarization
of light scattered by large aggregates. The results of our computations are presented in Fig. 12. The upper row presents the results
of computations performed for Df ¼ 3, k0 ¼1, x ¼0.5 (a ¼0.044 μm
for λ ¼0.55 μm), N¼ 1000 and 2000, and x ¼1.14 (a ¼0.1 μm for
λ ¼0.55 μm), N¼1000. It is seen that in all cases the results of
computations do not agree with the observational data. Also, the
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computed phase curves of polarization show strong oscillations,
not typical of comets.
Besides, we considered the case of aggregate particle with
Df ¼ 2.8, k0 ¼1.06, a ¼0.1 μm (x ¼1.14), and N¼ 1000. The overall
radius of this aggregate R is of about 1.3 μm what corresponds to
size parameter X  15 at λ ¼0.55 μm, and the packing density of
monomers с ¼N(a/R)3 0.46 (porosity p  0.54). The results of
computations are depicted in the bottom row of Fig. 12. One can
see that for comet C/2010 S1, the model of cometary dust composed of aggregates with such fractal parameters allows to obtain
sufﬁciently good agreement between the results of observations
and computations. Also, we present the computed curves of the
degree of linear polarization for wavelengths λ ¼0.45 and 0.9 μm
(the corresponding values of the size parameter of monomers are
equal to 1.4 and 0.7). One can see that for all wavelengths the
negative branch of polarization exists in the range of small phase
angles. It should be noted that the dependence of the depth of the
negative branch is not monotonic function on the wavelength (or
on the size parameter of monomer x). Also, this conclusion is
conﬁrmed by the data obtained for N¼100 (see Fig. 12, the bottom
row). Moreover, the dependence on the number of N is nonmonotonic also (compare Figs. 11 and 12, right panel in the upper
rows). This result contradicts the conclusions obtained, for
instance, by Petrova et al. (2004) and Kimura et al. (2006). Such
behavior of the negative branch of polarization is indicative of the
complexity of the physical mechanisms involved in its formation.
Fig. 13 depicts the corresponding computed phase angle
dependences of the scattered intensity (the single scattering
matrix element a1) for λ ¼0.45, 0.55, and 0.9 μm. It is seen that the
backscattering peak increases with decreasing wavelength (or
increasing the monomer size parameter). Also in the range of large
phase angles, the oscillations in the behavior of the intensity
(element a1) are observed. It should be noted that such behavior of
polarization and intensity (obtained from computations) is typical
of spherical particles, and it was not observed for the comets close
to the Sun. It is possible that these oscillations can be smoothed
out when averaging over different sized aggregates as well as by
polydispersion of different sized monomers. But it should be noted
that this averaging would also result in changes in the behavior of
the negative branch of polarization in the range of small phase
angles. In our opinion, the effect of sized polydispersion for
aggregates, composed of large number of submicron spherical
monomers, requires a special non-trivial research.

Discussion

The main aim of our observations of distant comets is to study
their dust properties. Polarimetric observations of distant active
comets with speciﬁc features (such as long tails, jets structures,
and asymmetric comae) are of particular interest. Our photometric
and polarimetric observations of two dynamically new comets C/
2010 S1 (LINEAR) and C/2010 R1 (LINEAR) showed a considerable
level of activity (extended dust comae and tails) at heliocentric
distances of 5.9–7.0 AU. Since molecular emissions were not
detected in the spectra of these comets, it allows one to study
reﬂective dust properties without gas emission effect.
As it is known, the shape of the cometary coma as well as the
distribution of the surface brightness tells on the cometary activity, but still the detailed mechanisms of the activity of comets at
large heliocentric distances are not well understood (Meech et al.,
2009). The surface brightness of the coma decreases as a function
of the distance ρ from the nucleus according to a power law
I ¼kρ  n, where k is the scaling factor for the coma and n is the
slope. In the case when radial dust ejection from the nucleus
occurs with a constant rate and with constant speed (a steady-

state dust outﬂow), the radial gradient proﬁle exhibits a constant
slope of  1 (A’Hearn et al., 1984; Gehrz and Ney 1992). Even if the
dust is emitted radially from only a part of the surface, then a 1/ρdistribution of the surface brightness takes place.
The differences between the sunward and tailward intensity
proﬁles are found from our observations of comets C/2010 S1
(LINEAR) and C/2010 R1 (LINEAR). The intensity of coma falls off
very rapidly to the sky level. With increasing the distance from the
photocenter, the slope of radial proﬁles of intensity changes gradually from  0.7 (near the nucleus) to of about  1.3 (for larger
distances up to 100,000 km). There are a number of different
processes which can cause the proﬁle to steepen or ﬂatten out. The
deviations of the slope of intensity from the canonical value of  1
may indicate the existence of changes in the dust, which are
generally caused by some reasons (i.e., the temporal changes in the
dust production, the effects of radiation pressure (segregation of
the particles according to their size and mass), some variation in
the physical properties of the grains (fading, fragmenting, sublimating), etc.) (Jewitt and Meech, 1987; Jewitt and Luu, 1989;
Boice et al., 2000; Lamy et al., 2009). However, all these processes
typical of comets at small heliocentric distances also can be
observed for comets at heliocentric distances up to 5 AU. The
sublimation of water ice is the main driver of activity for comets
close to the Sun. But even in this case, an extremely high fragmentation rate would be required to account for the observed
deviations from a ρ  1-dependence in the intensity proﬁles (Konno
et al., 1992). Thus, some other mechanisms must be invoked to
explain comet activity at large heliocentric distances.
Due to the low surface temperature, sublimation of pure water
ice is inefﬁcient at distances larger than 3 AU. However, Meech and
Svoren (2004) showed that even up to r ¼5–6 AU there is a gas
ﬂux caused by sublimation, which is sufﬁcient to lift off small
grains (o0.1 μm) from the surface. Actually, as Hanner (1981)
showed that even slightly dirty ice grains drastically decrease the
albedo and increase the grain temperature. At large heliocentric
distances, where sublimation rate of icy grains is very low, water
ice grains may also be ejected during sublimation of carbon
monoxide or other volatile species (Grün et al., 1993). However,
the detailed mechanisms of this activity are not well understood,
especially, for explanation of an unexpected and irregular activity
exhibited by many comets at large distances from the Sun.
Amorphous–crystalline phase transition of water ice seems to be
one more mechanism, which may supply enough energy in order
to eject near-surface material and explain appearance of coma at
large heliocentric distances what is consistent with the results of
observations (Jewitt, 2004; Meech et al., 2009). These processes
can explain the relatively high activity in new comets and nonisotropic coma at large heliocentric distances and, hence, deviations of the slope of intensity from the canonical value of  1.
The characteristics of polarization can be used in order to
estimate size, composition, and structure of dust particles. Previous studies (e.g. Bastien et al., 1986; Kikuchi et al., 1987; Kiselev
and Rosenbush, 2004) have established that polarization of comets
decreases with increasing the size of diaphragm. One of the possible reasons for such behavior may be gas contamination
increasing with size of aperture and lower polarization of light
scattered by molecules as compared with that scattered by dust
particles. At large phase angles, such trend is typical of comets
which spectra usually consist of continuum and molecular
emissions.
At phase angles less than 20°, Hadamcik and LevasseurRegourd (2003) have found inhomogeneous distribution of
polarization within the cometary coma, namely, a positive polarization in jets and high negative polarization degree (up to  6%)
in the circumnucleus halo. For some comets (but not all), radial
variations of polarization are seen in the innermost coma, where
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the polarization is generally low near the nucleus and increases
with distance (Dollfus et al., 1988; Jewitt, 2004; Kolokolova, Hanner et al., 2004). This supports the conclusion that grains are
fragmenting into smaller particles as they recede from the nucleus.
Some structures (e.g., jets) show larger values of polarization than
coma (even for the same comet) (Tozzi et al., 1997). This fact
suggests that there are fundamental differences in the size and
structure of the dust in the jet outﬂow which can be an indicator
of inhomogeneities in nucleus (Tozzi et al., 1997; Farnham, 2008).
However, all these features of polarization are typical of comets
near the Sun at the heliocentric distances up to 4 AU. But it should
be emphasized that not all comets show such trend. For example,
the polarization of comet C/1983 H1 (IRAS–Araki–Alcock)
remained high (∼30%) in the near-nuclear region at distances
∼350–850 km (Kiselev et al., 2006).
The distributions of polarization observed for comets C/2010 S1
and C/2010 R1 showed that the lowest degree of polarization (in
absolute value) was around the photocenter of the coma, and it
increased slowly with increasing the distance from the nucleus.
The possible reasons of changing polarization over the coma and
tail may be the same processes which cause an appearance of
active coma at large heliocentric distances and subsequent evolution of dust particles properties with increasing the distance
from the nucleus. As we have shown, the polarization of comets C/
2010 S1 and C/2010 R1 is signiﬁcantly higher (variations over the
coma are from of about  1.9% up to  3.5%) in absolute value than
typical value of polarization (∼  1.5%) observed for the whole
coma for comets close to the Sun. In particular, it may be caused by
the difference in the average characteristics of cometary dust
particles for the distant and close to the Sun comets. For example,
one cannot exclude that at large heliocentric distances the average
size of the grains exported from the surface of the nucleus will be
smaller.
The results of our extensive numerical modeling performed by
using the superposition T-matrix method show that for comet C/
2010 S1 the model of cometary dust in the form of aggregates of
overall radius approximately equal to 1.3 μm, composed of 1000
spherical monomers with radius 0.1 μm, porosity p E0.54,
refractive index 1.65 þ i0.05 allows not only to reproduce the
negative branch of polarization at small phase angles, but also to
obtain a satisfactory quantitative agreement between the results
of polarimetric observations and computations. However, we are
fully aware that an extremely small number of the available
observational data makes quite problematic unambiguous correct
determination of the characteristics of the dust particles. Therefore, new photometric and polarimetric observations of distant
comets performed in a wide range of wavelengths and phase
angles are required to provide a reliable physical model of the
cometary dust.

Conclusions

Our analysis of the results of polarimetric and photometric
observations of comets C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) and C/20910 R1 (LINEAR) allows to make the ﬁrst conclusions on polarization properties of the distant comets:

 Comets show signiﬁcant activity (the existence of extended
coma with long tail) beyond the Jovian orbit. As it is generally
observed, the differences between the sunward and tailward
proﬁles are signiﬁcant. On November 25, 2011 at the projected
distance 8000–89,000 km, the intensity of the coma of comet
C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) falls off very rapidly to the sky level with
the slope of  1 along the sunward direction, and the slope is
equal to  1.2 along the tailward direction. But the observations
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performed on November 12, 2012 showed that in the range of
cometocentric distances 8000–32,000 km, the slope is close to
 0.7, and it is close to  0.9 for larger distances (up to
80,000 km).
At distances up to 16,000 km from the photocenter, the
intensity of the coma of comet C/2010 R1 (LINEAR) is considerably higher in the sunward direction as compared to the
tailward direction. Near the photocenter, the slope of the comet
varies from  0.89 up to  1.19 for the sunward and tailward
directions, respectively. The decrease in the intensity slope as a
function of the photocentric distance is close to 1.29 for
distances more than 16,000 km in the sunward direction, and it
is close to  1 in the direction of the tail.
Polarization maps of comets C/2010 S1 and C/20910 R1 show
spatial variations of the polarization. The obtained values of the
degree of polarization are signiﬁcantly higher in absolute
values (the variations over the coma are from of about 1.9%
up to  3.5%) than the typical value of polarization (∼ 1.5%)
observed for the whole coma of most comets close to the Sun.
The results of our numerical modeling show that for comet C/
2010 S1 (LINEAR), the cometary dust in the form of aggregates
of overall radius R  1.3 μm, composed of N¼ 1000 spherical
monomers with radius a ¼0.1 μm, porosity p  0.54, refractive
index m ¼ 1.65 þ i0.05, allows to obtain a satisfactory quantitative agreement between the results of polarimetric observations and computations.
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ABSTRACT
Context. Long period distant comet C/2006 W3 (Christensen) was discovered in 2006 and passed perihelion at 3.13 au in July 2009.

It was a target for the Herschel Space Observatory, Spitzer Space Telescope, and ground-based radio telescopes. We enlarge the
observational database with optical spectrophotometric ground base data.
Aims. We performed optical monitoring of cometary activity and searched for possible emission lines in the C/2006 W3 (Christensen)
spectrum in a wide range of heliocentric distances.
Methods. We carried out pre-perihelion observations of the comet at heliocentric distances from 8.49 to 3.13 au with the 2 m and 6 m
telescopes, both in imaging and spectroscopic modes, during the period 2006 to 2009.
Results. No emissions were detected in the spectra at heliocentric distances of 8.49 and 6.25 au. Rich molecular emission spectra
were obtained, when the comet was at a distance of 3.74 au from the Sun. The CN, C3 , C2 , CH, NH2 , CO+ , and, probably, CH+
emissions were assigned in the 3800–6800 Å spectral range. Gas production rates or corresponding upper limits in the emissionless
case were calculated using a Haser model. We derived the gas production rates of 1.03 × 1026 mol s−1 for CN, 4.12 × 1024 mol s−1 for
C3 , 6.54 × 1025 mol s−1 for C2 , and 3.12 × 1025 mol s−1 for NH2 , which is matched with the CN:C3 :C2 :NH2 = 1.0:0.04:0.63:0.30 gas
production ratios at a heliocentric distance of 3.74 au. The CO+ production rate of the comet, which was equal to 2 × 1024 mol s−1 ,
was also obtained. We quantified the evolution of the comet activity in a wide range of heliocentric distances with the A f ρ technique.
Heliocentric dependence of the A f ρ parameters indicates that steep growth of the comet activity occurred around 3.96 au, almost
simultaneously with the appearance of molecular emissions in the comet spectrum. The dust production rate was estimated from the
A f ρ reaching a maximal value of 380 kg s−1 at a distance of 3.13 au before perihelion passage.
Key words. comets: general – comets: individual: C/2006 W3 (Christensen)

1. Introduction
Comet C/2006 W3 (Christensen; hereafter W3) is a dynamically
new comet. It was discovered on November 18, 2006 in Catalina
Sky Survey images that were obtained with the 0.68-m Schmidt
telescope at a heliocentric distance of 8.6 au (Buzzi et al. 2006).
The images showed a 1500 coma that extended slightly toward
a position angle of 70–100◦ . The derived orbital parameters indicate that the comet belongs to the dynamical group of long
period comets. The orbital period of W3 is about 2 410 000 yr,
the orbital inclination to the ecliptic plane is 127◦ , indicating retrograde motion of the comet1 . The comet passed perihelion on
July 6, 2009 at a distance of 3.126 au. The comet W3 was already
active at large distances from the Sun, thus attracting the attention of researchers. The comet brightness was about 18th magnitude when it was discovered, reaching approximately 8.5th magnitude, which is close to the perihelion. Its activity was monitored by ground-based and space telescopes from 3.66 au before
perihelion until 5 au after perihelion.
1

http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi?sstr=2006%20W3;old=
0;\orb=0;cov=0;log=0;cad=0#elemq)

Atomic oxygen is an effective tracer for H2 O, CO2 , and CO
in cometary comae. Forbidden oxygen lines were measured with
the ARC echelle spectrograph (ARCES) attached to the 3.5-m
Telescope at Apache Point Observatory, when the comet was
close to the perihelion at 3.13 au from the Sun (McKay et al.
2012). The ratio of the green (5577 Å) line flux to that of the
red doublet (6300 and 6364 Å) was found to be 0.24 ± 0.08,
which is considerably higher than the previous measurements for
other comets at smaller heliocentric distances. This means that
CO and/or CO2 made detectable contributions to the [OI] population in the coma of W3.
Spectroscopic observations, which were made at 3.66 and
3.13 au before perihelion in a wavelength range from 2.5 to 5 µm
provided CO:CO2 :H2 O gas production ratios equal to 1.0:0.3:0.3
and 1.0:0.4:1.0 at heliocentric distances of 3.66 and 3.13 au, respectively (Ootsubo et al. 2012).
The CO/CO2 ratio falls in a range of 2.5–3.5, which considerably exceeds that obtained for other comets. The higher ratios
for W3 are probably caused by insufficient sublimation of CO2
at larger distances (>3 au) from the Sun. The H2 O production
rate becomes significant at closer heliocentric distances.
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Reach et al. (2013) observed W3 as one of the 23 targets of
the survey using the Infrared Array Camera on the Spitzer Space
Telescope. The comet was observed twice: at 3.14 au before perihelion and at 4.45 au after perihelion. The broadband filters centered at 3.6 and 4.5 µm enabled the distinction between dust and
CO2 +CO gas to be made. The authors attributed the 4.5 µm flux
excess to CO2 as a dominant source. However in the case of W3,
CO is the most abundant molecule, and the comet is probably
CO2 +CO-rich. Using this set of the data, a rotation period of
21 h was measured for W3.
The Herschel Space Observatory observed W3 at heliocentric distances from 3.3 to 5.0 au post-perihelion
(Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2010; de Val-Borro et al. 2014). No
lines were detected above the measured emission continuum
from 70 to 672 µm, and the spectral energy distribution indicates thermal emission from large particles at a heliocentric distance of 3.3 au. The H2 O line was observed with the Heterodyne Instrument for the Far Infrared (HIFI), when the comet was
at a heliocentric distance of 5.0 au. A water production rate of
(2.0 ± 0.5) × 1027 mol s−1 was derived using a spherically symmetric radiative transfer model. The NH3 emission was not detected with an upper limit for the production rate of ammonia at
<1.5 × 1027 mol s−1 .
CO, CH3 OH, HCN, H2 S, CS, and OH spectral features were
measured with the 30 m telescope operated by the Institute for
Radio Astronomy in the Millimeter Range (IRAM) and Nançay
decametric radio telescope at heliocentric distances of 3.2–3.3 au
(Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2010). Water production rate was derived to be equal to (4.2 ± 1.0) × 1028 mol s−1 , assuming that
water was the main source of the OH radicals. When normalized to HCN, abundance ratios of the species observed with the
IRAM telescope was HCN:CO:CH3 OH:H2 S:CS = 1:240:9:6:0.3
indicating that W3 is CO-rich.
Kossacki & Szutowicz (2015), using available observations,
carried out theoretical modeling and found that the nucleus of
the comet should be very porous, composed of moderately fine
grains that were about 10 µm in diameter with a tensile strength
of about 10 kPa, as was estimated for comet 9P/Tempel 1.
In our paper, we present new spectrophotometric preperihelion observations of comet W3 performed in the optical
domain in a wide range of heliocentric distances, from 8.49 au
(shortly after discovery) to 3.13 au. Thus, our pre-perihelion data
complements and enlarges earlier findings on the comet. As a result, the comet has been observed from 8.5 au pre-perihelion to
5.0 au post-perihelion.
This paper is organized as follows. The observations are described in Sect. 2. Sections 3 and 4 give reduction techniques and
results of analysis of the obtained spectroscopic and photometric
data. Discussion on the derived results can be found in Sect. 4.
Brief conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.

2. Observations
2.1. Photometry

December, 2006. Spectrophotometric observations were carried
out on December 12, 2006 with the multi-mode focal reducer
SCORPIO attached to the prime focus of the 6 m Big Telescope Alt-azimuth (BTA) operated by Special Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) of the Russian Academy of Sciences (Russia).
The focal reducer provided both photometric mode and long-slit
spectroscopic mode (Afanasiev & Moiseev 2005). A CCD chip
EEV-42-40 of 2048 × 2048 pixels was used as a detector. The
focal reducer converts the focal ratio to f /2.6, providing a pixel
A48, page 2 of 10

0 × 6.1.
0 To increase
scale of 000. 18 per pixel and field of view of 6.1
the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of measured signal, on-chip binning of 2 in the spatial direction was applied. 1 × 240 s image
of the comet was obtained through a broadband B filter (center
wavelength λc = 440 nm, full width at half maximum (FWHM)
∆λ = 97 nm); 2 × 120 s images were taken through a broadband
Rc filter (λc = 662 nm, FWHM = 150 nm). A field of standard stars (PG 0231) was observed at approximately the same
airmasses as the comet to perform the photometric calibration
(Landolt 1992). Reference zero points and color terms for transformation to the standard photometric system were calculated
using the standard stars with a scatter of less than 0.03 mag on
average. The difference between the comet and standard field
airmasses was considered to be small and was compensated
for with the mean monochromatic extinction coefficients measured for Peak Terskol Observatory, which is located in the same
mountain region (Kulyk et al. 2004). The twilight sky was observed through the filters used to construct flat field images.
November, 2007. Another data set was obtained on November 9, 2007 with the 6 m Telescope. The observation set-up was
similar to that described in the previous paragraph. 10 × 10 s
images were acquired with a broadband V filter (λc = 547 nm,
FWHM = 79 nm). The spectrophotometric standard star Feige
34 was observed at the similar airmasses as the comet airmasses
to carry out absolute photometric calibration (Oke 1990). We
used the mean monochromatic coefficient to compensate the first
order of extinction, neglecting the color member, which is small
in the V-band and comparable to the uncertainty of the main extinction itself. A set of exposures from the evening and morning
twilight sky was obtained to create a flat field image.
October, 2008. To collect images of the comet, we used the
2 m RCC Telescope at Peak Terskol Observatory operated by
the International Center for Astronomical, Medical and Ecological Research (IC AMER, Terskol, Kabardino-Balkaria, Russia).
A focal reducer mounted at the prime focus converted the initial focal ratio of f /8 to f /2, providing an image scale of
0 × 8.4.
0 The images
000. 99 per pixel and useful field of view of 9.2
were obtained in the B, V, R color bands. However, only R images were subsequently processed owing to the possible presence of an emission component in the cometary spectrum in the
blue and visual regions, which was confirmed during the next observing set in December, 2008 (see below). 20 × 30 s R images
(λc = 680 nm, FWHM = 111 nm) were acquired on October 23,
2008 when the comet was at a distance of 3.96 au from the Sun.
The telescope was tracking at the comet rate, but short exposure times prevented the images of field stars from stretching.
During the observation period the spectrophotometric standard
stars HD 15318, HD 30739, HD 224926, and HD 188350 were
observed in a wide airmass range (Bessell 1999). The standards
were processed together to calculate a zero point for the instrumental magnitudes and mean coefficients of atmospheric extinction. A root mean square scatter around the regression line was
0.025 mag. The flat field images were created from the evening
and morning twilling sky.
December, 2008. We observed the comet with cometary
and medium band filters available in the SCORPIO device,
namely, CO+ and SED537. The CO+ filter (λc = 426.6 nm,
FWHM = 6.4 nm) isolates CO+ emission and the underlying continuum, while the SED537 filter (λc = 530.9 nm,
FWHM = 16.9 nm) isolates the continuum. The telescope
tracked the comet to compensate its apparent movement during the observations. We observed the spectrophotometric standard star BD+25d4655 to fulfill absolute calibration (Oke 1990).
Spectral atmospheric transparency at the Special Astronomical
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Table 1. Journal of C/2006 W3 observations.

Start of exposition
(UT)
2006/12/13.8104
2006/12/13.8141
2006/12/13.8186
2007/11/09.9429
2007/11/09.9510
2008/10/23.6850
2008/12/03.8326
2008/12/03.9361
2008/12/03.9529
2008/12/04.7754
2009/06/22.9346
2009/06/22.9773

Exposition
(s)
2 × 120
240
900
8 × 30
3 × 900
11 × 30
3 × 600
11 × 60
10 × 30
3 × 600
21 × 180
19 × 180

∆
(au)
7.62
7.62
7.62
5.63
5.63
3.45
3.41
3.41
3.41
3.41
2.85
2.85

r
(au)
8.49
8.49
8.49
6.24
6.25
3.96
3.74
3.74
3.74
3.74
3.13
3.13

Phase angle
(◦ )
3.26
3.26
3.25
7.51
7.52
13.22
14.92
14.92
14.92
14.97
18.84
18.84

Air
mass
1.17
1.16
1.16
1.13
1.17
1.18
1.41
1.51
1.58
1.21
1.22
1.09

Data
type
image
image
spectrum
image
spectrum
image
spectrum
image
image
spectrum
image
image

Filter /
Wavelength range (Å)
Rc
B
3800–7200
V
3800–7200
R
3800–5400
CO+
SED537
3800–7200
bc
rc

Telescope
6-m (SAO)
6-m (SAO)
6-m (SAO)
6-m (SAO)
6-m (SAO)
2-m (Terskol)
6-m (SAO)
6-m (SAO)
6-m (SAO)
6-m (SAO)
2-m (Terskol)
2-m (Terskol)

2.2. Spectroscopic observations

Fig. 1. Image of W3 obtained through R-filter with the 6 m telescope
on December 4, 2008. North (N), East (E), sunward direction ( ), and
scale bar are indicated.

Two-dimensional spectra of the comet were obtained with the
focal reducer SCORPIO, mounted at the prime focus of the
6 m telescope BTA (SAO RAS). SCORPIO was equipped
with an EEV-42-40 CCD detector of 2048 × 2048 pixels,
0 × 6.1
0
providing a field of view of 6.1
with a scale of
00
0 . 18/pixel (Afanasiev & Moiseev 2005). The VPHG1200B and
VPHG550G transparent grisms were used as dispersers. The
spectral resolution, which was defind by a slit width of 000. 5, was
2.5 Å and 5 Å using the VPHG1200B and VPHG550G grisms,
respectively.
To fulfill absolute calibration the spectrophotometric standard stars G191b2b, Feige 34, and BD+25d4655 were exposed
(Oke 1990). Variations in the wavelength dependence of atmospheric extinction were taken from Kartasheva & Chunakova
(1978). During exposures, the telescope tracked the apparent
speed of the comet, compensating for its displacement relative to
the field stars. A log of the observations is presented in Table 1.

3. Photometry
3.1. CO+ morphology of the comet

Observatory was calculated from the measurements presented
by Kartasheva & Chunakova (1978). The morning sky provided
the set of flat field images for correction of the scientific frames.
Figure 1 shows the appearance of the comet in December 2008,
when it was at a heliocentric distance of 3.74 au.
June, 2009. W3 was observed with the 2 m RCC Telescope at
Peak Terskol on June 22, 2009. The focal reducer mounted at the
Cassegrain focus converted the focal ratio to f /2. 2048 × 2048
CCD detector with a pixel size of 24 µm, which provided an im0 × 10.8.
0
age scale 000. 31 per pixel and field of view of about 10.8
The telescope was tracked at the nonsidereal motion to compensate for the apparent movement of the comet. Two narrowband filters, bc and rc, designed by ESO were used to measure cometary dust: a blue continuum at 443.0 nm (FWHM =
4.0 nm) and red continuum at 684.0 nm (FWHM = 9.0 nm)
(Schleicher & Farnham 2004). 40 × 180 s exposures were obtained in the B and R bands. The spectrophotometric standard
stars HD 188350 and HD 129956 were observed at different airmasses to derive monochromatic extinction coefficients and instrumental zero points. A scatter from the least square fit to the
standard star measurements was equal to 0.03 mag on average.
The set of flat field images were obtained during twilights.

The CO+ emissions were detected from our spectroscopic observations at a heliocentric distance of 3.74 au. Therefore, there was
a motivation to examine an extension of CO+ within the coma.
The CO+ in a comet can be produced by photoionization of CO,
by dissociative ionization of CO2 , and by an extended source,
possibly related to the dust. Also CO+ can arise from the charge
exchange with solar wind protons (Krishna Swamy 2010).
The ion coma of the comet was obtained by substraction of
the coadded continuum image obtained through the SED537 filter from the coadded CO+ image. For correct subtracting, we
took into account the different light transmission of the filters
and the different continua levels. We also took into account the
available reddening, which was taken from our spectroscopic
measurements of W3. The isolated CO+ coma of W3 is presented in Fig. 2a. It is slightly elongated in the direction opposite
to the Sun.
The ion image was transformed into the column densities using the g-factor provided by Lutz et al. (1993). In Fig. 2, the contour line equal to 1.99 × 10−17 erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1 corresponds to
a column density of 3 × 107 particles per cm2 at a cometocentric
distance of 25 000 km. The column density equal to 6 × 1010 particles per cm2 at a distance of approximately 100 000 km from
A48, page 3 of 10
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1.99e-17

2.11e-16

Fig. 2. CO+ a) and dust b) comae of W3 (December 3.9, 2008). The outmost contours are indicated. Both images are scaled in erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1 .
North (N), East (E), sunward ( ), and motion (V) directions are
denoted.

the comet nucleus was derived for comet 29P/SchwassmannWachmann 1, which was at a distance of 5.77 au from the Sun
(Jockers et al. 1992); and 1.3 × 107 particles per cm2 at a cometocentric distance of 72 000 km were obtained for comet C/2002
VQ94 (LINEAR), which was observed at a heliocentric distance
of 7.34 au (Korsun et al. 2008).
A crude estimate of the CO+ production of the comet can
be obtained from the product of the integral of the column density across the comet tail projection (i.e. the tail ion content
per unit tail length) and the ion flow velocity projected into the
sky plane (Jockers et al. 1992). Using an approach described by
Jockers et al. (1992), we estimated the CO+ production rate using values of a mean column density across the tail projection
[particles cm−2 ], tail width [cm], and ion velocity [cm s−1 ], projected into the sky plane. The mean column density for the comet
was 2 × 108 particles per cm2 and the tail width was 4 × 109 cm.
We also estimated the velocity projected into the sky plane for
the comet to 30 km s−1 . We assumed that the ion velocity was
about 100 km s−1 , the phase angle of the comet at the moment
of observation was 14◦.9, and the angle between the tail axis
and the line of sight was 5◦ (corresponding to average aberration angles of plasma tails, Krishna Swamy 2010). We obtained
2 × 1024 CO+ particles per second.

during the observations, choosing the standards as close as possible to the target. Considering an upper limit of 0.1 mag/airmass
on uncertainty of the mean extinction coefficient and 0.3 airmass
difference, the possible systematic effect on the derived magnitudes did not exceed 0.03 mag. The surface brightness profiles
of the target were analyzed by comparing them with the profile of a star. For this reason, average images were constructed
for each night: one for the target and one for a reference star
chosen to have a good S/N and no other star too close to it. In
both cases, we shifted the individual images in such a way as to
put the target/star in the center, and then the individual images
in each group were stacked together. The median filtration was
applied to remove faint background stars and possible artifacts.
Close bright stars were masked with the neighbor background
signal.
Photometric profiles were created by calculating brightness
averages within concentric circular annuli centered at the photometric centers of the target and the star. The comet’s total brightness was measured within a series of apertures with different
radii. The photometric results in this paper are based on the reference aperture encapsulating the entire coma. An aperture radius
of 1000 projected at the distant of the comet corresponded roughly
to 55 000–21 000 km, depending on the period of observations.
The examined surface brightness profiles of the comet
clearly indicate the evolution of the coma during the preperihelion monitoring between heliocentric distances, 8.49 and
3.13 au. The featureless spectra of the comet obtained in 2006
and 2007 enabled us to use broadband filters to estimate the dust
production rate of the nucleus and an upper limit on the nucleus
size. In 2008 emission features had not yet been recorded in the
red region of a visual spectrum, therefore the R-filter images
were used to quantify the dust production rate. In 2009, the dust
environment of W3 was investigated by isolating the blue and
red continuum regions with corresponding filters.
An A f ρ technique was used as a proxy for the dust production rate (Ahearn et al. 1984). A f ρ is a product of the Bond
albedo (A), filling factor ( f ) within the aperture field of view
(that is the number of particles times their mean cross-section
and divided by the area of the field of view), and the linear radius of the aperture, ρ, projected on the sky-plane at the object
distance

3.2. Dust continuum

∆2 r2 Fobj
·
ρ Fsun

3.2.1. Image analysis

Afρ = 4

The images were pre-processed by subtracting a bias (zero exposure) image and then divided by a flat field image. The latter was
created as a median of the appropriative exposures taken during
twilights. We used IDL library routine sky.pro to calculate the
local background intensity (Stetson 1987). Aperture photometry
was performed on all standard stars using circular apertures with
large radii that were approximately equal to 3 × FWHM. Photometric uncertainty, σ, was computed as σ = (σ2stat + σ2k )/2,
where σstat and σk are respectively the statistical error that is
dominated by background uncertainty, and the scatter in the
photometric transformation coefficients deduced from the standard star images. To evaluate σstat the S/N equation was taken
from Merline & Howell (1995). The noise model takes into account the number of pixels in the apertures used for the target
and background integration as well as readout noise. Typically,
σstat varied with the brightness of the object and did not exceed
1%, and σk was estimated to be between 1 and 3% (see previous section). Since the mean monochromatic extinction coefficients were used (see Sect. 2.1) a systematic error could be introduced into the calibrated magnitudes. We minimized this effect

Here, ∆ and r are the geocentric and heliocentric distances, respectively; Fsun is the solar flux at 1 au convolved with the filtertransmitting curve; Fobj is the object continuum flux measured
within the given aperture. ∆ and ρ must be expressed in the same
unit (cm) and r in au. A simple steady-state dust outflow model
implies the constant dust production rate from a nucleus and the
constant velocity of ejected particles, therefore the product of A f
and ρ should be aperture independent and can be used to estimate
dust production.
Considering that the brightness of an active object is the sum
of the scattered light from the coma and nucleus, care must be
taken in using A f ρ if activity level is low. The shape of the surface brightness distribution at the telescope focal plane depends
on relative contribution of the coma and nucleus fluxes into the
total intensity (Tancredi et al. 2000). Assuming a nucleus size of
10 km and albedo 0.04, the flux from the nucleus should contribute about 9% to the total flux of the comet in 2006 and be
negligible for other observing periods (Bockelée-Morvan et al.
2010). The brightness surface profiles of W3 and a field star
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Table 2. Photometry results: the total magnitudes, A f ρ, logarithmic surface brightness gradients.

Date
2006/12/13.8090
2007/11/09.9429
2008/10/23.6850
2009/06/22.9346
2009/06/22.9776

r, au
8.49
6.24
3.96
3.13
3.13

Filter
Rc
V
R
bc
rc

M a , mag
18.41 ± 0.01
15.64 ± 0.01
12.36 ± 0.01
12.19 ± 0.01
11.15 ± 0.01

A f ρ, cm
400 ± 20
2000 ± 50
5900 ± 300
9000 ± 400
11 600 ± 500

Slope
−1.55 ± 0.01
−1.46 ± 0.01
−1.24 ± 0.01
−1.19 ± 0.01
−1.11 ± 0.01

Notes. (a) Derived from the apertures collecting flux from the coma, ρ ∼ 5 × FWHM.

were used to estimate the flux from the nucleus in 2006, assuming that it is represented with a Gaussian-like PSF (Point Spread
Function) similar to star images from the same field (Kulyk et al.
2016). The estimated flux from the nucleus allowed us to put an
upper limit on the nucleus size using the following expression
(Russell 1916):
AR2N =

1022 r2 ∆2 10(0.4(msun −m)
10−0.4(αβ)

(2)

where A is the geometric albedo, RN [m] is the target radius,
r [au] and ∆ [au] are the heliocentric and geocentric distances,
msun and m are the apparent magnitudes of the Sun and target in the certain filter, α is the phase angle, and β is the
phase coefficient. The solar magnitude for each filter was calculated using the solar spectrum and the spectrum of a standard
star taken from Oke (1990) with subsequent transformation to
the standard Johnson-Morgan-Cousins system (Neckel & Labs
1984; Fukugita et al. 1996). The geometric albedo was fixed at
0.04. We assumed the commonly used value of 0.04 mag/deg
for the phase coefficient (Lamy et al. 2004). Adopting an albedo
value 0.04 and uncertainty ±0.2 and ±0.1 of the albedo and measured magnitudes, the uncertainty of the radius estimate would
be 22% (Tancredi et al. 2000).
In 2009, images were obtained through the blue and red continuum windows, therefore we used them not only to derive A f ρ
but also to examine the spatial distribution of the dust color. The
dust color was defined as the normalized reflectivity gradient following Jewitt & Meech (1986):
S 0 (λ1 , λ2 ) =

20 100.4(CIcom −CIsun ) − 1
,
∆λ 100.4(CIcom −CIsun) + 1

(3)

where S 0 [%/1000 Å] is the normalized reflectivity, ∆λ is the
difference of effective wavelengths of the filters measured in microns, and CI is the target and the solar color indices measured in
magnitudes. Red and blue continuum images were calibrated to
absolute intensities and the color map was constructed following
Bonev et al. (2002).
3.2.2. Results

Surface brightness profiles of W3 are depicted in Fig. 3. The
figure clearly shows that the comet was already active from our
earliest observation in December 2006 at a heliocentric distance
of 8.49 au. The calculated magnitude, the logarithmic surface
brightness gradient, and the A f ρ parameter are summarized in
Table 2 for each observing run. Following the A f ρ notation, A f ρ
should be aperture-independent and, in this case, it can be used
to estimate dust production. Under steady conditions, the volume
density of emitted grains is in inverse proportion to the squared
distance from a nucleus Nd ∼ 1/ρ2 and the observed radial surface brightness of continuum is expected to decrease as ρ−1 .

Fig. 3. Surface brightness profiles of W3 for the images obtained in
2006, 2007 (upper panel), 2008, and 2009 (lower panel). The points
correspond to the comet profiles, the dashed lines represent the star PSF.

A log-log fit to the surface brightness points out that the profiles
of W3 become shallower when the distance to the Sun decreases.
The slope of the surface brightness exceeds the canonical case of
a steady-state coma with a slope of −1.0 for all observing periods
falling between −1.0 and −1.5.
The total magnitudes and A f ρ parameters were calculated
with large apertures including the area of the coma with a
relatively good S/N: approximately 1000 and 2000 for the data
obtained in 2006–2007 and in 2008–2009, respectively. Uncertainty of the A f ρ parameters, 6–10%, was dominated by the photometric errors of the measured magnitudes.
Figure 4 shows the measured A f ρ parameter as a function
of the heliocentric distance. A scale of the spherical blackbody
equilibrium temperature that corresponds with the heliocentric
distances is also presented in the figure.
A quantitative estimate of dust production of W3’s nucleus was made from the calculated A f ρ parameters. We
used an approach developed by Newburn & Spinrad (1985) and
Singh et al. (1992). This requires several assumptions about
the physical characteristics of dust particles in the coma. To
calculate the dust production rate, we considered the radii of
dust grains falling into the intervals 0.1–100 µm and 0.1–
600 µm for data obtained in 2006/2007 and 2008/2009, respectively (de Val-Borro et al. 2014). The differential size distribution of grains was described by a differential power law of
index −3.6 (Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2010). The size-dependent
terminal grain velocity was computed following Sekanina et al.
(1992). Taking into account the heliocentric distance dependence, the grain velocities v(r) = 3 m s−1 and v(r) = 250 m s−1
were derived for the limiting particle sizes a = 600 µm and
a = 0.1 µm, respectively.
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Fig. 4. Pre-perihelion level of W3 activity versus heliocentric distance.
The upper horizontal axis scales the spherical blackbody equilibrium
temperature, corresponding to the heliocentric distances.
Table 3. Dust production rate of W3.

r, au
8.49
6.24
3.96
3.13

amax , µm
100
100
600
600

v(r), m s−1
150–5
170–2
220–3
250–3

Q, kg s−1
3
20
130
380

The size-dependent densities were computed following an
expression ρd (a) = ρ0 − ρ1 (a/(a + a2 )) with ρ0 = 3.0 g cm−3 ,
ρ1 = 2.2 g cm−3 , and a2 = 2 mm. This gives a density of
1.3 g cm−3 to the smallest particles and a density of 0.8 g cm−3
to the largest particles, which are thought to be more fluffy and
porous (Newburn & Spinrad 1985). We fixed average geometric
albedo in a given wavelength region at 0.05, considering a phase
function in the form of 10−0.4βα with a phase coefficient fixed at
0.04. The calculated dust production rates, Q, are summarized in
Table 3, along with the minimal and maximal grain velocities.
An upper limit of the nucleus radius was estimated from the
R images that were obtained in 2006. After subtracting a portion
of the flux contributed by the coma, the so-called nucleus flux
was integrated within circular apertures and converted into the
magnitudes. We estimated an upper limit of the nucleus RN =
13 ± 2 km (see Eq. (2)), which is in agreement with the diameter
<26 km estimated by Bockelée-Morvan et al. (2010).
Colors of the coma were computed with Eq. (3) from the B
and R narrow-band continuum images obtained in 2009. To create a color map, we used the area around the photometric center of the comet where the signal from the coma was more than
three times higher than the standard deviation of the sky noise
for both images in the BR pair. Owing to this restriction, the
color map extends to a much smaller distance than the R surface
brightness, which is even smaller than the B surface brightness.
Dependence of the normalized reflectivity gradient on azimuth
is depicted in Fig. 5. For each azimuth value, the graph shows
four values of the normalized reflectivity gradient expressed in
%/1000 Å, which are a mean within fixed radius vector intervals.
The solid vertical line indicates the antisolar direction. The normalized reflectivity gradient of the inner coma varies between
2%/1000 Å and 5%/1000 Å, increasing to 10%/1000 Å in the
outer part of the coma. The color of the inner part of the W3
coma is in accord with the sample of long period comets, particularly, with the color of C/1995 O1(Hale-Bopp) measured
A48, page 6 of 10

Fig. 5. Azimuthal stretch of the normalized spectral gradient of the
W3 coma. Four values are depicted for each azimuth, which are averaged within the fixed intervals of radius-vectors (shown as a legend).
Uncertainties are 3σ rms errors computed within the intervals.

between 3 and 13 au from the Sun (Jewitt 2015; Weiler et al.
2003). The reddening of outer regions of the coma was found
for comets C/LINEAR (2000 WM1) by Bonev & Jockers (2002)
and C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR) by Korsun et al. (2010).

4. Spectroscopy
4.1. Spectra reductions

The software codes used for processing the spectra include subtraction of the averaged frame of bias, correction for geometry
of the spectra, interframe median filtering to remove traces of
cosmic rays on frames, and absolute calibration of the observed
spectra. Spectra of a lamp with smooth distribution of energy in
the spectrum were used to provide heterogeneity of pixel sensitivity (flat fielding). The night sky spectrum was removed by
polynomial fitting of the sky background in each column over the
zones that were free of the target’s coma. To establish the wavelength scale along dispersion exposures of an He-Ne-Ar lamp
were used. Finally, two-dimensional spectra were collapsed in a
spatial direction to build one-dimensional ones. The signal was
integrated in a spatial direction, where the signal from the coma
was above the signal/noise = 1 level.
4.2. Energy distribution along dispersion

Spectra of comets generally consist of two main components:
continuum caused by the scattering of sunlight by dust particles
and emissions due to reemitting of solar quantums by molecules
in the cometary coma. To separate these components, we fitted the observed continuum using a high-resolution solar spectrum (Neckel & Labs 1984). It was degraded to the resolution
of our observations by convolving with the appropriate instrumental profile and normalized to the flux from the comet around
5000 Å. A proper wavelength dependence was gained by multiplying the solar spectrum by a polynomial. The fitted continua
and the observed spectra are depicted in Fig. 6.
Visual inspection does not reveal emissions in the spectra obtained in 2006 and 2007, when the comet was on the heliocentric distances of 8.49 and 6.25 au, respectively, while the emissions clearly appeared in 2008, when the comet was at 3.74 au
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the spectra of W3, when the comet approached the
Sun from 8.49 to 3.74 au and fitted continua. Molecular emissions are
clearly seen in the C) panel.

inbound to the Sun. The W3 spectrum with the emission component is presented in Fig. 7, where the fitted continuum is subtracted. The local 3σ-levels, where the strongest molecular emissions are expected, are also marked above the noise signal in
Fig. 7A, B. The result, obtained in December 2008, unexpectedly differs from emissionless spectra: these show a rich emission component. Most known emissions in optical domain were
detected in the spectra. The spectrum obtained on December 4,
2009 covers 3800–6800 Å with a spectral resolution of 5 Å. We
unambiguously detected vibration bands of the molecules: CN
Violet system (∆v = 0 and ∆v = −1), C3 group, C2 Swan bands
(∆v = +2, ∆v = +1, ∆v = 0, ∆v = −1, and ∆v = −2), CH, NH2 ,
and CO+ Comet-tail bands (3–0, 2–0, 4–2, 1–0, and 0–0). These
are shown in Fig. 7C. The identifications are confirmed by the
spectrum obtained on December 3, 2008 with a spectral resolution of 2.5 Å in the wavelength range of 3800–5400 Å. Mostly
this related to the identification of the weak emissions such as
CH, NH2 , and CO+ , so we limited the flux axis in Fig. 7D, to
verify our findings. More detailed assignments of the emission
features are marked in Fig. 7D. Here, and in Fig. 7C, we also
indicated a feature around 4232 Å as CH+ . With one emission
peak, we have no strict evidence of this assignment. Nevertheless, emissions of the neutral molecule CH are detected in the
spectra.
4.3. Gas production rates

A simple Haser model, which assumes isotropic outgassing at
constant speed and photodissociation of the parent and daughter

Fig. 7. The observed spectrum – fitted continuum of W3. No emissions
above the 3σ-levels were detected, when the comet was at heliocentric
distances greater than 6.25 au from the Sun (Panels A) and B)). Emissions are identified in the spectra, when the comet was at a heliocentric
distance of 3.74 au (Panels C) and D)).

molecules was used to derive production rates of the radicals
detected in the cometary spectra (Haser 1957):
 ρ

ρ
Zlp

ld
Z

ld 
Q
 K0 (y)dy −
Nd (ρ) =
K0 (y)dy .
(4)

4πvρ lp − ld 
0
0
Here, ρ is the projected distance from the nucleus through which
the line-of-sight integration is performed, lp and ld are the parent
and daughter scale lengths given by the product of the radial outflow speed, v, and exponential lifetimes of the parent of the observed species, Nd (ρ) and Q are the density and production rate
of a daughter species, and K0 (y) is the modified Bessel function
of the first kind.
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Table 4. Parameters used to determine the gas production rates (for
r = 1 au).

Molecule
CN (0–0)
C3
C2 (∆v = 0)
NH2

g-factor × 10−13
(erg s−1 mol−1 )
gCN a
10.0
4.47
0.19

łp
(104 km)
1.7
0.31
2.5
0.41

łd
(104 km)
30.
15.
12.
6.2

Notes. (a) gCN is equal to 3.35 for data obtained in 2006–2007 and 3.65
for data obtained in 2008.

The predominant mechanism of molecular emissions in
the cometary comae is the resonance fluorescence. To convert
the observed fluxes F(ρ) to the column density, we can use the
known values of the fluorescence efficiency (g-factors) for the
corresponding molecular bands. In this case, the following relation is true:
Nd (ρ) =

4π F(ρ)
·
g Ω

(5)

The g/4π factor corresponds to the amount of energy that is
reemitted by one molecule per second to a solid angle equal to
one steradian. Ω is the solid angle, which is determined by the
projection of a unit element of the used CCD on the celestial
sphere.
Gas production rates derived with a Haser model are modeldependent. To calculate production rates, we adopted model parameters that were used for interpretation of the spectra of comet
C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) when it was at large heliocentric distances before perihelion (Rauer et al. 1997). Original data were
taken from publications referring in this article (A’Hearn et al.
1995; Cochran et al. 1992). The g-factor for CN, gCN , which
varies with the heliocentric velocity of the comet, was taken from
Schleicher (2010). A heliocentric dependence of the parent and
daughter scale lengths was scaled by r−2 and that for g-factors
by r2 . We used a gas outflow velocity of 1 km s−1 at 1 au and
scaled it to the observed distance by r−0.5 .
We did not detect any emissions in the spectra that was obtained in 2006 and 2007. Therefore, we determined only upper
limits to the fluxes of CN, C3 , C2 , and CO+ and upper limits to
the production rate of the neutrals. To obtain the upper limits to
the emission fluxes, we used an approach that was applied to the
emission-free spectra of distant comet C/2006 S3 (LONEOS)
(Rousselot et al. 2014). The amplitudes of the minimal measurable signal, which are equal to the rms noise level, were calculated within wavelength regions associated with the bandpass of
the narrowband cometary filters (Farnham et al. 2000). The upper limits to the fluxes are listed in Table 5. The derived upper
limit to the gas production rates of the most detected neutrals
are also listed in Table 5. Real measurements of fluxes were provided for emission features that were detected in the spectra obtained in December 2008. The related gas production rates are
given in Table 5, as well.

5. Discussion
Spectra of comets rarely show rich molecular components at
large heliocentric distances before perihelion. There is a great
deal in common between W3’s spectrum and that of comet
C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) that was obtained at comparable distances from the Sun. Emissions of CN, C3 , C2 , CH, NH2 , CO+ ,
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and CH+ were detected in both comets, but some of them appeared in the spectrum of C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp), when the
comet was at greater distances from the Sun. First detection
of CN at a heliocentric distance of 6.8 au was reported by
Fitzsimmons & Cartwright (1996). C2 , C3 , and NH2 appeared
at a heliocentric distance of 4.6 au (Rauer et al. 1997). However,
other molecules in the coma of comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp)
were observed closer to the Sun. The weak emissions from CH
and CH+ appeared at 3.1 au (Rauer et al. 1997). The presence
of CO+ at a heliocentric distance of 3.4 au was first reported by
Jockers et al. (1996) and then confirmed by Rauer et al. (1997).
Unfortunately, Rauer et al. (1997) did not provide any quantitative measurements for CO+ . Nevertheless, by comparing the
peak flux of the CO+ (2–0) band in W3’s spectrum and that for
C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) (see Fig. 3c in Rauer et al. 1997) we
can conclude that W3 is more CO+ rich, and, consequently, its
activity is mainly controlled by the sublimation of CO at this distance. This finding is consistent with measurements provided by
Bockelée-Morvan et al. (2010) and Ootsubo et al. (2012).
The calculated production rates are not as small for W3 as for
C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp). Rauer et al. (1997) reported gas production rates of 6.0 × 1026 mol s−1 for CN, 7.0 × 1026 mol s−1
for C2 , and 4.0 × 1026 mol s−1 for NH2 , when C/1995 O1
(Hale-Bopp) was at a heliocentric distance of 4.0 au. We derived 1.2 × 1026 mol s−1 for CN, 0.7 × 1026 mol s−1 for C2 , and
0.3 × 1026 mol s−1 for NH2 for W3 at a heliocentric distance of
3.74 au. This is not surprising, since the size of the nucleus of W3
is estimated to be a factor two smaller than the size of C/1995 O1
(Hale-Bopp), i.e. D ∼ 26 km for W3 was derived from our data
in agreement with Bockelée-Morvan et al. (2010).
At large heliocentric distances, emissions of CO+ have so
far only been detected in a few comets: C/1961 R1 (Humason)
(Dossin 1966), 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (Cochran et al.
1980, 1982, 1992; Cochran & Cochran 1991; Korsun et al.
2008), C/1995 O1 Hale-Bopp (Jockers et al. 1996), and C/2002
VQ94 (LINEAR) (Korsun et al. 2006, 2014). Analysis of CO+
coma and estimation of column density of CO+ at large heliocentric distances are rare in the cometary history and performed
only for comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (Jockers et al.
1992) and for comet C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) (Ivanova et al.
2009; Korsun et al. 2008), when the comets were at heliocentric
distances of 5.8 and 7.3 au, respectively.
Production rates of NH2 are often used to derive NH3 abundance in comets (Tegler & Wyckoff 1989). Since it is expected
that the photolytic reaction
NH3 + hν → NH2 + H
has a 95% branching ratio (Allen et al. 1987) and NH3 is the
main parent for NH2 , then a production rate derived for NH2
is essentially a direct measurement of the production rate of
NH3 in comets. We obtained Q(NH2 ) = 3.12 × 1025 mol s−1
for W3 at a heliocentric distance of 3.74 au. No emissions of
NH3 were detected with the Herschel Space Observatory when
the comet was at a distance of 5.0 au from the Sun and the upper limits of Q(NH3 ) < 1.5–1.9 × 1027 mol s−1 were only derived
(de Val-Borro et al. 2014). We can at least conclude that our data
do not contradict these measurements and provide more accurate
value of the gas production rate of ammonia for W3.
Previous measurements revealed that the gas production rate
of W3 at large heliocentric distances was controlled by the sublimation of highly volatile CO (Bockelée-Morvan et al. 2010;
de Val-Borro et al. 2014). The physical mechanisms causing gas
release from a comet nucleus are likely changed with its distance
from the Sun. According to Bar-Nun et al. (1987), the annealing
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Table 5. Upper limits and real measurements for the main cometary species in the spectrum of comet W3.

Molecule
CN

Central wavelength
/∆λ (Å)
3870/62

C3

4062/62

CO+

4266/64

C2

5141/118

NH2

5715/90

Date of
observations
Dec. 13, 2006
Nov. 9, 2007
Dec. 4, 2008
Dec. 13, 2006
Nov. 9, 2007
Dec. 4, 2008
Dec. 13, 2006
Nov. 9, 2007
Dec. 4, 2008
Dec. 13, 2006
Nov. 9, 2007
Dec. 4, 2008
Dec. 13, 2006
Nov. 9, 2007
Dec. 4, 2008

Amplitude × 10−17
(erg s−1 cm−2 Å−1 )
<0.56
<1.13

of the amorphous ice can be efficient in a temperature range between 80 and 130 K. The transformation of the ice matrix from
amorphous ice to cubic ice can create a vigorous gas release
and sustain physical activity in a temperature range of between
130 and 150 K (Bar-Nun et al. 1987). According to our measurements, a steep growth of activity of W3 occurred around 3.96 au,
which roughly corresponds to a temperature of 150 K. The evolution of the W3 optical spectra shows the presence of molecular
emissions at 3.74 au. Ootsubo et al. (2012) report the measurements of the H2 O, CO2 , and CO gas production rates with the
AKARI satellite (centered at 2.7, 4.3, and 4.7 µm) in December 2008 and June 2009. Between these two observation periods, which roughly coincided with our observing runs in 2008
and 2009, the measured production rate of H2 O increased from
83.0 ± 8.5 to (201.1 ± 20.3) × 1026 mol s−1 , while the CO2 production rate stayed at the same level and the CO production rate
decreased.
The calculated pre-perihelion dust production rate at 3.13 au,
380 kg −1 , is about three times lower than the post-perihelion one
inferred from the PACS (Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer) 70 and 160 µm images onboard the Herschel Space
Observatory at 3.34 au (de Val-Borro et al. 2014). Dust production rates of 923/676 kg s−1 and 884/965 kg s−1 were derived for
carbon/olivine grains in 70 and 160 µm, respectively. The postperihelion PACS measurements of the dust production at 5 au
(70–110 kg s−1 ) is closer to the pre-perihelion dust production
rate obtained in this study (20–100 kg s−1 ) for heliocentric distances between 6.24 and 3.96 au before the perihelion passage
(de Val-Borro et al. 2014).

6. Conclusions
We present results from the spectrophotometric monitoring of
the long period comet C/2006 W3 (Christensen). The observations were conducted from December 2006 to June 2009 when
the comet moved between 8.49 and 3.13 au before the perihelion
passage. Our optical observations complements the data set obtained with the Spitzer, Herschel Space Observatory in infrared
and far infrared, as well as with ground-based radio-telescopes
in the range of heliocentric distances from 3.13 au before perihelion passage to 5.0 au after perihelion passage. Thus the overall

<0.48
<0.72
<0.41
<0.73
<0.24
<0.59
<0.19
<0.39

Flux × 10−17
(erg s−1 cm−2 )
<6.2
<15.7
11 733.7
<5.3
<7.9
4221.2
<4.5
<8.0
720.7
<2.6
<6.5
5771.2
<2.1
<4.3
472.1

Gas production
rate (1024 mol s−1 )
<1.45
<2.92
102.66
<0.248
<0.162
4.12

<1.24
<1.71
65.42
<6.73
<6.01
31 17

orbital arc covered by observations contains the interval from
8.4 au before perihelion to 5.0 au after perihelion. The main results provided by our study can be summarized as follows:
1. No emission lines were detected in the comet spectrum at
the distances 8.49 and 6.25 au from the Sun; meanwhile an
emission rich spectrum was obtained when the comet moved
at a heliocentric distance of 3.74 au. Emissions of CN, C3 ,
C2 , CH, NH2 , CO+ , and CH+ were detected in the spectrum.
2. The CO+ emissions, which were registered at a distance of
3.74 au from the Sun, provide evidence that the comet is CO
and/or CO2 enriched. At large heliocentric distances, CO+
ions have only been detected in a few comets so far, e.g.
C/1961 R1 (Humason), 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1,
C/1995 O1 Hale-Bopp, and C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR).
3. Upper limits on gas production rates and gas production rates
for the detected neutrals were derived from the spectra with
a Haser model.
4. The CO+ production rate of the comet equal to 2 ×
1024 mol s−1 was obtained from a map with the column densities of CO+ .
5. The photometric results indicate that W3 was active from
our earliest observations at 8.49 au. Dependence of A f ρ on
heliocentric distance reveals steep growth of the W3 activity
around 3.96 au before perihelion passage.
6. The normalized reflectivity gradient of the inner coma varies
between 2%/1000 Å and 5%/1000 Å, increasing to
10%/1000 Å in the outer part of the coma. The color of
the inner part of the W3 coma is in agreement with measurements reported for the sample of long period comets.
7. The upper limit on the nucleus radius extracted from the photometric measurements, RN = 13±2 km, is in agreement with
previous results obtained from the Herschel infrared data set.
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Photometry of Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) at 4.4–4.2 AU heliocentric distances
Oleksandra Ivanova ⇑, Serhii Borysenko, Alex Golovin
Main Astronomical Observatory of NAS of Ukraine, Akademika Zabolotnoho 27, Kyiv 03680, Ukraine

a b s t r a c t
We present an analysis of the photometric data of Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) observed at heliocen-tric distance of 4.4–4.2 AU. The Comet C/2011 L4
(PANSTARRS) shows one signiﬁcant activity, despite of its quite large heliocentric distance. The color indexes, dust mass-loss rates and radius of the comet
are measured.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2013.08.026

Introduction

The Oort cloud and the Edgeworth–Kuiper belt are the two
main reservoirs which supply the inner region of the Solar System
with comets. These objects are considered to be relatively unmodiﬁed remnants of the early formation stages of the Solar System.
The observation of long-period and dynamically new comets can
provide information on the chemical composition of the cometary
progenitors and the physical conditions of their origin. Being scattered into the inner region of our planetary system, some of the
cometary nuclei become considerably active at heliocentric distances much larger than 4 AU. We have relatively small number
of observed data on distant activity of long-period comets. But advances in technology development of modern detectors and using
of large telescopes led to the discovery of many new objects beyond the orbit of Neptune, and a signiﬁcant expansion of the list
of comets that exhibit signiﬁcant activity outside the Jupiter orbit.
Using several methods of study of long-period comets activity at
heliocentric distance from 3 to 26 AU information about dust characteristic, colors, morphology of the dust coma, estimate of radius
of the nucleus (Meech, 1988, 1990; Meech et al., 2009; A’Hearn
et al., 1995; Fulle et al., 1998; Rauer et al., 2003; Szabo et al.,
2001, 2002; Weiler et al., 2003; Korsun and Chorny, 2003; Korsun
et al., 2006, 2010; Tozzi et al., 2003; Kawakita et al., 2004; Kelley
et al., 2006; Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2009; Langland-Shula and
Smith, 2011) were obtained. In this paper we present photometric
observations of the Oort cloud Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSSTARS) and

the analysis of properties of the cometary dusty coma at the large
heliocentric distance.
The Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) was discovered with PanSTARRS 1 telescope on Haleakala, Maui, on 2011, June, 6. It was detected as a non-stellar object. Next observations of the object were
obtained with Canada–France–Hawaii Telescope (Mauna Kea) on
June 7.44 UT (Williams, 2011a). It was shown that this is the object
with visible coma and faint tail. The detected object had 19.4th
magnitude in R ﬁlter and it was located at the distance 7.17 and
8.16 AU from the Sun and the Earth, respectively. Williams
(2011b) published the orbit of the comet on 2011 June 8 (2 days
after its discovery) based on 34 positions during the period from
2011 May 24 to June 8. This is a long period comet with inclination
i = 84.2°, perihelion distance of q = 0.302 AU and e = 1.0000318
(Nakano, 2013). The comet has perihelion on 10 March, 2013 and
it passes very close to the Sun. It is very interesting object due to
the high level of activity at the large heliocentric distance in different wavelengths.
Observations and reduction

The observations of Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) were made
with the 2-m Faulkes Telescope South of Siding Spring Observatory
(Australia) on May 31, 2012, when the heliocentric and geocentric
distances of the comet were 4.46 and 3.45 AU, respectively. The
next observations of the comet were made on June 21, 2011, when
distance from the Sun and the Earth were 4.22 AU and 3.32 AU,
respectively. The phase angle of the comet was 1.7° on 31 May
and 7.3° on 21 June, respectively. The ﬁeld was centered at the comet and 20 frames (with 60-s exposures for each) were made.
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mV = 13.3 ± 0.65, mR = 12.61 ± 0.65 for observation on the 21st of
June, respectively. Radii of the inner and outer rings are chosen
large enough in order to avoid the possible contribution of the cometary coma in the measurement of the residual sky background
around the image of the comet.
The colors of the cometary dust are redder than the Sun
V  R = 0.73m ± 0.91 (May, 31) and V  R = 0.69m ± 0.91 (June, 21)
for a 900 photometric aperture. The Sun’s color indexes
V  R = +0.52 (Allen, 1976; Lamy et al., 1988) the Johnson ﬁlter system and V  R = +0.35 (Holmberg et al., 2006) in the Johnson–
Cousins system.
The broadband V-ﬁlter covers strong emission bands due to the
C2 molecule in comets, so this ﬁlter is not used usually for analysis
of dust color comet, with except distant comets. Our observations
were made when the comet has heliocentric distance more than
4 AU. But some comets show C2 emission, for example Comet C/
1995 Hale–Bopp (Rauer et al., 1997) and CO+, CN beyond 4 AU
from the Sun (Cochran et al., 1980, 1982, 1991; Cook et al., 2005;
Larson, 1980; Korsun et al., 2008). Unfortunately we do not have
comet ﬁlters for observation the comet at Faulkes Telescope of
South Siding Spring Observatory (Australia). C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) is new comet, and we do not have any information about
it spectra too. But our estimate show that color indexes of the comet are redder than the solar ones and we assume that the C2
emission is not detected or is has small intensity and practically
does not inﬂuence on the dust color the comet.
To compare the measurements of the dust productivity taken at
different epochs, observing sites, and with different viewing geometries the parameter Afq (cm) is used usually where A is the average grain albedo, f the ﬁlling factor in the aperture ﬁeld of view,
and q the linear radius of the aperture (A’Hearn et al., 1984). It is
determined by the ratio of the effective cross-section of all grains,
captured by the ﬁeld of view of the detector to the projection of its
ﬁeld of view on the celestial sphere. The Afq can be derived from
the calculated photometric dust coma magnitude (Mazzotta
Epifani et al., 2010):

A Fairchild CCD (486 BIDB) was used as a detector. The dimension of the image was 2048  2048 pixels and the scale was 0.300 /
pix. The full ﬁeld of view of the CCD is 10.00  10.00 . The photometric data of the Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) was obtained in Bessel V and R broadband ﬁlters. To increase the signal/noise ratio of
the observed data binning of 2  2 was applied to the photometric
images. Standard bias subtraction and ﬂat ﬁeld reduction for all
data were performed. All the frames with the images of the comet
and standard stars were corrected for the zero-point and pixel sensitivity inhomogeneity using the master frames. Since the comet
covered a small fraction of the ﬁeld, we used routines of the IDL library (Goddard Space Flight Center) to calculate the sky background count (Landsman, 1993). After reduction, interframe
median ﬁltering was applied to the set of the images. This procedure allows us to increase the signal/noise ratio and to remove
the ﬁeld stars. The general view of the comet is presented in Fig. 1.
To perform an absolute ﬂux calibration of the comet images
three ﬁeld stars were used for each observation set. The nights
were photometric. For the aperture photometry of stars we used
a diaphragm with the radius of 400 due to the fact that the seeing
value, measured as the average FWHM of several sample stars
was about 1.900 for 31 May 2012 and 1.700 for 21 June 2012, respectively. The residual sky background was estimated with the use of
an annular aperture. We used the USNO-A2.0 catalog for the photometric reference. Although this catalog is not photometric, there
are several examples of its successful application for the standardization of photometric measurements of comets in the literature
(Monet, 1998; Kidger, 2002, 2003; Hicks et al., 2007).
Observational results

We used the images obtained with the broadband V and R ﬁlters
to measure the magnitude, effective radius of the nucleus, dust
production rate of the Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS). The cometary magnitude is given by

mc ¼ 2:5  log



Ic ðkÞ
þ mst  2:5  log PðkÞ  DM;
Is ðkÞ

ð1Þ

Af q ¼

where mst is the magnitude of the standard star, Is and Ic are the
measured ﬂuxes of the star and the comet in counts, respectively,
P is the sky transparency that depends on the wavelength, DM is
the difference between the cometary and the stellar airmasses. As
we used the ﬁeld stars for calibration, the sky transparency is not
considered. Using Eq. (1), the magnitude of the comet was calculated for an aperture radius of 900 . We obtained mV = 13.21 ± 0.65,
mR = 12.48 ± 0.65 for observation on the 31st of May, and

SUN

E

V
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4  r2  D2  100:4ðmSUN mR Þ

q

;

ð2Þ

where A is the average grain albedo, the ﬁlling factor f is the total
cross section of the grains in the ﬁeld of view, q is the radius of
the ﬁeld of view in cm, r in AU and D in cm are the heliocentric
and geocentric distances, respectively.
The Eq. (2) is widely used for estimation Afq, when the dust production rate and the velocities of the ejected particles are constant
(i.e. for the simple steady-state coma model). For such ideal steady-state coma, Afq is aperture independent and can be used to
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Fig. 1. Isophote contours of an image of Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) observed through a broad band R ﬁlter (for two observing sets). Isophots levels are in DN/s. Celestial
north, east, the motion V and sunward directions are denoted.
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derive the lower limit of the dust production rate (Bauer et al.,
2003) and to compare activities of different comets. We calculate
the Afq values for a set of aperture values from 300 to 1500 that used
for images in the R broadband ﬁlter (Fig. 2) which isolate dust continuum of the comet.
We also obtained the radius of the nucleus RN (upper limits on
it) basing on the observed magnitude mR and using (Russel, 1916;
Jewitt, 2009):

pr C ¼

2:25  1022  p  r 2  D2  100:4ðmd mSUN Þ
100:4ab

;

ð3Þ

where pr is the geometric grain albedo, C is the geometrical
cross-section of the nucleus in m2, r and D are the heliocentric
and geocentric distances in AU, mSUN = 27.26 is the Bessel R-band
magnitude of the Sun, md ¼ 2:5log10 ð100:4m2  100:4m2 Þ the
apparent R magnitude of the cometary coma in the annulus between apertures q1 = 300 and q2 = 4.500 , a is the phase angle in degrees, and b is the linear phase coefﬁcient in magnitudes per
degree. Eq. (3) is often used for estimation of the effective radius
of the cometary nuclei where C ¼ p  R2N . Usually this equation is
used to obtain the effective radius of comets at large heliocentric
distances which are not active or show low activity. Although the
comet is rather active comet at heliocentric distance more than
4 AU, the upper limit of the cometary radius can be estimated.
We calculate the radius of the nucleus using the geometric albedo
and linear phase coefﬁcient. First we used classical value of geometric albedo for nucleus pr = 0.04, which is consistent with a similar
study by Meech et al. (2009) for very distant comets. This value is
close to the measured albedo values for other long period comets
such as C/1983 H1 (0.03 ± 0.01, Lamy et al., 2004), C/2001 OG108
(0.03 ± 0.005, Abell et al., 2003), and C/1985 O1 (0.04 ± 0.03, Jorda
et al., 2000). For the phase coefﬁcient we used the value
0.045 mag/°, which is the average of the measured phase coefﬁcient
values (Lamy et al., 2004).
Our calculation show that the values of apparent magnitude of
the comet (Jewitt, 2009) are md = 14.24 ± 0.65 for 31st of May 2012
and md = 14.65 ± 0.65 magnitude for 21st of June, 2012; these values correspond to the upper limit of the cometary radius is
RN = 59.6 km for observation on 31st of May 2012 (for pr = 0.04
and b = 0.045), with the apparent R magnitude of the cometary
coma in the annulus between apertures q1 = 300 and q2 = 4.500 , and
to RN = 50.7 km for observation on 21st of June, 2012, respectively.
We estimated the dust productivity of the comet using the
equation proposed by Jewitt (2009). According to the author, the
4

Fig. 2. Log–log dependence of the Afq parameter (in the R ﬁlter) on the aperture
radius for Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) projected at the comets distances.
Triangle and square mark the Afq values for the comet provided by CARA team data.

effective cross-section and the total mass of dust particles is described by:

Md ¼

4
q
 ðamin  amax Þ0:5  C;
3 dust

ð4Þ

where qdust is the grain density that does not depend on radius of
the dust grain and is equal to 1000 kg/m3, amin and amax is the minimal and maximum radius of the grain particle which we adopt to
be 0.1 lm and 1 cm (Grün et al., 2001). To estimate the dust production, we introduce the grain residence time in the annulus deﬁned
by q1 and q2 is just:

sðrÞ ¼ 1:5 

1011  D  ðq2  q1 Þ
;
tðrÞ

ð5Þ

where D is geocentric distance in AU, m(r) – the radial outﬂow velocity of the dust grains from the nucleus, q1 and q2 are apertures of
radii in radians (we used for calculation apertures q1 = 300 and
q2 = 4.500 ). We used two values of radial outﬂow velocity of dust
grains. The ﬁrst value m(r) = 466 m/s provides a simpliﬁed estimation of (an upper limit to) the dust-grain ﬂow speed (Mazzotta
Epifani et al., 2010), based on measurements refer to gas for the Comet Hale–Bopp (Biver et al., 2002). And the second value is
m(r) = 50 m/s. This value was obtained on basis of Probstein’s theory
(Probstein, 1969; Fulle et al., 1998), which predicts that dust grains
probably move more slowly than gas and than dust velocity close to
10% of the gas value. The ratio dMd/s(r) allows us to evaluate the
dust production rate of the cometary nucleus (Table 1).
Discussion and conclusions

We present photometric observations of the Oort-cloud Comet
C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) obtained in May–June 2012. The R band
images of the comet show a compact asymmetric dust coma on
31st of May, 2012 and asymmetric dust coma with small tail on
21st of June, 2012 (Fig. 1).
Our estimations of the relative dust production rate of the comet show high activity level of the comet at heliocentric distant
beyond 4 AU as well. The calculated log(Afq)–log(q) relation is
plotted in Fig. 2 for the projected distances from about 7000 km
to 36,000 km from the nucleus. To compare Afq parameters derived from the different sites, the results from CARA project data
base (Cometary Archives for Amateur Astronomers, http://
www.uai.it) are also presented in Fig. 2. Our results are very close
to CARA data for observation period presented in the paper. Our results for the Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS) support the idea that
long-period comet are more active along the entire orbit and especially at large heliocentric distance (Meech, 1988). For example,
Afq = 1893 cm for C/2000 SV74 (LINEAR) observed at 4.04 AU
(Szabo et al., 2002), and Afq = 3000 cm for C/1995 O1 (Hale–Bopp)
observed at 4 AU (Weiler et al., 2003). Some results obtained for
long-period comets at heliocentric distance above 5 AU show high
level of Afq too (Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2008, 2009; Meech et al.,
2009; Tozzi et al., 2003).
To estimate the dust-loss rate of the Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS), we used the ﬁrst-order photometric model (Jewitt,
2009). Using the Eq. (4) for model calculations we obtained the
upper limit of the dust mass loss-rate of the comet (see Table 1).
The high value of dust mass loss-rate close to our results were obtained also for long-period comets and some centaurs (Fulle et al.,
1998; Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2008, 2010; Jewitt, 2009), but this
observation were carried for larger heliocentric distance, than
our observation of the Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS).
For cometary observations dominated by coma, we stress that
the nuclear size estimates are upper limits ones. We obtained the
upper limit of the radius of the Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS)
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Table 1
Model mass-loss rates of the Comet C/2011 L4 (PANSTARRS).
Data, UT

a
b
c
d

r, AU

D, AU

Pha, deg

mdb

May, 31, 2012

4.457

3.450

1.7

14.24 ± 0.65

June, 21, 2012

4.222

3.324

7.3

14.65 ± 0.65

C, m2
1.12  10

s, s
10

8.06  109

Md, kg
4,c

dM d
,
dt

kg/s

7.54  10
8.1  103,d

4.39  10

8

5.82  103,c
5.42  104,d

7.26  104,c
7.8  103,d

3.22  108

4.43  103,c
4.13  104,d

Phase angle.
The apparent magnitude of the cometary coma in the annulus between apertures q1 = 300 and q1 = 4.500 (pr = 0.04 and b = 0.045).
The dust-grain ﬂow speed m = 50 m/s.
The dust-grain ﬂow speed m = 466 m/s.

based on the photometric measurements RN < 59.6 km for observation on 31st of May 2012 and RN < 50.7 km for observation on 21st
of June, 2012).
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a b s t r a c t
We investigated three comets, which are active at large heliocentric distances, using observations obtained at the 6-m BTA telescope (SAO RAS,
Russia) in the photometric mode of the focal reducer SCOR-PIO. The three comets, 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1, C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR), and C/2002
VQ94 (LIN-EAR), were observed after their perihelion passages at heliocentric distances between 5.5 and 7.08 AU. The dust production rates in terms
of Afq was measured for these comets. Using the retrieved values, an average dust production rate was derived under different model assumptions. A
tentative calculation of the total mass loss of the comet nucleus within a certain observation period was executed. We calcu-lated the corresponding
thickness of the depleted uppermost layer where high-volatile ices completely sublimated. The results obtained in our study strongly support the
idea that the observed activity of Comet SW1 requires a permanent demolition of the upper surface layers.

Introduction

Comet nuclei consist of ices intermixed with dust grains and are
thought to be the least modiﬁed Solar System bodies remaining
from the time of planetary formation. Therefore investigation of
the comet composition is important for understanding the processes that occurred during the formation of our Solar System
(Greenberg, 1982; Li and Greenberg, 1997). The automated allsky searches for Near-Earth-Objects such as the LONEOS Survey
(Howell et al., 1996) and the NEAT Survey (Pravdo et al., 1999),
the LINEAR program (Stokes et al., 2000), the Catalina Sky Survey
(Larson et al., 1998), and others continuously discover new comets
arriving in the inner Solar System. Some of these comets show signiﬁcant activity beyond the orbit of Jupiter.
Comets at large heliocentric distances demonstrate various patterns of activity (Lowry and Fitzsimmons, 2005; Bauer et al., 2003;
Meech et al., 2009). Rich molecular spectra above the underlining
continuum were detected in two comets. Tails were not observed
in these comets and their morphologies are characterized by asymmetric comae with jet features (Stansberry et al., 2004; Korsun
et al., 2006, 2008; Trigo-Rodríguez et al., 2008). Other distant comets do not demonstrate gas emissions above the reﬂected solar
continuum in the optical spectra. Moreover, some of these comets

possess long dust tails (Roemer, 1962; Belton, 1965; Korsun and
Chorny, 2003; Meech et al., 2009).
The activity of comets at large heliocentric distances cannot be
explained in the frame of the standard model (Whipple, 1972), in
which the sublimation of water ice heated by solar radiation is
the primary cause of the activity of the comet nucleus. The problem, which physical mechanisms explain the distant comet activity, has been discussed in a number of publications over the past
decade and several possible mechanisms were proposed (see, e.g.,
review by Gronkowski (2005)). The most popular presumable
sources of the energy required to explain the activity of distant
comets are: (i) the sublimation of more volatile species than
H2O, such as CO and/or CO2 ice (e.g. Houpis and Mendis, 1981;
Prialnik and Bar-Nun, 1992, Hughes, 1992), (ii) polymerization
of HCN (Rettig et al., 1992), (iii) crystallization of the amorphous
water ice (Gronkowski and Smela, 1998; de Sanctis et al., 2002;
Prialnik, 1992), and (iv) annealing of the amorphous water ice
(Meech et al., 2009). However, as there is no general agreement
yet, further long-term observations of distant comets are desirable. A program of photometric and spectral studies of comets
with a high level of activity beyond Jupiter’s orbit was started
at the 6-m BTA telescope (SAO RAS, Russia) in 2006. Both, images
and spectra, of several distant comets were obtained during
observations made between 2006 and 2009. Here, we present
the photometric observations of three distant comets and their
corresponding analyses.
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The Centaur 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 has exhibited a
considerable level of activity (so-called outbursts) since its discovery in 1925. The comet moves along a near-circular orbit with an
orbital period of 14.9 years (Herget, 1961). Trigo-Rodríguez et al.
(2008) detected 28 outbursts during their 2002–2007 observational
campaigns. Typical 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 outbursts
occur with a frequency of 7.3 per year and are characterized by a
sudden increase of 1–4 mag in brightness. There is no sign of periodicity in the detected outburst.
Object C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) was discovered as an asteroid by
the LINEAR team on November 11.24, 2002 at a heliocentric distance of 10.02 AU (Marsden, 2002). Observations, which were
made end of August 2003 when the heliocentric distance of the comet was 8.9 AU, revealed a prominent coma with a fan-like morphology (Green, 2003). Thus, the object was categorized as a
comet and was given the number C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) (Parker,
2003). A more extended asymmetric coma was observed through
V and R ﬁlters at heliocentric distances of 6.8 AU and 7.3 AU,
respectively (Korsun et al., 2006, 2008). Both comets, C/2002
VQ94 (LINEAR) (in the following abbreviated as VQ94) and
29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 (in the following abbreviated as
SW1), demonstrate similar morphologies. The spectra of both comets are emission rich. For the ﬁrst time CO+ lines were identiﬁed
during observations of Comet SW1 carried out in 1978 and 1979
by Cochran et al. (1980, 1982). Furthermore, Jockers et al. (1992)
obtained images of SW1 in the CO+ line and investigated the morphology of the ionic component. Later, Nþ
2 emissions above the
continuum were detected in the spectra of Comet SW1 and CO+,
CN, Nþ
2 and C3 emissions were discovered in the spectra of Comet
VQ94 (Korsun et al., 2006, 2008).
Object C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR) (in the following abbreviated as
WT42) was ﬁrst identiﬁed as an unusual asteroid. The 18th magnitude object was discovered by the LINEAR team on November
19.26, 2003 at a heliocentric distance of 8.1 AU (Marsden, 2004).
Observations, which were made in mid January 2004, demonstrated the presence of a coma, conﬁrming the object as a comet.
Comet WT42 possesses a hyperbolic orbit with a perihelion distance of 5.19 AU. Marsden (2004) suggested that this could be a
‘‘new’’ comet from the Oort cloud. Comet WT42 has exhibited a
long-term activity since early 2005. Spectroscopic observations of
the comet did not reveal any gas emissions in the spectra (Korsun
et al., 2010). The digital processing of the images indicated that, besides isotropic outgassing, there was an outﬂow of dust from two
active areas localized on the nucleus (Korsun et al., 2010). The comet exhibited a long dust tail during these observation. Fig. 1 shows
the orbits of the three comets in relation to the ecliptic plane.
The analysis of observation of comet activities at large heliocentric distances requires the utilization of theoretical models describing the thermophysical processes in the upper layers of the
nucleus. Various numerical models were proposed, which allow
the investigation of the energy and mass transfer in porous cosmic
bodies (Skorov et al., 1995, 2001; Davidsson et al., 2004). In the following, we discuss some contingencies arising from such a computer analyses. Primarily, we focus our study on the explanation
of the long-term activity of the distant comets listed above.
Observational techniques and image processing

In this paper, we describe observations of three distant comets
(SW1, VQ94, and WT42) between 2006 and 2009. Our observations
were carried out at the 6-m BTA telescope (SAO RAS, Russia) during
several observing runs. Photometric images of the comets were obtained using the focal reducer SCORPIO attached to the primary focus of the telescope (Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2005). A CCD chip
(EEV-42-40) with 2048  2048 pixels was used as a detector. The
full ﬁeld of view of the CCD was 6.10  6.10 . We applied a 2  2 bin-

ning during the observations resulting in an image scale of 0.3600/
pix.
Comet SW1 was observed through B, V and R broadband ﬁlters
in December 2006 and V and R broadband ﬁlters in March 2009.
Comet VQ94 was observed through V and R broadband ﬁlters. Comet WT42 was observed through R broadband ﬁlter.
There were two sets of observations for Comet SW1. The ﬁrst
observations were performed in December 2006 when the heliocentric and geocentric distances of the comet were 5.865 and 4.947
AU, respectively; the second set of observations were per-formed
on March 29, 2009 when the heliocentric and geocentric distances
of the comet were 6.118 and 5.805 AU, respectively. Co-met VQ94
was observed on December 12, 2006 at heliocentric and geocentric
distances of 7.084 and 7.332 AU, respectively. The images of Comet
WT42 were obtained on December 16, 2006 at heliocentric and
geocentric distances of 5.519 and 5.598 AU, respectively. Despite
the fact that the comets were observed at heliocentric distances at
which the sublimation of water ice is too low, the comets showed
considerable activities. Details on the pho-tometric observations
are collected in Table 1. Fig. 2 is an illustra-tion of the observed
data. The series of homogeneous data were summed in a suitable
standard form for further use. For this pur-pose, a robust statistics
was applied to the raw data. The reductions of the raw data, which
included bias subtraction, ﬂat-ﬁeld correc-tion, and cleaning from
cosmic ray tracks, were thoroughly done. The bias was removed by
subtracting an averaged frame with zero exposure time. An
exposure of the morning sky provided the ﬂat-ﬁeld corrections for
the non-uniform sensitivity of the CCD chip, and the cosmic ray
tracks were removed when we computed the composite image
from the individual ones. The night-sky level of each individual
frame was estimated from those parts of the frame that were not
covered by either coma or tail. To provide absolute photometric
calibration, we used the spectral atmospheric trans-parency at the
Special Astronomical Observatory obtained by Kartasheva and
Chunakova (1978) and our own observations of the
spectrophotometric standard stars BD+75d325, BD+33d325,
G193-74, Feige 56 (Oke, 1990) and the Landolt photometric standard star PG1047+003 (Landolt, 1992).
Results
Photometry: methods of image analysis
The photometric observations obtained in the different spectral
bands were used to estimate the dust production rate of the three
comets. The continuum ﬂux was measured within circular apertures centered on the comet. Measurement data were converted
into energy units via the equation (Busarev, 1999)

F c ðkÞ ¼ F s ðkÞ 

Ic ðkÞ DM
ðkÞ;
P
Is ðkÞ

ð1Þ

where Fs is the energy distribution in the spectra of a standard star
convolved with the ﬁlter transmission curve; Is and Ic are the measured ﬂuxes of the star and the comet in counts, respectively; P is
the coefﬁcient of the sky transparency; DM is the difference in air
mass between the positions of the comet and the star.
In order to compare the measurements of the dust productivity
taken at different epochs, observing sites, and with different viewing geometries, the product of the average grain albedo A and the
ﬁlling factor of grains f is widely used (A’Hearn and Schleicher,
1984). We calculated the product Afq using the equation

Af q ¼

4  ðr=1 AUÞ2  D2 F c
;
q2
F Sun

ð2Þ

in which the ﬁlling factor of the grains is taken within an aperture
q projected on the comet distance and expressed in cm, r is the
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29P/ Schwassmann-Wachmann 1
C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR)
C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR)
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Earth
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Jupiter
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of Earth’s, Jupiter’s, Saturn’s orbits, and the part of the three comet orbits located above the ecliptic plane. Positions of the comets for the observational
dates, the moment of the perihelion passage, and the discovery date are marked.

heliocentric distance in AU, D is the geocentric distance in cm, and
FSun is the ﬂux of the Sun at 1 AU convolved with the ﬁlter transmission curve (Neckel and Labs, 1984). Eq. (2) is commonly applied
when both, the dust production rate and the velocities of the
ejected particles, are constant (i.e. for a simple steady-state coma
model). For such an ideal steady-state coma, Afq is aperture independent and can be used to derive the lower limit of the dust production rate (Bauer et al., 2003) and to compare the activities of
different comets. We calculate the Afq values for a number of apertures from 5 to 20 pixels by using the images acquired with the R
broadband ﬁlter. The ﬁlter bandpass mostly covers solar light reﬂected by the dust grains in the coma and does not contain significant gas emissions. Optical spectroscopy reveals the presence of
the CO+ ions and CN radicals in the coma of Comet SW1 (Cochran
and Cochran, 1991; Cochran et al., 1980, 1982, 1991; Cook et al.,
2005; Larson, 1980). Recently, emission bands of the CO+ and Nþ
2
ions as well as of the CN and C3 radicals were detected in spectra
of Comet VQ94 and the CO+ and Nþ
2 ions and CN radicals were detected in spectra of Comet SW1 (Korsun et al., 2006, 2008).
The ﬁnal error of the Afq value is estimated as the square of the
sum of the uncertainty of the comet ﬂux introduced above and the
uncertainty of the solar energy ﬂux. Then, a lower limit to the dust
production rate can be calculated by

Q ¼ Af q 

4=3  p  a3  m  r
;
p  a2

ð3Þ

where a (lm) is the grain radius, p is the geometric albedo the dust
grains, v (m s1) is the grain ejection velocity and r (g cm3) is the
grain density. We assume that for the three comets under consideration the dust grain albedo and the density of the grain material are
ﬁxed at p = 0.04 and r  1 g cm3 (Jewitt, 1990; Meech and Weaver,

1995; Weaver et al., 1997). This albedo value is often used for
Comet SW1. As to the density of particles in comets, Britt et al.
(2006) showed that this value can vary over a wide range, depending on the composition of the dust particles, their porosity, size and
so forth. In this paper, we adopt a typical value of the density, which
is often used for various estimations in comets.
We apply a simple comet model in which dust particles are described as solid spheres with radii a from 1 lm to 10 lm and with
an exponential dust size distribution of aN, where 2.5 < N < 3.0
(Jockers, 1997). The limits for the ejection velocity are 50 m s1
and 10 m s1, respectively. The grain radii and velocities are chosen
as a result of a quantitative analysis of the data reported for different comets by Fulle (1992), Fulle et al. (1998), Korsun and Chorny
(2003), and Korsun et al. (2010). Obviously, we make a gross simpliﬁcation when we characterize the dust grains by a single grain
radius, but this idealization seems reasonable due to inherent
restrictions of the Afq method. Because we plan to calculate the
limits of the total dust production rate of the investigated distant
comets, the well-founded estimation of the dust size limits seems
appropriate. An additional argument can be found from the lifetime estimation of the dust grains. Mukai (1986) concluded that
at a heliocentric distance of 7 AU the lifetime of dirty icy dust particles with a radius from 1 to 10 lm is a few hours. Because both
SW1 and VQ94 show no dust tails, one can assume that their atmospheres contain dirty icy particles of less than 10 lm in size. Otherwise a dust tail (as in the case of Comet WT42) would be formed by
larger particles with a sufﬁciently long lifetime. Sophisticated
dynamical modeling (Sekanina, 1975, 1982; Meech et al., 1993;
Korsun and Chorny, 2003) shows that such tails are formed by a
continuous process of ejection of large grains with low ejection
velocity and, hence, with long lifetime. In order to check how
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Table 1
Journal of observations.

a
b
c

Data, UT

r (AU)

A (AU)

Exp. (s)

Ph.c

za

Psunb

Fil

Comet

December, 15.911, 2006
December, 15.912, 2006
December, 15.919, 2006
December, 15.922, 2006
December, 15.924, 2006
December, 15.926, 2006
December, 15.996, 2006
December, 15.999, 2006
December, 16.002, 2006
December, 16.005, 2006
December, 16.006, 2006
March, 29.817, 2009
March, 29.843, 2009
March, 30.352, 2009
March, 30.389, 2009
March, 30.427, 2009
March, 30.465, 2009
March, 30.647, 2009
March, 30.465, 2009
December, 13.415, 2006
December, 13.475, 2006
December, 13.537, 2006
December, 13.615, 2006
December, 13.661, 2006
December, 13.701, 2006
December, 16.758, 2006
December, 16.793, 2006
December, 16.814, 2006
December, 16.850, 2006
December, 16.886, 2006

5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
6.117
6.118
6.118
6.118
6.118
6.118
6.118
6.118
7.084
7.084
7.084
7.084
7.084
7.084
5.519
5.519
5.519
5.519
5.519

4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
5.789
5.789
5.805
5.805
5.805
5.805
5.805
5.805
7.332
7.332
7.332
7.332
7.332
7.332
5.598
5.598
5.598
5.598
5.598

300
300
200
200
100
100
300
200
200
100
100
120
120
120
120
60
60
60
60
180
180
180
120
120
120
30
30
60
60
60

3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.8
3.9
3.9
3.9
9.1
9.1
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
9.2
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
7.6
10.1
10.1
10.1
10.1
10.1

29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
53
54
55
36
37
37
38
43
44
44
45
36
35
34
34
33
33
32
32
32
31
31

102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
100.1
100.1
100.1
100.1
100.1
100.1
100.1
100.1
320.8
320.8
320.8
320.7
320.7
320.7
300.1
300.1
300.1
300.1
300.1

B
B
V
V
R
R
B
V
V
R
R
V
V
V
V
R
R
R
R
V
V
V
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
WT42
WT42
WT42
WT42
WT42

Zenith distance in degrees.
Position angle of the extended radius vector in degrees.
Phase angle of comet in degrees.

N

29P/ Schwassmann-Wachmann 1

C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR)

C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR)

E

37780 km

47860 km

39030 km

25''

25''

25''

Fig. 2. Cropped images of Comets 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 (left), C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR) (center) and C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) (right) observed through a broad band
R ﬁlter. North, East, and the sunward directions are indicated.

sensitive the retrieved results are to the simpliﬁcation of the model
discussed above, we tested additionally the case in which the dust
particles are treated as ﬂuffy one-size fractal grains with a radius of
1 lm. It should be noted that in this case the equation for Q loses
its accuracy, because the fractal particle mass grows weaker with
size than for a solid sphere. Due to a tighter coupling of the fractal
dust grains to the gas, the dust acceleration and the corresponding
ejection velocity should be much higher than in the case of solid
grains. We use as a test value velocity of 500 m s1 in that case.

The main results presented in this section were derived from
the images obtained in December 2006 and March 2009, when
the comets were located at post-perihelion distances. The calculated log(Afq)–log(q) and Q–q relations for the projected distances
from about 15,000 km to 57,000 km from the nucleus are plotted in
Figs. 3, 4a and 4b.
To calculate the dust production rate, we suppose that the particles are emitted isotropically from the nucleus and move radially
outward with constant velocity. The spatial density of the dust
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grains is thus Nd / 1/r2 and the observed brightness decreases as
1/r, where r is the distance from the comet nucleus. In this case,
the logarithmic surface brightness gradient has a slope of 1
(Lowry and Fitzsimmons, 2005). The slightly steeper gradient than
expected in the case of uniform outgassing which is evident from
Fig. 3 can be caused by several effects, such as grains accelerated
by radiation pressure while they move outwards, sublimation of
grains and their gradual fading, or the possible existence of jets creating non-isotropic features which disturb the uniform brightness
distribution (Meech et al., 1993; Jockers and Bonev, 1997; Lowry
and Fitzsimmons, 2005). Quantitative discussion of these mechanisms is beyond the scope of this work. We note only that Afq becomes aperture dependent in this case. However, one can get
physically reasonable results even in the frame of our simple model.
It is signiﬁcant that the objects under consideration evidently
show considerable dust activity in the post-perihelion period.
The Afq values derived from the ﬂuxes inside a circular aperture
of 10 arcsec amount to 760.2 ± 5.4 cm for Comet WT42 and the
average R magnitude is m = 16.07 ± 0.06, for Comet VQ94, the Afq
value equals 109.7 ± 3.4 cm and m = 17.8 ± 0.03. For Comet SW1,
Afq = 1168.5 ± 7.1 and m = 12.1 ± 0.05 in December 2006 and
Afq = 890.5 ± 6.1 and m = 13.5 ± 0.07 in March 2009, respectively.
These Afq values are typical for dynamically new comets (Meech
et al., 2009; Epifani et al., 2009).
The monitoring of Comet SW1 (Trigo-Rodríguez et al., 2008)
showed that the comet brightness decreased considerably at the
end of 2006. We observed a high level of dust production of the Comet SW1 in 2006 that might be explained by a high jet activity of
this comet at the observational time. In 2009 we measured a lower
value of the dust production rate. The results of SW1 observations
from the CARA project data base (Cometary Archives for Amateur
Astronomers, http://www.uai.it) in March 2009 demonstrate that
the brightness of this comet was much higher than in 2006. The
observed variations of Afq may be connected with variations in
the number of jets (5–6 jets were observed in 2006 (Korsun
et al., 2008); whereas in 2007 only 2–3 jets (Ivanova et al., 2009)
and in 2009 only 3 jets (Ivanova, private communication) were observed). Thus, we suppose that the observed dust activity of SW1
correlates at least partially with the jet number, rather than with
the general brightness of the comet.
Comet WT42 showed a very high level of activity in the
pre-perihelion and post-perihelion periods. The Afq values of
WT42 demonstrate a high dust production rate amounting to
Afq = 3500 cm when the comet was at a distance of 6.4 AU from
the Sun (Korsun et al., 2010). Our results show also that the comet

Fig. 4a. Dependence of the dust production rate Q on the aperture radius for Comet
29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 projected at the comet distance.

had a lower value of the dust production rate in December 2006
than in March 2006, when the comet exhibited a high-level activity. Our results are in good agreement with those derived by other
investigators (Cometary Archives for Amateur Astronomers, http://
www.uai.it). Although the dust production of Comet WT42 is higher than of Comet VQ94 (Fig. 3), both comets had a similar rate of
post-perihelion fading.
Unfortunately, we cannot compare our dust production rates
(Figs. 4a and 4b) for Comets VQ94 and WT42 with observational
data of other observers. The observations of these comets were
started only recently, and at the moment we have no extensive evidence for comet activities and estimations of the dust production
rates. The results of the dust mass loss rate for Comet 29P SW1
were obtained from the analysis of the dust coma (Fulle, 1992;
Jewitt, 1990; Stansberry et al., 2004; Moreno, 2009). Fulle (1992)
derived a mass loss rate of 600 ± 300 kg s1, while Jewitt (1990)
derived only 10 kg s1, Stansberry et al. (2004) obtained an upper
limit of 50 kg s1, and Moreno (2009) derived 300 ± 100 kg s1.
Our results are close to the estimates of Fulle (1992), Moreno
(2009) and Stansberry et al. (2004).
Discussion

Fig. 3. Log–log dependence of the Afq parameter (in the R ﬁlter) on the aperture
radius for Comets 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1, C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR) and C/
2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) projected at the comets distances.

The activity of the three comets considered here is not a unique
or rarely observed phenomenon. On the contrary, the number of
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Fig. 4b. Dependence of the dust production rate Q on the aperture radius for
Comets C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR) and C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) projected at the comet
distances.

space objects showing activity at large heliocentric distances is
steadily increasing (nowadays, more than 100 comets are under
observations, while there are 2–3 new comets being discovered
each year). Occasional outbursts (e.g., the activity of Comet Hale–
Bopp at the extra-large heliocentric distance of 6 AU (Sekanina,
1996) and 25.7 AU (Szabó et al., 2008)) as well as long-term activity, accompanied by the release of considerable amounts of dust
and gas, have been observed and are described in many papers
(Biver et al., 1996; Sekanina, 1996; Rauer et al., 1997; Prialnik,
1997; Jewitt and Matthews, 1999). We restrict our consideration
to physical processes that may lead to the long-term high activity
of comet nuclei.
The above results of our observations not only demonstrate the
high activity of the considered comets at large heliocentric distances. An important speciﬁc feature of this activity is its long-term
nature, in contrast to the often observed outburst activity. This feature allows a more detailed discussion of the physical processes
associated with this activity. Distant comet activity usually requires proper sources of energy to release particles from the comet
nucleus that, in turn, leads to the formation of the observed coma.
We also dwell on this issue below. However, it is the long-term
activity of remote comets which drew our attention to the other
side of the problem that has not been addressed in studies so far,
i.e. the study of the structural transformation of the uppermost lay-

ers of a comet nucleus and its relation to the activity of the comet.
This side of the problem may be even more important for the longtime activity discussion, although it is not so obvious.
Using our obtained values of the dust production rate, we can
make a preliminary calculation of the total mass loss of the comet
nucleus within a certain observation period, assuming that sublimation of a high-volatile ice is necessary to drive the dust particles
away from the nucleus. Even a rough quantitative estimation allows us to make a tentative analysis of the possible scenarios of
the long-term comet activity at large heliocentric distances. To calculate the resulting mass loss, one has to specify the comet nucleus
composition and its size. In addition to that, we need to take into
account the total observation time of the comet. Comet SW1 has
been observed for 83 years from its ﬁrst discovery (Roemer,
1958) and displayed a high activity over many years (Cochran
et al., 1980). We suppose that Comet VQ94 had a visible continuous activity for 6 years (Green, 2003), and Comet WT42 was active
during 5 years at least (Marsden, 2004). All these comets have nuclei larger than those of typical short-period comets. The radius of
the nucleus of comet SW1 lies in the range of 15–44 km as obtained from visual photometry (Meech et al., 1993) and from the
analysis of its thermal emission (Cruikshank and Brown, 1983;
Stansberry et al., 2004). The radius of Comet VQ94 computed by
Jewitt (2005) is about 40 km (assuming an albedo of p = 0.04).
There is no estimation of the nucleus radius for Comet WT42,
and we assume that the nucleus radius is about 30 km as an average value of the SW1 and VQ94. At present, the composition of comet nuclei have been insufﬁciently determined. As we know from
observations, coma composition may vary over a wide range from
one comet to the other (Mumma et al., 2003; Bockelée-Morvan
et al., 2004). However, we can say distinctly that all considered nuclei contain both ices and dust. Because of the composition uncertainty we estimate the total mass loss for several model variants:
(1) a model with a high content of dust for which we assume a
mass ratio of dust/gas of 2 and (2) a model with a low content of
dust (mass ratio of dust/gas of 0.5). For each model we examine,
in turn, two variants: (M1) a nucleus containing a large fraction
of high-volatile components (Fernandez and Jockers, 1983; Houpis
and Mendis, 1981) and (M2) a nucleus containing a high-volatile
fraction ‘‘typical’’ for short-period comets. In M1 the mass ratio
of CO2 ice to water ice is 0.25, in M2-0.05. To derive the total mass
loss, an idealized one-dimensional thermo-physical model of a comet nucleus is used. We assume that the rotation axis is normal to
the orbital plane. The ‘‘fast rotator’’ approximation, i.e. averaging
the energy input during one full rotation of the comet nucleus, is
applied to specify the energy budget on the comet surface. The comet nucleus has a spherical shape and a macroscopically homogeneous composition. The latter assumption means that all physical
characteristics of the model (such as density and heat capacity)
can be determined via standard expressions (Davidsson and
Skorov, 2004). The material porosity is 0.5, the surface albedo as
well as the thermal inertia are very low and equal 0.04 and
50 W K1 m2 s12 correspondently. The absorbed energy is dissipated through the heat conductivity of nucleus and sublimation
of highly volatile ice, here the water ice is assumed not to sublimate. In addition we assume that the sublimation products remove
effectively all passive residuals from the surface. Using this idealized model, the total mass loss over 5 years is calculated for a given
composition of the nucleus. After that the observation data obtained for the dust production are used as a normalization factor
for evaluation of the consistent mass loss of ice and the thickness
of demolished surface layer. The calculated values for the three
considered comets are presented in Table 2.
As an alternative scenario one can consider the model, in which
only high-volatile ice is sublimated and the inactive porous uppermost layer of residuals is formed. It is easy to show that the
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Table 2
Estimates of the total mass loss and the thickness of demolished layer.
Comet

Dusty
Rich (M1)

SW1

WT42

VQ94

Total mass loss, 1011 kg
2.47
Thickness of demolished layer, cm
5.9
Total mass loss, 1011 kg
0.99
Thickness of demolished layer, cm
2.4
Total mass loss, 1011 kg
0.11
Thickness of demolished layer, cm
0.3

temperature of the comet surface at the considered distances is below 140 K, which is much lower than the temperature range in
which water ice sublimates actively. It means that the products
of the sublimation of more volatile species (e.g. CO, CO2) migrate
through a region where porous stable dirty water ice is conserved.
As a result, one can trust that the general physical effects observed
for the sublimation of water ice beneath the porous dust layer, as
well as the mathematical approaches developed for the solution
of this task are still valid. In the simplest case uppermost porous
layer is described as a bundle of cylindrical capillaries with scattering walls and sublimating bottom. The time evolution of its thickness can be investigated by applying the Clausing formula,
describing the Knudsen diffusion through inactive porous media,
to the Stephan problem, i.e. the transient transfer problem with
phase-change such as from the solid to the gas. Generally the porous layer reduces the effective production rate inversely to its
dimensionless thickness (where the last value is determined as
the ratio of the layer thickness to its effective pore size). Taking
into account the sizes of released dust particles and estimates of
the losses of dust we conclude that for all considered comets a ﬁnite depth of the uppermost layer devoid of high-volatile ice exists.
The thickness of this layer is of at least a few millimeters, that is
considerably greater than the characteristic size of the pores. This
estimate can vary from one model to other, but in all examined
cases ice sublimation is stopped very quickly. The characteristic
time when the sublimation should vanish in such a model is several days only, which is much shorter than the observed time of
high activity of Comet SW1. The same analysis is completely applicable to the other comets considered here. This result gives us a
strong argument in support of the idea that the observed activity
of the investigated comets needs a permanent demolition of the
upper surface layers.
As we noted above, ﬁnding the proper sources of energy responsible for the observed activity of distant comets is of particular
interest for comet researchers. A detailed comparative analysis of
the usually used hypotheses involved to explain the permanent
activity of distant comets was recently published by Gronkowski
(2007). The author considered different sources of energy required
for the dust and gas release at large heliocentric distances, such as
meteoritic impacts, crystallization of amorphous water ice and
polymerization of hydrogen cyanide, and concluded that the water
ice transformation appears to be the most promising one. Starting
from Patashnick (1974) and Smoluchowski (1981) the idea that the
amorphous-to-cubic phase transition of solid water ice is the most
reasonable physical process responsible for the observed effects
was used in numerous thermo-physical models of comet nuclei
and is still popular in modern comet physics. We refer here to
the important publications and references therein of Prialnik

Icy
Standard (M2)

Rich (M1)

Standard (M2)

4.94
20.5

7.0

21.5

1.99
8.2

2.8

8.7

0.21
0.9

0.3

0.9

(1992) and Enzian et al. (1997). The key point for all cited papers
is that a solid-state phase transformation is treated as an exothermic reaction leading to an internal energy release. The other particular feature that makes this idea attractive for comet researchers is
the possible release of minor more volatile components (e.g. CO or
CO2) trapped in amorphous water ice during this phase transformation (Bar-Nun et al., 1985; Prialnik and Bar-Nun, 1990;
Bar-Nun and Laufer, 2003).
However, we can hardly rely on this idea completely. The ﬁrst
problem arises concerning admixtures of comet material. The crystallization is indeed an exothermic transformation for pure water
ice, but this situation may change dramatically if ice with dopants
is considered. Experiments demonstrated that a net energy release
during crystallization may be even negative for different physically
reasonable cases (Sandford and Allamandola, 1990; Kouchi and
Sirono, 2001). Thus, we support the approach suggested by Enzian
et al. (1997), where the net energy release is treated as a model
parameter depending on the material composition. The authors
presented a sophisticated thermo-physical model of the nucleus
of Comet SW1 including multidimensional heat transport, crystallization of amorphous water ice, diffusion and release of minor volatiles. They concluded that total surface erosion is required in
order to keep the amorphous ice close to the surface as well as
to conserve a signiﬁcant gas ﬂux of carbon monoxide. We see that
the usually suggested runaway crystallization leads to quick and
continuous lessening of the gas activity. It is interesting to note
that Smoluchowski (1981) pointed out that crystallization of water
ice might be important for SW1 ‘‘if layers of the crystallized ice
peel off’’. This is the second problem arising when one applies
the idea of a solid-state transformation of water ice to investigate
the behavior of Comet SW1. This obstacle seems more serious,
however: if in the former case we cannot evaluate accurately the
net energy release and, hence, the efﬁciency of this mechanism,
in the latter case we cannot even suggest candidates that could totally peel the surface layers off. Indeed, the most natural candidate
is the pressure of sublimating high-volatile gases. To a crude
approximation one can estimate the corresponding gas pressure
from the expression for saturation pressure as a function of equilibrium temperature. In all cases for the treated range of temperatures, this value does not exceed a few Pa, which is signiﬁcantly
below both experimental and theoretical evaluation of adhesion
of the material of the comet nucleus (Blum et al., 2006). We can
conclude that quasi-stationary sublimation of admixtures cannot
destroy the surface material and peel the crystallized ice off.
A most promising idea was recently submitted by González
et al. (2008). The authors found that the crystallization may have
a non-monotonic character for some range of model parameters.
As a result, the crystallization front evolves discontinuously and
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crystallization waves may be responsible for the outbursts. In the
model by González et al. (2008) only pure water ice was considered, and questions concerning the activity of minor species (CO,
CO2) as well as surface evolution due to general erosion were not
investigated. We plan to develop this idea further and consistently
include into consideration: (i) a model of radiative transfer in porous media, (ii) a kinetic model of gas transport through porous
media, (iii) a model of crystallization of amorphous water ice,
and ﬁnally (iv) a model of transient erosion of surface layers.
Summing up, we conclude that (i) the total upper surface of the
comet nucleus must be peeled off continually in order to satisfy the
observational results for the long-term high activity of the comets
considered in this paper and (ii) the most popular idea of crystallization of amorphous water ice cannot be responsible (at least in
the current form) to explain the observed long-time comet activity
at the large heliocentric distance.
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Photometric and spectroscopic observations of ﬁve nearly parabolic comets with eccentricity larger than 0.99 at heliocentric distances greater than 4 AU
were performed. No molecular emission was observed for any studied comet and the entire cometary activity in all cases was attributed to dust
production. Upper limits of the gas production rates for the main neutral molecules in the cometary comae were calculated. The derived values of dust
apparent magnitudes were used to estimate the upper limit of the geometric cross-section of cometary nuclei (upper limits of radii range from 2 km to 28
km). Due to the poor sublimation of water ice at these distances from the Sun, other mechanisms triggering activity in comets are discussed.
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Introduction

As already pointed out by Roemer (1962), bright comets are the
basic source of our knowledge about the physics of these celestial
objects. The bright comets are mostly small objects observed at relatively short heliocentric distances during their favorable conﬁguration relative to the Sun and the Earth. This fact means that the
typical properties derived for them are not necessarily identical
with the properties of larger objects observed at larger distances.
Progress in the development of the technologies of modern light
detectors and a participation of a number of large telescopes has
led to a great increase in the number of observations of distant
comets with perihelion distances larger than 4 AU. Unfortunately,
the studies of the comets, which are active beyond the orbit of
Jupiter, are episodic. Only a small number of comets and centaurs
active at large heliocentric distances have been studied (Korsun
and Chorny, 2003; Bauer et al., 2003; Tozzi et al., 2003; Jewitt,
2009; Lowry and Fitzsimmons, 2005; Meech et al., 2009; Korsun
et al., 2008, 2010; Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2010, 2014; Shi et al.,

2014; Rousselot et al., 2014). Differences in the levels of activity,
in the relative abundances of dust and different coma morphologies have been observed. In addition, the differences between the
individual objects were large even for similar geometrical
conditions.
Analysis of observations of distant comets allows us to study
various physical mechanisms triggering the activity at large heliocentric distances. To explain the cometary activity at large heliocentric distances a few mechanisms (see, e.g., review by Meech
and Svoren, 2004; Gronkowski, 2005) have been proposed. The
most popular sources of the energy required to explain the activity
are: the sublimation of more volatile compounds like CO or CO2
(Houpis and Mendis, 1981; Prialnik and Bar-Nun, 1992; Hughes,
1992), the transition phase between amorphous and crystalline
water ice (Prialnik, 1992; Gronkowski and Smela, 1998; De
Sanctis et al., 2002), polymerization of HCN (Rettig et al., 1992),
and the annealing of amorphous water ice (Meech et al., 2009).
Observations of distant comets by different methods (e.g., photometry, spectroscopy, and polarimetry) can be used to determine
the sizes of cometary nuclei (Svoren, 1983), to study the brightness
evolution and dust composition of cometary comae (Meech et al.,
2009), as well as to detect gas emissions above the reﬂected solar
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continuum (Larson, 1980; Cochran et al., 1980, 1982;
Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2001; Rauer et al., 2003; Cook et al.,
2005; Korsun et al., 2006, 2008).
To enlarge the set of the comets studied at relatively large heliocentric distances, in Sections 2 and 3 we describe the observations
and their analysis ﬁve comets with perihelia near or, mostly,
beyond the snow line. The determined physical characteristics
are given in related tables and the relations between some parameters are shown in several ﬁgures. Observations of the comets were
performed utilizing the 6-m telescope of the Special Astrophysical
Observatory and the 0.6-m telescope of the Peak Terskol
Observatory, both located in Russia.

scale was 0.18 arcsec/pix and the full ﬁeld of view of the detectors
was 6.1  6.1 arcmin.
We applied 2  2 and 2  1 binning to the photometric and
spectroscopic frames respectively during the observations. The
reduction of the raw data including bias subtraction and ﬂat-ﬁeld
corrections was made. The telescope was tracked on the comet
to compensate its apparent motion during the exposure. The
frames with morning sky were obtained to create the averaged
ﬂat-ﬁeld image for the photometric data, while a smoothed spectrum of an incandescent lamp was observed for the spectral data.
We used routine sky (http://www.astro.washington.edu/docs/idl/
cgi-bin/getpro/library01.html?SKY) of the IDL library (Goddard
Space Flight Center) to calculate the sky background count
(Landsman, 1993). Observed frames were cleaned from cosmic
events. The recorded events were removed automatically when
we computed a composite image from the individual ones. For this
purpose, the robust routine of IDL library (http://www.astro.washington.edu/docs/idl/cgi-bin/getpro/library30.html?ROBOMEAN) was
applied to the stacked images.
The spectroscopic data were obtained using the VPHG1200B
grism (in 2008) and VPHG940@600 grism (in 2011) in combination
with a long, narrow-slit mask having dimensions of 1.000  6.10 . The
spectral resolution of the spectra was deﬁned by the width of the
slit and was about 5 Å. The photometric data of the comets were
obtained in Johnson–Cousins broadband ﬁlters BVR. We obtained
the observations in 2008 in a crowded ﬁeld with seeing being
stable to about 1.800 , while the observing conditions were much
better in 2011 (seeing 1.300 ). All nights were photometric.
We observed the spectrophotometric standard stars
BD+28d4211, HZ44, and GD108 (Oke, 1990) to make the absolute
calibration of the observed spectra and photometry of the comets
at 6-m telescope SAO RAS. To perform an absolute ﬂux calibration
of the comet images obtained at 0.6 m telescope of Peak Terskol
Observatory, the ﬁeld stars were used. The background stars were
identiﬁed on a comet image. We selected all bright stars as photometric standards with the signal-to-noise ratio greater than 100.
The stellar magnitudes of the standard stars were taken from the
catalog NOMAD (Zacharias et al., 2005) (http://vizier.u-strasbg.fr/
viz-bin/VizieR). We used the correspondence between instrumental and catalogue magnitudes in each ﬁlter to derive the transformation coefﬁcient from the instrumental to the B, V, and R
system. After studying the star in the ﬁeld of view, we used for
our study only those standard stars, which were not variable. For

Observations and reduction
The data set of distant active comets presented in this paper
was obtained within the period from 2008 to 2014. The images
and spectra were obtained during several observing runs at two
different sites: the Special Astrophysical Observatory (SAO RAS,
Russia) and the Peak Terskol Observatory. We obtained images
and spectra for a number of comets within the framework of a program of optical spectroscopic and photometric investigations of
distant active comets. Table 1 summarizes the data and the geometric circumstances at the times of the observations. A general
description of the comets and orbit planes is presented in Fig. 1.

Observations at 6 m telescope of SAO RAS
The observations of Comets C/2007 D1 (LINEAR), C/2007 D3
(LINEAR), C/2010 G3 (WISE) and C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) were made
with the 6-m telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory
(SAO RAS). The heliocentric distances of the comets in the observation period ranged from 4.22 AU to 8.93 AU. More detailed information about the observations of the comets is given in Table 1.
The observations were made using the universal SCORPIO and
SCORPIO-2 focal reducers mounted in the primary focus of the
6-m BTA telescope of the SAO RAS (Afanasiev and Moiseev,
2011). We used the photometric and spectroscopic modes of the
focal reducers. An EEV 42–40 chip of 2048  2048 pixels was
employed as the detector with the reducer SCORPIO. The
SCORPIO-2 device was used with a CCD radiation detector E2V
42–90. The size of an image was 2048  2048 pixels. The image

Table 1
Log of observations.
Object

Date, UT

Exp. times (s)

Orb.a

rb, AU

Dc, AU

C/2007 D1 (LINEAR)

2008-03-14

O

8.93

7.94

1.0

C/2007 D3 (LINEAR)

2008-12-04

O

6.62

6.51

8.6

C/2010 G3 (WISE)

2011-03-29

O

5.60

5.19

9.7

C/2010 S1 (LINEAR)

2011-11-25

I

7.00

6.52

7.3

C/2012 K6 (McNaught)

2014-02-13

7  60
5  60
4  900
7  60
4  900
6  90
6  60
4  900
10  30
7  30
5  30
4  900
10  180
11  120
11  120
7  180
5  180

O

4.16

3.52

11.3

O

4.22

3.45

9.4

2014-02-23
a
b
c

Orbital arc: I is inbound leg of orbit (pre-perihelion); O is outbound leg of orbit (post-perihelion).
r is heliocentric distance.
D is geocentric distance.

Phase angle, (°)

Filter/spectrum

Telescope

V
R
Spectra
V
Spectra
V
R
Spectra
B
V
R
Spectra
B
V
R
B
V

6-m SCORPIO

6-m SCORPIO
6-m SCORPIO-2

6-m SCORPIO-2

0.6-m Zeiss

0.6-m Zeiss
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Fig. 1. The positions of a given comet for the observational dates. The summarized images of the comets obtained with the ﬁlter R, celestial north (N), east (E), the motion (V)
and sunward directions (S) are also shown. The scale bar represents 5  105 km perpendicular to the line of sight.

each observed comet, we obtained the integrated magnitude as a
function of the aperture.
2.2. Observations at 0.6 m telescope of Peak Terskol Observatory
The Comet C/2012 K6 (McNaught) was observed with the
0.6-cm Zeiss telescope of the Peak Terskol Observatory (IC AMER)
on February 13 and 23, 2014. We observed the comet when it
was at heliocentric distances 4.16 AU and 4.22 AU after its perihelion passage. A brief summary of our observations of the comet is
presented in Table 1.
The CCD SBIG STL 1001 camera was used as a detector. The size
of the image was 1024  1024 pixels. The full ﬁeld view of the CCD
was 10.6  10.6 arcmin, and the image scale was 1.24 arcsec per
pixel. The seeing was 1.900 .
The photometric images of the comet were obtained in Johnson
B, V, and R broad-band ﬁlters centered at 4330 Å, 5450 Å, and
6460 Å, respectively. A binning of 2  2 was applied during the
observations. After applying the standard procedures of bias subtraction and ﬂat-ﬁelding, all individual frames were stacked
together and summed to increase the signal-to-noise ratio.

Analysis of the results
Spectroscopy
To reduce the long-slit spectra observed with SCORPIO we used
the package Scorpio2k.lib developed at SAO RAN. The package
enables making the basic photometric reductions, such as bias
removing, ﬂat-ﬁelding, geometry correction, and linearization of
the scale along dispersion. The night sky spectrum existing in the
frames with the cometary spectra was removed by measuring its
level in each column over the zones that were free of the cometary
coma. The photometric calibration of the cometary spectra was
made using observed spectra of the spectrophotometric standard
stars and spectral behavior of atmospheric extinction that was
taken from Kartasheva and Chunakova (1978). A median frame
for each considered comet was composed from a number of

individual images with spectra. The last procedure also eliminates
cosmic rays. Since the observed spectra were obtained from the
faint objects we collapsed them in spatial direction to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra to be analysed.
To search for possible molecular emissions we need to remove
continuum from the observed spectra. In ﬁtting the continuum we
used a solar spectrum, which was taken from Neckel and Labs
(1984). Convolving the solar spectrum with the appropriate instrumental proﬁle we degraded it to the resolution of our observations.
The proper spectral behavior was gained multiplying the solar
spectrum by a polynomial.
The observed spectra and ﬁtted continua for the comets
observed at SAO RAN are displayed in Fig. 2.
Subtracting the calculated continuum from the observed
spectrum, we obtained a residual signal, in which the potential
emission features would be detected. The result of the subtraction
is also displayed in Fig. 2 (lower panels in the ABCD frames). The
3r level was used as a criterion to search for the emissions in
the noisy residuals. The careful inspection of the data shows that
no regular feature exceeds the 3r level. The data displayed in
Fig. 2 (lower panels of frames C and D) with the values above the
speciﬁed level do not show any regular features. We consider it
as noise that is determined at the low spectral sensitivity of the
E2V 42–90 detector used in the blue wavelength region.
The polynomials used to ﬁt the observed continua can also be
used to measure the reddening effect when the slit was oriented
along the parallactic angle. In our cases the slit direction deviated
by 45–103° relative to the mean parallactic angle and we do not
make any conclusions on the spectral reddening gradient.
We concluded that we have detected only the continuum and
not detected any emission in the spectra of four distant comets.
A few spectra for distant comets (with q > 5 AU) were published
so far. The spectra of well-known periodic Comet 29P/Schwassm
ann–Wachmann 1 show the CN and ionic emissions at distances
of 6 AU from the Sun (Cochran et al., 1980; Cochran and
Cochran, 1991). Ionic emissions were also detected in the spectra
of the long period Comet C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) at the distance
of 8.36 AU from the Sun (Korsun et al., 2014). Nevertheless, no
emission exceeding 3r level was found in the spectra of Comets
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Fig. 2. Spectra of four distant comets. The spectra of C/2007 D1 (LINEAR), C/2007 D3 (LINEAR), C/2010 G3 (WISE), and C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) are shown in four frames. The
observed spectra and superimposed ﬁtted continua are depicted in the upper panels of each frame. The results of subtraction of the calculated continua from the observed
spectra are depicted in the lower panels of each frame. The wavelength limits of the spectra are deﬁned by the grisms used and by the level of the detected signal. The dotted
lines correspond to the ±3r levels of the residual data. The positions of the most intensive spectral lines of CN, C3, CO+, and C2, which are typically seen in cometary, but not
occurring in our spectra, are indicated at the upper border of each plot.

C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR) (Korsun et al., 2010) and C/2006 S3
(LONEOS) (Rousselot et al., 2014).
We calculated upper limits of the emission ﬂuxes of CO+ and
upper limits of the production rates of the neutrals, which could
be detected at large heliocentric distances. In order to calculate
the relative ﬂuxes we used an approach similar to that presented
by Rousselot et al. (2014). The upper limits of the production rates
of the neutrals were derived using the Haser model (Haser, 1957).
The model parameters for the neutrals were taken from

Langland-Shula and Smith (2011). G-factor for CN, which depends
on the heliocentric velocity of the comet, was taken from
Schleicher (2010). The resulting upper limits are presented in
Table 2.
Photometry
All comets were observed at heliocentric distances larger than
4 AU. The spectral observations of a majority of distant comets
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Table 2
Upper limits for the main molecules in the cometary comae.
Molecule

a
b

Central wavelength and spectral range
(Å/Dk)

Amplitude = r,
(1017 erg s1 cm2 Å1)

Flux
(1016 erg s1 cm2)

Aperture, l  h
arcsec2

C/2007 D1 (LINEAR)
CN
3870/62
4062/62
C3
+
4266/64
CO
5141/118
C2

1.43
1.02
0.63
0.81

<0.77
<0.55
<0.34
<0.44

1  22

C/2007 D3 (LINEAR)
C3
4062/62
4266/64
CO+
5141/118
C2

0.33
0.24
0.16

<0.18
<0.13
<0.09

1  18

C/2010 G3 (WISE)
C3
4062/62
4266/64
CO+
C2
5141/118

1.50
0.74
0.15

<0.85
<0.42
<0.08

1  24

C/2010 S1 (LINEAR)
CN
3870/62
C3
4062/62
4266/64
CO+
5141/118
C2

57.77
22.51
7.34
3.03

<31.51
<12.72
<4.15
<1.71

1  37

Gas production rateb
(1023 mol s1)
<15.62
<0.32
<5.87
<0.06
<0.64
<0.15
<0.27
<234.17a
<2.77
<7.36

The high value of the gas production rate of CN is caused by the high level of noise within the examined
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ wavelength region.
The gas production rates were calculated for an effective annular aperture with diameter of D ¼ 4hl=p, where h and l are height and width of the slit respectively.

did not reveal molecular emissions seen above the reﬂected solar
continuum. We used broadband ﬁlters for the analysis of the
cometary dust environment. We obtained the magnitude using
relation

mc ¼ 2:5  log



Ic ðkÞ
þ mst  2:5  logðPðkÞÞ  DM;
Is ðkÞ

ð1Þ

where mst is the magnitude of the standard star; Is ðkÞ and Ic ðkÞ are
the measured ﬂuxes of the star and the comet in counts, respectively; PðkÞ is the sky transparency that depends on the wavelength,
and DM is the difference between the cometary and stellar air
masses. Because the ﬁeld stars were used for calibration, the sky
transparency is not taken into account.
Absolute magnitudes of the comets were corrected to
r = D = 1 AU and phase angle a = 0° using equation

mR ð1; 1; 0Þ ¼ mR  5  logðr  DÞ  b  a;

ð2Þ

where r and D are, respectively, the heliocentric and geocentric distances of the comet (in AU); mR is R magnitude of the comet; a is the
phase angle of the comet (in degree); b = 0.04 is the linear phase
coefﬁcient in magnitudes per degree (Snodgrass et al., 2008). The
results for our comets are given in Table 3.
A majority of our comets exhibit low activity. To calculate their
dust production rate, we therefore used the method proposed by
Jewitt (2009), which involves an estimate of the apparent magnitude of the cometary dust coma in an annular aperture, in
particular

md ¼ 2:5  logð100:4m2  100:4m1 Þ;

ð3Þ

where m1 and m2 are the magnitudes corresponding to the aperture
radii q1 and q2; the values of the latter were taken to be
q1 = 1.78 arcsec and q2 = 2.14 arcsec.
The apparent magnitude can be used to estimate the upper
limit of the geometric cross-section of a cometary nucleus
(Russel, 1916; Jewitt, 1991). For this purpose, we used the relation

pðkÞ  UðaÞ  C d ¼ 2:25  1022  p  r2  D2  100:4ðmd mSUN Þ ;

ð4Þ

where pðkÞ is the geometric grain albedo for the given wavelength
referring to the mix of grain size; UðaÞ ¼ 100:4ab is the phase function dependence on phase angle a; Cd is the geometrical
cross-section of the nucleus in m2; mSUN is the magnitude of the

Sun (the latter being 26.09, 27.74, and 27.26 for the B, V, and
R bands, respectively).
In our calculation we used the three values of the geometric
albedo pðkÞ. The ﬁrst adopted value pðkÞ = 0.1 is related to the
phase angle of the comets from the article by Kolokolova et al.
(2004). The second value pðkÞ = 0.04 is often used for the similar
study of very distant comets (Meech et al., 2009). The third value
pðkÞ = 0.25 is the mean geometric albedo, which was taken from
the article by Gehrz and Ney (1992), who showed that the albedo
of some comets lies in the range of 0.1–0.3 on average.
To estimate the upper limit of the effective radius of the cometary nucleus, we used relation C d ¼ p  R2N . The results are presented in Table 4 for the three values of the geometric albedo.
The parameter Af q (as a proxy for the dust production in the
comet) was computed using the formula (A’Hearn et al., 1984),

Af q ¼

4r 2 D2

q

100:4ðmSUN mC Þ ;

ð5Þ

A is the albedo; f is a ﬁlling factor, i.e., the ratio of the total cross
section of grains; and q is the linear radius of the ﬁeld of view at
the comet distance. The value Af q is typically expressed in centimetres and is independent of the photometric aperture size. Fig. 3
show our results for the observed comets, compared with values
found in literature for other minor bodies.
We used obtained Af q parameters for the comets to calculate
the dust mass production rate (Newburn and Spinrad, 1985;
Weiler et al., 2003; Fink and Rubin, 2012). The relation to estimate
the dust productivity is given by

Q M ¼ Q N ð4p=3Þ 

"Z

amax

amin

#
3

qd ðaÞ  a  f ðaÞda ;

ð6Þ

where qd ðaÞ ¼ q0  q1 ða=ða þ a2 ÞÞ is the grain density (Newburn
and Spinrad, 1985), with q0 = 3000 kg m3, q1 = 2200 kg m3 and
a2 = 2 lm; f(a) is the differential particle size distribution, where a
is grain radius; amin and amax are minimal and maximal grain radii.
We used the lower and upper limits of dust grain radii equal to
5 and 1000 lm, respectively, based on the results obtained from
the numerical modeling of dust environments of distant comets
(Fulle, 1994; Korsun, 2005; Korsun et al., 2010; Mazzotta Epifani
et al., 2009). For our estimations we used two types of differential
particle size distribution: in the simple form of f(a)  a4 (Korsun,
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Table 3
Photometry, reduced magnitudes, and colors of the comets.
Comet

a
b

DATE (UT)

r (AU)

mc a

q (arcsec)

mR(1,1,0)

Color index
BVb

VRb

C/2007 D1(LINEAR)

2008/03/14

8.93

12.95 ± 0.03
12.33 ± 0.03
11.04 ± 0.03

1.8
2.2
3.3

19.36 ± 0.08
19.10 ± 0.08
18.57 ± 0.08

–

0.59 ± 0.09
0.57 ± 0.09
0.46 ± 0.09

C/2007 D3 (LINEAR)

2008/12/04

6.62

–

1.8
2.2
3.3

20.89 ± 0.07
20.68 ± 0.06
20.29 ± 0.05

–

–

C/2010 G3 (WISE)

2011/03/29

5.6

14.74 ± 0.01
14.08 ± 0.01
12.73 ± 0.01

1.8
2.2
3.3

20.36 ± 0.07
20.09 ± 0.07
19.59 ± 0.06

–

0.61 ± 0.07
0.61 ± 0.07
0.56 ± 0.06

C/2010 S1 (LINEAR)

2011/11/25

7.0

11.89 ± 0.01
10.01 ± 0.01
8.64 ± 0.01

1.8
2.2
3.3

16.90 ± 0.08
16.59 ± 0.07
15.99 ± 0.05

0.62 ± 0.11
0.58 ± 0.10
0.64 ± 0.09

0.49 ± 0.08
0.48 ± 0.07
0.46 ± 0.06

C/2012 K6 (MgNaught)

2014/02/13

4.16

2014/02/23

4.22

12.59 ± 0.04
12.02 ± 0.03
–

6.2
7.5
6.2
7.5

17.63 ± 0.08
17.44 ± 0.07
17.79 ± 0.08
17.65 ± 0.07

0.63 ± 0.14
0.62 ± 0.13
0.78 ± 0.14
0.75 ± 0.13

0.60 ± 0.09
0.59 ± 0.08
–

Magnitude of the comets obtained through V ﬁlter.
Estimated accuracy of determining the brightness of standard stars for catalogue NOMAD is about a few hundredths of magnitude.

Table 4
The apparent magnitude of coma and upper limit of the radius of the comet nucleus. Calculations were made for three variants of mean geometric albedo: 0.04, 0.1, and 0.25.
Comet

C/2007
C/2007
C/2010
C/2010
C/2012
a
b

D1 (LINEAR)
D3 (LINEAR)
G3 (WISE)
S1 (LINEAR)
K6 (MgNaught)

Filter

mda

Cd (m2)
0.04

0.1

0.25

0.04

0.1

0.25

R
V
R
R
R
V

20.4
22.5
21.4
18.9
18.9
19.9

1.3  109
5.2  106
1.2  108
2.5  109
3.2  108
1.1  108

5.1  108
2.1  106
4.6  107
1.0  109
1.3  108
4.5  107

2.0  108
8.3  106
1.9  107
4.1  108
5.1  107
1.8  107

20 ± 6
4±2
6±3
28 ± 7
<10 ± 4
<6 ± 2

13 ± 4
3±1
4±2
18 ± 5
<6 ± 3
<4 ± 1

8±2
2±1
3±2
11 ± 3
<4 ± 2
<3 ± 1

Rnb (km)

Coma magnitude in the projected annulus between q1 = 1.78 arcsec and q2 = 2.14 arcsec.
Limits are given where cometary coma was detected.

2005; Korsun et al., 2010) and more complex expression of
M

N

f ðaÞ  ð1  aa0 Þ  ðaa0 Þ (Hanner, 1983). For our calculation we ﬁxed
the parameters, whereby the minimum grain radius a0 = 5 lm,
M = 27 and N = 4, which provide a peak of the function for a particle size of about 40 lm.
The dust number rate is given by
1

Q N ¼ Af q  ½2p2 pðkÞUðaÞ



"Z

amax

#1
ðf ðaÞ  a2 =v ðaÞÞda

;

ð7Þ

amin

Fig. 3. Log(Afq) values obtained for target comets (squares) as the function of
heliocentric distance r compared to the values derived for long period comets
(asterisks), active centaurs (triangles) and JFC (crosses), which were active at large
heliocentric distances. To compare among the values, we used the results presented
in the papers by Lowry and Fitzsimmons (2005), Mazzotta Epifani et al. (2006, 2007,
2008, 2009, 2010, 2014), Meech and Belton (1990), Meech et al. (2009), Szabó et al.
(2001), Szabó et al. (2002), Szabó et al. (2008), Korsun et al. (2010), Rousselot et al.
(2014), Shubina et al. (2014), Solontoi et al. (2012), Ivanova et al. (2014), Bauer et al.
(2003) and Lara et al. (2009).

where v ðaÞ is the ejection velocity of dust particle. We calculated
the outﬂow dust velocity based on the equation found by
Sekanina et al. (1992). We used the parameters based on the results
obtained from numerical modeling of dust environment of some
distant comets (Korsun et al., 2010, 2014; Rousselot et al., 2014),
which were observed at the similar heliocentric distances as our
comets. The calculated outﬂow velocities between 1 and 28 m s1
are in agreement with the numerical modeling of dust environment
of some other distant active targets at the same heliocentric distances (Fulle, 1994; Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2009; Korsun et al.,
2010, 2014; Rousselot et al., 2014). The numerical values of dust
mass production are listed in Table 5.
A discussion of the dust-production mechanisms

Our observations of comets at large heliocentric distances
revealed the occurrence of well-observable dust clouds near the
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Table 5
Dust mass production rate of the comets.
Comet

r (AU)

t (m s1)

QM (kg s1)
p(k) = 0.25

C/2007
C/2007
C/2010
C/2010
C/2012

D1 (LINEAR)
D3 (LINEAR)
G3 (WISE)
S1 (LINEAR)
K6 (MgNaught)

8.93
6.62
5.60
7.00
4.16
4.22

1–19
3–22
3–24
2–22
5–29
5–28

p(k) = 0.1

f(a)  a4

M  N
f ðaÞ  ð1  aa0 Þ  aa0 ;
M ¼ 27; N ¼ 4; a0 ¼ 5 lm

f(a)  a4

M  N
f ðaÞ  ð1  aa0 Þ  aa0 ;
M ¼ 27; N ¼ 4; a0 ¼ 5 lm

4
1
1
21
3
2

15
2
2
77
10
6

10
1
1
52
7
5

37
4
4
193
24
19

cometary nuclei, but we did not detect any gas. Below, we discuss
some mechanisms, which could lead to this.
Common cometary activity at a relatively short heliocentric distance occurs mostly due to a heating of the cometary surface by the
solar radiation and subsequent sublimation of near surface water.
At the large heliocentric distances, where the comets were
observed, the heating is not usually sufﬁcient to support a continuous activity. However, it can likely cause temporary eruptions of
species like solid carbon monoxide or carbon dioxide, which are
volatile at relatively large heliocentric distances (Meech and
Svoren, 2004). The outgassing can eject a signiﬁcant amount of
dust from the surface. Further motion of dust grains can subsequently be inﬂuenced by solar radiation.
Alternatively, temporary outgassing and subsequent lifting of
dust grains could be caused by a sudden release of internal energy,
e.g. due to a phase change of amorphous ice, which can be accompanied by a release of trapped gases (Jewitt, 2009).
Despite the fact that no gas was seen, we cannot exclude that the
dust particles were ejected to coma and tail by outgassing. Some
molecules or ions could escape our detection. For example, CO+, a
potentially short-lived dissociation product, is weakly detectable
in wavelengths shorter than 430 nm. Or, outgassing could happen
before time of observation. Namely, we performed the spectroscopic observations of each of four comets only at a single time.
The molecules and atoms that move faster than dust grains could
be meanwhile gone and we only detected the dust grains, which
have had not enough time to disperse. However, an intriguing
aspect of this explanation is the fact that we observed, four times
for four objects, only this stage of dust cloud without a gas. The
most likely explanation is that at these heliocentric distances any
of the emissions from the gases responsible for the activity are
simply below detection limits, while the reﬂected solar continuum
from the slowly moving dust particles in the coma is detectable.
Another mechanism to eject the dust grains from the cometary
surface are the impacts of meteoroids, which blast the ejecta out of
the cometary nucleus. The number density of meteoroid particles
in the interplanetary space is not generally very high. However,
every comet can move through the corridors of several meteoroid
streams, in which the number density is considerably higher. It
could be estimated that tens to hundreds of 1-g meteoroid particles of a typical major stream can impact a comet nucleus during
its passage through the stream corridor. The impact velocity ranges
from several to several tens of kilometers per second, therefore the
impact energy is quite high even if it is delivered by the relatively
small meteoroids.
We know only the streams crossing the orbit of our planet.
Almost all major streams have the parent body orbiting the Sun
inside the stream corridor and the prevailing majority of these parent bodies are periodic comets. Hence, we can expect a meteoroid
stream around the orbit of every periodic comet. If a given studied
comet closely approaches the orbit of periodic comet, we can
assume that it also passes through the corridor of associated

stream. If all periodic comets were known, this assumption would
enable us to estimate the number of passages of a given studied
comet through the stream corridors within an appropriate time
interval before the observation.
For the short-period Comets 9P/Tempel 1 and 81P/Wild 2, there
were found 110 and 129 approaches to the orbits of known
periodic comets (Marsden and Williams, 2005) within 0.15 AU.
Comet 1P/Halley approached such orbits 103 times (Ivanova
et al., 2015). Considering the same sample of known, cataloged
comets, we however found only 2, 13, 4, 4, and 23 approaches
within 0.15 AU to the orbits of C/2007 D1, C/2007 D3, C/2010 G3,
C/2010 S1, and C/2012 K6, respectively. These numbers are obviously incomplete with respect to the lack of comet discoveries with
the perihelia beyond the orbit of Earth (see, e.g., Neslušan, 2007,
Fig. 4). Consequently, a direct evidence of the crossings of meteoroid streams and meteoroid impacts is not possible to demonstrate and no reliable proof of the scenario that the dust coma is
created by the meteoroid impacts can be done.
Sometimes an evidence supporting the particular mechanism of
dust production can be gained from an image analysis showing the
structure of coma and tail. Unfortunately, this kind of analysis is
problematic using our images of comets in large distances. As seen
in Table 1, all observations of objects at large heliocentric and, thus,
geocentric distance are, necessarily, performed at a small phase
angle (from 1.0° to 11.3°). Hence, we see a column of coma and tail
spanning over a large interval of distances from the nucleus and
the structural features, if present, are mutually over-covered. In an
attempt to analyse the images, only small variations of intensity
were found. Since the magnitude of these variations was smaller
than the determination uncertainty, no information could be gained.
In conclusion, we cannot clearly discriminate between the
mechanisms of activation of the comets in large heliocentric distances, which we observed. To achieve progress, in the future, we
will need a sequence of precise observations covering a longer period to see the evolution of the dust coma of each comet. With such
observations, we could see if gas is observed at a certain stage of
the formation or evolution of the coma. If observations of comets
are performed when they are crossing the corridors of the
well-known major streams, in which the number density of meteoroids can be rather reliably estimated, this would help to support
or reject the meteoroid-impact hypothesis.
5. Results
(1) No gas emissions were detected in the spectra of four distant
comets: C/2007 D1 (LINEAR), C/2007 D3 (LINEAR), C/2010
G3 (WISE), and C/2010 S1 (LINEAR). The upper limits of
the gas production rates for the main neutral molecules in
the cometary comae were calculated.
(2) The results of the photometric investigation of ﬁve distant
comets presented here show activity properties that are typical for new comets. The Afq value obtained (Fig. 3) and the
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dust production (Table 5) for our objects are of the same
order as those measured for most of dynamically new and
long period comets (Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2009, 2010;
Meech et al., 2009; Szabó et al., 2001, 2002, 2008; Korsun
et al., 2010; Ivanova et al., 2014; Rousselot, 2008). Only
Comet C/2010 S1 (LINEAR) features a higher level of the dust
production rate than the other objects. Shubina et al. (2014)
estimated the comet dust production to be between 20 and
60 kg s1 at the distance of 6.3 AU. The activity of the comet
is similar to that of objects 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1
(Szabó et al., 2002) and 174P/Echeclus (Rousselot, 2008).
(3) Estimates of the upper limits of effective cometary radii
yield the values (Table 4) that are similar to those of a majority of comets (Lamy et al., 2004). Our results depend on particular values of the albedo used for the calculations. We
found the radii from 6 to 28 km, 4 to 13 km, and 3 to 8 km
using albedo 0.04, 0.1, and 0.25, respectively.
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РОЗДІЛ 2
КОМЕТА-КЕНТАВР: ОСОБЛИВОСТІ АКТИВНОГО СТАНУ
2.1 Результати комплексних досліджень комети-кентавра
29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1
Спектроскопічні

спостереження

комет

свідчать

про

те,

що

вода

є

найпоширенішою летючою речовиною в їхньому ядрі, а лабораторні дані вказують на
те, що вода не повинна сублімувати на відстанях від Сонця > 4 – 5 а.о. Тому важливо
з’ясувати, якою є природа агента, який контролює активність далеких комет, і яким
чином цей агент сублімує з ядра. Як правило, вважається, що пиловий шар та/або
льоди блокують дифузію газу до поверхні.
Комета-кентавр 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1, відкрита в 1927 р., є унікальним
об’єктом. Вона стала відомою через численні й непередбачувані сплески активності.
Як правило, після одного-двох місяців спокійного стану комета несподівано
спалахує. Як і всі об’єкти, які ніколи не наближаються до Сонця (перигелійна
відстань q = 5.72 а.о.), ядро комети 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1

лише слабо

нагрівається, а температура її поверхні ніколи не виходить за межі порога сублімації
води. Тим не менш ця комета-кентавр є постійно активною і завжди має пилову кому,
навіть за мінімальної активності.
Важливі результати, отримані автором протягом 14 років моніторингу
комети-кентавра 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1, наведено в [1–3, 11, 18, 22, 26, 28,
30, 33].
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Abstract—We present an analysis of the results of photometric investigations of two distant comets, C/2002 VQ94
(LINEAR) and 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann-1, obtained with the 6-m telescope of the Special Astro-physical
Observatory of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The comets under study demonstrate sufficient activity out of the
zone of water ice sublimation (at heliocentric distances longer than 5 AU). In the spectra of the investigated comets, we
+
found the CO+ and N2 emission. The presence of this emission may say that the comets
were formed in the outer parts of the Solar System, in a protoplanetary cloud at a temperature ≤25 K. We found that the
photometric maximum of the ionosphere (in the CO+ filter) of the comet C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) is shifted relative to the photometric center of the dust coma by 1.4′′ (7.44 × 103 km) in the direction deflected by 63° from the
direction to the Sun. Using special filters to process the images, we picked out active structures (jets) in the dust coma of
the 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann-1 comet.
DOI: 10.1134/S0038094609050086

INTRODUCTION
A comet as a phenomenon usually forms when a
comet nucleus approaches the Sun at a sufficient
enough distance to start the process of sublimation (<3
AU) of water ice, this being the main volatile component of the nuclei. Further, the comet head forms from
neutral water vapor and admixtures. The sublimate
stream from the comet surface forms a dust tail carrying
refractory particles.
Nonetheless, it is known from observations that
some comet nuclei show activity at heliocentric distances far exceeding the boundary distance (Sekania et
al., 1992; Rauer et al., 1997) where the water ice sublimation happens. Various mechanisms to explain the
nucleus activity at long heliocentric distances were proposed. Many authors explain the comet activity at long
heliocentric distances by the sublimation of the most
volatile admixtures, namely, CO and/or ëé2 ice (Prialnik, Bar-Num, 1992), or by the combination of exothermal processes in the nucleus such as, for example,
the polymerization of HCN and crystallization of the
amorphous water ice (Gronkowski, Smela, 1998;
Capria, 2002; Prialnik, 2002).
The subjects of our study are comets with perihelion
distances longer than 5 AU (they never enter the water
ice sublimation region). Their activity is connected
with the formation of long tails. As a rule, those tails
have no internal structure, their width is approximately
the same along the tail, they often are strongly curved,
and the position angle of the prolonged radius vector
may be up to 60°.

During observations of these comets, it was noted
that two comets have specific differences from the other
comets of our sample. Processing observations, we
found that comets C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) (further
VQ94) and 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann-1 (further
SW1) have similar morphology and in the spectra of
+
those comets’ ëé+, N 2 , CN, and C3 bands, not including the continuum. We should note that for the first time
the CO+ lines were identified during observations carried out in 1978 and 1979 by Cocran et al. (1980). Further, Jokers et al. (1992) obtained images of the SW1
comet in the ëé+ line and investigated the morphology
of its ionic component.
As for the morphology of the comets, both of them
show such activity as an asymmetric coma and features
such as jets, in spite of the fact that they do not enter the
water ice sublimation region.
Both of the comets have different dynamic behavior,
but the same physical properties. The periodical comet
SW1 was discovered in the vicinity of Jupiter (q = 5.47 AU
and Â = 0.15) in November 1927. Over the course of
time, its orbit underwent evolutionary changes because
of Jupiter’s attraction influence and became almost circular with parameters of q = 5.72 AU and Â = 0.044.
Since the comet was discovered, its orbital period has
also changed; it decreased from 16 years down to
14.9 years. Today, the comet is related to the Centaur
class.
The comet C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) was discovered as a new object of the 19th magnitude in the frame
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of the investigation project LINEAR in November 2002
when it was at a heliocentric distance of 10 AU and a
geocentric distance of 9.16 AU (Marsden, 2002). This
object initially was observed by Tegler in 2003 as an
asteroid. For the first time, the comet activity of the
C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) asteroid was registered in
August 2003 when it was at a heliocentric distance of
8.9 AU. In images obtained with the 2.2-m telescope of
the University of Hawaii (Green, 2003), it was found
that the asteroid VQ94 has a notable extensive coma of
10′′ with a fan-like structure. In 2003, the object C/2002
VQ94 (LINEAR) was assigned to the comet class
(Parker, 2003). The more extensive asymmetric coma
of this comet was observed later (in March 2006) in
broadband filters V and R at a heliocentric distance of
6.8 AU (Korsun et al., 2006) and medium-band filters in
April 2007 at a heliocentric distance of 7.33 AU (Korsun et al., 2008).
Both of the comets have nuclei with dimensions
larger than for the typical short-period comets. Using
the results of investigations of the SW1 comet with the
method of the optical photometry (Meech et al., 1993)
and the results of the analysis of the thermal emission
(Cruikshank, Brown, 1983; Stanberry et al., 2004), the
comet’s radius was estimated to be 15–44 km. The
effective radius of the VQ94 comet, calculated by Jewitt (2005), is 40.7 km on the condition that its albedo is
0.04. This estimate was obtained when the VQ94 object
was not yet assigned as a comet.
The comet SW1 demonstrates occasional outburst
activity during many observational periods (Roemer,
1958; Whipple, 1980). In turn, Jewitt (Jewitt, 1990)
noted that the coma of SW1 never disappeared completely, in spite of the different level of activity during
the entire observational time. According to the data of
SW1 monitoring (Trigo–Rodriguez, 2008) from 2002
to 2007, the authors have found 28 outbursts. The average number of outbursts is 7.3 per year. In spite of good
and stable observations, it appears impossible to establish an exact periodicity of outbursts. It proves that the
activity character of this comet is unpredictable. The
origin and orbital evolution of the comet are also not
clear yet.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING
Observations of the SW1 and VQ94 comets were
carried out in the frame of the program of spectral and
photometric investigations of comets demonstrating
high activity at long heliocentric distances. The observation were carried out with the 6-m telescope BTA
(SAO RAS, Russia) using the SCORPIO focal reducer
mounted on a direct focus (Afanasiev, Moiseev, 2005).
The SCORPIO focal reducer was used in photometric
and spectral (with a long slit) modes. As a radiation
detector, we used the CCD camera EEV-42-40 with a
size of 2048 × 2048 pixels. The camera’s field of view
is 6.1′ × 6.1′ with the scale of the image of 0.18′′ per
pixel.

The comet SW1 was observed with the broadband
B, V and R filters in December 2006 during a high activity period of the comet and in the comet’s CO+
(λ = 4280 Å, FWHM = 40 Å) and the medium-band
SED537 (λ = 5309 Å, FWHM = 169 Å) filters in
November 2007 when the comet demonstrated higher
activity as well. The heliocentric and geocentric distances in 2006 were 5.87 and 4.95 AU, respectively, and
in 2007, 5.97 and 5.19 AU.
The comet VQ94 was observed with the broadband
filter R and the medium-band filters SED415 (λ = 4203 Å,
FWHM = 212 Å) and SED537 (λ = 5309 Å, FWHM =
169 Å) in April 2007. The heliocentric and geocentric
distances of the comet in 2007 were 6.8 and 6.6 AU,
respectively. More detailed information about the
observations is given in the table.
During the entire observational period, due to the
SCORPIO device, we could trace the comet motion relative to motionless stars. To compensate for the probable visibility changes which might appear during the
observational period with different filters, the sequence
of the filters was SED537, SED415, SED537, etc. (see
the table).
The obtained data were reduced using programs
written in IDL. The images were cleaned from cosmic
particle marks. When we reduced the images, we also
took into account the bias. Then, the images underwent
flat field correction. To compensate for the photometric
differences of the detector pixels, we used images of the
morning sky. To increase the S/N ratio of the observed
date, the photometric images were binned as 2 × 2 (the
charges of adjacent cells are summed into one superpixel). In addition, the entire series of homogeneous
data were summed for further use.
For the photometric calibration of our data, we
observed the spectro-photometric standard stars BD +
75°325, BD + 33°325, and G193-74 (Oke, 1990). The
value of the atmospheric transparency in the SAO RAS
region we took from a paper by Kartasheva and
Chunakova (1978).
COLOR INDEX AND DUST PRODUCTIVITY
As mentioned above, the observations of SW1 and
VQ94 comets were carried out using broadband (V, B, R),
medium-band (SED415, SED537), and comet (CO+)
filters. Using the results of the observations of December 2006 for the SW1 comet, we obtained a color index
for the aperture radius of 5.4′′.
The values we obtained are B–V = 0.64 ± 0.09 and
V–R = 0.54 ± 0.08. If one compares the color indices we
obtained with the solar color indices (B–V = 0.62 and
V–R = 0.36 (Drilling, Landolt, 2000)), then the
obtained results show that the color of the comet nearnucleus region is closer to red.
According to the results obtained for SW1 in 1976
and 1977 (Kiselev, Chernova, 1979), the color index
B–V varied in a range from 0.68 to 1.06. The author
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Moment, UT

r, a. e.

∆, a. e.

Exposure time, s

P*, deg

December, 15.911, 2006
December, 15.915, 2006
December, 15.919, 2006
December, 15.922, 2006
December, 15.924, 2006
December, 15.926, 2006
December, 15.996, 2006
December, 15.999, 2006
December, 16.002, 2006
December, 16.005, 2006
December, 16.006, 2006
April, 9.997, 2007
April, 17.025, 2007
April, 17.027, 2007
April, 17.031, 2007
April, 17.033, 2007
April, 17.035, 2007
April, 17.037, 2007
April, 17.040, 2007
April, 17.042, 2007
April, 17.045, 2007
April, 17.047, 2007
April, 17.049, 2007
April, 17.051, 2007
November, 17.9946, 2007
November, 17.9965, 2007
November, 17.9979, 2007
November, 18.0108, 2007
November, 18.0235, 2007
November, 18.0246, 2007
November, 18.0374, 2007
November, 18.0384, 2007
November, 18.0662, 2007
November, 18.0635, 2007
November, 18.0667, 2007
November, 18.0860, 2007
November, 18.0929, 2007
November, 18.0968, 2007
November, 18.0991, 2007
November, 18.1028, 2007
November, 18.1065, 2007
November, 18.1106, 2007
November, 18.1125, 2007

5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.865
5.868
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
6.834
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967
5.967

4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
4.947
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
6.685
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197
5.197

300
300
200
200
100
100
300
200
200
100
100
40
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
120
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
300
150
300
300
300
150
300
300
300
150
150

102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
102.4
202.5
192.3
192.3
192.3
192.3
192.3
192.3
192.3
192.3
192.3
192.3
192.3
192.3
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1
264.1

Filter
B
B
V
V
R
R
B
V
V
R
R
R
SED415
SED537
SED415
SED537
SED415
SED537
SED415
SED537
SED415
SED537
SED415
SED537
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
CO+
SED537
CO+
CO+
CO+
SED537
CO+
CO+
CO+
SED537
SED537

Comet
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
VQ94
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1
SW1

* Position angle of the prolonged radius vector given in degrees.
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supposed that such variations might be due to a comet
outburst.
Color index estimates for SW1 made by another
author later gave values of B–V = 0.8 (Hartmann et al.,
1982) and V–R = 0.502 (Meech et al., 1993).
Some authors (Jewitt, 1999; Luu, Jewitt, 1996;
Tegler, Romanishin, 2007) suppose that the index color
value variations may be explained by several reasons.
According to them, it may be a consequence of evolutionary processes or variation connected directly with
active processes on the comet nucleus surface.
Estimates of the VQ94 object when it was observed as
an asteroid were B–V = 0.92, V–R = 0.47, and B–R = 1.39
(Tegler et al., 2003); our estimate, obtained when the
object began to demonstrate comet activity in December 2006, was V–R = 0.41 ± 0.07. Our results show that
the value of the object’s color index is close to neutral.
To calculate the dust productivity rate of the comets,
we used a relation presented in a paper by Meech and
Weawer (1996):
Afρ ( 4/3πa σv dust )
-,
Q dust = ----------------------------------------------2
πa p
3

where ‡ is the mean radius of a dust particle, σ is the
density of a dust particle, v is the velocity of the dust
particle ejection, and  is the dust particle albedo. In the
relation, the multiplication Afρ is also used, where A is
sN d ( ρ )
- is the filling factor representing
the albedo, f = ---------------2
πρ
the degree of the diaphragm filling by the comet coma
dust particles in projection to the celestial sphere, and
ρ is the aperture radius. Since f ∝ Nd(ρ)/ρ2 and Nd(ρ) ∝ ρ,
then Afρ does not depend on the diaphragm size. The
relation for Afρ is written as follows (A’Hern, 1984):
( 2r∆ ) F com
-.
Afρ = ---------------- ---------ρ F Sun
2

(1)

Here, r (AU) is the heliocentric distance of a comet, ∆
(cm) is the geocentric distance of a comet, ρ is the aperture radius of a comet, Fcom (cm erg–2 s–1 Å–1) is the
comet flux in continuum, and FSun (cm erg–2 s–1 Å–1) is
the solar flux at a distance of 1 AU. The value of the
intensity of the solar flux has been taken from a paper
by Neckel and Labs (1984).
Relation (1) is widely used to determine the relative
measure of the dust productivity in different comets in
the condition of the isotropic matter outflow to the
comet atmosphere. For our objects, the matter outflow
is mostly concentrated in jets, hence the value of Afρ
can vary depending on the size of the diaphragm we
choose for our calculations. To estimate the measure of
the dust productivity of distant comets using the matching method, we determined the value of the aperture
radius, in limits of which the Afρ parameter does not
vary or varies slightly. To determine the radius we need,

we calculated the Afρ parameter for different values of
the aperture radius (1.8′′, 2.52′′, 3.24′′, 3.96′′, 4.86′′, 5.4′′,
6.12′′, 6.84′′, 7.56′′, 8.28′′, and 9.0′′) and looked how its
value changes depending on the distance from the
nucleus center. We obtained that for the SW1 comet, the
value of Afρ changes slightly (less than 11 %) when the
radius changes in limits from 3.96′′ to 8.28′′. To calculate the dust productivity of the SW1 comet, we took
the mean value of the radius as 5.4′′. For the VQ94
comet, we performed the same calculations and found
that the Afρ parameter changes notably starting from
the value of the aperture radius of 3.96′′, so in further
calculations we calculated the Afρ parameter using an
aperture radius of 3.96′′.
For the SW1 comet (observations of 2006), we calculated Afρ = 7325 cm (for the distances r = 5.87 AU
and ∆ = 4.94 AU). We obtained a high level of dust productivity, which may be explained by the high activity
of the comet. Using the results of the observations of
December 2007, we obtained a lower value of the dust
productivity level Afρ = 4637 cm (for r = 5.96 AU and
∆ = 5.19 AU). The variation of the Afρ parameter may
be connected with the decrease of the jet number of the
comet (in 2006 5–6 jets; in 2007, 3 jets). In a paper by
Szabo et al., 2002, for the SW1 comet the authors give a
high, relative to our calculations, value of Afρ = 16600 cm
for similar distances (r = 5.9 AU and ∆ = 5.1 AU; observations of 2001), explaining this fact by the outburst
activity of the comet.
For the VQ94 comet (observations of 2006, r = 7.33 AU
and ∆ = 6.68 AU), we obtained a value of Afρ = 77 cm.
This value is low compared to the SW1 comet, but close
to the results given for a distant comet C/NEAT (2001 T4)
(from log( Afρ = 2.5–2.6 cm) in a paper by Bauer et al.
(2003). The comet C/NEAT (2001 T4) was observed at
a heliocentric distance of 8.5 AU. The results of observations of Centaur 174P/Echeclus (Rousselot, 2008)
demonstrating comet activity at a distance of 13 AU
lead to a value of Afρ = 104 cm.
To calculate the dust productivity, such parameters
as the radius, velocity, density, and albedo of a dust particle are also important. We supposed that the albedo of
a dust particle is p = 0.04 and the density is 1 g per cm3.
For the calculations, we took a value of the dust particle velocity based on the data given in studies of active
comets at long heliocentric distances. An accepted value
of the velocity (v = 30 m s–1) is a certain compromise
between values of the velocity for dust particles 1 µm in
size for the comets SW1 and Hale–Bopp (50 m s–1)
accepted for the modeling in papers of Fulle (1992) and
Fulle et al., (1998) and the velocity of a dust particle
10 µm in size (10.7 m s–1) for the comet C/1999 (Skiff)
in a paper by Korsun and Chörny (2003).
To calculate the dust productivity rate, we took a
dust particle radius value of a = 0.005 mm. This value
was accepted from the following ideas. During the long
observational time of the SW1 and VQ94 comets, their
significant activity remains but distinct dust tails are
not
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observed. The activity in the SW1 and VQ94 comets is
observed as jets. This situation is possible if one
assumes that from the surface dirty icy dust particles
less than ten microns in size are ejected. This assumption is based on the results of a study by Mukai (1986).
In this paper, the author says that the lifetime of dirty
icy dust particles with a radius more than 0.01 mm is
108 days, when for similar dust particles of a radius
from 0.001 to 0.01 mm this time decreases down to few
hours. Hence, one may assume that since SW1 and
VQ94 have no dust tails, then their atmospheres contain
dirty icy dust particles less than 0.01 mm in size. In the
opposite situation, a dust tail might form.
Accepting the aforementioned conditions, we calculated the dust productivity rate for the SW1 and VQ94 comets. For the SW1 comet, the value of Qdust is 365 kg s–1 for
the observations of 2006 and Qdust = 182 kg s–1 for the
observations of 2007. For the VQ94 comet, we obtained
values of Qdust = 6.6 kg s–1, which is comparable with
the values for the comet C/NEAT (2001 T4) (Bauer et al.,
2003) from Qdust = 10–2 kg s–1 toQdust = 20 kg s–1. The
value of the dust productivity for Centaur 174P/Echeclus is 86 kg s–1 (Rousselot, 2008).
COMA MORPHOLOGY
Obtained from spectral observations, the surface
profiles of the dust and ëé+ for the VQ94 comet have
significant differences (Korsun et al., 2008). These
results became a reason to obtain images of VQ94 in
particular filters to have an opportunity to pick out and
analyze an image of the comet in ëé+ without the dust
shell. For this task, we used medium-band filters
SED415 (λ = 4203 Å, FWHM = 212 Å) and SED537
(λ = 5309 Å, FWHM = 169 Å) available in the SCORPIO device. The SED415 filter allows one to pick out
the ëé+ emission with an addition of the dust component; the SED537 can pick out only the continuum.
Consequently, after the necessary reductions, the
images were summed for each filter. An image of the
coma was obtained by subtraction of the summed
image in the SED537 filter from the summed image in
the SED415 filter. The subtraction was performed taking into account the differences in the transparency
degree of each filter and differences in the continuum
level for different wavelengths. The necessary correction was performed by the assumption that the comet
continuum and solar spectrum are similar. An additional correction was obtained on the basis of the reddening gradient value taken from the VQ94 spectrum.
The image of the dust coma obtained with the SED537
filter and the picked-out ëé+ coma are shown in Fig. 1
In Fig. 1, it is seen that the photometric maxima of
the dust and CO+ coma components are shifted relative to
each other. The value of the shift is 1.4′′ (7.44 × 103 km) in
the direction (denoted by vector J in Fig. 1) which is
deflected from the direction to the Sun by 63° when the
position angle of the comet prolonged radius vector is
193°. We also can see that the structures of the dust and

ëé+ are different from each other. It is seen that the
morphology of the images in both of the filters is different in orientation, the degree of the contour stretch, and
their shape. The observed isophote stretch of the dust
component is more extensive than for the ionic component. The direction of the stretch is also different for
both components.
For the SW1 comet, we obtained images using the
ëé+ (λ = 4280 Å, FWHM = 40 Å) filter, instead of the
medium-band SED415 filter, and the SED537 (λ = 5309 Å,
FWHM = 169 Å) filter to observe the continuum. We
used the aforementioned scheme of observations, data
reduction, and image subtraction to obtain the pure
ëé+ coma of the SW1 comet. Contours of the dust and
the CO+ coma of the SW1 comet are shown in Fig. 2.
In Fig. 2, one can see that for the SW1 comet the
photometric maxima are not shifted relative to each
other, as it was for VQ94. The structures of the dust and
ëé+ are different in the shape and degree of the stretch.
The ionosphere of the comet is stretched in the direction opposite to the comet motion vector.
To investigate the morphological structures, we
obtained images of SW1 with the broadband R filter in
December 2006 and with the medium-band SED537
filter in November 2007. All of the images underwent
all of the necessary reductions. To pick out low-contrast
structures in the images, we used several digital filters.
To pick out jets, the following digital filters were used:
Larson–Sakima (1984), unsharping mask, and Gauss
blurring. To exclude spurious features when interpreting the obtained images, each filter mentioned above
was used separately for the particular image. This technique was used to pick out structures of the comet
C/2002 C1 Ikeya–Zhana in a paper by Manzini et al.,
(2007) and gave good results.
In Fig. 3a, it is seen that after using the digital filters
for the SW1 images obtained in December 2006, at
least six jets appeared. The orientation of the jets is different and has no particular direction.
In the images of SW1 obtained in November 2007
(Fig. 3b), after using the digital filters we could pick out
three jets. All of the jets are directed approximately
toward the Sun.
Comparing two images, we can conclude that the
orientation and number of jets varies over the course of
time for the SW1 comet.
DISCUSSION
The use of modern automatic telescopes (LINEAR,
NEAT) has led to the discovery of a new class of comets
which are active beyond Jupiter’s orbit. In turn, the use
of large ground-based telescopes and modern radiation
detectors allowed us to investigate in detail the atmospheres and tails of those comets.
Since 2006, we have carried out regular observations of a series of distant comets with the 6-meter telescope of the SAO RAS in the frame of the program of
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Fig. 1. The surface contours of the dust (a) and ëé+ (b) coma of the VQ94 comet are shown. Images of the dust coma are given in
units of erg/(cm2 s Å), while the images in ëé+ are given in units of the number of particles per cm2 using the excitation coefficient
for CO+ (Lutz et al., 1993). The direction to the north, east, and shift directions of the photometric centers of the dust and CO+
components (J); the direction of the comet motion (V); and the direction toward the Sun are shown. Numbers 1 and 2 denote the
photometric maxima of the dust and CO+ components, respectively.

spectral and photometric investigations of comets demonstrating high activity at long heliocentric distances.
For this purpose, we selected comets having perihelion
distances longer than 5 AU and demonstrating extensive tails.
During the observation, two comets, C/2002 VQ94
(LINEAR) and 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann-1, drew
our attention due to their activity which is not specific
for comets from our sample. Unlike the objects we
observed, those two comets demonstrate an asymmetric
coma with such features as jets and have no tails.

Both of the comets (C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) and
29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann-1) have not only similar morphological features, but a similar chemical composition. If comets from our sample having extensive
tails mostly do not demonstrate emissions in their spectra (only the continuum is observed), then SW1 and
+

VQ94 demonstrate bands of ëé+, N 2 , and CN in their
spectra. The C3 band was identified only in the spectrum of VQ94 (Korsun et al., 2006), but in further
observations it was absent (Korsun et al., 2008).
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Using the results of observations with the broadband
filters (B, V, and R), we estimated the color indices for
SW1 and VQ94. For the SW1 comet, the color indices
were B–V = 0.64 ± 0.09 and V–R = 0.54 ± 0.08. That shows

that the comet continuum is redder than the solar continuum. For VQ94, the color index was V–R = 0.41 ± 0.07.
These results show that the continuum color of the
comet is close to neutral. Spectral observations of these
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comets (Korsun et al., 2008) show that in the spectral
range of 4000–5000 Å, the reddening gradient for the
VQ94 comet does not exceed 10%, when for the SW1
comet it is 30%.
The determination of the dust particle number in the
line of sight is a complex task. This is due to the fact
that the comet brightness depends on the phase angle,
the size distribution of the particles, the albedo of dust
particles, etc. The distinguishing of the influence on the
comet brightness of the albedo and size of the dust particles is a complex task as well; nonetheless, one may
obtain some idea about the measure of the dust productivity from the scattered light flux in the continuum. For
our objects, the main problem of the determination of
the number of dust particle in the line of sight is a violation of the isotropy of the outflow in the atmospheres
of the distant comets, since there the outflow is more
concentrated in the jets.

To estimate the amount of dust carried away from
the comet surface of SW1 and VQ94 in the frame of
some assumptions mentioned above, we calculated the
Afρ parameter for them using images in the continuum.
According to our data, the value of Afρ for SW1 was
7325 cm at a distance of r = 8.87 AU (in 2006) and 4637 cm
at a distance of r = 5.96 (in 2007). It is seen that the
value of Afρ for SW1 changes over the course of time.
The high value of Afρ can probably be explained by the
outburst activity of the comet during its observations.
For the VQ94 comet, we obtained a value of Afρ
equal to 77 cm when it was at a distance of r = 7.33 AU.
The Afρ parameters differ significantly for SW1 and
VQ94. The obtained values of Afρ allowed us to estimate the dust productivity rate for SW1 and VQ94.
According to our calculations, the dust productivity
rate Qdust was 365 kg s–1 for the observations of 2006
and Qdust = 182 kg s–1 for the observations of 2007.
For the VQ94 comet, we obtained a value of Qdust =
6 kg s–1. This result is comparable with values of the
dust productivity rate of comets of the Jupiter family
(A’Hearn et al., 1995).
An analysis of the surface profiles of the dust and
CO+ obtained from spectral observations for the C/2002
VQ94 (LINEAR) comet (Korsun et al., 2008) showed
that they significantly differ from each other. These
results became the reason to investigate the morphology of the C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) and 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann-1 comets.
On the basis of the SW1 and VQ94 images obtained
with the medium-band filters, we picked out and analyzed the images of the comets in ëé+, excluding the
dust component. We found that the photometric maxima of the dust and ëé+ coma components of VQ94 are
shifted relative to each other. The value of the shift is
1.4′′ (7.44 × 103 km) in the direction which is deflected
from the direction to the Sun by 63°.
As for the photometric maxima of the dust and ëé+
coma for the SW1 comet, they are not shifted relative to
each other. For both comets, the structures of the dust
and ëé+ are different in the shape and the degree of the
stretch of the isophotes. The ionosphere of the comets
is stretched in the direction opposite to the comets
motion direction. Such a direction of the stretch may be
connected with the interaction between the comet and
interplanetary medium.
As for the question of the presence of the CO+ and
+
N 2 lines in the SW1 and VQ94 spectra, it is still unanswered, since at heliocentric distances where the comets were observed, the photo-ionization process of neutral CO runs slowly. And, probably, to explain the ionization of the neutral molecules, one needs to use other
or additional mechanisms.
In turn, the presence of a well-developed system of
CO+ bands in the spectra of these comets may suppose
the presence of a large amount of CO ice in their nuclei,
and the sublimation of this ice may be respectable for
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the formation of comas and tails of these comets at long
heliocentric distances. The probable sources of the
activity of distant comets and comets at long heliocentric distances have been discussed for a long time.
There were attempts to search and find neutral CO molecules in distant comets. Indeed, the CO emissions
were found using millimeter range telescopes in the
comas of SW1 at a heliocentric distance of ~6 AU
(Senay, Jewitt, 1994; Crovisier et al., 1997; Festou et al.,
2001), C/1995 O1 Hale–Bopp (Biver et al., 1999;
Bockelee-Morvan et al., 2000) at a heliocentric distance of ~8 AU, and the Centaur 2060 Chiron at a heliocentric distance of 8.5 AU (Vumak, Stern, 1999). In
addition, for the SW1 comet it was found that the sublimation rate of the CO ice may be enough to explain
the observational activity of this comet (Senay, Jewitt,
1994). These observational data and the data we
obtained may be evidence that in the Solar System
some objects rich in CO and N2 exist. Since according
to the laboratory data (Notesco, Bar-Nun, 2005;
Notesco et al., 2003; Bar-Nun et al., 2007) objects with
a significant abundance of CO and N2 ice might form at
a temperature lower than 25 K, it is possible to say that
either these objects are formed at significant distances
from the Sun or the matter of the protosolar nebula is
conserved in them. Hence, a detailed study of such
objects is important to understand the scenario of the
Solar System’s formation.
To investigate the probable structures in the coma of
SW1, we used images obtained with the broadband R
filter. To pick out low-contrast structures in the images
of the dust coma of SW1, we used several digital filters:
Larson–Sakima (1984), unsharping mask, and Gauss
blurring. For comet SW1, we picked out six jets in the
filtered image obtained in December 2006 and three
jets in the image of November 2007. Filtered images of
SW1 obtained in different observational periods
showed that the comet activity indeed appears as powerful jets and their number varies in the course of time.
The orientation of the jets is different and has no particular direction in the observations of 2006, but in the
observations of 2007 all of the jets are directed toward
the Sun.
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Abstract—The results of the photometric observations of comet 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 are ana
lyzed. The comet demonstrates substantial activity at heliocentric distances larger than 5 AU, i.e., outside the
water ice sublimation zone. The CCD images of the comet were obtained in wideband R filters at the 6meter
telescope of the Special Astrophysical Observatory of the Russian Academy of Sciences (SAO RAS) and at
the 2meter Zeiss2000 telescope of the Peak Terskol Observatory. The processing of the images with special
digital filters allowed the active structures (jets) to be distinguished in the dust coma of the comet. With the
crosscorrelation method, the rotation period of the cometary nucleus was determined as 12.1 ± 1.2 and
11.7 ± 1.5 days for the observations taken in December 2008, and February 2009, respectively. The probable
causes of the difference in the estimates of the rotation period of the cometary nucleus obtained by different
authors are discussed.
DOI: 10.1134/S003809461204003X

INTRODUCTION

character of the flares are still obscure. As for the esti
mates of the rotation period of comet SW1, the unam
Comet 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 (SW1) biguous result has not been obtained until now. The
was discovered by German astronomers A. Schwass first attempts to determine the rotation period of the
mann and A. Wachmann in 1925. The semimajor axis comet were made many years ago (Whipple, 1980;
of the orbit is 5.99 AU, the eccentricity is 0.045, and Meech et lal., 1993; Luu and Jewitt, 1993; Cabot et al.,
the orbital period of the comet is 14.66 years. The esti
1997). From the recent studies devoted to this subject,
mates of the radius of the comet show that its nucleus
is larger than those of the typical shortperiod comets. the paper by Stansberry et al. (2004) can be marked
The diameter of the comet SW1 nucleus, 15–44 km, is out. With the use of the structures observed in the
estimated from the analysis of the thermal radiation at cometary coma, Stansberry et al. (2004) estimated the
20 µm (Cruikshank Brown, 1983) and from the visible rotation period of comet SW1 as 60 days. However, as
the authors themselves reported, this estimate of the
photometry (Meech et al., 1993).
rotation period contradicts such earlier obtained val
Comet SW1 is referred to the Centaurus class, the ues as 6 days (Jewitt, 1990) and 14 hours (Meech et al.,
members of which are thought to be “escapees” from 1993). A similar value for the period, 50 days, was
the Kuiper belt. Over many years of observations, the derived by Spanish researchers from the abovemen
comet episodically has demonstrated flare activity tioned data of twoyear observations of the comet
(Richter, 1941; 1954; Roemer, 1958; 1962; Whipple, (TrigoRodríguez et al., 2010).
1980). Jewitt (1990) noted that the coma had never
completely disappeared in spite of different degrees of
In the present study, to estimate the rotation period
comet activity during the whole period of observa of the comet, and to compare it with the earlier results,
tions. During the comet SW1 survey from 2002 to we examine the active structures in the dust coma of
2007, TrigoRodríguez et al. (2008) detected 28 flares comet SW1 seen in the images obtained at different
from the comet. The authors note that the typical times at the Large AltAzimuth Telescope (LAT; the
flares from the comet, when its brightness sharply mirror diameter is 6 m) of the Special Astrophysical
increases by 1–4 magnitudes, occur 7.3 times per year. Observatory of the Russian Academy of Sciences
No signs of periodicity in the flare activity of the comet (SAO RAS) and at the 2m telescope of the Peak Ter
have been detected, and the causes of the nonperiodic skol Observatory of the International Centre of Astro
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Observation logbook
Frame number

Δ, AU

r, AU

Pa

Dec. 2008, 3.130–3.323

15

5.413–5.401

6.084–6.085

280.6–280.4

Dec. 2008, 4.115–4.501

13

5.401–5.389

6.085

280.3

Feb. 2009, 14.901–14.903

3

5.244

6.106

104.4

Feb. 2009, 18.863–18.865

3

5.272

6.107

103.6

Feb. 2009, 19.721–19.725

5

5.292

6.107

103.4

Date, observation period, UT

a

The position angle of the extended radiusvector is shown in degrees.

nomical, Medical, and Ecological Research (IC
AMER).
OBSERVATIONS AND PROCESSING
On 3–4 December, 2008, comet SW1 was observed
with the SCORPIO focal reducer in the prime focus
(F/4) of the 6meter telescope (LAT SAO RAS) (Afa
nasiev and Moiseev, 2005). The SCORPIO focal
reducer was used in the photometric mode. The CCD
camera with a matrix of 2048 × 2048 pixels was a
receiver. The receiver’s field of view was 6.1′ × 6.1′,
and the image scale was 0.18′′ per pixel. The comet
was observed during a period of high activity with the
use of a wideband R filter. Twenty eight images of the
comet were obtained with a 60s exposure. To increase
the signaltonoise ratio, 2 × 2 neighbouring pixels
were grouped together in bins (the binning procedure).
On 14–19 February, 2009, comet SW1 was
observed with the focal reducer mounted in the Cas
segrain focus (F/8) of the 2meter Zeiss 2000 telescope
of the Peak Terskol Observatory (IC AMER). The
CCD Photometrics camera equipped with a matrix of
562 × 562 pixels cooled with liquid nitrogen was a
receiver. Its field of view was 8.5′ × 8.5′, and the image
scale was 0.99′′ per pixel. The images of the comet
were obtained with a wideband R filter.
The acquired data were reduced with the IDL
codes (http://www.ittvis.com/idl). The preprocessing
of the observational data included the accounting for
the matrix bias, the cleaning of the images from the
traces of cosmic particles, and accounting for the flat
fields. The flat fields were obtained from the images of
the morning sky.
Twenty eight images of comet SW1 were obtained at
the 6meter telescope during three nights in December
2008. Eleven images obtained at the 2meter telescope
in February 2009 allow us to follow the change in the
coma structure during the period of five days.

The information about the observations (the obser
vation time, the number of frames, the helio and geo
centric distances, and the position angle) is presented
in detail in Table 1 and Fig. 1.
SELECTION OF JETS IN THE COMA IMAGES
To select the weakcontrast structures (jets) in the
images of the dust coma of the comet, we used a spe
cial code called Astroart (http://www.msbastroart.
com/), which is provided with a number of digital fil
ters: the unsharping mask, the Gaussian blur, and the
Larson–Sekanina filter (Larson and Sekanina, 1984).
The unsharp mask. Its use increases the contrast at
the brightness edges. The processing technique with
this filter is based on superimposing the original image
and its blurred inverted copy.
The Gaussian blur. The filter is based on the Gaus
sian distribution of the surface brightness; its formula
(for two dimensions) is the following

1 e −(u 2 +v 2) (2σ2),
2πσ2
where r2 = u2 + v2 is the radius of blurring and σ is the
Gaussian distribution deviation.
The equation describes the concentric circles dis
tributed according to the Gaussian formula with
respect to the image centre. The value of each of the
pixels is averaged relative to the neighboring pixels as a
function of distance. The abovementioned filters
were used in the following way. First, the original
image was processed with the unsharp mask with a
radius of 1.5 pixels. Then, a copy of the image
obtained was processed with the Gaussian blur with a
radius of 0.7 pixel. The result was the ratio of the first
image to that processed with the Gaussian blur was
obtained.
The Larson–Sekanina filter. This filter is most fre
quently used for the morphological analysis of comets.
It allows the radial and rotational gradients of the sur
G(u,v) =

313
N
V

Р–

29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1
point of perihelion

E
Sun
Saturn
Earth
Jupiter

Р

30 arcsec

Fig. 1. The comet SW1 isophots. The directions to the North, to the East, and to the Sun and the moving direction of the comet
(V) are indicated. The orbits of the Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, and the comet are schematically shown. The position of the comet for
two observation periods and the perihelion are marked. The image of the comet was obtained in the R filter.

face brightness of the images to be calculated from a
simple transformation of the coordinates. After pro
cessing with this filter, the images lose their photomet
ric information, but the weak structures existing in the
cometary coma (e.g., jets and envelopes) can be distin
guished. In our study, this filter was used in the follow
ing way. The image produced by applying the unsharp
mask and the Gaussian blur was processed with the
Larson–Sekanina filter with a radius of 0.5 pixel and
an angle of 10°. To eliminate the false details from the
images prepared for interpretation, each of the filters
was separately applied to each of the images.
Such a technique of selecting the structures in the
coma was successfully used by Manzini et al. (2007)
for comet C/2002 C1 Ikeya–Zhang and by Korsun
et al. (2008; 2010) for comets Schwassmann–Wach
mann and C/2003 WT42 (LINEAR).
Figure 2 shows that the application of the digital fil
ters to the images of comet SW1 obtained in Decem
ber 2008, allows two jets to be distinguished, and these
jets are observed during the whole period of record.
The jets are directed from the photometric centre of
the comet toward the Sun. In the images of the comet
acquired in February 2009 (Fig. 3), processing with
the digital filters allowed us to select three structures
that are directed from the photometric center of the
comet away from the Sun.
The digital filters allowed the jets to be reliably dis
tinguished against the background of the bright, struc
tureless coma. However, since these filters are inher
ently nonlinear, there may be a problem of both the
selection of false structures and some spatial shifting of
the positions of real jets.

correlation method was used. The images were trans
formed from rectangular to polar coordinates with a
centre corresponding to the photometric center of the
comet. The radial distance from the nucleus and the
azimuth angle counted off anticlockwise from the
northward direction were taken as the polar distance
and the polar angle, respectively. Moreover, before the
coordinate system transformation, all of the images
were oriented in the same way, northward and east
ward.
To avoid the probably erroneous results in deter
mining the rotation period of the comet, we removed
the lowfrequency trend in the images of the comet in
polar coordinates that were not subjected to digital fil
tering. The structures selected in such a way were fur
ther used for evaluating the rotation period of the
cometary nucleus. It is worth noting that we ignore
here the motion of each individual particle and con
sider the dust jet as a united structure, the rotation of
which is rigidly connected with the cometary nucleus.
As the result, we selected two jets and three dust
structures in the images obtained in 2008 and 2009,
respectively. From the photometric profiles, Trigo
Rodrígues et al. (2010) also found that two active
zones were present on the surface of the cometary
nucleus during the period from 2008 to 2009.
Figures 4a and 5a show the structures superposed
with an accounting for the value of the rotation period
determined with the crosscorrelation method for
each of the observation sets.
Figures 4b and 5b show the general pattern of shifts
for each of the selected structures and the approxima
tion curve serving as a basis for determining the rota
tion period for two sets of observations of the comet.
To confirm the reliability of our estimate of the
EVALUATION OF THE ROTATION PERIOD
rotation
period, it was necessary to check whether the
OF THE NUCLEUS
structures selected in the cometary coma remain the
To analyze the angular shifts of the weakcontrast same during the whole observation period for each of
structures in the cometary coma (which allows us to the sets. In our case, there are two sets: in December
estimate the rotation period of the comet), the cross 2008, and February 2009. To check this assumption,
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Fig. 2. Jets 1 and 2 in the dust coma of comet SW1 selected after the processing of the resulting images of the comet obtained in
December 2008. The photometric center of the comet is marked with a cross.
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Fig. 3. The surface contour of the structures selected in the dust coma of comet SW1 (a) and the image of the comet in the R filter
with the superimposed surface contour of the structures obtained with the digital filter processing of the resulting images of the
comet of February 14, 2009 (b). The directions to the North, to the East, and to the Sun and the direction of the comet (V) are
indicated. The photometric center of the comet is marked with a cross.

we used the synchronous detection method that con
tains the following procedure. If there are clearly seen
features in the images, their position angle PAi is deter
mined for the time moments Тi. If the comet rotates
with an angular velocity 1/P (where P is the deter
mined period), we check whether the precalculated
position angle PAi = (Φ0 + Ti/P)/(2π) (where Φ0 is the
initial phase) agrees with the observed one.
As the results of the detection showed, we may sup
pose that the structures in the images acquired at the
2meter telescope on February 14 correspond to the

structures observed on February 18 and 19. The anal
ogous results were obtained for the observations of
December 2008: the structures selected in all of the
images of this set can be considered to be the same.
The period estimated for the first (December 3–5,
2008) and second (February 14–19, 2009) sets of
observations was 12.1 ± 1.2 and 11.7 ± 1.5 days, respec
tively. These estimates agree with each other, and a
small scatter in the results is within the limits of mea
surement error. Such similar estimates obtained for
different observation periods demonstrate that the
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Fig. 4. The weak structures in the coma of comet SW1 (the
observations taken (a) for December 2008, (b) for Febru
ary 2009), which were obtained by subtracting from the
original images (presented in a polar coordinate system),
the smoothed radial profile of these images.

method is rather accurate and provides reliable results
for tasks of this kind.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
To estimate the rotation period of comets is impor
tant for understanding and describing the physical
processes responsible for the activity of the cometary
nucleus. Up to now, this problem also remains actual
for the active comet Schwassmann–Wachmann.
Many of the researchers attempted to solve this prob
lem by different currently available methods. How
ever, the literature sources present the widely scattered
estimates of this parameter. For example, Whipple
(1980), Jewitt (1990), and Meech et al. (1993) give
short periods for this comet, from 6 to 14.97 hours. In
their turn, Moreno (2009) and TrigoRodríguez et al.
(2010) estimate the period from 50 to 60 days. Trigo
Rodríguez et al. (2010) note that such a scatter in the
estimates of the rotation period is most likely con
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deg
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5.48814
5.48822
Time, JD × 104
Fig. 5. Displacement of structures in the comet depending
on the date of observation and approximation curve to cal
culate the rotation period of comet SW1, observations
which were (a) in December 2008, (b) in February 2009.

nected with insufficient or preconceived data sam
pling used by the previous authors in their analysis.
Consequently, for their estimate, TrigoRodríguez
et al. chose the data obtained in 2008–2010, when the
inaccuracy in observations was less than 0.05m; and, in
addition, they used more precise methods of data pro
cessing for selecting the period. Most of the above
described estimates of the rotation period are based on
the analysis of the brightness curves of the comet mea
sured in wide filters. Along with these studies, for the
comets demonstrating different features in the coma
during their active period, the method based on the
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investigation of the dynamics of the active structures is
used. Different variations of this method were earlier
applied to the analogous task for comets
29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 (Stansberry et al.,
2004), C/1995 O1 Hale–Bopp (Lisse et al., 1999;
Samarasinha et al., 2004), P/Swift–Tattle 1992t
(Yoshida et al., 1993), etc. In our study, we used one of
the versions of this method differing from those men
tioned above. Our method for determining the rota
tion period of comet SW1, as opposed to the other
methods, is the most independent of the external
parameters used in the other methods, since it is based
on the estimate of the shift of weakcontrast structures
in the images. For example, Stansberry et al. (2004)
apply the method operating with the value of the gas
velocity, the variations of which strongly influence the
estimate of the rotation period of the comet. The
method used by Meech et al. (1993) for evaluating the
rotation period of the nucleus is based on a set of esti
mates of the comet brightness obtained for the whole
observation period; however, this set can be influenced
by the errors in determining the magnitude of the
comet. The only thing, which is required to be taken
into account in our method, is strong verification of
the fact that the angular shift of precisely the same
structures is measured during the whole observation
period. This was performed exactly in our study for all
of the acquired images of the comet.
We suppose that the present method can be used for
evaluating the rotation period of comet SW1 typically
demonstrating the longterm flare activity in the form
of dust jets. The potential of the use of the dynamics of
the active structures in comet SW1 was noticed by
TrigoRodríguez et al. (2010).
We studied the activity of the comet in 2008 and
2009, and we succeeded in selecting several structures
with the use of digital filters and lowfrequency trend
removal. Two jets and three structures were selected in
the images acquired in 2008 and 2009, respectively.
With the crosscorrelation method, which allows
the shift of the selected weakcontrast features to be
estimated, we evaluated the rotation period of the
nucleus of comet SW1. According to our results, this
period is 12.1 ± 1.2 and 11.7 ± 1.5 days for the obser
vations in 2008 and 2009, respectively. The results for
two sets of observations differ only slightly. However,
our result differ from those reported by the other
authors (Jewitt, 1990; Meech et al., 1993; Luu and
Jewitt, 1993; Stansberry et al., 2004; TrigoRodríguez
et al., 2010). This can be connected with the fact that
different authors used different techniques for evaluat
ing the rotation period, and these techniques are influ
enced by these or other errors.
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a b s t r a c t
We carried out photometric and spectroscopic observations of comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 at the 6-m BTA telescope (SAO RAS, Russia) and the
1.6-m telescope of the National Laboratory for Astro-physics (LNA, Brazil) on February 20, 2012, and on May 31, 2011, respectively. The spectra revealed the
presence of COþ and N2 þ emissions in the cometary coma at a distance of 5.25 AU from the Sun. The ratio [N2 þ ]/[COþ ] within the projected slit is 0.013.
The images obtained through BVR ﬁlters showed a bright, dust coma, indicating a high level of activity. We estimated a colour index and a colour excess for
the comet. The parameter Afρ, which is used as an indicator of a cometary activity, was measured to be 2584 7 50 cm in the reference optical aperture of

ρ¼ 104 km. The dust production constituted 33 kg/s and 9.3  103 kg/s, it was obtained using different methods. We also investigated the morphology of the
comet using image enhancement techniques and found two jets in the coma.

Introduction

Comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (hereafter SW1) was
discovered in 1927 on photographic plates by German astronomers A. Schwassmann and A. Wachmann. The semi-major axis of
its orbit, eccentricity, and orbital period are 6.01 AU, 0.042, and
14.66 yrs, respectively. The nucleus radius estimate exceeds that of
a typical short-period comet. Visible photometry (Meech et al.,
1993) and analysis of the thermal emission (Cruikshank and
Brown, 1983; Stansberry et al., 2004) yields an estimate of the
radius of SW1 as 15–44 km.
SW1 is regarded to be a comet of the Centaurs class. Such
comets could be runaways from the Kuiper belt. SW1 manifests an
episodic ﬂare activity during the long period of observations.
However, Jewitt (1990) pointed out that the SW1 coma never
disappears completely. Typically, 2–3 outbursts per year occur, but
the frequency of the events is poorly known. Generally, the
intensity of the outburst is proportional to the product of the gas

production and lifetime of molecules. In other words, the light
ﬂare can be caused either by the gas production increase (TrigoRodríguez et al., 2008), or by the change of the lifetime of molecules caused by the solar UV radiation (Kravtsov and Luk'yanyk,
2010). Since comet SW1 is located at the distance 6 AU, i.e., outside
the zone of the water sublimation, it is obvious that mechanisms
that are based on the change of the molecules’ lifetime should be
discarded.
As a rule, the outburst activity caused by the gas production is
believed to be connected with CO. Neutral CO that was detected in
the coma of comet SW1 is thought to be a primary driver gas for
the observed dust and gas morphological features (Senay and
Jewitt, 1994). But the release of trapped gases owing to the exothermic phase transformation of water ice from amorphous to
crystalline state is found to be insufﬁcient to generate the
observed activity. Therefore, the question of the SW1 activity is
still open.
Optical spectroscopy reveals the presence of the CO þ ions and
CN radicals in the coma of comet SW1 (Cochran et al., 1991a,b
1980, 1982; Cook et al., 2005; Larson, 1980; Korsun et al., 2008).
The emissions were observed in both a quiescent state and
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outburst. Finally, the origin and orbital evolution of SW1 is not yet
fully understood.

Observation and reductio
Photometry
The observations of comet SW1 were made at the 6-m tele-scope of
SAO RAS on February 20, 2012. At that time, the helio-centric and
geocentric distances of the comet were 6.26 and 5.49 AU,
respectively. The phase angle of the comet was 6.2°. We observed
the comet in period of moderate outbursts (Trigo-Rodríguez et al.,
2012; Paganini et al., 2013). The observations were made using the
universal SCORPIO-2 focal reducer, mounted in the primary focus of
the 6-m telescope (Afanasiev and Moiseev, 2011). The SCORPIO-2
device with an E2V 42-90 CCD detector was used in photometric
mode. The dimension of the image was 1024  1024 pixels (binning
2  2) and the scale was 0:18″=pix. The full ﬁeld of view of the CCD is
6:10  6:10.
The photometric data of comet SW1 were obtained in Johnson–
Cousins broadband system BVR. Seeing was quite stable during the
observations, with a mean value of 1:0″ (FWHM) in the R ﬁlter. To
increase the signal-to-noise ratio for the image analysis, we decided to co-add the images obtained for each ﬁlter.
To reduce the redundancy and improve the signal-to-noise ratio,
the images were saved with binning equal to 2, hence the operating
image scale is 0:36″=pix. The twilight morning sky emission was
registered for the ﬂat ﬁelds. Standard bias subtrac-tion and ﬂat ﬁeld
reduction for all the data were performed. We used routines of the
IDL library (Goddard Space Flight Centre) to calculate the sky
background count (Landsman, 1993). For more details about
observational data, see Table 1. We obtained the integrated
magnitude of the comet as a function of aperture. The
spectrophotometric standard star BD þ25°4655 was observed in
order to perform absolute calibration (Oke, 1990).
Spectral mode
The spectrophotometry observations were made at the 1.60 m
telescope of the National Laboratory for Astrophysics (LNA, Brazil)
during May 31, 2011, following the same instrumental setup and
data reduction described in Cavichia et al. (2010). Five spectra
were obtained during the observation night. Each of the cometary
spectra was taken with one exposure of 2400 s and a long slit of
1.5 arcsec width. A Cassegrain Boller & Chivens spectrograph was
used with a 300 l/mm grid, which provides a reciprocal dispersion
of 0.24 nm/pixel. A Marconi CCD 42-40 was used with an operating image scale of 0:56″=pix and a pixel size of 13:5  13:5 μm. The
non-sideral tracking was performed by applying manually offsets in
order to keep the position of the moving target in the slit during

Table 1
Log of the observations for comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1.
Date observ.
(UT)
2011
May. 31.89
2012
Feb. 20.59

a
b
c

Exptime
(s)

r
(AU)

Δ
(AU)

αa
(°)

zb
(°)

2400
600
450
120

6.25

6.17

9.3

23

Type

Infoc

Spec.
Phot.
6.26

5.49

Phase angle.
Zenith distance.
Spectral resolution and using ﬁlters.

6.2

58.2–59.4

R¼900
B
V
R

the exposure. The spectrophotometric standard stars CD-32°9927
and LTT 6248 from Hamuy et al. (1992, 1994) were observed to
improve the ﬂux calibration. These stars were observed with a
long slit of 7.5 arcsec width, allowing a more precise ﬂux calibration. Helium–argon arcs were taken immediately after each science spectra in order to perform wavelength calibration.
Data reduction was performed using the IRAF package, following the standard procedure for long slit spectra: correction of
bias, ﬂat-ﬁeld, extraction, wavelength and ﬂux calibration. Sky
subtraction and the extraction of the cometary spectrum were
performed using the IRAF task “apall”. For the spectra, the skylines
were subtracted using the line ﬂuxes at a “safe” distance on both
sides of the comet spectrum, where no coma light was present. A
Chebyshev function of order 3 was used in order to ﬁt the sky
background. The cometary spectrum was extracted by deﬁning an
aperture width of 351 pixels around the centre of the distribution,
which includes the coma light. In this way, it was possible to
extract the cometary spectrum properly corrected by the sky level
subtraction.
The comet showed high activity during our observation. TrigoRodríguez et al. (2011) presented results of photometric monitoring, which showed the most noticeable activity of the comet
during May 2011, with the last outburst on May 22, 2011.

Observational results
Photometric data analysis
The BVR magnitudes of the comet were obtained during the
high quality photometric night by performing the absolute ﬂux
calibration using the spectrophotometric standard star BD
þ25°4655. We also calculated reduced R magnitudes using the
following relation:

mR ð1; 1; 0Þ ¼ mR  5  log 10 ðr  ΔÞ  ΦðαÞ;

ð1Þ

where r and Δ are the heliocentric and geocentric distances in AU,
respectively, ΦðαÞ is the so-called phase function correction at a
phase angle α. The shape of this function depends upon a variety
of properties of dust particles, including the size distribution,
composition, and albedo. We used tabulated values of ΦðαÞ normalized at a phase angle of 0° (http://asteroid.lowell.edu/comet/
dustphaseHM_table.txt); the method is described in Schleicher
et al. (1998) and Schleicher (2007).
The colour excesses were obtained using the next relationship:


CE ¼ C  msun ðλ1 Þ  msun ðλ2 Þ ;
ð2Þ
where C ¼ mc ðλ1 Þ  mc ðλ1 Þ is the observed colour index of the
comet, and [msun ðλ1 Þ  msun ðλ2 Þ] is the colour index of the Sun. The
solar colour indexes B–V and V–R are 0.65 and 0.35, respectively
(Holemberg et al., 2006). The distant comet SW1 is an emissionrich comet. The spectra of the comet (in this work) show the
presence of the emissions of CN, CO þ , and N2 þ . Broadband BV
ﬁlters cover those emission bands of cometary molecules. We
estimated the contribution of those emissions to the total ﬂux
through ﬁlter B from spectral observations (Section 3.3). This
contribution is less 2%. The main contribution is the continuum.
This value is the upper limit for other ﬁlters, because the B ﬁlter
covers most of the emission features of the SW1 spectra. In
addition, our estimate shows that colour indexes of the comet are
redder than the solar ones, assuming that the emissions do not
inﬂuence the dust colour the comet. The integral magnitude as a
function of the aperture size, reduced R magnitude, and colour
excesses are shown in Table 2 and compared with other Centaurs
in Fig. 1.
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Table 2
Results of photometry of the comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 on February 20, 2012.
ρ (arcsec)

1.1
2.2
3.3
6.6

mR (mag)

C B  V (mag)

16.65 7 0.01
15.82 7 0.01
15.39 7 0.01
14.48 70.01

0.79 7 0.04
0.75 7 0.03
0.73 70.03
0.72 70.03

C V  R (mag)

0.647 0.03
0.62 70.02
0.62 70.02
0.62 70.02

CE (mag)
BV

V R

0.14
0.10
0.08
0.07

0.12
0.10
0.10
0.10

mR ð1; 1; 0Þ (mag)

Af ρR (cm)

12.55 7 0.01
10.22 7 0.01
8.87 7 0.01
6.43 7 0.01

2406 7 121
2584 7 50
2656 7 30
2779 7 18

Fig. 1. Colour indexes for the comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (open triangles) compared to values derived for active Centaurs (open square). The values of the colour
indexes obtained from literature: Epifani et al. (2014), Lacerda (2012), Jewitt (2009), Bauer et al. (2008), Rousselot (2008), Romon-Martin et al. (2003): (a) BV-colour indexes
and (b) VR-colour indexes.

The last analyse of SW1 spectra (Cochran et al., 1980; Korsun
et al., 2008) and our observations (see Section 3.3) of the cometary
spectra in the R domain are almost free from emission lines. It
allowed us to use the R magnitudes for calculation of the apertureindependent parameter Afρ (A'Hearn et al., 1984). The results are
presented in the last column of Table 2.
For the estimation of the dust mass production rate, we used
two methods. First, we used the method presented in the paper of
Jewitt (2009). The apparent magnitude md of the coma was estimated in the annulus between the aperture radii ρ1 ¼2.2 arcsec
and ρ2 ¼3.3 arcsec. The relationship between apparent magnitude
md and p(λ) (the geometric albedo of the dust grains), and Cd (the
effective cross-section of the dust particles, captured by the
annular aperture, projected on the celestial sphere), is expressed
by the ratio given by Russel (1916) and Jewitt (2009).
pðλÞ  C d ¼

2:25  1022  π  r 2  Δ  10  0:4ðmd  mSun Þ
;
ΦðαÞ
2

ð3Þ

where mSun is the magnitude of the Sun ( 26.098, 26.74, and
27.094 for the B, V, R bands, respectively). For our calculations,
the geometric albedo was set to be equal to 0.1, which is consistent
with measurements of active comets in backscattering geometry
(Kolokolova et al., 2004).
The obtained dust cross-section value is related to the dust
mass Md by means of the dust size distribution. The mass of the
dust can be represented by the following equation:
M d ¼ 43  ρdust  ðamin  amax Þ0:5  C d ;

ð4Þ

where ρdust is the grain density that does not depend on radius of
the dust grains, and is equal to 1000 kg/m3, amin and amax are the
minimum and maximum radii of the grain particles, respectively,

which we adopt to be 10  1 and 103 μm (Grün et al., 2001). Following Jewitt (2009), the grain residing time in the annulus
deﬁned by ρ1 and ρ2 is:
 1=4
1011  Δ  ðρ2  ρ1 Þ
r
τðρÞ ¼ 1:5 

;
ð5Þ
v0
r0
where v0 ¼550 m/s is the velocity at reference distance r0 ¼5 AU
(Biver et al., 2002), ρ1 and ρ2 are the aperture radii in radians. To
compare our results with those obtained by Jewitt (1990, 2009) for
comet SW1, we used the same albedo and apertures.
The second method we used for estimating the dust mass
production rate is based on Newburn and Spinrad (1985) and
Weiler et al. (2003). We refer to Korsun et al. (2014) and Rousselot
et al. (2014) for further details on this method. We adopted the
particle size distribution function in the form of f ðaÞ  a  3:3 (Fulle,
1992; Moreno, 2009). The expression for the dust density was
taken from Newburn and Spinrad (1985). The range of dust outﬂow velocity (10–20 m/s) was based on results obtained from
numerical modelling of the dust environment of this comet and
presented in the articles of Fulle (1992) and Moreno (2009). The
estimated dust-loss rates of the comets and those taken from literature are listed in Table 3.
Morphology of the cometary coma
The comet SW1 typically demonstrates long-term outburst
activity in the form of dust jets. Our observations of the comet
showed a high activity within the coma. To select the weak contrast structures (jets) within the images of the dust coma, we used
the special software Astroart (http://www.msb_astroart.com/),
which is provided with a number of digital ﬁlters. The detailed
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Table 3
Model results of dust mass-loss rate for the comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1.
r (AU)

Δ (AU)

α (deg)

mda

Ab
7:87  107

6.29

5.49

6.2

16.6

5.79–5.91

4.81–5.89

1.3–10

17

6  10

3:84  107
–
–

5.81

4.99

6.2

17.0

5.72
5.77

5.29
5.12

9.6
8.2

17.5
–

a
b
c

v ðm=sÞ

M d ðkgÞ

dM d =dt ðkg=sÞ

Ar

Bc

A

B

A

B

4:0  104

520

11–23

9:3  103
10

33

5

–
529
18.8
1–20

5:1  103
500–2000
600

Data

0.1

Our observation

0.04

Jewitt (1990)

0.1

Jewitt (2009)

0.1
0.1

Moreno (2009)
Fulle (1992)

Coma magnitude (in the R ﬁlter) in the projected annulus between ρ ¼2.2 arcsec and ρ ¼3.3 arcsec.
Calculation were made using the equation from the paper by Jewitt (2009).
Estimated dust production rate of the comet nucleus taking into account the discussion given.

Fig. 3. Energy distribution in the spectrum of the comet and arbitrarily normalized
solar spectrum.

Fig. 2. The isophotes and two jets in the dust coma of the comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 revealed after processing images of the comet by the Larson &
Sekanina ﬁlter obtained on February 20, 2012. The directions to the North (N), to
the East (E), to the Sun and moving direction (V) of the comet are indicated.

information on the digital ﬁlters can be found in Ivanova et al.
(2012).
To eliminate false details from the images, each of the ﬁlters
was separately applied to each image. Such a technique of
enhancing the structures in the coma was successfully used by
Manzini et al. (2007) for comet C/2002 C1 Ikeya-Zhang, Korsun
et al. (2008, 2010) for distant comets, and by Ivanova et al. (2012)
for comet SW1.
To our images, we ﬁrst apply the Larson & Sekanina ﬁlter
(Larson and Sekanina, 1984). After this ﬁltering, we selected jets
structures. To improve the presentation of the structure (more
contrast), we apply two additional ﬁlters: the unsharping mask
and the Gaussian blur. The ﬁnal result is presented in Fig. 2,
showing two distinct jets in comet SW1 in February 2012. The jets
can be isolated on the background of the bright structureless
coma. The jets are directed outward from the photometric centre
of the comet in perpendicular directions relatively to the Sun.
Nevertheless, it should be noted that digital ﬁlters are non-linear.
Therefore, there exists some possibility of false structures or some
shift of the spatial position of the real jets (Fig. 3).
The spectroscopic data analysis
The resulting spectrum of SW1 is shown in Fig. 2. The short
wavelength region is dominated by the rather strong noise. For the

sake of comparison, we reproduce in this ﬁgure the solar spectrum
in relative intensities (Neckel and Labs, 1984). The solar spectrum
was convolved with the corresponding Gaussian proﬁle to reach
spectral resolution of the cometary spectrum. Qualitative comparison of the cometary and solar spectra indicates the presence of
weak molecular emissions in the comet and some differences of
the ﬂux distribution between both spectra.
The spectral dependence between continua of the cometary
and solar spectra, which is caused by the different efﬁciencies of
the solar radiation scattering by the cometary dust at different
wavelengths, can be estimated after dividing the cometary spectrum by the solar one.
Using the median ﬁlter with wide window, we obtained a
smoothed curve that reproduces spectral dependence of the solar
radiation scatter efﬁciency caused by the cometary dust particles.
Our result is given in Fig. 4. From this ﬁgure, one can see that there
is a nonlinear increase with the wavelength of the scattering
efﬁciency. In the short wavelength region (less than 3800 Å), the
scattering efﬁciency was not determined because of the high noise
present in the cometary spectrum.
The spectral reﬂectance is SðλÞ ¼ F c ðλÞ=F s ðλÞ. Here, F c ðλÞ is the
cometary continuum, and F s ðλÞ is a scaled spectrum of the Sun.
The normalized reﬂection ability S0 can be described as (Jewitt and
Meech, 1986):
dS
S 0 ðλ 1 ; λ 2 Þ ¼ dλ ;
Smean

ð6Þ

where dS=dλ is the rate of change of the reﬂectivity with respect to
wavelength in the region from λ1 to λ2 and Smean is the mean
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reﬂectivity in the observed wavelength range:
X
Smean ¼ N  1
Si ðλÞ:

ð7Þ

The S ðλ1 ; λ2 Þ is expressed in percent per 10 Å, and provides a
convenient measure of the grain colour. For comparison with the
earlier results, let us present the linear approximation of our
results performed by the least square method for the most typical
spectral regions that are deﬁned by the effective wavelengths of
the cometary ﬁlters used for the continuum registration [BC
(4430 Å), GC (5260 Å) and RC (6840 Å)], see Schleicher et al.
(2004): 11.47 2.3% per 103 Å for the range 4430–5260 Å,
17.975.6% per 103 Å for the range 5260-6840 Å and 14.8 74.8%
per 103 Å for the range 4430–6840 Å. The values obtained for the
normalized spectral gradient for ranges 4430–5260 Å and 5260–
6840 Å are comparable within the error bars to the redder wavelength region. This result does not allow an unambiguous conclusion about the normalized spectral gradient behaviour with
increasing wavelength.
By multiplying the solar spectrum by the scattering efﬁciency
we can get an estimate of the real cometary continuum. After
subtraction of the obtained continuum from the observed spectrum, the ﬂuxes of molecular emissions are obtained.
To increase the signal/noise ratio all the spectra were co-added.
Part of the spectrum with a wavelength of less than 3800 Å was
not considered as it was very noisy.
Spectroscopic observations of distant objects in the Solar System with cometary activity are not numerous. Only a few emissions of gaseous species have been observed in the optical domain
beyond 5 AU. Molecular emissions have only been detected in the
peculiar periodic comet 29/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (CO þ ,
CN), giant comet Hale-Bopp (CN, C3), and Centaur Chiron (CN).
The linear spectrum of the comet is shown in Fig. 5. Despite the
rather high noise level in the blue region, we nevertheless
0

3

succeeded to conﬁdently register some spectral details that may
be associated with molecular emissions from the coma.
An identiﬁcation of these details was made by means of comparison with laboratory and calculated molecular spectra in the
same spectral region.
Since the resolution of our spectra is similar to that of Korsun
et al. (2008), we used the calculated template spectra of CN, N2 þ
and CO þ molecules from that work (Table 2). The extracted
molecular spectrum is displayed in Fig. 5.
The strongest features which extend along the whole observed
spectral window are the omet-tail bands of CO þ . The lines (2,0),
(3,0), (2,0), (1,0), (5,1), (3,1), (2,1), (4,2), (3,2), (0,0), and (1,1) of the
vibrational transitions of CO þ ðA2 Π X2 Σ Þ band system are clearly
seen in Fig. 5. Two weak bands, (0,1) and (1,2), which belong to the
ðB2 Σ A2 Π Þ system (Baldet & Johnson) of the CO þ ion, are
detected as well. The N2 þ (0, 0) of the ðB2 Σ X2 Σ Þ electronic system is shown too.
The [N2 þ ]/[CO þ ] ratio is important in our understanding of the
Solar System nebula formation. To estimate that ratio we used
integrated intensities of the CO þ (2, 0) and N2 þ (0,0) bands. The
column density is deﬁned by
N¼

L
:
g v0 v00

ð8Þ

where N is the column density, L is the integrated band intensity
and g v0 v″ is the excitation factor. We used excitation factors of 7:0 
1
10  2 photons s  1 mol
for the N2 þ (0,0) band (Lutz and
1
Womack, 1993) and 3:55  10  3 photons s  1 mol
for the
þ
CO (2,0) band (Lutz and Womack, 1993; Magnani and A'Hearn,
1986). Finally, the ratio can be derived using the following
expression (Cochran et al., 2000):
N2þ
g CO þ LN2þ

þ ¼
g N þ LCO þ
CO
2

ð9Þ

If only the (2,0) band column density of CO þ is used, then
[N2 þ ]/[CO þ ] should be equal to 0.013. But this is only the upper
limit for this ratio. Fig. 6 shows the calculated spectral proﬁles
CO þ (5,1) and N2 þ (0,0). Those proﬁles were calculated in view of
the spectral resolution of the observed spectrum of comet SW1.
The N2 þ calculated spectrum was made using the LIFBASE software (Luque and Crosley, 1999) and the CO þ one using data from
Kim (1994). CO þ (5,1) bands show double peaks. The second peak
coincides with N2 þ . We estimated the available contamination of
N2 þ by CO þ (5,1). This contamination achieves 19%. Therefore,
[N2 þ ]/[CO þ ] should be equal to 0.01. This result agrees well with
Arpigny's estimate of the intensity ratio for [N2 þ ]/ [CO þ ] equal to
0.011 for comet SW1 (Cochran et al., 2000; Korsun et al., 2008).

Discussions

Fig. 4. Reddening S(λ) of the observed spectrum relative to the solar spectrum.

The comet-centaur 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 is an
interesting object with near circular orbit and outburst activity.

Fig. 5. Molecular emissions identiﬁed in the observed spectrum of comet SW1.
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Fig. 6. Calculated spectroscopic proﬁles of the N2 þ and CO þ (5,1) bands.

Previous observations of the comet with different methods
showed CO=H2 O 4 1:6 (Biver et al., 2007; Gunnarsson et al., 2008),
CO=H2 O  10 (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2010), and CO=H2 O 4 4:7
(Ootsubo et al., 2012), showing that the comet is CO rich. Last
ground-based infrared observations of the comet (Paganini et al.,
2013) conﬁrm that CO can be the main driver, which controls the
activity of comet SW1. Hill et al. (2001) argue that comets, formed
early in nebular history, should be rich in CO, CO2, N2, and amorphous ice. The spectra of CO-rich comets show the signiﬁcant
predominance of CO þ , strong emissions of CN and N2 þ , and
measurable C3 features. Actually the spectra of SW1 are characterized by the predominance of CO þ and N2 þ emissions (Korsun
et al. (2008); this work). Meanwhile, Cochran et al. (2000) and
Cochran (2002) conﬁrm the identiﬁcation of CO þ only in the
spectra of the comet. Possible mechanisms of ionization of the
parent CO in cometary coma at large heliocentric distance are not
fully understood, too. The results of a new scenario consideration
that was invoked to explain an apparent N2 deﬁciency in comets
proposed Mousis et al. (2012) can be used for comets where no
detection of N2 þ is made. Recent results obtained from the
ROSINA mass spectrometer onboard of ROSETTA also detected
molecular nitrogen in the nucleus of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. All of these results make it possible to comment on the
formation scenario of the Solar System. The sublimation temperatures of CO and N2 are 25 K and 22 K, respectively. Recent
laboratory experiments indicate that the ice grains, which accumulated to produce comet nuclei, were formed by freezing water
vapour at about 25 K (Bar-Nun et al., 2007; Notesco and Bar-Nun,
2005; Notesco et al., 2003). From one side the CO rich comet SW1
must be formed in the outer regions of the disk after collapse of
the nebular cloud (in cold regions) based on the analysis proposed
by Paganini et al. (2012), but new Spitzer observation show the
presence of crystalline silicates in the coma (Stansberry et al.,
2004; Kelley et al., 2009), which must have experienced strong
thermal processing (hot regions) very near the young Sun. Perhaps
such features may be related to the place and conditions of formation of comets in Solar System.
Photometric studies of target objects show differences of the
chemical composition of comets and its connection with places of
formation (A'Hearn et al., 1995). We detected CN emission in the
spectrum of SW1, also. The distant detection ð Z 4 AUÞ of neutral
gas species has been made in a very few comets (SW1, C/2002
VQ94 (LINEAR), C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp), 1P/Halley) and in Centaur
(2060) Chiron. In the literature a few sources of CN in comets have
been proposed. The outﬂow of the parent of CN in comets can be

driven by sublimation of CO or CO2 ices. It is known that HCN was
present in 1P/Halley (Schloerb et al., 1987) and it is presumably
one of several parents of CN in that comet. Another source of CN in
1P/Halley was the direct release from the distributed grains in the
coma, probably grains of CN-bearing polymers (A'Hearn et al.,
1986). Model of the activity of SW1 shows that icy grains can serve
as an extended source of more volatile species (Gunnarsson, 2003)
and a source of H2O from the analysis of Hershel observations of
the comet (Bockelée-Morvan et al., 2010a). Given the results of
observations of long lasting outburst activity of SW1, the scenario
of an outburst to explain the detection of CN in the comet SW1 is
more appropriate, but we cannot rule out the steady-state
scenario.
Comets can display different dust properties. Dust colour gives
indications of the wavelength dependence of the refractive indices. Observations of solar light scattered by solid particles in
cometary comae depend on the observational conditions (e.g.,
phase angle, wavelength) and on the particles physical properties
(e.g., complex refractive indices and composition, size, shape,
geometric albedo). Variations in the size of the grains produce
variations in the colour of the dust. Some authors indicate variations of the colour with the heliocentric distance, but the trend is
not clear. The colour changes progressively from red to neutral as
the wavelength increases from the optical to the near-infrared and
for the optical range the mean value equals 13%, and changes from
5% to 18% (Jewitt and Meech, 1986). On average, the reddening is
about 16% per 103 Å for cometary dust (A'Hearn et al., 1995). For
ﬁve Jupiter-family comets, the average value is 19% per 103 Å
(Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd, 2009). The colour of the
Jupiter-family comets dust seems to be redder than the colour of
other comets but the difference is in the error bars. We have calculated the average value of the normalized spectral gradient for
Centaurs (in Table 5 from Peixinho et al., 2015). The Centaurs (as
the Jupiter-family comets) are often faint objects and the dust
colour measurements suffer large uncertainties. The value of the
normalized spectral gradient for the Centaurs is 21.371.4 per
103 Å. We found that the mean value of the normalized spectral
gradient for SW1 is 14.7 74.2% per 103 Å. The values of the normalized gradient of SW1 obtained for spectral range 4430–5260 Å
and 5260–6840 Å do not allow conclusions about its behaviour
with increasing wavelength (comparable results within the error
bars along the redder wavelength region).
The observed change in the colour of the comet SW1 (Fig. 1)
can be related to its degree of activity in the observed period. SW1
appears to have asymmetrical coma with jet features, beyond the
distance at which water ice sublimates. Also the comet shows
outburst activity with correlation to the number of jets and dust
productivity (Ivanova et al., 2009). Observations presented by
Trigo-Rodríguez et al. (2008) show that the SW1 coma is continuously supplied with ﬁne dust. In periods when the comet is
faint, it retains its diffuse appearance, but coma never completely
disappears. Such a continuous dust outﬂow is also supported by
Spitzer observations (Stansberry et al., 2004), since it indicates
that a low-level activity is also maintained between outbursts.

5. Conclusions
1. The results obtained for the colour show that the cometary
continuum is essentially more reddish than solar, and this can be
caused by activity of the comet during its photometric observations (February 20, 2012).
2. The dust production on the date of observation (February 20,
2012) constituted 33 kg/s and 9.3  103 kg/s, it was obtained using
different methods. Our results are comparable with estimate for
comets that are at similar heliocentric distances of about 6 AU.
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3. Using digital ﬁlters, we succeeded to isolate 2 “jet-like”
features in the cometary coma, supporting the high activity in the
period of observations on February 20, 2012.
4. Spectral dependence of the light scattering by the cometary
dust is obtained from the spectral observations (May 31, 2011). The
mean value of the normalized spectral gradient is 14.7 74.2% per
103 Å.
5. We detected numerous lines of CO þ as well as the N2 þ (0,0)
line of the ðB2 Σ X2 Σ Þ system, suggesting that the comet was
formed in a low temperature (about 25 K) environment.
6. The value of [N2 þ ]/[CO þ ] is equal to 0.01 for comet SW1.
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A B S T R A C T

Spectroscopic observations of comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 were carried out at the SOAR 4.1-meter telescope (Chile) on August 12, 2016, when its
heliocentric distance was 5.9 au. The spectra revealed COþ and N2þ emissions in the cometary coma. The [N2þ]/[COþ] ratio within the projected slit seems to be 0.01.
The mean value of the normalized spectral gradient is 12.690.06 for spectral range 3448–5260 Å.

Introduction
Some comets show signiﬁcant activity at distances far from the Sun.
This is unusual since at the low equilibrium temperature (<140 K) the
signiﬁcant physical activity caused by the water ice sublimation is not
expected. At the distances greater than 3 au sublimation of CO and CO2
ices may become the triggering mechanism producing the coma. Optical
~¾ ions and CN radicals in
spectroscopy reveals the presence of the COA
the coma of comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (hereafter SW1)
(Cochran and Cochran, 1991; Cochran et al. 1980, 1982, 1991; Cook et
al., 2005; Larson, 1980).
Our observations of the two distant comets C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR)
and SW1 (Korsun et al., 2006, 2008; Ivanova et al., 2016 and this work)
revealed the emission line of N2þ ion. Results obtained by Rubin et al.
(2015) show the presence of molecular nitrogen in the nucleus of comet
67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. According to modern understanding, the
distant comets come from the Kuiper Belt or Oort Cloud and therefore
they should contain a pristine material from which the Solar System
bodies were created. The abundance of the N2 molecule may give us an
important information about ice condensation in protosolar nebula and
delivering of the volatile elements to the terrestrial planets.

In this work we investigate the comet SW1. SW1 is a distant comet
and is regarded to be a comet of the Centaurs class. The study of Centaurs
is still hampered by limited physical data. Therefore, every new observation and research of Centaurs is important.
Observation and reduction
Spectrophotometric observations were made at the SOAR 4.1 m
telescope in Cerro Pach
on - Chile during August 12, 2016. The comet was
observed at the heliocentric distance of 5.9 au. The Goodman imaging/
spectrograph was used with a 600 l/mm grid, which provides for the
spectroscopic mode a reciprocal dispersion of 0.065 nm/pixel and, using
a 1.68 arcsec slit width, a spectral element resolution of 0.73 nm. The
SOAR Goodman spectrograph blue camera (http://www.ctio.noao.edu/
soar/content/goodman-blue-camera) features one 4096  4096 pixel
Fairchild CCD and a 7.2 arcmin in diameter ﬁeld of view in the imaging
mode. The seeing was stable during the night, with a mean value of 0.8
arcsec FWHM. The cometary spectra were acquired with 10 exposures of
1200 s each, which were co-added to increase the ﬁnal signal-to-noise
ratio. To analyze the energy distribution in the comet's spectrum and to
search for possible molecular emissions, a one-dimensional spectrum
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was constructed by summing the samples along the slit within 1.5
arcsec from the nucleus. The spectrophotometric standard star LTT 9491
from Hamuy et al. (1992, 1994) was observed with a long slit of 3 arcsec
width, allowing a more precise ﬂux calibration. Cu-Ar arcs were taken
immediately after each 3 exposures of cometary spectra in order to
perform wavelength calibration. Data reduction was performed using
the IRAF package, following the standard procedure for CCD reduction,
i.e. correction of bias and ﬂat-ﬁeld. The spectral images were extracted
and calibrated in wavelength and ﬂux. We estimate the upper limit of
the errors for ﬂux determination from 1.4% to 11.8% (the weakest lines
of COþ in the violet part of the spectrum). Atmospheric extinction was
corrected through mean coefﬁcients derived for the CTIO observatory.
The spectroscopic data analysis
The observed spectrum of a comet is a combination of the emission
spectrum of the coma gas and the reﬂection spectrum of the dust coma.
Fcomet ¼ Fgas þ Fdust ;

(1)

The dust spectrum Fdust can be written as
(2)
Fdust ¼ CðλÞ⋅Fsolar
Fsolar is the solar spectrum and C(λ) is a function describing the
reﬂectivity and scattering of the dust. In order to extract the gas emission
spectrum Fgas from the observed cometary spectrum Fcomet the function
C(λ) has to be determined. We used the solar spectral atlas by Kurucz et
al. (1984). That solar spectrum has very high resolution. For this reason
it was convolved with a Gaussian proﬁle to decrease the

resolution and normalized to the ﬂux of the comet around 5000 Å. The
convolved solar spectrum is compared with the cometary spectrum in
Fig. 1a. Solar absorption bands have to be identical in width and depth.
The approach chosen to obtain C(λ) is to use the median ﬁlter with
wide window after dividing the cometary spectrum by the solar one. The
result is displayed in Fig. 1b. The spectrum C(λ)⋅Fsolar together with the
cometary spectrum is shown in Fig. 1c. This one is then subtracted from
the cometary spectrum (Fig. 1d). Qualitative comparison curves on the
panels in Fig. 1 indicates the presence of weak cometary molecular
emissions and some differences on the ﬂux distribution between the
spectra.
The dust color indicates trends in the wavelength dependence of the
light scattered by the dust. Traditionally the color of cometary dust was
determined through measurements of the comet magnitude m in two
different continuum ﬁlters. This color was a unitless characteristic
expressed as the logarithm of the ratio of intensities in two ﬁlters.
Although this deﬁnition is still used, spectrophotometry of comets
resulted in the deﬁnition of color as the spectral gradient of reﬂectivity,
usually measured in % per 1000 Å with an indication of the range of
wavelength it was measured in.
From Fig. 1b, one can see that there is a nonlinear increase with the
wavelength of the scattering efﬁciency in blue and red regions.
The spectral reﬂectance is S(λ) ¼ FcðλÞ/FsðλÞ. Here, FcðλÞ is the
cometary continuum, and FsðλÞ is a scaled spectrum of the Sun. The
normalized reﬂection ability S0 can be described as in Jewitt and Meech
(1986):
S'ðλ1; λ2Þ ¼

dS
dλ

Smean

;

(3)

Fig. 1. The results of processing of the spectrum of comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1: (a) the energy distribution in the comet's spectrum (black line) and the
shifted normalized spectrum of the Sun (gray line); (b) the normalized spectral dependence of the reﬂectivity of dust; (c) the spectrum of the comet (black line) and the
calculated comet's continuum (gray line); (d) the emission component in the comet's spectrum.
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where dS
dλ is the rate of change of the reﬂectivity with respect to wavelength in the region from λ1 to λ2 and Smean is the mean reﬂectivity in the
observed wavelength range:
Smean ¼ N 1

X

Si ðλÞ:

(4)

In Ivanova et al. (2016) we determined the S0(λ1; λ2) for the most
typical spectral regions that are deﬁned by the effective wavelengths of
the cometary ﬁlters used for the continuum registration [BC (4430 Å),
GC (5260 Å) and RC (6840 Å)], see (Farnham et al., 2000) as 11.4 
2.3%per 103 Å for the range 4430–5260 Å, 17.9  5.6% per 103 Å for the
range 5260–6840 Å and 14.8  4.8% per 103 Å for the range 4430–6840
Å. The values obtained for the normalized spectral gradient for ranges
4430–5260 Å and 5260–6840 Å are comparable within the error bars to
the redder wavelength region. This result does not allow an
unambiguous conclusion about the normalized spectral gradient
behavior with increasing wavelength.
Now we observed comet in spectral region 3300–5700 Å, therefore
unfortunately we cannot use RC. But because we used the SOAR
Goodman spectrograph blue camera, now we add UC (3448 Å) measurements. So we obtained the following results for the normalized
spectral gradient: 14.59  0.04% per 103 Å for spectral range
3448–4450 Å, 10.43  0.07% per 103 Å for spectral range 4450–5260 Å,
12.69  0.06% per 103 Å for spectral range 3448–5260 Å.
Like Ivanova et al. (2016) we made identiﬁcation in the spectra of
comet SW1. The SOAR Goodman spectrograph blue camera enabled us to
investigate shorter wavelengths of the spectrum, which is usually highly
noisy. The linear spectrum of the comet is shown in Fig. 2. An identiﬁcation of the spectra details was made by means of comparison with
laboratory and calculated molecular spectra in the same spectral region.
The strongest features which extend along the whole observed spectral window are the comet-tail bands of COþ (Arpigny, 1964). Like in our
previous investigation of Ivanova et al. (2016) the lines (2,0), (3,0),
(2,0),(1,0), (5,1), (3,1), (2,1), (4,2), (3,2), (0,0), and (1, 1) of the
vibrational transitions of COþ (A2Π-X2Σ) band system are clearly seen in
Fig. 2. Additionally we have identiﬁed (6,0), (5,0) the vibrational
transitions of COþ (A2Π-X2Σ) band system too. Two weak bands, (0, 1)
and (1, 2), which belong to the (B2Σ-A2Π) system (Baldet & Johnson) of
the COþ

Discussions
Our previous result (Ivanova et al., 2016) does not allow an unambiguous conclusion about the normalized spectral gradient behavior with
increasing wavelength. Now we can state that in the range 3448–5260 Å,
the spectral gradient decreases (see Fig. 3).
But there is an unusual behavior in the dust spectrum of the comet
SW1. As can be seen in Fig. 1b, the dust spectrum shows a broad bump
around 3900 Å, which is quite strange when we compare it with our
previous study (Ivanova et al., 2016). Some authors ((Churyumov and
Kleshchonok, 1999; Luk'yanyk et al., 2002; Picazzio et al., 2014))
consider that this behavior of the dust spectrum is associated with the
luminescence caused by the presence of organic matter in comets. The
luminescent continuum may be the agent responsible for the large bump
around 3900 Å.
However, there is another possibility to explain this behavior of the
dust reﬂectivity. Usually the reddening slope decreases towards the nearinfrared (Jewitt and Meech, 1986; Kolokolova et al., 2004). But some
local variations of colors have been observed in comae. The color depends on the size distribution of the grains and aggregates and their
refractive indices, mainly for grains larger than the wavelength. For
instance, the jets of the comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) were less red than
the background. It is possible that this effect was caused by the dust
particle size less than one micron (Furusho et al., 1999). Comet C/1999
S4 (LINEAR) showed bluer color while the small dust grain were detected
just after the beginning of its nucleus disruption (Hadamcik and

ion, are detected as well. The N2þ(0, 0) band of the (B2Σ-X2Σ) electronic
system is shown too.
Also the [N2þ]/[COþ] ratio is estimated by us like in Ivanova et al.
(2016). We used integrated intensities of the COþ(2, 0) and N2þ(0, 0)
bands and the excitation factors of 7.0  102 photons⋅s1⋅mol1 for the
N2þ(0, 0) band (Lutz et al., 1993, 0000) and 3.55  103 photons⋅s1⋅mol1 for the COþ(2, 0) band (Lutz et al., 1993, 0000; Magnani &
A'Hearn, 1986). If only (2, 0) band column density of COþ is used, then
[N2þ]/[COþ] should be equal to 0.01. This is the upper limit because
COþ(5,1) bands show double peaks, and the second peak coincides with
N2þ band. In Ivanova et al. (2016) we estimated the available contamination of N2þ by COþ(5,1). This contamination is only 19%.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the results obtained in our different works. Vertical lines
denote the central wavelength of the corresponding continuum HB ﬁlter
(Farnham et al., 2000). S0 is the normalized reﬂection ability.  - this work (the
error bars are smaller than the symbols); △ - from Ivanova et al. (2016).

Fig. 2. Molecular emissions identiﬁed in the observed spectrum of comet SW1. Calculated spectra of the identiﬁed species are displayed at the bottom of the ﬁgure
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Levasseur-Regourd, 2003). Small-size dust grains (water ice crystals, for
instance) can be responsible for such a color. The rather transparent dust
grains (water ice crystals, some silicates, or unaltered organic molecules)
can be responsible for bluer color of the comet (Kiselev et al., 2004;
Hadamcik and Levasseur-Regourd, 2009; Zubko et al., 2011, 2012;
Hadamcik et al., 2014). The four comets investigated by Lamy et al.
(2011) displayed blue photometric color. Finally, it is worth noting the
recent Rosetta measurements of the color of dust in comet 67P/Churyumov Gerasimenko (Cremonese et al., 2016), in which 16 out of 70
individual dust grains detected in the vicinity of the nucleus have blue
photometric color. Thereby the measured color change in the neighborhood of 3900 Å may indicate a difference in the dust size distribution
(for example, with smaller grains more abundant) or to change chemical
composition of dust grains. The authors are inclined to accept the second
possibility.
We have clariﬁed the value of spectral gradient for 5260 Åand now
we can say that the normalized spectral gradient increases with the
wavelength in the red region. The difference in the values of the spectral
gradients for 5260 Åcan be caused by the existence of the broad bump
around 3900 Å. We found that the mean value of the normalized spectral
gradient for SW1 is 12.69  0.06% per 103 Å for spectral range 3448–
5260 Å and 14.8  4.8% per 103 Å for the range 4430–6840 Å. For ﬁve
Jupiter-family comets, the average value is 19% per 103 Å(Hadamcik and
Levasseur-Regourd, 2009). We have calculated (Ivanova et al., 2016) the
average value of the normalized spectral gradient for Centaurs (in Table
5 from Peixinho et al. (2015)). The value of the normalized spectral
gradient for the Centaurs is 21.3  1.4 per 103 Å.
Knowledge of the nitrogen content of comets is important for an
understanding of conditions in the early solar nebula. Lewis and Prinn
(1980) showed that conditions in the early solar nebula were such that
the dominant equilibrium species of carbon, oxygen and nitrogen should
be N2, CO, and H2O.
It is expected that the most abundant species in the protoplanetary
nebula (together with water ice) were CO and CO2 ices (Meech and
Svoren, 2004). The transitions of the COþ molecule identiﬁed in this
work conﬁrm this conclusion. According to Capria et al. (2000a, b) volatiles species can exist in the comet nuclei in the form of ices, as well as
in the form of gaseous inclusions in amorphous water ice cells. CO sublimation begins at about 25 K (at large distances), while CO gas release
from water ice cells begins at temperatures more than 100 K (Prialnik et
al., 1995), i.e. at distances closer to the Sun.
N2 molecule is rather inertious one, and therefore it is suitable to
study nitrogen chemistry of comets, although observation of N2 bands is
a difﬁcult task. As a result N2 was detected only in some comets. For
example, Cochran et al. (2000) report about non-detection of N2 and
clear detection of CO. They derived upper limits of N2/CO ratio of
3.0⋅104 and 0.7 to 1⋅104 for 122P/1995 S1 (de Vico) and C/1995 O1
(Hale-Bopp), respectively. The N2/CO ratio is almost equal to the
N2þ/COþ ratio. These upper limits, compared to the NH3 and CO abundances relative to water measured in comets, correspond to a very low
abundance of N2 in cometary ice. In comet C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp), the
N2/NH3 ratio is less than 0.001. Comparing with laboratory experiments
on the deposition of various gases along with H2O amorphous ice Bar-Nun et al. (1988) and Cochran et al. (2000) concluded that N2/CO is
strongly depleted in these two comets. On the other hand, the N2
depletion does not appear so great in other comets in which N2 was
possibly detected (see Table 3 from Cochran et al., 2000). Cochran et al.
(2000) discussed the results obtained in comets 122P/1995 S1 (de Vico)
and C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) and presented various arguments or speculations explaining the nitrogen depletion. They concluded that either a
mechanism must be found to deplete the N2 abundance in cometary ices
after the formation of comets, or we have to understand how cometary
icy grains depleted in N2 may originate from a presolar cloud in which N2
is currently estimated, according to the most chemical models of the
interstellar medium, to be more abundant than NH3. However, Charnley

Fig. 4. Estimates of N2þ(0,0)/COþ(4,0) for different comets. a - is semi-major
axis;  - 29P/SW1 (this work and Ivanova et al., 2016; we converted the intensity ratios by using the relationship I(4, 0) ¼ 0.6  I(2, 0), where I(4, 0) is the
intensity of the (4,0) band, I(2, 0) is the intensity of the (2,0) band, and the
factor is taken from Table 4 of Magnani & A'Hearn 1986);  - from table 3 of
Cochran et al., (2000); þ - from Cochran (2002) and Cochran et al., 2000.

& Rodgers (2002) showed that it is possible that much of the available
nitrogen in the presolar cloud was in the form of atomic nitrogen N, and
that its contribution to the formation of NH3 ice was more signiﬁcant than
to the formation of N2 molecule. This circumstance can explain the
apparent deﬁciency of N2 seen in comets. Cochran (2002) searched for
the N2þ bands in the high-resolution spectra of the comet C/2002 C1
(Ikeya-Zhang), but they didn't ﬁnd them. So, considering these arguments the authors set the upper limit of N2þ/COþ ratio as 5.4⋅104. A
possible explanation for the strong depletion of N2 molecule is the fact
that this molecule persistently forms clathrate hydrates. On the other
hand, ROSINA (Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion and Neutral Analysis) detected molecular nitrogen in the nucleus of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko (Rubin et al., 2015). But it must be marked that the
ratio of species seen in the gas phase is not necessarily representative of
the ratio of the ices in the nucleus. However, CO and N2 are not strong
reactive with other species. And Bar-Nun et al. (1988) showed that CO
and N2 should be released in the same proportion as they exist in the ices.
Possible mechanisms of ionization of the parent CO molecule in cometary
coma at large heliocentric distance are not fully understood, also.
We detect both N2þ and COþ. We compare our estimate of N2þ/COþ
ratio with estimates by other authors and show the results in Fig. 4.
Cochran and McKay (2018) observed comet C/2016 R2 (Pan-STARRS) in
November and December 2017. This comet has an orbital period of
20550 years and semi-major axis of 1500 au. Although this comet
came from the Oort cloud it was not considered as a dynamically new
comet. Comet C/2016 R2 (Pan-STARRS) showed an unusual optical
spectrum with strong COþ and N2þ emissions. The N2þ detection was
unequivocally cometary and was one of the strongest bands of N2þ
detected in a comet spectrum. The N2þ/COþ ratio is 0.15, the highest such
ratio reported for a comet.
As can be seen from Fig. 4 that the comets represent a variety of
dynamical types. There are Oort cloud comets and the Kuiper Belt comets,
long period and short period comets, dynamically new comets but there is
no clear trend of the magnitude of the ratio N2/CO with dynamical type.
The same conclusion was reached by the authors Cochran and McKay
(2018). Although (Owen and Bar-Nun, 1995) showed that for
dynamically new comets this ratio would be higher. It should be said that
they showed that ices incorporated into comets at around 50K would have
N2/CO 0.06. We detected numerous lines of COþ as well as the N2þ(0,0)
line of the B2Σ-X2Σ) system, suggesting that the
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comet was formed in a low temperature (about 25 K) environment
and we determined the ratio [N2þ]/[COþ] as 0.01.
Conclusions
1. Spectral dependence of the light scattering by the cometary dust is
obtained from the spectral observations of the comet SW1. The mean
value of the normalized spectral gradient is 12.690.06 for spectral
range 3448–5260 Å.
2. We detected numerous lines of COþ as well as the N2þ(0, 0) line of the
(B2Σ-X2Σ) system, suggesting that the comet was formed in a low
temperature (about 25 K) environment.
3. Additionally we have identiﬁed (6,0), (5,0) of the vibrational transitions of COþ (A2Π-X2Σ) band system also.
4. The value of [N2þ]/[COþ] is equal to 0.01 for comet SW1.
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ABSTRACT

Comet-centaur 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 was observed in CO+ emission and contin-uum during 2007–2009 using the
6-m Big Telescope Alt-azimuth at the Special Astrophysical Observatory of the Russian Academy of Sciences. We analysed
the morphology of the CO+ and dust coma. The distributions of dust and CO+ ions in the coma are not similar and vary
depending on the level of comet activity. CO+ ions are more concentrated towards the nucleus than the dust continuum. The
column density of the CO+ was derived and found to vary from 3.7 × 109 to 4.3 × 1010 ions cm–2. The production rate of
CO+ was estimated to be from (7.01 ± 2.7) × 1024 to (1.15 ± 0.5) × 1026 ions s–1. We discuss possible mechanisms for
the ionization of cometary material and show that impact ionization by solar wind particles is probably the main ionization
mechanism at large heliocentric distances.
Key words: MHD – methods: data analysis – methods: observational – techniques: photomet-ric – comets: general – comets:
individual: 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1.

INTRODUCTION
Comet 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 (hereafter, 29P) was detected near Jupiter in 1927 November by Arnold Schwassmann and
Arno Arthur Wachmann (http://cometography.com/pcomets/029p.
html). The approximately circular orbit of the comet (q = 5.72
au; e = 0.044) was formed under the influence of gravitational
perturbations from Jupiter. This comet is related to the Jupiter family
of comets; however, an analysis of the evolution of the comet’s
orbital clones (Neslusan, Tomko & Ivanova 2017) showed that it
might have come to the planetary region from the Oort Cloud.
Furthermore, its low orbital inclination value favours an origin in
the trans-Neptunian belt. Today, this comet is often presented as a
centaur (Jewitt 2009).
Comet 29P is perhaps one of the best known of the few observed
distant comets, which reveal the presence of CO+ ions in their
coma at large distances (more than 4 au) from the Sun (Cochran,
Barker & Cochran 1980; Larson 1980; Cochran, Cochran & Barker
1982; Cochran et al. 1991; Cochran & Cochran 1991; Cook, Desch
& Wyckoff 2005; Korsun, Ivanova & Afanasiev 2008; Korsun et
al. 2014; Ivanova et al. 2016, 2018). CO+ ions have been found

in the comas of comets C/1961 R1 (Humason), 29P, C/1995 O1
Hale-Bopp and C/2002 VQ94 (LINEAR) beyond Jupiter. For 29Р,
episodic outbursts are regularly observed (Trigo-Rodrı́guez et al.
2008). CO+ ions have been detected both in the outbursts and in the
stationary state of the comet. The slow photoionization rate of CO
or CO2 at heliocentric distances greater than 4 au cannot explain
the presence of CO+ in the coma of 29P.
Various physical mechanisms to explain the sources of activity in
distant comets have been considered over the past decades (Wurm &
Rahe 1969; Gringauz et al. 1986; Ip & Axford 1986; Kranskowsky
et al. 1986; Galeev 1988; Ibadov 1988, 1993), as well as possible
ionization sources, including photoionization by solar irradiation,
impact ionization and the exchange of charge with the solar wind,
and electric discharge in the inner coma (see Mendis & Ip 1977;
Huebner & Giguere 1980; Cravens et al. 1987; Edberg et al. 2016).
At present, there is no generally accepted consensus on any one
ionization mechanism, nor on the dominance of any one mechanism.
However, observations indicate that a considerable proportion of
cometary ions are produced in the innermost coma (‘collision
zone’). Owing to the low activity of such comets beyond heliocentric
distances of 4 au, the solar wind flow is unimpeded by collisions
with cometary neutrals and can impact the surface of the nucleus
directly, causing ion-induced sputtering of surface material (Coates
1997). Because the release of cometary material from the surface
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Figure 1. Normalized transmission curves of the CO+ (λ4277/39 Å) and SED537 (λ5309/169 Å) filters superimposed on the observed spectrum of comet
29P taken from Ivanova et al. (2018). Calculated spectra of the identified species are displayed at the bottom of the figure (red denotes CO+ bands).

by sputtering is almost proportional to the concentration of the
components, this can be used to derive the composition of the
nucleus. As the comet approaches the Sun, its coma becomes dense
enough that the solar wind is absorbed above the surface, and the
sputtering ions disappear (Nilsson et al. 2015; Wurz et al. 2015). The
effects of ionization from the surface by sputtering are known from
the direct observations of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko by
Rosetta (Wurz et al. 2015) and from observations in the vicinity of
objects without any atmosphere: lunar ions sputtered directly from
the surface are regularly observed in the solar wind as pickup ions
(Hilchenbach et al. 1993; Halekas et al. 2012; Harada et al. 2015).
We provide an analysis of the maps of the column density of CO+
ions and the dust coma in comet 29P obtained during observations
from 2007 to 2011. We also propose a physical mechanism to
explain the observed ionization of CO in the coma of this comet. The
paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the observations
and data processing. Section 3 introduces a description of the solar
wind model used and an analysis of the correlation of the CO+
pickup ion flux with the modelled solar wind proton flux. Section 4
describes and discusses the results.

O B S E R VAT I O N S A N D D ATA R E D U C T I O N
Comet 29P was observed photometrically using the 6-m Big
Telescope Alt-azimuth (BTA) with the multimode focal reducer
Spectral Camera with Optical Reducer for Photometrical and
Interferometrical Observations (SCORPIO) (Afanasiev & Moiseev
2011) at the Special Astrophysical Observatory (SAO, Russia).
In order to track the motion of the comet precisely, we used an
offset guiding during our observations. The detector was the CCD
chip (EEV 42–40) of 2048 × 2048 pixels (with a pixel scale of
0.18 arcsec pixel−1 ). The matrix provides a field of view of 6.1
arcmin × 6.1 arcmin. In order to obtain a higher signal-to-noise
ratio for weak cometary structures, all the obtained images were
binned into 2 pixels. This procedure was carried out before reducing
and analysing the data.
The comet was observed through the narrow-band CO+
(λ4277/39 Å) and the middle-band filters SED537 (λ5309/169 Å).
We also carried out twilight-sky observations with the same filters
in order to make flat-field corrections. The images of reference
stars BD+75d325, BD+33d2642, GD108 and Feige 34 obtained on
different nights were used to provide photometric calibration. The
transmission curves of the CO+ and SED537 filters superimposed

on the observed spectrum of comet 29P (Ivanova et al. 2018) are
shown in Fig. 1.
The observations were processed using the software designed
at the SAO RAS based on Interactive Data Language (IDL). The
procedure consists of basic bias subtraction, flat-fielding, and the
removal of traces of cosmic rays. We subtracted the background
in each frame before stacking the images (to produce a combined
image) to reduce the background spatial distribution perturbations.
The sky background was estimated using the frame parts that were
free from the cometary coma and background star contamination
by constructing the counts histogram in the image. We selected the
count corresponding to the maximum of the histogram as being the
sky subtracted from the image. We aligned the resulting individual
composite frames that had been sky-subtracted and flat-fielded to
each other using the main brightness peaks in the coma; the peaks
were obtained from the coma isophots.
We stacked the photometric images obtained in the same filter
together and built the intensity maps. The seeing was conditional on
atmospheric turbulence and instrumental optics and was constantly
equal to about 1.7–1.9 arcsec. More details of the processing of the
photometric observations are given in Korsun et al. (2008), Ivanova,
Korsun & Afanasiev (2009), Ivanova et al. (2016) and Rosenbush
et al. (2017).
The spectroscopic observations presented in Fig. 1 were obtained with the 1.6-m telescope of the National Laboratory for
Astrophysics (Brazil) on 2011 May 31 (Ivanova et al. 2018). The
instrumental setup and data processing are presented in detail in
Cavichia, Costa & Maciel (2010) and Ivanova et al. (2016).
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of our observations: the
date of observation (the mid-cycle time, UT date), the geocentric
() and heliocentric (r) distances, the phase angle of the comet (α),
the position angle of the extended Sun–comet radius vector (ϕ), the
filter (photometry) and grid (spectroscopy), the total exposure time
during the night (Texp ), and the mode of the observation.

MORPHOLOGY OF THE COMA
As can be seen in Fig. 1, the λ4277/39 Å filter transmits the
radiation of CO+ ions and the continuum, whereas the transmitted
radiation flux through the λ5309/169 Å filter may truly be
considered as the continuum, without CO+ ions. Thus, to derive the
pure ion image, we subtracted the composite image of the
continuum that was obtained in the SED537 filter from the
combined CO+ image, controlling the particular light transmission
of each filter and various continuum
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Table 1. Log of the observations of comet 29P/Schwassman–Wachmann 1.
UT date

r [au]

 [au]

α [◦ ]

ϕ [◦ ]

Filter/grid

Texp [s]

Mode

2007 November 8.107
2007 November 8.119
2007 November 11.049
2007 November 11.047
2007 November 18.066
2007 November 18.111
2008 December 4.021
2008 December 4.018
2009 March 29.796
2009 March 29.808
2009 December 26.987
2009 December 26.991
2011 May 31.89

5.96
5.96
5.96
5.96
5.96
5.96
6.08
6.08
6.11
6.11
6.18
6.18
6.25

5.29
5.29
5.26
5.26
5.19
5.19
5.40
5.40
5.80
5.80
5.53
5.53
6.14

7.4
7.4
7.1
7.1
6.2
6.2
7.1
7.1
9.1
9.1
7.2
7.2
9.3

266
266
266
266
263
263
280
280
100
100
290
290
112

CO+
SED537
CO+
SED537
CO+
SED537
CO+
SED537
CO+
SED537
CO+
SED537
300 l/mm

1200
600
1200
600
2100
600
1500
500
1200
600
1200
800
2400

Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Image
Spectral

levels. We used values of reddening obtained from the spectral
observations of comet 29P presented by Korsun et al. (2008) and
Ivanova et al. (2016, 2018). The images of the comet in the two
filters were centred using the central isophotes, which was closest
to the maximum brightness of the comet. The panels on the left of
Fig. 2 present the intensity maps of the isolated CO+ coma after
subtraction of the continuum intensity from the observed intensity
in the CO+ band, and the panels on the right present the images of
the dust coma of comet 29P.
The isolated CO+ coma is clearly observed on all the dates of
observation presented here (see Fig. 2): it is compact, asymmetric
relative to the optocentre, and always elongated in the sunward
direction, although this elongation does not coincide exactly with
the direction to the Sun. The CO+ coma observed on 2007
November 8 was only slightly elongated in the sunward direction,
while on 2008 December 4 the comet had a very compact and
strongly elongated CO+ coma in the solar hemisphere to at least
60 000 km. On 2009 March 29, the comet had a small asymmetric
coma with strong sunward elongation. In contrast to the CO+ coma,
the dust coma, formed by sunlight scattered from dust particles, was
more extended and sufficiently symmetric. The cometary coma was
changing until the end of 2009: the 29P activity decreased and the
dust coma became more compact. The CO+ coma did not change
appreciably during this period; it just had a weak elongation along
the sunward direction.
Because we know the column density N(CO+ ) across the projected comet tail and the velocity of ion flow projected on to the sky
plane, we can roughly estimate the CO+ production rate Q(CO+ )
in the comet, according to the technique presented in Jockers et
al. (1992). In order to do this, we transformed the ion intensity
image into a column density image using the g-factor given by
Lutz, Womack & Wagner (1993). Table 2 presents values of the
column densities of CO+ in ions per centimetre squared, calculated
for a cometocentric distance of ∼20 000 km. The value of the ion
flow velocity is the most uncertain parameter in the estimation of
the CO+ production rate (Jockers et al. 1992). We calculated this
parameter based on formulae derived by Jockers & Bonev (1997).
The results are presented in Table 2.
SOLAR WIND PARAMETERS
Because the effects of ionization from the surface by sputtering
by the solar wind-charged particles are supposed to be important
(or even to dominate) as the ionization mechanism for the comet
at a heliocentric distance about 6 au, we analysed the solar wind

parameters in the vicinity of the comet and compared the solar wind
particle flux with the observed density of the CO+ coma, taking into
account that the material released from the surface by sputtering is
almost proportional to the flux. Direct in situ measurements of
the solar wind parameters in the vicinity of the cometary nucleus
are not available, so we used the numerical time-dependent threedimensional magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) model of the solar wind
parameters in the heliosphere (ENLIL) provided by the NASA
Community Coordinated Modelling Center (CCMC). The model
is based on the numerical solution of the equations for plasma mass
density, momentum and energy density, and the magnetic field in
the MHD approximation (Odstrcil 2003; Odstrcil, Riley & Zhao
2004). For our purposes, it is important that the model covers ± 60◦
in latitude, because the comet location was out of the ecliptic plane.
The model has a 360◦ coverage in azimuth.
As can be seen from Table 2, three values of the CO+ production
rate were estimated during 2007 November (the 8, 11 and 18 of
November 2007), that is, during a single Carrington rotation of
the Sun (the Carrington rotation number is 2063), which provides
a unique opportunity to proceed the dynamics of the solar wind
parameters and the corresponding CO+ production changes. The
snapshot of the solar wind density (Nsun ) normalized to the heliocentric distance (r, in au) as Nsun r2 is shown in Fig. 3(a). The period
of time processed had a quiet level of Sun activity and included
only one significant density enhancement, to Nsun r2 ∼ 35–40 cm–3
(with a background level of ∼1–3 cm–3 ). A comparison of the
model with direct measurements at 1 au distance by the STEREOA, -B and Wind spacecrafts (Fig. 3(b–d)) demonstrates a relatively
good agreement with the averaged solar wind parameters for this
enhancement (detected by all three spacecrafts) passing through the
Earth on 2007 October 23–25, thus providing local verification of
the model run results. This density enhancement then propagated
with the average velocity of the solar wind (∼380–430 km s–1 ).
The dynamics of the normalized density of the solar wind
during 2007 November (from the ENLIL model calculation) in the
vicinity of 29P are presented in Fig. 4. The density enhancement
(localized azimuthally and radially) was passed through the comet
during November 14–19 (Fig. 4a). During the calculated interval
(from November 7 to November 16), the normalized density was
continuously increasing. The CO+ pickup ion flux exhibited a
corresponding increase from November 7 to November 18, in
agreement with the dynamics of the solar wind flux.
We provide the numerical calculations of the solar wind flux
in the vicinity of the solar wind flux in the vicinity of 29P
based on the ENLIL model runs for the dates from Table 2, and
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Figure 2. Isolated CO+ (a, c, e, g) and dust (b, d, f, h) coma of comet 29P derived from observations on November 8, 2007, December 4, 2008, March
29, 2009 and December 26, 2009. All images are scaled to erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1 . The values near the white contours, corresponding to the column density at a
cometocentric distance about 20 000 km, are presented in Table 2. The sunward (), north (N) and east (E) directions, and the cometary motion vector (V) are
shown.
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Table 2. CO+ production rate in comet 29P/Schwassman–Wachmann 1.

UT date
2007 November 8.107
2007 November 11.049
2007 November 18.066
2008 December 4.021
2009 March 29.796
2009 December 26.987
2011 May 31.89
a From

r [au][
5.96
5.96
5.96
6.08
6.11
6.18
6.25

 [au]
5.29
5.26
5.19
5.40
5.80
5.53
6.14

α [◦ ]
7.4
7.1
6.2
7.1
9.1
7.2
9.3

ϕ [◦ ]

N(CO+ ) [ions cm–2 ]

Q(CO+ ) [ions s–1 ]

Mode

266
266
263
280
100
290
112

1.60 ×
2.12 × 1010
2.84 × 1010
4.23 × 1010
4.78 × 109
3.75 × 109
1.11 × 1010

2.49 ± 0.7 ×
3.35 ± 0.9 × 1025
3.94 ± 1.1 × 1025
1.15 ± 0.5 × 1026
1.99 ± 0.9 × 1025
7.01 ± 2.7 × 1024
2.01 ± 0.6 × 1025

Image
Image
Imagea
Image
Image
Image
Spectra

1010

1025

Ivanova et al. (2009)

Figure 3 (a) The normalized (multiplied by r2 in au) solar wind ion density in the vicinity of the ecliptic plane on 2007 November 18 obtained from the ENLIL
model. The locations of the Earth and comet 29P are indicated. Panels (b, c, d) present the solar wind density at the Earth’s orbit from the plasma measurements
aboard (b) WIND, (c) STEREO-A and (d) STEREO-B (red curves). The blue curves show the values obtained from the ENLIL model calculation.

Figure 4. (a) The normalized solar wind flux dynamics at the comet 29P orbit. The dates of the CO+ observations are indicated by the horizontal dashed lines.
The 29P location is marked by the dashed white curve. Panels (b) and (c) present the dynamics of the solar wind velocity and flux in a vicinity of the comet
(the profile of the comet trace from panel (a)). The dates of the CO+ observations are indicated by the red dashed lines.
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Figure 5. (a) The effect of the solar wind proton flux on the CO+ pickup ion flux in the vicinity of comet 29P. (b) The value of the mean UV irradiance during
the period of the observations.

the correspondence to the CO+ production rate of the comet is
presented in Fig. 5(a). The almost linear dependence indicates that
the sputtering ionization, which is supposed to be proportional to the
particle flux, is probably the most efficient ionization mechanism
for comets at large heliocentric distances (∼6 au for 29P). Fig. 5(b)
presents the daily mean UV irradiance level on the CO+ production
rate and shows that there is no clear dependence.
CONCLUSIONS
Our main results can be summarized as follows:

1. CO+ ions were detected in the coma of comet-centaur
29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 in the set of seven observation
sessions (obtained with the 6-m BTA at the SAO RAS) sampled
from 2007 to 2011, and the CO+ maps were obtained.
2. The column densities of CO+ were derived to be from
3.75 × 109 to 4.23 × 1010 ions cm−2 (for the different sessions
of observations).
3. We have estimated the CO+ production rate to be in the range
from 7.01 × 1024 to 1.15 × 1026 ions s−1 .
4. Processing the solar wind parameters (calculations based on
the NASA CCMC ENLIL solar wind model) provided a close
to linear dependence of the ionization rate on the solar wind ion
flux.
5. The linear dependence of the ionization rate and the solar wind
ion flux suggests that impact ionization by solar wind particles is
the main ionization mechanism at large heliocentric distances.
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A B ST RAC T

We report photometric observations of c omet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 made on August 12, 2016 with the b road-band B, V, R a nd I f ilters a nd the
SOAR 4 .1-meter telescope (Chile). We f ind the c omet a ctive a t that time. E nhanced i mages obtained i n a ll f ilters reveal three radial f eatures i n the 29P/
Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 c oma, regardless of the i mage-processing a lgorithm. Using a h igh-resolution spectrum of c omet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1
reported b y I vanova e t a l. (2018) on the same d ate, we e stimate the relative c on-tribution of the g aseous e mission a nd the c ontinuum to the total response
measured with our b roadband B a nd V f ilters. The g aseous-emission c ontribution a ppears to b e v ery small, 2.5%. We c ompute the d ust production Afρ in 29P/
Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 f or the f our f ilters a nd f ind i ts g rowth with the wavelength, f rom 3 ,393 ± 93 c m i n the B f ilter to 8,561 ± 236 c m i n the I
filter. We model the c olor slope of d ust i n Comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 u sing a gglomerated d ebris particles. S imultaneous a nalysis of the c olor slope
in the B–R a nd R–I pairs suggests a single d ominant c hemical species of 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 d ust particles c onsisting of F e–Mg silicates a nd
obeying a power-law size d istribution with i ndex n ≈ 2.55. This c onclusion i s c onsistent with the previous thermal-emission study of 29P/SchwassmannWachmann 1.

Introduction

Cometary dust includes remnants of primordial material from the
zone of comet formation in addition to processed dust. In this sense, the
centaur Comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (hereafter 29P) is unique. Although this comet belongs to the Jupiter family of comets, an
investigation based on an analysis of the dynamical evolution of the
comet (Neslus̆an et al., 2017) based on orbital clones implies that the
comet might have come to the planetary region from the Oort cloud,
although its low orbital inclination does favour its origin in the transNeptunian belt. 29P presumably changed during its residence in the
inner Solar System and its surface can no longer be regarded as

primordial. Analysis of Spitzer observations (Stansberry et al., 2004;
Kelley and Wooden, 2009) also shows that 29P is one out of many
known comets, which contains a material that formed in a region hotter
than that where cometary nuclei usually form. Dynamical evidence
suggests that all Jupiter-family comets came to the inner Solar System
from the trans-Neptunian region (e.g. Duncan et al., 2004), but the
precise origin location is unknown. Dynamical and compositional studies of this comet are important, because they address this problem
(A’Hearn, 2012). In addition the chemical composition investigation
may help to understand why 29P, a comet in a nearly circular orbit at
approximately 6 AU, beyond the sublimation zone of water, is continuously active and exhibits frequent bursts.
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In this work, we analyze the color of 29P in order to obtain information about the chemical composition of its coma. We managed to
organize observations of comet 29P to a sole epoch, 2016-08-12. As a
consequence, our conclusion on chemical composition of its coma must
be considered only with regard to this epoch. It is known that the color
in comets could be the subject of fast and dramatic variations (e.g.,
Ivanova, 2017). This feature is still poorly addressed in the literature.
Observations of comets are often time limited, and, as a consequence,
observational data correspond typically to rare and random epochs.
One of the most systematic surveys spanning a time period of nearly
5 year was conducted on C/1995 O1 (Hale-Bopp) (Weiler et al., 2003);
the analysis of its color revealed short-term variations with a scale of a
few days. These variations can be seen, for instance, on the bottom
panel in Fig. 3 of Weiler et al. (2003) at the heliocentric distances of
−4.6 AU, −2.86 AU, and +3.78 AU. Note that although this phenomenon can be clearly seen in Fig. 3 of the paper by
Weiler et al. (2003), it did not draw much attention of the authors.
Interestingly, such variations did not correspond with the heliocentric
distance of the comet. A recent study of Comet C/2013 A1 (Siding
Spring) with the Hubble Space Telescope also demonstrated that the
color slope could vary by a factor of about two over a period of a few
months (Li et al., 2014). Nevertheless, unlike in the case of Comet HaleBopp, the color of Comet Siding Spring remained red throughout all
three epochs of observation.
To date, we accomplished quantitative analysis of various comets
(e.g., Zubko 2011; 2014; 2015; 2016; Ivanova, 2017). Prior to this
work, we found a chemically homogeneous coma only in one comet,
17P/Holmes (Zubko, 2011); whereas, in all other cases, the phase
curves are consistent with at least two different refractory components
of the coma.

Table 1
Log of the observations of comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1.
p

2016 August 12.192
2016 August 12.207
2016 August 12.240

a
,s

300
200
100

Iin (x , y)
Iaziave ( )
ij Iin (x , y )

Iaziave ( ) =

Photometric observations of comet 29P were made with Goodman
Imaging/Spectrograph on SOAR 4.1-m telescope (Cerro Pachón, Chile)
during August 12, 2016. The heliocentric and geocentric distances of
the comet was r = 5.913 AU and Δ = 5.016 AU, respectively (see
Table 1). The phase angle of the comet was 5.1°. In imaging mode, the
plate scale is 0.15 arcsec/pixel and the field of view is 7.74 arcmin in
diameter (3096 × 3096 unbinned pixels). We used binning in 2 × 2.
The photometry was done with Bessel BVRI filters. In order to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio for image analysis, we co-added the images
obtained for each filter. To perform an absolute flux calibration of the
comet images three field stars from APASS catalog for the photometric
reference AAVSO (https://www.aavso.org/apass) were used. The
seeing was stable during the night, with a mean value of 0.8′′ FWHM.
We processed data using the IDL software, which included basic bias
subtraction, flat-field correction, and removal of cosmic ray traces. The
twilight sky was used to provide flat-field corrections. The sky background level was estimated from a frame free from the cometary coma
and bright stars. The combination of all images was done using the
central isophote. For quantitative investigations of morphological features in cometary coma, the stars in the vicinity of the comet were
removed by the two-dimensional approximation method.

Tex-

Usually comet 29P presents outburst activity (Berman and Whipple,
1928a; Berman and Whipple, 1928b; Trigo-Rodríguez et al., 2010;
Ivanova et al., 2016). Jean-Francois Soulier photographed yet another
29P eruption on July 28, 2016 (Soulier, 2018). R. Miles (private communication) has indicated to us that he also saw an outburst near that
time, observing around July 27.75 with an outburst amplitude of
3.30 mag. Miles also communicated to us that he saw a smaller outburst
of amplitude 0.45 mag from observing around August 16.50. Our observations were made during August 12, so in between these two observing times. As the behavior of comet 29P is unique, the outburst
status on August 12, is uncertain.
For all data obtained using BVRI filters, we applied an enhancement
technique to highlight low-contrast structures in the cometary coma.
We used a rotational gradient method (Larson and Sekanina, 1984),
division by azimuthal average and azimuthal renormalization filtering
(Samarasinha and Larson, 2014; Martin et al., 2015). Before applying
the filtering, we removed all field stars near the nucleus and coma in
every image.
Larson–Sekanina filter. This is one of the most applied filters to study
cometary morphology used for the first time by Larson and
Sekanina (1984). After filtering, the resulting images lose all possible
photometric information, but will reveal hidden variations of brightness inside the coma.
Division by azimuthal average. In the case of gas species and for nonspherically symmetric outflows, the azimuthally averaged profile will
generate a more representative background. The division by azimuthal
average is expressed by Samarasinha and Larson (2014) and
Martin et al. (2015) as

Iout (x , y ) =

Observation and reduction

Date, U

Coma morphology

Number of frames

Filters

8
8
5

B
V
R

2

=

x2

+

n

y2

= x j2 + yj2 ,

(1)

where Iout(x,y) and Iin(x,y) are, respectively, output and input pixel
values, x, y, xj, yj are rectangular coordinates centered at the nucleus, ρ
is cometocentric distance projected in the sky plane.
Azimuthal renormalization. The renormalization is carried out in such
a way to guarantee that post enhancement the respective minimum and
maximum pixel values are imin and imax for all ρ. Generally, imin is
chosen to be zero. We use a clipping algorithm to exclude outlier pixel
values due to bright stars, cosmic rays, dead pixels, etc. The azimuthal
renormalization is expressed by Samarasinha and Larson (2014) and
Martin et al. (2015) as

Iout (x , y ) = imin + (imax

imin)

Iin (x , y )
Imax (xi , yj , )

Imin (x i , yj , )
Imin (xi , yj , )

(2)

Imin (xi, yj, ρ) and Imax (xi, yj, ρ) are, respectively, the minimum and
maximum pixel values for a given ρ in the original image and ρ, x, y, xi,
and yj are related by Eq. (1).
More detailed information about the different enhancement techniques available are presented in http://www.psi.edu/research/
cometimen. Earlier this technique was used to pick out structures in
several comets with good results (Manzini et al., 2007; Ivanova et al.,
2009; Ivanova et al., 2016; Ivanova, 2017; Miles et al., 2016;
Rosenbush et al., 2017). Fig. 1 shows unprocessed and processed
images using various digital filters.
The available observations of comet 29P obtained by
Roemer (1958) and the next apparitions of the comet showed that the
structure of its cometary coma were non-isotropic and time-dependent.
The comet demonstrates outburst activity and the coma is usually
asymmetric in form (Miles et al., 2016).
In all processed images of Fig. 1, three morphological features are
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Fig. 1. Intensity images of comet 29P were obtained with the broad-band filters treated with digital filters: (a) direct image; (b) azimuthally average filter; (c)
azimuthal renormalization filter; and the (d) Larson–Sekanina filter. North, East, sunward, and velocity vector directions are indicated.The white circle with cross
inside correspond to photocenter of comet. The big circles in the fourth row, panel (b) and (c) are artifact from using of digital filters.

seen in all filters at approximately the same orientation. Structures
appear as radial outflow of dust from the nucleus. If we compare the
structures for different filters, we can see them changing shape and
intensity. These changes are probably related to the size and velocity of
the dust particles outflowing from nucleus surface. Based on the classification of structures presented in Farnham (2009), we define these
features as a fan and jets. We note a fan visible in the South–West
quadrant of Fig. 1 pointing toward the Sun. Three jets (marked as 1, 2, 3
in Fig. 1) emanate from the nucleus, but they are narrower and more
sharply defined than the fan. Also we can see in Fig. 1, that the morphology of structures in different filters are non identical. For example
in Filter R, these differences are significant. Probably we see changes of
reflecting dust properties with wavelength. These outflows appear to be

related active areas on the nucleus surface (Senay and Jewitt, 1994),
but in reality, according to the Rosetta observations of comet 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko, there were no such areas found having very
strong and long-lasting activity, which could be associated with jets
observable from the Earth (Lin et al., 2016). Analysis of ground-based
long-term monitoring of comet 29P (Gunnarsson, 2003; Miles et al.,
2016) has shown that such comet asymmetry and fan-shaped comae are
consistent with an initial expansion phase whereby dust grains are accelerated by gas originating from the sublimation of volatile ices.
Visible-wavelength and radio observations confirmed that the comet
contains CO + and N+2 (Cochran and Cochran, 1991; Korsun et al., 2008;
Ivanova et al., 2016; 2018) both of which may lead to its unique behavior since their presence indicates the presence of volatiles species
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that can exist in the comet nuclei in the form of ices, as well as in the
form of gaseous inclusions in amorphous water ice cells.
Hill et al. (2001) argue that comets formed early in nebular history
should be rich in CO, CO2, N2, and amorphous dust. CO sublimation
begins at about 25 K (at large distances), while CO gas release from
water ice cells begins at temperatures more than 100 K (Prialnik et al.,
1995), i.e. at distances closer to the Sun. It should be noted that the
orbital distance of 29P is within the 100 K boundary, but CO sublimation can depend a lot on how heat flows i nto t he i nterior o f the
nucleus.
Observations of CO + and N +2 are important because they are tracers
of their parent molecules. CO is difficult to photoionize at large heliocentric distances (more than 5 AU), so detecting CO + implies probably a
large amount of CO being released in the coma. Senay and
Jewitt (1994) reported that CO emission first detecting at millimeter
wavelengths in comet 29P in amounts significantly higher than the dust
production rate. Carbon monoxide was detected in comet 29P again
with IRAM by Crovisier et al. (1995). Recent ground-based infrared
observations of the comet (Paganini et al., 2013) have confirmed that
CO can be the main driver of the 29P cometary activity.
Other highly volatile components, such as CO2 and N2 may contribute to distant activity of the comet 29P. But as showed in
Cochran et al. (2000) and Iro et al. (2003) N2 does not play a significant
role in activity of comet at large heliocentric distances. Also in the
discussion presented by Womack et al. (2017) the authors conclude that
all available data indicate that CO2 is not likely responsible for most of
the observed activity in 29P.

4. Analysis of photometrical observations

H (1, 0, 0) = R

The magnitude of the coma is determined as following:

mc ( ) =

2.5·lg

Ic ( )
Is ( )

+ mst

2.5· lgP ( )· M ,

indexes and create color maps (Fig. 2) to analyse color variation globally over the comet and its local structures. The errors in the magnitude
measurements vary between 0.01 and 0.03 m.
Fig. 2 shows color maps (B–V), (B–R) and (B–I) of the comet. As well
as in the filtered images, we can see clearly the structure in the color
map.
In the processed color B–I image (in Fig. 2), jet 1 is seen.
To investigate the color trends along different directions, we have
taken cuts through the photometric center of the comets. The cuts along
the solar direction (Sun), perpendicularly to the solar direction, and
along jet are presented in Fig. 3. The near-nucleus area of the comet (up
to approximately 10000 km) has a very red color, on average, 0.8, 1.4
and 2.4 m for B–V, B–R and B–I, respectively. In general, the color of
the coma (B–V and B–R) becomes bluer with increasing distance from
the nucleus suggesting an evolution of the dust particles. One can see
that color of structure presented on color map B–I is different than other
coma. The color of the jet is noticeably bluer than the surrounding
coma. This may indicate that the dust contains smaller particles or/and
has a different (ices?) composition.
We calculate the coma magnitude in a circular aperture centered on
optocenter (Tables 2, 3) and color indexes.
Our analysis shows that the changing colors of the coma are consistent with changing dust properties during an outburst.
Walker (1959), Kiselev and Chernova (1979), and Miles et al. (2016)
have noted that the changing dust colors during and after outbursts
varied from red to blue.
We compute the Afρ (A’Hearn, 1984) parameter, for an analysis of
dust activity (Table 4) and absolute magnitudes of the comet. The reduced magnitude can be computed as

(3)

where mst and mc are, respectively, the integrated magnitude of the
standard and comet, Ic and Is are the measured fluxes of the comet and
star, respectively; P is the sky transparency which depends on the wavelength λ; and ΔM is the difference between the cometary and the
stellar air masses. As we applied the field stars for calibration, the sky
transparency is not considered. The apertures used for the photometry
for star and comet were the same.
Using the calculated magnitude of the coma, we estimate the color

5·log(r· )

· ,

(4)

where r is the heliocentric distance (AU), Δ is the geocentric distance
(AU), α and β are the phase angle during the observations (°) and phase
coefficient for dust (mag/deg) respectively. Lowry et al. (2003) assumed that β would be the same for dust and nuclei, so they just used
0.035 mag/deg value for the active comets in their paper.
Ciarniello et al. (2015) report coefficients that are for nuclei and make
no statements about dust. It looks like the numbers in Ciarniello’s
Table 3 show a median or average value higher than 0.04. We use
β=0.4 mag/deg as a good compromise between the Lowry et al. (2003)
report and the Ciarniello et al. (2015) report. Afρ can be derived from
the calculated photometric magnitude (Mazzotta Epifani et al., 2009)

Fig. 2. Color maps of comet 29P derived on August 12, 2016. The maps are painted according to color indexes in magnitudes, as indicated in the bar at the top of the
images. Arrows point in the direction to the Sun (⊙), North (N), East (E), and velocity vector of the comet as seen on the observers sky plane (V). Map B–V is shown at
left. Map B–R is shown in the middle and Map B–I is shown at the right. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Scans across the actual color map B–V (a), B–R (b) and B–I (c) of comet 29P along the solar (denoted as Sun direction) and perpendicularly to the solar antisolar direction (denoted as ⊥ Sun direction), along the jet (Jet). Positive distance is in the antisolar direction, and negative distance is in the solar direction. Zero point
is at the photometric centre of the comet. Vertical dashed lines show the size of the seeing disk during the observations. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Using the data presented in Fig. 4, we computed the relative contribution of the pure gaseous emission into the total signal within the B
and V filters. We found that in the former case the gaseous emission
(there are numerous lines of CO+ as well as the N+2 (0, 0) line of the
(B2Σ-X2Σ) system) contributes about 2.5% of the total flux; whereas, in
the latter case, it is of only 1%. Although the spectrograph used by
Ivanova et al. (2018) does not allow to do similar analysis as was done
in R and I filters, our computations unambiguously reveal that the
gaseous emission is only a minor contributor to the total flux from 29P
and, therefore, it could be omitted in the analysis. Also there are simply
not as many strong gas emission bands in for R and I bands. Thus the
gaseous emission is only a minor contributor to the total flux from 29P
and, therefore, it could be omitted in the analysis.
In addition to the color index, the color in a comet is also often
characterized with the so-called color slope S′ (e.g., A’Hearn, 1984;
Lamy, 2009; Ivanova, 2017) that is defined as follows:

Table 2
Total magnitudes of the comet 29P.
ρ(arcsec)

mB

1.1
2.2
3.3
6.6

18.32
17.56
17.06
16.26

Af =

mV
±
±
±
±

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

4· rh2· 2·10 0.4·(msun

17.54
16.76
16.29
15.48

mc )

mR
±
±
±
±

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

16.97
16.21
15.74
14.97

mI
±
±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

,

15.91
15.09
14.64
13.87

±
±
±
±

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

(5)

where msun is the Sun magnitude and mc is the magnitude (in the
same filter) in an aperture of radius ρ. We used the following values for
Sun magnitudes: −26.09 (B), −26.74 (V), −27.26 (R) and −27.59 (I).
For 29P the values of Afρ change with cometocentric distance, and the
calculated average value of Afρ lies in the interval from 1.1′′ to 6.6′′,
corresponding to cometocentric distances from 4,001 to 24,010 km,
respectively.
Results suggest that 29P was active during our observations. The Afρ
values are higher than our previous results for the comet, obtained in
2012 (Ivanova et al., 2016). The Afρ values of comet 29P are varying
with time and can change from hundreds to thousands of centimeters in
a few days (Hosek et al., 2013; Trigo-Rodríguez et al., 2010). The
maximum Afρ values (56,000 cm) in the R band were found in the
comet during its outbursts in 2010 (Trigo-Rodríguez et al., 2010).
For an analysis of the observation, it is important to estimate the
relative contribution of the gaseous emission into the measured flux. In
order to do this, we estimate the level of gas emission contamination in
broadband images. One can compute such a ratio from the 29P spectrum reported by Ivanova et al. (2018) for the same epoch with our
present BVRI photometric observations. Fig. 4 shows the continuum
and the emission spectra of 29P (data are adapted from
Ivanova et al. 2018) as well as the transmittance curves of the B and V
filters.

S =

10 0.4
10 0.4

m
m

1
×
+1

20
2

.

(6)

1

Here Δm is the true color index of the comet, i.e., the observed color
reduced by the color of the Sun, and λ1 and λ2 stand for the effective
wavelengths (µm) of the used filters. In Table 5 we present the color
slope S′ measured in percent per 0.1 µm in comet 29P at different
aperture sizes and pairs of filters. Note that the color slope is utilized in
studies of cometary comae as well as in cometary nuclei.
A significant peculiarity of the color slope is that it is independent of
the specific characteristics of the chosen filters. Indeed, as one can see
in Eq. (6) the color slope is normalized to the difference in the filters
wavelengths and, as a consequence, this makes possible a comparative
analysis of the color slope inferred with different photometric systems.
Furthermore, in some works, the color slope formally obtained in one
waveband is extrapolated toward a significantly different waveband
(e.g., Schambeau, 2015). The latter assumption, however, should be
considered with caution as it has no strong physical basis that also was
noticed in Schambeau (2015). In particular, our current measurements

Table 3
Color of the comet 29P.
mc–msun
ρ(arcsec)

B–Va

1.1
2.2
3.3
6.6

0.14
0.16
0.13
0.14

B–R
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.36
0.36
0.33
0.30

B–I
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

1.08
1.14
1.09
1.06

V–R
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.22
0.20
0.20
0.16

V–I
±
±
±
±

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.94
0.98
0.96
0.92

R–I
±
±
±
±

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.73
0.79
0.77
0.77

±
±
±
±

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

a
Color index of the Sun from Holmberg et al. (2006) (B–V=0.64 ± 0.04; B–R=0.99 ± 0.04; B–I=1.33 ± 0.04; V–R=0.35 ± 0.04; V–I=0.69 ± 0.014;
R–I=0.33 ± 0.008)
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Table 4
Absolute magnitudes of the comet and Afρ values (expressed in cm) versus cometocentric distance.
ρ(arcsec)

mB(1,0,0)

mV(1,0,0)

mR(1,0,0)

mR(1,0,0)

AfρB

1.1
2.2
3.3
6.6

10.75 ± 0.03
9.99 ± 0.03
9.49 ± 0.03
8.69 ± 0.03

9.97
9.19
8.72
7.91

9.40
8.64
8.17
7.40

8.34
7.52
7.07
6.30

3393
3417
3610
3771

±
±
±
±

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02

±
±
±
±

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

summarized in Table 5 reveal a noticeable dependence of the color
slope in the 29P coma on waveband. Namely, in the pair of filters R–I
the color slope appears to be twice of what is in the pair B–V.
In order to analyze our measurements quantitatively, we consider
the model of agglomerated debris particles. Such particles have highly
irregular aggregate morphology (see ten samples in Fig. 5) with packing
density of their constituent materials being in accordance with what
was found in situ in micron-sized cometary and in interplanetary dust
particles (Zubko, 2016). It is important emphasize that the agglomerated debris particles have a proven capability to reproduce quantitatively the photopolarimetric observations of various comets. For instance, they satisfactorily reproduce spatial variations of the linear
polarization degree often observed in comets (e.g., Zubko, 2015; and
references therein), phase function of brightness and polarization simultaneously measured in a comet over a wide range of phase angles
(Zubko, 2014), dispersion of positive linear polarization in different
comets (Zubko, 2016), and both photometric and polarimetric colors of
various comets (Zubko, 2011; Zubko, 2014; Zubko, 2015; Zubko, 2016;
Ivanova, 2017).
We computed the light scattering by agglomerated debris particles
with the discrete dipole approximation (DDA), a flexible approach that
places minimum restrictions on the shape of target particles. We refer to
our previous works, (Zubko, 2014; 2015; 2016; Ivanova, 2017), for an
exhaustive discussion of various practical aspects in the DDA modeling
of photometric (and polarimetric) color of dust in comets; below we
present just a short introduction into this problem.
Light scattering by micron-sized particles is governed by the ratio of
their size to the wavelength of the incident light λ. In the literature, it is
quantified in terms of the size parameter x = 2πr/λ, where r stands for
radius of the particle (e.g., Bohren and Huffman, 1983). Another important characteristic of target particles is the refractive index m that
characterizes the ability of the constituent material to absorb and
scatter light. The wavelength dependence of the light-scattering response can be caused by changes of the size parameter x and refractive
index m with λ.
Cometary dust is long known to be polydisperse in size with a significant number of submicron and micron-sized particles (e.g., Mazets,
1986; Price, 2010). However, the relative contribution of a specific size
into the total light-scattering response is determined not only by size
distribution. Another important factor is the scattering efficiency Qsca,

±
±
±
±

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

AfρV
±
±
±
±

93
94
99
104

3825
3923
4032
4251

AfρR
±
±
±
±

70
72
74
78

4005
4033
4145
4212

AfρI
±
±
±
±

76
77
78
78

7846
8349
8425
8561

±
±
±
±

220
230
230
240

Table 5
The color slope S′ [in % per 0.1 µm] vs. aperture diameter in comet 29P/
Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 for various pairs of filters.
ρ(arcsec)

ρ(km)

B–V

1.1
2.2
3.3
6.6

4001
8003
12005
24010

12.8
14.6
11.9
12.8

V–R
±
±
±
±

4.6
4.6
4.6
4.6

21.1
19.2
19.2
15.4

B–R
±
±
±
±

4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

16.7
16.7
15.4
14.0

R–I
±
±
±
±

2.3
2.3
2.3
2.3

27.3
29.3
28.6
28.6

±
±
±
±

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

the characteristic describing the ratio of flux of the total scattered
electromagnetic energy (i.e., integrated over a circumscribing sphere
around the particle) to the flux of incident electromagnetic energy that
flows through the geometric cross section of that particle (e.g.,
Bohren and Huffman, 1983). At x < 1, Qsca is substantially less than 1,
implying that only a minor part of the incident electromagnetic radiation interacts with a target particle. Qsca grows quickly with size
parameter x. In irregularly shaped particles, Qsca reaches its maximum
values of approximately 1.5–3 at x = 6–8 (Zubko, 2013). In a perfect
sphere this phenomenon appears much stronger; Qsca can be as high as
∼ 10 that occurs at x ≈ 3–4 (Bohren and Huffman, 1983). In other
words, particles with size comparable to wavelength are very efficient
at light scattering and they scatter more electromagnetic energy than
flows through their geometric cross section. It is significant that a further increase of x leads to a systematic decay of Qsca until the size of
particle becomes sufficient for geometric optics approximation. Such a
profile of Qsca vs. x dampens the contribution of small particles (x < 1)
and relatively large particles (x > 20), simultaneously, this enhances
the role of particles whose size is comparable to the wavelength
(x ∼ 10). In addition to this dampening of Qsca, the light scattering
response of larger particles is greatly diminished due to the power-law
size distributions consistently measured in cometary comae. As demonstrated by Zubko (2013), at phase angle α < 30°, light scattering
by irregularly shaped particles is mainly caused by size parameter
x ≤ 15. In the present study, we consider particles with values of x that
are at least 1.5 times larger than this.
We utilize computational results previously obtained for agglomerated debris particles at two different sets of x. The first set embraces
the size parameter from x = 1 up to 32, with only few exceptions for
the largest value of x caused by dependence of the DDA convergence on

Fig. 4. Continuum, the emission spectrum, and the filters transmission curves for the comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (this one is based on the data from
Ivanova et al., 2018). The filters curves were taken from http://www.ctio.noao.edu/soar/content/filters-available-soar.
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Fig. 5. Ten examples of the agglomerated debris particles.

refractive index m. The second set of x is chosen to correspond to a
1.432-times longer wavelength as compared to the wavelength in the
first set of x. As a consequence, the second set of size parameter ranges
from x ≈ 0.7 up to x ≈ 22.3. Based on these two sets, one can
compute the color slope S′. It is important that the obtained color slope
S′ can be applied equally to the analysis of observations conducted with
various pairs of filters. The pairs only should have a similar difference
in their effective wavelengths, i.e., being close to a factor of 1.432. In
our set of BVRI filters, this requirement is met in two pairs of filters,
B–R and R–I, which have ratio of their wavelengths of 1.454 and 1.378,
respectively. They are very close to the factor used in the modeling,
with a deviation less than 4%.
The color slope S′ in comet 29P measured with the pairs of filters
B–R and R–I are given in two columns on the right in Table 5. As one
can see, it is quite difficult to quantify a systematic change in S′ with
size of the aperture. If it exists it should be smaller than the uncertainty
in our measurements. Therefore, in what follows, we analyze the
aperture-averaged color slopes corresponding to the largest available
aperture that are given on the bottom in Table 5.
We first investigate the case of a wavelength-independent refractive
index m. While m is invariant, the size parameter x changes with wavelength λ, which solely produces photometric color. This type of wavelength dependence was found to reproduce the color of dust in some
comets (e.g., Zubko, 2014; Ivanova, 2017) or, at least, in some part of
cometary coma (e.g., Zubko, 2015). Fig. 6 demonstrates the color slope
in the agglomerated debris particles at phase angle α=5° and at 35
different wavelength-independent refractive indices; see the legend for
specific values of the refractive indices and Zubko (2015) and
Ivanova (2017) for a discussion of their relevance to cometary species.
The color slope is shown as a function of the index n in a power-law size
distribution r n . The range of the considered power index n embraces
the in situ findings on micron-sized fraction of dust in comets, e.g., n =
1.5–3 (see, e.g., Mazets, 1986; Price, 2010).
What immediately emerges from Fig. 6 is that none of the 35 materials can reproduce the color slope measured in comet 29P; even with
the pair of filters B–R. It may imply that the materials with wavelengthindependent refractive index do not appear in comet 29P in considerable amounts on the epoch of our observation; however, this does not
necessarily hold on other epochs though. However, it also means that
we need to consider a more sophisticated model of dust in this comet.
In Fig. 7 we consider agglomerated debris particles consisting of a
material with wavelength-dependent refractive index. In all the cases,
real part of the refractive index Re(m) takes on the same value at both
wavelengths; whereas, the imaginary part Im(m) at shorter wavelength
is assumed to be somewhat greater compared to what it is at longer
wavelength. As discussed, for instance, in Zubko (2015), this is a
common trend in various cometary species. Three panels in Fig. 7 show
from top to bottom the increment of ΔIm(m) = 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03,
respectively. Each curve in Fig. 7 is characterized with two refractive
indices (see the legend). The one denoted with the symbol S corresponds to a shorter wavelength and another one marked with the
symbol L, to a longer wavelength. When a curve is considered in application to data obtained with the pair of filters B–R, symbol S should
be attributed to the B filter and symbol L to the R filter; whereas, in the
pair R–I, S corresponds to the R filter and L to the I filter. In addition to
computational results, we show also the color slope measured in 29P
with two horizontal lines.

As one can see, the modeling results in Fig. 7 appear in much better
accordance with observations of comet 29P as compared to Fig. 6. At
ΔIm(m) = 0.02 and 0.03 (middle and bottom panels, correspondingly),
one can fit the color slopes in both pairs of filters. However, the smallest
increment, ΔIm(m) = 0.01, fails to reproduce the R–I color slope.
A self-consistent fit to the color slopes in both pairs of filters places
two important restrictions on model particles. First, both color slopes
must correspond to the same power index n in the size distribution.
Second, refractive index of the particle material in the R filter must be
the same in modeling of the B–R color slope and of the R–I color slope.
Analysis of Fig. 7 reveals only one such solutions that simultaneously
meets these requirements. It occurs at the power index n ≈ 2.55. In
Fig. 7 it is marked with blue solid circles in the middle and in the
bottom panels; whereas, the radius of the circle is equal to the error
bars in the colorimetric measurements. In this scenario, the B–R color
slope is approximately reproduced with the refractive index m = 1.6 +
0.07i in the B filter and m = 1.6 + 0.05i in the R filter; whereas, the
R–I color slope is fitted at m = 1.6 + 0.05i in the R filter and m = 1.6
+ 0.02i in the I filter.
It is important to point out that the power index n ≈ 2.55 appears in
good quantitative agreement with the in situ findings in comets 1P/
Halley and 81P/Wild 2 (Mazets, 1986; Price, 2010) as well as with the
modeling results of the ground-based polarimetric measurements of
various comets (e.g., Zubko, 2016).
Our modeling reveals that the wavelength dependence of the imaginary part of refractive index Im(m) is as follows. At λ = 0.4326 µm,
Im(m) = 0.07; at λ = 0.6289 µm, Im(m) = 0.05; and, at = 0.8665 m,
Im(m) = 0.02. This very much resembles what was experimentally
detected in Mg-Fe pyroxene glasses (see Table 5 of Dorschner, 1995).
From the in situ study of comet 1P/Halley, silicates are predominantly
Mg-rich and Fe-poor (e.g., Fomenkova, 1992), but small amounts of
Mg-Fe silicates were detected in situ in comet 81P/Wild 2
(Zolensky, 2007). They also may fit mid-IR spectra (Wooden, 2008) and
polarization of comets (Zubko, 2015; Ivanova, 2017). In addition, FeMg silicates have been previously inferred in 29P (Schambeau, 2015).
Finally, we would like to discuss a shortcoming of the present
analysis that arises from the limited amount of observational data.
Namely, we managed to organize the observation of comet 29P only on
a sole epoch, 2016-08-12. As a consequence, our conclusion on chemical composition of its coma must be considered only with regard to
that epoch. It is known that the color in comets could be subject to fast
and dramatic variations (e.g., Ivanova, 2017) that reflects significant
changes of their coma dust population. Such variations have to be a
fortiori expected in comet 29P whose nucleus is currently disintegrating; and, therefore, dust population of its coma can be unlikely
characterized exhaustively with a sole observation. Nevertheless, our
simultaneous analysis of the color slope inferred with two sets of filters
put quite strong constraints on the 29P coma composition, suggesting
its primarily Mg-Fe-silicate composition. To date, we accomplished
quantitative analyses of various comets (e.g., Zubko, 2014; Zubko,
2015; Zubko, 2016; Ivanova, 2017). Prior to this work, we found a
chemically homogeneous coma only in one comet, 17P/Holmes
(Zubko, 2011); whereas, in all other cases, we retrieve at least two
different refractory components of coma. The retrieval of a single
composition of particles in 29P inferred in this study does not immediately imply that this is a persistent feature of the given comet. This
matter requires further investigation of comet 29P.
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Fig. 6. Color slope S′ at phase angle α=5° in the agglomerated debris particles as a function of the index n in their power-law size distribution rn. The case of
wavelength-independent refractive index m. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Summary

The main results provided by our observations can be summarized
as follows:
I Comet 29P was active during the night of observations on August
12, 2017;
II Three radial features are identified in the comet 29P coma from the
image-processing algorithm;
III The level of gas emission contamination in filtered images was

small, 2.5%;
IV The calculated dust production Afρ in comet 29P was typical for
outburst activity of this object: from 3,393 ± 93 cm to
8,561 ± 236 cm for different filters;
V The model of agglomerated debris particles is used for simultaneous
analysis of the color slope in the B–R and R–I pairs of filters. The
chemical composition of the 29P dust particles is consistent with
Fe–Mg silicates and obey a power-law size distribution with index
n ≈ 2.55. This conclusion is consistent with previous thermalemission studies of 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1. Although
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Fig. 7. Color slope S′ at phase angle α=5° in the agglomerated debris particles as a function of the index n in their power-law size distribution rn. The imaginary part
of refractive index Im(m) decreases while the wavelength λ grows. From top to bottom the increment of ΔIm(m) is 0.01, 0.02, and 0.03, respectively. The dashed
horizontal lines demonstrate the color slope in comet 29P. See text for more detailed discussion. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

there is always a chance that the problem of modeling of the 29P
observations has a non-unique solution, it also is worth noting that
we did not manage to find an alternative solution using an existing
extended database;
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A B S T R A C T

Astrometric and photometric observations of the comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 were performed at the Zeiss-1000 telescope of the International Astronomical
Observatory Sanglokh (IAOS) of the Institute of Astro-physics, Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Tajikistan in July–August 2017. Although the comet has a short
period of revolution it is regarded to be an object of the Centaurs group. Comet was exhibited a new activity this period which we used for analysis of its features. The
coordinates of comet were determined and the orbit was calculated, the apparent and absolute magnitudes in BVRI bands were determined, as well the comet color
indices and the estimation of nucleus diameter were obtained. From investigations of morphological features we iden-tiﬁed two dust structures in the coma.

Introduction
A new short-period comet was discovered at the Hamburg Observatory in Germany on 15 November 1927. In honor of the discoverers, it
was named comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1, hereinafter on text
29P. The revolution period of 29P around the Sun is 14.6 years and it has
been observed since then. Alternatively, for 29P the Tisserand parameter
relatively Jupiter is Tj ¼ 2.984 (CNEOS, 2019). These facts allowed
classifying 29P as a short-period comet. However, then a new class of
small bodies was identiﬁed, called the Centaurs, which includes objects
having both the perihelion distance q and the semi-major axis a of their
orbits located between the orbits of Jupiter (at the heliocentric distance
of 5.2 au) and Neptune (at the distance of 30 au). These objects are also
characterized by chaotic orbits (Bailey and Malhotra, 2009). It turned
out that the indicated parameters of the 29P orbit satisfy this condition,
and therefore 29P was assigned to the group of Centaurs (Jewitt and
Kalas, 1998). The orbital elements of 29P are arranged in 1, where a is
the semi-major axis, e is the eccentricity, q; Q are the perihelion and
aphelion
distances, i is the inclination, ω is the argument of perihelion, Ω is the
longitude of perihelion (CNEOS, 2019).
The duality of 29P is caused by a very small eccentricity value, as a
consequence of which it moves around the Sun in almost circular orbit
unusual for comets. To present more than 45 such objects are known,

being ice bodies and locating between the orbits of Jupiter and Neptune.
The orbit of 29P is outside the Jupiter orbit located at the heliocentric
distance of 5 au. Note, in the Solar system this distance is considered to be
the formal boundary, so-called “snow line”, starting from which the
temperature becomes low enough so that the solid phase of water and
other volatile compounds is stable even under the solar radiation.
It is assumed that the Centaurs are objects transferred from the Kuiper
belt to the inner region of the planetary system, where they are
appearing as short-period comets during ground-based observations
(Jewitt and Luu, 1993>; Jewitt and Kalas, 1998; Levison and Duncan,
1997; Jewitt et al., 1998). So, scientiﬁcally, the Centaurs are interesting
as nearest ones, i.e. brighter and more accessible samples of the Kuiper
belt objects.
The physical properties of 29P found from ground-based observations
also point to its duality. It is known that the geometric albedo value
usually varies from 0.02 to 0.12 for cometary nuclei, the average value is
0.07 (Jewitt, 1991). The geometric albedo of 29P found from photometric measurements in the visible spectral range is pV ¼ 0.13 (Cruikshank and Brown, 1983), that is completely atypical for the cometary
nucleus. However, this albedo value is typical for objects of the Centaur
group (Barucci et al., 2004). There are various estimations of the albedo
value of 29P ranging from 0.02 to 0.17 that were measured in different
radiation ranges. In particular, for the geometric albedo of cometary
nucleus a value of 0.033 adopted (CNEOS, 2019).
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Table 2
Summary of observations of 29P at the Sanglokh observatory.

Table 1
Orbital elements of 29P (J2000.0)
Epoch
January 19,
2010

a (au)
5.990

e
0.045

q (au)
5.720

Q
(au)

i
(deg.)

ω

6.260

9.391

49.049

Ω (deg.)

Date, UT

r (au)

Δ
(au)

PA
(deg.)

ph
(deg.)

N Band

t
(s)

312.632

28.84,
2017
29.88,
2017
30.77,
2017
31.85,
2017
01.76,
2017

5.829

4.842

67.6

2.583

60

5.828

4.838

67.2

2.403

5.828

4.834

66.8

2.223

5.828

4.831

66.2

2.042

5.828

4.828

65.7

1.860

10  V, 20  R, 10 
I
8  V, 11  R, 11 
I
30  B, 33  V, 30 
R, 30  I
40  B, 40  V, 40 
R, 40  I
20  B, 20  V, 20 
R, 20  I

(deg.)

A large scatter in the estimates of the effective size of 29P nucleus is
associated with this dispersion in the geometric albedo values, because
an albedo is used to determine the radius. Radius estimates found using
the photometric data by ground-based observations of 29P and assuming
the geometric albedo of 0.04 lie in the range from 21 to 52 km (Cruikshank and Brown, 1983; Lamy et al., 2004; Meech et al., 1993). For the
rotation period of 29P there are also several estimates from 10 h (Luu and
Jewitt, 1993) to 14 h (Meech et al., 1993). By the observations of 29P
from 2008 to 2009 the rotation period of 11.7–12.1 h was obtained
(Ivanova et al., 2012). The total absolute magnitude of 29P is M1 ¼ 6.0m
and diameter is d ¼ 60.4 km (CNEOS, 2019).
Since a discovery, 29P has become known for numerous outbursts,
i.e. a sudden strong increase in brightness when the comet’s magnitude
in-creases by 2–5m (Whipple, 1980; Sekanina, 1982; Wyckoff, 1982; Ivanova et al., 2009, 2016). As a result of a continuous monitoring during
2002–2007 28 outbursts of 29P (an average of 7.3 outbursts per year)
were registered, moreover, it was shown that there is no clear periodicity
in the appearance of outbursts, which conﬁrms the unpredictability of
the activity of this comet (Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2008). However, Miles
et al. (2016) found some periodicity in the outbursts in long term
monitoring of 29P. Outbursts of short-period comets are usually associated with a splitting of their nuclei, but this process is once and not long
(Boehnhardt, 2004). Outbursts can also occur when comets pass perihelion near the Sun. However, the orbit of 29P locates quite far from the
Sun so that the surface temperature of its nucleus is certainly below the
sublimation temperature of water ice. Therefore, other physical processes very likely should cause the appearance of 29P outbursts.
According to Froeschle et al. (1983) outbursts of brightness may be
associated with a crystallization of amorphous ice on the nucleus surface.
Later this suggestion was strongly supported by the detection of CO gas
emissions due to its release from amorphous ice (Senay and Jewitt,
1994). Additionally it was shown by Trigo-Rodriguez et al. (2008) that
the outbursts are due to an increase of the gas-producing activity of 29P,
and ﬁrst of all, an increase in the generation of neutral CO gas. While as
shown by Ivanova et al. (2016) the amount of gases released during the
exothermic phase of a transition of water ices from amorphous to the
crystalline state, is insufﬁcient to form the observed outburst activity of
29P. Therefore, the reliable reasons for the activity of 29P are still not
fully deﬁned.
Only a small number of comets from the Centaurs group have been
studied, so it is very important to develop a complex investigation of such
objects. Since a source of the Centaurs is the Kuiper belt, it is of particular
interest to study the composition of the ices of their nuclei and its comparison with the composition of the nuclei of long-period comets originating from the Oort cloud. As already noted the mechanisms responsible
for the occurrence of cometary activity at remote heliocentric distances
have not yet been established.
Observations, data processing and results
29P once again showed activity in 2017 and became available for
observation. The astrometric and photometric observations of 29P were
carried out at the Zeiss-1000 telescope of the International Astronomical
Observatory Sanglokh (IAOS) of the Institute of Astrophysics, Academy
of Sciences, Republic of Tajikistan on 28 July - 1 August 2017. The
telescope is equipped with a FLI Proline PL16803 CCD camera; the focal
distance of the telescope (the Cassegrainian focus) is F ¼ 13.3 m, and the
scale of the image is 63 μm/arcsec. The sensor is arranged as a nominally

60
60
60
60

Fig. 1. Resultant image of 29P in R band obtained at Zeiss-1000 telescope on
July 30, 2017, exposure 1800 s.

4096  4096 array and the ﬁeld of view is 11’  11’, implying in an
image scale of 0.16" per pixel. To reduce the information redundancy and
improve the signal-to-noise ratio S=N, the images were stored with using a
binning value of 2, which made the working scale of the images to be
0.36" per pixel. The image quality, which was measured as an average of
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) for several stars from individual
images, was at a level of 2.1". We used the standard BVRI ﬁlters that
rather closely reproduce the ﬁlters of the Johnson-Cousins photometric
system. To reduce the noise level the CCD matrix was cooled to a tem
perature of 20 C. To take into account the dark current, align the ﬂat
ﬁelds of the images, and take into account the CCD camera errors, we
used, respectively, “Dark”, “Flat”, and “Bias” exposures which were also
used in the image processing. During observations more than 550 images
with exposure time of 60 s were obtained from which 400 best images
were used for reduction. The dates and time of observations of 29P
(expressed in the UT day fractions), the number of acquired images N, the
exposure time t, as well as the geocentric r and heliocentric Δ distances,
the position angle of direction to the Sun PA, and the phase angle ph of
29P are given in Table 2. The image of 29P is presented in Fig. 1. To
measure the images of 29P and the ﬁeld stars, we used a ﬁxed radius
aperture, which allowed the object to be completely covered.
Since the Centaurs are characterized by chaotic motion it is important
to periodically examine their orbits. Additionally, any signiﬁcant changes
in the orbital elements found during observations might be caused by a
collision with some body. Such impact will be certainly responsible for
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Table 3
Precision of observations of 29P at the Sanglokh observatory.
Date
28.84,
29.88,
30.77,
31.85,
01.76,

2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

ðO  CÞ’’α

σ ’’α

ðO  CÞ’’δ

σ ’’δ

0.023
0.062
0.063
0.080
0.056

0.018
0.026
0.025
0.044
0.016

0.073
0.071
0.086
0.093
0.035

0.038
0.015
0.019
0.034
0.019

Fig. 2. The apparent trajectory of 29P derived from observation data at the
Sanglokh observatory during July 28-August 1, 2017.

Table 4
Comparison of the initial orbit of 29P obtained from the Sanglokh observations to
the MPC orbit (J2000.0).
Orbital elements

SIAO (this work)

MPEC 2016-V116

Δ

Number of positions
used
for orbit calculation
T (JD)
Epoch (JD)
e
a (AU)
q (AU)
i (deg.)
ω (deg.)
Ω (deg.)
n (deg./day)
σ (arcsec)

300
2458564.1256
2457820.5
0.0417716
6.01622181
5.76491423
9.37444
48.75893
312.40993
0.06679105
0.288

20553
2458567.2912
2457600.5
0.0416442
6.0151515
5.7646555
9.37658
48.98332
312.40927
0.06680885
0.600

–
–
–
0.0001274
0.00107031
0.00025873
0.00214
0.22439
0.00066
0.00000178
–

the outbursts of an object and thus can be considered as one of possible
mechanism that generated these outbursts. To determine the orbital
parameters of 29P the astrometric measurements were included into
observations. The astrometric reduction of the IAOS observations was
performed using the APEKS-II software package developed at the Pulkovo Observatory (Devyatkin et al., 2010). The package calibrates the
exposures, distinguishes the images of the stars and the objects, and
identiﬁes the stars according to the speciﬁed catalogs. In the astrometric
reduction process, the image distortions produced by the optical system
are taken into account with the six- and eight-constant methods
(depending on a number of the identiﬁed stars). The astrometric UCAC5
catalog was used as a reference. The coordinates of stars with a magnitude between 10m and 14m are given in the UCAC5 with an astrometric
accuracy of approximately 0.02", while the accuracy in the position of
fainter stars (the limit is 16m) is roughly 0.07". To measure the positions
in the frames, the reference stars with the brightness corresponding to the
speciﬁed interval were used. The astrometric-reduction error averaged
over all exposures is 0.04" and 0.09" for the right ascension α and the
declination δ, respectively. The mean deviations of the measured equatorial coordinates O from the catalog data C designated as ðO  CÞα and

ðO  CÞδ for the coordinates α and δ, respectively, and their corresponding mean-square errors σ α and σ δ are presented in Table 3. The
results of determining the equatorial coordinates of 29P according to the
astrometric reduction of IAOS observations are shown in Fig. 2, where
the right ascension α and the declination δ of 29P are plotted on the
abscissa and the ordinate, respectively (Kokhirova et al., 2017).
The orbit of 29P can be constructed based on its measured coordinates. First, from several observations, the initial orbit is constructed;
and it is deﬁned more precisely later, with the use of additional new
observations. The orbit of comet was determined with the EPOS software
package developed also at the Pulkovo Observatory (L’vov & Tsekmeister, 2012). For the mean time moment of 300 observations performed at
the IAOS the initial orbit of comet calculated and presented in Table 4
where, for comparison, an orbit is also given, calculated from observations available in the IAU Minor planet center (Williams, 2016). In
Table 4 alongside with usual orbital elements the following data are also
given: the moment of perihelion passage, the Epoch of orbit’s calculation,
the mean-diurnal motion n, the period of revolution P, and the
mean-square errors σ; the last column contains the corrections. As seen, a
quite recognizable comet orbit was obtained by the observations at the
Sanglokh observatory. Analysis of the results of astrometry shows sufﬁcient accuracy in determining the coordinates from observations at the
Sanglokh observatory, and the orbit elements calculated from obtained
coordinates pointed to this. It may be concluded that the orbit of 29P at
the time of observation is stable within the obtained accuracy.
The photometric reduction was performed using adopted standard
procedure. To make absolute photometric measurements, all of the ﬁeld
stars, which had been preliminarily examined for variability, were
considered. The catalog of the Photometric All-Sky Survey of the American Association of Variable Star Observers (abbreviated as APASS)
(Henden et al., 2011) was used for photometric studies. The APASS
catalog contains the stars with magnitudes in the interval between 7m and
17m measured in ﬁve transmission bands: B and V of the Johnson Cousins system and g’; r’, and i’ of the Sloan system. To pass from the
Sloan system to the Johnson - Cousins one, the transition equations for
the R band were taken from the paper by Mallama (2014). To process the
photometric images in a standard way, we made master-frames of the
zero exposure and dark and ﬂat ﬁelds. All the frames containing the
comet’s images were corrected for zero-point and nonuniformity of the
pixel sensitivity with the use of the master-frames. The sky background
was determined with the standard IDL procedure called Sky (Landsman,
1993). For the aperture photometry of stars, the diaphragm with a radius
of 3" (3  FWHM) was used. The residual sky background was estimated
with a circular aperture. To calculate the stellar magnitude error, we
summed up the statistical errors, which are caused by the S=N ratio for
the object and the reference stars, and the errors in the catalog magnitudes of standard stars (for the APASS catalog, the error for the standard
stars was assumed as 0.03m (Henden et al., 2011)).
The light curves of 29P obtained in such a way are shown in Fig. 3,
where the apparent magnitudes m in BVRI bands and the observation
dates (expressed in Julian days) are on the ordinate and the abscissa,
respectively. The mean values of the apparent magnitudes of the object in
different bands for each observational night are presented in Table 5
where the apparent brightness is expressed in stellar magnitudes estimated within the aperture radius (the aperture size is 3", which corresponds to e10518 km).
The apparent magnitude ma was converted to the absolute brightness
ma ð1; 1; 0Þ of the comet nucleus according to the following empirical
formula (Snodgrass et al., 2006)
ma ð1; 1; 0Þ ¼ ma  5logðrΔÞ  βðphÞ;

(1)

where ma ð1; 1; 0Þ (or H) is the brightness of hypothetic point at unitary
heliocentric and geocentric distances with the phase angle ph ¼ 0 deg.,
ma is the measured magnitude, r and Δ are the helio- and geocentric
distances of comet in au, ph is the phase angle in degree, β is the phase
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Fig. 3. The light curves of 29P in the BVRI bands according to the Sanglokh observations on 28 July-1 August 2017.

Table 5
The apparent brightness of 29P according to the Sanglokh observations in 2017.
Bands

July 28, 2017

July 29, 2017

July 30, 2017

July 31, 2017

August 01, 2017

B
V
R
I

–
16.880.04
16.290.04
15.690.03

–
16.910.05
16.410.04
15.830.05

17.780.05
16.920.05
16.450.05
15.920.05

17.770.02
16.970.04
16.500.04
16.050.02

17.750.04
16.920.04
16.330.04
15.820.04

coefﬁcient in mag/deg.; subscript a indicates the band. The value of
phase coefﬁcient β ¼ 0.035 mag/deg. was used (Lamy et al., 2004). The
absolute brightness of 29P in the BVRI bands (the averages for one night)
found in such a way are listed in Table 6, the light curves are presented in
Fig. 4. As seen, the absolute magnitude of comet was practically permanent during monitoring.

The mean values of the color indices of 29P according to our observations as well as of other objects of the Solar System, like active Jupiter
family comets [JFC] (Solontoi et al., 2012), active long-period comets
[LPC] (Jewitt, 2015), Kuiper belt objects [KBO] (Tegler, 2015), active
and inactive Centaurs [Centaurs] (Jewitt, 2015), and the Sun [Sun]
(Holmberg et al., 2006) are listed in Table 7. As seen, the color indices of
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Bands

July 28,
2017

July 29,
2017

July 30,
2017

July 31,
2017

August 01,
2017

outbursts (Stansberry et al., 2004).
To estimate the size of 29P nucleus, we used the following empirical
expression between the apparent magnitude measured in the V band mV
and the effective radius of cometary nucleus rN (expressed in meters)
(Russell, 1916)

B
V

–
9.54
0.04
8.95
0.04
8.19
0.03

–
9.570.05

10.450.05
9.600.05

10.450.02
9.650.03

10.450.02
9.610.04

Ar2N ¼ 2:238  1022 R2h Δ2  100:4ðm mV þβαÞ ;

9.070.04

9.130.04

9.180.04

9.010.02

8.500.04

8.590.04

8.730.02

8.510.04

where Rh is heliocentric distance in au. Once the absolute magnitude in
the V band mV ð1; 1; 0Þ was found then the radius can be calculated by a
simpliﬁed version of equation (2):

Table 6
The absolute brightness of 29P ma ð1; 1; 0Þ in the BVRI bands according to the
Sanglokh observations.

R
I

(2)

Ar2N ¼ 2:238  1022  100:4ðm mV ð1;1;0ÞÞ ;

(3)

where A is the geometric albedo and m ¼ -26.75 is the apparent
magnitude of the Sun, both values are given in the V band. Since the
exact albedo value of 29P is not known we adopt the interval 0.13> A
>0.03 in our calculations for the nucleus size. The estimates of the
cometary nu-cleus diameter according to our absolute brightness
measurements mV in the V ﬁlter are presented in Table 8. Note we
presented the upper limit of effective diameter of 29P computed under
the assumption of two values of the geometric albedo. Actually, the size
estimation strongly depends on the geometric albedo and phase function
which are unknown for 29P.
As it was noted, when the geometric albedo value is assumed to be
0.04 the estimate of the nucleus radius lies in the range from 21 to 52 km.
According to Cruikshank and Brown (1983) the nucleus radius is estimated as 20 km when the geometric albedo value of 0.13. The estimates
of diameter obtained by our measurements range from 43.3 to 45.7 km
for A ¼ 0.13, and 86.7–91.4 km when A ¼ 0.033 and is quite consistent to
available data. To clarify the albedo and the size of the nucleus, more
observations of 29P are necessary.
Fig. 4. The absolute magnitude H (mean values per night) of 29P in BVRI bands
by the Sanglokh observations during 28 July-1 August 2017.

29P determined by the IAOS monitoring are relevant to the mean color
indices of the active objects of the Centaurs group and Kuiper belt objects. Color indices indicate a shift of the radiation maximum to the red
part of the spectrum, which implies the dominant contribution of dust
particles into the formation of coma. According to observations of the
cometary activity during the period 2002–2007 it was also concluded
that coma of 29P is continuously replenished with ﬁne dust released from
the surface of the nucleus (Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2008). The systematic
nature of this process is also conﬁrmed by observations of the Spitzer
space telescope which recorded dust jets of 29P while a lack of comet

2.1. Morphology
As was mentioned above, 29P presents outburst activity with big
numbers of structures in cometary coma (Berman and Whipple, 1928a, b;
Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2010; Ivanova et al., 2016; Miles et al., 2016;
Picazzio et al., 2019). For our data obtained with R and I ﬁlters we used
an enhancement technique to segregate low-contrast structures in
cometary coma. Before applying the ﬁltering, images were cleaned from
ﬁeld stars around the cometary nucleus and coma. As a digital ﬁlter, we
used the Larson-Sekanina algorithm (Larson and Sekanina, 1984). Fig. 5
shows direct and processed images using digital ﬁlter. We applied the
digital ﬁlters to all individual exposures of the comet as well as to the
same composite image to help in evaluating whether revealed features

Table 7
The mean color indices of 29P and other objects of the Solar System.
index

28.07

Color
B
V
V
R
R I
B R

29.07

30.07

31.07

01.08

JFC

LPC

KBOs

active

inact.

29P in 2017 (this work)
–
–

0.85

0.80

0.84

Active
0.75

Active
0.78

Active
0.92

Centaurs
0.80

0.93

Sun
0.64

0.59

0.50

0.47

0.47

0.60

0.47

0.47

0.57

0.50

0.55

0.35

0.76
–

0.57
–

0.54
1.32

0.45
1.27

0.50
1.44

0.43
1.22

0.42
1.24

–
1.49

0.57
1.30

0.45
1.47

0.33
0.99

Table 8
Estimates of the size of the comet 29P nucleus by the IAOS observations.
Date
28.84,
29.88,
30.77,
31.85,
01.76,

2017
2017
2017
2017
2017

r (AU)

Δ(AU)

ph (deg.)

mV (mag.)

mV ð1; 1; 0Þ (mag.)

D (km) A ¼ 0.13

D (km) A ¼ 0.033

5.829
5.828
5.828
5.828
5.828

4.842
4.838
4.834
4.831
4.828

2.583
2.403
2.223
2.042
1.860

16.880.04
16.910.05
16.920.05
16.970.04
16.920.04

9.540.04
9.570.05
9.600.05
9.650.03
9.610.04

45.870.08
45.080.08
44.550.08
43.520.08
44.270.08

91.050.08
89.470.08
86.380.08
86.390.08
87.860.08
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Fig. 5. Images of comet 29P in the R and I ﬁlters obtained from July 28 to August 1, 2017. Frames a, c, e, g, i and A, C, E, G, I show the direct images of 29P in relative
intensity in R and I ﬁlters, respectively. Frames b, d, f, h, j and B, D, F, H, J represent intensity images to which was applied the Larson-Sekanina algorithm (Larson and
Sekanina, 1984; Samarasinha and Larson, 2014). North (N), East (E), sunward (), and velocity vector (V) directions are indicated on each direct frame.

are real or not. As it is seen in the ﬁgures, the cometary coma is more
condensed in R ﬁlter than I ﬁlter. The bright coma is 5000 km across,
although an elongation of the coma is visible in the north direction. After
processing of images with digital ﬁlter, 29P exhibits two dust structures,
which can be seen across the images at sunward and anti-sunward
directions.

Conclusions

The astrometric and photometric observations of comet 29P carried
out at the Sanglokh observatory in 2017 yielded the following results:
(1) The equatorial coordinates, geocentric trajectory and orbit of
comet were determined.
(2) The apparent magnitudes of comet in BVRI ﬁlters were obtained
and the light curves were plotted.
(3) The absolute brightness of comet in BVRI ﬁlters was determined.
During the observational period the light curves showed no
noticeable oscillations in the absolute brightness within the error
measurements. The mean value of the absolute brightness of
comet in the V and R ﬁlters was 9.60m0.04m and 9.10m 0.04m,
respectively.
(4) The color indices agree well with the currently available mean
values for active objects of the Centaurs group asteroids. They
point to the dominant contribution of the dust component into the
coma which is redder in reﬂectance.
(5) The estimates of the nucleus diameter by our observations are
matching to available published estimations.
(6) For our data obtained with R and I ﬁlters we used an enhancement
technique to segregate low-contrast structures in cometary coma.
It is shown that the cometary coma is more condensed in R ﬁlter
than I ﬁlter; comet exhibits two dust structures at sunward and
anti-sunward directions.
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Abstract. Comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 currently moves around the Sun in
an orbit wholy situated between the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn. Recent Spitzer
observations, however, revealed that it contains a material that formed in a hotter
region than the cometary nuclei used to form. We investigate a recent dynamical
evolution of 29P to point out its most probable previous orbit, a range of its migration
in the inner Solar System, and to indicate the region of its origin. We numerically
integrate the nominal orbit of the comet, as well as the orbits of 100 clones, mapping
the phase space in which the actual orbit of the comet could be situated in respect to
the orbit-determination uncertainity. Non-gravitational effects are not considered for
this large comet. We confirm that 29P is now situated in a chaotic region. After several
hundred thousand years, it will be, most probably, ejected into interstellar space. The
comet orbit has largely changed during its residing in the inner Solar System. Hence, its
surface can no longer be regarded as primordial. Some features, which are inconsistent
with the site of formation of a typical comet, are not surprising. Key words: Comets:
individual: 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 – Oort Cloud

Introduction
The comet 29P/Schwassmann-Wachmann 1 (hereafter 29P) is an interesting
object in a nearly circular orbit (e = 0.044), just beyond the orbit of Jupiter
(semi-major axis of 29P is a = 6.002 au), and with a small inclination (i = 9.4o ).
The comet’s Tisserand parameter with respect to Jupiter, TJ = 2.984, classifies
this object near the border separating the Jupiter-family and Centaur dynamical
populations.
According to the classification presented by Horner et al. (2003), the comet
29P is one of a small number of J-class objects, defined as objects with orbits
having the perihelion distances in the range 4.0 < q < 6.6 au and aphelion
distances Q < 6.6 au. It follows a chaotic orbit (Dones et al., 1996), which is
essentially controlled by Jupiter. Horner et al. (2004) found that such J-class
objects possess an especially short residence time and have a 98% chance to
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be gravitationally ejected into either a short-period comet orbit or having their
aphelion extended towards Saturn. Then both planets, Jupiter and Saturn, control their dynamical evolution.
Orbital calculations performed by using the SOLEX (Vitagliano, 2011)
showed that 29P was in a relatively stable orbit for many centuries. It had its
most recent close encounter with Jupiter in 1376 approaching this planet within
0.30 au (Miles et al., 2016). The object has exhibited a long-lasting outburst
activity at large heliocentric distances, where a carbon monoxide was suggested
as the driver of nucleus activity of the comet. Carbon monoxide was first detected in the comet using the radio methods, with JCMT (Senay & Jewitt,
1994) and again in 1994 with IRAM (Crovisier et al., 1995). The observations
of the comet with different methods (Biver et al., 2007; Gunnarsson et al., 2008;
Bockelee-Morvan et al., 2010; Ootsubo et al., 2012) also showed that the comet
is CO-rich.
The last ground-based infrared observations of the comet (Paganini et al.,
2013) confirm that CO can be the main driver that controls the activity of the
comet. According to Hill et al. (2001) the comets which formed early, in nebular
history, should be rich in CO, CO2 , N2 , and amorphous ice. The spectra of the
comet show a significant predominance of CO and strong emissions of CN and N2
(Cochran et al., 2000; Cochran, 2002; Korsun et al., 2008; Ivanova et al., 2016).
We cannot exclude either the CO2 variant as a source of the comet activity.
But the abundance of gaseous CO2 appears to be much lower than that of CO,
as shown by Woodney & Fernandez (2006) who used the Spitzer in a search
for CO2 emission at 15 µm, as well as Keck LRIS spectra without any success
for 29P and other Centaurs. All these results imply the formation region of the
comet in an outer part of the Solar System.
The sublimation temperatures of CO and N2 ices are 25 K and 22 K, respectively. Recent laboratory experiments indicate that the ice grains, which
were accumulated to produce the comet nuclei, formed via a freezing of water
vapour at about 25 K (Bar-Nun et al., 2007; Notesco & Bar-Nun, 2005; Notesco
et al., 2003). From one side, the CO rich comet 29P had to be formed in the
outer regions of the disk after the collapse of the nebular cloud (in cold regions), based on the analysis proposed by Paganini et al. (2012). However, the
new Spitzer observations show the presence of crystalline silicates in the coma
(Stansberry et al., 2004; Kelley et al., 2009), which had to experience a strong
thermal processing (in hot regions) close to the young Sun.
Many observed features are obviously related to the conditions in the place
of formation of 29P. Some contradictory observational data may, however, indicate a possible migration of the comet to a hotter region during its dynamical
evolution. In our paper, we re-analyse this evolution for a certain period in the
past to reveal whether the comet could receive an admixture of material formed
in hotter regions. As well we try to predict the comet’s future destiny.
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Search for the resonances
The whole orbit of comet 29P is now situated between the orbits of Jupiter and
Saturn. In this region of strong gravitational perturbations of two most massive
planets, an object can move in a mean-motion resonance (MMR) with the first
or second planet, or both. So, we are first interested in the question if 29P is in
an MMR as well as in Kozai resonance.
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argument of perihelion [deg]
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Figure 1. Dependence of the eccentricity on the argument of perihelion shown for the
period of the past 600 years for comet 29P. The dependence is constructed to reveal
if the comet is captured in the Kozai resonance.

The ratio of orbital periods of 29P and Jupiter (29P and Saturn) is 14.71/
/11.87 = 1.239 ≈ 5:4 (14.71/29.65 = 0.496 ≈ 1:2). So, we integrate the orbit of
29P assuming gravitational perturbations by 8 major planets, from Mercury to
Neptune, and calculate the resonance angle especially for the suspected 5:4 and
1:2 MMRs. The nominal, catalog orbit of 29P, taken from the JPL small-body
browser (Giorgini et al., 1996)1 , is the starting orbit in our integration. Specifically, the heliocentric ecliptic orbital elements of 29P referred to the equinox
J2000.0 are q = 5.76273 au, a = 6.01290 au, e = 0.04160, Ω = 312.40671o ,
ω = 49.49589o , i = 9.37738o , and T (JD) = 2458574.23518 for epoch 2435000.5.
The numerical integration of all considered orbits is done by using the integrator
1 http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/sbdb.cgi
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RA15 developed by Everhart (1985) within the MERCURY software package
(Chambers, 1999).
The resonance angle, θ, for the npl : n MMR equals
θ = nλpl − npl λ + (npl − n)ω̃,

(1)

where npl is the number of orbital periods of the planet, which roughly equals
(in the case of MMR) n orbital periods of the investigated object, longitudes λpl
and λ equal λpl = ωpl + Ωpl + Mpl and λ = ω + Ω + M , and ω̃ = ω + Ω. In the
last relations, ωpl , Ωpl , and Mpl (ω, Ω, and M ) are the argument of perihelion,
longitude of ascending node, and the mean anomaly of the planet (investigated
object) in given time.
The object is in npl : n MMR with the planet if the difference between the
maximum and minimum value of angle θ is significantly smaller than 360o , i.e.
the angle librates, during a long period. However, we found that θ varied from
0o to 360o during the last 10 000 years when calculated for the MMRs 5:4, 6:5
and 11:9 with Jupiter and 1:2 with Saturn. Obviously, 29P is not in any MMR
with the first or second giant planet.
We also investigate if 29P is in the Kozai resonance. The necessary condition
for√an object to be in this type of resonance is at least approximative invariance
of 1 − e2 cos i, where e is the
p eccentricity and i is the inclination of the object’s
orbit. Sometimes, the form a(1 − e2 ) cos i is considered instead of the latter.
Both these invariants are practically the same as the semi-major axis of the
object’s orbit, a, is almost a constant in the case of an object captured in the
Kozai resonance.
In reality, an object is perturbed by more than a single
√ planet and nongravitational perturbations can act in addition. Therefore, 1 − e2 cos i is never
a perfect constant. To reveal the Kozai resonance, the dependence of the eccentricity on the argument
of perihelion is constructed. (Instead of eccentricity, the
√
dependence of 1 − e2 on ω is often considered.) The object is in the Kozai
resonance,
√ if the curve illustrating the dependence spirals around a point in the
e−ω (or 1 − e2 vs. ω) phase space. If the behavior is chaotic, the object is not
captured in the Kozai resonance.
To reveal the capture of 29P into the Kozai resonance, we perform the integration of its orbit, perturbed by eight major planets, Mercury to Neptune,
for 1 500 years with a short output interval of 5 days. During the first 600 years
of this period, the e vs. ω dependence is shown in Fig. 1. We can see a chaotic
behavior and, hence, one can conclude that 29P is not in the Kozai resonance.

The past evolution of the 29P orbit
As we already mentioned, comet 29P moves in a chaotic region just beyond the
orbit of Jupiter. Here, an object can orbit the Sun during only a limited period.
Also 29P had to come to its current orbit from a more stable cometary reservoir.
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Figure 2. The evolution of perihelion distance (plot a), eccentricity (b), semi-major
axis (c and d), and inclination (e) of the orbit of comet 29P (black thick curves) and
100 cloned orbits (green dashed curves) during 1 million years in the past. (A colour
version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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To gain information, at least indicative, about the probable situation of its
previous orbit, we integrate its current orbit for a period of 10 Myr backward.
To start the integrations, we use the nominal, catalog orbit of the comet.
Every orbit of a real object, the orbit of 29P including, suffers from a determination uncertainity. If one wants to answer the questions on the 29P’s origin,
or its future fate, it is, of course, necessary to take into account also the evolutionary scenarios, which can occur due to the uncertainity. For this purpose,
we consider not only the nominal orbit of 29P, but we also follow the orbital
evolution of a set of clones in orbits corresponding to the uncertainity.
The way to construct the cloned orbits was found and described by several
author’s groups. We use the method published by Chernitsov et al. (1998), which
can briefly be described as follows. The set of six nominal orbital elements of
the considered object is written in the form of a covariant 6 × 1 matrix, which
we denote by yo . According to Chernitsov et al. (1998), the orbital elements of
the j-th clone can be calculated as the covariant matrix yj given by equation
yj = yo + Aη T ,

(2)

where A is such a 6 × 6 matrix that the product A AT equals the covariance
matrix related to the process of nominal orbit determination. The covariance
matrix for 29P is published in the JPL small-body browser, together with the
elements of its orbit. With symbol η, we denoted a 1 × 6 contravariant matrix
with each element being a random number from the interval (0, 1) and η T ,
figuring in Eq.(2), is its covariant form. Specifically, we construct the orbits of
100 clones.
In the integration, we ignore the potential non-gravitational effects. Suspecting the chaotic evolution of the comet’s orbit, these effects only increase
the measure of chaos, if they are efficient. Comet 29P is, however, a relatively
large object with the radius of 20 km (Horner et al., 2003) and, therefore, a large
inertia. An outgassing or a separation of small fragments at its outbursts cannot
likely significantly influence its motion. So, we consider only the gravitational
perturbations by the planets and deviations from the nominal orbit due to the
orbit-determination uncertainity.
The evolution of the orbits of 29P and its clones backward in time for the
first 1 Myr of the investigated period is shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, we present
the evolution of perihelion distance (Fig. 2a), eccentricity (Fig. 2b), semi-major
axis (Fig. 2c,d), and inclination (Fig. 2e). The argument of perihelion and the
longitude of ascending node of the orbits of all 29P and clones circulate. No
remarkable feature in their 10-Myr behavior can be noticed. In Fig. 2, we see
the ranges of the shown parameters corresponding to the Centaur-type orbits,
as well as the orbits of objects with aphelion in the trans-Neptunian region and
Oort cloud. A small number of the orbits are also asteroidal-like (wholy situated
inside the Jupiter’s orbit).
The nominal orbit influenced by the gravitation forces exhibits the significant
changes, especially in the first 150 000 years. The perihelion distance (Fig. 2a)
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Figure 3. The statistics of how many cloned orbits of comet 29P, including the nominal orbit of this comet itself, are a Centaur type (a green dashed curve), asteroidal-like
(a red solid curve), having the aphelion in the trans-Neptunian region (a blue dotted
curve), and having the aphelion in the Oort cloud (a violet dotted curve), in given time
from the present to 10 Myr in the past. (A colour version of this figure is available in
the online journal.)

increased from the original 5.7 au to 10 au. It remained roughly in this interval during several hundred thousand years and finally was stabilized at a value
of 4.3 au. A close approach to Jupiter caused the change of the comet’s orbit to larger heliocentric distances. In our integration, we follow the motion of
the comet, as well as its clones, up to the heliocentric distance of 50 000 au.
The comet occurred at a larger distance about 404 millennia ago. Obviously,
the Galactic tide, which is not considered in our orbit integration, reduced its
perihelion down to the planetary region in this time.
The behaviour of the comet eccentricity is shown in Fig. 2b. The original
low-eccentric orbit (e = 0.04) changed to a high-eccentric one (e = 0.88). The
evolution of comet’s inclination is different from the evolution of the most clones.
While the most orbits of clones are evolved to relatively high inclinations, up
to the value of ∼75o , the inclination of the nominal orbit has remained within
∼15o during the first 1 Myr.
The evolution of the numbers of the orbits of all above-mentioned types is
shown in Fig. 3. The cloned orbits indicate that 29P came to its current orbit
most probably from the Oort cloud. The statistical probability of its origin in
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the trans-Neptunian region is much smaller. This analysis does not, however,
take into account the low inclination of its orbit, the occurrence of which by
chance is, on contrary, improbable for an Oort-cloud comet and favours the
comet’s origin just in the trans-Neptunian region. A few cloned orbits indicate
that neither the 29P’s origin in the main asteroid belt can be excluded.
We note that a quite large number (∼25% at 1 Myr) of cloned orbits were
hyperbolic. It is well-known that no actually interstellar comet has been detected
until now. The hyperbolicity of these cloned orbits indicates that the nominal
orbit cannot be erroneous in the sense of a shift to the orbital phase space
corresponding to the hyperbolic orbits. We could constrain the uncertainity
of the 29P’s orbit determination by removing the orbital phase space yielding
the apparent hyperbolicity. In the statistics shown in Fig. 3, we added these
hyperbolic orbits to those having the aphelion in the Oort cloud.

The future evolution of 29P
We are also interested in a future dynamical evolution of 29P, therefore we
further integrate its orbit as well as 100 cloned orbits for 10 Myr forward. The
integration is again performed using the RA15 integrator within the MERCURY
package and the gravitational perturbations by eight major planets are considered.
The orbital evolution of 29P and its clones forward in time for the first
1 Myr of investigated period is shown in Fig. 4. One can immediately see that
the comet in the nominal orbit will be ejected from the planetary region into
an interstellar space after about 205 millennia. This is valid not only for the
nominal orbit of 29P, but for most of the clones, too. A majority of clones are
predicted to be gravitationally ejected when the non-gravitational effects are
neglected.
For the first few tens of thousands years, a stormy evolution of the comet
orbit will likely occur. All elements will rapidly change. A temporal stabilization
of the orbit will occur after 100 kyrs. This situation will not, however, last for
a long time and the comet will be ejected from the inner region of the Solar
System toward icy objects far from the Sun.
The statistics of the abundance of orbital types among 29P and its clones
for the followed 10-Myr period is given in Fig. 5. In the future, some clones
can occur in an orbit that is wholy situated inside the Jupiter’s orbit. However,
none of these orbits is stable. Comet 29P will most probably be ejected into
interstellar space. This ejection can be posponed by a long-term phase, when
the comet’s aphelion will be situated in the Oort cloud. There is also a small
probability that the Galactic tide will detach the comet’s perihelion away from
the planetary region and, thus, the comet will become the member of the Oort
cloud.
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Figure 4. The same as in Fig. 2, but for the evolution followed for the future 1 million
years. (A colour version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Discussion and concluding remarks
Our investigation confirms the expectation that the comet 29P is now situated in
the region of chaotic evolution of its orbit. If non-gravitational effects are
neglected, the statistics based on orbital clones implies that the comet most
probably came to the planetary region from the Oort cloud. However, the low
orbital inclination more favours its origin in the trans-Neptunian belt. We note
that the neglection of non-gravitational effects is reasonable since 29P is a relatively large object. Concerning the future fate of the comet, it will be ejected to
interstellar space after a few hundred millennia. However, we have to emphasize,
again, a statistical character of the derived evolutionary scenario.
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Figure 5. The statistics of how many cloned orbits of comet 29P, including the nominal orbit of this comet itself, are a Centaur type (a green dashed curve), asteroidal-like
(a red solid curve), having the aphelion in the trans-Neptunian region (a blue dotted
curve), having the aphelion in the Oort cloud (a violet dotted curve), and ejected along
a hyperbolic orbit into interstellar space (a cyan blue dot-dashed curve) in given time
from the present to 10 Myr in the future. (A colour version of this figure is available
in the online journal.)

Anyway, our study confirms that the comet could acquire the controversial
observational features, mentioned in Sect. 1, during its past excursions close to
the Sun. Some admixture of species formed in a hot environment could also
come to the comet’s surface due to its collisions with small meteoroid material.
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29P could meet small bodies during its entry into the main-asteroid-belt region
as well as in its current orbit, since there are routes for some material from the
asteroid belt to cross the Jupiter’s orbit and impact the comet nucleus. (The
orbit of the comet alone has been, episodically, several times wholy within the
orbit of Jupiter.)
It was found that the comet in its nominal orbit has spent in the inner
Solar System about 0.6 Myr. The statistics of cloned orbits implies a shorter
period, less than 0.2 Myr. Since the comet has, most likely, migrated through
a large interval of heliocentric distance, from a distance well inside the orbit of
Mercury to the trans-Neptunian region, its surface can be no longer regarded
as primordial. It has, likely, been changed by its interaction with an intensive
solar radiation and interaction with interplanetary matter.
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РОЗДІЛ 3
РЕЗУЛЬТАТИ ДОСЛІДЖЕНЬ АКТИВНИХ АСТЕРОЇДІВ
3.1 Морфологія та фізичні властивості активних астероїдів (596) Scheila,
(6478) Gault і (3200) Phaeton
У цьому підрозділі наводяться основні результати дослідження 2 активних
астероїдів (з 20 відомих) – (596) Scheila [14, 24] і (6478) Gault [31], та 1 астероїда
(3200) Phaeton [25], який зближується з Землею й інколи проявляє активність
поблизу перигелію. Дослідження активних астероїдів мають специфічні особливості,
зокрема спостереження вкрай рідкісні, оскільки їхня активність неочікувана і не
може бути прогнозованою, як у комет. На відміну від регулярних спостережень
комет, які проявляють довгострокову газо/пилову активність і зазвичай повільно її
змінюють, спостереження активних астероїдів часто проводяться протягом
обмеженого інтервалу часу через умови спостереження та відносно коротку
тривалість явища.
Для вивчення оптичних і фізичних властивостей поверхонь (в неактивному стані)
і атмосфер (в активному стані) активних астероїдів, необхідні не тільки
моніторингові спостереження, але і комплексні дослідження різними методами в
широкому діапазоні довжин хвиль та фазових кутів. Тому автором разом з колегами
з різних міжнародних інститутів в 2010 р. була ініційована комплексна програма
спостережень

обраних

потенційно

активних

астероїдів.

Дослідження

було

спрямовано на вивчення оптичних властивостей пилу в комах астероїдів,
встановлення причин їхньої активності, особливості їхнього формування та еволюції
в Сонячній системі. Ці дослідження включали аналіз просторового і часового
розподілу параметрів лінійної поляризації, кольору і продукування пилу вибраних
активних астероїдів як в період їхньої активної фази, так і після.

MNRAS 0, 1–0 (2020)
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ABSTRACT

We present the results of photometric observations of active asteroid (6478) Gault performed at heliocentric distances from
2.46 to 2.30 au and geocentric distances from 1.79 to 1.42 au between 2019 January 15 and March 28. Observations were
carried out at the 2.5-m telescope of SAI MSU (Caucasian Mountain Observatory) on 2019 January 15 and at the 1.3 and
0.61-m telescopes (SPb) on 2019 February 6 and March 28, respectively. The direct images of the asteroid were obtained
with the broad-band B, V, and R filters. Comet-like structures were detected at all observation dates. Colour maps were built
and colour variations along the tail for the observation made on 2019 January 15 were analysed. The Afρ was calculated for
the R filter, and the evaluated value varies from 47 to 32 cm for the period from 2019 January to the end of March. The
rotational period of the body is estimated from the light curve by different methods and is about 1.79 h. Possible mechanisms
of triggering Gault’s activity are discussed.
Key words: methods: data analysis – techniques: photometric – minor planets, asteroids: general – minor planets,
asteroids: individual (6478).

INTRODUCTION
Asteroids, like comets, belong to the population of small bodies of
the Solar system. For a long time, these objects were rather
arbitrarily subdivided based on signs that have different nature and
different validity. The most common classification (Davies et al.
1982; Tholen 1989) takes into account (a) the presence or absence
of an extended gas/dust coma and/or tail(s), (b) an abundance
or lack of volatiles (ices), and (c) orbit specificity (semimajor
axis, eccentricity, and inclination of the orbit). Now it is clear
that these signs are not independent and often cannot be reliably
determined. It is the so-called active asteroids (hereafter AAs)
that are recently discovered troublemakers: These objects have
typical asteroid orbits, but show the activity of typical comets.
Jewitt, Hsieh & Agarwal (2015a) paid attention to this blurriness
of the classification and suggested a simple two-parameter scheme
that usefully describes the small-body populations. This empirical
scheme is based on the Tisserand parameter and the presence of a
coma. Following this idea, objects with asteroidal orbits and wellpronounced activity (i.e. mass-loss) are attributed to AAs.
Note that for comets, a long-term activity caused by the sublimation of ices and the concomitant removal of dust (Whipple 1951) is
usually the focus of study, although short-term activities for comets

are also observed. Manifestations of asteroid activity are perhaps
more diverse. In all identified cases, these objects, like comets, lose
a noticeable amount of material. That is, they are active, sometimes short-lived (Neslusan et al. 2016), and sometimes repeated
(133P/Elst–Pizarro, 6478 Gault). Several mechanisms that evoke
activity are discussed in the asteroid community: ice sublimation
and accompanying dust removal (e.g. Hsieh et al. 2010 considered
these processes for 133P/Elst–Pizarro); rotational breakup [e.g.
suggested by Drahus et al. 2015 for P/2012 F5 (Gibbs)], impact
and resulting dust ejecta [e.g. Neslusan et al. 2016 applied this
hypothesis to explain the activity of (596) Scheila, Bodewits et al.
2011; Ishiguro et al. 2011; Jewitt et al. 2011 also studied this
mechanism of activity], thermal fracture [e.g. suggested by Jewitt
& Li 2010; Li & Jewitt 2013; Hui & Li 2016 for (3200) Phaethon],
and rotational fission of contact binary asteroids (Scheeres 2007).
The determination of the mechanism of activity is often possible,
based on an analysis of the specific features of the observations.
For example, impact activity, as a rule, is characterized by a short
time interval. The activity caused by the sublimation of ice can be
related to the amount of energy absorbed, and therefore to the orbital
position and so on. A simple enumeration shows that determining
one or possibly several mechanisms of asteroid activity is a complex
and important task.
The main-belt asteroid (6478) Gault (hereafter Gault) was discovered on 1988 May 12 by Carolyn and Eugene Shoemaker (https:
//www.minorplanetcenter.net/db search/show object?object id =
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Table 1. Equipment of the observations.
Telescope
CMO
SPb
TSPs

Diameter
(m)

CCD

Pixel size
(μm × μm)

Scale
(arcsec pixel–1 )

Field of view
(arcmin2 )

2.5
1.3
0.61

NBI4K E2V CCD44-82
FLI Proline 230
SBIG-ST-10XME

15 × 15
15 × 15
9×9

0.155 (bin 1 × 1)
0.57 (bin 2 × 2)
1.07 (bin 2 × 2)

10 × 10
9.8 × 9.7
19 × 13

Table 2. Log of the observations of Gault in 2019.
Date, UT
2019 Jan. 13
2019 Jan. 15
2019 Jan. 16
2019 Jan. 18
2019 Feb. 06
2019 Feb. 08
2019 Mar. 23
2019 Mar. 27
2019 Mar. 28

R
(au)


(au)

α
(◦ )

ϕ
(◦ )

Filter

Texp
(s)

N

Instrument

2.460
2.456
2.454
2.450
2.411
2.407
2.316
2.307
2.305

1.797
1.772
1.759
1.735
1.525
1.509
1.405
1.421
1.425

19.9
19.5
19.3
18.85
13.0
12.3
12.9
14.2
15.0

305.6
306.5
307.1
308.1
323.2
324.6
90.34
93.63
95.46

B,V,R
B,V,R
B,V.R
B,V.R
V, R
B, V, R
V, R
V, R
R

300
300
300
120
240
240
240
240
240

3, 3, 3
3, 3, 3
3, 3, 3
3, 3, 3
20, 20
13, 13, 14
6, 6
10,10
46

2.5-m CMO
2.5-m CMO
2.5-m CMO
2.5-m CMO
1.3-m Pleso
1.3-m Pleso
0.61-m Pleso
1.3-m Pleso
1.3-m Pleso

6478). Its orbital semimajor axis, eccentricity, perihelion distance,
and inclination are 2.305 au, 0.194, 1.859 au, and 22◦.8, respectively.
Knežević & Milani (2003) classified it as a stony S-type asteroid
and a member of the Phocaea family. Ye et al. (2019) showed that
the colour of Gault was more similar to that of C-type asteroids
than S types. The asteroid Gault has also been dynamically linked
with the low-albedo Tamara family (Kleyna et al. 2019), which
resides in the Phocaea region (Novaković et al. 2017). Members
of this family are characterized by the highest orbital inclinations
among all the families of the inner asteroid belt. The Tisserand
parameter of Gault is TJ = 3.46. This value is significantly larger
than the nominal dividing line (TJ = 3) that separates comets (TJ
< 3) from asteroids (TJ > 3) (see, e.g. Kresak 1980). The recent
activity of Gault was detected on 2019 January 5 (Smith et al.
2019). An archive-data check revealed the activity of the asteroid in
December 2018. Based on a thorough analysis of the archive images
taken in 2013, 2016, and 2017, Chandler et al. (2019) concluded
that Gault shows sustained activity since 2013. They also noted
that this asteroid is unique: We do not know other members of this
family that would be for active so long. This unusual behaviour
caused great interest. Therefore, several articles presenting asteroid
observations and their analyses were already published in 2019
(Chandler et al. 2019; Ferrı́n, Fornari & Acosta 2019; Hui, Kim &
Gao 2019; Jewitt et al. 2019; Kleyna et al. 2019; Lee 2019; Marsset
et al. 2019; Moreno et al. 2019; Sanchez et al. 2019; Ye et al. 2019).
In this paper, we supplement a number of observations and
present original data analyses. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. Details of observations and reduction procedures are
described in Section 1. Analysis of the observed photometric data
is presented in Section 2. A comparison of the original results with
published data and their discussion is presented in Section 3.

O B S E R VAT I O N S A N D D ATA R E D U C T I O N
The observation of Gault was carried out with different telescopes.
We obtained photometric data with the 2.5-m telescope of the
Caucasian Mountain Observatory (CMO) of SAI MSU (Russia)
and with the 1.3 and the 0.61-m telescopes at the Skalnaté Pleso
Observatory (Slovakia). The main technical parameters of the tele-

Figure 1. Schematic view of the asteroid orbit along with the Earth’s (E),
Mars’ (M), and Jupiter’s (J) orbits. Positions of the asteroid and planets
corresponding to the selected date of observations 2019 January 13 (1),
February 6 (2), and March 28 (3) are marked in black. Corresponding
positions for the previous activity observations on 2013 September 28 (blue
marks) and 2016 June 10 (red marks) are also shown (Chandler et al. 2019).
Green diamond (P) marks the perihelion of the asteroid orbit on 2020 January
3 (q = 1.86 au).

scopes and CCD detectors are listed in Table 1. The observing log
is presented in Table 2, listing the mid-cycle time; the heliocentric
(r) and geocentric () distances; the phase angle of the object (α);
the position angle of the extended Sun-asteroid radius vector (φ);
the filter; the total exposure time during the night (Texp ); the number
of cycles of observations obtained during the night (N); and the
telescope used. The schematic view of the asteroid orbit along with
the Earth’s, Mars’ and Jupiter’s orbits is shown in Fig. 1.
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We applied the reduction procedure – bias subtraction, darkfield correction (only for observation obtained at 0.61 and 1.3-m
telescopes), flat-field correction, and cleaning cosmic-ray tracks in
the standard manner, using IDL routines (e.g. Ivanova et al. 2016,
2017, 2019; Picazzio et al. 2019, Luk’yanyk et al. 2019). The
morning sky was used to provide a flat-field correction for the nonuniform sensitivity of the CCD chip. The seeing value was measured
as the average full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of several
sample stars ranging from 1.3 to 3.5 arcsec during our observations,
the data with a large seeing were not taken into account. The
residual sky background was estimated with the use of an annular
aperture. To perform an absolute flux calibration of the images, field
stars were used. The stellar magnitudes of the standard stars were
taken from the catalogue APASS (Henden & Munari 2014). The
photometric uncertainty of the catalogue depends on star brightness
and is estimated to be from 0.01 to 0.2 mag on average. The images
were binned in 2 × 2 pixels to improve the signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) of the measured signal. In 2019, January direct images of
the asteroid were obtained with the broad-band Bessel B, V, and
R filters (http://lnfm1.sai.msu.ru/kgo/instruments/filters/KGO FIL
TER DATA.html). Johnson–Cousins B, V, and R filters were used
for observations obtained from 2019 February to March.
PHOTOMETRY
Morphology
R-band images of asteroid Gault are shown in Fig. 2. These data
were obtained at the 2.5-m (CMO) telescope of SAI MSU on
2019 January 15 (panel (a)), at the 1.3-m (SPb) telescope on 2019
February 6 (panel (b)) and March 28 (panel (c)), respectively. The
resulting image is the sum of stacked particular images. The colour
bar shows a relative intensity scale. The asteroid coma is compact
and bright. On 2019 January 15, the asteroid presents only one tail
T1. The asteroid exhibits a second faint tail (T2) on images obtained
from the observations carried out on 2019 February 6 and March
23. For observations made in 2019 January and February, the dust
tail (T1) is elongated in the antisunward direction, as can be seen
in panels A and B. On 2019 March 28 (panel C), both tails (T1 and
T2) change the orientation relative to the Sun dramatically.
The T1 directions are PA = 291◦.5, 294◦.8, and 264◦.3 for
observations made on 2019 January 15, February 6, and March
28, respectively. The T2 directions are PA = 306◦.8 and 165◦.7 for
observations made on 2019 February 6 and on March 28, respectively. The obtained directions are close to the results presented by
Jewitt et al. 2019 and Kleyna et al. 2019.
The orientations of the tails correspond to the geometry obtained
from the comet toolbox1 (Vincent 2014). This toolbox is based
on the Finson and Probstein theory (Finson & Probstein 1968a,b),
where only particles released in the orbital plane of the body with
zero initial velocity are considered. However, it provides a good
approximation of the tail shape. For the illustration, we present
in Fig. 3 a comparison of synchrones and syndynes built for the
summarized images of the asteroid obtained on 2019 February 6.
To compare our observations with the already published results
for Gault, we estimated the grain sizes using equation (Kleyna et al.
2019).

β = 5.740 × 10−4 ×

Qpr
ρa

(1)

where Qpr is a radiation-pressure efficiency coefficient (∼1–2 for
rocky and icy material), ρ is the density, and a is the grain
size.
As one can see from Fig. 3, the dust emission producing the tails
started 102 d before our observation on 2019 February 6, for tail
T1 and 38 d for tail T2, correspondingly. Our values are in good
agreement with the results presented by Kleyna et al. 2019 and Ye
et al. 2019. Tail T1 is longer than tail T2 (see Fig. 2) and consists
of particles with sizes from 20 to 200 μm.
Magnitude, light curve, and colour
For the analysis of the dust environment of the asteroid Gault, we
used broad-band filters. The integrated magnitude ma can be
evaluated from the equation


Ic (λ)
+ ms − 2.5 lg p(λ)M,
(2)
ma = −2.5 lg
Is (λ)

where ρ is the aperture of radius, Ia and Is are the measured fluxes
of the asteroid and a standard star in counts, respectively, ms is
the star magnitude, p(λ) is the sky transparency depending on the
wavelength, M is the difference between the air masses of the
observed asteroid and star. As we applied field stars for calibration,
the sky transparency is not considered.
Using the direct images in the broad-band filters B, V, and R, one
can evaluate the dust colour. The resulting colour–colour B – V–V
– R diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
Gault usually refers to a Phocaea family and is considered as a
stony S-type asteroid. However, Jewitt et al. (2019) concluded that
in an optical range this asteroid is more similar to C-type asteroids.
The retrieved broad-band optical and near-infrared colours and
optical spectroscopy (Bolin 2019) also suggest that Gault belongs
to the C-complex asteroids. From our results (Fig. 3), we can see
that the colour of the asteroid is bluer than that of S-type and
redder than that of C-type asteroids. Recently, Marsset et al. (2019)
confirmed that Gault is a silicate-rich (Q- or S-type) object likely
linked to the Phocaea collisional family. This asteroid exhibits
substantial spectral variability over the 0.75–2.45 μm wavelength
range (Marsset et al. 2019): from unusual blue (S = −13.5 ±
1.1 per cent μm−1 ) to typical red (S = +9.1 ± 1.2 per cent μm−1 )
spectral slope. These colour variation does not seem to correlate
with activity.
Based on the observations, we built a colour map and analysed
colour variations along the tail for the observation made on 2019
January 15. Each pixel of the summed image was converted into
the apparent magnitude and the resulting B – V, V – R, and B – R
colour maps were constructed by subtracting the two sets of images
from each other. An average error in the magnitude measurements
was 0.04 mag. The resulting colour maps of the Gault asteroid are
shown in Fig. 5 (panels a, b, and c). These maps allowed us to make
a cross-section along the tail to see colour variations. One can see
(Fig. 5, panels d, e, and f) that the innermost near-asteroid region
has a red colour. The colour profiles show a colour gradient: The
colour of the coma decreases sharply within a range of ∼10 000 km
for all filters, and after this, the colour value is increasing at a
distance of ∼20 000 km. Beyond 25 000 km, the colour practically
is not changed on average, showing random scattering only. This
behaviour of colour is of great interest and we will examine it in
detail in Section 6.
Because dust activity is a common feature for asteroid Gault
and comets, it seems attractive to use an approach that is widely
applied in the physics of comets to estimate the degree of their
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Figure 2. The composite images of Gault obtained in the R filter. Panel (a) shows the image taken at the 2.5-m telescope (CMO) of SAI MSU on 2019 January
15; panels (b) and (c) show the images taken at 1.3-m telescope (SPb) on 2019 February 6 and March 28, respectively. The optocentre of the asteroid is marked
by a white cross. Black lines show the directions of the tails (T1 and T2).

Figure 3. The image of the Gault (obtained on 2019 February 6) and the
composite Finson–Probstein diagram, constructed via the comet toolbox
(Vincent 2014). Syndynes (black) and synchrones (red+blue), are labelled
within days of the observation. Arrows point to the direction to the Sun (),
north (N), east (E), and the negative velocity vectors (–V).

Figure 4. Colour–colour diagram of asteroid Gault. Our results are marked
by green asterisks with error bars. The result from Jewitt et al. (2019) is
marked by the blue circle. The red triangle shows the colour of the Sun from
Willmer (2018). We also show results (marked by diamonds) for asteroids
of various spectral types A, B, C, D, F, G, Q, R, S, T, and V (data from
Dandy, Fitzsimmons & Collander-Brown 2003).

et al. 1984)
activity. The so-called parameter Afρ introduced by A’Hearn et al.
(1984) is generally used to characterize the dust abundance in the
coma via a measure of the solar radiation reflected by the dust. The
value Afρ (cm) (where A is the albedo of the dust grains, f is the
filling factor of the grains within the field of view, and ρ is the
radius of the aperture at the AA Gault) can be used to estimate
the dust production, assuming a steady-state dust outflow model. In
this case, the radial surface brightness is expected to decrease with
ρ −1 and the Afρ value should be aperture independent. However,
it is known that the surface brightness variation deviates from the
reciprocal of the projected distance in the plane of the sky, and the
Afρ value therefore varies with distance from the optocentre (Jewitt
& Meech 1987). We calculated Afρ according to equation
(A’Hearn

Af ρ =

4r 2 2 100.4(mSun −ma )
,
ρ

(3)

where mSun and ma are the Sun and asteroid magnitudes in the
wavelength band of observations, respectively (see Table 3), r is
the heliocentric distance in (au),  is the geocentric distance in
(cm), ρ is the radius of the aperture in (cm). The Afρ values were
calculated for the R filter within a circular aperture of about 5000 km
radius. The corresponding results are shown in Table 3. Our results
vary from 47 to 32 cm for the period from 2019 January to the end
of March, respectively. For comparison, the value Afρ for Gault
presented in the CARA data for the period from 2019 February
5 to April 17 change from 47 to 10 cm for an aperture radius of
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Figure 5. B – V (A), V – R (B), and B – R (C) colour maps of the asteroid Gault constructed for the images obtained on 2019 January 15 are shown in the
left-hand column (panels a, b, and c). The maps are coloured according to colour indices in magnitudes, as indicated in the colour bar at the top of the image.
The projected directions toward the Sun, north, east, and the negative velocity vector are indicated. The optocentre is marked by a cross. The corresponding
radial profiles of the dust colours along the tail in the different filters are shown in the right column (panels d, e, and f). The error in the colour measurements
varies from 0.02 to 0.1 mag. The central parts of the coma are shown in the insets.

4000 km, respectively. The estimated Afρ values for Gault are more
similar to the results obtained for the active Jupiter Family Comets
at heliocentric distances from 2 to 3 au (Lowry et al. 1999) than
for new long-period comets (Mazzotta Epifani et al. 2006, 2010,
2011, 2014; Meech et al. 2009; Szabó et al. 2002; Szabó, Kiss &
Sárneczky 2008; Ivanova et al. 2015, 2016).
In Fig. 6, we present the results obtained on 2019 January 15
for the radial profile and the derived Afρ values for the three
different filters, respectively. We show the values obtained for the
entire flux, as it is observed. Clearly, there is a strong dependence
on the radial distance. Perhaps the Afρ change would be less
significant if the nucleus contribution was subtracted. However,

we believe that the real Afρ values are more important than the
ones estimated after subtraction of the nucleus, because there is a
contribution from the coma even at the maximum of brightness.
A similar trend with a decrease of Afρ is observed for some
distant comets at large heliocentric distances (Korsun et al. 2014;
Ivanova et al. 2019), where this feature is probably explained by the
fragmentation of the emitted dust particles. But the fragmentation
mechanism is most probably not applicable in the general case of
asteroids.
Certainly, in case with asteroid Gault parameter Afρ cannot be
associated directly with dust production, as it used for comets.
The parameters must correlate with dust production only in the
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Table 3. Photometry, reduced magnitudes, and colours of the comets.
Date, UT
2019 Jan. 15
2019 Jan. 16
2019 Jan. 18
2019 Feb. 06
2019 Feb. 08
2019 Mar. 23
2019 Mar. 27
2019 Mar. 28
2019 Jan. 10
2019 Feb. 21
Sun

R
(au)

maR

B–V

V–R

B–R

2.456
2.454
2.450
2.411
2.407
2.316
2.307
2.305
2.466
2.382
–

17.42 ± 0.03
17.41 ± 0.03
17.41 ± 0.02
17.53 ± 0.03
17.41 ± 0.03
17.08 ± 0.05
17.22 ± 0.04
17.32 ± 0.02
b 17.42 ± 0.01
b 17.20 ± 0.01
–27.15 ± 0.01

0.77 ± 0.04
0.79 ± 0.04
0.80 ± 0.04
–
0.70 ± 0.10
–
–
–
0.78 ± 0.03
0.75 ± 0.03
0.63 ± 0.02

0.40 ± 0.04
0.40 ± 0.04
0.42 ± 0.03
0.42 ± 0.03
0.53 ± 0.10
0.49 ± 0.04
0.42 ± 0.06
–
0.40 ± 0.03
0.41 ± 0.03
0.39 ± 0.01

1.17 ± 0.04
1.19 ± 0.03
1.22 ± 0.04
–
1.22 ± 0.04
–
–
–
1.18 ± 0.03
1.16 ± 0.03
1.02 ± 0.02

Afρ aR
(cm)

Instrument

47 ± 1
2.5-m CMO
47 ± 2
2.5-m CMO
46 ± 1
2.5-m CMO
34 ± 1
1.3-m Pleso
38 ± 1
1.3-m Pleso
39 ± 2
0.61-m Pleso
35 ± 1
1.3-m Pleso
32 ± 2
1.3-m Pleso
48 ± 1 Jewitt et al. (2019)
42 ± 1 Jewitt et al. (2019)
–
Willmer (2018)

calculation, we used aperture radius ∼5000 km.
Jewitt et al. (2019) aperture radii 5717 km and 4457 km were used for January 10 and February 21, respectively.

a For
b In

Figure 6. Dependence of the Afρ values on the radial distance, derived from co-added images obtained on 2019 January 15, with the 2.5-m telescope of CMO.

unlikely case that the size distribution and the ejection velocity
are time-independent (see e.g. Fulle 2000). However, we believe
that the evaluation of this parameter is useful (1) for the quantitative estimation of the dust activity and its comparison with the
corresponding activity of comets at similar heliocentric distances;
and (2) for a comparison our evaluations with previously published
values of this parameter (Ferrı́n et al. 2019), which allows us to see
variation activity.
Period of rotation of the asteroid
On 2019 February 6 and March 28, two longer photometric runs
(based observations at Skalnaté Pleso Observatory only) were
performed at the Skalnaté Pleso Observatory (see Table 3) to
analyse the temporal behaviour of the light curve and to determine
the rotational period. Only the R filter was used for this purpose.
Our observations, lasting more than 2.5 h, show an almost constant
light curve without any noticeable periodic variations of brightness
(Fig. 7). The results of observations made on the other night are
also shown in the plot to emphasize the flat type of the light curve.
The flat shape of the composite light curve can be related to a nearly

spherical shape of the asteroid or small variations of the projection
area seen from the Sun and Earth. A contribution of light from the
emitted dust grains masking the surface also may play a role. Also,
one cannot exclude in advance that the rotation period is much
longer than the observation time.
To identify the periodicity in the observations, we use the
technique described by Harris et al. (1989) and known as the
FALC method. In addition to this approach, we analysed the photometric data using a four-Fourier-component Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) (Schwarzenberg-Czerny 1996). The first probable value
(see Fig. 8) of the rotational period (1.79 h from FALC, 1.79 h from
ANOVA) is very close to the value of an ∼2-h rotational period
confirmed by Kleyna et al. (2019). Another probable period is close
to 3.4 h and it could confirm the analysis of Ferrı́n et al. (2019)
or Carbognani & Buzzoni (2020). Moreno et al. (2019) analysed
five light curves showing a similar flat behaviour of brightness and
concluded that the rotation period could not be clearly determined
from their observations. The same conclusion was drawn by Jewitt
et al. (2019). Note that, Ferrı́n et al. (2019), analysing the observed
light curve, made another surprising conclusion that Gault could be
a binary asteroid. If it is so, Gault is the first AA with its own satellite.
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Figure 7. Composite light curve of the AA Gault (based observations at Skalnaté Pleso Observatory). Representative magnitude error bars (±0.019 mag) are
shown. The mid-time of the observational runs are shown in the legend.

Figure 8. FALC (a) and ANOVA (b) periodograms (scan of periods from 1 to 4 h) applied for phased light-curve data from two nights. The theta value
represents the root-mean-square dispersion of the observed data and approximated Fourier series, the ANOVA power maxima show probable values of the
rotational period.
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Of course, such circumstance greatly complicates the analysis of the
brightness curve and should be thoroughly checked. We believe that
the accurate value of the rotation period cannot be determined at the
moment. The next good apparition for a detailed photometric study
of Gault will open from 2020 August to October. It could reach a
maximum brightness of 16.8 mag in opposition before the end of
2020 September.
Estimation of the asteroid diameter
The observations allow to derive an approximate value of the
asteroid size based on standard procedures. The absolute magnitude
HV can be evaluated from the apparent magnitude mV according to
the formula

HV = mV − 5 log (r) + 2.5log ( (α)) ,

(4)

where r and  are the heliocentric and geocentric distances in au and
(α) is the phase function at phase angle α. We use the classical
expression (α) = (1 − G) 1 (α) + G 2 (α), where G = 0.15.
For the calculation of the effective diameter, the formula from
Bowell et al. (1989) is applied
log(pV ) = 6.259 − 2 log D − 0.4lHV ,

(5)

where D is the diameter of the asteroid in kilometers, pV is the
geometric albedo, and HV is the V-band magnitude. Because the
accurate albedo of Gault is unknown, a value of pV = 0.22 is adopted,
which is a common estimation for the Phocaea family (Carruba
2009; Nesvorný, Broz & Carruba 2014). Using this approach, we
find that an upper limit of diameter of the Gault is 3.9±0.1 km.
Jewitt et al. (2019), assuming that 2.5log( (α)) = –0.04α, found a
value that is about 0.2 km smaller than our result.
EVOLUTION OF THE ORBIT OF ASTEROID
G A U LT I N T H E M A I N B E LT
At the beginning of 2019, about 20 AAs were known. During the
first quarter of 2019, five new members were added to this list.
Gault is one of them. As it was mentioned above, the activity of
the main-belt asteroids may be caused by different processes. One
of the possible explanations of Gault’s activity is the gravitational
capture of a comet into the main belt. As a ‘former comet’, this
asteroid could conserve a noticeable amount of volatiles, causing
its repetitive activity. To investigate this scenario, we integrated
Gault’s orbit 100 kyr into the past.
The parameters of the orbit of asteroid Gault was taken from the
JPL Small-Body Database Browser (Giorgini et al. 1996) and used
for the starting orbit in our integration and all further integrations.
The heliocentric ecliptic orbital elements of Gault referred to
the equinox J2000.0 are q = 1.85890 au, a = 2.30515 au, e =
0.19359, = 183◦.5576, ω = 83◦.26769, i = 22◦.811322, for epoch
2458600.5.
To clarify Gault’s evolution within the main belt, we tested several
possible evolutionary scenarios that could be implemented with
different degrees of confidence. In addition to Gault’s nominal orbit,
we considered the evolution of 100 clones of its orbit, representing
the statistical uncertainty. For this purpose, we used the method
developed by Chernitsov, Baturin & Tamarov (1998). We took the
orbital elements of the nominal orbit in the form of a covariant
6 × 1 matrix yo . Then, the corresponding covariant matrix with
the elements of the orbit of the j-th clone, yj , can be calculated as
yj = yo + AηT . Here, A is a triangle matrix such that the product
AAT equals to the covariance matrix related to the process of the

nominal-orbit determination. The covariance matrix can be found
on the website of the JPL browser. Detailed information about this
method can be found in Tomko & Neslusan (2019). The numerical
integration of the orbits was performed by using the integrator
RA15 (Everhart 1985) within the MERCURY package (Chambers
1999). The gravitational perturbations of the eight planets (from
Mercury to Neptune) are considered. Potential non-gravitational
effects are ignored in the integration. The evolution of Gault’s orbit
and its clones backward in time for 100 kyr are shown in Fig. 9.
Particularly, we present the evolution of the perihelion distance
(Fig. 9a), the eccentricity (Fig. 9b), and the inclination (Fig. 9c). A
similar simulation was performed for the longitude of the ascending
node and the argument of perihelion, and the results are completely
consistent with our conclusions. The solid red curve shows the
evolution of the orbital elements of Gault and the green curves
show the evolution of the clones. To simplify the comparison, we
artificially shift vertically the red curve for the nominal orbit of
Gault in all figures.
The orbital evolution of all clones shows the same behaviour as
the evolution of the nominal orbit of Gault. We do not see any visible
deviations of the orbital elements of the clones from the elements
of the nominal orbit. Based on this, we believe that Gault’s orbit has
not experienced significant changes in at least the past 100 000 yr.
This analysis makes the assumption of the cometary origin of this
object unlikely.
Haghighipour (2009) analysed the orbits of the three asteroids,
7968 Elst–Pizzaro, 118401, and P/2005 U1, and a large number of
hypothetical main-belt comets and showed that 7968 Elst–Pizzaro
and 118401 are stable for 1 Gyr, whereas the third object, P/2005
U1 becomes unstable in ∼20 Myr. Instability of the last object is
the result of its orbital proximity to the region of 2:1 MMR with
Jupiter, suggesting its formation near this resonance. These results
can be considered as possible scenarios for the formation and origin
of main-belt comets, including Gault. Our analysis of the orbital
evolution of Gault during the last 100 kyr is not in contradiction to
their results, because the simulation period (100 kyr) is short for the
approaching to the time of the formation for this object. Note that,
a long-term orbital evolution is not the focus of our analysis.
CLOSE APPROACHES OF THE PERIODIC
COMETS
The idea about the collision between asteroids as a reason for the
short-term activity has long been known and generally recognized.
In the case of Gault’s activity, a rare feature is the repeatability of
the observed events (see Fig. 1 and discussions there). We propose
to consider active comets as an alternative source of projectiles that
could collide with the object in question. To test this hypothesis, we
analysed the orbits of numerous comet candidates and evaluated the
possibility of collisions with cometary debris (meteoroid streams
originating from these comets). This research is based on the
numerical integration of the cometary orbits and the orbit of Gault
and tracking their mutual positions. The orbits of 380 short-periodic
comets (labelled from 1P/Halley to 380P/PANSTARRS) with the
orbital elements published by JPL2 are tested. As was suggested
in Neslušan et al. (2016), we are looking for the cases when the
distance between the orbits of a candidate and Gault is within
0.15 au, and the corresponding heliocentric distance of the comet is
small enough for a meteoroid stream to be produced. As a result,
2 https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/?sb

elem
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Figure 9. The evolution of the perihelion distance (a), the eccentricity (b), and the inclination to the ecliptic plane (c) of the orbit of Gault (red curve), and
the orbits of the set of its clones (green curves) for up to 100 kyr in the past. The curve for the nominal orbit of Gault (red curve) is artificially shifted over the
original position to being visible.

Figure 10. Evolution of the minimum distance between the orbital arcs of
Gault and comet 311P/PANSTARRS from 22.5 yr before the present up to
the present. The minimum distance of the post-perihelion (pre-perihelion)
arc is shown by the violet (cyan) curve.

material can be released from the asteroid, leading to the observed
dust-tail formation. To find potential candidates, we numerically
integrated Gault’s orbit as well as the orbits of all tested periodic
comets up to 1000 yr into the future. As before, we used the
integrator RA15 and the gravitational perturbations of the eight
planets, Mercury to Neptune, are included. During the tested period,
102 periodic comets can approach Gault’s orbit at least once.
According to Chandler et al. (2019) and Hui et al. (2019), previous
cometary features were detected in 2013 September 22, 28, October
13; 2016 June 9, 10; 2017 October 23, November 11, 12; and
2019 January 5. Based on these dates, we looked for a potential
rapprochement between the orbit of a candidate and Gault’s orbit
in 10-d intervals before and after the observed activity, because the
beginning of Gault’s activity was not fixed accurately. Given these
constraints, four periods of activity, namely: (2013 September 12–
October 23), (2016 May 31–June 20), (2017 October 13–November
23), and (2018 December 26–2019 January 15) were examined,
assuming that the corresponding activity manifestations can be
potentially explained by the impacts.
As a result of the analysis, we found 41 periodic comets
approaching Gault’s orbital arc at least once in the above four
time intervals interesting for us. Among these candidate comets,

36 comets were found in all intervals, i.e. the condition of the
orbits approaching within 0.15 au is fulfilled for all dates. For these
comets, the minimum approach distance varies from 0.07635 au
(73P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 3-Y) to 0.14933 au (13P/Olbers).
The case of the comet 73P is truly intriguing: Calculations showed
that a ‘hypothetical collision’ between the test objects took place
sometime after the actual fragmentation of 73P, first confirmed
by Boehnhardt and Kaufl (1996). The minimum approach distance between Gault and the orbit of comet 73P/Schwassmann–
Wachmann 3-Y is about 0.07635 au for the four considering time
intervals. Very interesting results were obtained for the main-belt
object/comet 311P/PANSTARRS showing occasional activity in
2013. The images taken from the Hubble Space Telescope in 2013
September revealed a set of six linear, comet-like tails (Jewitt et al.
2018). Its activity was interpreted as a result of an equator-ward
landslide from the surface of the rotating asteroid (Jewitt et al.
2013, 2015b; Hainaut et al. 2014; Hirabayashi, Sánchez & Scheeres
2015). Our study shows that the orbit of 311P is very close to
Gault’s orbit. Because the activity of 311P was observed during
about 250 d in 2013 (Jewitt et al. 2018), the collisions of meteoroids
ejected from the nucleus of 311P with Gault cannot be ruled out.
The evolution of the minimum distance between the orbital arcs
is shown In Fig. 10. One can see a quasi-periodic decreasing and
increasing of the minimum value caused by a different orbit profile.
It is worth noting that the proximity of the orbital periods of these
objects becomes important.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Observations of AAs have specific features. Unlike regular observations of comets, which exhibit long-term and usually slowly
varying gas/dust activities, observations of AAs often occur for a
limited period due to observation conditions and the relatively short
duration of the phenomenon. This leads to the natural overlapping
of observations. In our opinion, this does not diminish the value
of independent observations, especially when the original tools are
used, as is the case in our study. In this paper, we presented the results
of observations of AA Gault, performed in the optical range with
telescopes ranging from 0.61 to 2.5 m in imaging mode between
2019 January 15 and March 28. The dates of specific observations
complement a set of already published observations (e.g. Chandler
et al. 2019; Ferrı́n et al. 2019; Hui et al. 2019; Jewitt et al. 2019;
Kleyna et al. 2019; Lee 2019; Marsset et al. 2019; Moreno et al.
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2019; Sanchez et al. 2019; Ye et al. 2019). Given this, we first briefly
dwell on our results, which confirm earlier published ones.
Two distinct dust comet-like tails were detected during the
observations. The morphology of Gault is typical for most of the
AAs (133P, 238P, 311P): It is a point-like nucleus with a long thin
dust tail. A similar morphology was observed in the previous active
phase of the asteroid in 2013 and 2016 (Chandler et al. 2019). The
analysis of particle dynamics confirms the conclusion published by
Moreno et al. (2019): The dust emissions occurred approximately
in 2018 November 5 and 2019 January 2 and had a short duration
(about 5 d). The observed structures are well described by a model
with relatively large particles (from a dozen microns to submillimeter). An interesting question is the distribution of particle
sizes. We will return to it below. Our estimate of the size of the
asteroid also agrees well with that obtained by Jewitt et al. (2019).
Somewhat more unexpected is the result of evaluating the rotation
period. This characteristic attracted a lot of attention since one of
the hypothetical mechanisms explaining the activity is associated
with the fast rotation of the object. It has been suggested (Kleyna
et al. 2019) that low cohesion and rapid rotation can cause surface
material redistribution and dust emission. As noted earlier (Moreno
et al. 2019), the light curve is very flat, not allowing to confidently
assume the rotation period. Such behaviour can be explained, for
example, by a slightly varying projection area. This assumption
is not related to the real shape of the object: As the calculations
performed for comet 67P (Marshall et al. 2019) show, bodies with
a very bizarre shape can have an almost constant projection area
seen from the Sun. In addition, the absence of significant brightness
variations can be associated with a slow rotation, when the rotation
period is much longer than the observation time. Using special
tools, we got estimates that are consistent with the estimates given
by Kleyna et al. (2019). Nevertheless, these results should be
treated with caution, because, for example, the application of the
Fourier analysis to a time-limited observation will inevitably show
the presence of some maxima. It should be noted, the original
hypothesis put forward by Ye et al. (2019), where the authors
suggest a binary system for the asteroid Gault. We believe that
testing this hypothesis and a more reliable estimate of the rotation
period requires new extended observations.
Now, we turn to the analysis of new results. Undoubtedly,
observations of colour behaviour are of great interest. As known, for
example, from cometary observations (Zubko, Shkuratov & Videen
2015), colour slopes provide information both on the composition
and on the distribution of particle sizes (especially when it comes
to observing the coma). Our observations performed in wide comet
filters showed that the asteroid is visibly redder than the Sun (see
Fig. 3). As noted above, although Gault traditionally is referred to
a Phocaea family and is considered as a stony S-type asteroid, its
optical properties have the features of C-type asteroids, which was
noted by Jewitt et al. (2019) and Bolin (2019). This suggests that
carbonaceous and silicates are present in its composition. Taking
into account all the data presented in the figure, we conclude that
Gault does not clearly exhibit properties that make it possible to
unambiguously attribute it to a certain type of asteroids. No less
intriguing are the colour maps shown in Fig. 4. First of all, the
pronounced red colour of the dust coma near the asteroid attracts
attention. Note that this redness can be associated both with the
lack of small particles (such an assumption was made by Moreno
et al. 2019), and with a change in the composition of the dust
particles scattering the radiation. For comets, the excess of red
is well manifested if the exponent in the particle size distribution
function is approximately equal to 2 (see fig. 5 in Zubko et al.
2015).

This interpretation is in good agreement with a detailed analysis of
the dynamics of the tails. So the exponent is equal to: –2.28 (for
grains between 1 and 15 μm) and –3.95 (for grains between 15 μm
and 870 μm) in Moreno et al. (2019); –2.5 to –3 (for grains between
10 and 20 μm) and – 4 for larger particles (Ye et al. 2019). Note
that the calculations show a very weak dependence of colour on the
composition for exponents higher than 3. It is these large values (∼
4) that are assumed for large particles in Moreno et al. (2019).
In addition to the red colour of the inner region, a quick change
in colour as the distance from the object increases is of great
interest. The colour indices B – V, V – R, and B – R fall down
significantly with increasing distance from the asteroid in the
region inside ∼10 000 km. This change is clearly visible both in
colour images and in the sections shown in Fig. 4. Note that this
change has a pronounced trend, relative scattering is small. Similar
changes in colour have been repeatedly observed in cometary comae
(e.g. Korsun et al. 2016). As mentioned above, this effect can be
associated both with a change in the particle size distribution (for
micron particles that scattering efficiently in the optical range, an
increase in the fraction of small particles can cause the coma to turn
blue) and with the release of particles having different composition
(and therefore another refractive index). For the asteroid, the second
scenario seems less likely. A rapid relative increase in the number of
small particles for comets is often associated with fragmentation of
particles as they move away from the cometary nucleus. However,
the fragmentation mechanism usually proposed for comets (namely,
the evaporation of ice fractions in dust particles) is obviously not
applicable in the general case of asteroids. The only option is when
activity occurs due to sublimation of ice near the surface. We will
show below why this option is not suitable for Gault. Finally, it can
be assumed that the colour change reflects size stratification arising
due to the difference in the velocities of dust particles: Small dust
particles have a noticeably higher speed and their deficiency is
formed near the asteroid and the relative excess at large distances.
A more rigorous verification of this assumption requires specifying
the mechanism of dust particles ejection, which will make it possible
to quantify their velocities. Such a study is beyond the scope of this
paper.
Our attempt to use the Afρ characteristic to describe the activity
of asteroid Gault is of interest. This parameter is widely used
in cometary studies, primarily for the quantitative comparison of
activity. Low measured values of Afρ (from 32 to 46 cm) indicate
weak activity in comparison with typical dust production for comets
at a similar heliocentric distance (Lowry et al. 1999; Lowry,
Fitzsimmons & Collander-Brown 2003). We should remember that
originally the Afρ concept was introduced for cometary coma
in steady state (A’Hearn et al. 1984), when Afρ is an apertureindependent parameter. For our case, when the central part of the
images (r <104 km) is quasi-spherical and quasi-homogeneous (see
boxes in Fig. 4), its use seems reasonable. Contrary to expectations,
we received a noticeable drop with distance from the optical centre
(Fig. 5). This decrease is observed in all filters. The simplest analysis
suggests that this behavior can be explained by several scenarios.
For example, reducing the effective area of the diffusers will lead
to this effect. The decrease in area can be related in turn both to
a strong decrease in the particle size (if the size of the scatterers
becomes noticeably smaller than the wavelength of the incident
radiation), and to the formation of large clusters, which (while
maintaining the total dust mass) have a smaller area and scatter
radiation less efficiently. We believe that both of these options do
not work for the asteroid. As a simple alternative, a noticeable
acceleration of particles in the region under consideration can be
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proposed. In this case, the invariance of the number of scatterers
in the circular segment is not satisfied, namely, this condition is
crucial for the invariance of Afρ. But even this assumption seems
doubtful. Even for comets, in which there is a near-nuclear zone of
acceleration of dust by the outflowing gas, the size of this region is
usually a few tens of the sizes of the nucleus, i.e. much less than
a thousand kilometers. It remains to be assumed that the observed
noticeable decrease in Afρ indicates a strong real heterogeneity of
the internal region, despite the photometric uniformity, which may
simply be the result of projection. Additional studies are required
to understand whether it is possible to obtain certain restrictions on
the morphology of activity from a joint study of the photometric
fields of colour and Afρ. We will address this issue in future work.
Undoubtedly, one of the most intriguing questions is the question
of the cause (or causes) that initiated the observed dust activity.
Below, we will try to consider the main mechanisms discussed in
the asteroid community. Let us first dwell on the mechanism when
the cause of dust release is heating of the surface of the asteroid and
sublimation of volatile components. First of all, we note that the
obtained spectra (Lee 2019) did not show the presence of emissions
of water and carbon dioxide. However, it gives us only an upper limit
for a possible gas production rate. The above colour analysis will
not allow excluding the existence of volatiles. Another compelling
argument against the hypothesis of an icy cause of activity is our
analysis of the evolution of the orbit of Gault. We showed that with
a high probability this object is located inside the snow line for a
very long time. This suggests that even if ice had been present in its
evolutionary composition, the surface region should be deprived of
it. Finally, note that the orbit of Gault has a slight eccentricity. This
means that the amount of absorbed energy varies slightly, and it is
difficult to allow seasonal activity.
The second possible mechanism causing activity is the loss of
material connectivity and its displacement due to rapid rotation.
This mechanism was proposed for Gault, for example, by Kleyna
et al. (2019). We believe this idea is attractive and fresh. At the same
time, we do not have sufficient grounds to back it up. First, to assess
the possibility of a loss of connectivity, it is necessary to know not
only the size of the body and its rotation period (which determines
the maximum centrifugal force) but also the structure of the surface
layer and its composition. Laboratory experiments show that even in
the case of large (millimeter particles) tensile strength of aggregates
is about several pascals (Skorov & Blum 2012), which is much
more than centrifugal acceleration can provide. If we assume that
cohesion is completely absent (which, generally speaking, can be
allowed for a material deposited on the surface at a very low speed),
then the discontinuity of activity cannot be explained. The body, the
surface of which is covered by an unbound regolith, must constantly
lose substance. These theoretical problems are supplemented by
observational difficulties. We believe that the observed brightness
curve does not allow a reliable estimate of the period of rotation of
the asteroid. New observations are needed.
In the end, we will focus on the mechanism that seems most
likely to us. We are talking about multiple collisions colour caused
by the approach of an asteroid with meteor showers produced by
comet activity. We showed above that there are several candidates
whose orbits are close to the orbit of Gault during the periods
of observed activity. For some of these candidates (e.g. 73Р and
380P), the resulting distances are very small. We do not claim
that this mechanism successfully explains all the cases of activity
presented in Fig. 1, but two clusters seem to be in good agreement
with this hypothesis. In Kleyna et al. (2019), Moreno et al. (2019),
and Ye et al. (2019), an estimate of the total loss of matter during

the observed release was obtained based on an analysis of the
morphology of the tails. These results are in good agreement and
suggest that the total ejection mass was about 107 kg. This value
allows us to estimate the total size of the impactor (or impactors,
since in the zero approximation we can assume that the mass of
emissions adds up). Taking the qualitative estimates for a highspeed impact into a porous target (references from my reply), we
can conclude that the total impactor volume is of the order of a few
cubic meters, which seems reasonable (Sachse et al. 2015; Vogler
& Fredenburg 2019). More accurate estimates will be obtained in a
future work, where we analyse the relative velocities of objects and
perform collision modelling.
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Abstract—Results of astrometric and BVRI photometric observations of the active asteroid (596) Scheila are
presented. The observations were carried out at the Zeiss-1000 telescope of the Sanglokh International Astronomical Observatory of the Institute of Astrophysics of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Tajikistan
on June 16−17 and from July 30 to August 1, 2017. The coordinates of the object and its orbit were determined;
and the apparent brightness in four filters, the absolute brightness in the V and R filters, and the color indices
were obtained. The light curves suggest that no substantial changes in the asteroid’s brightness occurred
during the observations. The absolute brightness of the asteroid in the V and R filters was (9.1 ± 0.05)m and
(8.8 ± 0.03)m, respectively. The mean value of the asteroid diameter was (119 ± 2) km. The mean values of
the color indices (B−V = (0.72 ± 0.05)m, V−R = (0.29 ± 0.03)m, and R−I = (0.31 ± 0.03)m) agree well with
the values for asteroids of the P- and D-types and its averages. The rotation period of the asteroid estimated
from photometric observations was 16.1 ± 0.2 h. The analysis of the data has shown that the asteroid continues to exhibit the same values of absolute brightness and other characteristics as those before the collision
with a small body in December 2010, though the latter resulted in the outburst event and cometary activity of
the asteroid. Most likely, the collision of asteroid (596) Scheila with a small body did not lead to catastrophic
changes in the surface of the asteroid or to its compete break-up.
Keywords: asteroid, astrometry, photometry, coordinates, light curve, absolute brightness, diameter, rotation
period
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INTRODUCTION
The population of small bodies of the Solar System
includes comets, asteroids, and meteoroids. In recent
years, the objects of a transitional class, which is
between comets and asteroids, were found in the main
asteroid belt (MAB). Objects of this group exhibit the
dynamical characteristics that are typical of asteroids
of the main belt: their orbits are within Jupiter’s orbit,
while Tisserand’s parameter Tj > 3; at the same time,
they show the signs of atmospheres and activity, which
is inherent in comets. This recognized class of objects
is called main-belt comets (MBCs) or active asteroids
(Jewitt et al., 2009; Hsieh et al., 2009a, 2009b). There
is a small fraction of so-called “dormant” or “extinct”
comets among the near-Earth asteroids, and the problems connected with their study have existed for a long
time (Opik, 1963; Babadzhanov and Kokhirova,
2009). First of all, the study of these objects provides
one of few opportunities to determine directly the
physical properties of cometary nuclei. The other

objects of the Solar System that probably combine the
properties of both atmosphereless bodies and comets
are centaurs. However, the dynamical characteristics
of extinct comets and centaurs substantially differ
from those of the transitional objects of the main belt.
The detection of cometary activity in asteroid (596)
Scheila and other objects confirms the existence of the
comet−asteroid transition class (Larson, 2010; Larson
et al., 2010; Jewitt, 2012; Jewitt et al., 2016). To date,
the following comets of the MAB and active asteroids
are known from observations: (3200) Phaethon,
311P/PanSTARRS (P/2013 P5), P/2010 A2 (LINEAR), (1) Ceres, (2201) Oljato, P/2012 F5 (Gibbs),
259P/Garradd (P/2008 R1), (596) Scheila, (62412)
2000 SY178, P/2013 R3 (Catalina-PanSTARRS),
133P/(7968) Elst–Pizarro, 176P/LINEAR(118401),
238P/Read (P/2005 U1), P/2012 T1 (PanSTARRS),
313P/Gibbs (P/2014 S4), 324 P/La Sagra (P/2010 R2),
and 107P/(4015) Wilson–Harrington (Jewitt, 2012;
Jewitt et al., 2016). The existence of the MBCs is
important, because they apparently form the third res-
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Table 1. The main parameters of asteroid (596) Scheila*
Orbital characteristics (J2000.0)

Physical characteristics

Epoch

Sept. 22, 2017

Absolute brightness Н

8.9m

a

2.927 AU

Apparent brightness m

q
Q
e

2.449 AU
3.406 AU
0.163

Diameter D
Rotation period n
Geometric albedo pv

(11.7−15.3)m
(159.7 ± 1.1) km (Masiero et al., 2012)
15.848 h
0.038 ± 0.004 (Tedesco, Desert, 2002)

i

14.661°

Color index B−V

0.714m

ω

175.157°

Color index U−B

Ω
Tj

70.606°
3.209

Оrbital period, P

0.177m
5.01 yr

* All of the parameters in Table 1, except those provided with the references, are given according to the NASA database
(http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov; 2017).

ervoir of comets in the Solar System (after the Oort
cloud and the Kuiper belt) (Jewitt et al., 2009; Hsieh
et al., 2009a, 2009b). The comparison of the objects
from three reservoirs allows the protoplanetary disk of
the Sun to be studied in three regions: comets (asteroids) of the main belt, which are at a distance of
approximately 2.2−3.6 AU, where they were formed
under a temperature of ~150−200 K depending on the
distance to the Sun and the surface properties
(Masiero et al., 2012); comets of the Kuiper belt
formed at distances of 30 to 50 AU under an equilibrium temperature of 30−40 K; and the Oort cloud of
comets formed at distances of 50 to 100 AU under an
equilibrium temperature of approximately 10 K (Jewitt, 2015). Thus, to determine the optical and physical
characteristics of the MBCs, to reveal the real nature
of bursts of cometary activity in asteroids, which manifests itself in ejecting dust and forming typical cometary tails, and to find their relation to the other bodies
of the Solar System is currently an urgent task. Such
studies are linked to the fundamental problem of the
origin and interconnection of small bodies in the Solar
System.
ACTIVE ASTEROID (596) SCHEILA
The active asteroid (596) Scheila (afterwards,
Scheila) was found in photographic plates by A. Kopff
from Heidelberg on February 21, 1906. The main
orbital and physical characteristics of the asteroid are
listed in Table 1: the semimajor axis a, the perihelion q
and aphelion Q distances, the eccentricity е, the inclination i, the argument of perihelion ω, the longitude
of ascending node Ω, Tisserand’s parameter Tj, the
value of which indicates an orbit typical of asteroids,
and the orbital period Р.
On December 11, 2010, during observations at the
Mount Lemmon Observatory carried out within the
Catalina Sky Survey frames (Arizona, United States),
it was found that the brightness of asteroid Scheila

increased almost twofold, a cometary-like coma was
formed, and then three dust tails appeared (Larson,
2010; Larson et al., 2010). The image of asteroid (596)
Scheila obtained at the Catalina Sky Survey’s 152.4-cm
telescope during the outburst in December 2010 is
shown in Fig. 1 (the authors are A. Gibbs and S. Larson;
credit https://uanews.arizona.edu). The image was
obtained by combining 30 exposures of the asteroid.
Since the object exhibited the signs of cometary
activity, it was classified as an active asteroid. The
detected cometary activity, which is not inherent in
asteroids, attracted much attention to the object. The
asteroid was studied on the basis of the data of the
UV–Optical Telescope onboard the Swift spacecraft
(Bodewits et al., 2011) and the Hubble Space Telescope (Jewitt et al., 2011) and from the ground-based
observations (see, e.g., Betzler et al., 2012; Kiselev
et al., 2014; Neslushan et al., 2016). A substantial reddening in the UV range was found in the spectrum of
the asteroid. The measurements showed that the asteroid’s outburst was sporadic and unrelated to the gas
release typical of comets (Bodewits et al., 2011). It was
shown that the asteroid ejected 6 × 108 kg of dust with
a velocity of 57 m/s. The most probable cause of the
abrupt activity of asteroid Scheila is a collision with an
unknown MAB asteroid 35 m in diameter with a
velocity of 5 km/s (Jewitt et al., 2011). The fragments
smaller than 100 m in diameter and the dust cloud of
micron-size particles with a mass of approximately 4 ×
107 kg were formed as a result. After such a collision, a
crater roughly 300 m in diameter could appear on the
asteroid’s surface (Bodewits et al., 2011). In the images
of some asteroids directly taken from spacecraft, craters that are bluer than the surrounding surface are
seen (Chapman, 1996). Most of the surface of asteroids is covered by regolith that became dark-red due to
space-weathering processes, while blue regions on
asteroids are associated with recent ejections of the
internal fresher material (Chapman, 1996).
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Fig. 1. The combined image of asteroid (596) Scheila during the outburst in December 2010 (A. Gibbs and S. Larson; credit
https://uanews.arizona.edu).

From the ground-based observations carried out in
December 2010 to May 2011, it was shown that the
morphology of the asteroid’s outburst changed for this
time period; and the diameter and the mass of the
ejected dust cloud were estimated. It was also supposed that the outburst could be caused by a collision
with a large meteoroid that belongs to meteoroid
streams related to two periodic comets (127P and
P/2005K3), near which the asteroid flew by shortly
before the outburst (Neslushan et al., 2016). Based on
the observations performed in May−June 2011,
Kiselev et al. (2014) showed that the asteroid continues to exhibit the same apparent brightness and, consequently, the collision with a small body in December
2010 did not result in substantial fragmentation of the
object.
A purpose of new observations of asteroid Scheila is
to continue the analysis of photometric characteristics
of the asteroid—the brightness, the light curve shape,
and the color indices—and to reveal their probable
changes that could occur due to the collision, as well
as to estimate the diameter of the object and its rotation period.
OBSERVATIONS, PROCESSING,
AND RESULTS
The astrometric and photometric observations of
asteroid Scheila were carried out at the Zeiss-1000
telescope of the Sanglokh International Astronomical
Observatory (SIAO) of the Institute of Astrophysics,
Academy of Sciences, Republic of Tajikistan on
June 16−17 and from July 30 to August 1, 2017. The telescope was equipped with a FLI Proline PL16803 CCD
camera; the focal distance of the telescope (the
Cassegrain focus) is F = 13.3 m, and the scale of the
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image is 63 μm/arcsec. The size and the field of view
of the matrix are 4096 × 4096 pixels and 11′ × 11′,
respectively; the pixel scale of the matrix is 0.18″ per
pixel. To reduce the information redundancy and
improve the signal-to-noise ratio S/N, the images
were stored with using a binning value of 2, which
made the working scale of the images to be 0.36″ per
pixel. The image quality, which was measured as an
average of the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
for several stars from individual images, was at a level
of 2.1″. We used the standard BVRI filters that rather
closely reproduce the ﬁlters of the Johnson−Cousins
photometric system. To reduce the noise level of the
CCD matrix, the latter was cooled to a temperature of
−20°C. To take into account the dark current, align
the flat fields of the images, and take into account the
CCD camera errors, we used the “Dark”, “Flat”, and
“Bias” exposures, respectively; the latter were also
used in the image processing. For the whole observational period, 550 images with exposure times of 10 to
60 s were taken. To make absolute photometric measurements, all of the field stars, which had been preliminarily examined for variability, were considered.
The catalog of the Photometric All-Sky Survey of the
American Association of Variable Star Observers
(abbreviated as APASS; https://www.aavso.org/apass)
was used for photometric studies. The APASS catalog
contains the stars with magnitudes in the interval
between 7m and 17m measured in five transmission
bands: B and V of the Johnson−Cousins system and g',
r′, and i′ of the Sloan system. To pass from the Sloan
system to the Johnson−Cousins one, the transition
equations for the R band were taken from the paper by
Mallama (2014). To process the images and calculate
the sky background, we used the IDL codes
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Fig. 2. The image of asteroid (596) Scheila in the R filter obtained at the Sanglokh observatory on June 16, 2017 (a) and the S/N
ratio for the asteroid and the standard star (for the images taken in the R filter) (b).

(http://www.harrisgeospatial.com/ SoftwareTechnology/IDL.aspx).
The image of asteroid Scheila is presented in Fig. 2a.
To measure the images of the asteroid and the field
stars, we used the fixed radius aperture, which allowed
the object to be completely covered. In Fig. 2b, the
S/N values of the asteroid and the standard star are
shown in dependence on the observational date for the
images taken in the R filter. The dates and time of
observations of the asteroid (expressed in the UT day
fractions), the number of acquired images N, the
exposure time t, as well as the geocentric r and heliocentric Δ distances and the phase angle ph of the asteroid are given in Table 2.
In terms of astrometry, the SIAO observations in
the period from July 30 to August 1, 2017, were processed with the use of the APEKS-II software package
developed at the Pulkovo Observatory (Devyatkin et
al., 2010). The package calibrates the exposures, distinguishes the images of the stars and the objects, and
identifies the stars according to the specified catalogs.
In the astrometric reduction process, the image dis-

tortions produced by the optical system are taken into
account with the six- and eight-constant methods
(depending on a number of the identified stars). The
astrometric UCAC4 catalog was used as a reference.
The coordinates of stars with a magnitude between 10m
and 14m are given in the UCAC4 with an astrometric
accuracy of approximately 0.02″, while the accuracy in
the position of fainter stars (the limit is 16m) is roughly
0.07″. To measure the positions in the frames, the reference stars with the brightness corresponding to the
specified interval were used. The astrometric-reduction error averaged over all exposures is 0.323″ and
0.190″ for the right ascension α and the declination δ,
respectively. In Table 3, the mean deviations of the
measured equatorial coordinates O from the catalog
data C designated as (O−C)α and (O−C)δ for the coordinates α and δ, respectively, and their corresponding
mean-square errors σα and σδ are presented according
to the SIAO observations in the period from July 30 to
August 1, 2017. The results of determining the coordinates of the asteroid according to the SIAO observations are shown in Fig. 3, where the right ascension α

Table 2. Summary of observations of asteroid (596) Scheila at the Sanglokh observatory
Data, UT

r, AU

N

Δ, AU

ph, degree

t, s
B

V

R

June 16.85, 2017

2.452

1.473

8.2

10

43

June17.73, 2017

2.453

1.478

8.6

10

July 30.69, 2017

2.470

1.849

21.7

60

July 31.71, 2017

2.471

1.861

21.8

60

13

August 1.65, 2017

2.471

1.873

21.9

60

20

I
42

100
36

35
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Table 3. The mean differences (O−C) and their standard deviations for asteroid (596) Scheila
Date

(O−C)α, arcsec

σα, arcsec

(O−C)δ, arcsec

σδ, arcsec

–0.038
–0.027
–0.038

0.026
0.062
0.018

–0.016
–0.003
–0.043

0.043
0.048
0.021

July 30, 2017
July 31, 2017
Aug. 1, 2017

Table 4. Comparison of the initial orbit of asteroid (596) Scheila obtained from the Sanglokh observations to the MPC orbit
(J2000.0)
Orbital elements

SIAO (this study)

МPC

ε

208

3758

–

JD 2458716.1
2457979.5
0.16354
2.92821
2.44932
14.66023
70.60387
175.27739
0.19670
0".462

JD 2457892.4
2458000.5
0.16348
2.92761
2.44898
14.66149
70.60631
175.15669
0.19676
0".356

–
–
–0.00006
–0.00060
–0.00034
0.00126
0.00244
–0.12070
0.00006
–

Number of positions used
for orbit calculations
T
Epoch
e
a, AU
q, AU
i, degree
ω, degree
Ω, degree
n, degree/day
σ

and the declination δ of the asteroid are plotted on the
abscissa and the ordinate, respectively (http://www.
minorplanetcenter.net/iau, M.P.С. 808122, 2017).
From the coordinates of the asteroid measured in
several positions, its orbit can be constructed. There
are many methods for this, and they are used depending on the positions of the points measured on the
orbit and the perturbations taken into account. First,
from several observations, the initial orbit is constructed; and it is defined more precisely later, with
the use of additional new observations. The orbit of
Scheila was determined with the EPOS software package developed also at the Pulkovo Observatory (L’vov
and Tsekmeister, 2012). For the mean time moment of
208 observations performed at the SIAO, we succeeded in obtaining the initial orbit of the asteroid. It
is presented in Table 4. The following orbital elements
are given for the 2000.0 equinox: the eccentricity е, the
semimajor axis a, the perihelion distance q, the inclination i, the argument of perihelion ω, the longitude
of ascending node Ω, the mean-diurnal motion n, and
the mean-square errors ε. For comparison, in Table 4,
we list the orbital elements calculated on the basis of
the Minor Planet Center (MPC) database (http://www.
minorplanetcenter.net/iau, M. P. C. 421631, 2017) from
more than 3700 observations of the asteroid performed
at different observatories from 1906 to 2017; the last
column contains the corrections.
To process the photometric images in a standard
way, we made master-frames of the zero exposure and
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dark and flat fields. All the frames containing the
asteroid’s images were corrected for zero-point and
nonuniformity of the pixel sensitivity with the use of
the master-frames. The sky background was determined with the standard IDL procedure called Sky
(Landsman, 1993). For the aperture photometry of
stars, the diaphragm with a radius of 7″ (3 × FWHM)
was used. The residual sky background was estimated
Inclination, deg
–26.50
–26.10
–25.70
–25.30
–24.90
–24.50
–24.10
–23.70
16.035

16.039

16.043

16.047

16.051 16.055
Right ascension, h

Fig. 3. The apparent trajectory of asteroid (596) Scheila
according to the Sanglokh observations carried out in the
period from July 30 to August 1, 2017.
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Table 5. The apparent brightness (expressed in stellar magnitudes*) of asteroid (596) Scheila according to the Sanglokh
observations in 2017
Filter

June 16, 2017

June 17, 2017

July 30, 2017

July 31, 2017

Aug. 1, 2017

B
V
R
I

12.91 ± 0.04
12.24 ± 0.03
11.95 ± 0.03
11.63 ± 0.03

12.92 ± 0.04
12.19 ± 0.03
11.91 ± 0.03
11.60 ± 0.03

13.94 ± 0.04
13.22 ± 0.03
12.93 ± 0.03
12.61 ± 0.03

13.98 ± 0.04
13.27 ± 0.03
12.96 ± 0.03
12.65 ± 0.03

13.95 ± 0.04
13.24 ± 0.03
12.95 ± 0.03
12.63 ± 0.03

* The stellar magnitude was estimated within the aperture radius (the aperture size is 7″, which corresponds to 2692.21 km).

with a circular aperture. To calculate the stellar magnitude error, we summed up the statistical errors,
which are caused by the S/N ratio for the object and
the reference stars, and the errors in the catalog magnitudes of standard stars (for the APASS catalog, the
error for the standard stars was assumed as 0.03m
(Henden et al., 2011)).
The light curves of asteroid Scheila obtained in
such a way are shown in Fig. 4, where the apparent
magnitudes m and the observation dates (expressed in
Julian days) are on the ordinate and the abscissa,
respectively. The mean values of the apparent magnitudes of the object obtained in different filters are presented in Table 5.
As seen from Fig. 4 and Table 5, the brightness of
the asteroid remains almost constant; its oscillations
hardly exceed 0.1m. However, the rotation phases of
the object covered by our monitoring are ignored here,
which makes it difficult to draw a conclusion about the
total amplitude of changes in the brightness of the
asteroid. The visible brightness gradually decreased for
the whole observational period, since the asteroid
moved away from both the Sun and the observer.
However, as will be shown below, the absolute brightness varied near the ephemeris value within the measurement errors.
The apparent magnitudes m were converted to the
absolute values H according to the following semiempirical formula (Bowell et al., 1989) that allows the
change in the asteroid’s brightness to be described more
precisely in the phase angle range from 0° to 120°.

H = m − 5 log(r Δ) + 2.5 log [(1 − G )Φ1 + G Φ 2 ] ,

(1)
B
Φi = exp ⎡− Ai {tan (β 2)} i ⎤ , i = 1, 2,
⎣
⎦
where G is the slope parameter (the value of which was
found only for several asteroids and assumed at 0.15 for
the others), Ф1 and Ф2 are the functions of a phase
angle, and A1 = 3.33, A2 = 1.87, B1 = 0.63, and B2 =
1.22 are the coefficients, the values of which are estimated by Penttila et al. (2016). The absolute brightness
of the asteroid obtained in such a way in the V and R
filters, HV and HR (the averages for one night), and the
apparent brightness in these filters, mV and mR, are
listed in Table 6. The geocentric r and heliocentric Δ
distances and the phase angle ph of the asteroid are

also presented. The obtained absolute values vary from
(9.0 ± 0.05)m to (8.8 ± 0.03)m in the V and R filters,
respectively.
To determine the diameter of asteroid Scheila D
(expressed in kilometers), we used the following
empirical expression, which was assumed for estimating asteroid sizes (Harris, 2002)

1329
(2)
,
0.2H
pv × 10
where pv = 0.038 is the geometric albedo of asteroid
Scheila (Tedesco and Desert, 2002). The estimates of
the asteroid diameter according to the measurements
of brightness H in the R filter are presented in Table 6
together with the other data. The effective diameter
calculated with formula (2) from our measurements
varies from 118.5 ± 1.6 to 124.1 ± 1.7 km, and these
values are close to the available estimates based on different observations (including spaceborne ones) (see,
Tedesco and Desert (2002) and references in Table 6).
The color index of the object, its albedo, and the
characteristics of the spectrum of the reflected solar
light are the important quantities, from which the taxonomic type of the asteroid and, consequently, its
composition can be determined. On the basis of the
low albedo value, pv = 0.038 (Tedesco and Desert,
2002), the color index values B–V = 0.71 and U–B =
0.18 (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov, 2017), and the spectral
characteristics, Scheila can be classified as an asteroid
of the primitive P- or D-type; its mean volume density
is 2 g/cm3, which is characteristic of carbonaceous
material (Dahlgren and Lagerkvist, 1995). Note that,
according to the measurements of the meteorite samples available, such density is also typical of carbonaceous chondrites (see, e.g., Consolmagno and Britt,
1998; Consolmagno et al., 2008).
The mean values of the color index of the object
according to our and other observations are listed in
Table 7. As is seen, the color indices for July 30, 2017,
are rather close to those obtained in the observations
on December 27, 2010, and January 4, 2011, which
were carried out 16 and 24 days after the Scheila outburst. The color indices according to the observations
performed almost right after the Scheila outburst on
December 15, 2010, stand out from the others: these
data do not correspond to any taxonomic class known
D=
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Fig. 4. The light curves of asteroid (596) Scheila in the BVRI filters according to the Sanglokh observations carried out on
June 16−17 (panels (a) and (b)) and from July 31 to August 1, 2017 (panels c–e).

(Betzler et al., 2012). The reported data show that the
values of the color indices of Scheila were restored after
the outburst rather rapidly, and their current values again
correspond to those of the P- and D-type asteroids.
We also estimated the rotation period of the asteroid. To search for periodic changes in the brightness,
we used the Period04 code based on the Fourier analSOLAR SYSTEM RESEARCH
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2018

ysis (https://www.univie.ac.at/tops/Period04) and all
the data on the brightness in the I filter. This yielded
the power spectrum (Fig. 5), where the 0.50m amplitude corresponds to a rotation period of 16.1 ± 0.2 h;
this estimate is close to 15.8 h, the value accepted for
the rotation period (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov, 2017;
http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau, 2017).
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Table 6. The geometric aspect, the apparent and absolute brightness in the V and R filters, and the diameter of asteroid
(596) Scheila according to the SIAO observations
Date, UT

r,
AU

Δ,
AU

ph,
degree

mV,
magnitude

mR,
magnitude

HV,
magnitude

HR,
magnitude

June
16.85, 2017

2.452

1.473

8.2

12.24 ± 0.03

11.95 ± 0.03

9.1 ± 0.03

8.8 ± 0.03

June
17.73, 2017

2.453

1.478

8.6

12.19 ± 0.03

11.91 ± 0.03

9.0 ± 0.03

8.8 ± 0.03

July
30.69, 2017

2.470

1.849 21.7

13.22 ± 0.03

12.93 ± 0.03

9.1 ± 0.03

8.8 ± 0.03

July
31.71, 2017

2.471

1.861 21.8

13.27 ± 0.03

12.96 ± 0.03

9.1 ± 0.03

8.8 ± 0.03

Aug.
1.65, 2017

2.471

1.872 22.0

13.24 ± 0.03

12.95 ± 0.03

9.0 ± 0.03

8.7 ± 0.03

Jan.−Aug.
2010

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

159.7 ± 1.1
(Masiero et al., 2012)

Feb.
15.64, 2010

3.93

3.14

16.8

–

11.00

–

8.7

118 ± 6
(Bauer et al., 2012)

Dec.
27.90, 2010

3.085

2.338 13.7

–

13.98

–

8.85

113 ± 2
(Jewitt, 2012)

Jan.
4.90, 2011

3.073

2.254 11.9

–

13.86

–

8.86

113 ± 2
(Jewitt, 2012)

May
6.80, 2011

2.877

2.753 20.4

–

14.63

–

9.36

102 ± 3
(Neslushan et al., 2016)

May
8.80, 2011

2.873

2.776 20.4

–

14.43

–

9.40

102 ± 3
(Neslushan et al., 2016)

May
22.80, 2011

2.850

2.932 20.0

–

14.31

–

9.19

102 ± 3
(Neslushan et al., 2016)

Dec.
14.28, 2010

–

–

–

–

118 ± 6
(Bodewits et al., 2011)

–

–

D, km
118.5 ± 1.6
118.5 ± 1.6
118.5 ± 1.6
118.5 ± 1.6
124.1 ± 1.7

Table 7. The mean color indices of asteroid (596) Scheila
Date, UT

B–V

V–R

R–I

June 16.85, 2017

0.71 ± 0.05

0.29 ± 0.03

0.32 ± 0.03

June 17.73, 2017

0.73 ± 0.05

0.28 ± 0.03

0.31 ± 0.03

July 30.69, 2017

0.72 ± 0.05

0.29 ± 0.03

0.32 ± 0.03

July 31.71, 2017

0.71 ± 0.05

0.31 ± 0.03

0.31 ± 0.03

Aug. 1.65,2017

0.71 ± 0.05

0.29 ± 0.03

0.32 ± 0.03

Dec. 27.90, 2010 (Jewitt, 2012)

0.71 ± 0.03

0.38 ± 0.03

–

Jan. 4.90, 2011 (Jewitt, 2012)

0.71 ± 0.03

0.38 ± 0.03

–

Dec. 15.49, 2010 (Neslushan et al., 2016)

0.52 ± 0.004

0.49 ± 0.006

0.38 ± 0.009

Sun

0.64 ± 0.02

0.35 ± 0.01

0.33 ± 0.01
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Fig. 5. The power spectrum based on the Fourier analysis of
the Sanglokh observations of asteroid (596) Scheila in 2017.

CONCLUSIONS
The astrometric and photometric observations of
asteroid (596) Scheila carried out at the Sanglokh
observatory in 2017 yielded the following results:
(1) The equatorial coordinates and the apparent
trajectory of the asteroid were determined.
(2) During the observational period, the light
curves showed no noticeable oscillations in the apparent brightness within the error measurements.
(3) The mean value of the absolute brightness of
the asteroid in the V and R filters was (9.1 ± 0.05)m and
(8.8 ± 0.03)m, respectively.
(4) The diameter was estimated in the interval from
118.5 ± 1.6 to 124.1 ± 1.7 km.
(5) The color indices agree well with the currently
available mean values for asteroids of the P- and Dtypes.
(6) The rotation period of the asteroid was estimated at 16.1 ± 0.2 h.
Thus, the asteroid continues to exhibit the earlier
values of the absolute brightness and the other characteristics in spite of the collision with a small body
undergone in December 2010. This allows us to suppose that the collision did not lead to catastrophic
changes in the surface of the asteroid or to its substantial fragmentation. Most likely, the asteroid remained
almost the same, while the consequences of the
impact manifested themselves in cratering on the surface and ejecting a huge dust cloud that was evident as
cometary activity.
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Photometric observations of asteroid (596) Scheila were obtained during and after its 2010 outburst. The
estimated radius of the body (spherical approximation of the asteroidal body) was 51.273.0 km and
50.6 73.0 km for different methods. The ejected dust mass from the asteroid ranged from 2:5  107 to
3:4  107 kg for different methods. An impact mechanism for triggering Scheila's activity is discussed. A
few days before the impact, Scheila passed through the corridors of two potential cometary streams.
& 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The main-belt asteroid (596) Scheila (1906 UA) was discovered
by A. Kopff in Heidelberg in 1906. It is classiﬁed as the Tholen PCD
class or SMASSII T class asteroid (Bus and Binzel, 2002). Licandro
et al. (2011) showed that its surface was homogeneous and corresponded to a dark primitive D-type asteroid. It is a middle-sized
body with the diameter of 113 km and visual geometric albedo of
0.038 (Tedesco and Desert, 2002). The asteroid moves in the orbit
with semi-major axis 2.938 AU, eccentricity 0.165, and inclination
14.7°. Its orbit is situated in the outer asteroid belt (Fig. 1),
where several main-belt comets (Hsieh and Jewitt, 2006) have
been found.
Similarly, Scheila is a typical asteroid according to the value of
its Tisserand parameter with respect to Jupiter, which equals
T J ¼ 3:21. The observations taken with the 0.68-m Catalina
Schmidt telescope on December 11.44–11.47 (UT), 2010, showed a
cometary activity (Larson et al., 2010). The archival Catalina
observations showed that the activity was triggered before
December 3, when Scheila appeared as a slightly diffuse object
(V ¼13.2 mag). With a main-belt orbit (T J 4 3) and a comet-like
morphology, Scheila obeys the deﬁnition of a main-belt comet or
active asteroid (Hsieh and Jewitt, 2006). At the time of outburst,
Scheila was the seventh known example of this speciﬁc class of the
objects in the Solar System. The currently known main-belt
comets (MBCs, hereinafter) are 133P/Elst-Pizarro, 176P/LINEAR,
238P/Read, 259P/Garradd, P/2010 A2 (LINEAR), 324P/La Sagra,
n
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2006 VW139, P/2012 F5 (Gibbs), P/2012 T1 (PANSTARRS), 311P/
PANSTARRS, and P/2013 R3 (Catalina-PANSTARRS).
Active asteroids are now recognized as a new class of objects in
the Solar System. These objects are remarkable since they have
both the orbital characteristics of asteroids and the physical
characteristics of comets. It means that they look like comets
because they show comae and tails, but they have the whole
orbits inside the Jupiter's orbit. In the literature, sublimation,
impact, electrostatics and rotational bursting, thermal effects, and
radiation pressure sweeping have been proposed as the mechanisms of their activity (Hsieh and Jewitt, 2006; Jewitt, 2012; Jewitt
et al., 2016).
Because of their activity, the MBCs seem to be related to the
objects in the well-established comet reservoirs, Oort cloud and
Kuiper belt. However, there is no dynamical pathway between two
distant reservoirs and the MBCs in the Solar System.
In the period of activity of Scheila, its spectra were obtained
and emissions were searched for. Bodewits et al. (2011) showed
that no gases were detected by Swift UV-optical observations,
suggesting that the outburst was not triggered by the ice sublimation. Other physical evidence suggests (Yang and Hsieh, 2011;
Jewitt et al., 2011; Ishiguro et al., 2011) that Scheila likely collided,
recently, with another, smaller asteroid, and that its activity is
unlikely produced by sublimation.
Since Scheila is the largest known active asteroid, or MBC, it
was a suitable candidate also for observations performed at the
Skalnaté Pleso Observatory during the period of its activity. In
2010 and 2011, Husárik (2012) performed a relative photometry to
compare and determine whether and, if so, how much the rotational period was changed by an outburst with respect to the data
published by Warner in 2006. The comparison shows very similar
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Table 1
List of our observations of (596) Scheila. r and Δ are the heliocentric and geocentric
distances, respectively, t exp: is the duration of exposure, and n is the number of
exposures in a given sequence.

Fig. 1. The distribution of the known main-belt comets (big black circles), asteroids
(grey dots), and comets (bigger grey dots) in the semi-major axis vs. eccentricity
plane. The dashed lines show the semi-major axes of the orbits of Mars, Jupiter, and
the location of the 2:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter.

Observation time
(UT)

r (AU) Δ (AU) Phase angle
(deg)

t exp: (s) n

Filters

2010 12 15.0
2010 12 16.1
2010 12 17.1
2010 12 27.9
2011 01 04.0
2011 01 06.0
2011 01 09.9
2011 01 26.8
2011 01 28.1
2011 02 01.1
2011 03 08.9
2011 03 22.7
2011 03 23.7
2011 04 02.9
2011 04 22.8
2011 05 06.8
2011 05 08.8
2011 05 22.8

3.104
3.102
3.101
3.085
3.074
3.071
3.065
3.040
3.037
3.029
2.982
2.952
2.943
2.933
2.900
2.877
2.873
2.850

180
100
100
180
100
180
180
180
120
120
100
100
100
100
100
100
120
100

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

2.496
2.482
2.469
2.338
2.263
2.244
2.209
2.105
2.097
2.082
2.133
2.272
2.318
2.377
2.594
2.753
2.776
2.932

16.0
15.8
15.7
13.7
12.1
11.6
10.7
7.0
6.7
6.2
11.6
16.1
17.1
18.0
20.0
20.4
20.4
20.0

72
40
63
53
92
93
53
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

lightcurves and, hence, no signiﬁcant change in the rotational
period.
In our article, we analyze the photometric data of the Scheila in
the period of its activity and after. We estimate the dust productivity in the outburst phase and radius of the asteroid after this
period, when object was not active.
Furthermore, we expanded our work to ﬁnd possible sources of
the impact, which triggered the Scheila's sudden activity. In
principle, there are three source regions of the impactor: (i) an
individually moving small asteroid, fragment of comet, or sporadic
meteoroid, (ii) a meteoroid from a cometary or asteroidal stream,
and (iii) a component of a known binary asteroid. In the ﬁrst case,
we cannot identify the previously unknown impactor and, thus,
say anything more about the circumstances of the collision.
However, another research is possible, if the impactor is a
member of a meteoroid stream or satellite of known minor body
still existing in the Solar System. Because of this possibility, we
look for an appropriate, cometary and asteroidal, potential parent
body of meteoroid stream that could be crossed by Scheila in time
of the outburst. As well, we calculate the approaches of all small
bodies, with well-known orbits, to Scheila in the most probable
time of the collision.
We also predict the dates of future passages of Scheila near the
former collisional point of its orbit. If the impactor was a
meteoroid from a stream, a certain, at least indicative, activity
could again appear at the crossing of the stream corridor.

2. Observation and reduction
The observations of asteroid Scheila were obtained between
December 15, 2010, and May 22, 2011, with the 0.61-m f/4.3
reﬂector at the Skalnaté Pleso Observatory. The photometric data
of Scheila were obtained through the V and R broadband ﬁlters.
The CCD detector SBIG ST-10XME with 3  3 binning and resolution of 1.6 arcsec/px was used. The reduction of the raw data,
which included bias subtraction, dark and ﬂat ﬁeld correction, and
removal of cosmic ray tracks, was made. The morning sky was
exposed to provide ﬂat ﬁeld corrections for the non-uniform
sensitivity of the CCD chip. We applied the standard calibration
frames with IRAF tools. The observational circumstance for the
asteroid in each observational night are listed in Table 1 and Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The Scheila's orbit projected in the ecliptic plane. The asterisks correspond
to our observational dates from December 15, 2010 to January 9, 2011 and empty
squares correspond to the dates from January 26, 2011 to May 22, 2011. P indicates
the position of perihelion of the Scheila's orbit. The orbits of the terrestrial planets
and Jupiter are also plotted for a comparison.

3. Morphology of (596) Scheila during outburst
An impact has been proposed as the cause of the activity of
(596) Scheila, in the literature. The modeling of the outburst of this
asteroid implied an estimate of the impact occurrence on
November 27, with an estimated accuracy of 73 days (Moreno et
al., 2011). Assuming the same density for the impactor and asteroid (ρ ¼1500 kg m  3), the authors estimated the projectile mean
radius in the range of 30–90 m. Ishiguro et al. (2011), analyzing the
changes of shape of the light curve, estimated the mass of ejecta to
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Fig. 3. R band images of (596) Scheila taken in six nights and processed with digital ﬁlters. The structure of outburst is changed during the time of observation. After
January 9, 2011, we could not detect the dust environment. We observed Scheila as a stellar object.

be ð1:5–4:9Þ  108 kg, suggesting that equivalent mass of 500–
800 m crater was excavated at the event. The value of impactor
size (20–50 m) obtained by the authors is consistent with the
impactor size derived by Jewitt et al. (2011) and Bodewits et al.
(2011). We observed Scheila during its activity from December 15,
2010 to January 9, 2011. Our observations of the object showed the
outburst with a structure in dust environment. To recognize the
weakly contrasted structures within the images of the dust coma,
we used the special software Astroart.1 It can be applied for a
number of digital ﬁlters: the Larson–Sekanina ﬁlter (Larson and
Sekanina, 1984), the unsharp masking, and the Gaussian blur. The
detailed information on the digital ﬁlters can be found in the
paper by Ivanova et al. (2012). Such the technique of recognizing
the structures in the coma was successfully used by Manzini et al.
(2007) for comet C/2002 C1 (Ikeya–Zhang), Korsun et al. (2008,
2010) for distant comets, and by Ivanova et al. (2012) for comet
29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1. In Fig. 3 we present the results
of processing of images.

We estimate the absolute magnitude of the object, ma ð1; 1; 0Þ,
i.e. the magnitude being corrected to r ¼ Δ ¼ 1 AU and phase angle
α ¼0°, by using the H, G1, G2 model by Penttilä et al. (2016) (see
also Muinonen et al., 2010). According to this model, the value of
the magnitude, at phase angle α between the Sun and the observer
as seen from the object, reduced to unit distance is
ma ð1; 1; αÞ ¼ ma ð1; 1; 0Þ 2:5 log 10 ½G1 Φ1 ðαÞ þ G2 Φ2 ðαÞ
þ ð1  G1  G2 ÞΦ3 ðαÞ:

ð2Þ

At the same time, the reduced magnitude ma ð1; 1; αÞ is related to
the observed magnitude of object, which is in the heliocentric and
geocentric distances r and Δ (in AU), respectively, and seen under
the space angle α, as
ma ð1; 1; αÞ ¼ ma ðr; Δ; αÞ  5 log 10 ðr ΔÞ;

ð3Þ

The basic functions Φ1, Φ2, and Φ3 in relation (2) were given in
the tabulated form by Penttilä et al. (2016) (or, the parameters
necessary to evaluate relation (2) can be gained using the calculator provided by these authors). The results for Scheila are given
in Table 2.

4. Photometry of the asteroid

4.1. Radius of the asteroid

We used the observations of Scheila obtained through the R
broadband ﬁlter to calculate the magnitude in the period of
activity and through the V broadband ﬁlter after this period. A
radius of the nucleus and the dust production were also obtained.
In the period of the outburst, Scheila was more similar to a
comet than an asteroid, therefore a cometary description is more
relevant. The cometary magnitude is determined by


I a ðλÞ
þ mst  2:5 log 10 ½PðλÞΔM;
ð1Þ
ma ðλÞ ¼  2:5 log 10
I s ðλÞ

We estimated the radius of the asteroid, using our observations
obtained through V broadband ﬁlter in the post-activity period
(March 8.9, 2011), when the object had not longer any detectable
dust “coma”, and looked like a typical asteroid. On March 2, 2011,
Ishiguro et al. (2011) detected a faint straight tail connected to
Scheila. This structure was not, however, seen in our images.
Speciﬁcally, we calculate the radius by using two formulas. To
estimate the effective radius considering the cometary appearance
of our object, we use relation by Meech et al. (2009):

where mst is the magnitude of the standard star, Is and Ia are the
measured ﬂuxes of the star and the asteroid in counts, respectively, P is wavelength dependent sky transparency, ΔM is the
difference between the comet and star airmasses. As we used the
ﬁeld stars for calibration, the sky transparency is not considered.
1

http://www.msb-astroart.com/.

pv R2a ¼ 2:24  1022 100:4½m   ma ð1;1;0Þ :

ð4Þ

Here, pv ¼ 0:038 7 0:040 is the albedo of asteroid (Tedesco and
Desert, 2002); m  is the magnitude of the Sun (the latter being
  27:094 for R band and   26:74 for V band, (Holmberg et al.,
2006).
We also estimated the diameter using the formula for an
asteroid-like object, which describes the relationship between the
ﬂux and size and albedo of asteroid. This relationship is given by
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Table 2
The absolute magnitudes of asteroid (596) Scheila determined from its photometry. The used symbols are explained in the text.
Observation time (UT)

2010 12 15.0
2010 12 16.1
2010 12 17.1
2010 12 27.9
2011 01 04.0
2011 01 06.0
2011 01 09.9
2011 01 26.8
2011 01 28.1
2011 02 01.1
2011 03 08.9
2011 03 22.7
2011 03 23.7
2011 04 02.9
2011 04 22.8
2011 05 06.8
2011 05 08.8
2011 05 22.8

Δ (AU)

r (AU)

3.104
3.102
3.101
3.085
3.074
3.071
3.065
3.040
3.037
3.029
2.982
2.952
2.943
2.933
2.900
2.877
2.873
2.850

2.496
2.482
2.469
2.338
2.263
2.244
2.209
2.105
2.097
2.082
2.133
2.272
2.318
2.377
2.594
2.753
2.776
2.932

Phase angle (deg)

ma ð1; 1; 0Þ

ma

16.0
15.8
15.7
13.7
12.1
11.6
10.7
7.0
6.7
6.2
11.6
16.1
17.1
18.0
20.0
20.4
20.4
20.0

Filters

11.12″

66.72″

11.12″

66.72″

13.747 0.01
13.687 0.01
13.717 0.01
13.34 70.02
13.277 0.01
13.25 70.01
13.28 70.01
13.377 0.01
13.337 0.01
13.277 0.01
13.80 70.01
13.99 70.01
13.88 70.01
14.017 0.01
14.34 70.01
14.36 70.01
14.43 70.01
14.31 7 0.01

13.357 0.02
13.32 7 0.01
13.39 7 0.01
13.067 0.07
13.01 70.02
13.08 7 0.01
13.157 0.02
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

8.727 0.01
8.677 0.01
8.71 70.01
8.44 70.01
8.417 0.01
8.417 0.01
8.46 7 0.01
8.57 70.01
8.54 7 0.01
8.487 0.01
9.147 0.01
9.29 7 0.01
9.167 0.01
9.25 7 0.01
9.45 7 0.01
9.36 7 0.01
9.40 7 0.01
9.197 0.01

8.337 0.02
8.317 0.01
8.39 7 0.01
8.167 0.07
8.167 0.02
8.25 7 0.01
8.337 0.02
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V

Table 3
The measured magnitude, effective scattering cross-section of coma, and mass of ejected dust from our R-band photometry of asteroid (596) Scheila. The result of other
authors is also given for a comparison. The symbols are explained in the text.
Observation time (UT)

Δ (AU)

r (AU)

Phase angle (deg)

Δm

104 C C (km2)

107 M d (kg)

107 M d (kg)
n¼3.0

Filter

Source

n¼ 3.5

2010 12 15.0
2010 12 16.1
2010 12 17.1
2010 12 27.9
2011 01 04.0
2011 01 06.0
2011 01 09.9

3.104
3.102
3.101
3.085
3.074
3.071
3.065

2.496
2.482
2.469
2.338
2.263
2.244
2.209

16.0
15.8
15.7
13.7
12.1
11.6
10.7

1.13
1.09
1.11
1.07
1.01
0.94
0.95

1.69
1.60
1.64
1.55
1.42
1.27
1.29

3.29
3.21
3.29
3.11
2.84
2.55
2.59

2.51
2.49
2.50
2.52
2.50
2.50
2.49

2.48
2.44
2.45
2.51
2.50
2.50
2.47

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

This
This
This
This
This
This
This

2010 12 27.9
2011 01 04.9

3.085
3.073

2.338
2.254

13.7
11.9

1.26
1.00

2.2
1.5

4.4
3.0

–
–

–
–

V
V

Jewitt et al. (2011)

2010 12 12–2011 02 02

3.107–2.984

2.526–2.130

16.3–11.4

–

–

–

–

15–49

Rc

Ishiguro et al. (2011)

2010 12 14–2010 12 15

3.104

2.496

16.0

–

200

–

–

60

V

Bodewits et al. (2011)

2010 12 12

3.107

2.529

16.4

0.96

1.4

3.0

–

–

V

Hsieh et al. (2012)

(Harris and Lagerros, 2002)
1329

D ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 0:2 m ð1;1;0Þ ;
a
pv 10

ð5Þ

where D is the diameter of asteroids in kilometers. Using formulas
(4) and (5), we obtained the asteroid effective radii 51.27 3.0 and
50.6 73.0 km, respectively. These values are close to estimations
presented in the literature (Tedesco and Desert, 2002; Bauer et al.,
2012; Licandro et al., 2011).
4.2. Dust production of the asteroid
We also used our observations of the asteroid obtained in
period of “activity” (see Table 1) to estimate the dust production of
the object. We used different methods for calculation of this
parameter. We calculated the effective scattering cross section of
the coma from equation (Jewitt et al., 2011)


ð6Þ
C C ¼ C n 10Δm  1 ;
where C n ¼ π R2N ¼ 0:92  104 km is the geometric cross section of
the nucleus (we use aperture radius 1.6 arcsec), Δm ¼ mn  m, where
mn is absolute R magnitude of the nucleus and m is total R-band
magnitude measured within a 66.72 arcsec radius aperture.
2

work
work
work
work
work
work
work

We further estimated the mass of dust particles in the coma
from the scattering cross section using the relation
M d ¼ ρaC C ;

ð7Þ

where ρ is the particle density, taken to be ρ ¼2000 kg m , and
a ¼ 1 μm is the average particle radius in the coma. We used these
parameters to compare our value of radius with results obtained in
article by Jewitt et al. (2011).
In addition, we calculated the dust production rate by using the
methods described by Newburn et al. (1981) and Newburn and
Spinrad (1985) as well as Weiler et al. (2003), taking into account
the discussion by Fink and Rubin (2012). We used a density from
1000 to 2000 kg m  3 (Moreno et al., 2011; Jewitt et al., 2011). For
our estimation, we used the dust size distribution function in the
form of f ðaÞ  a  n for two variants of parameter n. Speciﬁcally, we
considered n¼ 3.0 (Moreno et al., 2011) and n ¼3.5 (Ishiguro et al.,
2011). In calculation, we considered the visual geometric albedo of
asteroid (Tedesco and Desert (2002)) and used the distribution
with the lower and upper limits of dust grain radii taken at 0.8 μm
and 5 cm (Moreno et al., 2011; Ishiguro et al., 2011), respectively.
The outﬂow dust velocity ranged from 50 to 80 m s  1 (Moreno
et al., 2011; Ishiguro et al., 2011). Our obtained results and results
from the literature are presented in Table 3.
3
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5. Potential meteoroid streams crossed

streams are expected to be less dispersed than their cometary counterparts. The value of 0.02 AU is the minimum distance between the
orbit of the Geminid parent, (3200) Phaethon, and the Earth's orbit.
We found 108 approaches, within 0.02 AU, to the Scheila's
orbital arc corresponding to its position from ten days before until
the supposed time of collision. If we consider a shorter orbital arc
of Scheila, which corresponds to its position from two days before
until the time of collision, then there were 25 such approaches
within 0.02 AU. Speciﬁcally, the orbits of minor planets Nos. 37257,
63520, 67241, 82009, 83469, 91906, B5596, H1994, P9337, R7003,
S0122, Y1562, Y4649, Y7882, Z2557, b3473, c7996, d1643, d3266,
d6361, f1223, K01U57W, K08R77R, K08SS4W, and K14D91K
approached the above-mentioned Scheila's orbital arc.
The number of 108 is a quite large. However, the asteroids
(3200) Phaethon and 196 256 (2003 EH1), which are the parent
bodies of two known asteroidal showers, Geminids and Quadrantids, respectively, move in the orbits with the perihelion distance lower than 0.2 AU (Phaethon) or the perihelion distance
periodically changes and decreases below this limit during a certain evolutionary period (2003 EH1) (Neslušan et al., 2013). The
proximity of the perihelion near the Sun causes a stress of the
material in asteroidal surface layer. Breaking of the material due to
the stress seems to be the mechanism leading to an occurrence of
a meteoroid stream. Among the objects participating in the found
108 approaches to the Scheila's orbit, none has the perihelion
distance shorter than 0.2 AU. A collision of Scheila with a
meteoroid of asteroidal origin does not seem to be very probable.

5.1. Cometary streams

5.3. Probable boulder stream of Příbram and Neuschwanstein

Considering all known periodic comets from the Catalogue of
Cometary Orbits (Marsden and Green, 2005), we calculated their
approaches to Scheila's orbit. If there is such an approach within
0.15 AU (the maximum distance of the orbit of the cometary parent body of well-known meteor shower from the Earth's orbit;
Neslušan et al., 1998) and comet produces a meteoroid stream,
then we can suppose that Scheila passes through the corridor of
this stream and can collide with its meteoroids.
Taking into account the result by Larson et al. (2010) that
Scheila was impacted on December 3, 2010, roughly, or perhaps a
short time earlier, we regard December 3.5, 2010, as the latest
possible date of the impact and are interested in the events
10 days before this critical time. In this context, we found two
approaches of periodic comets, with the orbital period up to 1000
years, to Scheila's orbital arc corresponding to the time interval
from ten days before until the latest supposed time of collision.
Speciﬁcally, comets 127P and P/2005 K3 passed within minimum
distances of 0.130 and 0.034 AU, respectively, to Scheila's orbit.
(Within ten days after the critical time, comet P/2003 O2 passed in
the minimum distance of 0.147 AU.)

Two meteorites with the known orbit, Příbram falling on
April 7, 1959 (Ceplecha, 1961), and Neuschwanstein falling on April
6, 2002 (Oberst et al., 2004), moved in very similar orbits before
colliding with our planet (Spurný et al., 2003). Most probably,
these meteorites were the members of stream of larger boulders
orbiting the Sun in a common corridor (Kornoš et al., 2008). Since
the boulder stream is supposed to contain a less number of larger
bodies, these do not collide with the Earth every year as the particles of a common meteoroid stream. Nevertheless, the case of
Příbram and Neuschwanstein indicates that a collision is possible,
whereby we can expect that the boulder stream of these two
meteorites is not sole boulder stream in the interplanetary space.
It is only the single known such stream at the present. We mean,
the possibility of collision of Scheila with an object from a boulder
stream should also be considered in our analysis.
We calculated the approach of Scheila to the orbit of Příbram
(Neuschwanstein). It occurred that Scheila actually approached
this orbit to the relatively small minimum distance of 0.083 AU
(0.149 AU). However, the approach became in a point far from the
supposed site of collision. The boulder stream of Příbram cannot
account for the Scheila's outburst.

The determination of the mass of dust escaping from Scheila to the
interplanetary space by various authors differs up to almost two
orders of magnitude. Our estimate, yielding the ejected mass from 2:5
107 to 3:4  107 kg, roughly agrees with the values of 4:4  107 and
3:0  107 kg found by Jewitt et al. (2011) and 3:0  107 kg by Hsieh
et al. (2012). Both these teams however used the observations performed in V-ﬁlter, in contrast to our R-ﬁlter observations.
Ishiguro et al. (2011) as well as Bodewits et al. (2011) obtained
an order of magnitude larger mass of the dust escaped from
Scheila. Some discrepancy can be caused from the different parameters used in the calculations. For example, the assumed value of
albedo varied from 0.038 to 0.1, densities of the particles from
1670 to 2000 kg m  3, dust size from 0.1 μm to 10 cm, and
assumed ejection velocity from 55 to 100 m s  1.
When comparing the results, it is necessary to distinguish
between the total “excavated” material and that “ejected away”,
into the interplanetary space. For example, Moreno et al. (2011)
estimated the excavated dust mass of 2  1010 kg, which is much
larger than the amount observed in the object's coma and,
obviously, escaping into the interplanetary space. (The latter
values are given in Table 3.) Bodewits et al. (2014) estimated that
only about 1–10% of the excavated material escapes into the
interplanetary space (and is photometrically observed). The rest of
material falls back on the surface changing its optical properties.

5.2. Asteroidal streams
Although the asteroidal streams do not seem to be so numerous
than cometary, some asteroids still produce their streams. This circumstance motivated us to search also for the potential asteroidal
streams, the corridors of which could be crossed by Scheila. To perform
this search, we used the MPCORB database2 downloaded on June 11,
2015. It contained 686 093 orbits in total and 499 763 orbits determined from the observations covering the period of at least three
oppositions and with the perihelion and aphelion of nominal orbit
enabling the minimum distance to the Scheila's orbit less than 0.02 AU.
We consider this limit in the case of asteroids, because the asteroidal
2

http://www.minorplanetcenter.net/iau/MPCORB.html.

6. Close approaches of small bodies
Likely, the most probable impactor on Scheila was a minor
asteroidal object from the asteroid belt. And, likely, the impactor
was not discovered and recorded to a database before the event.
Nevertheless, to surely exclude this possibility or the possibility
that it could be a satellite of a known binary asteroid, we calculate
the minimum distance of known small objects from Scheila in the
period from 10 days before to 10 days after the supposed time of
collision on December 3.5, 2010.
No extremely close approach of any periodic-comet (up to 1000
years) to Scheila in the supposed time of collision within 0.15 AU
was found. Concerning the known, three-opposition asteroids, 109
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(72, 33, 10, and 3) approaches within the distance of 0.15 AU
(0.125, 0.10, 0.075, and 0.05 AU, respectively) were found. The
closest approach was found for minor planet W8706. However, the
minimum distance between this object and Scheila was 0.022 AU,
too large the W8706 or even its potential satellite could be the
candidate for the impactor.
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108 other main-belt asteroids. However, no perihelion distance of these objects was short and, thus, any thermal stress
of surface material leading to a production of potential
meteoroid stream could be expected. Most probably, the
impactor did not originate from an asteroidal stream.
(6) In near future, Scheila will again pass near the collision point on
December 6.7, 2015 (JDT¼2 457 363.2), December 9.9, 2020
(TJD¼2 459 193.4), and December 16.0, 2025 (TJD¼2 461 025.5).
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ABSTRACT
Context. The near-Earth asteroid (3200) Phaethon occasionally reveals a comet-like activity. It is a parent body to the Geminid meteor

shower and considered as a target for the space mission called Demonstration and Experiment of Space Technology for Interplanetary
Voyage Phaethon Flyby Dust Science, DESTINY+ .
Aims. We aim to characterize Phaethon through measurements of the degree of linear polarization P measured on Phaethon at large
phase angles on its closest approach to Earth on December 17, 2017. These observations allow a more accurate estimation of the
maximum value of the degree of linear polarization Pmax of Phaethon, and therefore, of studying the Umov effect.
Methods. We performed polarimetric measurements of Phaethon at large phase angles α and thus constrained its Pmax . We also
estimated the geometric albedo a based on the data available in the literature. The obtained Pmax and A were analysed with the Umov
effect previously derived for the Moon that establishes an inverse linear correlation between log(Pmax ) and log(A) in the lunar regolith.
Results. Our polarimetric observations of Phaethon in the visible reveal the degree of linear polarization P ≈ (17.23 ± 2.00)% at
α ≈ 57.9◦ and P ≈ (31.86 ± 2.00)% at α ≈ 73.2◦ , which demonstrates no significant wavelength dependence within the error bars
of our measurements (±2%). These data, when combined with what has previously been reported in the literature, suggests at least
three types of polarimetric response on Phaethon. For two of them, we infer the maximum linear polarization to be Pmax ≈ 57.9%,
occurring at αmax = 131◦ and Pmax ≈ 44.5% occurring at αmax = 127◦ . We estimate the geometric albedo (adjusted to α = 3◦ ) to be
AR = 0.075 ± 0.007 in the R filter, which appears to be consistent with dark F-type asteroids, as which Phaethon was first classified. We
examine the Umov diagrams previously inferred for lunar regolith and find that they are hardly applicable to Phaethon and therefore
not to other asteroids either.
Key words. minor planets, asteroids: general – minor planets, asteroids: individual: (3200) Phaeton – polarization – scattering –

methods: miscellaneous

1. Introduction
Asteroid (3200) Phaethon is an outstanding small body in the
solar system. This asteroid experiences close encounters with
Earth, making it possible to perform radar investigations (Taylor
et al. 2018). Its perihelion is quite close to the Sun, only
∼0.14 AU, which suggests a systematic strong heating of the surface. Phaethon reveals comet-like activity (Jewitt 2012), and it
is believed to be a parent body to the Geminid meteor shower
(Williams & Wu 1993). These three features make Phaethon a
legitimate target for space-probe exploration (e.g., Arai et al.
2018). There is also significant scientific interest in groundbased astronomical observations aimed at retrieving physical and
chemical properties of Phaethon (e.g., Fornasier et al. 2006;
Ansdell et al. 2014; Hanuš et al. 2016; Ito et al. 2018).
The basic characteristics of an asteroid are its size, the
geometric albedo in the visible pV , and the phase function.
Photometric observations provide direct access to its phase function, whereas its projected area and geometric albedo appear as
a product whose factorization cannot be accomplished solely
within the framework of photometry. This requires incorporation of other techniques. The most accurate approach here is a
radar study that can visualize the shape of a near-Earth target.

Phaethon was investigated using radar on its closest approach
to Earth in December 2017. It was found to have a shape somewhat similar to what was recently seen by Hayabusa 2 in asteroid
(162173) Ryugu, with an equivalent diameter of ∼5.7 km (Taylor
et al. 2018; Taylor, priv. comm.).
The geometric albedo in the visible pV and the size of
an asteroid can also be constrained from its mid-IR response.
Using the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) data, Tedesco
et al. (2002) found pV = 0.1066 ± 0.001 and a diameter D =
(5.1 ± 0.2) km. We also mention the work by Hanuš et al. (2016),
who estimated the geometric albedo using IRAS data in the
range from 0.09 to 0.15. Obviously, the IRAS diameter appears
noticeably smaller than what emerges from the radar study of
Phaethon; the projected area is ∼20% smaller. The reason for
this discrepancy is that the analysis of the IRAS data is based
on rough approximations of absorptivity in the visible and emissivity in the mid-IR of asteroidal regolith. It is worth noting that
the systematic underestimation of the diameter inferred from the
IRAS data was also emphasized in Tedesco et al. (2002). That
such a discrepancy exists suggests that the geometric albedo
retrieved from the IRAS data may be inaccurate as well.
We here present polarimetric observations of asteroid (3200)
Phaethon measured in the visible at large phase angles. We
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Table 1. Observation logs of asteroid (3200) Phaeton in December 2017.

Fig. 1. Response of the CCD detector used in our observations vs.
transmittance of the V and R filters in the Johnson-Cousins photometric
system.

conduct a comparative analysis of our observations versus the
results of other polarimetric studies of Phaethon, and in particular, improve the estimates of its maximum linear polarization.
Furthermore, using the most recent finding on the shape of
Phaethon (Taylor et al. 2018), we also constrain its geometric
albedo. This makes it possible to investigate the Umov effect on
Phaethon. The Umov effect provides a means of constraining the
geometric albedo of asteroids from their polarimetric response.

2. Observations
We observed asteroid (3200) Phaeton at the prime focus of the
22 cm telescope that is located at the Ussuriysk Astrophysical
Observatory (code C15), which operates within the International Scientific Optical Network (ISON). Weather conditions
were favorable for observations on three closest-approach dates,
December 14, 16, and 17 in 2017. In the first epoch, we conducted
a 2.5-h series of photometric observations aimed to infer the light
curve of Phaethon; in the two other epochs, we measured the
degree of linear polarization P. The telescope was equipped with
a commercially available CCD detector, FLI PL09000, which
has a resolution of 3056 × 3056 pixels and pixel size of 12 µm.
The full field of view of the CCD detector is 243 × 243 arcmin
with an angular resolution of 4.73 × 4.73 arcsec per pixel. The
response of the CCD detector as a function of the wavelength λ
is shown in Fig. 1. We also show here the transmittance of the
V and R filters in the Johnson-Cousins photometric system. The
CCD detector has a wide range of sensitivity with a maximum at
λ ∼ 0.57 µm and an FWHM ≈ 0.46 µm. The latter suggests that
our polarimetric measurements should be compared with other
polarimetric observations of Phaethon with caution because they
are typically conducted with much narrower photometric filters.
We exploit a relatively small telescope, which places certain limitations on the use of photometric filters as they significantly
reduce the apparent magnitude of the target.
Observations of the twilight sky were made to provide flatfield corrections. The raw images were processed using the IRAF
software1 , which includes a basic bias subtraction, flat-field correction, and removal of cosmic ray events. In the polarimetric
1

http://iraf.noao.edu/
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Date

r
(AU)

∆
(AU)

α
(deg)

T exp
(s)

N

P(%)

14.41
16.41
17.49

1.05
1.02
1.00

0.083
0.069
0.070

33.6
57.9
73.2

30
40
40

526
18
30

–
17.23 ± 2.00
31.86 ± 2.00

measurements, a dichroic polarization filter (analyzer) is additionally used. The analyzer was consequently rotated over three
fixed position angles 0◦ , +60◦ , and +120◦ . Using these measurements, the degree of linear polarization P of Phaethon (Eq. (1))
can be obtained through the Fesenkov formulae (Fesenkov 1935).
The Fesenkov formulae sometimes are used without a reference
to the original work by Fesenkov. For instance, they are exploited
in Hines et al. (2014) and Ivanova et al. (2015), which also provide more details on these equations. For calibration purposes,
including determination of instrumental polarization, the polarized and non-polarized standard stars from the lists of Hsu &
Breger (1982), Schmidt et al. (1992) and Heiles (2000) were
observed. We found the instrumental polarization to be lower
than 0.7%.
Table 1 gives a summary of our observations, showing the
epoch of observation (the begin-cycle time, UT), the heliocentric
r and geocentric ∆ distances, the phase angle α of Phaethon, the
exposure time T exp , the number of observations obtained in one
night N, and the obtained degree of linear polarization P with
the corresponding error bars.

3. Comparative analysis of the polarization of
Phaethon
When initially unpolarized solar radiation is scattered by asteroidal or planetary regolith, it acquires a partial linear polarization that is quantified with the degree of linear polarization,
P = (I⊥ − Ik )/(I⊥ + Ik ),

(1)

where I⊥ and Ik denote the intensity of the scattered light that
is polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane and within
the scattering plane, respectively. Polarization P is a function of
the phase angle α. Asteroidal and planetary regolith, as well as
their terrestrial analogs, reveal somewhat similar angular profiles of the degree of linear polarization (e.g., Dollfus et al.
1971; Shkuratov et al. 2004; Fornasier et al. 2006). At small
phase angles α < 15◦ , P takes on predominantly negative values, implying Ik > I⊥ . Over the range α < 15◦ –30◦ , the degree
of linear polarization changes its sign; the phase angle where this
inversion occurs is denoted as the inversion angle αinv . At greater
phase angles, P takes on positive values (i.e., Ik < I⊥ ). Moreover,
it reveals a non-monotonic behavior with a maximum value Pmax
typically attained at αmax ≈ 70◦ –110◦ .
In Fig. 2 we plot the degree of linear polarization P
of Phaethon as a function of phase angle α that was measured by four different groups. These four sets of data were
obtained in different epochs and at different wavelengths λ.
Fornasier et al. (2006) measured polarization in 2004 through
the Johnson-Cousins V filter, Ito et al. (2018) in 2016 with the
Johnson-Cousins R filter, and Devogèle et al. (2018) in 2017 with
the Johnson-Cousins BVRI filters. We reproduce in Fig. 2 only
the data obtained with the R filter, however, while in this work,
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Fig. 2. Degree of linear polarization P as a function of phase angle α in
asteroid (3200) Phaethon obtained in three different epochs by four different groups (symbols) and polynomial fits (lines) to the observational
data obtained in Ito et al. (2018) and Devogèle et al. (2018).

we report measurements made in 2017 with the polarimetric
response being integrated over a wide range of wavelengths (see
Fig. 1). Figure 2 shows that all four data sets tend to be grouped
along a single curve at phase angle α < 60◦ . Interestingly, our
measurement at α = 57.9◦ within the error bars (± 2%) matches
the measurement at α = 57.7◦ reported by Ito et al. (2018).
This resemblance suggests a weak wavelength dependence of the
degree of linear polarization of Phaethon, at least at this particular α. This behavior is similar to what was previously found
at large phase angles in asteroids (1685) Toro (Kiselev et al.
1990) and (4179) Toutatis (Ishiguro et al. 1997). Devogèle et al.
(2018) reported the wavelength dependence of the polarization
of Phaethon to be ∼1–2% in the V and R filters at phase-angle
range α ∼ 60–70◦ , which is consistent with our finding. We also
note that Phaethon reveals no noticeable wavelength dependence
in its photometric response (Ansdell et al. 2014).
At larger phase angles, the degree of linear polarization measured by Ito et al. (2018) appears to be systematically higher
than what was detected by Devogèle et al. (2018), up to ∼10%
at α ∼ 110◦ . This discrepancy could be explained with a significant heterogeneity in the surface of Phaethon and with the
different observation conditions in 2016 and 2017. However, our
observation at α = 73.2◦ reveals polarization that is ∼8% higher
than what can be inferred from observations by Devogèle et al.
(2018) for the same 2017 apparition of Phaethon. Our measurement considerably exceeds (∼5%) even that was reported
in Ito et al. (2018). For observations with the 1.6 m Pirka telescope at the Nayoro Observatory in Hokkaido, Japan (Ito et al.
2018), the ecliptic latitude of Phaeton varied in the range from
39◦ to 71◦ , while for our observations, this variation was from
25◦ to 18◦ . One possible explanation of this difference is a very
strong wavelength dependence of the polarization in Phaethon
in the epoch of our observation that substantially exceeds what
was reported in Devogèle et al. (2018). This wavelength dependence should affect our results as we measured the polarization
of Phaethon without filters. Thus, Devogèle et al. (2018), Ito et al.
(2018), and our own study suggest at least three different types
of polarimetric response in the surface of Phaethon.

We note that on December 14, 2017, we measured the light
curve of Phaethon. It revealed some oscillations in its apparent
magnitude of up to ∆m ≈ 0.2. This appears in good quantitative agreement with findings of Hanuš et al. (2016). When
extrapolating the light curve obtained on December 14 toward
December 17 with the rotational period of Phaethon being ∼3.6 h
(Krugly et al. 2002), it appears that the polarimetric observations
at α = 73.2◦ were conducted at a global minimum of the asteroid
brightness. There is a great deal of uncertainty about the mechanisms governing variations of brightness of Phaethon, but it
could partly result from heterogeneity of its surface. The degree
of linear polarization has long been known to be extremely sensitive to the microphysical properties of regolith (e.g., Shkuratov
et al. 2004). Therefore, the three different types of polarimetric response found in Phaethon (see Fig. 2) suggest a large-scale
heterogeneity of its surface.
For two of the three types of polarimetric response, those
reported in Ito et al. (2018) and Devogèle et al. (2018), there are
enough observational data for search functional expressions of
their phase dependences of the degree of linear polarization P.
We first examined the empirical function suggested by Lumme &
Muinonen (1993) in application to data of Ito et al. (2018):
α
P(α) = b sinc1 (α) cosc2
sin(α − αinv ),
(2)
2
where b, c1, and c2 are free parameters, and αinv is the phase
angle of the inversion of the polarization sign that could be
constrained, for instance, to α0 inv = 22◦ based on observations
by Fornasier et al. (2006). According to Penttilä et al. (2005),
Eq. (2) is capable of fitting the polarimetric response in numerous asteroids and comets. Unfortunately, we were unable to find
a reasonable fit to the observations of Ito et al. (2018). Nevertheless, we inferred their polynomial fit. In the latter case, however,
we added to the available data set an extra point, P = 0% at
α = 180◦ that is incorporated by default into Eq. (2) along with
P = 0% at α = 0◦ . These constraints on the polarization curve
are well known from astronomical observations of asteroids and
other atmosphereless solar system bodies as well as from laboratory measurements of structural analogs of planetary regolith
(e.g., Shkuratov et al. 2004), and they can also be inferred from
symmetry arguments.
We find that a fourth-degree polynomial can closely reproduce the observations of Ito et al. (2018):
P(α) ≈ −2.828 × 10−7 α4 + 1.201 × 10−5 α3 + 0.008α2
−0.173α + 0.45.

(3)

The results of the computations with Eq. (3) are shown in Fig. 2
with the brown dashed line. For the polarimetric response in
the R filter reported by Devogèle et al. (2018), the fourth-degree
polynomial fit is expressed as follows:
P(α) ≈ −1.052 × 10−7 α4 − 2.739 × 10−5 α3 + 0.0094α2
−0.195α + 1.547.

(4)

The fit obtained with Eq. (4) is shown with the blue solid
line in Fig. 2. Both fits describe their corresponding subsets of
observations reasonably well.
The polynomial fits make it possible to estimate the maximum of the degree of linear polarization of Phaethon. Such
an estimation is evidently based on assumption of a simple,
bell-like shape of the angular profile of polarization, which was
indeed found in atmosphereless solar system bodies and analogs
A179, page 3 of 6
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of their regolith (e.g., Shkuratov et al. 2004). Nevertheless,
our estimations of the polarization maximum require further
validation in future observations of Phaethon. For instance,
Eq. (3) yields Pmax ≈ 57.9% occurring at αmax = 131◦ and
Eq. (4) yields Pmax ≈ 44.5% occurring at αmax = 127◦ . Both
fits suggest a very high maximum of positive polarization in
asteroid Phaethon compared to other atmosphereless bodies in
the solar system, which was also noted in Ito et al. (2018) and
Devogèle et al. (2018). For example, in asteroids (1685) Toro and
(4179) Toutatis, the maximum polarization was found to be only
Pmax ≈ (8.5 ± 0.7)% and (7.0 ± 0.2)%, respectively (Kiselev et al.
1990; Ishiguro et al. 1997). The aperture-averaged polarimetry
of the nearside of the Moon reveals only Pmax ≈ 6.5%–9% (e.g.,
Shkuratov et al. 2004). It is worth noting, however, that imaging polarimetry reveals a much stronger response in some sites
on the Moon, up to 24% (Shkuratov & Opanasenko 1992). Furthermore, laboratory measurements of the lunar samples may
reveal even stronger polarization, such as Pmax ≈ 45% in the
soils delivered by Luna 24 (Shkuratov & Opanasenko 1992, and
therein), which appears to be more consistent with the extreme
polarimetric response on Phaethon.
As we described above, our observation at α = 73.2◦ yields
a degree of linear polarization of Phaethon that considerably
exceeds those reported in Ito et al. (2018) and Devogèle et al.
(2018). This does not immediately imply a higher Pmax , however,
because our observation could correspond to a regolith whose
maximum linear polarization appears at lower phase angle αmax .
For example, when we assume αmax ≈ 100◦ , the amplitude of
the positive polarization branch should be definitely lower than
what emerges from Eqs. (3) and (4). This matter requires further
polarimetric observations of Phaethon.
We emphasize that the polarization maximum plays an
important role in planetary physics as it inversely correlates
with the reflectance of regolith (e.g., Shkuratov & Opanasenko
1992). This correlation holds even in the case of single-scattering
micron-size cosmic dust particles (Zubko et al. 2018). In the literature, this is referred to as the Umov effect or Umov law. In
the next section we apply this phenomenon to asteroid (3200)
Phaethon.

4. Umov effect applied to Phaethon
Umov (1905) pointed out that the linear polarization of scattered light by a particulate medium inversely correlates with its
reflectivity. In other words, the brighter is the target, the lower
the linear polarization of the scattered light. This phenomenon
later underwent a thorough investigation in application to lunar
regolith (e.g., Dollfus et al. 1971; Shkuratov & Opanasenko
1992). A brief review of the Umov effect in astronomical applications is given by Zubko et al. (2011). What emerged from
these efforts was a quantification of the Umov effect, that is, a
linear inverse correlation between log(Pmax ) and log(A), where
A is the geometric albedo. We introduce an alternative symbol
to designate the geometric albedo A in order to emphasize its
difference with the previously discussed pV . While the latter designation corresponds to the geometric albedo measured in the
V filter from the Johnson-Cousins photometric system, the geometric albedo A can be attributed to an arbitrary wavelength. It
only is required that A and Pmax correspond to exactly the same
waveband.
Figure 3 demonstrates the Umov effect as measured in
21 different sites on the Moon in blue and red filters, at
λ = 0.42 and 0.65 µm, respectively. Data are adapted from
A179, page 4 of 6

Fig. 3. Inverse correlation between log(A) and log(Pmax ), i.e., the Umov
effect, as measured in 21 different sites on the Moon in blue and red
light, shown with blue triangles and red points, correspondingly (data
adapted from Shkuratov & Opanasenko 1992), and their linear fit plotted
as the black solid line, which is computed with Eq. (6). The black square
corresponds to Phaethon.

Shkuratov & Opanasenko (1992). The measurements presented
in Fig. 3 do not exactly correspond to the geometric albedo A
and the polarization maximum Pmax . First of all, in groundbased observations, the Moon cannot be observed at exact
opposition because of the lunar-eclipse phenomenon. Therefore,
Shkuratov & Opanasenko (1992) attributed A to the phase angle
α = 3◦ , which is a somewhat better approximation than α = 5◦
used in Dollfus et al. (1971). Second, Shkuratov & Opanasenko
(1992) measured positive polarization at α = 113◦ , which is
approximately interpreted as Pmax . Figure 3 shows that there
is a great deal of overlap between the data points obtained
with different filters, revealing little effect of the wavelength on
the Umov effect in lunar regolith. The solid line shows a linear regression derived from all 42 data points, which takes the
following form:
log(Pmax ) ≈ −1.242 log(A) − 0.278.

(5)

Some data points in Fig. 3 may deviate from the regression
line given by Eq. (5); this phenomenon is referred to as polarimetric anomalies (e.g., Shkuratov et al. 2018). The anomalies
apparently imply a slight uncertainty in the interrelation between
log(Pmax ) and log(A).
The Umov diagram shown in Fig. 3 is very simple to use in
practice as it allows for the immediate retrieval of the geometric albedo from the measured maximum of linear polarization.
However, estimating the geometric albedo A enables interpreting the apparent magnitude of a target in terms of its visible
projected area, which is illuminated by solar radiation. This area
directly corresponds to the size of the target.
Unfortunately, the Umov effect in its classic form is hardly
applicable to the vast majority of asteroids because they mainly
belong to the main belt, located at a heliocentric distance larger
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than ∼2.2 AU. This means that their phase angle in ground-based
observations does not exceed ∼27◦ . Therefore, the maximum linear polarization cannot be observed directly in such asteroids.
This restriction stimulated the search for an Umov-effect analog that would refer the geometric albedo A to a light-scattering
characteristic that is accessible in ground-based observations of
the main-belt asteroids. This problem was resolved for asteroids
by Zellner et al. (1974), who first applied the inverse correlation between log(h) and log(A), where h stands for the slope of
the polarization curve at the inversion angle (see top panel in
Fig. 1), which is measured in percent per degree. It is important to emphasize that this approach is actively exploited today
in constraining the size of asteroids (e.g., Cellino et al. 2015).
Although the inverse correlation of log(h) and log(A) is physically related to the Umov effect, it is not as reliable as the
correlation between log(Pmax ) and log(A) in the case of dark
regolith. As shown by Hapke (1993) and discussed by Zubko
et al. 2011, the log(h)– log(A) diagram retains a straight linear
form only at A > 0.05, while the log(Pmax )– log(A) diagram
remains linear throughout the entire range of A. This can be
explained by the significant role that single dust particles play in
light scattering from extremely dark regolith (A < 0.05), where
multiple scattering among constituent particles is weak. While
the linear interrelation log(Pmax ) vs. log(A) holds in singlescattering dust particles (Zubko et al. 2018), it is broken in
log(h) vs. log(A) (Zubko et al. 2011). Therefore, an application of the log(h)– log(A) diagram to dark asteroids may place
significant uncertainty on retrievals of their geometric albedo.
Asteroid (3200) Phaethon potentially belongs to the F type of
very dark asteroids (Tholen 1985), although this is not entirely
certain (Fornasier et al. 2006).
It is important that Phaethon is a near-Earth asteroid that can
be observed at a very large phase angle α ∼ 90◦ , and thus, its
maximum linear polarization can be inferred from ground-based
observations. Moreover, on occasion of a close encounter with
Earth, Phaethon can be studied in the radar mode, which may
deliver its geometric cross section. The latter is critically important for estimating the geometric albedo of the Phaethon surface
from its photometric response. These two factors make it possible to investigate the manifestation of the Umov effect in its
classic form on Phaethon and compare it with what was found
on the Moon.
At α = 113◦ , the fits expressed with Eqs. (3) and (4) reveal a
polarization P(113◦ ) ≈ 53.6 and 42.6%, respectively; or, on average, P(113◦ ) ≈ (48.1 ± 5.5)%. When formally applying P(113◦ )
in asteroid (3200) Phaethon to the Umov diagram expressed for
the Moon with Eq. (5), we can obtain A ≈ 0.024–0.029. This is
an extremely low reflectance that is representative, for instance,
of an optically thick layer of carbon soot smoked on a substrate
and observed at similar phase angle (Zubko et al. 2002).
It is of high practical interest to compare this retrieval with
the geometric albedo that emerges from the apparent brightness
and projected area of Phaethon. It is defined as follows:
A=

π∆2
Sun
× 10−0.4(H−H ) .
S

(6)

Equation (6) was obtained from Eq. (7.45) of Karttunen et al.
(2007). Here, the geocentric distance ∆ = 1 au is expressed in
kilometers, S is the projected area of Phaethon measured in
square kilometers, and H and H Sun stand for the absolute magnitude of Phaethon and the apparent magnitude of the Sun at
a distance of r = 1 au, correspondingly. Clearly, H and H Sun
should refer to the same photometric system. For instance, in the

Johnson-Cousins R filter, HRSun approximately − 27.08 (Engelke
et al. 2010).
We adopted the photometric response of Phaethon measured
in the R filter at phase angle α ≈ 12◦ –83◦ from Ansdell et al.
(2014). Although H is formally defined at α = 0◦ , we adjusted
it to α = 3◦ for comparison with the Umov-diagram retrieval.
Because the smallest α achieved in Ansdell et al. (2014) considerably exceeds α = 3◦ , we used the extrapolated data, which
suggest some uncertainty in our retrieval of the geometric albedo
A with Eq. (6). Over the available range of α, Phaethon reveals a
nearly linear change of its magnitude. When extrapolating this
trend toward α = 3◦ , we can estimate HR ≈ 14.44. However,
as pointed out by Ansdell et al. (2014), photometric observations of Phaethon can also be reasonably well fit within the HG
formalism, which yields HR ≈ 14.24 at α = 3◦ . In computations with Eq. (6) we investigate both values of HR . It is also
worth noting that the range HR ≈ 14.44–14.24 may be further
increased through temporal variations of the Phaethon apparent magnitude, which can be as high as ∆m ≈ 0.2–0.4 (e.g.,
Ansdell et al. 2014; Hanuš et al. 2016). It also is worth noting that although we consider the HG formalism and linear-fit
predictions of HR to be equally possible, this is not necessarily true. At exact backscattering, the difference in the absolute
magnitude inferred with these two approaches is as high as 0.44.
The brightness enhancement near backscattering that appears in
the HG formalism might be attributed to the opposition effect
(Shkuratov et al. 2004), whereas the difference in the absolute
magnitude being 0.44 then corresponds to the opposition-effect
(OE) amplitude. Interestingly, the OE amplitude correlates with
the geometric albedo, and according to Shevchenko et al. (2010),
an OE amplitude of 0.44 should correspond to the geometric
albedo of Phaethon being ∼0.2, which is considerably higher
than all estimations. Conversely, the dark surface of Phaethon
suggests that the OE amplitude is much lower than it appears
from the difference in the HG formalism and the linear fit. This
may indicate that the absolute magnitude inferred with the HG
formalism is not adequate for Phaethon. This is a subject for further photometric study of Phaethon at small phase angles, <10◦ .
Since we used in our analysis an estimate of the Phaethon diameter on average, ∼5.7 km according to Taylor et al. (2018) and
Taylor (priv. comm.), we did not take into account the short-term
brightness variations either.
Equation (6) yields AR ≈ 0.068 at HR ≈ 14.44 and AR ≈
0.082 at HR ≈ 14.24; or, on average, AR ≈ 0.075 ± 0.007. This
value appears to be considerably lower than the IRAS estimate
(0.1066 ± 0.001), and it is simultaneously a few times greater
than what was inferred from the Umov effect. Nevertheless,
AR ≈ 0.075 ± 0.007 appears to be consistent with dark F-type
asteroids, as which Phaethon was first classified. In the diagram
in Fig. 3, we show a data point corresponding to Phaethon with
a black square with the corresponding error bars. Figure 3 shows
that the Umov diagram obtained for the Moon cannot be extrapolated for the case of asteroids. This indicates some difference
in the chemical composition and/or structure of regolith on the
Moon and Phaethon.
The structure of regolith is largely governed by space weathering, that is, ion and micro-meteoroid bombardment and heating or cooling. Micrometeoroid bombardment is capable of
melting regolith particles. For instance, in mature lunar soils,
the fraction of such particles could be as high as 70% (McKay
et al. 1991). Phaethon approaches the Sun at much closer distances than the Moon. Its perihelion lies at r ≈ 0.14 AU, which
in the blackbody approximation suggests that the temperature
√ K). Other
of its uppermost regolith is T bb ∼ 745 K (T bb = 279
r
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models predict somewhat stronger heating, of up to 800–1100 K,
in the subsolar point (Ohtsuka et al. 2009). Although this is
considerably higher than on the Moon, T ∼ 400 K, it is too
low to melt refractory species in asteroids; strong heating may
cause some changes in regolith, however (Ohtsuka et al. 2009).
More importantly, at smaller heliocentric distances, the flux
of micrometeoroids and their velocity tend to increase. Therefore, we would expect more intense processing of regolith on
Phaethon at r ≈ 0.14 AU than at the Moon at r ≈ 1 AU. The
difference in the space weathering of the Moon and Phaethon
could result, for instance, in different sizes of regolith particles. This is a long-known factor affecting the Umov diagram
of regolith (e.g., Kiselev et al. 1990; Shkuratov & Opanasenko
1992; Worms et al. 1999; Hadamcik et al. 2009). This could
be a reason for the different manifestations of the Umov effect
on the Moon and Phaethon, although according to the second law of Kepler, Phaethon spends only ∼15% of its orbital
period (∼523.5 days) at r < 1 AU, and the rest of the orbital
period is spent at r > 1 AU, implying a weaker space weathering of regolith. Moreover, regolith that is produced by space
weathering could be removed from an asteroid that experiences
close encounters with Earth as a result of tidal force (Binzel
et al. 2010). This phenomenon is expected to refresh the asteroid surface on a timescale of < 106 yr. On the other hand, no
such refreshed asteroids have been detected so far.
Finally, although Phaethon does appear peculiar on the
Umov diagram compared to what was found in 21 sites on the
lunar surface, close analogs of the Phaethon response can be
found in laboratory measurements. This was demonstrated by
Ito et al. (2018) using measurements of meteorites and lunar
and terrestrial samples. We also draw attention to the quantitative accordance of Pmax and A measured in Phaethon with that
was reported for dark volcanic sand (see Fig. 7 of Zubko et al.
2016). These examples aim to show that Phaethon as well as
other asteroids might be consistent with the Umov effect, whose
quantitative characterization requires further efforts.

5. Conclusion
On its closest approach with Earth in December 2017, asteroid
(3200) Phaethon provided the rare opportunity of measuring its
linear polarization at large phase angles. Using the 22-cm telescope of the Ussuriysk Astrophysical Observatory, we measured
the degree of linear polarization at two phase angles α ≈ 57.9◦
and 73.2◦ . The comparative analysis of these observational data
sets with those obtained in two previous epochs suggest no wavelength dependence of the polarization of Phaethon that would
exceed the error bars in our measurements, at least at phase angle
α ≈ 58◦ . The surface of Phaethon is presumably heterogeneous,
as demonstrated by its polarimetric response. Polynomial fits to
observations previously reported in Ito et al. (2018) and Devogèle
et al. (2018) suggest two types of regolith on Phaethon, whose
maximum linear polarization is Pmax ≈ 57.9 and 44.5%, respectively. Our polarimetric measurement at α ≈ 73.2◦ reveals a third
type of regolith.
We also considered the Umov effect, an inverse correlation between the polarization maximum Pmax and the geometric
albedo A of Phaethon regolith. We find that the Umov diagram
previously inferred for the Moon by Shkuratov & Opanasenko
(1992) is hardly applicable to Phaethon, and as a consequence,
neither can it be applied to other asteroids. This could reflect
different circumstances in the space weathering that the lunar
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and Phaethon surface underwent. However, this finding also
encourages further study of the Umov-effect manifestation in
asteroids, in particular, as a function of their perihelion distance.
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ВИСНОВКИ
Дисертаційна робота представляє результати комплексного дослідження комет
різних динамічних класів, активних астероїдів і комети-кентавра за даними
фотометрії, поляриметрії та спектроскопії. Проведено діагностику властивостей
пилової, газової та плазмової атмосфер досліджуваних активних об’єктів шляхом
чисельного

моделювання,

пошук

зв'язку

між

фізичними

і

динамічними

характеристиками МТСС різних популяцій для виявлення особливостей, пов'язаних
з різними областями їхнього утворення чи еволюції.
Серед найбільш важливих результатів проведеного дослідження є наступні:
1. Ґрунтуючись на результатах ініційованої автором програми комплексних
досліджень далеких комет (у яких перигелійна відстань q > 4 а.о.), виявлено та
вивчено невідомі раніше закономірності та особливості, зокрема:
 окрім комети C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch), у спектрах досліджених далеких
комет емісії були відсутні;
 пилопродуктивність далеких комет значно вища до перигелію, ніж у
короткоперіодичних комет;
 ступінь лінійної поляризації випромінювання далеких комет систематично
вищий порівняно з поляризацією короткоперіодичних комет;
 речовинний склад пилових частинок у комах далеких комет значно
відрізняється від складу пилу короткоперіодичних комет;
 у комі комети C/2014 A4 (SONEAR) домінують субмікронні частинки, що
складаються з великої кількості льоду та толіно-подібних органічних речовин,
а кома комети C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch) формується частинками різних
розмірів, що складаються з льодів Н2О і СО2 та тугоплавкого матеріалу;
 активність далеких комет пояснено немонотонною кристалізацією аморфного
льоду в кометах, включаючи не лише лід Н2О, а й більш летючі льоди CO і
СО2, та еволюцію ерозії поверхні. Хоча спалахова активність комет, в тому
числі і далеких, може бути спричинена впливом метеороїдів на поверхню
їхніх ядер.
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2. Вперше проведено детальні дослідження комети-кентавра 29P/Schwassmann–
Wachmann 1 на основі комплексних спостережень упродовж 2007 – 2009 рр. на
геліоцентричних відстанях 5.7 – 6.0 а.о. і отримано наступні результати:
 у спектрі комети-кентавра ототожнено численні коливальні переходи іона
СО+ (A2Π – X2Σ) і слабку емісійну смугу іона N 2 (0, 0) електронної системи
(B2Σ – X2Σ). Співвідношення [ N 2 ] / [СО+] = 0.01 свідчить про низькі
температури (< 30 К) в області формування цього об’єкта;
 побудовано карти просторового розподілу пилу та іона CO+ і показано, що
ударна іонізація частинками сонячного вітру найбільш ймовірна для іонізації
СО в кометі 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1 і є основним механізмом іонізації
в кометах на великих відстанях від Сонця;
 визначено швидкості продукування іонів CO+ і пилових частинок, які значно
змінювалися протягом періоду спостережень;
 вперше в далекій кометі виміряно кругову поляризацію розсіяного
випромінювання пилу та лінійну поляризацію в джетоподібній структурі, яка
виявилася значно вищою, ніж в комі;
 за результатами моделювання та аналізу динамічної історії комети-кентавра
показано, що поверхня її ядра зазнала суттєвих змін і не може більше
розглядатися як первісна.
3. Вперше отримано з великою роздільною здатністю просторові розподіли
яскравості, кольору та поляризації по комах низки комет, на основі яких отримано
такі нові результати:
 виявлено взаємопов’язані варіації поляризації й кольору по комі в кометах
67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko і 2Р/Encke, які свідчать про еволюцію фізичних
властивостей частинок з віддаленням від ядра комети і можуть бути
діагностикою для таких характеристик пилу, як швидкість фрагментації
пилинок, їхній початковий розмір та склад;
 вперше в кометах 2Р/Encke і C/2011 KP36 (Spacewatch) визначено
поляризацію відбитого ядром світла і її внесок в поляризацію навколоядерної
пилової коми, а також внесок молекулярних емісій в континуумні кометні
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фільтри. Варіації поляризації і кольору пилу, з урахуванням деполяризуючих
факторів

молекулярних

емісій

і

ядра,

пояснено

зміною

фізичних

властивостей пилових частинок з відстанню від ядра;
 вперше отримано просторовий розподіл лівосторонньої кругової поляризації
в комі комети С/2009 Р1 (Garradd) і виявлено її змінність з часом;
 морфологічні структури (джети, фени, оболонки, арки та ін.) у внутрішніх
комах спостережених комет, спричинені потоками пилу і газу з активних
ділянок на ядрі, мають різні радіальні профілі поляризації і кольору, що
свідчить про неоднорідність ядра;
 на основі модельних розрахунків результатів спостережень комети сімейства
Крейца

C/2012 S1 (ISON)

обґрунтовано

недоцільність

використання

параметра Af, який характеризує темп виносу пилу з поверхні ядра, для
абсолютної оцінки маси викинутого пилу.
4. Вперше виявлено зміну протягом тижня кольору пилу в комі довгоперіодичної
комети C/2013 UQ4 (Catalina). За допомогою моделі пилових частинок у вигляді
агломератів показано, що її причиною є поповнення коми пилом різного хімічного
складу з різних активних ділянок на поверхні ядра внаслідок обертання ядра
комети.
5. На прикладі комети C/2011 J2 (LINEAR), ядро якої розпалося, показано, що
нестаціонарні процеси і фрагментація ядер комет є індикатором неоднорідності їх
композиційного складу і структури. Виявлені зміни кольору пилу зв'язані з
асиметричним

вкладом

пилу

з

різних

фрагментів

в

загальний

потік

випромінювання. Під час покриття кометою зорі визначено оптичну товщину її
пилової атмосфери та отримано відносну швидкість руху фрагмента В.
6. Проведено спостереження трьох таких рідкісних об’єктів, як активні астероїди
(відкрито 20). Уперше побудовано карти кольору астероїда (6478) Gault і
встановлено, що зміна кольору уздовж хвоста викликана еволюцією пилових
частинок з віддаленням від ядра. Виявлено залежність морфологічних структур і
варіацій кольору в комах активних астероїдів (596) Scheila і (6478) Gault від
ступеня їхньої спалахової активності. Шляхом динамічного моделювання вперше
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визначено метеорні потоки, відповідальні за кометоподібну активність цих
астероїдів, що підтвердило обґрунтованість використання ударного механізму для
пояснення короткочасної активності астероїдів.
7. У рамках запропонованої автором довгострокової програми квазіодночасних
фотометричних, поляриметричних та спектральних спостережень малих тіл
Сонячної системи, досліджено 24 комети різних популяцій (4 короткоперіодичних
комети, 4 довгоперіодичних комети на геліоцентричній відстані r < 3 а.о., 16
далеких комет на r > 4 а.о.), 3 активних астероїда і 1 кентавр. Отримані
спостережні дані інтерпретовано в рамках наявних теорій розсіяння світла
пиловими частинками і моделей речовинного складу пилової і газової складових
атмосфер активних малих тіл, в результаті чого визначено оптичні, фізичні й
хімічні властивості досліджуваних об’єктів і особливості їх поведінки з часом,
довжиною хвилі, відстанню від Сонця і фазовим кутом.
Отримані результати мають вихід на вирішення космогонічної проблеми
походження та еволюції як МТСС, так і Сонячної системи. Отримані фізичні
характеристики комет різних динамічних груп вказують, що незважаючи на видиму
глобальну однорідність комет, існують значні відхилення в індивідуальних
властивостях досліджених об’єктів, які обумовлені відмінностями, пов'язаними з
місцями їхнього утворення. У той же час деякі характеристики обумовлені лише
еволюцією певної комети. Порівняння фізичних характеристик та характеру
активності досліджених МТСС вказує на тісний зв’язок між кометами, астероїдами
та кентаврами.
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ДОДАТОК A
ІНСТРУМЕНТИ ТА СПОСТЕРЕЖЕНИЙ МАТЕРІАЛ
Таблиця 1. Перелік телескопів, на яких проводилися спостереження
№

Телескоп

Місце розташування

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

БТА
SOAR
250СМО
Zeiss-2000
FTS
NLA
130СП
125КрАО
Zeiss-1000
IAOS
AZT-8
61СП
60Терскол
60ААО
T17
MASTER-II-Ural
22УАО
T9

Нижній Архиз, Росія
Серро Пахон, Чилі
c. Кічі-Балик, Росія
пік Терскол, Росія
Канберра, Австралія
Брасополіс, Бразилія
Скальнате Плесо, Словаччина
с. Научний, Крим
Нижній Архиз, Росія
Санглох, Таджикистан
с. Лісники, Україна
Скальнате Плесо, Словаччина
пік Терскол, Росія
с. Андрушівка, Україна
Канберра, Австралія
Коурівка, Росія
с. Горнотайожне, Росія
Канберра, Австралія

Діаметр
дзеркала
(м)
6.05
4.1
2.5
2.0
2.0
1.6
1.3
1.25
1.0
1.0
0.7
0.61
0.6
0.6
0.43
0.4
0.22
0.127

Код
115
I33
115
B18
E10
874
056
095
115
193
585
56
В18
А50
E10
168
С15
E10
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Таблиця 2. Журнал спостережень комет
№

1

Назва комети

2P/Encke

Дата

(а.о.)
(град.)
Короткоперіодичні комети

Телескоп/
Режим

Фільтр/
Решітка

Публікація

V
V, RC, BC, NH2,
SED500, r-sdss
PHG1200@540
r-sdss, SED500
V

Rosenbush et al.,
2020

B, V, R, I

Zheltobryukhov
et al., 2020

0.654
1.336

109.2
46.8

БТА/Фотометрія
БТА/Фотометрія

23.01.2017
23.01.2017
10–17.09.2018

1.049
1.052
1.01

1.335
1.336
0.39–0.40

46.8
46.8
78–76.7

БТА/Спектри,
Поляриметрія
22УАО/
Фотометрія

1.058–1.315

0.078–0.387

18.1–46.4

61СП, 130СП,
22УАО/
Фотометрія,
Поляризація
БТА/Спектри,
Фотометрія,
Поляриметрія

3

46P/Wirtanen

16.11.2018–
10.02.2019

4

67Р/Churyumov
–Gerasimenko

08.11.2015
09.12.2015
03.04.2016
05.04.2016

5

C/ 2009 P1
(Garradd)
C/2013 UQ4
(Catalina)
C/2002 VQ94
(LINEAR)



0.561
1.051

21P/GiacobiniZinner

8



04.11.2013
23.01.2017

2

6

r
(а.о.)

1.615
1.798
33.2
VPHG1200@540
1.844
1.721
31.8
VPHG2400@415
2.723
1.807
10.4
g-, r-sdss; R
2.723
1.807
10.4
Довгоперіодичні комети з перігелійною відстанню <3 а.о.
28.10–14.11.2011 1.73–1.64
1.98–2.09
30.1–27.6
60Терскол/
BC, GC, RC, C2,
Фотометрія
CN, C3
02.06–12.08.2014 1.091–1.239 0.398–1.405 44.8–68.6
61СП, T17, T9/
B, V
Фотометрія
Довгоперіодичні комети з перігелійною відстанню >3 а.о.
9, 17.04.2007
6.834
6.685
6.1
БТА/Фотометрія
SED415,
SED537
13, 16.12.2006
7.084, 5.519 7.332, 5.598
6.2
БТА/Фотометрія
V, R

Kiselev et al.,
2020
Chornaya et al.,
2019

Ivanova et. al.,2017
Rosenbush et l.2017
Snodgrass et al., 2017

Ivanova et. al., 2014
Ivanova et al., 2017

Ivanova et al., 2009
Ivanova et al., 2011

9

C/ 2006 W3
(Christensen)

13.12.2006
9.11.2007
3–4.12.2008

8.49
6.24
3.74

7.62
5.63
3.41

3.26
7.51
14.92

БТА/
Фотометрія,
Спектри

10

C/ 2007 D1
(LINEAR)
C /2007 D3
(LINEAR)

14.03.2008

8.93

7.94

1.0

04.12.2008

6.62

6.51

8.6

C/2010 G3
(WISE)
C/ 2010 S1
(LINEAR)

29.03.2011

5.6

5.19

9.7

25.11.2011

7.0

6.52

7.3

12.11.2012

6.05

5.87

9.4

БТА/Фотометрі,
Спектри
БТА/
Фотометрія,
Спектри
БТА/ Фотометрія,
Спектри
БТА/ Фотометрія,
Спектри,
Поляриметрія
БТА/ Фотометрія,
Поляриметрія

11

12
13

B, V, Rc, СО ,
SED537
VPHG550G
VPHG1200B
V, R
VPHG1200B
V
VPHG1200B
+

V, R
VPHG940@600
B, V, R
VPHG940@600
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Korsun et al., 2016

Ivanova et al., 2015
Ivanova et al., 2015

Ivanova et al., 2015
Ivanova et al., 2015а

g-sdss

Ivanova et al., 2015b;
Dlugach et al., 2018

14

C/ 2010 R1
(LINEAR)

06.02.2013

5.94

5.57

9.2

БТА/ Фотометрія,
Поляриметрія

r-sdss

Ivanova et al., 2015b
Dlugach et al., 2018

156

C/ 2011 J2
(LINEAR)

24.02.2013–
1.12.2014

4.41–4.61

3.54–4.35

7.04–12.1

R

Ivanova et al., 2016

16

C/ 2011 L4
(PANSTARRS)

31.05.2012
21.06.2012

4.46
4.22

3.45
3.32

1.7
7.3

AZT-8, 60СП,
Ziess-100/
Фотометрія,
FTS/Фотометрія

V, R

Ivanova et al., 2014

17

P/ 2011 P1
(McNaught)

24.11.2011

5.43

4.53

4.6

БТА/Фотометрі,
Спектри

B, V, Rc
VPHG1200@540

Korsun et al., 2016

g, r-sdss
VPHG1200@540

11.3
9.4
7.1

БТА/
Фотометрія,
Поляриметрія,
Спектри
БТА/Фотометрія,
спектри,
Поляриметрія
60Терскол/
Фотометрія
БТА/Спектри

3.645–3.463

12.3

5.19

4.61

9.4

4.21
4.21

3.28
3.28

4.7
5.8

18

C/ 2011 KP36
(Spacewatch)

25.11.2016

5.05

4.47

9.7

19

C/ 2012 J1
(Catalina)

15.11.2013

3.17

2.45

14.02

20

C/2012 K6
(McNaught)
C/ 2012 S1
(ISON)
C/ 2013 A1
(Siding Spring)
C/ 2013 V4
(Catalina)
C/2014 A4
(SONEAR)

13.02.2014
23.02.2014
9.02.2013

4.16
4.22
4.805

3.52
3.45
3.977

12–13.02.2013

4.161–4.151

6.11.2015
05.11.2015
07.11.2015

21
22
23
24

V
VPHG1200@540
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Dlugach et al., 2018
Ivanova et al., 2017

V, B, R

Dlugach et al., 2018
Ivanova et al., 2015c
Ivanova et al., 2015d
Ivanova et al., 2015b

VPHG1200@540

Ivanova et al., 2018

FTS/Фотометрія

V, R

Andrienko et al., 2016

БТА/Фотометрі,
Поляриметрія
БТА/ Фотометрія,
Спектри,
Поляриметрія
Master-II/
Фотометрія

R

Dlugach et al., 2018

r-sdss, g-sdss, Rc
VPHG1200@540
V, R

Dlugach et al., 2018
Ivanova et al., 2019
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Таблиця 3. Журнал cпостережень комети-кентавра 29P/Schwassmann–Wachmann 1
№
1

Назва об’єкта
29P/Schwassmann
– Wachmann 1

r
(а.о.)





(а.о.)

17–18.11.2007

5.967

03.12.2008

Фільтр/
Решітка

Публікація

(град.)

Телескоп/
Режим

5.197

6.4–6.3

БТА/Фотометрія

V, CO+,
SED537

Ivanova et al., 2009

6.084–6.08
5

5.413–5.40
1

7.2

БТА/Фотометрія

R

Ivanova et. al., 2012

4.12.2008

6.085

5.401–5.38
9

7.1

БТА/Фотометрія

R

Ivanova et. al., 2012

14,18–19.02.2009

5.292

6.107

4.8–5.5

Zeiss-2000/
Фотометрія

R

Ivanova et. al., 2012

31.05.2011

6.25

6.17

9.3

NLA/Спектри

300 штр/мм

Ivanova et. al., 2016

20.02.2012

6.26

5.49

6.2

БТА/Фотометрія

B, V, R

Ivanova et. al., 2016

12.08.2016

5.9

5.0

5.1

SOAR/Спектри

300 штр/мм

Ivanova et. al., 2018

12.08.2016

5.9

5.0

5.1

SOAR/Фотометрія

B, V, R, I

Picazzio et. al., 2019

08,11,18.11.2007
04.12.2008
29.03.2009
26.12.2009

5.96
6.08
6.11
6.18

5.29, 5.26,
5.19
5.40
5.8

7.4, 7.1,
6.2
7.1
9.1

БТА/Фотометрія

CO+, SED537

Ivanova et. al., 2019

31.05.2011

6.25

5.33
6.14

7.2
9.3

SOAR/Спектри

300 штр/мм
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Таблиця 4. Журнал спостережень активних астероїдів
N

1

r
(а.о.)





(а.о.)

15–17, 27.12.2010

3.104–3.085

4.01,6,9,26,

Назва
об’єкта

Дата

Фільтр

Публікація

(град)

Телескоп/
Режим*

(596)
Scheila

2.496–2.338

16–13.7

61СП/Фотометрія

V, R

3.074–3.037

2.263–2.097

121–6.7

Neslusan et al.,
2016

28.01.2011

3.029

2.082

6.2

1.02.2011

2.982–2.943

2.133–2.318

11.6–17.1

8.22-23.02.2011

2.933–2.900

2.377–2.594

18–20

2,4.04.2011

2.877–2.850

2.753–2.932

20.4–20.0

6,8,22.05.2011

2.452–2.471

1.473–1.873

8.2–21.9

SIAO/Фотометрія

B, V, R, I

13,15-16,18.01.2019

2.460–2.450

1.797–1.735

19.9–18.85

B, V, R

6,8.02.2019

2.411–2.407

1.525–1.509

13–12.3

250СМО, 130СП,
61СП /Фотометрія

Ivanova et al.,
2019

23,27–28.03.2019

2.316–2.305

1.405–1.425

12.9–15.0

14–17.12.2017

1.05–1.00

0.083–0.070

33.6–73.2

0.22-м УАО/

V, R

Zheltobryukhov
et al., 2018

Kokhirova et al.,
2018

16–17,30–3107,
1.08.2017
2

3

(6478)
Gault

(3200)
Phaethon

Фотометрія,
Поляриметрія
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Вірі Калениківні Розенбуш за допомогу у формуванні мене, як науковця та
дослідника, за підтримку та конструктивну критику і переданий безцінний досвід.
Велика подяка моїм Колегам Миколі Миколайовичу Кисельову та Павлу Павловичу
Корсуну за завжди плідну і цікаву співпрацю протягом багатьох років, численні
поради i дискусії та переданий досвід.
Щиро дякую своїм близьким друзям і колегам, Ігорю Васильовичу Лук’янику,
Олексію Валерійовичу Моісеєву, Олександру Васильовичу та Тетяні Павлівні
Сергєєвим, які завжди мене надихали та допомагали, а наша співпраця дуже
збагатила мої наукові дослідження.
Щиро дякую і моїм співавторам, Жанні Михайлівні Длугач, Сергію Михайловичу
Андрієвському, Євгену Зубко, Ірині Кулик, Сергію Борисенко, Валерію Клещенку,
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Олені Шубіній, Володимиру Решетнику, Алексію Агапітову, Юлії Андрієнко,
Максиму Андреєву, Олександру Головіну, Василю Пономаренко, Олександру
Баранському, Ользі Захожай за співпрацю, яка збагачує та спонукає до подальших
спільних наукових досліджень.
Щиро дякую моїм зарубіжними колегам та співавторам, а саме Yuri Skorov, Jürgen
Blüm, Jan Svoreň, Gulchehra Kokhirova, Luboš Neslušan, Ludmilla Kolokolova, Enos
Picazzio, Michael Mishchenko, Zuzana Seman-Krišandova, Marek Husárik, Dušan Tomko,
Gorden Videen, Uwe Keller, Denis Bodewits, Colin Snodgrass, Firuza Rakhmatullaeva,
Michael Mommert, Artem Novichonok, Kateryna Chornaya, Anton Kochergin, Maxim
Zheltobryukhov, Oleg Egorov, Olga Voziakova, Maxim Gabdeev, David Mkrtichian за
нашу плідну співпрацю.
Велика подяка Дмитру Опаріну, Роману Уклеєну, Олені Шабловінській, хто
допомагав мені на спостереженнях та завдяки яким і з якими було отримано великий
обсяг даних на різних телескопах світу.
Велика подяка директору Головної астрономічної обсерваторії НАН України
академіку НАН України Ярославу Степановичу Яцківу за його підтримку протягом
багатьох років.
Щиро дякую всій адміністрації ГАО НАНУ за підтримку і допомогу.
Щира вдячність Якову Володимировичу Павленко та всім співробітникам відділу
фізики субзоряних та планетних систем ГАО НАН України за підтримку та дружні
наукові дискусії.
Особлива подяка всім моїм Рідним та близьким, а в першу чергу, моєму чоловікові
Олександру Кашелю і моєму сину Богдану Кашелю, за підтримку, терпіння та
розуміння на шляху моїх наукових досліджень.
Щиро дякую всім моїм друзям, за їхню підтримку та щиру дружбу протягом
багатьох років.

